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The Nuclear Safety Information Center (NSIC), established in March
| 1963 at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, is principally supported' by the
'

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Office of Nuclear Regulatory Re-
search. Support is also provided by the Division of Reactor Research and
Technology of the Department of Energy. The Center is a focal point for
collection, storage, evaluation, and dissemination of safety information

I to aid those concerned with analysis, design, and operation of nuclear
| facilities. A system of keywords has been developed to index the infor-

mation that NSIC catalogs. Title, author, installation, abstract, and,
'

keywords for each document reviewed are recorded at the central computing
| facility in Oak Ridge. References are' cataloged according to the follow-

ing categories:

1. General Safety Criteria
2. Siting of Nuclear Facilities
3. Transportation and Handling of Radioactive Materials
4. Aerospace Safety (inactive since ~1970)
5. Heat Transfer and Thermal Hydraulics

! 6. Reactor Transients, Kinetics, ari Stability
i 7. Fission Product Release, Transe i t, and Removal

8. Sources of Energy Release Under Accident Conditions
9. Nuclear Instrumentation, Control, and Safety Systems

| 10. Electrical Power Systems
11. Containment of Nuclear Facilities
12. Pl_st Safety Features -- Reactor
13. Plant Safety Features - Nonreactor
14. Radio.. uitae Release, Disposal, Treatment, and Management (inactive

since September 1973)
15. Environmental Surveys, Monitoring, and Radiation Dose Measurements

(inactive since September 1973)
16. Meteorological Considarations
17. Operaticnal Safety and Experience
18. Design, Construction, and Licensing

i 19. Internal Exposure Effects on Humans due to Radicactivity in the Envi-
ronment (inactive since September 1973)

20. Effects of Thermal Modifications on Ecological Systems (inactive
since September 1973)

21. Radiation Effects on Ecological Systems (inactive since September
1973)

| 22. Safeguards of Nuclear Materials
23. Risk , Reliability, and Probabilistics

Computer programs have been developed that enable NSIC to (1) operate
a program of selective dissemination of information (SDI) to individuals
according to their particular profile of interest, (2) make retrospective
searches of the stored references, and (3) produce topical indexed bibli-
ographies. In addition, the Center staff is available for consultation,
and document literature at NSIC offices .s available for examination. All,

. _ . - ._
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NUCLEAR POWER AND RADIATION IN PERSPECTIVE

J. R. Buchanan J. A. Ilaried

ABSTRACT

' This review compiles 33 articles about nuclear power and
associated radiation hazards written for Nuclear Safety be-

| tween 1964 and 1980. . A perspective on these hazards is sought
'

by comparing them over these last 16 years with hazards inher-
ent in other energy development technologies. Four approaches
to the problem are considered: biological effects of low-level
radiation, risk-benefit concepts, nuclear fuel cycle risks as
compared with other risks, and the relationship between mass
media and public interest.

I INTRODUCTION

Throughout the 21 years of its publication, Nuclear Safety has
| monitored the debate on nuclear power. Nuclear debate issues are most
, clearly seen in light of the overall energy debate; always, the focus is
! on relative hazards to the public of the various energy development tech-
i nologies (Sect. D).
; Hazards unique to nuclear power are largely because of radiation from
! the fuel cycle and from potential accidents. Section B investigates ra-

diation and its ef fects.
Hazards of fossil-fired generation of electricity are because of less

; spectacular problems inherent in mining and drilling, transportation, and
j steady-state generation of large quantities of effluents and solid wastes.

Perceptual dif ficulties in viewing, comparing, and contrasting these
~

hazards are discussed and analyzed in Sect. E.
, The proper measure for comparing various hazards is the concept of
! risk-benefit analysis, introduced and enlarged in four articles in Sect.
| C. 'Ihe guiding principle is stated by Ernest Siddall in his article,
j " Control of Spending on Nuclear Safety," as follows:
| The components of any safety activity should be carried out
j in order of diminishing cost effectiveness; the activity
| should be terminated when a further amount of money spent on
! it will not save as many lives as it would have done if spent
| in some other way.

| The under1 ing assumptions of risk-benefit analysis require close scru-
' tiny. Only economically feasible methods of generating large amounts of

electricity are considered. Economic feasibility includes the concept of
the greatest good for the greatest number of people. Greatest good is I:

defined in engineering terms as the most efficient use of available re-
sources leading to lowest total cost to the consumer. Total cost includes
environmental and health ef te-ts as well as cents per kilowatt hour. The
more basic issues of societal values, morality, and economic growth are

|
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assumed consistent with this definition of greatest good. " Energy Policy-

Bioethical Principles and Priorities," in Sect. A, addresses these basic |

issues explicitly and concludes that the reasonable use of nuclear power
resolves them mest favorably with the greatest public good. In summary,

! the question is not chebher a unit of electrical energy should be pro-
duced, but hou it should be produced.

.

|
|

A. ENERGY POLICY OVERVIEW

An important concept of risk-benefit analysis of ten ignored in the
|

literature is that of the risks and costs of electricity shortages and
| outages. The introductory paper by Dr. Margaret Maxey is a responsible
|

view of energy supply and a bioethical approach to energy policy: " Bio-
ethics require a scientific consideration of the entire spectrum of bio-
hazards from all candidate energy sources, as well as from toxic chemicals
and minerals in native and industrial processes, before making public

| policy. " Various themes struck by Dr. Maxey are enlarged and elaborated
! throughout this report.

B. RADIATION AND RADIATION EFFECTS

The largest section of this report, Sect. B, is devoted to under-
| standing biolog tal risks of ionizing radiation. A comprehensive overview
| of radiation protection terminology and concepts was carried in Nuclear
| Safety in 1979 entitled " Recommendations of the International Commissicr.
| on Radiological Protection." That report appears as article 10 in this
| section.

|
In the spring of 1964, Nuclear Safety published the first article

in the series " Radiation in Perspective" entitled "The Potential Hazard'

from Radiation." This article, excerpted from a lecture by Francis L.'

Brannigan of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), discusses the ob-
| servable body ef fects of radiation exposure.
|

The first of two articles by Merril Eisenbud of New York University
j Medical Center deals with popular misconceptions and statements taken out

of context concerning radiation hazards and effects. Though it makes no
positive statement for nuclear power, " Explosion of Some Radiological
Myths" points out frequent pitfalls in criticizing nuclear power.

An article on the "Effect of Low-Intensity Radiation on Man" by
Francis J. Jankowski, a nuclear engineering profestar at Rutgers Univer- ,

i

sity, compares doses of radiation with doses of chemicals required for
normal biological functioning. Jankowski's data suggest that a low-level
radiation threshold exists below which the biological effects of ionizing ,

!radiation are beneficial.*
'

I

*The BEIR III report, released by the National Academy of Sciences
Committee on the Biological Ef fects of Radiation on July 29, 1980, en-

'

dorses a linear quadratic model for cancer risks from low-level radiation.
This model precludes any possibility of beneficial effects.

!

!

i
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Five years af ter his first Nuclear Safety article, Merril Eisenbud
wrote from.his point of view as a member of the National Committee on
Radiation Protection describing the background of U.S. " Radiation
Standards and Public Health." Subsequent to this article, the AEC
proposed changes in its regulations to keep radioactive effluents from
light water power reactors "as low as practical" (Fed. Regist. 36(111):
11113. June 9, 1971).

Four articles deal with population doses caused by low-level radia-
tion in the environment and in the food chain. Population doses due to
urban environments, lifestyles, and natural background rcdiation, in addi-
tion to doses from steady state effluents from nuclear facilities, are
analyzed in articles 5, 6, 7, and 9. The EPA report, " Radiological
Quality of the Environment in the United States, 1977," summarizes
estimated population doses.

Nuclear Safety has carried four critical reviews of the literature --
articles 8,12, 13, and 14 -- concerning prospective and retrospective
studies of large, irradiated populations and observable health effects.
Extensive bibliographies are included. Article 11 in this section is a
preepactive study of the health impact of the radiation released during
the accident at Three Mile Island.

The often acrimonious nuclear debate centers on the controversy over-
low-level radiation and its uncertain biological effects. These 14 arti-
cles provide the perspective of upper and lower bounds on otherwise uncer-
tain biological effects of low-level radiation. Viewed thusly, fear and
hostility generated by the nuclear debate are clearly unwarranted.

C. RICK-BENEFIT CONCEPTS

The four extensive analyses included in this section represent recent
work in risk-benefit concepts. The " Comparative Risk-Cost-Benefit Study
of Alternative Sources of Electrical Energy" study published by the AEC in
December 1974 represented, at thtt time, the editors believed, the most
comprehensive assessment of the tisks, costs, and benefits of coal, oil,
natural gas, and nuclear fuel cycles. " Risk-Benefit Evaluation for Large-
Technological Systems" deals with general aspects of risk-benefit method-
ology, societal knowledge and perception of risk, and risk-acceptance
criteria. This wide-ranging project attempts to integrate with risk-bene-
fit methodology the highly subjective questions dealt with further in
Sect. E, such es 9What is the dollar value of a human life?" and "How safe
is safe enough?"

Edward O'Donnell and John Mauro of Ebasco Services, Inc., advocate
consistent health and safety regulatory policy based on uniform risk and !

cost-benefit criteria in the next article, "A Cost-Benefit Comparison of I
Nuclear and Nonnuclear Health and Safety Protective Measures and Regula-
tions." The call for a : ified regulatory philosophy echoes Dr. Maxey's
proposal in Sect. A for a cabinet-level Department of Health and Safety as
"a consolidating, streamlining, efficiency-centered governing organ to
which regulatory agencies are answerable and accountable ~~

The cost of saving lives is a novel index used in "Jontrol of Spend-
ing on Nuclear Safecy." Because this cost varies considerably from indus-
try to industry, Siddall suggests "that some agency should be set up to

-.
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monitor and coordinate safety activities." This holistic concept of risk-
benefit analysis seems to be one whose time has come.

D. NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE RISKS VS OTHER RISKS

For purposes of perspective, potential injury caused by radiation
i ' dose is compared with other risks people confront in their everyday lives.
| The nine articles in this secF'n span the development of applied-risk as-

| sessment methodology from 1964 to 1979.
In the continuing " Radiation in Perspective" series, C. Rogers McCul-

lough.of NUS Corporation examines a number of factors that influence the
health and longevity of populations. He estimates, as does Andrew P.
Hull, the loss in average life span because of natural background and
human made radiation, smoking, country vs city living, and a myriad of
other commonplace factors. Hull and Birny R. Fish, in separate articles,
note that nuclear plants produce less air pollution, relative to applica-
ble standards, than fossil plants. Fish describes several air pollution
disasters of the past and proposes that nuclear energy has a critically
important role in combatting the growing assault on our atmosphere by
supplanting fossil fuel in most of the power plants to be built late in
the century.

The next two articles in the " Radiation in Perspective" series are
also concerned with health risks in electricity generation from fossil and
nuclear plants. In a 1972 State of California long-range planning study,
Chauncey Starr and M. A. Greenfield at The University of California at Los
Angeles compared the public health risks of the steady state operation of

j nuclear plants and oil-fired plants. L. B. Lave and L. C. Freeburg of

I Carnegie-Mellon University compared the occupational and public-health ef-
| fects of electricity generation from coal, uranium, and oil, with particu-

| lar emphasis on accident and chronic disease rates for fuel extraction and
airborne emissions from power and reprocessing plants. Based on current
operating practice, they conclude that the uranium fuel cycle offers a
lesser health hazard than a coal fuel cycle.

I Norman Rasmussen next gave a preview of "The AEC Study on the Esti-
| mation of Risks to the Public from Potential Accidents in Nuclear Power
| Plants" -- the Reactor Safety Study. He covers organization of the

study in seven major tasks and the methodology of Jetersining accident
probabilities, and he gives a one year progress report. Following this
preview we have included the section of the Report of the Reactor Safety
Study entitled " Introduction and Summary."

A quartet of auchors from the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)
published a report on the " Radiological Impact of Airborne Effluents of
Coal-Fired and Nuclear. Power Plants." The ingestion and inhalation path-
ways for airborne radionuclides emitted from both coal-fired and nuclear
plants are considered in their population and organ dose calculations.

In April 1979, the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) Committee on
Science and Public Policy released the " Summary and synthesis Chapter" of
their literature review entitled " Risks Associated with Nuclear Power."

| Applied risk assessment methodology, as illustrated in nine articles in
i this section, provides a quantitative measure to orient our perspective on

| competing risks and risks in general. Decisions concerning energy policy,

!

!
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asserts the NAS' report, "are not simply yes or no; they are decisions!

I about alternatives, and such decisions cannot be made without assembling,
for each of the alternatives, the best available estimates of such
things as benefits, costs, risks, and time seates."

E. THE MASS MEDIA AND THE PUBLIC INTEREST

INothing in life is to be feared;
it is to be understood.

Marie Curie

In the nuclear debate the fundamental issue is the public interest -
the greatest good for the greatest number of people. In a democratic
society, ongoing resolution of this issue places great demands and re-
sponsibilities on mase cedia. Responsible decisions are based on a
thorough understanding both of hazards involved and of fears generated by
these hazards. The courageous sentiment expressed by Marie Curie is a
challenge to responsibility for both mass media and the electorate.

On the assumption that mass media both reflects public interests and
molds public opinions, Dan N. Hess of ORNL reviewed, in 1970, nearly 800
articles in the daily and periodical press pertaining to public con-
troversies within the nuclear in-tastry. He categorizes each article as
for or against nuclear power and examines their philoso! ical and psy-
chological impact on the reader. In the same year H. G. later of Niagara
Mohawk Power Corporation explored public and media attitudes toward nu-
clear power from an industry point of view. Both authors call for a more
direct, open, and honest effort by the nuclear industry to communicate

. with the general public.
I Lois Bronfman and Thomas Mattingly, working for the Social Impact
! Analysis Group at ORNL, attended Critical Mass '74 and '75 conventions and

provide, in article 3 of this section, much helpful insight into nuclear
opposition coalesced by Ralph Nader. They note that the focus of nuclear
debate has shif ted significantly from technical to social issues and,
concurrently, that the number of issues has increased. The effect of the
shif t to social issues is reduced impact of technical input in decision
making; the eff ect of the increased number of issues is increased com-
plexity of possible so otions. The authors come away doubtful that more
discussions of the technical safety issues by scientir ts will renew public
confidence in t?e nuclear industry. The most importaut accomplishment of
the antinuclear hovement, in their opinion, "has been to bring to the at-
tention of deciaion makers the need to consider the adverse effects that a
technology may have on its people and their institutions."

The effects that nuclear technologies are having internationally on
people and their institutions are assessed from the International Atomic
Energy Agency's point of view by Georges Delcoigne in his article "Educa-
tion and Public Acceptance of Nuclear. Power Plants."

As devil's advocates, airing the hazards of nuclear power, members of
mass media have done an outstanding job. Responsible decision makers,
however, require a similar perspective on competing alternatives. For ex-
ample, if nuclear wastes seeping from half-mile-deep waste storage facili-

- ties will endanger people 1000 years from now, what are quantitative

. . - -- - - _ - - - . . - - . - - , - - - - - - - ,.
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[ dangers of acid rain and CO2 buildup from reliance on coal for the next 30
i years? If enargy supply is not allowed to keep pace with demand, who will |
: decide exactly how scarce and expensive energy should be? If solar power

'

'

1 is being kept from us because oil compceles do not own the sun, then why
I is there no solar power in those socialist countries where oil companies
j do not own even the oil companies? As industrialized countries continue

j to burn oil to produce electricity, thus depleting the world's supply of

[ relatively cheap oil, at what point are we responsible for suppressing

j growth of less-developed countries whose growth and stability depend to a
; large degree on relatively cheap oil? The touchstone of all energy alter-
i natives is the following question: Do they enlarge freedams or restrict
2 choices? A determined ef fort by mass media to air this balanced perspec-

{ tive on the nuclear debate is necessary to resolve it in the public in-
j terest.

i
~

F. THE FUTURE OF NUCLEAR ENERGY
$
! Where do these bioethical principles, radiation effects, risk-benefit
j concepts, energy alternatives, and apparently opposing public interests
; leave us today? At the end of the first nuclear era, reported Alvin

j Weinberg in his address to the American Nuclear Society-European Nuclear
i Society Topical Meeting on Thermal Reactor Safety in Knoxville, Tennessee,

i April 11, 1980. Weinberg asserts, "the future of nuclear energy, whether
i there will be a second nuclear era, will depend upon the public's over-

| coming its unreasoning dread of ... exposure to low-level radiation."
i Today, on the threshold between the two eras, we can still responsibly,

j choose our energy future. However, as time is lost and costs continue to
'

! rise, our choices narrow.

)
j Epilogue

;

i These 33 articles that have appeared over the years in Nuclear Safety
i form a very important collective source of information in comparative
I risks of nuclear power and radiation relative to risks that humans rou-

{ tinely face in their everyday lives. Equally important are comparisons of
i the benefits and risks of nuclear power generation. While the articles
! are wide .anging in their coverage, they do not discuss every conceivable
j facet of the risks and benefits of nuclear power and radiation. Nuclear

j Safety will continue to inform and stimulate its readers with articles on
i all these topics in the future.
1
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|~ ENERGY POLICY-BIOETHICAL PRINCIPLES AND PRIORITIES

PAargaret N. hAaxey
Assistant Director

S.>uth Carolina Energy Research Institute
|

i

! As a result of media-generated fallout from TMI, we have entered a
new phase in the rancorous dispute over nuclear technology - that of
obituary and epitaph writing.

I

l Ostensibly, nuclear technology has been placed on trial and stands
virtually convicted of being "a criminally conceived monster," an immoral
technology from which we must be liberated by our moral guardians in the
anti-nuclear movement.

| I do not deny that nuclear technology is on trial. But I would like
i

! to explore a different interpretation of the events of that past ten years,
that is since a generation of professional protectors discovered and
espoused the anti-nuclear cause.

Permit me to suggest that what is actually, more fundamentally, on tr* ~1
is not merely the future or 2 specific technology, but the future of
democratic institutions as they have evolved in the " great American
experiment."

History attests that democracies are born carrying their own seeds of
destruction. A general failure cf citizens in the United States to comprehend
the origin and widening dimensions of the political conflict over energy
policy fort ' ws a period of serious reckoning..

I have no illusions that ethics is going to dictate an energy policy.
It will not be an ethical choice. Energy policy will be a political choice.
Since that is the case, let us not succumb to a political pitfall. It
would be a tragedy - both for our political system and our national welfare -
if the anti-nuclear movement is allowed to capture a plank in the platform of
the Democratic party that would turn the political decision about a nuclear
energy future into a Democratic vs Republican party victory. Nuclear energy
is a political issue - about what is best for our country and the world -
not a partisan issue - about what is likely to get votes for candidates for
one party rather than another.

CURRENT CULTURAL CONTEXT

With the advent of "the energy crisis" and predictable public skepticism -
plus a highly developed state of the art in measuring public risk perceptiors
about the disputed " safety" of various energy technologies - a new stage.in
the political arena has been set for a stirring psycho-drama aptly entitled,
"The Moral Equivalent of War." It has yet to be made clear whether the
intent behind this descriptive phrase was to justify calling a state of
affairs equivalent to " war" or whether it was intended to justify war-like
energy strategies as " moral." In either case, several leading actors in our
current psychodrama appear to regard the political struggle over energy
technologies not simply as a matter of minimizing harms and maximizing
benefits to individuals and groups, but rather as a matter of survival or
extinction for our only habitable planet, Spaceship Earth.

- _
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Indeed, public perception has been so shaped by prophets of
environmental doom that both coal combustion and uranium fission technologies
are now generally believed capable of having catastrophic consequences for our
biosphere. This perception has transformed the public debate over energy

,

policy from technical arguments about cost-effective methods for maximiz~ingI

energy resource developwent, distribution and use, to moral and ethical |
I

assertions about the moral necessity of conserving limited resources, the
social inequities of energy distribution, the immoral materialism embodied in
Western uses of existing energy, and the abuses to which technology is put
by concentrations of corporate power.

The difficulties of dealing constructively with public perception, and
resolving conflicts about energy policy, are compounded by the videning gap
between two different universes of discourse. On the one hand scientists and
engineers are trained to function within a universe of discourse dictated by
the physical nature and limits of things. The risks of public safety which they

; perceive and try to minimize are derived from considering actually achievable

j technical options.

On the other hand, the philosopher or humanist or social reformer is
accustomed to a universe of discourse dictated by a philosophical vision of
how things ought to be - quite apart from, even in spite of, the physical
nature of technological possibilities and constraints. This vision leads
to a negative perception of seemingly uncontrollable risks from powerful,

,
complex energy systems which appear to take on a life of their own as they

I give aid and comfort to what many regard as man's myopic rape of the earth.
1

To characterize either level of discourse and perception of risk asi

j " subjective" versus "obfective" or " imagined" versus "real" is neither accurate
| nor constructive. A continued use of these terms, or any type of put-down of
i one party or other in the debate, only serves to divert us from getting down
j to the moral seriousness of the problem of bringing an acceptable energy future
! into existence.

We should realize that we are dealing with a new kind of technosocial problem
one which requires a new quality of intellectual analysis and institutionalized

l processes of dealing with it. In order to deal constructively with public
confusion and anxieties, as well as the politics of managing energy risks, we
must become morally serious about responding to at least three ethical

, priorities.

|

FIRST ETHICAL PRIORITY
|

A first ethical priority is that the moral objections to certain energy
sources and systems be made explicit, publicly debated, and resolved with
some autoritative closure. (N. B. I use the word authoritative, not
authoritarian.)

To do this, we need to be equally explicit about the goal which moral
considerations are expected to achieve. Cenuine moral discourse is not a
vehicle for "taking sides" and staking out claims to moral superiority. Moral
considerations would enable us to develop unifying, conceptually satisfying,
authoritative principles.
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In the case before us, energy policy, people take opposing positions on
the moral preferability of one rather than another public policy on energy,

sources. Despite their differences, various parties to the energy controversy
are tacitly in agreement on these statements of purpose:,

1. A policy for conservation of energy - especially of petroleum |

| imported from OPEC - is a moral obligation.

j 2. A policy causing energy shortages that would have tragic effects on
human health, living standards of the poor, employment, and our

. national security is morally unacceptable.

3. Ar. energy policy should be designed not only tc serve the basic
'

needs of the most vulnerable persons in our society, but also
to inflict the least harm on people and their environment.

4

j-
freedom, social justice and equity, and preserve their institutional

4. An energy policy must protect democratic values of individual

embodiments.,

; However much they may agree on these statements of purpose, leading
parties to the energy debate are strongly opposed on the specific policy that;

; can and will fulfill these purposes. As a consequ3nce, there is small wonder
'

that the citizens of this nation are confused an * bewildered when they hear
conflicting moral claims for or against a particular energy policy.

;

. On the one hand, the American people are being told by the National
) Council of Churches, the President's Council on Environmental Quality, and

Friends of the Earth, the Energy Project at the Harvard Business School, andi

other groups that our energy policy should be to phase out any dependence on
sources that are branded as dangerous or immoral, on grounds that unacceptable

. risks to people and the biosphere are being involuntarily imposed on unconsulted
'

prasent and future generations by radiation hazards from nuclear reactors,
i by air pollution from coal plants,by massive hydro-electric dans and LNG

facilities. We should make up for any shortages by substituting a strategy
} of conservation and rapid development of solar energy, biofuels, geothermal,

and other " soft" technologies. With such a policy, we cannot only be protected,

against physical and pyschic harm but also bring about greater advances in
social justice.

On the other hand, the American people are being told by the Nationalt

Academy of Sciences, the National Association for the Advancement of

Colored People, Resources for the Future, and various other groups that it
should be our national energy policy not only to pursue vigorous conservation,
drastic redo : tion of imported petroleum and phasing in of solar energy in its
varioss forte; but we should also continue developing coal conversion into
eleccricity, into coke for steel and for synfuels, as well as all forms of,

nuclear fission including reprocessing and breeder reactors. The risks fromt

coal combustion and uranium fission should be morally acceptable because they
are far less than those imposed by alternative technologies, including hydro,'
solar, geothermal, etc. , and give far more reliable protection against the

| trage,dy which energy shortages will inflict on masses of poor people. Only
, this policy will prevent personal and social harm and provide for rising expect-
1 ations of social justice.

There are serious discrepancies in these two sets of conflicting
recommendations about energy policy. To the extent that they are genuinely

_
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i antithetical and autually exclusive, they cannot both he enacted by authoritative
institutions.

i Some consensus must be reached if the citizens of a democratic society

are to express their a: oral responsibility for present and future generations.~;
To that end, we must expect and demand that our elected leaders in Congress

; develop energy policy on the basis of principle, rather than on political
y gamesmanship based on capitulations of vacillating public opinion.

Permit me to suggest that the following bioethical principles might best
j serve policy makers as a method for organizing scientific evidenes for sorting

out competing moral claims, and to distinguish expression of idealism and hope*

i about an energy future from actual constraints imposed by technological
,

possibilities and institutional realities. I propose these, not in a spirit

j of advocacy, but in the interest of seeking discussion, refinement and
; consensus.
;

Bioethical Principles for Energy Policy

;

i
j 1. Public policy should develop those energy technologies that
| can be scientifically demonstrated to maximize the number of
I persons on this globe who experience minimal basic harm. By
a basic harm is meant - deprivation of basic goods necessary for
j material wellbeing for all living huasn beings as a fundamental

: condition for protecting the welfare of future generations
] (nourishing food, shelter, clothing, health, jobs, self-
j determined life style) .
i

2. Social justice and equity require an equitable management of
sources of basic harm. An "equitrble management" is that which is
proportional to actual, identifiable basic harm that can be reduced
by human effort, time and money.

To implement this principle we would have to evaluate (a) the mire
spectrum of both natural and man-induced biohazards from energy alternatives;j

(b) make cost-comparisons of the available methods for per capita reduction'

j of these various hazards, giving priority consideration to those that are

: certain in contrast to probable and merely possible; and (c) only then
j make policies and set standards that will ge t the most public health protection

for the most people out of a finite amount of money.

If we are going to be morally responsible in decision asking this method
1 of evaluation gives optimal expression to the reverence for human life which
I we all cherish.

i
i 3. Public policy should exercise wise stewardship in two ways:
) (a) by giving priority development to energy-only resourcee -
1 i.e., uranium, thorium, deuterium - as to preserve for future
d generations the basic goods derived from precious hydrocarbons

(medicines, fertilizers, and pesticides for increased food
j production, petrochemicals, etc.) which have no known or feasible
j substitutes; (b) by developing sources with net energy increments,
i so as to optimize their social utility, vet justifying energy

i conversion processes with net energy deficits when demonstrated that
j they yield greater accessibility and versatility for meeting basic
| needs that cannot otherwise be met.
!
:

'

- - . . , . . . ,

i
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It is morally irresponsible and ethically unjustifiable to single out for
exclusive attention one 'or two energy sources - uranium or coal - as the
embodiment of moral disvalue simply because they are accused of causing
biological shortening of life. Bioethics require a scientific consideration'
of the entire spectrum of biohazards from all candidate energy sources, as
well as from toxic chemicals and minerals in nature and industrial processes,
before making public policy.

The first ethical priority is for the public to reach a consensus (not
on nuclear energy) but on ethical and moral principles through whi?ch scientific
evidence should be filtered. We have a right to demand that the representatives
we elect for democratic decision-making should be governed by principles with
which to transform evidence from scientific experts into public policy.

The need for ethical prinef ples in energy policy-making leads to the
question of the adequacy of our present democratic. institutions which
purportedly protect public health and safety.

SECOND ETHICAL PRIORITY

A second priority emerges from the unwarranted stigmatization of nuclear
risks and radiation hazards. Our rancorous dispute over nuclear technology
appears to have resulted from two institutional deficiencies:

1. The manner in which some scientific experts have been included
and others excluded in the bureaucratic regulatory'and standarda
setting process;

2. The unfortunate fact that each regulatory agency both sets
standards and enforces them by a process which is vulnerable
to arbitrary revision and limitless litigation as career
intervenors use the system for ulterior purposes.

Because the common good has become seriously jeopardized by legislative
ambiguities (e.g., the Delaney amendment) and their interpretations by self-
serving regulatory agencies, it has become an urgent ethical priority that
the regulatory-agency system be radically restructured by a more enlightened
legislative mandate.

As presently functioning, our regulatory agency system has been so
chartered and mandated as to be compartmentalized, fragmented, and virtually
unaccountable to any comprehensive guardian of the general welfare. Scientific
risk-assessments, economic cost-benefit ratios and potential hazard management
are forced to be piecemeal, ad hoc, haphazard, isolated for one-at-a-time
consideration. Each regulatory agency operates in such a way that one kind of
hazard is spotlighted for a time (because it is the current product of research ;

projects), giving way to another in unending succession: DDT, lead, cyclamates,
the Pill, red dye #2, PCB's and PVC's, triss, and now saccharin. Having
completed a decade of concern about the " carcinogen of the week," we are
entering a political climate that will doubtless force a decade of public
concern over the " low-level radiation source of the week."

Each regulatory agency has its own category of so-called hazards on
which to conduct research, at the same time making a case for more federal
funds to do more research in further risk-reduction of units of hazards. Not

!
!

1
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only dces this peicemeal, selective concentration magnify certain potential
hazards at the data-gathering and risk assessment levels, but the public is
misled into perceiving that, just because some risks are the more studied,
they are by that very fact the more dangerous to public health and safety.
Not only is this not the case, but by capitulating to the policy of appeasement
only exacerbates public fears. For example, some nuclear proponents insist
upon throwing more monev and time and study into getting minor reductions
in the mere probability of nuclear accidents as if that reduction were. actually
achieving a net increment in public safety. This insistence only signals
the public that indeed there must be a huge hazard. A policy of appeasement
siphons attention away f rom much more harmful hazards, and with that distraction,
makes it less likely that much more effective reductions in threats to public
safety will be given priority in budgetary allocations.

The public needs to be confronted with a whole new perspective on
possible threats to health and safety. The average citizen needs to know,
with the most comprehensive overview,

1. How much tax-payer's money is being spent to reduce ordinary
diseases and ordinary accidents which cause premature deaths
to large numbers of the population;

2. The cost per capita that Congress is spending to reduce them;

3. Then how much ought to be spent to reduce them effectively;
and

4. Precisely at what point huge amounts of money are pouring into
budgets that can deliver only miniscule gains in the status of
public health - if any at all.

We have a surfeit of statistics on public health, but that data is not
arranged by any responsible public institution so as to look at basic harms
to the entire population relatively, to make comparisons, to maximize cost-
ef fectiveness so as to get the most public health protection for the many out
of the expenditure of a finite amount of money.

Instead of appeasing American citizens as if we were children - and
then multiplying regulators and regulations in the advanced stages of
Social Parkinsonianism, our regulatory-agency system must be profoundly altered.
Its deficiencies must be treated with moral seriousnese so as to assure that
reguletive standards for prctecting health and safety actually consider the
common good of the many, and to assure that finite amounts of public money
are allocated in a just and equitable manner.

The time is long overdue for the institution of a separate cabinet level
Department of Health and Safety. It should fall to this department's
jurisdiction to make a comprehensive review of cost-effective health and
safety standards. It should be required to make social impact studies as a
justification for budgetary allocations. From an ethical perspective, the
Congress should have chartered and mandated this department to consolidate
and govern the following regulatory agencies: Environmental Protection Agency, ,

Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Federal Drug Administration, Occupational
Health and Safety Administration, Federal Aviation Administration, Public Health
Service, Department of Transportation, and any other agency currently engaged
in setting standards and regulating conditions affecting public health and

-___________
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sa fe ty. The Department of Health and Safety should not be conceived as
still another bureaucratic level or agency, but rather the contrary - a
consolidating, streamlining, efficiency-centered governing organ to which
regulatory agencies are answerable and accountable.

If properly mandated, this department could eliminate major jurisdictional
'

disputes, duplicative standards, piecemeal regulations which obstruct justice
and equity in protecting the quality of our common life. Moreover, if
properly chartered. this department would be set up to institutionalize a
more enlightened process of developing regulatory standards. Optimally, it
should fall to professionals in the sciences and engineering to set evolving
standards for health and safety according to strict procedures of peer review.
Tr.js could remedy an unhealthy situation in which a regulating agency both
sets its standards and then enforces them with a self-serving goal.

An alternative, proven model has been successfully operating over fif ty
years - ASTM's Voluntary Consensus System of professionally established
standards. If this model were adopted, the enforcing agencies would not be the
arbiters of conflicts among competing experts in any given profession. The
professions themselves by their own peer review would be responsible to
adjudicate conflicting judgments about scientific or engineering matters.
Policy-making and standard-setting could thus be derived from the best
scientific judgment availtile at any given time. Haphazard or arbitrary
revisions could be avoidec.

THIRD ETHICAL PRIORITY

The Department of Health and Safety might also be the proper governmental
arm for institutionalizing a method of dealing with a third ethical priority,
namely, the resolution of newly emerging technosocial issues by some

I authoritative closure for policy-making (beyond standard-setting) with respect
to public health and safety. Current public disputes over fetal research,
recombinant DNA research, and nuclear technology should be evidence enough
that there is an urgent imperative to devise a new kind of social institution
for establishing public policy and guidelines to govern increasingly
controverted technological innovations.

Technosocial issues are of such a nature that they are seeking
a policy-making end-product, and traditional democratic institutions are no
longer adequate to that task. Heretofore, policy has been set by the courts,
reacting to individual cases, and decided by judicial fiat. Public policy has
also been set by legislatures whose members are responsive to a constituency
with vested interest, and policy is decided by political tradeoffs.

A new phenomenon in the sphere of public-policy-making emerged in the
af termath of an outcry about fetal research at the National Institute of Health.
In 1974, a National Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects was
convened for the purpose of fact-finding and policy formation. Constituted
as a public commission, its members represented diverse backgrounds,
competencies, and convictions in various disciplines - law, medicine, various
sciences, ethics. It conducted public discussion, deliberated openly and
candidly, heard from each representative of public responsibility. This
commission may well offer a precedent that could be emulated, amended with a
broader objective in mind, and institutionalized for the purposes of policy-
making in the Department of Health and Safety.

_ _ _ _ .
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The application of a Science Court concept has many positive uses, yet its
role in policy-making seems to have serious drawbacks. According to its
originator, Arthur Kantrowitz, the intent is to adjudicate and judge the

| preponderance of scientific fact on any given issue so as to settle a factual
| the term suggests that a legal adversarial model would dominatedispute. But

the procedure. In practice,-this model substitutes courtroom rhetoric, innuendo,
dramatic overstatement, and pre-structured questioning which seeks "an optimum
resolution of conflict" profitable to a victor, rather than an established
procedure which seeks the preponderance of scientific truth as a foundation for.

Granted that courtroom adversary models are an appropriatewise policy.
method for adjudicating disputes over rights between individuals and groups,
they fail miserably to provide a method for making enlightened policy about
technological innovations.

If we are to deal constructively with public misperceptions and rising
expectations about safety - and if we are to avoid becoming a nation
of hypochondriacs - we would do well to ponder Max Singer's observations:

| Safety is one of the reasons it is better to be wealthy than poor.
But as we get wealthier and safer, we become more concerned about
safety -- like most social problems, the death tool from hazards
requires a complex, balanced and limited response. We cannot give
ourselves up to eliminating or even reducing hazards. As individuals
and a society we must not become cowardly, fearful or hypochondriacal.
The weakening of our character can do us more harm than all the auto
accidents and all the fires.

In conclusion, I would invite you to consider a thought-provoking analogy
proposed by Dr. Krafft Ehricke. It offers us an entirely new horizon
for a re-interpretation of growing concerns about our environmental quality.

He asks us to consider an embryo in the womb as it g rows larger and
larger and enters the seventh month. Assuming an incipientt intelligence,
the embryo becomes increasingly sensitive to its environment - its source of
nourishment, blood supply, oxygen, quantity of wastes to 'oe disposed of. When

it extrapolates into the eighth month, into the ninth mouth, and then into ,

the tenth month, it is seized with panic at the prospect of destroying its
only habitable environment.

What the embryo fails to realize, however, is that the natural pressure
of events will - at the end of the ninth month - bring about a profound change
in its " frame of reference." Whereas in the w3eb, the embryo lives parasitically
of f its environment, with birth it rapidly develops its own metabolism - as
well as an entirely new mode of sittenance and supply of natural resources. ,

What Dr. Ehricke has in view, of course, is the prospect of human
exploration and development of the vast resources of Space.

Clearly, the analogy has inherent dissimilardties, with the present state
of humankind as we become sensitive to rur environment at the end of the

~

Twentieth Century. Yet, it is just as clear that we may indeed now be
standing at the threshold of a New Frontier through which our present limits
will be transformed 1-v passages for a new universe inviting expansion and
greater maturity.

. _ .- . __ _ . __
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The Potential Hazard from Radiation *

Francis L Brannigan

Nuc/. Safety, 5(3): 226-228 (Spring 1964)

We, as transient occupants of this terrestrial On the basis of our knowledge of radiation
sphere, are the inevitable recipients of sub- exposure delivered in a short time, we conclude
stantial quantitles of radiation whether we like that the effects corresponding to various levels
it or not. This radiation originates both from of exposure (i.e., amounts of energy) are as

| cosmic sources and from sources in the earth tabulated below:
itself. As a consequence of these sources of
radiation, we are not only subjected to radiation Total tudy

l from our surroundmgs but, as a consequence '*lusure,

j of our environment, are ourselves radioactive ' '''

sources. Considered in tbts light, the real awlow 25 No obscruhle arcet
question is not how dangerous radiation is but At about 25 Threshold iesel lor ds tectable
how much radiation is dangerous. Thi's is par- Ch'C'

ticularly true when we realize not only that [ [g ', '[ *" ," , ,'['""' "
#

man has never existed in a radiation-free t rom 200 to 200 > atahiy nomble, though ree.nci>
environment but also that it is possible that he more hhely,

'

owes his own development to changes induced ^*d'"u'6"8 H*ll "I the "C"ms might die
^ """d I * ^""''""'*""Id''in part by radiation.

*The background level of radiation to which,

! we are subjected varies widely all over the

world and scientists have not yet bt'n able to Although the above afects and exposures
come up with any correlation between these describe conditions that might be expected in
variations in the background level and any in- the event of nuclear hostilities or in the con-

| jury. We have on the one hand this background fined environs of a nuclear facility following
level of radiation, and on the other hand the an incident, it does not describe the significant,

fact that high doses of radiation can cause situation of public concern, viz., what is the
death. The [realj question is: 'How much more effect of repeated small doses of radiation,
radiation over background can we take without eac ne w c is so low that thue is no

I injury ?. .. identifiable effect. This problem, in tur.), di-
'

vides into two parts-consideration of theThis question may be compared to slapping
onA hand on the desk. "It is possible to argue somak N and M N pn@ M. h,

if we a mM e upom u. Medthat I have damaged my hand, . :oughthedamage
is invisible. At a harder slap, I would get a nlauon (as in the aW taw 6 smaN and,

I 8 "'* N " 08*8' "' I"" U "' * * " " *reddening. At even a harder slap, black and
! blue marks. Ilarder than that, broken bones. m st conservative extrapolation of this relation
! The ultimate degree of damage, of course, is is t*te so-called " dose equivalent" concept in

to break the hand off at the wrist. So the ques- which we extend the dose-effect relation to
tion 'Is it dangerous to slap your hand on the zero, assuming implicitly that for every dose

| desk?' is answered by 'It depends upon the there is an ** insult"-regardless of how small
energy involved.'" and regardless of the fact that we cannotfind it.

This is the approach adopted ly the federal

govci ninent in cotablishing recommended s a.

dulton llutith. In partictilar, radmartiveopera-* Execpt where noted the iniormation herein was
adapted f rom a 16-mm hhn entitled "Itathation in tions at e regulated by the government 80 that
Pere.pectne." which presents a lecture by Francis L. no member of the general puhite receives a
Dranmgan of the AEC. Ihvision of Health and Salcty. wh.de-b wly einw m any calendar voar in excess

The him is available on loan trom the motion picture o[ 0.5 rem." Thus in 50 years an Individual
hbraries of the AEC- member of the public etmld receive a tu..ximum
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of only 25 rem (an amount that produces no (which in this country averages 0.13 r/ year
observable effect when ' received in a short and is greater than 1 r/ year in somc arcas) ac-
time) without'taking any ct edit for the body's counts for only a small fraction of spontaneous,

t

nattiral repair processes, which would have mutations. Further, some hundreds of chemical

[
been quite effective for low-level insults in a . agents are kaown to be mutagenic, although
prolonged period. none has been studied in such detail as radia-

The other part of the prob 1cm is the genetic tron. Some active mutagens are listed in Tal>1e

effect. Ilowever, although it is true that radia- 1-1 (from Bef.19). These are substances that
tion can produce genetic effects, it has also affect the genetic . material at concentratv)ns
been estimated'' that the backgroutxt radiation lower than those which would cause cellular

Table I-1 SOMt. EFFECTIVE MUTAGENS STUDIED IN DIFFERENT ORGANISMS *

Neurospora liigher Sourceil
Mutagen Drosophila revc retons planta Bacteris exposure

Mustard derivatives 9 t t t Therapy

hitrugen mustards
Epmident t t t t Industry

Domestic useL m sidei

Diepmybutane
Iminen f i t t Therapy

Triethylencmelamine (TEM)
Alkanc-sulfonic caters t i t i Therapy

Utmethylaulionomytnatane
8Myle ran)

Other alkvlating agents t t t i

ihmethyl sulfate
thethyl mulfate

Pc ruude a! Smog

Tert. tutyl hydroperoxide t i l i
Dah3drmymethyl peroxide i t 9 8

Aldchydrat t i 1 i
t urmaldehyde Industry

Prtvionaldehyde Smog
DisinfectantAcrolcan

Basic dyest t i i f Industry

Proflavine
Pyronene q

Acridine orarge

Purtnest
Caffeine 1 I i 1 Beverages

1 Chromsti I Widespread use"8-(thoxy calleine
" i I t TherapyAntimetatmliten!

S-bromouracil
2-aminopurine

Pyrrolizidine alkaloids t i I i Herbs

M.scellaneous
Nitrous acid i I I t

Chroms ti i Industry**Pnenol t

" i l iM.inganous chlorade
Chromstt i"t rethane t

Diaromethane t t i I
Deta-propiolactone I t t t

Food and agriculture"Chromsti" "M:alcic hydrazideg
" W6despreadChroms)t" "Lthyl alcoholt

Widespread"** " Chromattbientine t

* 0ne or more typical examples lasted en each class of mutagen,
f stutagenic.

Iof common occurrence, at least in certaan human environments.
8 No reference to mutagente activity available.
I %eakly mutagenac.

** Not mutageme.
it Produces chromosome breaks in plants.

I
i
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(somatic) damage. Although none of the results c,i,[,,G,,7,,iae it aianon
tabulated are for the human species, it is - - - -

reasonable to presurcie that these chemicals can "" " "~ 1 * "a '"''' 8 "a Ppm II *r *cre en .hvkle the

alr.o produce mutations in man and may be '"''"]''''',,' ",',' "]'"" ' ' "[',, , ,,, , , ,

responsible for the majority of the mutations ,,ver an cairnded pcrk,s of hourn in a hretime, we

known to occur. time unuld come out alth an

We can get some feel for the conservative hourly average of
2.5 mrAr

nature of the radiationi regulations if we com- 4 3,y i og it,on ppm of The dangerous Icvol of
pare the ratto of the allowab'e to dangerous carbon moemnic gas in radi.itu.n enimure
levels for radiation with the ratio of allowable the air u emiremely comparabic to the 1500

t d.ingeroun P.urh that, si me ppm of tarlain monoxide
| to dangerou.s levels for another subst:ince, such

.c . io brcar th i nevet i. 2n0.000 mr/hr. inas-as carbon monoxide gas (see the acct,dipanying ,,i rarly n monoxide gas much as a 200-r dose la
tabulation). for I hr, we would le in the !cvtl at which an

..:rioun danger of death employee w uld be inThis does siot necessarily mean that the
danger of death

prescribed maximum radiation IeveIs are ne cano het.cen the ne raua let.cen the ac-
* 80,000/15 or > 5000 times safer than allowable accept.abic levet and the ceptable levet and the

exposure levels for cartion monoxide, since dangeron levet is 1:15 dangerous icvet in the
c.ise of radiation is"the two cases are not directly comparable.
' #' 0"llowever... (it is truej that there is a tremend-

ously greater spread between the acceptable
Icvel and the immediately dangerous level in

Referencesthe case of radiation than there is for other

noxious substances" and this undoubtedly re-
18. AEC Rules and Regulations, Title 10 W Code offlects both the extrem< ly conservative approach

. Federal Regulations, Part 20, Standards for Pro-employed in establishing permissible radiation
tection Against Radiation, June 1,1962.

levels and the empirical approach used in 19. Third Report of the Expert Committee on Radia-
|

establishing permissible levels for other sub- tion, Radiation Hazards la Perspective, World
j stances. Ilealth Organ. Tech. Rept. .ier. No. 248,1962.
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Explosion of Some Radiological Myths

Merril Eisenbud

Nucl. Safety. 6(4): 380-385 (Summer 1965) !

Complex concepts can sometimes seemingly the present time have been completed without
be simplified by repeated use of phrases that loss of life. To be sure the risks will become
soon become familiar to the ears, that come greater with each bolder step forward, and
right to the point, that are completely un- there are undoubtedly tragedies somewhere
equivocal, and that in time become insidiously ahead at some stage of development in the pro-
convincing. Often the phrases express truths, gram of space explor'ation, liowuer, the fact
but more often only misleading half-truths, and remains that man has demonstrated his ability
sometimes total untruths. to project an astronaut, from the top of a giant

in the United States and other countries where rocket containing an enormously explosive con-
the acceptabiluv of nuclear energy as a source coction of chemicals, into outer space at a

of nuclear power is being debated, adages that velocity of 25,000 mph, to place him into an
have come into being in the last few years are orbit, and to return him safely to a prede-

misleading the public into unnecessary appre- termined location or. earth. The fact that there
hension about the hazards of nuclear energy. may be failures in the future does not detract
This article identifies some of these adagesand from the wonder that man can accomplish this
discusses the reasons why they are misleading, at all. What a er .ast with the repeated fail-
Only a few have been selected, and these are ures and tragedies among the polar explorers
limited to references to the normally operating before Peary reached the North Pole two gen-
reactor, as follows: et tions ago, or among the aviators who at-

tempted to cross the Atlantic before Lindbergh
1. "We haven't had enough experience.,,

* "
2. "The air and water will become radio-

active "
'

3. " All unnecessary r ad ia t io n exposure !Llodern safety derives basically from our
should be avoided." knowledge of the characteristics of materials

4. "Very little is known .about the effect; of under various kinds of stress, from methods of

small doses of *.onizing radiation." quality control in manufacturing, from modern

5. "There is no such thing as a safe dose." methods of educating and training people, and
from the desire at every level of government

That "we haven't had enough experience" is and industry to keep accidents to an absolute
a reminder of the *act that artificial release minimum. Contemporary industrial safety rec-
of nuclear energy has been accomplished within ords are astonishing in comparison with the

the present generation and that we have had experitnce of a generation ago. I can recall, in
only a little more than 20 years of expericace the mid-1930's, the feeling of real accomplish-
with reactors. In the present state of tech- ment among safety engmeers when the first

nological development, this is a long time, par- industrial company accumulated a million man-
ticularly in vie v of the remarkable develop- hours without a lost-time accident. Today this
ments in the field of industrial safety since is a commonplace occurrence, and many large
World War 11. A spectacular case in pointis the companies accumulate more than 20 million

current record of the space program. Neverhas man-hours of experience between lost-time

there been an undertakir more haza: doms to accidents. Modern industry knows how to do a
an individual than the program of manned job safely, as one can see from the spectacularly
missions being conducted by the United States successful safety record of AEC and its con-

and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. It tractors.23
is a remarkable accomplishment that all the The fact that reactor safety can be achieved
manned flights into outer space conducted up to by well-understood techniques of design and
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operation is illustrated by the earliest experi- 1000-htw coal-burning plant having gMd fly-ruth
ex of the prograrr The Oak Ridge air-cooled control will annually discharge about 30 me
natural-uranium and graphite reactor was com- of mixed radium (I88Ha + 21sRa) isotopes intothe
pleted in 1943 and performed well and safely atmosphere. From the ratios of the maximum
throughout the years until it was finally re- permissible concentrations,1 mc of radium

| tired, late in 1913, after 20 years of practically consisting of equal parts of Ha and 838888 Ra can
'

continuous operation. Similarly, three reactors be shown to be comparable to about 400,000 me
designed to produce plutonium began operation of Kr and about 400 me of 88't. These two ra-83

at Hanford in 1944 at their designed initial dionuclides have been selected for comparison
'38power levels of 250 blw. These powerful reac- becaus? 1 is one of the major short-lived

| tors, with modifications in their designs, have constituents of fission products and '8Kr is the
! continued to operate to the present time Thus principal long-lived volatile cc,nstituent. Thus

it was possible to build four reactors during the atmospherte effluents from a well-operated
World War It with essentially no prior ex- coal-burmng power plant of 1000-hlw(e) capac-,

perience. The designs were based on new ity contain the " equivalent" of 10' curies of88Kr
i physical principles, and new construction ma. and 10 curies of 88'I. Pums that do not provide
| terials and new techniques of fabriation were mechanical or electrical dust separation will

used, hforeover, these reactors were built under discharge much more than this-about 1 curie
wartime conditions on a timetable that was of mixed radium isotopes per year, which is

8accelerated to an extent that is not likely to be " equivalent" to more than 4 x 10 curies of 83 Kr
838 . An oil-burning plant ofrepeated. It is a compliment to the f ough- or 400 curies cf 1

| ness of the designers thst reactors v. such this size wouto discharge considerably less
I size were built during World War 11 and that radiun., " equivalent" to about 200 curses of"Kr

they have operated so successfully up to the and about 200 mc of 88'I.
present time. The record also suggests that Certainly no one would suggest that this
perhaps to the nuclear physicists ano engiretre amount of radium being discharged into the
there are fewer mysteries in reactordesign and atmosphere of our large cities is a health
operation than most people believe ! haza.d. In fact, only 4 t, mall it ction (~0.2%) of

The public frequently becomes alarmed that the daily radium intake of the average person
if a proposed plant is constructed "the air and originates from this source. hiost of the radium
water will become radioactive." This is a hard we absorb (~4 pc/ day) is ingested from food in
statement to deal with because many people are which radium is present as a trace elementthat

| unable to thinkquantitatively about radioactivity, has been assimilated from the soils.
| They know what can happenif their neighborhood From these data we conclude that electsic
| should be subjected to massive fallout from a generating stations that derive their thermal
i thermonuclear bomb, and, after all, are not the energy from fossil fuels discharge relatively
| radioact.ve substances discharged from a re- greater quantities of radioactive substances in
| actor very similar to bomb fallout? It will the atmosphere than power plants that derive

take another generation of education before their heat from nuclear energy. During 1961the
j people will differentiate between picoeuries and Yankee Nuclear Power Station at Rowe, Mass.,
I megacuries, and in the meantime we must be discharged only 1.9 me of gaseous wastes into

patient in explaining that the presence of radio- the atmosphere; that is much less than the ra-
activity of strelf means nothing unless we know dioactivity that would be discharged if this 141-;

| how much . present and what kind. The public Alw(e) pressurized-water nuclear plant was
must become better acquainted with the fact operated with coal! Similar comparisons could
that radioactavity is one of the ubiquitous phe- be made for nuclear power plants employing
nomena in nature ard that every living cellcon- direct-cycle boiling-water reactors. The num-

I tains radicactive substances of natural origin. ber of curies of activity discharged into the

| An interesting recent finding isthat relatively atmosphere by such plants is higher than in the
| large amounts of naturally occurring radionu- case of pressurized-water reactors, Im; 'he
I clides are routinely discharged into the at- radioactivity is of far shorter half-life, - ,

mosphere by ,ilants burning coal and 0i1.24 A correspondingly greater maximum permissible;

|

|

!
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concentrations. The liquid-waste activities are We are often cautioned that "very little is
similarly minuscule, and, when the waste is known about the effects of small doses of
mixed with large volumes of water, the activity ionizing radiation." This of itself 16 3 correct
results in insignificant environmental contami- statement that can be found in proper context
nation in the vicinity of commercial reactors, in most authorit.tive studies on the delayed

We frequently hear that"all unnecessary ra- etlects of radiation. It will be found in the re-
diation exposure should be avoided." T.' tis is a ports of the United Nations Scientific Com-
statement with which we would not disagree,but mitee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation, the

certainly the benefit of reducing exposure should National Academy of Sciences Committee onthe

be weighed against the cost or inconvenience of Biological Effects of Atomic Radiation, and in

reducing exposure. This is certainly the every- many statements made by expert witnesses
day attitude toward the radioactivity from na- testifying before the various hearings of the
ture, which contributes the largest component Joint Congressional Committee on Atomic En-
of the total dose received by people in most ergy.

parts of the world. We receive, on the average' As a qualitative statement it is certainly true
about 100 mr/ year frnm this source, but the that we know very little about the biological
deviations from average are quite pronounced' effects of radiation at doses of a few milli-
and in normal situations the dose from natural roentgens to a few hundred milligroentgens
radioactivity probably varies from 50 mr/ year per year, but this is because the effects oi small
to about ':00, depending on altitude above sea doses cannot be measured. The effects, if they
level, geological factors, the amount of radium occur at all, are so f airequent that it is not
in drinking water, and the materials from which feasible to study them, even with the best tools
our homes are constructed. If we accepted available to science and with the extensive
literally the admonition that unnecessary ra- resources available for investigations of this
diattor. exposure should be avoided, people kind,

would avoid living in cities like Denver, Salt In act, the effects of small doses of ionizing;
Lake City, or Albuquerque, where the external radiation have been studied more thoroughly
radiation levels are about twice those at sea than the effects of any other of the noxious
level. Hundreds of thousands of people inillinois agents that man has introduced intohis environ-
and Indiana would be discouraged from drinking ment. The policies established after World
their local water supply because the radi'm , supported actively by the Jointar
content is above normal. In metropolitan areas, messknal Gmmmee on Momk hergy,
such as New York, people would compete to have resulted in appropriation of public funds
live in areas that have low levels of natural n a scale that has yet to be matched in other
radioactivity, there being a difference of al- fields of environmental health. It is only in the
most 20 mr/ year between most areas of Brook- * I'*' * " * **" * E'"''*
lyn and Queens and upper Manhattan Island, awanness of me need 6 accderate me in-
where the radiation level is normally higher * * * * # 88 * ' " "~
due to the igneous rocks on which almost all of mental hazards such as air and water pollu-
Manhattan Island is built. tions, insecticides, food additives, and tobacco

It would be absurd to allowthelevelof natural smoke. As yet, however, there is little com-
radioactivity to influence where we live, and, parison in size between the AEC budget for
so far as .I know, no one has suggested that we investigating radiation effects and the budget
do so. Convenience and economics dictate our authorized for the study of the effects of chemi-
chotee of living place, with logical disregard of

* " " * " * *
the levels of natural radiation. In respect to the
50 mr/ year or more that could sometimes be If people are told we know nothing about the
avoided by altering our place or manner of effects of small doses, they willunderstandingly
habitation, the admonition "all unnecessary ra- oppose any exposure to man-made radiation.
diation should be avoided" is a meaningless They are told that radiation canproduce cancer,
platitudA genette changes, and a general reduction in

.
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|1fe-span, and, since so little is known about the some to have an absolute meaning. More re-
effects of small doses, their children might be cently the same restriction has been placed on
injured !! a nuclear reactor were built near the purported safety of insecticides and food
their home, flowever, the implications of the additives.
statement that we know little about the effects There are a number of reasons for the recent
of small doses of radiation are considerably concern with absolute safety. The very nature
less ominous when it is added that this is be- of the times demands taat we be more prudent
cause the effects occur so infrequently thatthey in our evaluation of environmental risk thanhas
cannot be observed in either humans or popula- been true in past generations. There is a new
tions of experimental animals, public consciousness concerning environmental

plost people would say that the dose is safe risks of all kinds, a development that is de-
if the effect is so smallit cannot be observed, strable and which everyone should encourage,
Yet, we are told that for radiation "there is although we may wish sometimes for less ex-
no such thing as a safe dose." This is another tremism and fewer appeals to emotions,
way of saying that "all radiation exposure is It is only cornparatively recently that man's
bad," which is a concept that is used all too activities have resulted in contamination of the
frequently to counter statements that a pro- environment on a national or even global scale.
posed installation will be operated safely and it is no longer only the people living in less
that people in the environs will be exposed cultured areas of industrial communities that
to only a fraction of the permissible dose. The are exposed to the environmental contaminants.
idea that there is no such thingas a safe dose of Air pollution is now a metropolitan problem;
nonizing radiation derives from the hypothesis food additives and pesticides expose people ona

1 that there is no threshold for some radiation national scale; and the radioactive debris from
effects. This assumption is commonly accepted weapons tests can be detected all over the world
for genetic effects, and, on the basis of data in all forms oflife from single-celled organisms
obtained with experimental animals, it is some- to man.
times applied to the carcinogenic and life-

A small probability of injury may be anshortening effects of ionizing radiation,although acceptable risk to an individual and may be ofthese data are far more equivocal. Actually a minor concern to a population of small size.strong case can be made for a threshold hy- flowever, the same probability of injury may bepothesis in the case of the carcinogenic effects
totally unacceptable when it is applied to thethat have been studied in experimental animals.
total population of the world. As a matter of

for the purpose of this discussion, we can fact, it was this difference that was at the
accept the "no threshold" hypothesis and con- basis of the fallout controversies of the late
sider the effect of this assumption on the 1950's in which scientists seemed to disagree
proposition that there is no such thing as a safe about the risks inherent in the atmospheric
dose of ionizing radiation. To a considerable testing of nuclear weapons. The difference was
extent, this involves quibbling aboutthe absolute primarily the basis for estimating the risk.
meaning of the word " s af e." Most parents Some scientists considered the risk on an in-
believe that their children are safe in the home, dividual basis and, after concluding that the
although the statistics of the National Safety probability that a given individual would de-
Council would disagree with this in the absolute velop leukemia was of the order of 104, de-
sense. As is well known, many children die in cided that the risk was " negligible." llowever,
accidents in the home. In almost all uses of the others took note taat the population of the world
word "sa'', * we mean " reasonably safe" rather was 3 x 10 and that, if such a population were8

than safe in the absolute sense. We normally exposed to a risk of 10 , there wouid be 30004

say that something is safe when the risk of in- cases of leukemia? Thus we see that what may
jury is so small that the person has a feeling of be safe for an individual may nevertheless be
security and is heedless of the very small but a risk of sufficient magnitude, when the entire
imite danger. It was perhaps first in connection population is considered, to justify a further
with the potential dangers of ionizing-radiation reduction in exposure or, if possible, elimina-
ex1xnure that the word " safe" was required by tion of exposure entirely.
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Industrial atomic-energy installations ex- high as 1 in 20 million, butthe actual risk might
pose a very few people in the immediate en- be as low as zero. Certainly we can tell an in-
virons of the plant to a very small fraction of dividual living in the community that the plant
the permissible doses established by AEC regu- is safe so far as he and his family are con-
lations, if there is a threshold dose that must cerned and that in all probability he is much
be eaceeded before deleterious effects are pro- better off living near a nuclear plant, since,
duced, there may be no effects at all. If there at a cost of a few milliroentgens per year, he
is no threshold, the effects produced by the avoids a whole spectrum of noxious agents that
levels of permissible exposure would occur at are of necessity introduced into the atmosphere
such a low frequency that the effect could not from fossil-fuel plants,
be measured. If we make certain conservative

This article has been concerned with some ofassumptions that (1) there is no threshold the fallacies underlying five frequently quoted
( (2) the effect is independent of dose rate, and reasons why nuclear reactors should not be(3) the effect is linearly proportional to dose,

built near population centers. These are not allwe can calculate the p obability ofinjury.These
the reasons why people object to constructionofcalculated values will be maximal figures, with
these plants, but the analysis does serve tothe true value being somewhere between zero
illustrate the way in which these statementsand the calculated values. By these methods it contribute to the morass of misunderstandinghas been concluded that the risk of developing
when they are taken out of context and repeatedleukemia from tonizing-radiation exposure is
over and over again in public discussions,about one case per million per rad for each

year at risk. A person exposed to the Federal
Radiation Council maximum permissible dose
of 0.5 rad / year would have I chance in 2 mil- References
lion of developing leuktmia. However, the ex-
posure of people in the vicinity of nuclear
reactors is far less than 0.5 ra*d/ year and, even 23. J. H. Sterner, Atomic Energy for Society and the
in the case of reactors built in the center of Balance Between Hazard and Gain. Nucl. Safety,

populated areas, need be no more than 10% of 24. I and P t ow I activity' in the
this value or 0.05 r/ year. In this case the maxi- Atmospheric Effluents of Power Plants nat (Joe '

mum risk of developir.g leukemia could be as Fossil Fuels. Sciasca,144: 388 (Apr.17.1964),

,
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Effect of Low-intensity Radiation on Man

Francis J. Jankowski

Nucl. Safety,7(1): 11-14 (Fall 1965)
|

The nilso of raduitson-dose-rute threshold for so- park" values can be expected in making the
matsc dan: age to the normal background dose rate is comparison.

! 49 the dvder v) afese hundred [100 to 500). Thss is sn
j the range of the raiso of harmful concentration of The comparisons are made between the so- '

' several u tsemicals to the amount needed or believed matte effects of radiation and the effects of
to be uceded for kvalth. This obsernetton raises the chemicals, both on adults. Genetic effects are
yucasson as to nhcl4cr all radsatson is harenful, a

. qucal. son nhsch has been rassed before and which is not considered * nor are the effects on children *
'

under surestigation. It also suggests further etperg. who appear to be -much more sensitive both to
| me,d* at Ion or very loir (Selosr background / dose chemicals and to radiation.
| sulca.
! Three sources of information on nutritional

An analogy applied to phenomena not well amounts of chemical elements are available.
| un'derstood can be useful in suggesting new ap- The first, and most accurate, is thecompilation
! proaches to a problem and in providing new of the U. S. Food and Drug Administration laws

iuight into the nature of a problem. An analogy contained in the Code of Federal Regulations.83
is drawn here between the biological effects of The amounts given are based on recommenda-
inorganic chemicals and the effects of radia- tions of the National Research Council. In addi.
tion. As a result of this analogy, suggestions tion, there are other elements that have been
are made for future work. found or suspected to be needed by the body but

Little is known at the present time about the for which agreement as to amount or certainty
effects of small radiation doses. There is no as to need are lacking. Here it is assumed that
firm basis for interpolating or extrapolating ra. pharmaceutical companies have made a search
diation effects to small exposures, and many of this field and that their conclusions are re-
data'-8' seem to show effects opposite to those flected by the mineral content of their vitamin.
predicted; i.e., they show a lengthening of life- mineral tablets. This is taken as a second
span ratt}er than a shortening, or they show an source of nutrition requirements. A third
ability of the body to tolerate the radiation source is provided by reports on daily intakes
where deleterious effects might be expected. A by the body of certain elements. 'Ihese intakes
need for information on the effects of low ra- often vary over a large range; further, there is
diation doses is recognized, and projects cur- the possibility that the average intake exceeds
rently under way or proposed can help to fill the average need. Ilowever, intake values pro-
this need.88*'8 A further insight into radiation vide some information where information is
effects will be sought through the analogydrawn generally scarce.

below. The amount of a chemical that constitutes a
Large doses of most chemicals are injurious hazard is just as difficult to specify quantita-

to the body, but, from studies and observations tively as is the nutritional amount. Data on poi-
of nutrition, we find that many chemical ele- soning by ingestion are very scarce. Poisoning
ments are essential in small quantitles to main- by inhalation is a much more probable occur-
tain health. This suggests comparison with rence in industry and has been studied more.
radiation effects. An excellent review and summary of known in-

Such a comparison cannot be made to a high formation on inhalation hazards has been as-
degree of accuracy. Quantitative data needed on sembled in an industrialhygiene handbook edited
nutrition, toxicology, and radiation effects are by Patty.is The threshold values used below
not generally available and, when available, are were all obtained from this volume. In most
frequently expressed as ranges of values rather cases these are limits set t f the American
than as single flued values. Thus only " ball- Conference of Governmental liygienists, but,

1
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where such limits e absent, the thresholds T.i>ie s.: suMM4ny or NurarrsoN. roncoum. Ano
nADIATR)N-EFFECT5 DArA GIVINo A COMPAMISON of

are ones proposed by investigators in the field. CHsMICAL AND RADIAfloN EFFECTS ON M AN

The thresholds set for inhalation hazards are ,

pven in milligram 4 per cubic meter. These N,ca or aroomnpo- inreaeta

',"' *Ir '" ' * ' *'''' '^ 's"N * jwere changed to dailj intake by multiplying by M*EI. / mg/d .tiem. i
3an assumed breathing rate of 20 m /24 hr.

tro. C rit* 3a 3h0 3ei

! A daily need has not been established for ra- tadia, crn e. : no tao

diation; it is generally believed, but not proven, y,j, 3,' '' 8 " 37, , ' ' ' , ' '"" ' * ' * *

that the need is zero, llowever, the daily intake rower icias a io so a to so

v., in tool '.nMr s cu ry Intake e,onS it 0 c2e 3

! is known quite well. It varies over the earth,a u ,,<,77 v.u i 3o.

| surface and depends on altitude and local con- Q'", Vy",, y @ " , , ,
, ,

zine v-M to 300 sie
! centrations of radioactive materials. A general

* ' " * '"'*** ' ' ' ' ' '" **'#*
! average is 0.6 mrad /24-hr day.
I nadiation o.6 mr/ day 600$

The acute radiation dose that produces so- n.ai.non o.s r/4., re mr/asy eso

matic damage is generally taken to be approxi- .ca, ,pam, ,y,a , g, a,,, ,33,

'v aamta-=~ ral tat >l'is.mately 100 rads. Ilowever, to make a compart- IFrom Ref.15'
son with chemical poisomng, the thieshold for
chronic-exposure damage is required. This is
less well understood. Taylor'8 reports that ra- d i I
diation effects have not been demonstrated in m ,j, . ,,,, ,,, [, , , ,,

,

[ AF'~cases where exposures of 50 to 500 timesback- y y|1,o',"J'y/g',','1 o o
,o .c..,'y,',*,57,y','f 5gground have existed for years. Thus 500 times ', o' ,

no ..wis
-

background might be taken as a limit on the ;

threshold for chronic-expo =ure hazard. Another i ~7$i E' "'" " o[i '
'

measure of a threshold value is the daily per- [. ||
| _nussible dose of 500 mr/ week suggested by the p,o -

'

i 'International Commission on Radiological Pro- 0 ,

tection (ICHP) during the early days (1936) of I i *
- e- e oA

handling radioactive materials betore concern i i t 1
,

aover genetic damage developed strongly. Ad- s re ,o ,o-. , e ,o
"""""**O'N'*"""*""

justmg this tolerance to a continuouslevelgives
a value of 120 times background as a measurt Fig. 61 Thresholdfor chrouc-ciposue cdamage es
of the lower limit for the threshold for damage accd or antake of chemical clements and of radiations.

from chronic exposure.

The data discussed above are summarized in
Table 1-1. In the last column of the table, a
ratto of threshold to need (or threshold to in- constant ratio) was placed through the points

83take) is given for each element and for radia- representing iron and todine (CFR data ) to
tun. The relations are shown more clearly by produce a reasonable fit. These results appear
a plot of the data in Fig.1-1. Where a range is to indicate some validity to a common value for
oven, the extremes of the range are linked by the poison-to-nutrition ratio for a chemical
a dashed line. The potr' . .nay be identified by element,

reference te Table 1-1. Points representing the radiation believed to
it is not improbable that an intake of I g/ day, represent the lower limit of the threshold for

ir a substantial iraction of a gram, continued somatic damage relative to that absorbed from
acr an extended period would be injurious, background (the intake) are also plotted in
uen if the element was not chemically poison- Fig. I-l. These points may be seen to correlate
m. Therefore we might expect a bulk or qura well with the chemical data.Thisobserva-
volume, effect in addition to any chemical pot- tion radses tit question of whether all radiation

|
soning effect. This would tend to place an upper is indeed harmful to biological systems or

bound on the threshold curve. might radiation perform some useful tuactior.
In Fig.1-1 trie heavy dashed line (showing the in the operations of these systems, as do the

volume effect) joining the lower solid line (a chemicals.
|

!
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The nature of the analogy made is such that vestigate the microscopic effects of radiati6n
conclusions are not justified, but questions and on cell biology.Such studies would take note of
experiments are suggested. The principal sug- all effects of radiation known or suspected,
gestion is to attack the radiation &.'s protu determine their probable magnitude, and as-
tem by using the principles of chemical-etrects certain their effect on specific life processes,
experiments, flere the experiment important to Many other ideas follow from the reasoning
chemical nutrition but untried in radiation ef- presented here. One of the more intriguingones
fects is to withhold the affecting agent from the comes from theories proposed by biologists. It
biologica! system. has been suggested that the ratios, and perhaps

To withhold radiation would require a reduc- even the concentrations, of inorganic compo-
tion of the various sources of normal radiation nents of the blood are the same as those exist-
dose, which include cosmic rays, terrestrial ing in seawater at the thrt of the Cambrian
sources, and radiation in food, primarily "K. period, when life on e?.rth was just beginning.
These sources each contribute approximately Perhaps the radiation ratios reported in Table
one-third of the total dose. 1-1 and Fig.1-1 should be based on the radia-

The cosmic-ray contribution couldbe reduced tion background existing at the beginning of the
to a negligibly small amount by performing the Cambrian period. If radiation is found to be
experiments an a cave or mine. At a depth of beneficial, this may be the optimum value (per-
1000 m, the cosmic-ray intensity would be re- haps the value leading to the maximum life-

| duced by a factor of approximately 10,000 from span, if the experiments indicating lengthening
j the sea-level value." The reduction of terres- of life-span should be confirmed).
| trict radiation would require some attentionand In conclusion, the need for further data on
' effort. The intensity of the surrounding sources effects of small doses of radiation is generally
| would largely determine the effort required acknowledged. Performing experimentsinwhiche

! and selection of the location might be the single radiation is withheld could contribute signifi-
| largest factor in re duc ing this component. cantly to this need.
| Shielded rooms with low-activity wallmaterials
I would likely be used. Low-activity steel plates
( and water have been used.'' Also, control of the
| airborne activity, primarily radon, might be References

necessary and would depend on the surround-
8. II. F. llenry, Is All fladiation llarmful?. USAECings. The radioactivity enteric.g the body via Iteport K-1470. Oak Ittdge G a s e o u s Diffustor

food might also have to be controlled, as it Plant, May 2,1961
would be the largest single contributor once 9. itadiation llazardous to Man inc re as es Dog's

We, ch. 82: 245 Oct.13.1962).radiation irom cosmic-ray and terrestrial 10. Itadiation Information Sought for Children. Scs,,
sources had been reduced. Neu s hiser, f 6: 87 (Aug. 8.1964).

In this low-radiation environment, several 11. Mice and Rats Aid itsdiation Study N. Y. Tsmes,
generations of animals, plants, and insects '

12. . S Urg To U ertak e Study into Effectswould be raised. The use of control groups of Itadiation on liealth, N. Y. Times. 113(38806).
might or might not be required and would de- 18 (Apr. 23,1964).'

pend on the environmental control possible.The 13. Code of Federal Regulahoss. Title 21, Chap.1,
Part 125.4subjects would be examined for growth, health, 14. F. A. Patty (Ed.), Industrial Hygiese and Tori.

intelligence tan animals), and any other factors cology, Vol. 2. Toxicology, 2nd rev. ed., Joha,

j that might be s!gnificant. An initial experi. Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York,1962.
mental group comparable in size to that which 15. L. s. Taylor, nadiation flazards in Realistic

'

Pe rspective, Phys. Today. 15(6): 32-4o (June
would be used for nutrition studiesissuggested. 1962).

Continuing the analogy to chemical nutrition 16. E. U. Condon and II. Odishaw (Eds.), Nandbook of
ms. Sec. 9, p. 223. McGraw-ifili Book Com-studies brings further suggestions which may pany, Inc., New York 1958.

be f ruitful (or which may be under way at some 17. G. ft. Mencely, S. Linde, and E. U. Meneely,
laboratories). With radiation the initial studies Measu ring Gamma Activity with Whole Body
were on whole-body radiation, and these were Counters, Nucleo n ic s. 21(10h 46-49 (October

1963).followed :.y radiation-effects studies on indi-
vidual organs. It may prove profitable to in-
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:
Radiation Standards and Public Health

Merril Eisenbud

Nucl. Safety,12(1): 1-8 (January-February 1971)

i

Abstract: The radwtio+ safety record of the AEC has been there is total harmony and whose recommendations are

good. but changes in the present regulatory system are needed based on objective evaluation of existing information
to rewncile differences between public attitudes and the AEC. that is motivated by a common interest in the public

,

:
AEC regulations are based on the recornmendations of the

health.\

i ICRP and the NCRP, and the standards contain extensive
built M m.servatism, flowever. the emphasis on the maximum
permisdble concentrations of radionuclides in air and drinking
water should be changed to specify the maximum permissible ROLE OF U.S. ATOMIC ENERGY
daily intake from all sources to take into wnsideration gggggggggy
multiple sources and ecological factors.. Further, the dual

I

j responsibility of the AEC for the development of nuclear When the U.S. Congress passed the 1946 Atomic

power and the protection of the public has contnbuted to lack Energy Act that established the AEC,it gave the AEC'

of public confidence in the AEC. Accordingly it is recom. responsibility for assuring the safety of atomic energy
mended that responsibilities for setting radiation limits be . g g
shifted to another agency of the federalgovernment. The same vesting this responstbility in a federal agency rather

. .

agency. in cooperation wich the states. should assume responsi.
bihty for e*:aronmental mon.>oring in the vicinity of AEC. than the states was taken for a variety of reasons,

licensed /acilities. among which were that (1) much of the required
technical knowledge was then highly classified,(2) the
specialists who had this knowledge were, for the most

The AEC has relied from the beginning ofits existence part, located in a few large laboratories owned by the

on the National Council on Radiation Protection and federal government, and (3) the potential risks of this

Measurements (NCRP) and the International Commis- new idistry were not necessarily limited to state
sion on Radiation Protection (ICRP) to recommend jurisdictions.
the basic numerical values of permissible radiation The record of the AEC to date with respect to

exposure. The AEC has assumed for its part the role of radiation safety can be easily summarized. There have

translating the recommendations of the non.AEC been no known radiation injuries to any member of the

l mdependent expert groups mto administrative language public resulting from any of the civilian activities of
that lends itself to use by regulatory authorities. the AEC. '.nong the approximately 200,000 cm.'

fhe NCRP was founded about 40 years ago and ployees of .ne AEC and its contractors, there have

until recently had its headquarters in the Bureau of been six fatal injuries due to nuclear accidents, all of

Standards. In 1964 NCRP was granted a congressional which occurred in the course of experimental research.

charter and now operates as an independen' organiza. There was one additional death in a privately operated

tion financed by voluntary contributions from govern. industrial company licensed by the AEC. Further,

ment, scientific societies. and manufacturing associa. among this large population of industrial workers,

tions. The 65 members of this council and about 175 there are no known injuries from the cumulative

members of the 18 NCRP scientific committees have effects of exposure. During the same period,1946 to

the responsibility for developing the technical reports the present, there have been 276 on.the. job accidental

of the organization. deaths from all causes, such as vehicle accidents, falls,

in 1928, I year before NCRP was formed, the etc. This indicates that the safety record of the AEC is

,

International Society of Radiology sponsored forma. very good, with the occupational fatality rate being

| tion of the International Commission on Radiation about 25% of the average for all industry.' The

Protection. This group has operated in clase coopera. excellent occupational afety record is cited to illus-

tion with NCRP and receives support from the World trate that the AEC has demonstrated a high degree of

ilealth Organization. It is essential to this discussion of concern for protection ofits personnel. It has exercised

standards of permissible radiation exposure to under. similar concem for public safety.

stand that AEC standards originate in the work of Because of a technicality in the Atomic Energy

these national and international bodies among whom Act, responsibility for the health of uranium miners

!

l
I
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was not preempted by the AEC but, rather, has external X-rays and gamma radiation and to the
continued to reside with the states. The radiation- maximum permissible body burden of radium. The
safety record in the mines has been far less satisfactory, recommendation that the permissible body burden of
and more than 100 deaths from lung cancer have an'Ra be limited to 0.1 pCi has not been changed
resulted from the cumulative exposure to the radio. since it was first established early in World War 11. This
activity of the mine atmospheres.2 It is regrettable that yardstick has had a strong influence in setting the
federal preemption of health and safety matters in the permissible body burdens of other bone-seeking radio-
atomic energy program did. not include the mining nuclides.
industry, because this tragic record would have been The maximum permissible dose of external radia-
avoided had the AEC standards of permissible occupa. tion exposure permitted before and during %rld
tional exposure been enforced. War II was 0.1 R/ day, based on the scanty information

Another governmental agency concerned with radi. available up to that time, and was equivalent to 20
ation protection is the Federal Radiation Council, R/ year. If we allow for the difference between roent.
which consists of representatives of several federal gens and rads and for the fact that the radiations now
departments and agencies. It was established by the encountered in the atomic energy program are more
President about 10 years ago to assure a consistent penetrating than the 75- to 125-kV X-rays that were
governmental approach to radiation protection mat- the principal source of radiation before World War 11,
ters. The Council has promulgated a number of we fmd that the permissible dose for occupational
radiation protection guides to assist in evaluation of exposure recommended by NCRP as long as 30 years
hazards from nuclear weapons testing and, more ago is within a factor or 2 of the tissue dose permitted
recently, for control of radiation exposure in uranium today for occupational exposure.
mines.

The problem of setting standards for pmtection of
the general public is much more complex for several

RADIATION STANDARDS reasons. Because radiation workers comprise a rela-
tively small fraction of the total population and

The recommendations of ICRP and NCRP were because the genetic effects are related to the per capita<

! originally intended for protection of workers exposed gonadal dose of the population, genetic effects are less
to ionizing radiation. Prior to World War 11, there was imponant than somatic effects, insofar as occupational

i so little use of these radiations that the need for expo:ure is concerned. The probability of somatic
standards to protect the public had not yet arisen. injury at a given level of exposure in the general

lhe pre World War 115tudents of radiation protec. population is increased by the fact that children amt
tion did not have the benefits of goveramental grants fetuses are involved. Additionally, it is necessary a
that w ere later available, nor did they have the sophisti. become more conservatise as the size of the exposeu
cated laboratory equipment now used in research. Ilow- Population increases, and in this country th general
ever,the tragic misuses ofionizing radiations during that population is about one thousand times O population
period provided an all too ample research resource industrially exposed.
from which to devise protection measures. Although leukemia and genetic muta :ons are believed to be
before World War 11 there were relatively few X-ray the effects of ionizing radiation exposure that shculd
machines and the radioactive material to which people be of greatest concern relative t( the general popula-
were exposed was some part of the approximately 2 lb tion, and the following discussion of AEC standards

I

of radium that had by that time been extracted from focuses on these. An increased incicience ofleukemia 3

the earth's crust, hundreds of deaths and many injuries has been reported among several groups of humans
resulted from inadequate understanding of the princi. exposed to relatively high doses of ioni/mg radiation.
ples of radiation hygiene. Fortunately the effects of These may include such groups as Japanese survisors of
the misuses of these sources of ionizing radiation were the atom bombings of Iliroshima and Nagasaki. pa-
studied with such extraordinary diligence and percep. tients irradiated for ankylosing spond> htn. radiologists,

tion by our colleagues of a generation ago that much of exposed to ionizmg radiation in the course of their
the basic information needed for protecting the em. work, and children irradiated in urcro in the course of
ployees of the atomic energy program was already on pelvic X-ray examinations. This epidemiological expe-
hand when it was needed during World War 11. Two rience involves mainly single or muluple exposures at
very basic recommendations were already available that high dose rates compared with those permitted by
pertained to the upper limit of permissible exposure to existing standards. To estimate the expected ef fect of

i

)
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doses of a fraction of a rad dehvered in small bits, we less than 5 rads / year. The ideal.of course,in every case

must extrapolate from these epidemiological data. In
is to hold the absorption to as httle as possible

the interest of maximum safety, this is done by consistent with the activity.

assuming that there is no threshold and that the The maximum permissible mean dose to the gonads

biological response is proportional to the dose and or blood-forming organs, according to AFC regulations.

|
independent of the dose rate.Both the United Nations is one-thirtieth of the permissible occupational dose.

Scientific Committee on the Effects of Radiation' and The regulations are based on this average not being'
'

the ICRP' have emphasized that the estimates made in exceeded if the individual with the highest exposure in

| this way represent an upper limit of risk and that the a ginn population is not exposed to more than
I actual risk may in fact be very much less. Subject to one tenth of the permissible occupational dose. In

|
these conservative assumptions, the epidemiological short, the mean exposure of a given population should

|
evidence suggests that a dose of I rad delit red to i not exceed 0.17 rad, and the maximum individual

| million pople may produce a maximum of about 20 exposure should not exceed 0.5 rad.

|
extra cases of leukemia during the lifetime of the

| population. The incidence of leukemia m the normal
population is about 70 cms per million per year.

NATUR ALLY OCCURRING SOURCESInsofar as genetic effects are concerned, there are
OF lONIZING RADIATIONno epidemiological data on which to draw. Ilowever,

extensive research has been done with lower animals it is helpful to review what is known about the
which suggests that there is no threshold for genetic radioactivity of the natural environment' so that we
effects and that the frequency of mutation is directly may have a yardstick with which to compare the AEC
proportional to dose but the relation is not inde ,, standards. An appreciation of the kinds and amounts
pendent of dose rate Accordmg to these data a per of ionizing radiation exposure due to naaral sources is5

capita dose of about 10 rads per generation, delivered relevant to this discussion of the significance of
to successive generations, will eventually cause the reactor produced radiation,
spontarcous mutation rate to double. It has recently Radioactive substances are naturally paesent in the
been shown,' however, that, when the dose is frac- air we breathe, the water we drink, and the food we
tionated, the genetic effect is less by a factor of about eat. These substances become incorporated into our
6. Thus for continuous exposure a dose of N) rads per tissues in such amounts that on the average our body
generation, delivered to many successive generations, t ssues are literally disintegrating at a rate of about
might be expected to cause the spontaneous mutation 500,000 atoms / min due to radioactive decay.
rate to double. For a reproductive span of 30 years, the "* Y * " * * *# " ' ' " " "
doubling dose would thus be about 2 rads / year. parts of the world is about 0.1 radlycar. This figure

The I sic criterion for the upper limit of permissi- varies somewhat from place to place, with an addition
ble occupational exposure is that an employee should of about 0.028 rad / year for cich 1500 m of altitude
not accumulate more than 5(N - 18) rads, where N is above sea level. Further deitions from the norm
the employee's age in years.'d Stated another way, occur in places where the thorium or uranium content
the employee should not work with ionizing radiation of the rocks and soils is above normal. In one d!qe in

until he is 18 years old and then should not be exposed 13raril, some people can be exposed to as much as 12
to more than an average of 5 rads / year. rads! year.

When internal radiation exposure is involved, the The lung and skeleton are selectively exposed over

ICRP methodology introduces the concept of the and above the dose received by the body as a whole. A

" critical organ " which is the organ in widch a given large component of the dose to lungs is due to the
radionuclide tends to accumulate and give the highest presence of atmospheric ridon, the concentration of
radiation dose and/or most significant effect." For which varies from about 10''' pCi/ml to about 2 x

| example, the critical organ for radioiodine is the 10 * pCi/ml in different parts of the world. A

|
thyroid, and for "Sr. it is the skeleton. With a few concentration of 10-'' pCi/ml will deliver a cose of

execptions, exposure to internal emitters is controlled about 1.3 Rems / year to the basal cells of the bronchial
;

by limiting the quantity of radionuelides that may be epithelium, which is the tissue of the lung known to be
| 8

i absorbed by ingestion or inhalation to that amount particularly radiosensitive Doses as high as 10 times

which will result in exposure of the critical organ to this value are possible indoors, particularly when the
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bui| ding is made of materials having a high radium In the case of a boiling water reactor, the principal
; content. way in which the general population would be exposed
'

Radon 222, which b a half-life of 3.8 days, decays to external radiation would be by direct irradiation
progressively through several shorter lived progeny to from the passage of radioactive gases discharged from

l 288Pb, which has a halflife of 22 years, and this the stack of the plant, but,if the maximum exposed in-
! radioactive substance ultimately deposits on the euth's dividual received no more than 0.5 rad, the per capita
i surface. Only in the last few years ha we begun to exposure would be very much less than 0.17 rad. For
| appreciate that mankind has always been subject to example, consider a hypothetical situation in which a
! this form of natural fallow c 1 that broad-leafed boiling-water reactor stack is located 100 m from a
j plants in particular have relatively high concentrations 360' fence at which the dose is assumed to be 500
| of this isotope because of foliar deposition of an oPb. mraddyear. In this situation, people living right on the

Accordmg to ome investigator this phenomenon con- fence would receive no more than the ALC maximum|'
tubutes an addinanal 41 mRems/ year to the lungs of permissible dose to individuals. From known rates of
individuals smo(ing one pack of cigarettes per day.'* diffusion of gaseous efnuents fro,n point sources ir

| Two natu ally occuumg nuclides, 2 "Ra and can be calculated that the dose r.te beyond the feme
j a2 ara, which are chemically similar to calcium, enter would, on the average, diminish mversely with the 1.8

our bodies through the foods we eat,and they deposit power of distance from the sta The per capita doses
with calcium in our skeletons. The daily radium have been calculated for po ..lations of 10 ,10', and5

ingestion of ii.dividuals in this country is about 10' people uniformly distnbuted around the fence at a
5 pCi/ day, approximately equally divided between the density of 1000 people /km The annual per capita2

| two nuclides. Studies of food and water m various doses for the three populations turn out to be 1.9'

parts of the world have shwa sat there arc wide mrads. 0.28 mrad, and 0.04 mrad, respectively. We
variations from these mean values. In certain parts of must recognize that this,in fact. overestimates the per
the Middle West, the radium intake is elevated owing to capita dose because a dose of S0O mrads would occur
the presence of abnormally high amounts ofiadium in only in the downwind sector, which would be perhaps
the drinking water, ard the dose to the skeleton is one<ighth of the plant fence ciicumference. For
thereby increased by about 0.06 Rem / year. Censider- seven-eighths of the plant circumference, the dose
ably higher doses have been reported from Isrant and would be ve, nuch less Ihan 500 mrads/ year.We now
India, where there are radioactive anomahes of the begin t< he kind of built-in conservatism thats,

type mentioned earher.'' exists in 10 regulations and that, even under the
Thus we can conclude that the whole-body dose worst cor a conditiens,10 nullion people distrib-

from natural radioactivity m most parts of the world is uted - , oiling water reactor would receive no
about 0.1 Rem / year. The lung receives a grea:er dose more er total of 400 man-rads instead of the 1.7
due to the superimposed radiation from atmospheric '%n i. an-rads permitted under a literal interpreta-
radon, as does the skeleton in certain geographical tion oi .anent regulations.
areas where the radium content of food and water is As mentianed earlier,106 man-rads may produce
elevated above normal. 20 cases of leukemia in the lifetime of the exposed

population. Four hundred man rads may on this basis
cause 0.008 case per million exposed people. Assuming

EXTERNAL RADI ATION th' 'ne n sensitive hfospan to be 60 years, 400
man-rads / year could produce 0.5 case per milhon

The actual external radiation exposure to the people per generation of 60 years. As explained earlier,,

| general population from nuclear power plants does not tlus is an upper limit of risk, and the true risk is
approach the so-called permissible dose rates because somewhere between zero and this upper estimate.
of certain inherent factors. For example, the beas Since the incidence of leukemia m the general popula-
shielding required to protect men working aroun tion is about 64 cases per million per year,the 0.5 cases ..

reactor in the normal course of their activities gives in 60 years would occur against a normal background
assurance that the external radiation dose to the public of 4200 cases,

will not be detectable. I know of no case in which With respect to genetic effects,if the doubling dose
! radiation from the plant proper has caused a percep- for spontaneous mutations is a per capita exposure of

tible change in the levels of radiation exposure beyond 2 rads / year,0.17 radlycar delivered over many genera-
the property boundary, tions would result in about an 8% increase k, the

:
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spontaneous mutation rate. Ilowever, since the man at maximum permissible radioactivity of the mixture of

the fence can receive no more than 0.5 rad, the nuclides takes into consideration the contribution of
external radiation dose from the plume would, at the the individual nuclides. In this case the method errs on

limit of permissible exposure, result in a per capita the side of safety. For example,if '8 8 I and "Sr are

annual dose of 0.04 mrad in a population of 10 million present in drinking water, the maximum permissible

people, as previously shown On the improbable concentration of the mixture might allow 50% of the

assumption that these 10 million people constitute a 1 permissible concentration and 50% of the "Sr'88

closed breeding population for as many generations as permissible concentration despite the fact that one
nuclide irradiates the thyroid, the other irradiates theit takes to reach equihbrium, the spontaneous muta-

tion rate wouh' eventually be raised by about 0.05% skeleton, and the effects are not thought to be

This rise is equivalent to the change in radiation additive,

exposure that might he expected from living at a Another safety factor exists insofar as the long.

difference of about 10 ft in altitude- lived radionuclides are concerned because the maxi-
To place all this in further perspective, note not mum permissible concentration is taken as that coricen-

only the well-established fact that increased tempera- tration which will result in accumulation of the
ture, hke ionizing radiation, can cause genetic muta- lifetime permissible body burden in 50 years, it can be

tions but also the suggestion that as many as 50% of shown from the mathematies of "Sr accretion in the
the mutations that occur normally in contemporary skeleton that this provides a significant additional
nun might be due to the increase in testicular safety factor.4

temperature caused by the rnale practice of wearin8 Since the AEC regulations are stated in terms of

trousers. Although this observation on the effect of the maximum permissible concentrations of radio-
trousers appeared in the hierature in 1957, I am nuclides in air and water, the regulations implied for

many years that, if the maxirnum permissible concen-unaware of any subsequent popular movement to'

prescribe kilts in place of the more mutagenie habit of tration is not exceeded at the point of discharge to the

dress of the American male '' environment, the dose to humans will not be exceeded

anywhere beyond the site boundaries, in most cases
j this is an enormously comervative assumption since
r

ddution up to several orders of magnitude can and does
STANDARDS PERTAINING TO
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTAMIN ATION

take place beyond the point of release. Ilowever,it is
also possible for physical or biological concentration to

'Ihe ICRP and NCRp standards for permissible take place, and when this occurs the risk can be
human exposure to radioactae substances are based on cespondingly increased.~

the assumption that the permissible amount of radio- % din the past few years, the AEC standards have
active substances accumulated within the body or in been modified to allow for biological concentration,in
the critical organ should not cause the permissible the case of '''I, the maximum permissible concentra-
annual dose to be exceeded. Ihese figures are then tion in air has been reduced by a factor of 700 to allow

| translated into maximum permissible concentrations of for the fact that exposure to man is increased by the
cach radionuclide in air or water by using a set of tendency of iodine to deposit on forage and eventually

physiological parameters that describe the movement pass to cow's milk. In addition, the regulations have
of each element to the critical organ and the daily rate been modified to require the licensee to demonstrate
at winch the contaminants are inhaled or ingested. in that accumulations in the food chair ne not takiag

the case of ingestion, the AEC regulations give only the place. The discharges to the environr at are consid-

i maimum peimissible concentrations in danking cred to be excessive if the radionucli .ngested by a

water. This is a defect smcc ingestion may be by way sample of the population by any route of exposure

of food or water. The I ederal Radution Council exceed one-third the annualintake permitted for water

approach is different and more logical since their and air.
recommendations, which they call radiation protection It should be noted that the Commission has always

;

guides, focus on the pernmsible dady intake of a given had the right to place upon the prospective licensee the

nuchde, regaidless of the source. responsibihty of demonstrating that such concentra-

Where seseral nuchdes are present,the AEC regula. tion wdl not take place, and, although the AEC

tions provide a method for weighing the effects of each regulations were formerly silent on this point, no one

in relation to the others in such a way that the wl. has followed the course of reactor licensing

;
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| piocedures over the years has ever doubted that the responsible for many deaths in the general population,
i AEC has meticulously probed into questions of biologi- particularly during periods of meteorological stagna-

| cal concentration beyond the point of discharge. Under tion. Even the innocent gas, ca2 bon dioxide, produced
; the AEC regulations a licensee can cischarge radio- by combustion of fossil fuels, is accumulating in the
! active waste to the environment in :oncentrations earth's atmosphere and is regarded as a long-range
| greater than those permissible for immed ate inhalation threat to the world's heat balance, with the possibility

or ingestion if he can demonstrate tl e er. tern ta which of eventual climatic changes on a disastrous scale.8*
dilution takes place. Finally, it is a curious fact that, because radium and.

The AEC requires the licensee to ecnduct moni. other radioactive substances are normally present in
toring programs in the vicinity of the reactor. This fossil fuels, the radioactive atmospheric emissions from
provides information about the concentration of radio- fossil-fueled plants are not insignificant compared with

i active substances in air and water and also in whatever those from many nuclear plants.: s,16 These are among
I food products may be grown in the vicinity. Thus the the reasons that some of us are convinced that nuclear

question of human sa ety is not left to conjecture but reactors make good neighbors.r

is based on actual raeasurement of samples collected Additional reasons are to be found in the actual
from the environment. Some of the AEC facilities, operating experience of the civilian power-producing
such as Oak RQge and llanford, have been collecting reactors. The atmospheric and liquid effluents are in
data for more than a quarter of a century, and most cases less than 1% of the amounts permitted by
experience at these places has produced valuable AEC standards, and the public-health risks, though
information that in inany cases is directly applicable to finite, are so small as to be more than offset by even

'
civilian power reactors. the most modest of the benefits of increasing man's

For several years many of us in the field of public available electrical resources.

health and environmental protection have argued that,
on the balance, electrical generating stations powered CONCLUSIONS
by nuclear fuels make better neighbors than those From the foreFoing it is possible to draw certaii.
using coal or oil. It is true that nuclear plants of the conclusions which constitute the thesis of this presen-
current generation discharge more heat to the environ- tation and which indicate that, although the record of
ment than do the newest fossil plants. This places more the AEC has been a good one from the point of view of
strinent limitations on the use of water for condenser the pubhe-health official, 6anges in the present
cooling, but regulations dealing with this problem are regulatory system are bemg dc.anded to continue to
being promulgated in the various states ,%r application lessen differences between public attitudes and the
to both nuclear- and fossil fueled stations. AEC that are still not completely resolved after 15

Much has been said about the ecological effects of years of almost continuous debate,
radioactivity discharged to the environment, but there The AEC regulations are substantially compatible

j is no evidence that this occurs at or above the levels of with the recommendations of ICRP and NCRP. More-

| radioactivity permitted by AEC. Putting it more over, they are both scientifically and philosophically
i strongly, there is a considerable body of scientific data compatible with evaluations of the state of our

that demonstrates that such effects do not take place. knowledge of radiation effects that have been under-
In contrast, we do know that certain vegetation is taken from time to time by other national and
adversely affected by traces of sulfur dioxide and international bodies, including the United Nations
possibly other comp ' 'nts of the combustion products Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radia-
of coal and od.8 3 There have been millions of dollars tion, our National Academy of Sciences and thes

spent investigating the ecological effects oflow levels British Medical Research Council.8 '
of ionizing-radiation exposure, but there have been The AEC regulations have resulted in a safety
comparatively few studies of the ecological effects of record that is unsurpassed for any major industry. In
the chemicals in fossil-fuel effluents, despite the fact the 27 years that have passed since the first reactor
that we know these effects take place and can be went critical in December 1942, there has been ample
observed, time to evaluate the basic adequacy of the systems of

in most parts of the country, fossil fuels are the control that have i er i derived.
| only practical a'ternative to nuclear fuels. We know, Although thew are ambiguities, inconsistencies,
| beyond my doubt, that sulfur dioxide discharged to and perhaps even deficier,cies in the AEC regulations

the environment by plants burning fossil fuels has been for permissible discharges to the environment, they are

|
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adequate to protect the public health. The standards As a compromise the newly created Environmental

contain enormous built in conservatism. Protection Administration (EPA) should be given a

The present system of AEC regulation, which puts more prominent role in the regulatory program. The

major emphasis on the maximum permissible concen. EPA rather than the AEC should promulgate the
trations of radionuclides in air and drinking water, numerical standards of permissible exposure. The AEC, ,

should be changed in favor of specifying the maximum with its highly developed capability to evaluate reactor

permissible daily intake from all sources. This is the designs, should continue to consider applications for ;

method used by the Federal Radiation Council and is new reactors and should continue to monitor construc-

preferable because it automatically takes into consid. tion and operation to assure compliance with the terms

cration such factors as multiple sources of exposure of the license, llowever, the EPA, in collaboration

and ecological factors, with the states, should undertake the responsibility of

Although neither NCRP nor AEC is sacrosanct, effluent monitoring and ecological surveillance. By
considerable weight must be given to the fact that the sharing its present statutory regulatory authority with
ponderous procedures of these organizations have the EPA in this way, the credibility gap that now exists
produced a set of regulations that are workable and between AEC and many segments of the puSlic can
that have succenfully protected the public health for hopefully be closed.
more than a quarter of a century.

An examination of 27 years of experience would
seem to indicate that the ACC has been fully prudent
in discharging the responsibilities Congess bestowed REFERENCES
on it in the health and safety field. Ilowever,it is clear

1. Operational Accidents and Radiation Exposure Experience
that this judgment is not shared by many people. I of W thin the United States Atomic Energy Commission,
reasons probably related to factors other than the 1943-l%7, USAEC Report TID-25128, December 1%8.
excellent safety record it has achieved in the nuclear 2. A. W. Donaldson, The Epidemiology of Lung Cancer

,

power field, the AEC does not have the high degree of Among Uranium Miners, #calth rhys., 16: 563-569
(l%public confidence that is necessary for smooth develop-

3,g,po of the United Nations Scientific Committee on the
ment of the electrical generatmg mdustry. There Effects of Atomic Radiatiori, USAEC file no.NP-14556,
remains a credibility gap that has not been closel after United Nations, New York,1%4
more than 15~ years of debate. 4. International Commission on Radiological Protection Com-

mittee I, The Evaluation of Risks from Radiation, #calth
A significant factor in the credibility gap is the Phys. 12: 239-302 (l%6).

unusual dual responsibility of the AEC for both ! Report of the United Nations Scientific Committee on the

development of civilian nuclear power and protection Efrects of Atomic Radiation, USAEC file no. NP-17191,
n d Nations,of the public health. Although I personally belicve that g ,g Rec n S die n the Genetic Effects of

the AEC has an excellent record of accomplishment in Radiation in Mice, Part II, rrdiarrics, 41(1): 223-230
both areas and has retained a high degree of objectivity (1 % 8).
in facing its sesponsibilities for health and safety, the 7 Code of Federal Reguktions, Title 10, Part 20, Standards
public is not fully convinced that this is so. For this for Protection Against Radiation, Superintendent of Docu-

reason i believe it would be in the public interest to ments, U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington.
8' I"'''"''I "*I """ " " * ** "begm active consideration of the means by which the Report of Committee 11 on Permissible Dose for Internal'.

regulatory responsibilities of th AEC can be trans- Radiation, #calth rhys., 3: (1960).
ferred to some other agency of overnment or sharedF 9. M. Eisenbud, Environmental Radioactiviry, McGraw-liill
with them. Only in this way can we hope to assure the Book company, Inc., New York,1963.
public that the present apparent conflict of missions is 10. B. Rajewsky and W. Stahlhofen, Polonium-210 Activity in
not operating te its detriment. Ilowever, a transfer of the Lungs of Cigarette Smokers, Nature, 209: 1312 1313
regulatory responsibility cannot be accomplished (t%6>.
easily. The AEC has well-developed regulatory ll. E. P.nna Franca et al, Status of Investigations in the

machinery of a type that does not exist in any other Bra.shan Areas of y Natural RadbacMy, NW
rh s., II: 699-712 (1%5)./branch of government. Although in theory it would be 12. i. Ehrenberg, G. von Ehrenstein, and A. liedgran, Gonad

possible to transfer this organization in roto to another Temperature ud Spontaneous Mutatien Rate in Man,
agency, this would not be wise because interagency Nature, 180:1433-1434 (1957).
transfers are always disruptive of morale and working 13. A. C. Stern, in Air polturion, Vol.1, Chap.12 Academic
cfficiency. Press,Inc., New York,4%8. j
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Abstract: Natural radiation is the largest source of population naturally occurring sources were considered only if
dose and is important as a base line with which radiation. they had not been intentionally concentrated. Thus
protection standards may be compared. in this anicle previous
work on natural background radiation levels is summari:ed, as uranium mill tailings, radium dials, and medical
and some new data from Boston Mass., are rcrorted. Gamma

|
dose rates, conected for cosmic radiation, wre mearured with radium sources were omitted. Also included is a review

| large ioni:ation chamberst dose rates inside wooden single- of previous measurements of natural-radiation doses
family dellings were 25 to 50% lowr than those outside;in supplemented by measurements of cosmic. radiation
masonry multiple-family dallings, they wre about 10% doses, terrestrial gamma doses inside and outside
lowr. Concentrations of rador daughters in the air wre
measured by predecay and postJecay alpha spectrometry:

daughter products m. the a.tr.concentrations in dw!!ings are comparable with outdoor
concentrations, but concentrations in basements wre higher
by a factor of about 3. Concentrations in office buildings wre

BACKGROUNO DATAquite low, the todon daughters being removed by the rentila.
tion system. Effects of building type, construction materials' 51easurements of natural back round radiationEand ventilation on human dose are discussed, as are possible

have been made at numerous places throughout the
ways of reducingpopulation dose,

world. In the United States these measurements tend

Radiation of natural origin is widely recognized as the to fall into three categories. First, single measurements

largest source of human exposure to ionizing radiation. were made at widely varying locations selected on the

Natural radiation is generally considered to contribute basis of their convenience to a given laboratory or their

a dose equivalent of 80 to 200 mrems/ year to people in unusual geological characteristics. Many of these mea-

I the United States.' This may be compared with the surements were made in studies of nuclear weapons

genetically significant dose-equivalent average of 55 fallout.8 d Second, aerial surveys were conducted in

mrems/ year from medical radiation and ofless than 5 the vicinity of nuclear installations, and. third, special2

mrems/ year from all other man-made radiation sources, studies were conducted to estimate background radia-

| Note <tdded in Proof: A genetically significant tion dose rates to a particular group of people.so
dose from medical radiation of 36 mrems/ year was American studies of natural background radiation have

reported from a 1970 survey at the 49th annual not generally been concerned with the variability of

meeting of the American Congress of Radiology, Miami the radiation background over small areas or short

Beach, Fla., Apr. 6,1972, by R. Brown, R. R. Fuchs. spaces of time. This aspect lus been studied, however,

berg, and J.P Gitlin in " Preliminary Dose Estimates by some European investigators.8-''

from the U.S. Public Ilealth Service 1970 X-Ray The experimental data in this article are expressed
Exposure Study."] in terms of absorbed dose rate in soft tissue (muscle),

The natural radiation to which man is exposed in usually in microrads per hour (1 prad/hr = 8.77 mrads/
the United States has not yet been delineated in detail; year). Data from the literature, many of which were

! however, it seems that such a description is necessary originally given in terms of exposure rates, have been

! as a basis for the evaluation of the significance of expressed as absorbed dose rates, using a conversion
man-made increments to radiation exposure, Presented factor of 1 R as equivalent to 0.95 rad. Where a
in this article is a preliminary report of a study to conversion from absorbed dose to dose equivalent was

determine the feasibility of establishing the dose of desired, a quality factor of I has been assumed for low
natural origin and of exploring possible methods for its linear energy-transfer radiation (beta. gamma, and
reduction. Sources of natural origin include cosmic cosmic), so that the absorbed dose rate is the same as

! radiation, radiation from naturally occurring radio- the dose-equivalent rate. For the neutronic component

nuclides in the earth or in materials in man's immediate of cosmic rays and the alpha radiation from radon and
environment. and radiation from radionuclides within its daughters, the specific quahty factor used is given
the body. Ilowever, for purposes of this study, with the data.
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Cosmie Radiation for example, there is virtually no terrestrial gamma
radiation. liighest values are observed over acidic

Cosmic rays, at the altitudes where man can live,
igne us r eks, such as granites, where dose rates up toconsist of an ionizing component, mainly muons

| (p. mesons) and electrons, and a neutron component.' i 350 mrads/ year have been found. In a few places,
primarily monazite areas, dose rates as high as 1300Es!imation of the dose equivalent received from cosmic
mrads/ year have been observed. Radiation from ter-

radiation has been difficult because of uncertainties as
restrial gamma sources is also affected by meteorologi-to the neutron spectrum and its associated qualityi

cal e nditions. Probably the most important effect is
factor. The dose rate from the ionizing ccmponent at

shielding by snow cover and by moisture in the sodsea level in middle latitudes is considered to be abou;
afta heavy rains.28 mrads/ year (Ref. I1). The best value for the

.
Published data on the beta contribut,on to theii

|
neutron dose rate,again at sea level m. nuddle latitudes, gg gy g
is probably about 0.7 mradlyear (Ref. I1), as com-

gr und, beta radiation has been estimated to contrib-,

| pared with a previous estimate of 2 mrads/ year
ute from 4% (Ref.20) to 25% (Ref.21) of the total.,

More recent estimates **** of the beta dose rate at I m
j The variation of exposure rate from cosmic radia- above the ground are 3 to 4 yrads/hr (26 to 35
| tion with altitude and latitude is well docu- mrads/ year), or about 30% of the total. The beta
| mented.i .: i .i 2 At 50' geomagnetic latitude, the contribution to genetic dose is less than this because of

cosmic-ray intensity at 5000 ft is 60% greater than at shielding by the body.
| sea level; at 10,000 ft, it is more than three times the

| sea. level value. Variation with latitude is much less. At Radon and Daughters
sea level the cosmic-ray intensity at the poles is perhaps<

| 12% greater than at the equator. There is a somewhat The naturally occurring radioactive gas radon
! greater latitude effect at higher altitudes, but even at (222Rn) is a daughter of 2 2' Ra. It reaches the
l 10,000 ft it is only about 50% greater at the poles than atmosphere by effusion from the. earth. The isotope

at the equator. Within the United States the latitude thoron (220Rn), a member of the thorium decay
effect may be neglected for all practical purposes, series, reaches the atmosphere in a similar manner but

to a much smaller extent since its half. life is muchThe cosmic-ray dose to people in aircraft is of some
shorter. Both radon and thoron have a number ofinterest. O'Brien and Me12ughlin'' estimated the dose

rate from cosmic radiation at 55' geomagnetic latitude short. lived radioactive daughter nuclides that become

to be 0.24 to 0.29 mrad /hr (0.28 to 0.38 mrem /hr) at attached to air particulates. Radon concentrations in

iI km (36,000 ft) and 0.81 to 0.93 mrad /hr (1.05 to the atmosphere vary from about 0.01 to 1.0 pCi/ liter.

1.35 nuems/hr) at 20 km (65,500 ft). An International 'Ih r n ccncentrations outdoors vary from about
0.0001 to 0.01 pCi/ liter. Concentrations of these gasesi4Commission on Radiological Protection task group

estimated the dose rates in polar latitudes to be 0.70 and of their daughters are markedly affected by

nuad/hr at 60.000 ft,0.81 at 70,000 ft, and 1.34 at geology, by ease of diffusion from the ground,and by

80.000 ft. The corresponding dose-equivalent rates are meteorological conditions. The daughter products

1.23,1.80, and 3.10 mrems/hr. The average dose become attached to dust particles and may be removed

equivalent to the U.S. population from air travel can by natural aerosol clearing processes.

Se estimated at less than I mrem / year from data given
by Scl.aefer.: s Radiation Within Buildings

The radiation dose within a building is affected by
Terrest'ial Radiation

the nature of the building materials, which act as both
| Terrestrial radiation includes beta and gamma rays a source and a shield. Smce an average person (in
' from radionuclides in rock and in soil. The major western urbanized cultures) spends upward of 80% of

contributors to terrestrial gamma. radiation dose are his lifetime indoors, population dose estimates that
''K and the 2asU and 2a2Th decay series, in the disregard this fact can be very unrealistic. Exposure
approximate ratio 2 : 1 : 2. A number of literature levels within brick, concrete, and stone buildings tend
surveys of terrestrial gamma dose are avail- to be substantially higher than those in wooden houses
able. . i.i2.i e ie or outdoors, as shown in Table 1, which gives data on

Terrestrial gamraa-radiation exposure is strongly measurements within baildings in various countries. It
influenced by geology.i. 2 Over large freshwater lakes, should be noted that measurements were made by

_ _ _
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l Table i Gamma Dose Rates Inside Buildings be expected, the dose rates were found to vary
considerably depending on the origin of the building

Expmernate, materials |

"''Y "''' "
The concentrations of radon and thoron and of |

their daughters within buildings are of importance |Germany (East)'' 106;up to 1200 a

since, in general, the levels indoors are higher thanGermany (West)" 120% of outdoor a

and Switzerland those outdoors and are dependent on the construction
18 Pan" 29 o wood k materials and on the ventilation rate. Radioactive gases

may be evolved readily from some building mate-48 to 68 (concrete)
rials.as,ss This effect may be particularly great whenJapan ' 20 to 40 c8

Poland' 84 to l06 (97 apartments, e the materials are warmed, as occurs especially with
Warsaw, I.odz, Silesia) radiant heating systems. Sievert'' has summarized the

Sweden' 48 (w concentrations of radon and its daughters in varioaa
,

l 158 to 202 (concrete) types of buildings. The average level of radon in
United Kingdom" 73 to 94 (wood) d buildings has been estimated'" as 0.5 pCi/ liter, with a

87 to 122 (granite, Leeds, corresponding thoron average of 0.02 pCi/ liter.
Aberdeen)

United Kingdom" 26 to 70 (brick, concrete, d
London, Sutton)

METHODS AND RESULTSUnited Kingdom" 145 (granite, Cornwall) d
United States" 60 (wood) b

130 (concrete) Cosmic Radiation
United States" $5 to 110 (wood) a

60 to 120 (brick, stone) In the new measurements reported here,two kinds
of 16 liter ionization chambers were used for gamma-United States * 70% of outdoor, wuod a

Australia" 1I to 35 (wood and plus cosmic-ray exposures. One chamber'' (MEC) had
asbestos, coastal plain) 6-mm muscle-equivalent walls and contained muscle-

41 to 127 (brick, eoastal b 3 8 '' 'equ valent gas. The other chamber (FFC) was
32 to l93 (brick, Darling filled with dry Freon-12 (dichlorodifluoromethane)

range) containing less than 1.5% impurities. The walls of this
chamber were polymethylmethacrylate (PMM A),

'a = lonization chamber, gamma + cosmic; b = ionization 400 mg/cm ,2

chamber, cosmic contribution subtracted; c = sodium lodide Each chamber was connected to a Cary vibrating-scintillator; d = Geiger-Mueller counter, cosmic contribution
subtracted; and e = plastic scintillator. reed electrometer, which in turn was coupled to a chart

recorder and to a voltage-to-frequency converter and
scaler. The converter-scaler combination made it

several techniques, so that the results are not com- poss ble to integrate the very small ion currents over a
parable. In particular, several investigators subtracted period of 5 min, giving results reproducible to within
the cosmic ray contribution, so that their data refer to 2%.
terrestrial gamma contribution only, whereas others The two chambers were calibrated with a 1.72-mci
did not. Scintillation techniques, especially with 22'Ra standard source. The source-chamber distance

i sodium iodide scintillators, prof ''~ .mderestimate the was 4 m. Corrections were made for the absorption in
cosmic-ray component, so that v0.ues obtained by air and in the source container and for wall scattering.
these techniques represent dose levels between gamma A daily calibration check of t?e FFC showed that

; only and gamma plus cosmic. Most of the results are the response declined'with time. It was also observed
| for one- and two-story buildings. Pensko' and that the pressure dropped from 41.7 torrs above

Ohlsen'' have recently provided data for multistory atmosphere to 81.0 torrs below atmosphere over a
buildings in Poland and East Germany, but no com- period of 4 months. Both the change in response and
Parably extensive data appear to be available for the the loss of pressure were attributed to loss of Freon 12,
United States. The weighted average of Ohlsen's values apparently by dissolution in the PMMA walls followed
is 101 mrads/ year, but valuec up to 200 mrads/ year by evaporation from the outer surface of the chamber.

|
were not uncommon. The two highest values were 450 Cosmic radiation was measured with these instru-
and 1200 mrads/ year. ments in a boat on Quabbin Reservoir, a large

A few authors 33-34 have examined building ma- freshwater lake. Under such conditions, virtually the
terials for their radioactive-material content. As would total ionization is due to cosmic radiation since the

__
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instruments are shielded from terrestrial radiation by radium. The readings have been converted to absorbed
the water and the long air path to shore, dose, however, as previously described. To the extent

Cosmic-ray physicists normally report their data in that beta radiation can penetrate the chamber walls
terms of I, the number of ion pairs produced per and producc ions, the beta dose is also included. In the

second per cubic centimeter of air.This measurement actual situation, of course, the ionization in the
is essentially the same as the measurenwnt of exposure chambers is produced by gamma radiation from the
rate in roentgens, one ion pair per second per cubic surroundings (plus beta, if any) and also by cosmic
centimeter being equivalent to 1.7 yR/hr. Since neither radiation. The dose from terrestrial sources is therefore
the MEC nor the FFC is air filled, the I values were obtained by subtracting he costnic-ray dose values
calculated from the ionization current by correction from the total. The values obtained at Quabbin '

for the nature of the gas. Reservoir, corrected for the difference in altitude

With the FFC, the ionization density I was found between Quabbin and Boston, were used for the I

to be 2.18 ion pairs per cubic centimeter per second, or subtraction. No correction was made for absorption of

2.06 when corrected to tea level.88 This measurement c smic rays by building materials, since the cosmic

compares well with ' ported values of 2.1 (Ref.40) radiation at sea levelis very hard.

and 2.18 (Ref.38) ion pairs per cubic centimeter per In these measurements the chief concern was the
second. The measurement of1 with the MEC was 2.57, radiation levels within buildings. In many cases, out-

corrected to sea level, or 25% higher.This discrepancy door levels were also measured for comparison.

may be due to an incorrect ionization-efficiency factor
for the gas (as compared with air), to response to the Single-Family Dwellings. Table 2 shows the absorbed

neutron component, or to some unknown effect. It dose rates due to natural gamma radiation in seven

was not due to instrument malfunction, since the single-family dwellings. These were wood-frame houses

exposure-rate measurements or. the instruments, which with poured-concrete basements. Since no significant
differences were found between measurements withare relative to radium calibrations, agreed. They were
the MEC and the FFC, the dose readings were4.27 yR/hr (37 mR/ year) for the FFC and 4.43 yR/hr

(39 mR/ year) for the MEC,both corrected to sea level. averaged,

in terms of absorbed dose, these measurements become

4.06 yrads/hr (35 mrads/ year) and 4.21 yrads/hr (37
mrads/ year) for the two instruments. Table 2 Gamma Dose Rates (prads/hr)

"E '" * 8When these measurements were made, the air
concentrations of radon daughters were not deter- First second
mined. Failure to correct for their contribution intro- Place Outdoors Basement floor floor
duced an error into the measurements. Ilowever, this
error can be estimated as about 3% from the work of Asc 6.2 5.3 5.0

Pensko,'' in Poland, who found the contribution t fs 9.0 8
gamms radiation from radon daughters to be 0.13 w33 4,; 4.9 4.2 2.5
yrad/hr in 1964 and 0.14 yrad/hr in 1965. In spite of SP 8.1 6.2 4.3 4.1
diumal variations in radon content, the error is not FJV 5.8 6.0 4.4

DWM 6.5 6.8 6.2 3.2expected to be greater than this because the readings
were made during the afternoon on a clear, sunny day. 'A cosrnic-ray contribution of 4.1 prads/hr has tren
Under these circumstances, radon-daughter concentra- subtracted from a!! values.
tions are generally not at a maximum.

Gamma Radiation
it can be seen that the dose from natural gamma

Gamma-radiation dose was measured at 1 m above radiation is reduced by 25% inside on the first floor
the ground or floor with the MEC and FFC chambers and 50% on the second floor (assuming cosmic rays are
described previously. Use of two chambers simulta- not attenuated in a wooden building). The dose rates
neously provided a check against spurious readings that will of course not be reduced by this large a per-

| sometimes occur in measuring extremely small currents centage, since a constant cosmic-ray contribution of

| through very high resistors. These chambers had been 4.1 yrads/hr must be added to all values to obtain the
l calibrated in toentgens, using gamma radiation from total dose rate.

i

1
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Multiple-Family Dwelling:. Measurements were made attributed to radioactive nuclides in the construction
in three multifamity dwellings. These were what are materials. In the one case where a comparison with the

normally called " brick" buildings, but details of their outdoor exposure is available, the gamma radiation is
construction were not available. For example, it is not lower by 247c, showing that the terrestrial radiation is
known whether these buildings were solid brick, brick attenuated by the building materials. In this case the
facing on concrete block, or some other type of attenuation more than compensates for the radiation
construction. Measurements were made in one resi- contributed by radionuclides in the construction ma-
dence in each apartment building. Each residence terial,

happened to be on the second door. Only in one case
was a corresponding outdoor measurement made. The
measurements are given in Table 3. hiultist ry Office Buildugs. Measurements were made

m four office or office-plus-laboratory buildings. The
most extensive series of measurements was made in the

Table 3 Gamma Dose Rates ( rads /hr)in Multiple. Ilarvard School of Public IIealth (llSPil) Research
Family Dwellings * Building 1. This is a modern 14-story office pius-

laboratory building of reinforced-concrete construction
11 ace outonors s-cond noor with interior wall facings of cinder block. Measure-

- ments were made in the corridors of several Doors to
MLC 6.2 investigate the variation of exposure rate with height in

tile building (Table 4).
7.2

These measurements were made in part to test
*A cosmic-ray contribution of 4.1 grads |hr has been whether the attenuation of terrestrial gamma radiation

subtracted from all values, on the upper Doors would be greater or less than the
possible attenuation of cosmic radiation on the lower
Doors. The data of Table 4 show a fairly constant

The average for the three apartments,6.4 prads/hr, radiation level for the Drst eight Doors in the llSPil
is substantially greater than the average value for the building and then a slight decrease. These data were
three second-Door readings in single-family dwellings supported by nonspectrometric gamma measurements
(Table 2). This indicates additional dose, which may be with a 3- by 3-in. Nal(T1) crystal (Fig.1). A possible

Table 4 Gamma Dose Rates in Office Buildings

Year Interkir "leigh t, Gamma dose rate,*
Building completed Construction w alls stories I loor grads /hr

JI'K 1966 Reinforced Sheetrock 23 Basement 6.7
concre te partitions 5 4.8

20 4.9
23 6.5

IIC 1962 Reinforced Shectrock 10 2 9.0
concrete partitions

SO 1917 Steel and Sheetrock 12 Basement 5.5
concrete partitions 5 7.2

12 7.3

IISPitt 1969 Reinforced Cinder block 14 Basement 7.3
concrete 1 7.5

3 7.4
7 8.9
9 7.8

11 4.6
12 6.7
13 5.8
14 6.8

*A cosmie-ray contribution of 4.1 urads/hr has been subtracted from all values.
tFirst four Hours,1962; next 10 Goors,1969.

|
1
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" air particulates, were couected on a membrane-filter
f IilIi i liIillIIIII apparatus, shown in exploded view in Fig. 2. An alphao

" -

spectrum of' these particulates was taken during the3 ^

' T,

2500 - _
30-min sampling period and again after a 30-min decay
period. Figures 3 and 4 show typical examples of these*

e
o ,, - two spectra.The first is characterlied by peaks at alpha{2000 -

. , ' '-

{ is
energies of 6.00 and 7.68 MeV, corresponding to' *

j j - - 2 : a Po and 2 8*Po; the second shows only the single
7.68-MeV peak. The counting rates in each peak were

, ,ooo _ _

corrected for geometric efficiency * 3 and peak overlap.!

; 500 - - Self-absorption loss was taken to be zero. At a flow
rate of 15 to 20 liters / min, sensitisity was about 0.01

I 11iI1i| 11I IIIIi1Io Wh h eaa d Se Wee dgnikant am@ed
eot 234 5s7 e 9 to it 12 is 14 hoor

daughters 21 s pg, Pb, and 2: * Bl. At this level2:4
rLoons

|

: precision is poor, but the method is quite satisfactory

| l ig. I Total gamma count rates on various noors. over the range 0.1 to 100 pri/ liter.The determination
r 222 Rn itself, but

|
.does not give the concentration e

be approximated ** by using the ratioi this can

f explanation is shielding by heavy machinery on the 222Rn/2 i n Po = 1.12.

! 10th floor. Ventilation rates. which affect the state of equi-
i

i Measurements were also made on four floors of the librium of the radon daughters, were measured by

| John F. Kennedy Federal Building (JFK) in Govern. injecting about 0.5 lb of CO into the room from a2

j ment Center, lloston. This is a 23-story steel-and. CO Gre extinguisher. The CO concentratien was2 2

concrete building that was completed in 1966. Interior measured witi. Kitagawa low-range tubes after a mixing

walls are Sheetrock partitions. All measurements in this period of several minutes and again at a suitable later

building were taken in office spaces. In addition, time. The ventilation rate (air changes per hour) was

mewurements were made on three levels of an older then calculated.* 8
,

'

office building (SO) housmg part' of the Massachusetts
Department of Public llealth and on the second floor
level in the main building at the llolyoke Center (llc) .g f 6 SCREWS

,

of Ilarvard University. The llc building had a slightly ,

y#S*
| higher dose rate than the other buildings tested.This T ' '

- DNC CONNECTOR
| may be attributed to differences in the radionuclide
| content of the concrete. The data for these three

buildings are also presented in Table 4. The average [ pygC$0R0

ASENsiTIVE SURFACE.gamma dose rate in these buildings was 7.3 prads/hr.

f the cosmic ray contribution having been subtracted. J womd
The data of Table 4 fail to show any significant

,

| change with height in the buildings. It can be inferred
r RicilON N %L AR 00005 us

! that the ganuna dose measured originates primarily in
I the building itself and that the cosmic-ray dose is not MILUPORE FILTER, RING or AIR

045 gPORES g HOLES. 0080 m
| significantly attenuated. This is in agreement wrth
. Ohlsen,8 8 who reported no change in radiation. ST AINLESS-

exposure rates on various floors of multistory build- . N el'S"
ings. AIR INLET i

HOLES

Fladon Daughter Concentrations

222The daughter products of Rn are not generally

present in the air in equilibrium concentrations. it was | ,

1

therefore necessary to measure the absolote concentra- To SUCTION PUMP

tion of each daughter, using a modification of Dug- :
i

gan's* 2 method. Radon-daughter products, attached to Fig. 2 Air niter and alpha-spectrum detector tespfoded view)

|
1
1

!

- -
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Because of the exchange of air between the room as that amount of radon daughters that wouldliberate
being measured and the renninder of the building, the 1.3 x 10' MeV of alpha energy per liter. This corre-
ventilation rate obtained by this method may have sponds to a concentration of 100 pCi/ liter of each of
been greater than that for the whole apartment or the three nuclides a u po, a s 4Pb,and 8 ' * Bi. The WLM
building in which the room was located. In some cases, is equivalent to exposure at this level for 173 hr. If
however, it was not fealible to fill the whole apartment these values are translated to the building situation and
or building with an equal concentration of CO , so if exposure for 24 hr/ day,365 days / year is assumed,2

more accurate determinations were not possible. then a concentration of I pCi/ liter would correspond
All measurements of radon-daughter concentra- to

tions in this study were nude in the summer months
and therefore are limited by any seasonal effects that (7000)(365)(24) = 3500 mrads/ year
may exist. The concentrations of the various nuclides (173)(100)
and the ratios of these concentrations for single- and
multiple-family dwellings are summarized in Table 5. It Quality factors of 10 to 20 have been recommended
can be seen that the concentrations in basements were for alpha radiation, so that a concentration of I
4 to 23 times those found on the first floors,with the pCi/ liter corresponds to 35 or 70 rems / year,
exception of the basement of WAB, which was
ventilated just before this measurement. The concen-
trations outside and inside wood houses are not DISCUSSION
significantly different. The low levels of concentration
in apartment buMJings are thought to be due to better The data presented in this paper indicate that there

ventilation. can be substantial differences in the doses received
Concentrations of radon daughters in the fou: fr m s urces of natural origin, depending on the mode

f life f the individual. For example, cosmic doseofDec buildings were also quite 1 w. All the buildings9i

had central air conditioning except the SO building, w uld be highest for those population groups living atI
I

which had a number of individual units. Most of the high altitudes or laMtudes, for those whose recreation

radon daughters in office buildings were thus removed inv lves skiing or mountain climbing, and for those

by the filtering system and the rapid circulation of air. whose work or pleasure includes considerable air travel.

Table 6 shows the concentrations measured. The greatest dose from terrestrial sources would be

The data of Tables 5 and 6 show a general decline received by those population groups living on land
of radon <!aughter concentrations with increased venti- c ntaining high concentrations of naturally occurring

lation. The concentratior, of the third radioactive radionuclides and those living in certain brkk,:fone, or

daughter, 2 "Po, relative to the others, seems to be a c nerete buildings. Tho a living in pooi.y ventilated
"

little lower in dwellings with ihree or more air changes homes, especially in basement apartments, or working
in p rly ventibted buildings would receive theper hour, but this trend is not apparent in the office

buildings (Table 6). It may be that the nitration greatest h b tb kngs,
provided by the air conditioning systems in the office The hicreased doses received by some people under
buildings remmes all the dau'ghters to an extent the above mentioned conditions are not trivial. Based
sufficient to hide the depletion of :4Po. on data collected in the greater iloston area, the2

Calculation of the absorbed dose and of the dose differences in dose rates for persons living on the
equivalent fr6m radon daughters is not straightfor".ard, second floor are at ;nuch as 35 mrads/ year. These dose
primarily because of uneven distribution of she daugh- (rad) values are the same as dose-equivalent (rem)

, ters in the respir;; tory tract and in the body. Much valucs since the quality factor of this beta-gamma and

{ work has been cone on this proMem, particularly in cosmic radiation is 1. A difference of 35 mrems/ year is
connection with uranium miners. Parker ** hat aptly more than half as much as the estimated genetically
described the situatica as "The Dilemna of Lung significant population dose from medical uses of
Dosimetry." ife F.as suFgested that exposure to radon radiation and far higher than any projections of2

dirghters amwc ag to one " working-level-month" population dose from nuclear power applications in the
(WLM) corresp M. to a dose of 7 rads to a portion of near future. Of course, the population or genetic

| the bronchial epithelium. An approximate calibration significance of dose differences from various kinds of
| for the Icvels observed in air in buildings may be buildings depends on the fraction of the population
! obtained from this. The " working level" was define:l" living in each type. Relatively few people live in
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Table 5 Radon-Daughter Concentrations in Dwellings

Concentrations, pCi/ liter Numberof ak
Code Location 8 " Po 8 " Pb :" Po Rario changes per hour

Single-Family Dwellings *

ASG Outside 0.04 0.04 0.03 1 : I : 0.8 !

Ist floor <0.005
Basement ~0.1

MWF ist floor 0.04 0.04 0.02 1 : 1 : 0.5 6

FSil Outside 0.01 0.01 0.007 1 : 1 : 0.7
1nside 0.06 0.06 .06 1:I:1 2

WAB Outside
Ist floor 0.23 0.17 0.17 1 : 0.7 : 0.7 2

2nd floor
Basement 0.14 0.16 0.05 1 : 1.2 : 0.4 3

| SP Outside 0.03 0.02 0.04 1 : 0.7 : 1.3
Ist floor 0.03 0.03 0.02 1 : 1 : 0.7

2nd floor 0.03 0.02 0.01 1 : 0.7 : 0.3
Basement 0.30 0.26 0.16 1 : 0.9 : 0.3 3

FJV Outside <0.01
Ist floor 0.04 0.04 0.04 1:1:1 3

Basement 0.94 0.97 0.84 1 : 1 : 0.9 1

! DWM Outside
! Ist noor 0.12 G.15 0.13 1 : 1.2 : 1.1 2

2nd floor
l Basement 0.52 0.46 0.34 1 : 0.9 : 0.6 1

Multiple-Family Dwellingst

MP 2nd floor 0.01 0.01 0.01 1:1:1

JS 2nd flost 0.07 0.07 0.03 1 : 1 : 0.4 9

OG Outside 0.15 0.09 0.07 1 : 0.6 : 0.5
j
| 2nd floor 0.19 0.18 0.13 5

l

,

'All single-family dwellings were wood frame with poured-concrete basements.
t All multiple-family dwellings w1:re brick.

| Table 6 Radon. Daughter Concentrations in Office Buildings
| Concentration,

Number of
'"

Type of Interior air changes

Code building walls location RaA RaB RaC per hour
-

IISPil Of fices and Cinder block Basement

laboratories Ist floor ~0.02 0.02 0.02 6

State Offic es Sheetrock 5th floct 0.08 0.08 0.08 6

offices 12th floor 0.10 0.11 0.13 7

Basement 0.05 0.04 0.05

l

[ llolyoke Offices Sheetrock 2nd floor 0.05 0.04 0.04 7
'

Center

f JFK Offices Sheetrock 5th floor 0.03 0.02 0.02 12

20th floor 0.05 0.04 0.01 5
,

l 23rd floor 0.04 0.03 0.03 14

Basement 0.07 0.07 0.03

l

!
t

I

|
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basement apartments; a much greater percentage live in Prospectus
brick or masonry homes.

Older construction, even in central cities, was
More drama:lc differences exist in the dose equiva- 4slargely wood. The data for Boston may be cited as

lents to lung, specifically to basal cells in small bronchi.
an example. As of January 1968,68.5% (96,689) of all

Radon daughters are the major contributors to the buildings in Boston were of wood construction. The
dose equivalent. The concentrations of these daughters

remaining 31.5%(44,546) were made up of a variety of
in basements with one air change per hour were from 4

types, the older ones being predominantly briek and
to 15 times higher than those on the first floors of the

the newer ones concrete or cinder block.
same houses, with two to three air changes per hour, in the newer construction, there is a shift from
The average level of a i aPo in five basements was about

predominantly single- to multiple-family-dwelling con-
0.4 pCi/ liter. Using the previously calculated relation

struction. The Boston building-permit records for the
between dose and radon-daughter concentration, this period 1959 to 1968 indicate that the number of
average level would correspond to a dose rate of 1400

single faily dwellings decreased from 95% of the total
mrads/ year. Reduction of radon-daughter concentra- number constructed to 33% and that multifamily
tions by a factor of 10, which is approximately the (three or more) dwellings increased from ITc of the

~

average ratio between basements and first floors, would
number constructed to 58%. There was an increase in

amount to a dose reduction of 1250 mrads/ year. two-family dwelling construction from 2% in 1959 to a
Application of the recommended quality factor of 10 high of 26% in 1965, followed by a decline to 89 in
to 20 for alpha radiation would convert this to 12.5 or

1968.
25 rems / year to some basal cells in the bronchial

The large increase in the number of multifamily
epithelium.

dwellings implies a large increase in the fraction of the
, Boston population living in masonry buildings sinceimplications

virtually all the new multifamily dwellings are of
liealth physicists generally have paid little attention masonry construction. Although quantitative data are

to the control of radiation exposure received by the not available, obse;vations indicate that more masonry
population from natural sources. It appears protiable, apartment buildings are being tuilt in the subutbs as
however, that significant reduction of radiation dose well, it therefore appears that the urbanization and
may be achieved in the design of living and working suburbanization of the population are accompanied by
environments. a he relative constancy of dose levels on an increase in the fraction living in masonry construc-
various floors of masonry office buildings, noted here tion.
and by Ohlsen, suggests that most of the gamma To the extent that masonry construction is increas-
radiation originates in construction materials rather ing, higher external exposure of occupants may be
than in the ground. Provision of better ventilation and expected. To the extent that newer buildings include
air-filtration systems, reduction of the number of modern ventilation systems, lung exposure to radon
basement dwelling units, and screening of construction daugl.ters may be decreased.

materials to eliminate those which emit excessive
radiation would seem to be promising areas of investi-
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Population Doses from the Nuclear Industry to 2000 AD

Nuclear Safety Editorial Staff
Adapted from WASH-1250

Nucl. Safety, 15(1): 56-66(January-February 1974)

[ Editor's Note: This article was adapted by the editors of nology for the control of radioactive relenes from
Nuclear Safety from a portion of Chap.4 of USAEC Report nuclear eitities as weil as contemptated chang in the
WAS'l-1250, The Sarety of Nuclear Power Reactors and regolated limits of such releases.8 On the basis of this
Related l'acdities. The n.aterial pre.ented there ran, in turn, study, it appears certain that radiation doses due to the

.

partially derived from USALC Report WASil.1209 The nuclear industry can and will be maintained indefi-
Potential Radiological Implications of Nuclear l'acilities in a
Large Region in the U.S.A. in the Year 2000. The subject is of nitely at a small fraction of natural-background radia-
such current interest that it is presented here with -hanges as tion doses.
required only to make the adapted material self-sufficient.
Ilowever, the reader is reminded that the reactor effluent
information is derived from 1971 data, and the article does not NUMERICAL GUIDES FOR MAINTAININGnecenarily reflect the latest desebpments on effluent control

RADIOACTIVE RELEASES AS LOWas are evolving from the "as low-atpracticabte hearing."]
AS PRACTICABLE

Abstract:Durmg the next few decades, it is anticipated that in June 1971 the AEC Proposed revising 10 CFR
the nuclear power mJustry in the Umred States wdlundergo a 50 to include Appendix 1, which would provide nuraer-
remarkable growth. To project the effect of this growth on the
radiation Joses of the z.noral public, the U. S. Atomic Energy ical guides for light water reactor (LWR) design and
Comnursion made a review of current reactor operating operation with respect to keeping radioactivity in
expersences. From this review a Jctaded analysis of the effluents as low as practicable." The "as. low.as-
radiation Jose to a nujor section of the country due to ,,

P P P Y
efflue sts from nuclear facilities for condstions projected for amendment to Title 10, Parts 20 and 50, of the Code
the year 200t' was undertaken. The study indicates that the
ancrage Jose to the U. S population from nu: lear power wdl of Federal Regulations, published Dec. 3,1970, and
wrease from en -stimated 0.003 mrem per person in 19 70 to means "as low as is practicably achievable, taking into
as much as 0.2 mrem in the year 2000. This contribution account the state of technology and the economics of
remains a small fratrion of the raJution Jose from either improvement in relation to benefits to the public
natural or nun nwJe sourses of ioni:ing raJaation.

.

atomic energy in the public interest."5 The proposed
The nuclear power industry is expected to undergo a guides consist of (1) numerical values for levels of
remarkable growth during the next few decades. The radioactivity .tr' effluents to be used as design obj.ectives
question of how this growth will affect the radiatian for LWR stations and (2) limiting conditions of opera-
doses to the general public has been receiving con- tion for LWR stations.
siderable attention, both from the gosernment and the .N of h hmIM
nue!:ar power mdusty. Although radiation doses the dose to the whole body or to any organ of an
arising tron the nuclear industry hase thus far been individual off r to a maximum of 5 mrems/ year from
very small the industry itself has also been ser) small. radioactive material in liquid eftluents and 5 mrems/
In 1970, I commercial fuel reprocessing plant and 13 year to the whole body or to any organ ofindividuals
nuclear power plants, with an aggregate capacity of off site from radioactive material in gaseous effluents.
abnot 6900 hlW(e), were in operation. By the year
2000, it is projected that the aggregate capacity will Design Objectives: Liquid Effluents

2

be about 1.2 x 10 , which will require the operation of6

about 20 fuel-reprocessing plants and on the order of The proposed design-objective guides for liquid

1000 nuclear power plants. Growth in the nuclear ef0uents would Umit radioactive material (except

industry will undoubte& continue beyond that time. tritium) in liquid effluents from each LWR at a site to

The U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) has a total annual quantity of radioactive materials not

made a detailed analytical study of the radiological exceeding 5 Ci and an average annual concentration of

i nplications accompanying this projected growth, 20 pCi/ liter or less prior to dilution in a natural body

taking rnto consideration existing and developing tech- of water. T,,e proposed design objective for ti tium is
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an aversge annual concentration of 5000 pCi/ liter or 15 stations had release concentrations in excess of the
less prior to dilution in a natural body of water. design objective of 20 pCi/ liter.The average concentra.

tion is about 1.4 times the design objective.
Operating Experience Tritium concentrations were in the range <20 to

. 7800 pCi/ liter, and three of the stations (all PWRs) hadThe quantities and concentrations of radioactive g, gg gg
- matenals m h_ quid et11uents from the operating major

5000 pCi/ liter. The release data and comparisons with
light-water-cooled nuclear power reactors m the United

the design objectives for 1969 to 1971 are given in
States during 1971 are given in Table 1 Tlie maximum

Tables I and 2.
quantity released was 81 Cl, and the minimum was

| ~0.01 Ci; 7 of the 15 stations listed had releases that -
nuted Madnum De to Weexcceded the proposed design objective of 5 Ci. The

average of all releases to date is greater than the design if it is assumed that all of an individual's drinking
objectives; however, existing nuclear facilities would . water is obt9ned from a reactor effluent canal that
have to upgrade their effluent-control systems at such contains the design-objective concentration of 20 pCi/
time as more restrictive beensing guidelines are liter of mixed fission and activation products, his
adopted, as proposed in 10 CFR 50, Appendix I? annual whole-body dose would he 0.68 n. rem. If the

in any event, all holders of bcenses authorizing water also contains the design-objective concentration
operation of a light-water-cooled nuclear power reactor for tritium of 5000 pCi/ liter, he would receive an
should, after 36 months from effectire date of this guide. additional whole-body dose of 0.83 mrem. If this
develop technical specifications in conformity with the individual also eats an average or 50 g/ day of fish
guides of this section.

, g ,

The related concentrations ranged from a high of annual whole-body dose of 3.8 mrems, making the
220 pCi/ liter to a low of 0.041 pCi/ liter, and 5 of the total annual whole-body dose about 5.3 mrems. For a

Table 1 Releases in Liquid Effluents During 1971 Compared with Proposed Design Objectives *

Mixed fission und corrosion products Tritmm

| Ratio of Ratio of Ratio of
release release release

! Curies to design ('oncentration, to design Curies Concentration, to design
Facility releasul objective Cilliter objective released Ci!! iter objective

Preeraized-Water Reactors

indian Point 81 ' 16 220 11 725 1890 0.378
Yankee Rowe G *.15 0.0058 0.041 0.002 1685 5940 1.19
San Onofre 1.54 0.31 2.4 0.12 4570 7200 1.4
Connecticut Yankee 5.88 1.17 1.3 0.065 5830 7800 1.56,

( Ginna - 0.96 0.19 1.38 0.069 154 210 0.042
11. B. Robinson 0.736 0.147 11.5 0.57 118.3 1860 0.372
Point Beach 0. t 5 0.03 0.27 0.014 266 450 0.09

Boiling-Water Reactors

Oyster Creek 12.1 2.4 11.3 0.56 21.5 78 0.016
Nine Mile Point 32.2 6.4 69 3.45 12.4 27 0.0054
Dresden 1 6.15 1.2 21 1.05 8.7 30 0.006
Dresden 2 and 3 23.2 4.6 17 0.85 8.5 30 0.006

i llumboldt Bay 1.84 0.37 11.4 0.57
Big Rotk Point 3.46 0.79 34 1.7 10.3 60 0.012
Millstone 19.65 3.9 26 1.3 12.7 18 0.0036
Monticello 0.014 0.0028 0.054 0.0027 0.59 24 0.0048

* Numerical guides for hquid-effluent design objectives in proposed Appendix ! to 10 CFR 50 are: for radioactive ma;erial
except tritium. 5 Ci annually and an average concentration of 20 pCl/ liter, and for tritium, an average concentration of
5000 pCi/ liter.

_
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Table 2 Comperison of Releases in Effluents for 1969 to 1971

Reisness in ligeid smuents Reiseses in gaseous emments

Total, Cl Halogens and

(less 'M and Particulates with half-

diensited gases) Tritessa,Cl Noble gasse,10' Cl lives >3 days, Cl

Facility 1969 1970 1978 1969 1970 1971 1%9 1970 1971 1969 1970 1978

Presassized.Wassr Reactors

ladian Point 1 28.0 7.8 81.1 1100 410 725 0.60 1.7 0.36 0.025 0.08 0.21

Yankee Rowe 0.02 0.03 0.01 1200 1500 1680 0.004 0.017 0.0128 <0.001 <0.001 <0.000I

San Onorre 8.0 7/ 1.54 350s. 4800 4570 0.26 4.2 7.67 0.001 0.001 <0.0001

Connecticut Yankee 12.0 6.7 5.9 5200 7400 5830 0.19 0.7 3.25 0.001 0.002 0.03

R. E. Ginna 0.02 10.0 0.% <1 110 154 <0.001 10 31.8 <0.001 0.05 0.17

H. B, Robenson 0.74 118 0.018 None de-
tected

Point Beach 1 0.15 266 0.838 < 0.0001

Boiling. Water Reactors

Oyster Creek 0.48 18.5 12.1 5 22 21.5 7.0 110 516 0.003 0.32 2.14

Nine Mile Point 0.9 28.0 32.2 <1 20 12.4 0.06 9.5 253 <0.001 <0.09 0.78

Dresden i 9.5 8.2 6.2 6.0 $ 8.7 800 900 753 0.26 3.3 <0.67

Dresden 2 and 3 23.2 31 38.5 580 1.6 8.68

Humboldt Bay 1.5 2.4 1.8 <5 <2 < 7.5 490 540 Si4 0.65 0.35 0.3

Big Rock Point 12.0 4.7 3.5 28 $4 10.3 200 280 284 0.2 0.13 0.61

Millstone 1 19.7 12.7 276 4.0

Monticello 0.01 0.6 75.8 0.052

reactor with seawater in the efiluent canal, there would effluents flow, the total population dose would be
be no comparable doses due to the drinking of the larger. The average annual whole. body dose to individ-

water, and the annual whole. body dose due to the uals in a large population is not expected to be any

eatlag of seafoods taken from the canal would be larger than about 0.1 mrem for individual reactors

about 3.6 mrems (Appendix A of Ref. 7). Operated within the proposed design objectives.xs

By comparison, if this hypothetical individual's
source of intake comes from eff'uents with the highest Design Objectives: Gaseous Effluents

concentration of radioactive materials (except tritium) The proposed design-objective guide for the release
thus far reported, his annual whole-body dose might be of noble gases is that the total annual release from all
as much as 16 mrems. It is most unlikely, however, reactors at a given site should not result in an average
that any such prolonged exposure to these sources of dose rate greater than 10 mrems/ year in the plant-
intake would actually occur, and it is a .tzsonable boundary environs.* The design objective for the
expectation that meeting the design-obje:tive release gaseous releases of iodine isotopes and particulates
concentrations will assure that even those few individ- with halflives greater than 8 days is that the annual
uals with the highest exposures (that might be obtained average concentrations at any location on the bound-
in practice) will not receive annual whol:-body doses in ary of the site or in the nearby environment should not
excess oM mrems. be in excess of the currently specified maximum

The populations using drinking water from the Permisdble concentrations in air, divided by 100,000.

natural bodies of water into which the liquid effluents This takes into account the possible concentration of

from currently operating reactors flow are small, and, iodine via the grass-cow-milk chain to human inges-

with the additional dilutions provided by the water tion or other comparable chains.

body, the average dose per person is reduced to less
than 0.01 mrent Populations near some of the reactors
now being built or planned will in some cases be 'However, it must be shown that the annual dose to any
considerably larger, and, if they obtain ti cir drinking organ of any individual will not exceed 5 mrems as a
water from the water bodies into which the liquid consequence of gaseous ettluents.

_____
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[ Operstang Experiones and . Iow as practicable if the applicant provides reasonable

| Estameted Doses to People assurance that proposed higher quantities and/or con-
centraties will not result in annual exposures to any

The quantities of noble gases released from the f an individualin excess of 5 mrems from hquidrgan
major light-water-cooled nuclear reactors operated dur-

' 8***"* * fluents. The Commission may specify
I ing 1971 and the cal;ulated annual doses at the plant

'' "" # "#'""*""' *" "* ** ' ' '
boundary and to the population within 50 miles of the

**'
9"*"* $.

.
?e if t appears that the use of the design' " " * a

reactor sites are given in Table 3. The calculated annual bjectives is likely to cause an annual exposure m
! whole-body doses that could have resulted at the excess of 5 mrems to the whole body or organ of an
| boundaries from the measured gaseous releases range individual from liquid or gaseous ef luents.

from a minimum of 0.035 mrem to a maximum of
160 mrems. The average doses for people residing Applicable Technology for
within a 50-mile radius range from 0.00002 to Effluent and Dose Reduction
0.5 mrent Release data and comparison for 1969 to

| 1971 are given in Table 2. On the basis of data from currently operating LWR

( The quantities of iodines and particulates released stations, it appears to be well within the capability of

in gaseous effluents for 1971 are given in Table 4.The currently available technology to maintain LWR gas-
total annual releases of iodines and particulates in coas and liquid effluent releases at levels that provide

;

l gaseous effluents range from a minimum ofless than assurance that annual radiation doses to the whole
0.0001 Ci to a maximum of 4.3 Ci. Release data for body or to any organ of an individual will not be in
1969 to 1971 are given in Table 2. excess of 5 mrems. In some cases, only relatively minor

Quantities and concentrations higher than those changes in the equipnwnt and practices currently used
discussed above may be deemed to meet the require- will be required. Reductions in the release of radio-
ment for keeping levels of radioactivity in effluents as active materials can be achieved through the increased

|

Table 3 Noble Gases Released, Boundary and Average
Individual Doses, and Population Doses for 1971

Within 50 miles

Average Population
Noble gases Boundary individual dose,*

Facility released, Ci dose, mrems dose, mrem man-roms

Pressurized-Water Reactors

Indian Point 360 0.035 0.00005 0.77
Yankee Rowe 13 0.3 0.0003 0.41

San Onofre 7,670 2.2 0.002 6.3

Connecticut Yankee 3,250 5.6 0.003 11

Ginna 31,800 5.0 0.004 4.5

H. B. Robinson 18 0.05 0.00002 0.015
Point Beach 838 6. ~ 0.0008 0.tSt

Boiling. Water Reactors

! Oyster Creek 516,000 31 0.013 46

! Nine Mile Point 253,000 4.8 0.009 8.2

| Dresden 1,2, and 3 1,330,000 32 0.057 420
Humboldt Bay 514,000 160 0.54 61

:

l Big Rock Point 284,000 4.6 0.026 3.1

Millstone 276,000 5.5 0.0056 15

Monticello 76,000 4.4 0.0036 4.4

'The martrem dose for a group of people is the product of the average dose to those people and
the number of peopic.

tMan-rem dose is for the population within 40 miles for this facility.
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;_ Table 4 Releases of Halogens and Particulates for

( 1971 Compared with Proposed Design Objectives
I

!- Ratio of
Proposed release

design Release, to design

|. Facility objective * Ci/ year objective
f[.

! Pressurized-Water Reactors j
j i

F Indian Point 0.053 0.21 4.0 <

'
Yankee Rowe 0.0007 0.0001 0.14

San Onofre 0.0056 0.0001 0.018
Connecticut Yankee 0.0014 0.031 22

Ginna 0.012 0.17 14

Robinson 0.0011 Not
detected

Point Beach 0.0001

Boiling-Water Reactors .

Oyster Creek 0.88 2.14 2.4

Nine Mile Point 0.33 0.8 2.4

Dresden 1,2. and 3 0.52 4.3 18

ilumboldt Bay 0.039 0.3 7.7
Big Rock Point - 0.27 0.6 2.2

Millstone 0.66 4.0 6.1

Monticello 0.07 0.052 0.74

' Permissible release times 0.007. The permissible release is a site-dependent constant
times the effective masimum permissible concentration tMPC) for the radionuclide
mixture divided by 700.The proposed design objective is the same constant times the
effective MPC divided by 100,000.

use of convent;onal technology to process previously reprocessing facility at a gas throughput which was the
untreated sources and through the utilization of same as that for plant-scale operations. Other processes
additional collection and de;nntamination processes. for recovery and retention (bottling) of radioactive

Examples of the use of existing technology include gases from LWR off. gas systems have been developed
are in advanced stages of development.' Thethe addition of evaporators or demineralizers to treat or

liquids from Goor drains and other sources which are mstallation of equipment for this purpose is planned
treated with less effective means or which are not for several LWRs now being designed.

treated at all. Complete recycling of water within the Specific data relating to the efnciency of radwaste
power plant is the only available means for tritium systems for removing specific radionuclides from efuu-*

ef0uent control. Extensions of existing practices to ents of power reactors operating at design power levels
reduce radioactivity in gaseous airborne ef0uents in- and over long operating periods are needed to provide
clude longer holdup times through the use of greater firm answers on the feasibility of meeting all of the
compression in pressurized storage tanks and the proposed numerical guides, particularly those for racio-
addition of high-efficiency filters and (narcoal ad- iodines. Such definitive data are limited at this time

|
' sorbers for potentially contaminated plant air sources. because releases of radioactive material in effluents

| A number of additional processes are available to from operat;ng nuclear power stations generally have
reduce radioactivity . in gaseous releases. One is the been well below the limits speciGed in 10 CFR 20 and~
previously mer.tioned additional holdup time through generally are only a few percent of those' limits;"
the use of charcoal beds for the decay of short.hved Licensees have been required to make measurements of
radioisotopes. A variation of this technique is adsorp- the radioactive material in ef0uents. Since the limits
tion on chatcoal at liquid-nitrogen temperatures for have not been approached, even for the more conserva-
recovery and retention of krypton and xenon. This tive unidentified radionuclide limits. licensees have not
process was. demonstrated at an AEC-operated fuel- been required to routinely perform detailed analyses to

. - . _. - .- - . ., _. - -- - _ _ _ _ -
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determine concentrations or quantities of individual 303,230 sq miles and includes the entire state oflowa
radionuclides in efnuents. The Environmental State- and portions of Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, Mis-
ment addressed to the proposed numerical guides" souri, Kansas, Nebraska, and South Dakota (Fig.1).

Indicates that some difficulty may be anticipated in it was recognized that an evaluation would be
achieving some of the proposed guideline values, needed of the effects on radiation dose to the
particularly for radiciodine, population resulting from the airborne contribution of

radionuclides from adjacent areas. To account for this
contribution, a peripheral zone some 200 miles wide

THE YEAR 2000 STUDY and surrounding the basic study area was deGned and

About 2 years ago the AEC undertook a detaded designated as the " air envelope," also shown in Fig.1.8

I study to ascertain the kinds and amounts of radioactive The study area has a population today of about 18

materials that would be reaching a large segment of the million, roughly 70% of which may be classified as
U.S. population from the nuclear industry by the year urban,10% as farming, and 20% as rural nonfarm. By

2000. The area selected for initial investigation in this the year 2000, this population is projected to reach 29

| pilot study comprises the watersheds of the upper million. Today and in the year 2000, the area accounts
Mississippi River (above its connuence with the Ohio for and will continue to account for about 10% of the
River) and of the lower portion of the Missouri River total electric-energy generation and consumption of
(below Pierre, S.1)ak.). The :,tudy area encompasses the United States. With the air. envelope boundary
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region added, about 25% of total U.S. generation is ble" guidelines, but only LMFBRs were assumed to
represented. have bottling equipment for inert gases;(3) no tritium-

The boundaries of the study area were established removal equipnwnt was assumed for fuel. reprocessing

along county lines, and the majority of the data were plants, but inert-gas bottling equipment was assunwd

collected at the county level. The 479 counties for these plants.

comprising the study area were combined into 300
environnwntal and denngraphic units called centroids. Regional Does Rate Estimates

Dose calculations were made in accordance with the The results of the study show that, on the average
centroid structure.'' The near site conditions were not throughout the region, the year 2000 dose rate to a
considered in dose calculation, since near site dose is representative individual would . be increased by
not normally a significant factor in the overall radia- roughly 0.2 mrem / year because of the presence of
tion dose. For the purpose of this study, the point nuclear facilities. These dose estimates are based on the
chosen to locate an urban centroid was the latitude and contributions from nuclear power reactors and spent-
longitude of the nujor city. Rural centroids were fuel reprocessing plants only when these plants are
defined as being located at or near the geographic assumed to be equipped with aavanced waste. treat-
center of the area represented by the centroid. ment systems. These estimates do no, include the

Major factors considered in projecting population contributions from fuel fabrication plants, transporta-
dose include eating habits, food-production techniques, tion of new and spent fuel, shipment of radioactive
recreational habits, and population-growth patterns. A wastes, and waste-disposal operations. Also, the esti-

massive data bank containing infornution pertinent to mates do not contain potential contributions from
the population and living patterns of the study area abnormal or accidental releases from any facility or
was established and used. Included were data on operation. The comparable dose rate from natural-
population distribution by location, age group, and background radiation in the area is about 140 mrems/
urban-rural classification; dietary habits and work and year (Table 5).

recreational patterns; drinking-water supply and treat- As might be expected over a region as large and
ment; food production, consumption, and transport diverse as the study area, the spread in estimated
within the study area; and food imports from outside exposures is substantial, ranging from 1.1 x 10~' to
the region. These data were obtained from many 1.2 mrems/ year. Nevertheless,99% of the population
cognizant organizations, including the U.S. Geological was'estinuted to receive total-body dose rates less than
Survey, the Corps of Engineers, the National Oceanic 0.5 mrem / year (Fig. 2L A very small fraction of the
and Atmospheric Administration, the Bureau of the population could receive up to 1.2 mrems/ year, which
Census, the Department of Agriculture, state fisheries is still only about 1% of the natural background.
departnwnts, and regional planning and conservation Exposure patterns for the three age groups considered
committees. (adult, teenager, and child) varied only slightly from

Forty-five separate pathways leading to human that for the entire populen. Note that the awge
exposure weie considered. These included contribu- annual dose in the year 2000 (Table 5 and Fig. 2) is the

tions from direct exposure to radionuclides in air and sum of the external radiation received during each

water and on the ground, air inhalation, ingestion of month (caused by radionuclides in the environment

water, and the ingestion of some 35 separate categories that month) and the internal radiation received during

of food. Food-chain relationships of radionuclide the subsequent 12 months following each month's
concentrations were calculated for each food type for exposure history. Also, the 50 year dose commitment

each of the 45 separate fission and activation products is defined here as the radiation dose an individual

included in the study, would be committed to during the following 50 years
due to the intake of radionuclides during the year

Some of the major assumptions made in setting up 2000.
the model for the " base case" in this study include: A few individuals living near the boundaries of
(1)the introduction of the liquid-metal-cooled fast nuclear sites might receive doses higher than those

breeder reactor (LMFBR) on a commeicial scale so indicated. Proposed AEC regulations would restrict
that by the year 2000 the installed nuclear capacity organ and total-body dose rates at the boundaries of
would consist of about half LMFBR plants and half nuclear power plant sites to 5 mrems/ year or less. For
LWR plants;(2)all nuclear plants would have equip- greater distances, it was estinuted in the study that a
ment needed to con.o.. with the "aslow.as practica- person living 1 mile from a nuclear power plant might

_-
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Table 5 Average Annual Doses and 50. Year Dose Commitments Received
from Radionuclide Releases by Population of Study Area

Average individual Average of maximum population group *

Organ Child Teenager Adult Child Teenager Adult

|
Annual Dose Rate, mrem

Totalbody 0.122 0.119 0.199 0.132 0.125 0.211
G.I. tract 0.034 0.045 0.058 0.036 0.0478 0.06i
Thyroid 1.038 01:01 0.889 1.680 0.797 1.090

( Bone 0.044 0.331 0.030 0.065 0.040 0.037
Lungs 0.0742 0.071 0.110 0.081 0.075 0.115

| Skin 0.038 0.038 0.038 0.038 0.038 0.038
'

Liver 0.146 0.133 0.206 0.175 0.150 0.223

50 Year Dose Commitment, mrem

Total body 0.106 0.101 0.181 0.117 0.109 0.195
G.I. tract 0 0 0 0 0 0
Thyroid 0.940 0.442 0.637 1.580 0.638 0.893
Bone 0.039 0.021 0.017 0.073 0.039 0.030
Lungs 0.183 0.181 0.204 0.190 0.185 0.209
Skm 0 0 0 0 0 0
Liver 0.128 0.115 0.187 0.158 0.132 0.205

*The maximum population group consists of those individuals in each centroid whose dictary
i

habits and patterns of work and recreation tend to maximize their exposure to radionuclides in the'

environment. This group should not be confused with the few individuals living near the
boundaries of nuclear plant sites.

i

g ,3 ,
plants. In terms of the regional study, these dosei i i i ' ' ' i '

7 rem (Plant O&M) Contributions are not significant.1=

$! . 1.2 -- uo, mum t-,. .ouit>-- - - - - - ---
The natural. background values include roughly

it
,______

25 mrems/ year due to natural radiation soui -s withinq' , , _ _ , ,

the body (8t, *K, etc.). The incremental body carden
I k of radionuclides resulting from operation of nuclear
| $.2 facilities is only a very small fraction of this. For a

z o.s . o so.---- 99 Percente- - =----

person exposed for 1 year to the average radionuclide
| Wo e concentrations estimated in this study for the year

! y kff #E | 2000. the total dose commitment to his body, over a
, , ,

50.y,ar period, resulting from the decay of the added
f

*
o io 20 ao 40 so so 70 80 90 too

radionuclide burden, would be less than 0.2 mrem-
PERCENT oF REGloNAL POPULATION (CUMULATIVEl

less than 1% of the annual dose from the natural body
l burden.

Fig.2 Average individual total-body dose rate (year 2000
study). Maximuma highest centroid avesage dose calculated
for any of the 300 centroids considered. Specific Radionuclide Contributions

to Dose Rate

Of the 45 radionuclides * considered in the study,
receive a total. body dose rate of 0.02 to 0.15 mrem / isotopes of only three elements contributed the bulk of
year from that one .mstallation, depending on the type

the radiation dose rate. These three elements (tritium,
of plant installed. A person living 1 mile from a nuclear iodine, and cesium) contribute about 95% of the
fuel. reprocessing plant could receive a skm. dose rate of
approximately 7 mrems/ year. Only a very few individ.
uals would be expected to live within I mil 6 of these ' Transuranic elements were not considered in this study.

|

|
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j total-body dose rate and 80% or more of the dose rate Effects of " Advanced" Treatment Systems

to the organs considered (except for the skin, where The following effects on results of the year 2000
krypton and xenon contribute about 50%). The dose- study might be expected if the use of alternate types of

j rate breakdown by radionuclide for the various organs waste. treatment systems were to be assumed.
; considered is given in Fig. 3.

1.If the LWRs were assamed to be equipped (as i

Examination of Fig. 3 reveals tritium to be a major
were all other nuclear plants in the study) with systems |contributor to many of the organs and to the whole
for bottling noble gases, with an assumed decontamina-

'

| body. This is due partly to the fact that no tritium
tion factor of 300, then average reductions of 20 to

i removal from effluents was assumed.The development
30% in skin dose might occur; negligible changes would

! programs for tritium-removal technology which were in
j progress at the initiation of this study were not be seen in the dose to other organs or to total-body

dose.; considered, since the state of the art did not comply
j with the study ground rule of involving presently 2.If no reprocessing plants or power plants in the

! available technology. Ilowever, if the study had as. study had bottling systems for noble gases, regional

| sumed treatment systems for removal of 99% of the Population dose would increase to approximately
tritium from fuel-reprocessing-plan. ettluems, LSe cal. 0.26 mrem / year (an increase of only about 30%),'

) culated average dose rate would have been about primarily from the additional 85Kr released from

j 0.03 mrem / year instead of the previously stated reprocessing plants. A reduction in the release of

; 0.2 mrem / year. Technology related to tritium r: . oval tritium by a factor of 100 would reduce the total-body

; is being developed.' dose to the population by about a factor of S.

t
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CONCLUSIONS 30 mrems/ year for an individual living in a brick house

The year 2000 study represents a detaded and as c mp red with one living in a wooden house.

thorough analysis of population dose due to nuclear
facility efHuents, projected to a time when electricity
generated by nuclear power plants will exceed the total REFERENCES
amount of electricity now generated by all types of
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|
Natural Background Radiation in tho United States

'

Adapted from NCRP Report 45

Nuc/. Safety, 17(4): 471-474 (July-August 1976)

Editor's Note: Radiation in the environment from natural De tissue dose rates from all sources have been converted
sources is the major source of radiation exposure to man. For to dose equivalent rate using a quality factor of I for
this reason it is frequently used as a standard of comparison for gamma asys, dectrons, ani muons; a factor of 5 for
exposures from medical uses, weapons tests faHout, and cosmic-ray neutrons; and a factor of 10 for ir 2.nal alpha
nuclear power. To make natural background radiation data emitters. No weighting factor for dose rate was applied.
more adaptable, the National Council on Radiation Protection A number of the estimated done equivalents are
and Memrements (NCRP) defined the sources of exposure in uniform over the whole body, and these estimated values
expk. detail in a comprehensive report. complete with about are applied to all of the organs listed. In other cases the
3W pertinent references. This Nuclear Safety article contains exposures are localized,and calculations have been made to
the Summary from that report and some excerpts from estimate the pertinent dose equivalents. His has been
Appendix B of the report. The report is entitled " Natural particularly necessary for inhaled radon and its daughten
Background Radiation in the Uhited States" and is available as products, where the critical dows are those to the seg.
NCRP Report 45 from NCRP Publications, P.O. Box 30175, mental bronchioles. Certam other minor doses described in
Washington, D.C. 20014. An attractive feature in the presenta- the text are not included in the summary tables, for

,

tion of the data is that they are expressed in terms of the example, the skin doses from airbome natural radioactivity.1

critical organs which are exposed. De data have been aligned in two ways. Table I shows

Although the major contribution to radiation dose to the dose equivalents for each of the organs of interest
,

! humans is from natural background, the greatest portion of according to the source of the radiation. Table 2 uses the

man-made radiation dose is due to exposures accrued during same information, but arranged in order of the radio.
i

medical diagnostic procedures. De estimated annual genett nuclides contributing the dose. In Table 2 the dose equiva.'

caEy significant dose contributions from radiographit examina. lents to the lung are separated into those from radio-
tions In the United States in 1970 is approximately 20 mrads nuclides in the body and from inhaled radionuclides.

420 mrems) (S<narce: " Gonad Dons and Geneticany Signifi. It is intended, within the limitations of the data, that
cent Done from Diagnostic Radiology U.S.,1%9 and 1970," the information .n this report will allow an estimate of the
Bureau of Radsological llealth. U.S. Department of Health, dose equivalent rate from natural background for many

Education, and Welfare, April 1976). Also, the con *.ribution segments of the population in the United States. The

from developing nuclear power industry is expected to summary tables merely supply the mean dose to the

contribute a population dose of less than 1% of natural Population, and it is necessary to go to the individual

background. sections of the report to obtain detailed imormation on
variability. De general considerations on variability are
described below.

The following text (with minor editing added) is the Variability

Summary from NCRP Report 45,pages 107 to 111: Cosmic Radiation. De average dose equivalent rate to
all important body organs for cosmic radiation is
28 mrems/ year. This value takes into account the altitude

Average Values of Dose Equivalent Rate distribution of the U.S. population and includes a 10%
reduction factor to allow for structural shielding. De

The previous sections in this report [NCRP Report 45] cosmic radiation is highly penetrating, and the dose
have described the various exposures of man to natural equivalent is considered to be uniform throughout the
background radiation. De descriptions were intended to body.

. Indicate the sources and the various pathways which are of De variations of cosmic radiation with latitude, solar
interest, as well as those which are most significant in cycles, and the amount of structural shielding within the
evaluating human exposure. His section provides summary United States are of the order of 10% Altitude is a
tables of total dose equivalent rates for the tissues of significant factor, with a doubling of the sea 4evel done
interest: lung, bone (surface and marrow), gonads, and equivalent rate at about 2000 m.4

gastrointestinal tract. Although the th/roid is not specifi. Cosmogenic Radionuct&fes. The total contribution of
cally listed, the dose equivalent rate would be the same as cosmogenic radionuclides to the average dose equivalent
for the gonads, rate is less than 1 mrem / year, so that variations are not

it should be pointed out again that many of the basic significant.
data for external radiation are in terms of absorbed dose External Terrestrial Radiarton. De overall population.
rate in air. His has been converted to absorbed dose rate in weighted absorbed done rate in alt in the United States
tissue by the fsetors described in the preceding sections. from external terrestrial radionuclides is estimated to be

- _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ . . - _ - _ _ .
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Table i Summary of Average Dose Equivalent Rates (mrems/ year) from
Various Sources of Natural Background Radiation in the Unital States

-

"*
G.I.

Source Gonads Lung Surfaces Marrow tract

Cosmic radiation * 28 28 28 28 28
Cosmogenic radionuclides 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.7

External terrestrialb 26 26 26 26 26

Inhaled radionuclides * 100d
Radionuclides in the body' 27 24 60 24 24f

Rounded totals 80 180 120 80 80

a" Cosmic radiation" indudes 10% reduction to account for structural
shielding.

''" External terrestrial" includes 20% reduction for shielding by housing
and 20% reduction for shielding by the body.

' Doses to organs other than lung included in " Radionuclides in the body."
dLocal dose equivalent rate to segmental bronchioles is 450 mrems/ year.
' Excluding the cosmogenic contribution shown separately,
f1his does not include any contribution fryn radionuclides in the gut

contents.

Table 2 Summary of Dose Equivalent Rates (mrems/ year) faom Various
Radionuclides Composing the Natural Background Radioactivity in the

United States for External (E), Airborne (A), and Internal (1) Expomres

Mode of Bone Bone G.I.
Radionuclide exposure Gonads 1.ur.g surfaces marrow tract *

,

"C I 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.7
"K E 8 8 8 8 8

1 19 19 15 15 19

' Rb I 0.3 0.3 0.6 0.6 0.3
Uranium series E 6 6 6 6 6
8 " U(' * * U) 1 0.8 0.8 4.8 0.9 0.8

A 0.2
" * Ra 1 0.2 0.2 6.6 1.2 0.2

A 0.2
888Rn 1 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4

A 2t
' " Po(' ' * Po) A 90t
' " Pb(* " Po) 1 6 3 24 4.8 3

A 11

1horium series E 12 12 12 12 12

8 " Th I 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.1 0.0
8 '* Ra I 0.3 0.3 8.0 1.0 0.3
8 " Pb(8 ' ' Bi) A 3

8 " Rn I 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.0

* Dose equivalent rate to the G.I. tract is considered to be the same as for
soft tissue,with no allowance for irradiation by the gut contents.

J
tDose equivalent rate to bronchial surfaces.
tDose equivalent rate to the segmental bronchioles would be

450 mrems/ year.

}

_.
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40 mrads/ year. The absorbed dose is corrected by a housing As a simple example, consider the whole-body dose
factor of 0.8 and a body screening factor of 0.8 to obtain a equivalent rates received by groups at sea levelin the three
dose equivalent rate of 26 mrems/ year. His dose is general areas mentioned in Section 8.2.3 [in NCRP Report
essentially all from gamma rays and X rays, ar d the dose 45] for external terrestrial background. Dese areas are
equivalm is cor sidered to be uniform throughout the characterized by external rates of about 15, 30, and
body 1his is not strictly true for skin and other surface 55 mrems/ year. The internal and cosmic-ray dose equiva-
organs; however, it is within 210% for the organs con. lents to the gonads sun to about 50 mrems/ year, so the
sidered here. subtotals would be about 65, 80, and 105 mrems/ year,

The variability in external terrestrial radiation is larger respectively,for the three areas.

! than that for other natural sources of human exposure. The The dose equivalent rates for g oups lising at an altitude
'

dose is largely determined by the concentrations of ** K of 1.5 km would be increased by about 70 mrems/ year
! and the members of the uranium and thorium series in the from the increased cosmic radiation. De S ; hest whole-

soil. The three general areas described in Section 5.4 [in body total of 125 mrems/ year from all sot ces essentially
i NCRP Report 45] are characterized by external terrestrial represents the situation for the city of Demer, where both
I dose equivalent rates to the whole body of 15,30, and the msmic and terrestrial components are higher than
i 55 mrems/ year for the Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plains,for average.
I the majority of the United States,and for an indeterminate Appendix B [of NCRP Report 45] describes radiation

area along the Rocky Mountains,respectively. exposures from nuclear weapons tests for comparison with
Other factors which can influence the terrestrial dose those from natural sources. It must be pointed out that the

equivalent include the moisture content of the soil, snow data on natural radiation are in terms of annual dose
cover, shielding by buildings, and the exposure from equivalent rate, while the fallout data are is. terms of dose

j radiation originating from radionuclides in building mate- commitment. This latter concept is discussed in Ap-
! rials. pendix B.

| Inhaled Radionuclider. The significant exposures from
. natural airborne radionuclides are from the alpha <mitting The following excerpts (with minor editing added)
! daughters of '''Rn. De short range of alpha radiation are from Appendix B of NCRP Report 45:

means that the doses are delivered locally to the lung tissue, i

particularly to the bronchial epithelium. The average dose
equivalent rate to the total lung is about 90 mrems/ year, Fallout from Nuclear Weapons Tests
while segmental bronchioles receive about 450 mrems/ year. The fallout of radioactive debris from nuclear weapons!

|
Dis latter point is of possible significance since most of the tests was most significant for atmospheric testing carned

j tumors have originated in this region for the uranium out through 1962. Most of the continental testing at the
| miners exposed to high levels of radon daughters. Nevada Test Site took place in the period 1951-1957.
| Variability is dependent on local concentrations of Dese were mostly low-yield nuclear devices, while the
| Rn. There is some increase in areas with elevated soil high-yield thermonuclear tests were in the Pacifie area or in888

i radium levels and a decrease in coastal regions during the Sosiet Union. Additional atmospherie testing by I rance
| periods of on. shore winds. It should also be noted that dose and China since 1962 has added several percent to the
| equivalent rates to the lungs of staokers from the long-lived radioactivity, but this addition is not sufficient to modify
| daughters of 8'' Rn may be up to three times higher than our dose estimates signiGeantly. This brief summary is
I for nonsmokers, intended to indicate the range of levels of exposure to the

Radionuclides in the Body. This mode of exposure is population of the Umted States. Estimates of doses will be
dominated by the 20 mrems/ year whole-body dose equiva- included at the end of this Appendit

|
lent rate from "K, which is under homeostatic control in .

I the body. Variations with age and sex were shown in
Figure 26 of Section 7 [in NCRP Report 45]. Variations in The Dose Commitment Conccpr. During attempts to

i

! inhalation and ingestion do not produce large changes in evaluate the measured and calculated doses to man from

| dose equivalent for the air and diet levels existing in the fallout, a number of obsious difGeutties have appeared. One

| United States for all radionuclides. The greatest variations is that the annual doses have varied markedly, depending on

would occur in the '''Ra contribution from drinking the test pattern. This made it difficult to make comparimns
water and in the lung dose from the long-lived daughter with more uniform sources of exposure such as natural

|
products of 8 8''Rn. Dere is also some contribution of activity. Another is that an honest evaluation of tallout
these latter radionuclides from smoking. required inclusion of doses to be Jeceived m the future

'

Orcrall Variability. In looking at the possible exposure from tests already carried out. These and other prot tems

variability, keep in mind that many differences become led to tne development of the dose commitmen unce p t,
blurred in an urbanized society. Most city dwellers have which has been defined by UNSC1 AR t1964) as .the

j little exposure to bedrock or soil, building materials are integral oser infinite time of the aserage dose rates
i rarely of local origin, and diets are frequently based on debsered to the world's population as a result of a speuhc
i foods with nationwide distribution. Thus the exposure of practice, e.g. a gisen series of nuclear espimions 't he

the total U. S. population is probably more uniform than actual exposures may occur mer many wars alter the
,

| would be indicated by comparison of terrestrial gamma explosions have taken place and me he rescised by
radiation levels on a geographic basis. individuals not yet born at the time of the oplusions , "

l
r
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It must be noted that these vetues cannot be added together
to give a useful quantity. On the other hand, adding the

Dose Comuseitneents.11 e dose commitments estimated gonad doses would give an underestirnate, since the other
fsons the data in psevious inbles are summarized in Table 3. radionuclides ach as 8 8'I also contribute to the general

soft tissue absorbed dose. Since all of the components
except plutonium are beta-gamma emitters, the dose

lande 3 Mean Does Commitments (mrads)in the
commitment in terms of dose equivalent would be the same

as in terms of absorbed done.
*~

United States ham Nucfrar Te= ting 11 sough 1970

Mean dose
commitmeet

External 80

Internal
"Sr, marrow 45
t * Sr, endosteal 65
' " Cs, gonads 15

8 " Pu, lung 2

8 " Pu, bone 0,2

' '' I, thyroid Unknown
" Kr, skin 0.02
' H, gonads 2

" C, gonads 12*
" Fe, gonads <1
" Fe, red blood cells 3

*This is the dose commitment to the year
2000. The total dose commitment, to be deliv-
ered over many lifetimes,is 140 mrad.

1
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Trends in Public Health in the Population Near Nuclear
Facilities: A Critical Assessment

C. H. Patrick *

Nucl. Safely, 18(5): 647-662 (September-October 1977)

Abstract: Ten studies that have looked specifically at changer relevant measures of ill health for the nearby geo-
j in public health in areas near nuclear faciliti*s are critically graphic areas for periods both before and after the
'

reviewed. All but one of these studies have been unable to facility begins operations. A preliminary analysis of
show adverse health effects in the lccal population that might
be rehtted to radiation exposure. The one study that purports vital statistics datat (such as deaths, illnesses, births,

to find en adverse e[[ect has severe methodologicallimitations, and population sizes), adjusted for demographic van-
. .

which preclude any meaningfusinterpretation of the data. ables (such as age, race, and sex) that reveal significant
Also presented is an analysis of the indicators of public time and geographical trends apparently related to

health in the area of Oak Ridge, Ten:s., which shows cancer nuclear power-plant operations leads to additionalmortality rates that are not simificantly higher than would be
expected in the general U. S. population. Y

Although much more research is needed before all the of the population, which must be considered. These|

I effects of verj low levels ofradiation from nuclear reactors will additional analyses could include, for example, the
j be known, the existing studies suggest that nuclear power abrupt shifts in the socioeconomic composition of the'

plants will not have a significant impact on public health as a local population due to site construction.''''' l( the
result ofnormal operations. g ,

operations persist after correcting for demographic and
There are numerous conflicting reports concerning the socioeconomic factors, then, whenever possible,
health hazards from very low levels of radioactivity records of radioactive releases into the environment

!

from releases made during normal operations of nu- must be obtained, dose to the population must be
clear facilities.i-s This is due in part to the lack of estimated, and ill health must be correlated with
knowledge of the effects on man of exposure to very dose.2 ' All studies to date that have made theselow levels of radiation." However, if the conse-

analyses have found no significant trends of ill health
; quences of low-level releases from a nuclear facility are related to nuclear power. plant operations.a. 2 2

deleterious, then increases in measures of all health
The purpose of this article is to critically review the

associated with radiation exposure should be obseved studies of trends in public health in areas near several.
| in the population living at the facility as compared

nuclear facilities, some of which have been operating
| to a control population. since the mid '940s. In addition, three topics of
| To properly study the public health effects of research are briefly reviewed: (1) chango in measures
i nuclear facility operations, one must have data on

of 11 health which are related to radiation exposure of
| the population surrounding nuclear plants. (2) the

*Clifford 81. Patrick is a member of the iluman llcalth problems in using vital statistics for such studies, and
Studies Program, Division of Biomedical and Environmental (3) the types of analyu.s needed in research and in
Research, Energy Research and Development Administration environmental impact statements.
tERDA). lie is currently on leave of absence from Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, where he has been a member of the
research staff since 1971. lie received the Ph.D. Jegree in
economics (with a specialization in demography) from Duke tVital statistics data are generally published annually by
University in 1971. lie was a Postdoctoral l'ellow in Epi. cach state for counties and large cities in a vital statistics series.

| demiology at Johns llopkins University during the 1975 to The data are usually broken down by race. but seldom by
1976 academic year. In 1974 he was codirector of occupa. other traits.'' Vital statistics data widom contain migration|

| tional safety and health training programs in the College of data and usually contain morbidity infunnation only on
| Industrial Management and Textile Science at Clemson Uni- ummunicable diseases. Ilowever, the llureau of the Ocnsus

versity, lie has been principal investigator of an ERDA. funded publishes estimates of population change and migration and;

| study to determine the adequacy of data and methods for some morbidity data, which are available through the U.S.
examining the impact of power-plant operations on the health Public Ilealth Service.' ''' ' 'the federal government aho
of the general population. Ilis ficids of interest are occupa- publ,shes annual vital statistics and related demographic data
tional health and safety and the regional, social, economie, and through the National Center for llealth Statistio and through
public health impacts of energy-production systems, the Bureau of the Census.' * ''
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The somatic and genetic effects that are believed to SELECTED VITAL STATISTICS
be associated with radiation exposure are well docu- OF POPULATIONS

l mented.2 a-2a Both types of effects are of interest to NEAR NUCLEAR FACILITIES
the epidemiologist trying to determine the effects of

The work of Bailar and Youngis an example of the'aw level radiation releases on public health. Clinically,

i inany health effects induced by radiation are little first category of study.38 Their research was under-,

taken because of a concern over the possible adversedifferent from those induced by other caasative
agents.2, Therefore the presence of a health effect health effects of low-level radioactive releases from tiu

does not ensure that the causative agent has been llanford nuclear reservation near Richland, Wash.,

correctly identified. On the other hand, the absence of which had been raised in an earlier study by

| the hypothesized effect when the agent is present often Fadeley Bailar and Young corrected several basic8'

errors in the Fadeley study and specifically tested the
|

is taken to indicate that causation hn been disproved.
To truly test the hypothesis, one must estimate the hypothesis that the .iigher observed incidence of cancer

!

expected _ size of the effect and determine if the mortality (leukemia was considered separately) was

population and methodology are adequate to detect related to the presence of the llanforu facihties. The
basic errors in the Fadeley study are as follows: (i)the expected effect.
several e unties in the geographie area being studied

The possible somatic effects of radiation include were omitted without explanation; (2) basic data
various types of cancers, most of which have relatively (numbers of deaths) were not reported, and statistical
long latent periods. The cancers most often cited as y ri ti ns f rates calculated on small samples were not
caused by radiation exposure are leukemia and cancers considered;(3) rates were not adjusted for age or sex,

| of the thyroid, bone, breast, lung, and gastrointestinal though population structures of the countieseven
i tract. The noncarcinogenic diseases associated with v ried; (4) urban-rural variations in cancer rates were
I radiation exposure include cataracts, central nervous- n t considered; and (5) cancer mortality prior to

system disorders, premature aging (" life shortening"), peration of the nuclear facilities was not analyzed.'*
fertility impairment, congenital defects, and cardio-

Bailar and Young analyzed county data from
vascular-renal diseases.j

'S " "" * "E " *" *
| The possible genetic effects of radiation exposure meau a es m grWps okwnda near m
| include gene or point mutations and chromosomal " * * ' ' * * "" "*" '" **" Y' '*

i aberrations, which may produce increased rates of "# * * * " ""' * '

i spontaneous abortion or fetal wastage, neonatal and . '*" " * '' ** c d ns an stan-"* "# " '"

f infant mortality, infertility, and congenital malforma- dardized for age and sex by an m.oirect method using
.

! tions' the 1950 U. S. white population.
|

| The human health effects associated with nuclear In terms of the hypothesis te.;ted, the findings are

!
facilities have been examined in a wide variety of quite interesting. Although the total cancer mortality

studies (see Table 1). These studies generally fall into rates in the counties of Oregon and Washington that

one of two categories, both of which are reviewed in were studied have been consistently lower than in the

this article. Those in the first category analyze vital United States as a whole, the leukemia rates in these

statistics for the area near a potential source of areas have been consistently higher. Moreover, these

I radiation exposure, usually a nuclear power plant. higher death rates from leukemia have persisted since

I These studies look for changes in selected vital statis- the mid-1930s, a decade before the llanford nuclear

ties of h>eal population groups compared to population facilities existed. In addition, leukemia rates in the

groups that are not near the nuclear power plant, and " river counties," including llanford and downstt:am

they usually look for a dose. dependent effect. Often areas, have actually decreased since 1950, reversing an

the viial statistics before and after the facility starts earlier upward trend.

operation are compared. Studies in the second category Bailar and Young conclude, "No evidence was

compare the vital statisties of the work force in a found that persons living downstream from the Han-
!

nuelcar facility with the vital statistics of the general ford reservation or along the Pacific coast of Oregon

population. Mortalities of radiation workers and non- had had an excess risk of death from cancer in general
leukemia in particular." It can be argued thatradiation workers have occasionally been compared. In or

addition, an analysis of mortality in the Oak Ridge, migration has not been considered and that less than

Tenn.. area is presented. 'O years of data from the beginning of IIanford
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Table I . Summary Review of Studies of Nuclear Facilities

Measures of

Study Nuclear facility Year (s) health effect Findings and comments

Bailar and Young llanford WaA. (plutonium 1934-1963 County vital statistics; total - No effect found; control

| (Ref,30) production plant; miscel- cancer rates; leukemia areas employed;starklard-

laneous research facilities) rates ization used;before and'

j after analysis; migration
not considered; latency a
potential problem

| Tompkins et al. Ilumboldt Bay Power Plant 1958-1962; County vital statistics: No effect found;direc.

l (Ref. 32) (boiling-water reactor) 1964-1967 infant mortality and tional quadrants used; re-

| Dresden Nuclear Power 1955-1959; rates; neonatal mortality gression analysis us:d but

! Station (boiling-water 1961-1965 and rates not reported;no racial

|
reactor) adjustment

i Big Rock Point Nuclear 1957-1961;
Plant (boilmg-water reac. 1963-1967

! tor)

DeGroot Dresden Nuclear Power 1950-1967 County vital statistics; Linear regresson only;

(Ref. 33) Station (boiling-water infant mortality rates overall no effect statisti-

reactor) cally; one positive result
Shippingport Atomic Power 1950-1967 (Brookhaven),one nega-

Station (pressurized-water tive result (Shippingport)

reactor) reported;indepeadent
Indian Point Station (pres- 1950-1967 variables: time, radioac-

! surized-water reactor) tive discharges, infant
' Brookha' en National Lab- 1951-1968 mortality in control

oratory (research reactors; areas; no racial adjust-

miscellaneous facilities) ments; R8 (coefficient of
determination) not re-
ported

Sternglass llanford, Wash. (plutonium 1940-1945; State and county vital Author interprets each

(Ref. 34) production plan *; miscel- 1946-1949 statistics; state and analysis as showing a -

1.ncous research facilities) county infant mortality; positive effect;several
Dresden Nuclear Power 1955-1968 prer,ature birth rates; errors in data presented

Station (boiling-water leukemia rates in tables and figures; no

reactor) demographic adjust-
Big Rock Point Nuclear 1962-1968 ments; questionable

Plant (boiling water reac- interpretation of data,

tor) often only two points;
llumboldt Bay Power Plant 1958-1969 weak statisticalsnalyses;

(boiling water reactor) omissions and selective
Nuclear Fuel Services, 1960-1968 inclusions never justified;

Cattaraugus, N. Y. (fuel- dubious use of states as
reprocessing plant) units of analysis;see text

Peach Bottom Atomic 1962-1969 for further comments
Power Station (gas <ooled

reactor)
Indian Peint Station (pres- 1958-1969

surized-water reactor)
Brookhaven National Lab- 1955-1967

,

oratory, Upton, N. Y. (re-i

|- saarch reactors;miscel-

i laneous facilities)

(Table continues on the next page.)

!
!
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Table 1 (Continued)

Measures of

study Nuclear facility Year (s) effect FirJings and comments

Tokuhata et al. Shippingport Atomic Power 1961-1971 County vital statistics; total No effects found attribu-

(Ref. 35) Station (pressurized-water and selected cancer raies, table to radiation; demo- ,

|
reactor) fetal deaths, infant graphic adjustments;

deaths, neonatal deaths migration considered; -|
matched comfrunities; i

fairly thorough discussion
of needed adjustments in
use of vital statistics;
good methodological sec-
tion

Grahn Big Rock Point Nuclear 1950-197I County vital statotics;in- No effects found; male and

(R ef. 36) Plant (boiling-water reac- fant mortality; immature female rates analyzed;

tor) births; cancer mortality local area rates compared
to state rates; demo-
graphic factors considered

Moshman and llolland Oak Ridge,Tenn. 19,8 Cancer morbidity Significantly lower cancer

(Ref.39) (gaseous diffusion plant; morbidity in Oak Ridge

uranium processing plant; compared to nation;
research reactors;miscel- latency a potential prob-

laneous facilities) tem;only study of mor-
bidity, limited ;o I year;
apparently the first study
of population near a nu-
clear plant

Mason et al Grand Junction, Colo. 1950-1971 National Cancer institute No trend found attributable

(Ref. 37) (uranium mill tailings) county data; cancer death to mill tailings; demo-
rates; lung cancer; graphic adjustments;
leukemia comparison with other

parts of Colorado; latency
problem

Larson et al Oak Ridge.Tenn. 1950-1971 Actual deaths vs. expected I?ound 692 deaths, while

(Ref. 40) (see above) deaths f rom all causes 992 were expected, based

using man-years on U. S.1962 rates man-
years analysis; problem
of comparability of
population

Scott et at Oak Ridge,Tenn. 1951 -1969 Actual deaths vs. expected Uranium workcrs have

(Ref. 41) bee above) deaths; man-years analy- lower mortality than non-
sis uranium workers: U. S.

1%2 life tables used for
relative comparison;

- demographic adjustments
made; death information
from Social Security pos-
sibly incomplete for
either group; uranium
group 5 years older on
the average, with more
males
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| operations is insufficient to allow for discernible ity rate for a given county of study for the years 1950
'

| " excess" cases because of long latency periods. Yet, to 1967. The independent variables he used vary from

| given the data ivailable at the time and the comparison case to case and iaciude (1) the year,(2) a measure of

j of the pre- ud postoperational periods, the research liquid discharges,(3) annualinfant mortality rates for a
suggests thit no apparent carcinogenic efrect over the control area (state, nation, or other county groups),(4)

| period was due to the llanford operations. gaseous discharges, and (5) background radiation (for
| In 1970 Tompkins et al.,3 2 DeG root," and the Brookhaven reactor).
| Sternglass" published studies that set out to deter. Although DeGroot fits both linear and semilog
| mine if any adverse health effects on infants in utero models, his results are essentially unchanged by the log

| were caused by the operation of nuclear power p! ants. transformation of the dependent variable. Unfortu-

| None of the three studies appear to have standardized nately, he does not report all the slope coefficients in
I for maternal age or race. Tompkins et al. examined his equations, and so it is difficult to assess how well

| infant and neonatal mortality rates for the 5 years the independent variables " explain" the trends in
| before and after start of operations at the ilumboldt infant mortality rates. Ilowever, he does report the "t"

| Bay (Eureka, Calif.), Dresden Otorris,111.). and Big statistics for each variable.The annualinfant mortality
Rock Point (Big Rock Pomt. Mich.) power stations.32 rates and the measures of radiation effluents he used,|

This study was undertaken in response to claims that in all but two cases, are not statistically related at the
nuclear power stations expose surrounding populations 95% confidence level. In the two cases in which there is
to radiation which, even at low levels, results in a statistical relation, one was small and positive and
increased infant mortahty. For a geographical distribu- one was small an ~ negative.
tion to be established county infant mortality data in the analysis of Suffolk County mortality rates,
from vital statistics were determined for four con- DeGroot finds a statistically positive correlation (b
centric bands extending a total of 200 miles from the coefficient of +0.015, t value of +4.17) between the
facility. These bands were then divided into quadrants annual infant mortality rates and the 2-year moving
to allow prevailing wind directions to be taken into average of tritium discharges from the sand filter beds
consideration. Data from the 1960 U.S. Census were of the Brookhaven reactor. On the other hand, in the
used to detemiine population, live births, and deaths in analysis of mortality rates for Allegheny County, Pa.,
each quadrant. Infant mortality rates were based on which is southwest of the Shippingport reactor, he
5-year aggregates to reduce statistical fluctuations due finds a negative effect (b coefficient of-0.021, t value
to small sample size. of -2.60). DeGroot states that the differing statistical

No relation between the operations of any of the signs illustrate his contention "that it is not possible to
three plants and changes in infant and neonatal derive strong conclusions about either the existence or
mortality rates was found in the Tompkins et al. nonexistence of an effect from the simple regression
analysis. The authors further checked their results, via models. "

regression analysis, for sensitivity to either the band DeGroot's paper emphasizes the limited value
width or compass direction from the plants. In both derived from testing hypotheses using vital statistics for
these latter tests, no statistically significant relation a large area in conjunction with a single point source
was found. This study differs from the Bailar-Young of an effluent. Although this method may point out
study in (1) its measure of di health, (2) the use of areas for hypothesis testing using more pret - e epi-
quadrants of concentric bands, and (3) the use of demiological and statistical methods, it can r, er be
shorter time periods. Nonetheless, neither study finds a sufficient to prove or disprove a hypothesis beca. ;e of
relation between changes in their measures ofill health the inevitable violations of the asst.mptions of the
and the operation of local nuclear facilities. linear regression method.

,

! DeGroot's study ' of the relation between trends Only one author (Sternglass) found a relation3

in infant mortality and effluent releases from four between infant mortality and low-level-radiation re-
nuclear reactors utilizes regression analysis solely. The leases." Sternglass examined the vital statisties for
four reactors he studied were the Dresden reactor selected years and selected areas and found a rise in
(Morris,111.), the Shippingport reactor (Shippingport, infant mortality near nuclear power plants. For the

| Pa.), the Indian Point reactor (Indian Point, N. Y.), and llanf rd facihties, several examples showing a positive
the lhookhaven reactor (Upton, N. Y.). lie examined relation were presented. First, he compared state data
the relation using a regression model of the form an percent change in infant mortality from 1946 to
M, = Bo + BjX , where M, is the annual infant mortal- 1949 to the least. squares. fitted trend from 1940 tof

-
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1945. Whereas Washington and Oregon showed nega. control counties also showed evidence of such a peak,

tive changes (declines) in each year from 1946 to 1949, which he does not explain.

Sternglass interprets positive increases in infant mortal. Stemglass uses similar interpretations of limited
ity in Montana and North Dakota for all 4 years and in data to show that infant mortality has risen in the
Idaho for 2 of the 4 years as indicating a positive effect vicinity of Ilumboldt, Calif.; Cattaraugus, Westchester,
due to llanford's operations in Washington. lie further and Suffolk, N. Y.; and York, Pa., as a " result" of
" confirms" his interpretation of the 4. year data by radioactive releases, and again he fails to take into |

'

presenting a bar graph of the percent increase ofinfant account normal statistical fluctuations and other
mortality (not mortality rates)in 1945 over the 1943 factors associated with differential infant mortality
level-before and after llanford went into opera- rates.
tion-for counties surrounding llanford and for cther The Sternglass paper is discussed in detail here
distant control counties. lie does not note that this because of his gross errors in using vital statistics, not
increase in the number ofinfant deaths ,s related to thet g g. g ,'effect" due to nuclear
Population growth in the area as a result of the power reactors. The paper illustrates a number of
construction of the llanford facilities. methodological pitfalls in using vital statistics and

Sternglass also studies mortality rates for the areas g g g
near the Dresden reactor m Illinois. lie finds the mfant

,

lated data from selected years and locations and uses
dyath rate in l'.linois during 1959 to 1968 is con- g ; g,, ,,

sistently higher than that of Ohio. Even though the nor does he standardize the rates to account for real
rates m Illinois were decreasing over the previous year s gg
rates (except during the Illinois rubella epidemic of g ,g gg g
1964 and 1965), the difference in the states' rates is effect of radiat. ion when the data are m.adeauate to
correlated (0.865) with radioactive releases from

'. .

support such an interpretation. Such studies do little to
i

Dresden. Ile also cites comparisons of Illinois infant

! mortality with that of North Dakota, Indiana, and health and exposure to low levels of radiation.
Michigan but fails to account for the overall decline in

Two additional studies, by Tokuhata et al.as and
these rates or for demographie differences among the

by Grahn,'' have examined the public health impact
populations. f nucle r facijties. These studies were undertaken in

Sternglass then compares infant mortality rates for
1964 with those for 1966 in six counties surrounding msponse to clair..s of increased rates of mortality due

t rete ses fr m these plants. In 1974, Tokuhata et al.
Dresden (including Will County in the Chicago metro _

Published a study analyzing health hazards to the
politan area and Grundy County in which Dresden is

public living near the Shippingport nuclear reactor in
.

located) and makes the same comparison in six
Shippingport Pa.'5 Using vital statistics and census

noncontiguous counties in northern and western llh.
data for 1961 to 1971 for Aliquippa and communities

i nois. The infant death rate in the six counties around f simil r demographie background without nuclearDresden increased from 20.8 to 24.3 per 1000 live
p wer P ants, they examined fetal and infant mortalitylbirths, whereas 'he rates in the six control counties
rates and those from leukemia and other neoplasms.rose from 22.9 w 23.3 in the 2 years. Neither a
Additional anaiyses were also made to determine ifstandardi/ation for demographic variables nor a com-
ge gr phically distributed radiation-dose related effects

| parison of data for other years is cited.
were present. Mortality rates at 5. mile intervals from

| Sternglass also compares premature birth rates in
the reactor and the differences in mortality rates forhis six control counties with those in Grundy County
" n river" and "off-river" communities downstream

i alone. Grundy, with an estimated 1964 population of
fr m Shippingport were examined.'

23,500, had premature birth rates for 1964 to 1968 of
3.6,63,8.7, 7.2, and 5.0L respectively.'* Among his On the basis of their comprehensive analysis,
control counties, the smallest of which had a 1961 Tokuhata et al. concluded that "there is no systematic

estimated population of 39,500, the lowest rates for evidence to support the allegation that radioactive
those years were 5.5, 4.6, 5.1, 5.2, and 6.1% and the releases from the Shippingport plant have had signifi-

highest were 7.5, 5.9, 8.2, 7.3, and 7.7% respectively. cant effects on the health of the population in the
Sternglass cites the large rise in Grundy County in vicinity of the plant . " that cannot be explained, at
1966 (the year of peak emissions) as evidence of the least to some extent, by reporting errors or other
adverse effect of the Dresden reactor, llowever, his known sociological characteristics of the population.
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Although the Tokuhata results confirm those of in comparing the data for the counties, the
j earlier studies, perhaps the major value of the paper lies investigators could find no carcinogenic effect due to

in its discussion of the problems associated with radiation exposure from the mill tailings. Cancer
i analyses of this genre, especially the shortcomings of mortality rates for females and for males under 20
l published vital statistics. The paper clearly points out years of age showed no statistical difference from the

| sources of potential error and, more importantly, rates in other counties. Leukemia mortality rates for

| errors in the public health data. It also attempts to males were no different from those in other counties,

correct for these shortcomings where possible. For but the male mortality rates for lung cancer and for
example, black infant mortality rates were consistently other ca ncers were higher than those in other counties

,
higher, by a factor of 2, than white rates. Therefore in the state. Ilowever, these rates for males in the one

| communities that have bad a high recent inilux of county where tailings were used extensively in con-
! black families or have a relatively high proportion of struction were consistently below those of counties

blacks, as Aliquippa does, compared to the state where tailings were not used. The authors correctly
population will have higher rates of infant mortality, point out that latent periods of 15 years or more may
Further analysis by race is then necessary to correct for be involved and,if so, that the effects would not yet be

l this source of bias. observed in the data. Therefore the evidence remains of
Grahn presents another analysis of the Big Rock limited value until it is possible to extend the study

Point nuclear plant in Michigan.3' In addition to over the longer period. In such studies population
infant mcrtality, which was aho examined by migration also may be a serious complicating factor, as

i

| Tompkir's et al., Grahn analyzes cancer mortality and are personal factors such as smoking history.
38

premature birth rates for eight counties surrounding Moshman and Holland have studied the popula-
Big Rock Point. The decade prior to 1962, before Big tion near Oak Ridge,Tenn., although only for the year
Rock Point began operations, and the fol:owing decade 1948. Moshman and llolland compared the incidence
ending in 1971 are included in the analysis. In of cancer morbidity in the Oak Ridge population with
addition, Grahn considers changes since 1950 in the the expected incidence to determine if Oak Ridge
socioeconomic and demographic composition of the residents were more susceptible to cancer than the
population, both in absolute terms and relative to general population. They computed age. standardized

f Michigan as a whole. cancer incidence rates, based on the 1940 U.S.

| Overall, Grahn finds no evidence to indicate that population age structure by primary site and total
l releases from the Big Rock Point nuclear station cancers for males and females. They found that cancer

; increase ill health in the surrounding population. incidence in Oak Ridge was only 123 per 100,000

| Specifically, he finds that (1) the rate of premature compared to the national average for whites of 230
' births is equal to or below the state mean;(2) infant (and the death rate from heart disease was 46 per

mortality has been above the state averages for the past 100,000 compared to the national rate of 320),
20 years, includirg a decade prior to the reactor reflecting the healthy, highly selected Oak Ridge
startup, but has been declining in recent years; (3) population. Incidence rates for both males and females
cancer death rates in the area are below state averages, were lower than the national norms. On a relative basis
and, for women, have been declining, especially in the distribution of primary cancer sites in whin
Charlevoix County where the nuclear power plant is females in Oak Ridge was not significantly differcut
located; and (4) leukemia rates are lower than the state from the nationally observed distribution. A higher
average for females and are about the same as the state proportion of respiratory cancer was found in white

i rates for males. males than would have been expected. The authors feel
i Because of concern over the use of uranium mill this was due to the increase in lung-cancer rates over

tailings as construction fill material in western Colo- the decades since the 1940 population was analyzed.
,

I rado, a study of the counties surrounding Gr.nd Overall, this study of Oak Ridge cancer morbidity
Junction, Colo., was conducted by Mason et al. to is rather a limited use of vital statistics, but it must be

determine if higher than normal cancer rates were considered in perspective. It appears to have been the
discernible.3 7 Mason et al. examined the age. adjusted first study recognizing that nuclear facilities may be
cancer mortality rates for white males and females potential sources of ill health, and the study set out to
from 1951 to 1967 for leukemia lung cancer, and all test this hypothesis. To my knowledge, it is still the
other cancers compared to cancer mortality rates for only study using morbidity, or illness, rates as opposed
the 1960 Colorado white population. to the more readily available death rates. Given these
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conditions and recogrdzing its limitations, the paper is longer time to cause an adverse effect if both groups
indeed a valuable contribution to the overall picture were hired at the same age. Also, the nonuranium
being formed by studies of vital statistics in areas worker group contains eight times more female
containing nuclear facilities. workers, who have lower mortality rates than do males

(although the analysis is sex adjusted).
Although there is little doubt that the mortality

COMPARISON OF VITAL STATISTICS r te f r ur nium workers is lower than expected, two
critic 1 questi ns are left un nswered by this study:(1)FOR NUCLEAR FACILITY WORKERS What are the causes of deato, and how do the rates for

AND FOR THE GENERAL POPULATION these causes differ from those m the mortality tables

As previously noted, the second category of study for the general populaimn? (2) flow does uranium
of the health effects near nuclear facilities compares worker mortclity change with radiation dose? These
the vital statistics of the work force in a nuclear facility questions should be answered by the Energy Research
with the vital statistics of the general population. This and Development Administration's (ERDA's) health
type of study was undertaken by Larson et al" and and mortality study of workers from which only
Scott et al.*' Both studies attempted to determine if preliminary analyses have appeared to date.* '

woriring in the Oak Ridge facilities increases the risk of
mortality fer the employee. The 1966 study by 8 arson
et al. compares the number of employee de.ms in the PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
three Oak Ridge nudear ph:nts from 1950 to 1965 OF MORTALITY IN THE
with the number of deaths expected oy applying 1962 OAK RIDGE, TENN., AREA
U. S. sex. and age specific w hite mortality rates to the
age and sex distributioi of the workers." On the basis Trends in four measures of mortality for the Oak
of 207,204 man. years of curaulative employment,992 Ridge, Tenn., area from 1929 to 1971 are examined in
deaths would have been expected,but only 692 deaths this section. Included are a 14. year period prior to the

had occurred by the end of 1365. Thus workers existence of the city of Oak Ridge and its three nuclear

exposed to the environment of a nuclear facility appear facilities and the subsequent 29. year period.42 The
in this analysis to live longer than persons in the analysis has been restricted to the white population for
general population. This discrepancy probably can be three reasons: (1) the nonwhite population is usually
explained by the mortality contributions of institu. quite small, generally younger, and subject to much
tionalized and unemployable persons in the general larger errors in reporting,especially prior to the 1950s,
U.S. population whose health is poorer than that of than is the white population; (2) nonwhite rates of
workers, such as those at the Oak Ridge facilities, who age-specific mortality by cause are approximately twice
have on. site med:eal care and periodic plant physicals. those of whites;and (3) an effect from a nuclear power

Scott et al.** divided workers from two of the Oak plant should show up equally among racial groups.

Ridge facilities into two groups, uranium workers and The crude vital statistics fum the city of Oak
nonuranium workers, hased on their work areas at the Ridge were compared with those from the state of
plants. The uranium workers were predominantly Tennessee in an attempt to evaluate the relative shifts
technicians and craftsmen, whereas the nonuranium in the incidence of mortality from various diseases,
workers covered a broader spectrum of job classifica. which might suggest a hypothesis concerning an effect

tions. The study covers the years 1951 to 1969 and of radiation.

applies the 1960 U. S. mortality tables to each of the Fetal and infant deaths and deaths from congenital

two distributions to determine expected deaths in each malformations have been slowly declining in the white

group. Scott et al. found the mortality rate for population of Oak Ridge and the state of Tennessee.
uranium workers to be only 59'7c as high as the 1960 llowever, cancer in these same populations has been

U. S. control population, whereas the mortality rate increasing. In Tables 2 to 4, the actual number of
for the nonuranium workers was 76% as high. Thus the deaths from selected causes, the population size, and
uranium workers had a lower mortality rate than the the death rates are shown.

nonurenium workers. This result may be even more If only the period from 1949 (when the first vital
significant because the average age of the uranium statistics for Oak Ridge became available) to 1971 is
workers is about 5 years greater than that of the examined, as in Figs. I and 2, the trends in deaths for
nonuranium workers. This potentially gives radiation a the four causes of death reflect no particular sequence

|
l
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Table 2 Deaths from Selected Causes in the White Population Proximate to
Oak Ridge, Tenn., 1929-1971ab

Anderson County * Roene County * City of Oak Ridge'

Yeae Pop.d (1) (2) (3) (4) Pop.d (I) (2) (3) (4) Pop.d (1) (2) (3) (4)

1929 18,971 24 25 7 9 22,571 19 50 12 16

1930 19,283 15 32 5 15 23,024 29 48 12 17

1931 19,418 13 31 4 16 23,024 21 31 16 12

1932 19,554 22 35 1 12 23,024 19 52 11 19

1933d 19,689 21 44 12 24 23,024 20 39 13 14

1934 19,825 32 31 5 16 23,024 19 27 11 9

1935 19,960 26 45 9 10 23,024 11 41 20 15

1936 20,096 22 51 11 21 2s,024 11 49 14 18

1937 20,232 18 35 8 18 23,024 12 47 18 18

1938 20,367 19 32 14 14 23,024 24 46 Il 16

1939 20,503 8 24 12 11 23,024 13 24 14 7

1940 26,176 10 29 11 19 26,471 17 41 24 13

1941 26,851 10 42 9 28 26,807 10 26 9 11

1942 27,526 2 33 8 13 27,144 9 36 17 12

1943' 28,201 14 26 9 8 27,480 14 28 17 11 Oak Ridge built
i

1944 28,876 15 45 12 33 27,816 17 53 25 25

1945 29,551 23 71 23 43 28,153 23 53 13 22
1946 30,226 24 64 39 46 28,489 21 43 19 24
1947 30,901 43 65 30 49 28,$25 23 33 29 23 No data t:efore 1949
1948 31,576 40 58 35 46 29,161 16 38 32 25

f
1949 54,997 23 61 36 46 29,852 25 42 22 24ff 31,199 10 16 9 15

1950 57,518 22 52 37 34 30,190 16 30 37 17 28,864 11 13 17 13

1951 57,594 30 53 40 43 30.608 18 30 34 23 29,027 18 24 11 22

1952 57,594 18 37 34 27 30,983 21 24 37 17 29,027 10 13 15 10

1953 57,594 24 45 39 34 31,358 14 37 29 30 29,027 6 21 11 19

1954 37. 8 % 20 58 48 39 31,734 15 36 45 24 29,027 3 20 17 17

1955 57,594 25 43 48 32 32,109 9 27 33 20 29,027 8 13 13 13

1956 57494 25 39 45 31 32,484 11 25 35 13 29,027 6 16 20 19

1957 57,594 20 34 44 23 32,859 17 24 33 18 29,027 4 7 12 6

1958 57,594 17 35 42 24 33,234 15 28 38 23 29,027 9 15 22 12

1959 59,641s 14 28 50s 28s 38,432s 9 27 378 228 27,250s 2 9 198 13s

1960 57,973 19 30 53 26 37,512 23 22 40 18 25,782 6 9 14 9
1961 57,973 22 31 50 31 37.512 13 29 34 23 25,782 8 9 23 10

1962 57,915 13 26 61 19 39,074 13 14 45 11 25.782 4 5 20 5

1963 !?,537 19 27 48 22 40,211 16 22 46 22 25,782 5 5 19 5

1964 59,578 14 32 55 26 41,655 15 24 36 20 28,166 4 10 22 10

1965 59,048 10 20 60 17 37,634 3 18 40 12 28,166 1 3 28 2

1966 6C,969 12 23 71 15 37,612 9 18 40 12 28,340 5 6 25 5

1967 59,659 11 18 59 16 37,861 14 16 48 13 29,473 1 6 20 5
h1968 60,062 9 17 82 17 38,335 13 14 56 14 30,244 4 6 29 6

1969 60,281 19 12 87 10 38,504 13 9 58 10 30,927 7 3 41 3

1970 60,3008 14 10 86s g4s 38,8818 11 13 628 98 28,3198 6 7 348 88

1971 58,977 16 23 71 19 37,846 12 18 57 14 26,603 3 8 29 7

aSource: Tennessee Department of Public Health, Annual Bulletin of VitalStatistics,1929-1971, Nashwine, Tenn.
bResident population after 1933. Recorded location before 1934.
C(l) Stillbirths (fetal deaths). (2) Infant mortality. (3) Cancer deaths. (4) Congenital malformation deaths.
d Population totals as recorded in Annual Bullerin of Vital Statistics. l ack ofintercensal estimation is obvious for Oak Ridge

from 1952-1964, for Anderson from 1952-1961, and for Roane from 1931-1939.
' Oak Ridge established but, until 1949,omhed from population totals,although not from mortality counts.
fAfter 1948,6th revision of International Classification of Diseases, Adapted USHEW-PHS,in effect. Not strictly comparable

! to earlier data. (ICD 750-776.)
statal population data used in the absence of data for white population alone.
hNote the increase after 1968 due to changing to the 8th revision of International Classification of Diseases, Adapted

USHEW-PHS.
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Table 3 Rates of Death from Selected Causes in the White Population Proximate
to Ook Ridge,1929-1971ab

C
Anderson County * Roane County * City of Oak Ridge

Year (1) (2) (3) (4) (1) (2) (3) (4) (1) (2) (1) (4)

1919 59.7 62.2 36.9 22.4 31.1 82.0 53.2 26.2

1930 37.5 80.0 25.9 37.5 48.7 80.7 5?.a 28.6

1931 32.7 77.9 20.6 40.2 37.4 55.3 69.5 21.4

1932 45.6 72.6 5.1 24.9 33.7 92.4 47.8 33.7

1933 44.5 93.2 60.9 53.8 38.2 74.6 56.5 26.8

1934 57.2 55.5 25.2 28.6 33.0 47.0 47.8 15.7

1935 37.7 65.3 45.1 14.5 19.5 72.6 86.9 26.5

1936 36.5 84.6 54.7 34.8 18.7 83.2 60.8 30.6 No data available

1937 32.9 64.0 39.5 32.9 20.4 79.9 78.2 30.6 before 1949

1938 35.1 59.1 68.7 25.9 41.8 80.1 47.8 27.9

1939 15.1 45.3 58.5 26.8 23.4 43.2 60.8 12.6

1940 23.6 68.6 42.0 44.5 25.4 59.7 90.7 19.4

1941 28.0 73.6 33.5 49.0 14.5 37.8 33.6 1.' O

1942 3.3 54.9 29.1 21.6 12.4 49.6 62.6 16.5

1943d 20.1 37.3 31.9 11.5 20.4 40.9 61.9 16.1

1944 17.1 51.3 40.8 37.6 21.5 67.2 89.9 31.7

1945 14.7 '5.3 77.8 27.4 27.8 64.2 46.2 26.6

N46 12.0 32 0 129.0 23.0 25.2 51.6 66.7 28.8

1947 21.4 32.3 97.1 24.3 26.2 37.5 *00.6 26.2

1948 22.0 31.9 110.8 25.3 18.9 45.0 109.7 29.6

1949 13.3 35.2 65.5 83.6' 30.9 52.0 73.7 80.3 10.2 16.4 28.8 48.0

1950 13.4 31.6 64 1 59.2 20.3 38.0 122.6 56.1 13.4 15.8 58.9 45.0

1951 17.3 30.5 C.5 73.1 23.1 38.6 111.1 52.2 19.5 26.0 37.9 75.0

1952 10.5 21.5 59.0 47.0 25.1 28.6 119.4 54.7 10.6 13.7 51.7 34.4

1953 14.3 26.7 67.7 58.9 15.6 41.3 92.5 95.8 6.9 24.2 37.9 65.6

1954 10.9 31.7 83.3 67.7 13.9 33.4 141.8 75.7 3.2 21.1 58.6 58.7

1955 14.2 24.4 83.3 55.6 9.3 27.9 102.8 62.3 9.0 14.6 44.8 44.7

1956 15.9 24.7 78.1 53.9 11.9 26.9 107.7 55.3 7.8 20.9 66.2 62.9

1957 13.2 22.5 76.4 40.0 19.0 26.8 100.4 54.7 6.1 10.6 41.3 20.6

1958 11.2 23.0 72.9 41.6 17.0 31.7 114.3 69.3 14.3 23.8 75.8 42.0

f f 47.7f1959 10.1 20.8 83.8 47.0 10.3 31.0 96.3 57.2 3.5 16.0 69.7

1960 13.7 21.6 91.4 44.8 27.3 26.1 106.6 48.0 10.8 16.1 54.3 34.9
"

1961 16.2 22.8 86.2 53.4 15.8 35.2 90.6 31.4 14.1 15.8 89.2 38.8

1962 10.2 20.3 105.3 32.8 16.0 17.2 115.2 28.2 7.5 9.4 77.6 20.4

1963 15.7 22.3 82.0 37.6 20.7 28.4 114.4 52.3 9.7 9.7 73.7' 19.4

1964 11.5 26.2 92.3 43.6 19.8 31.7 86.4 48.0 7.9 19.6 78.1 35.6

1965 9.9 19.8 101.6 28.8 4.7 28.3 106.3 31.9 2.4 7.1 99.4 7.1

1966 12.7 24.3 116.5 24.6 14.3 28.6 106.3 32.0 12.8 15.4 88.2 17.7

1967 12.4 20.2 98.9 26.9 23.1 26.4 126.8 34.4 2.8 16.9 67.9 17.0

1968 10.2 19.3 136.5 28.3 21.8 23.5 146.1 36.5 11.0 16.6 95.9 19.8

1969 21.7 13.7 144.3 16.6 21.4 14.8 150.6 26.0 18.6 8.0 132.6 9.6

1970 15.4 11.0 142.6 23.3 19.0 22.4 159.5f 23.l( 16.7 19.5 120.lf 28.2ff f

1971 17.4 24.9 120.4 32.3 18.2 27.4 150.6 37.0 8.4 22.5 109.0 26.4

aSource: Tennessee Department of Public !!ealth, A nnualBulletin of VitalStatistics. 1929-1971, Nashville,Tenn.
bResident population after 1933. Recorded location before 1934.
c(I ) Stillbirths (fetal deaths). (2) Infant mortality. (3) Cancer deaths. (4) Congenital malformation deaths.
doak Ridge established but, until 1949, omitted from population totals although not from mortahty counts.
'After 1948, 6th revision of International Classification of Diseases, Adapted USilEW.PIIS, in effect. Not

strictly comparable to earlier data. (ICD 750-776.)
(Total population data used in the absence of data for white population alone.

. . .. . . . . . - . . .. . .
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Table 4 Deaths and Death Rates from Selected Causes in the White Population
of the State of Tennessee *

bDeathsb Death Rates

l Year white population (1) (2) (3) (4) (1) (2) (3) (4)

|
1929 2,155,034 1813 2908 1229 1112 42.3 67.9 57.0 26.0

'

1930 2,144,781 1827 3016 1297 1192 41.1 67.9 60.5 26.8

1931 2,169,427 1722 2713 1272 1071 38.4 60.5 56 6 23.9
,

| 1932 2,194,073 1659 2767 1308 1389 37.4 62.3 <* i 26.5*

| 1933 2,218,720 1584 2679 1343 1105 37.5 63.5 60.5 26.2

1934 2,243,366 1602 2924 1447 1159 36.3 66.2 64.5 26.2

1935 2,268,013 1578 2600 1492 1081 35.5 58.4 65.8 24.3

1936 2,292,659 1433 2639 1561 1077 33.8 62.3 68.1 25.4

1937 , 2,317,306 1460 2371 1601 1072 33.6 54.6 69.1 24.7

1938 2,341,952 1402 2613 1775 1112 30.9 57.6 75.8 24.5

| 1939 2,366,599 1288 2157 1706 1102 28.7 48.0 72.1 24.f
'

1940 2,413,698 1236 2411 1830 1129 e5.6 49.8 74.1 23.1

1941 2,440,866 1116 2482 1908 1188 22.3 49.5 78.2 23.7

1942 2,468,0~ 1091 2383 1914 1278 20.1 43.9 77.6 23.5

1943 2,495,? 4 1186 2410 2004 1254 20.3 41.3 80.3 21.5

1944 2,5* ,367 1077 2412 2095 1276 10.1 42.8 83.1 22.6

1945 2,549,536 1075 2398 2141 1245 20.1 44.8 84.0 23.3

1946 2,576,706 1271 2300 2352 1483 19.8 35.8 91.3 23.2

1947 2,603,876 1344 2451 2476 1624 18.7 34.1 93.2 22.6
I 1948 2,631,041 1247 2393 2549 1622 18.6 35.7 96.9 24.2

8
1949C 2,715,653 1240 2554 2732 1696 18.5 38.1 100.6 62.5

1950 2,758,918 1130 2186 2837 1472 17.5 33.9 102.8 53.4
1951 2,806,084 1172 2095 2994 1562 17.5 31.3 106.7 55.7
1952 2,842,740 1114 2000 2993 1444 17.1 30.6 105.3 50.8
1953 2,879,4.09 1008 1784 3097 1346 15.4 27.3 107.6 46.8

1954 2,916,072 1048 1859 3180 1423 15.5 27.5 109.1 48.8
1955 2,952,730 998 1728 3218 1311 15.0 25.9 109.3 44.3
1956 2,989,392 1035 1665 33y1 1313 15.7 25.2 112.4 43.8
1957 3,026,051 958 1651 3380 1280 14.6 25.2 111.7 42.3
1958 3,062,717 960 1704 3564 1324 14.8 26.2 116.4 43.2C

1959 2,988,879 886 1694 3636 1369 13.7 26.2 121.7 45.7
1960 2,977j53 923 1610 3628 Mit 14.5 25.3 121.8 43.9
1961 2,977,753 920 1607 3775 1307 14.4 25.2 126.8 43.9
1962 3,032,532 929 1543 3810 1264 14.8 24.5 125.6 41.7

,

|
1963 3,081,233 884 1459 1187 1196 14.2 23.5 135.9 38.8

| 1964 3,168,049 886 1547 4019 1225 14.2 24.7 126.9 38.7

1965 3,210,400 799 1327 4215 1095 14.2 23.5 131.3 34.2

1966 3,246,900 826 1186 4277 993 15.4 22.1 131.7 30.6
1967 3.251,200 728 1107 4535 950 13.7 20.9 139.5 29.1

,

! 1968C 3,322,600 769 1039 4713 916 14.6 19.7 141.8 26.4

1969 3,294,331 716 1031 4704 863 13.0 18.7 141.2 25.8
1970 3,294,331 765 1061 4964 934 13.5 18.7 150.7 28.4

1971 3,349,611 698 1054 5048 888 12.4 18.8 150.7 ~5

aSource: Tennessee Department of Public licalth, Annual Bulletm of Vital Statistics,
1929-1971, Nashville, Tenn.

b(1) Stillbirths (fetal deaths). (2) Infant mortality. (3) Cancer deaths. (4) Congenital
nulformation deaths.

CNew Internationa10assification of Diseases, Adapted USIIEW-PHS,in effect.
dS xth revision of International Cassification of Diseases, Adapted USilEW-PHS,in effect; rate

per 10' population; previously computed per 10' live births.
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Fig. I Trerds in fetal, infant, and congenital rnalfoimation deaths in the white population in the state
of Tennessee and in the Oak Ridge area, 1949- 1971. Source: Ref. 42.

!

which would suggest that the Oak Ridge area has been not include Oak Ridge, but the mortalities did. For

er is becoming a relatively hazardous locale. Since the these reasons the data tre only plotted and discussed

number of deaths is small, the statistical fluctuations but not analyzed statistically.

could be large, but the trends are fairly consistent. The More reliable data-age-adjusted cancer mortality

city of Oak Ridge, which is closest to the nuclear from the National Cancer Institute for the years 19f0
'

facilities, does not show any consistent increases, nor to 1969 for Anderson and Roane counties-were
do Anderson County and Roane County. All three analyzed statistically to detennine if a geographical
area; reflect the general mortality trend indicated for pattern could be observed.*' The city of Oak Ridge is
the state of Tennessee. located partly in Anderson County and partly in Roane

Although crude annual rates are frequently used, as County; two of the three nuclear facilities are in Roane

discussed previously, age-adjusted annual rates are the County, and one is in Anderson County. Figure 3
only appropriate data for comparing the city and state shows the location of the three facilities and the city of

death rates. Ilowever, age-adjusted rates are not pub- Oak Ridge. Actual deaths from all cancers (including

lished for the state of Tennessee. Even those rates lenk tmia) were compared with the expected deaths,

which are published may be erroneous. For example, which were computed using the mortality rate for each

misreporting of a few deaths could introduce a large cancer and each of four race-sex classes of the
. bias into the smaller reported figures, and misreporting population in each county. The results are given in
is likely because of changes in death classifications Table 5.

every decade. The analysis indicates that for every cancer, the

| ' A second source of error is obvious in the crude number of actual deaths is statistically no different

!. death rates for the Oak Ridge area. The crude death from the number expected for males of both races and

( rates are based on the ratio of the number of deaths to for white females. For black females, actual deaths are

the estimated site of the population. As shown in no different statistically from expected deaths in all'

Table 2, these population estimates are unquestionably caneers examined with two exceptions. For leukemia

inaccurate for many,if not most,intercensal years. For and lung cancer in nonwhite females in - Anderson
example, between -1943 and 1949 Anderson County's County, two deaths occurred, whereas only 0.5 would

base population, upon which the rates are based, did have been expected based on Tennessee rates. (This

_ . - -_ . _ . _ _ _ , _ _ _ , _ _ . . , _
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| | | | |
not significantly higher than would be expectedin the90

general population. Problems in this analysis include
S' "' (I) no time trends, (2) migiation, and (3) socio-An n on

. Roane county economic factors, as have been mentioned in regard to
-- - city of Oak Ridge previous studies.

_

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Although high levels of radiation are a proven
threat to man's health, little evidence has yet be ..

' ~ -

found that low levels of radiation such as might result
from the normal operation of nuclear facilities are
harmful to the general public. Although much more
analysis is needed in this area, existing studies using a

,g _
j i variety of methods generally have been unable to

'; ~ detect a rise in measures of ill health in populations
living near nuclear facilities. Increases that were ob-,

served were either representative of general trends form f
#

{ the state or nation or the continuation of trends
!

g ) !_

existing in the area before the nuclear facility wentg so _ {
into operstion. The results, although tentative because

y of the limited scope of research in this area, do suggest
',\ , io-2 by their consistency that no correlation between5 g

$ ! I nuclear fxilities and increased mortality in the general
,. ; i_ public can be substantated.4o _

'i
,

, y/b ! !/ li Since the National Environmental Policy Act of,
g

,g 1969 conciders human health impacts as a major4 i -

V - | \ portion of: verall environmental impacts, more empha-' '

; g sis should be placed on the inclusion of health and

30 + l 4 mortality data in environmental impact statements.**
<

i If such data were included, past trends in an area whereg
i\ a power plant, whether nuclear or nonnuclear,is to be
'
\f located could be used as a baseline against which toj

/ \t measure future changes in health in the area. When%aj \ f y/ - widesp ead utilization of such public health statistics isY
20 - ,

i s \ l begun,iaore meaningful health and mortality statistics
# \/ will be needed and, hopefully, will be mude available.

[ / ,u|
*

ifg ^ ' Then trends in various measures of health in areasfnjg iI '/ y \/ where power plants are located will allow us to make a

FI | 1 I l- more definitive determination of the relative risk of'

1950 '355 1960 1965 1970 such plants to the public.
YEAR Until that time, we must rely on the few studies of

public health effects, on results from animal experi-
Fig.2 Cancer deaths in the white population in the state of ments and occupational exposures, and on federal
Tennessee and in the Oak Ridge area, 1949-1971. Source: g g

powc plant operations to the general public. To date,
studies using rnortality data from vital statistics have
been inadequate for hypothesis testing. These studies

result is not statistically signific.:nt at the 0.05 level should be used solely to indicate the need for more
using the niore appropriate Poisson distribution.) The in-depth studies examining hypotheses suggested by
overall results indicate cancer mortality rates that are trends seen in the vital statistics.
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.

Table 5 Age-Adjusted liturtality Rz;es. Actual and 2npected Deaths for Selected Cancer Sites by Sex
and Race in the State of Tennessee. Anders.en County,and Roane County, 1950 -1969 (Ref,43)

Tennessee Amterson County Roane County

Cancer Observed Oberrved Observed Observed E spected Observ 4 Observed E spected
as te ' number rate sureber rate number Xat number rate number X3t

---

All wwers
%M 3s.356 146 3 544 14 3.x S i).5 n 16 432 154 4 4 *# 1 1.25

ul 35.763 886.0 51u 117.4 503.9 u.n7 384 12st2 3ht6 0.49
NM 7,874 863 8 22 236.? 15.3 2.99 22 145.3 24.8 0 32
NI 2.26N 842.5 22 213.3 14.7 3 63 2h 165.8 22.4 0 60

Leulemu
%M 2.268 8.4 39 N.7 37.7 0 u5 2n 6.4 26.3 1.49

%I l,700 5.6 32 62 2 M.9 ft33 2n 6D 18 7 0.10
NM 301 60 1 96 n6 n 23 2 12.5 1.n 1.13

NI' 222 39 2 86.7 u5 5 031

Lung
%M s.885 33.5 151 3M 6 131 1 3 n4 Ill 3K.7 96.5 2.32

%I 1,673 5.5 23 6D 21.5 n.17 15 4.7 17.6 0 37

NM 1,387 28 N 6 59 u 29 3 22 2 I l .7 4.9 l.74
Ni' 300 5.5 2 2ti n its 4.498 I 6 is 09 u.01

lione
WM 371 1.4 M l .7 h6 n.3ss 5 1.4 SD nn
41 366 1.2 4 07 69 l.l9 6 iM 4D l .m a

NM 59 1.2

hl 43 un
Th y rosJ

%M 91 0. 3 2 n.6 ID 1.180

%l 195 H6 2 06 2.0 ftH 2 H fi 2.H 00

NM B2 03
Ni 24 u.5

*WM = mhete male; %I * whHe temale NM * nonshne male;%i = mme hate temail

+\'=' . mith one degree of freedom. .snJ mHh espested bawd on the state rate apptwd to hical*' '

populatsam.
$Sagmtesant et ths U 05 leveliX' > 3.h40

_ __. _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _
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Radiological Quality of the Environment in the United States,1977

Adapted from EPA 520/1-009 .

Nucl. Sa/ety,19(5): 617-622 (September-October 1977)

(Editor's Note: The following artute was adapted by the A special effort was made to acquire data sup-
Nuc/ car Safety Staff from Oap. I, " Introduction, Summary * ported by direct m(asurements in contrast to estimates
and Conclusions " of a rnors of the same tide, which was made by extrapolations involving numerous assump-
published in Septemler 1977 by the Environmental Protection

tions. Most dose m. formation falls m. the latter categoryAgency as 1 PA 520!!4)n9. The report and its summary here
psovide significant data on dose mment for evatuatmg the because of the difficulty or cost of making direct
radiologicalquahty of the environment.] measurements. Therefore most of the data available

represent the product of several calculations in olving
an understanding of the source term and the inter-
action of that source term with the environment and

This article summarizes Report EPA 520/1009, which man.
is intended to fulfill the Environmental Pro'ection
Agency Office of Radiation Program's responsibility Report EPA 520/1-009 tries to include the most

for determining individual and total U. S. population current data. For some categories, however, the only

doses from all sources of radiation. In addition, the av il ble data are for the early 1970s. Because of this

info,mation is used for analysis of radiation trends, time spread of the available data, the latest data

identification of radiation problems, and support for available are compiled for each source, regardless c,f the

establishing standards. ye r f r which they were determined. This report.

The sources of radiation have been considered in therefore, and those of future years, will represent a
ilComp ation of the latest data available at the time oftwo general categories: (1) ionizing radiation and

prepar tion.(2) nonionizing radiation. In the ionizing radiation
category, sources were further grouped under the The information for Report EPA 502/1-009 was
headings of ambient environmental radiation, tech. obtained primarily from published reports, such as
n ologically enhanced natural radiation, fallout, those appearing in professional society journals and in
uranium fuel cycle, federal facilities, radiopharma. symposium pmceedings, as well as other technical
ceuticals, medical, occupational-industrial, and con. reports. lhe regional offices of the Emironmental
sumer products. The nonionizing radiation category is Protection Agency (EPA) were instrumental in obtain-
concerned mainly with the measurement of environ- ing reports of the monitoring activities of the states.
mental sources. Operating and environmen,al surveillance reports from

Literature searches were conducted for each of nuclear power reactors were obtained from the Nuclear
these categories,and the data were organiicd to provide Regulatory Commission (NRC). Data for Energy Re-
the following information: search and Ikvelopment Administration * facilities

1. Geneial information about each source category were taken from the contractors * annual environmentd
and the availability of data. surveillance reports. Med' cal X. ray and consumer

2. lkscription of data base (includes who reports product information was taken from reports of the

data to whom, under what authority,and what data are Fo d and Drug Administration's Bureau of Radiologi.
cal llealth.being reported).

3. Status of data-base analyses (to indicate what in addition to the radiation data provided by other

has been done with the data). agencies, EPA obtains ambient monitoring data from
" * " * " " "" " * ' * " P"8'"* N "" "4. A summary of dose data fi>r each source by the Eastern Emironmental Radiation Facility

' '#E"U (EERF)in Montgomery, Ala., and involves the analyses
5. Comparison of actual dose data reported with

estimates from previous publicat;ons.
'lhe functions ut the I.ncrgy Rewarth and Development

6. Discussion, evaluation of the adequacy of the Admmistration have smte been transfened to the ikpartmtnt
data base and needed impro ements. and conclusions. or I.ncrgy.
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of samples of air, milk, and water. The data from these added together, since a person in one pcpulation group

analyses are published quarterly in an envirnnmental generally does not receive the radiation dose common

radiation data report. A comprehensive analy_s of past to another population group. Therefore the data in

Environmental Radiation Ambient Monitoring System Table 1 only show totals for population doses in the

(ERAMS) data is being made. various source categories.

Report EPA 502/1-009 summarizes the individual i

and population doses in the United States resulting Dose to the U. S. Population |

from each category of radiation source,and these d.ita On the basis of the limited data in Table 1,we see
are assessed. When the literature on radiation sources that the source category with the highest population

,

was searched, it became readily apparent that an dose is the external dose from cosmic radiation. An
immense amount of data had been published dunng overall dose from ambient ionii.ing radiation is not
the past 15 years. Therefore it was necessary, first, t given because population doses from tne worldwide
organite the sources of radiation into the categories radiation and terrestrial radiation components are not
desenbed and, second, to summarite, examine, and a ital if we judge from the figures given for
interpret the data with respect to these categories. In individual doses from time three categories,it would
doing so,it was also necessary to assume that the data appear that the population doses from terrestrial
obtamed from the literature were valid. Because the radiation might be equal to or greater than the dose
data acquired for this report were generated originally from cosmic radiation (10 million person rems per
for many different purposes, the results are not only year) he second largest source of population dose is
expressed m different units, but also they were from medical and dental X rays. His dose was
accumulated over different time penods and frequently estimated to be about 14.8 million person-rems per
weie obtained without quality control. For this reason' year to the U. S. population.
many tables of data m Report epa 502/l.009 carry he third hrgest category of population dose for
detailed notes and annotations. Readers are cautioned which data are available is radiopharmaceuticals for
that before data in the report are used for their medical radiation purposes, which are estimated to
purposes, they should read the text and the notes to c ntribute an internal dose of approximately 3 million
ensure a correct interpretation. person rems per year to the population dose. De

The data on individual and population doses fourth largest category is estimated to be from tech-
resulting from the various categories of radiativ" nologically enhanced natural radiation that contributes

,

'

sources discussed are summarized in Table 1. The approximately 3 million person. rems per year to the
information in this table is divided according t population dose. Finally, we note that all the popula-
whether the primary mode of exposure is external or tion doses from all other source categories for which
internal. Exposure to direct radiation from radio- data are available are less than 0.1% of the total
nuclides in the ground, water, buildings, and air around population dose.
us, or from radiation producing machines, such as We must mention that the population dose values
X ray equipment and particle accelerators, is con- noted here are based on the data available to us at the
sidered to be externalexposure. Exposures of this type time this report was written. It is possible that these
usually result in a radiation dose to the whole body of values, and thus the relative contributions of popula-
the person exposed. In contrast, internal exposures tion dose from the source categories considered,could

|
occur when radioactive materials are inhaled, ingested, change in the future as more information on this

! or absorbed through tha skin. Internal exposures result subject becomes available.
in radiation doses to specific organs of the body,such

| as the lung, gastrointestinal tract, or bone. Dose to individuals'

As shown in Table 1, there are radiation sources for/

which data are not available. Consequently the discus- For individual persons, the largest dose is derived

sion and comments in the report are based on the data from technologically enhanced natural radiation. This

that were available at the time of writing. Also, it is natural radiation contributes internal doses as high as

worth noting that, although population doses from the or higher than 100,000 mrems/ year to the tracheo-

different source categories generally can be added bronchial surface tissue of the lung as a result of the

together to gain a perspective of overallimpact,it does inhalation of radon daughter products from uranium

i,ot necessarily follow that individual doses can be mill tailings.

_ _

.
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1

Table i Summary of Done Data from All Sources in the United States in 1977

' External Internal
1

Individual Population Individual Population
,

done done done done

Source (mrem / year) (person-rem / year) - (mrinlycar) (person-rem / year)

Ambient ionizing radhtion
,

Cosmic radiation 41-45 9.7 x 10'
;

lonising component 28--35 9.2 x 10*
- Neutron component 0.33-6.8 4.9 x 10'

Worldwide radioativity ,

'
Tritium 0.04 9.2 x 10',

Grbon 14 I

I Krypton-85 0.035'd
? Terrestrial radiation 30-.95 18-25

Potassium 40 17 16
y

Tritium 4 x 10-8
4

Carb.>n-14 1
,

1 Rubidium-87 0.6

1 Uranium 238 series 13 2-6'

i Thorium-232 wrics 25 7'

| Te6hnologically enhanced natural radution 2.73 x 10'

Ore mining and milling 100,000*

i Inactive uranium mill tailmgs piles 140-14,0006 2.5-70,00F

i Phosphate mining and proccuing
(occupational) 10- 300' 6,000.b

l'ertilizer 1.7 *
i 6 d
| Thorium mining and milling 4,000 (l.250 )*

1 Radon in potable water supphes - 15-54a 2.73 x 10*
Radon in natural gas 1-4 30,000

|
Radon in liquefied petroleum gas
Radon in "healtt:" mines;

; Radon daughter esposure in natural caves

j Radon and geothermal energy production

; Radioativity in construction material
i Airplane travel

! Jet (cosmic),per trip over tne Atlantie 2.6 (500 + crew)*

} SST (cosmic), per trip over the Atlantiu 2.0 (100 + crew)'

|
Coal-fired electric generating station 5-70* e 12-2 x 10"
Oil-Ored electric generating station 0.04' 15';

] l'allout ~ 2'
; Uranium fuel cycle 20l4
i Mining and milling 4.5 x 10-8/ 2.5

l'uel enrichment <0.18 <0.1 0.3h O.64''

l'uel fabrication 2 x 10-*/ 0.66/
Power reactors tilWR) 76 mas' 1564*
Power reacton (PWR) 4 max" 21"
Research reactors
Transpo tation: nuclear power industry 100-9600"
Tran -portation: radioisotopes <l70"
Reprocewing and spent-fuel storage 6P 23P [4_237P
Radioactive waste disposal

l'ederal f acilities 4804*

|-RDA (now Ikpartment of Energy) <0.1 -2584 <!-180
Department of Defense <0.01'

Accelerators 0.04'-4" 0.4-65
i Radiopharmaceuticals <0. l' 3.3 x 10*8 -

! Medical radution

| X rays . 103' 14.8 x 10''
Cardiac pacemakens <5000

i

i
,

- , - - - . _
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Occupati. mal and industrial radiation
At BWRs 1230"

At PWRs 1080"
Alriscrupations 0 80' 28 400

Consumer products
Timepiews <0.5 '" ~61007
Smoke detectors 0.007'' O 001*

Artifkial teeth 140 -1390*88
66

Televiuon 0.025-0.043

Individual esposu re
(uW/cm')

Nonioninng electromagnetic radiation
I roadcast towers and airport radars 10

All sources 0.1 - 1

' Indicates new or revised information. <t1965 data.
8Maumum individual dose to skin surface. ' Based on data from live institutions.
6I rathea - bronchial dow. 80stimated 1980 dose.
C Lung. rems / year. ' Estimated mean active bone marrow dose to adults.<

'

'# Stomach dow. mrad /> ear.
'50+ ear dose commument divided by 50. " Average occupational esposure per year.
/ verage individuallung dose within an 80-km radius. ' Average esposure for all occupations and 3.7 radiationA

3

i KMaimum potential esposure per fatihty. workers per 1000 persons in the United States.

| Maimum potential esposure. "I rom digital watches.h

' Cumulative espmure per facility within an 80-km radius. FI' rom timepieces containing tritium or radium-activated

I / stimated bone dose within an 80-km radius. dials.E
A l ence-Ime boundny dose. ' Estimated.

3

"Within a radius of 80 km. 88Dow to the superfkiallayer of tinue.
bb5 cm from W set; units of mR/hr.

I "htimated for the year 1973.
Pl'or the Nuclear l'uct Servwes Reprocewing Plant at West

{
Valley N. Y.

I

j He second contributor to a high individual dose is actual doses are appreciably smaller than the estimated

i medical radiation which contributes internal doses as values.

high as 5000 mrems/ year from radioactive cardiac in determining individual doses, we need to under-

; pacemakers. Because of their uranium content, arti- stand that these doses are for specific categories and.
ficial teeth contribute a local. tissue dose as high as are additive only ifit is reasonable to expect that the'

1390 mrems/ year to the person wearing them. Occupa. same persons would be exposed to the sources in these
;

] tional and industrial operations contribute a dose of categories. For example, in general, the individual dose

- 1230 mrems/ year to the individual worker, essentially from uranium mining and milling should not be added

to maintenance personnel working around boiling- to other source categories in the uranium fuel cycle
water nuclear power reactors. Finally, the next larger because different persons are involved in these expo-*

dose is that which might be received by persons at the sures.'

boundary of federal facilities-258 mrems/ year. In addition to this evaluation of the doen base, each
As mentioned previously, the relative contributions dumpeer in the repoet contains a more detailed evalua-

from each of the source categories are subject t tion of the data base pertinent to that chapter.
revision as may be required by new da'-

1

Evaluation of the Data Base CONCLUSIONS

Table I shows that most of the values on individual 1.On the basis of the population dose data in
and population doses are based on calculations that Report EPA 502/1-009,.the four major source cate-

; lead to estimated data. Such doses may be considered gories of radiation dose to the population of the
' to be reliable and conservative estimates if it is United States are ambient ionizing radiation, medical

| understood that, in all probability, the values for the and dental radiation, the use of radiopharmaceuticals

i

!
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in medicine, and technologically enhanced natural residences. The rid to a person from the dose received,

radiation. The relatively high dose values are due to the from the use of a cardiac pacemaker must be weighed
image populations that are exposed to the sources in against the benefit derived from this device, it is quite
these categories. conceivable that,if the dose from other sourcesin this,

| 2. On et individual basis, the largest scurces of . category were availatfs, 3dditional high individual

| sediation dose are from technologically enhanced doses would be observec.
_

natural radiation, medical radiation, ambient ionizing 3.There are many gaps in the dose data compiled

. radiation, consurr.er products, occupational and in, for t'ais report. For this reason, the observations and

dustrial operations, and federal facilities. The source com nents made here are necessarily -?t& -d to this
responsible for high individual dosesin the category of data base. There is a need to greatly improve s; ? data

technolop.ically enhanced natural radiation is uranium base for dose assessment in the United States.

mill taihngs that had been used in the construction of

|
r

I
l

.

|
|

|
|
!

1
!

|
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Recommendations of the International Commission
on Radiological Protection

Adapted from ICRP Publication 26

Nucl. Safety,20(3): 330-342 (May-June 1979)

[ Editor's Note: The following adaption by the NucteorSaftry what is best for their needs. The ICRP recognizes that
Editorial Staff was made from a much longer report of the the individual experts responsthle for putting radiation
same name (ICRP Pub #carion 26). The report is an authorits- protection into practice need guidance that is suf-
tive source of information on risk estimates of ill health g

Eassociated with lonizing radiatmn and provides an established
basis for radiation protection actions and policies both in this other variation. For this reason the ICRP recommenda-
country and chewhere. A summary is presented here to tions are intended to provide an appropriate degree of
prMde a penetrating insight into this important area.] flexibility. Because of this, the form in which the

recommendatYns are worded will not necessarily be
As one of the commissions established by the Interna- suitable, and may often be inappropriate, for direct
tional Congress of Radiology, the International assimilation 'nto regulations or codes of practice.
Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) has
continued its close relationship with succeeding Con- OBJECTIVES OF RADI ATION
gresses, and it has also been looked to as the PROTECTION
appropriate body to give general guidance on the more
widespread use of radiation sources caused by the rapid Radiation protection is concerned with the protec-
developments in the field of nuclear energy.The ICRP tion of individuals, their progeny, and mankind as a
continues to maintain its traditional contact with whole, while still allowing necessary activities from
medical radiology and the medical profession generally, which ruiation exposure might result. The detrimental
and it also recognizes its responsibility to other effects against which protection is required are known

professional groups and its obligation to provide as somatic and hereditary; radiation effects are called'

guidance within the field of radiation protection as a " somatic" if they become manifest in the exposed
i individual himself and " hereditary" if they affect hiswhole. Details of the ICRP rules, membership

relationship with other bodies are in the appendix to descendaris.

ICRPPublication 26. " Stochastic" effects are those for which the proba-
In 1966 the ICP." published its recommendations bility of an effect occurring, rather than its severity,is

(ICRP Publicatm. 9) which had been adopted in 1965; regarded as a function of dose without threshold,
they were amended in 1969 and 1971. During the last "Nonstochastic" effects are those for which the sever-
decade new information has emerged which has neces- ity of the effect varies with the dose and for which a
sitated a review of the Commission's basic recom- threshold may therefore occur. At the dose range
mendations; the present report results from the ex- involved in radia' ce protection, hereditary effects are
amination of such new information by the ICRP and regarded as being stochastic. S. me somatic effects are
its committees and task groups. The recommendations stochastic; of these, carcinogensis is considered to be
made in this report supersede the former basic recom- the chief somatic risk ofirradiation at low doses and is
mendations published by the Commission, but not therefore the main problem in radiation protection.
necess.w, those of its committees. Some nonstochastic somatic effects are specific to

As in its previous recommendations, the ICRP deals particular tissues, as in the case of cataract of the lens,
only with ionizing radiations in this report. nonmalignant damage to the skin, cell depletion in the

The Commission wishes to reiterate that its policy bone marrow causing hematological deficiencies, and
is to consider the fundamental principles on which gonadal cell damage leading to impairment of fertility.
appropriate radiation protection measures can be Other nonstochastic effects may arise in the blood
based. Because of the differing conditions that apply in vesseh or connective tissue elements that are common
various countries, detailed guidance on the application to most organs of the body and therefore require that,
of its remmmendations, either in regulations or in as a precautionary measure, a dose-equivalent limit
codes c' :tice, should be elaborated by the various should apply for all body tissues to ensure that
internatt and national bodies that are familiar with nonstochastic' effects do not occur in any such tissue.

)

|
|
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For all these changes the severity of the effect depends account so that necessary developments of present or
on the magnitude of the dose receive,1. and there is future practice would not be liable to result in undue
likely to be a clear threshold of dose t ow which no exposure of any members of the public.
detrimental effects are seen. Although the principal objective of radiation

The aim of radiation ,40m.2,n should be to protection is the achievement and maintenance of

prevent detrimental nonstochastic e fects and to limit appropriately safe conditions for activities involving

the probability of stochastic effects to levels deemed to human exposure, the level of safety required for the

be acceptable. An additional aim is to ensure that protection of all human individuals is thought likely to

practices li .olving radiation exposure are justified. be adequate to protect other species, although not

The prevention of nonstochastic effects would be neussarily individual members of those species. Thus
the ICRP believes that if man is adequately protected,achieved by setting dose equivalent limits at suf-,

! ficiently low values so that no threshold dose would be then other living things are also likely to be sufficiently

reached, even following exposure for the whole of a pr tected,

lifetime or for the total period of working life. The
limitation of stochastic effects is achieved by keeping BASIC CONCEPTS
all justifiable exposures as low as is reasonably achiev.
able, economic and social factors being taken into Detriment
account, subject always to the boundary condition that

| the appropriate dose. equivalent limits will not be The deleterious effects of exposure to radiation

exceeded. may be of many kinds. Among the effects on health,
there may be both stochastic and sonst9chastic effects

Most decisions about human activities are based on
in the exposed individual and ste.ttastic effects in lateran implicit form of baiancmg of costs and benefits
generati ns. In additioL th'.e may be deleterious

leading to the conclusion that the conduct of a chosen
effects not associated witu nealth, such as the need to

practice is " worthwhile." Less generally, it is also
resWt & use of sonw areas or pmects.recognized that the conduct of the chosen practice

has inMucd h conceM d detm
.

should be adjusted to maximize the benefit to the
ment to identify and, where possible, to quantify allindividual or to society. In radiation protection it is
these deleterious effects. In general, the detriment in a

becoming possible to formahze these broad decision-
p pulati n is defined as the mathematical "expecta-

making procedures, although it is not always possible don" d the harm incurred from an exposure to
to quantify them. Ilowever, the application of these radiation, takm, g into account not only the probability
procedures does not always provide sufficient protec. of each type of deleterious effect but also the severity
tion for the individual. It is therefore necessary, for

of the effect. These deleterious effects include both the
this reason also, to establish dose equivalent limits in effects on health and the effects not associated with
situations where the benefits and detnments are not health. On some occasions it is convenient to deal
received by the same members of the population. separately with the effects, or the potential effects, on

For the above reasons the ICRP recommends a health. These are then characterized by the concept of
system of dose limitation. the main features of which detriment to health. For effects on health, if pf, the
are as follows: probability of suffering the effect I, is small and the

1. No praetice shall be adopted unless its introduc. uverity of the effect is expressed by a weighiing factor

tion produces a positive net benefit. Ki, then the detriment to halth, G, in a group of f
2. All exposures shall be kept as low as reasonably persons is given by

achievable, economic and social factors being taken g,pgpg
into account. ,

1. The dose equivalent to individuah shall not Dose Equivalent
exceed the limits recommended for the appropriate

i circumstances by the Commission. The absorbed dose,' D,is insufficient by itself to

| predict either the severity or the probability of the

( In applying these recommendations, we must deleterious effects on health resulting from irradiation

recognize that many present practices give rise to dore under unspecified conditions. In radiation protection it'

equivalents that will be received in the future. These is convenient to introduce a further quantity that
dose-equivalent commitments should be taken into correlates better with the more important deleterious

!

i
;

1
_ _ _ _ _ _ -
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effects of exposure to radiation, more particularly with Committed Dose Equivalent
the delayed stoclustic effects. This quantity, called g g g g gp
dose equivalent,is the absorbed dose weighted by the g , g ,, committed dose equivalent," #so, to a
modifying factors Q and N.

given organ or tissue from a single intake of radioactive
The dose equivalent,H, at a point in tissue,is given material into the body. This quantity, which may be

by the equation considered to be a special case of dose-equivalent
# = DON commitment, is the dose equivalent that will be ,

accumulated over 50 years, representing a working life,
where D is the absorbed dose, Q is the quality factor, following the intake:
and N is the product of all other modifying factors

, ,

specified by the ICRP. At the present time the ICRP #s o * [r, #(t) dt
has assigned the value I to N.The special name for the
unit of dose equivalent is the sievert (Sv); where H/t)is the relevant dose-equi talent rate and to is

the time ofintake.
I Sv = 1 J kg-8 (= 100 rems)

The quality factor, Q, is intended to allow for the DOSE-RESPONSE RELATIONSHIPS
effect on the detriment of the microscopic distribution
of absorbed energy. The O factor is defined as a The relationship between the dose received by an

function of the collision stopping power (L )in water individual and any particular biological effect induced

at the point of interest. Interpolated values of Q as a by irradiation is a complex matter on which much

function of L can be obtained by using the values further work is needed. For radiation protection

shown in the table below. Purposes, it is necessary to make certain simplify.N1
assumptions. One such basic assumption underlying the
ICRP recommendations is that, regarding stochastic

leg Relat.ionsh.ip effects, there is, within the range of exposu:e condi.

L in water, tions usually encountered in radiation work, a linear
kev /ym 0 relationship without threshold Setween dose and the

probability of an effect. The simple summatior, of
3.5 (and under) 1 doses received by a tissue or organ as a measure of the

total risk and the calculation of the collective dose

53 10 equivalent as an index of the total detriment to a
175 (and above) 20 population are valid only on the basis of this assump-

tion and that the severity of each type of effect is
_ independent of dose.

For a spectrum of radiation, an effective value, Q, of Q The added risk from a given dose increment will
at the point ofinterest can be calculated.' depend on the slope of the dose-response relationship.

When the distribution of radiation in L., is not if the dose-response relationship for stochastic pro-
known at all points in the volume of interest, it is cesses is n fact highly sigmoid, the risk from low doses
permissible to use approximate values for Q related to could be overestimated by making a linear extrapola-
the various types of primary radiation. For this tion from data obtained at high doses,
purpose the ICRP recommends the following values of There are radiobiological grounds for assuming that
Q to be used for both external and internal radiation: the dose-response curve for low LET* radiation will

X rays, gamma rays, and electrons I generally increase in slope with increasing dose and

Neutrons, protons, and singly charged particles dose rate over the absorbed dose range up to a few

of rest mass greater than one atomic mass gr y.t For many effects studied experimentally, the

unit of unknown energy 10 response in this range can be represented by the

Alpha particles and multiply charged particles
(and particles of unknown charge) of
unknown energy 20 'LET = linear energy transfer.

Thermal neutrons 23 t I gray (Gy) = 1 J kg-' (= 100 rads).
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expression by a deliberately cautious assumption of propor.
*

E = aD + bD'
*

where E denotes the effect, D the dose, and a and b are IMPLICATIONS OF ASSUMPTIONS
constants. The quadratic term (bD )in this expression ABOUT DOSE-RESPONSE RELATIONS2!

predominates at high absorbed doses (generally above 1
Gy) and high absorbed dose rates (of the order of I Significant Volumes and Areas

[ Gy/ min); however, the linear term (aD) and the slope From the assumption about the proportionality
that it represents come to predominate as the dose and between dose and response, it would follow that for
dose rate are reduced. Although a relationship of this stochastic effects 3.t would be justifiable to consider the

! form has been documented for a variety of effects, the mean dose * over all cells of uniform sensitivity in a
relative values of the parametersa and b vary from one particular tissue or organ. This use of the mean dose
observation to another. has practical advantages in that the significant volume

For human populations in particular, knowledge of can usually be taken as that of the organ or tissue
dose-response relationships is too limited to enable under consideration,
confident prediction of the shapes and slopes of the When the irradiation of a tissue is nonhomoge.
curves at low doses and low dose rates. Nevertheless, in neous, the use of the mean dose over the tissue ceases
a few instances the risk estimates can be based on the to be strictly valid'if doses to individual cells differ

! results of irradiation of human populations involving more widely than the range of doses over which the
single absorbed doses, of the order of 0.5 Gy or less, or dose-response relationship for the tissue can be
such doses repeated at intervals of a few days or more. regarded as linear. An example of this may be the
In these cases it can be reasonably assumed that the irradiation of the lung by radioactive particulates.
frequency per unit absorbed dose of particular harmful liowever, on the basis of theoreticalconsiderations and
effects resulting from such exposures is not likely t of ava lable epidemiological evidence, the ICRP be.
overestimate greatly the frequency of such effects in

lieves that, forlate stochastic effects, the absorption of
the dose range of concern m radiation protection, even a given quantity of radiation energy is ordinarily likely
though the latter may be received at much lower dose

to be less effective when due to a series of ' hot spots"
rates. than when uniformly distributed because o the effectf

In many instances, however, risk estimates depend of high doses in causing the loss of reproductive
on data derived from irradiation involving higher doses capacity or the death of cells. Thus, with particulate
delivered at high dose rates. In these cases,it may be radioactive sources within a tissue, to assess the risk by
appropriate to reduce th.:se estimates by a factor to assuming a homogeneous dose distribution would
allow for the probable difference in risk. The risk probably overestimate the actual risk. Moreover, for
factors discussed later have therefore been chosen as nonstochastic effects the limited amount of cell loss
far as possible to apply in practice for the purposes of that might result at moderate dose levels would be
radiation protection. most unlikely to cause any impairment of organ

The use of linear extrapolations, from the fre. function.
quency of effects observed at high doses, leads to an For exposure of the skin, either to external sources
overestimate of the radiation risks, which in tum could or as a result of skin contamination, it is not generall"
result in the choice of alternatives that are more appropriate to average the dose equivalent over the
hazardous than practices involving radiation exposures. entire skin.
Thus, in the choice of alternative practices, radiation
risk estimates should be used only with great caution Rate of Dose Accumulation
and with explicit recognition of the possibility that the

The ICRP believes that it is sufficient to set annualactual risk at low doses may be lower than that implied
dose-equivalent limits and does not recommend any

$ At high doses this expression would have to be modified
to take account of the decr' eased tumor risk caused by cell
sterilization. This effect is not significant at the doses 'Unless specifically qualified, the term " dose equivalent"

;

| encountered in normal exposure conditions. (llowever, see the refers to the mean dc*e equivalent over the entire organ or
discussion of hot spots under Significant Volumes and Areas.) tissue.

(

I

!
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further restrictions either on the instantaneous rate or the various organs or tissues. The same principle applies
on the rate at which the dose equivalent may be also for different members of the general public.

accumulated, except in the case of occupational The risk factors for different tissues are based on
exposure of women of reproductive capacity and the estimated likelihood of inducing fatal malignant
pegnant women. disease, nonstochastic changes, or substantial genetic

i
defects expressed in liveborn descendants. It is recog-
nized that the appropriate basis for quantifying detri-

I TISSUES AT RISK ment should include the evaluation of all other forms

| For the purposes of raf 7 tion protection, it is of hurt and suffering that may result from exposure.

! necessary to specify a number of organs and tissues This problem is the subject of a task group report being

! that have to be considered because of their suscepti. prepared for the ICRP. It appears likely that the forms

bility to radiation damage, the seriousness of such of detriment mentioned above would be regarded as
|
; damage, and the extent to which this could be the dominant components of the harm which may be
l treatable. caused by radiation and those on which risk factors

Some of the quantitative risk factors are clearly should most appropriately be based.
age- or sex-enendent, as for example those for the
development . breast cancer or for the induction of Children and Fetuses
hereditary detects. In addition, the risk factors for the
occurrence of malignancies are reduced in older Exposure before birth or during childhood may
persons because of the long latent periods involved in interfere with subsequent growth and development,

the development of these effects. For these reasons the depending on such factors as dose and age at irradia-

total risk from an individual exposure will vary tion. Susceptibility to the induction of certain malig-
somewhat with age and with sex, although in fact the nancies also appears to be higher during the prenatal

variations from the average value for all ages and both and childhood periods than during adult life.

sexes are not considerable. Thus for protection pur-
poses sufficient accuracy is obtained by using a single Tissues of Low Sensitivity
dose-equivalent limit for each organ or tissue for all
workers regardless of age or sex. These limits, which It is now established that there are various tissues,

are discussed under The System of Dose Limitation, such as muscle and adipose ussue, in which the
are based on the average risk levels li,ted in Table i for development of malignancy following irradiation seems

to be very rare, as evidenced by the fact that
epidemiological surveys have so far not shown excess

Table 1 Risk Factors for Radiation rates of malignancy in such tissues. For these tissw.
Protection Purposes dose limitation is based on the possibility of vascular or

other deleterious changes. There may also be some
sues, for example, those containing nonnucleated

@ or hsue Sv'' Effect
cells, the irradiation of which can be ignored for the

Gonads 10-8 Hereditary ill health within purpose of radiation protection.
Grst two generations

Red bone marrow 2 x 10-' Leukemia mortality
Other Effects

Bone 5 x 10-* Bone cancer mortality
tung 2 x 10'' Lu- tcancer mortality Other than the specific effects already discussed,

Yjd Y]fd **"*''," there is no good evidence ofimpairment of function of* 'Y
,

organs and tissues at the levels of dose normally
All other tissue 5 x 10'' Cancer mortality encountered irt radiation work. The evidence for

- An other single <1 x 10~' Cancer morulity g .

Uniform whole-body 10-8 Cancer mortality is inconclusive and cannot be used quantitatively.
Irradiation Moreover, it seems unlikely that any major hazard

Uniform whole-body 4 x 10-' Hereditary effects within from irradiation at recommended levels has been
,a e e ence bm ba%U iYor whole-body 8 x 10-8 Her a f ects in all

irradiated populations, observed for periods up to 30
irradiation subsequent generations

years.

- . . . . _
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THE SYSTEM OF DOSE LIMITATION is no reason why differences in natural radiation should
affect acceptable levels of man-made exposure, any

The ICR? recommends a system of dose limitation,
more than differences in other natural risks should do.

the main purposes of which are to ensure (1) that no
source of exposure is unjustified in relation to its
benefits or those of any available attemative,(2) that Medical Exposures of Patients and

any necessary exposures are kept as low as is reason- Dose-Equivalent Limits

ably achievable,(3) that the dose equivalents received Medical exposure is,in general, subject to most of
do not exceed certain specified limits, and (4) that the ICRP's system of Jose limitation, that is, unneces-
allowance is made for future development. sary exposures should be avoided; necessary exposures

It may thus be necessary to make subjective value should be justifiable in terms cf benefits that would
judgments in order to compare the relative importance not otherwise have been received; and the doses

i of the costs imposed on human health by radiation actually administered should be limited to the mini-
exposure with other economic and social factors. In mum amount consistent with the medical benefit to
this respect, radiation is not unique, and the same the individual patient. The individual receiving the
statement could be made in respect to a number of exposure is himself the direct recipient of the benefit
other agents to which mankind is exposed- resulting from the procedure. For this reason it is not

appropriate to apply the quantitative values of the
Dose-Equivalent Limits: General Commission's recommended dose-equivalent limits to

The total absorbed dose rate in most human tissues medical exposures. With certain medical exposures, a
i from natural radiation is about one-thousandth of a very much higher level of risk may in fact be justified

grey per year, but absorbed dose rates up to one, by the benefit derived than by the level judged : the
hundredth of a gray per year or more have been ICRP to be appropriate for occupationM apostce or
reported from certain limited areas of the world, f r exposure of members of the puMic.

Man-made modifications of the environment and
man's activities can increase the " normal" exposure to pose. Equivalent Limits for Workers
natural radiation. Examples of this include mining,
flight at high altitudes, and the use of building The ICRP believes that for the foreseeable future a

materials containing naturally occurring radioactive valid method for judging the acceptability of the level.

nuclides. Even living within a house is often sufficient f risk in radiation n ork is by comparing this risk with

to increase radiation exposure because restricted venti. that for other occup . ions recognized as having high

lation tends to lead to an accumulation of radioactive standards of safety, which are generally considered to

gases and their decay products. be those in which the average annual mortality due to

in radiation protection the Commission's recom- ccupational haza ds does not exceed 10" (Ref.3).

mended dose equivalent limits have not been regarded The Commission believes that the calculated rate at

as applying to, or including, the " normal" levels of which fatal malignancies might be induced by occupa-

natural radiation, but only as being concerned with tional exposure to radiation should not in any case
those components of natural radiation that result exceed the occupational fatality rate of industries
from man-made activities or in special environments. recognized as having high standards of safety.

Mmeover, it should be emphasized that, on the It should be mentioned that an accidental death
premise that the frequency of radiation effects is appears to involve an average loss of about 30 years of

hnearly proportional to the dose received, such harm as life in many industries and to be associated with an
may be caused by natural radiation could be regarded approximately equal total loss of working time from
as independent of, and simply additive to, the amount industrial accidents. A fatal malignancy induced by
of harm that may be caused by any of the man-made occupational exposure to radiation would be expected
practices involving radiation exposure to which the to involve the loss of about 10 years oflife, owing to
Commissioni limits apply. In this sense, regional the long latency in the development of such a
variations in natural radiation are regarded as involving condition, without appreciable associated time loss
a corresponding variation in detr ment in the same way from accidents,^

as, for example, iegional variations in meteorological In many cases of occupational exposure where the
conditions or volcanic activity involve differences in Commission's system of dose limitation has been
the risk of harm in different areas. On this basis, there applied, the resultant annual average dose equivalent is
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no greater than one. tenth of the annual limit.* This condition will be met if
Therefore the application of a dese-equivalent limit

E WrH <Hwb,Lprovides much better r tection for the average workero T
rin the group than that corresponding to the limit.For

example,in the case of uniform exposure of the whole where W7 is a weighting factor representing th
body,in circumstances where the ICRP's recommenda. proportion of the stochastic risk resulting from the i

tions, including t'ne annual dose-equivalent limit of 50 irradiation of tissue (T) to the total risk when the ;
'

mSv, have been applied, the distribution of the annual whole body is irradiated uniformly; Hr is the annual
dose equivalents in large occupational groups has been dose equivalent in tissue (T); and Hwb,L is the
shown very commonly to fit a lognormal function, recommended annual dose-equivalent limit for uniform
with an arithmetic mean of about 5 mSv, and with very irradiation of the whole body,i.e.,50 mSv (5 rems).
few values approaching the limit. The applicatien of
the risk factors given in Table I to the above mean
dose indicates that the ;verage risk in these radiation Table 3 Tissue Weighting Factors

occupations is comparable with the average risk in
Tissue Weighting factor (W /7other safe industries. ,

G***d' 0 15Recommended Dose-Equivalent Limits. The ICRP
recommendaM ns given in Table 2 are intended t fa ne marrow 12
prevent nonst hastic effects and to limit the occur. Lung 0.12
rence of stochutic effects to an acceptable level. The Thyroid 0.03
Commission believes that nonstochastic effects will be Bone surfaces 0.03

Remainder 0.30pt: vented by applying a dose-equivalent limit of 0.5 Sv
(50 rems) in a year to all tissues except the lens, for
which the Commission recommends a limit of 0.3 Sv
(30 rems) in a year, as indicated in Table 2. These The values of WT recommended by the ICRP are
limits apply irrespective of whetiner the tissues are given in Table 3. The value cf W7 for the remaining
exposed singly or together with other organs, and they tissues requires further clarification. The Commission
are intended to constrain any exposure that fulfills the currently recommends that a value of WT = 0.06 is
limitation of stocha: tic effects. applicable to each of the five organs or tissues of the

For stochastic effects the ICRP's recommended remainder receiving the highest dose equivalents and
dose limitation is based on the pnnciple that the % that the exposure of all other remaining tissues can be
should be equal whether the whole body is irradiateri neglected. (When the gastrointestinal tract is irradiated,
uniformly or whether there 4 nonuniform irradiation the stomach, small intestine, upper large intestine, and

lower large intestine are treated as four separate
organs.)

Table 2 Recommended Annual Dose. Equivalent Although the ICRP no longer proposes separate
IJmits annual dose-equivalent limits for individual tissues and

organs irradiated singly, the implied values of such
Recommended limits can be obtained, if required, by dividing the

limit Application Tissue or organ dose 4quivalent limit by the relevant value of Wr. Such
on0.5 Sv t50 re ns) Workers All tissue except ,

lens of eye nonstochastic effects, given in Table 2.

Occupational Exposure of Women ofReproductiveO mSv m sa Un fo it adiation
of whole body Capacity. When women of reproductive capacity are

5 mSv (0.5 rem){ Individual members % hole body occupation *.lly exposed under the recommended limits

50 mSv ($ rems)f of the public Any one organ or and when this exposure is received at an approximately
tissue including regular rate, it is unlikely that any embryo could
,'km and iens receive more than 5 mSv during the first 2 months of

f
y

pregnancy. Ilaying regard to the circumstances in
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whth such exposures could occur, the ICRP believes As with workers, an increase in the average dose to
that this procedure will provide appropriate protection members of the public could result from any large
during the essential period of organogenesis, increase in the number of sources of exposure, even

though each satisfactorily met the criteria of justifica-' Occupational Exposure of Pregnant Women. It is
tion and optimization and caused no exposures above

likely that any pregnancy of more than 2 months'; the recommended limits. National and regional authori.
duration would have been recognized by the woman ties should therefore ke under surveillance the
herself or by a physician. The ICRP recommends that,

separate contributions from au practices to the average
; when pregnancy has been diagnosed, arrangements exposure of the whole population so as to ensure that
; should be made to ensure that the woman can continue no single source or practice contributes an unjustified
j to work only where it is most unlikely that the annual amount to the total exposure and tha6 no individual'

exposures will exceed three. tenths of the dose-
receives undue exposure as a result of membership in a

equivalent limits.
number of eritica! groups.

I Dose-Equivalent Limits for Individual Members of
! the Public. Radiation risks are a very minor fraction of Exposure of Populations
'

the total number of environmental hazards to which in these recommendations the ICRP does not
members of the public are exposed. Thus it seems propose dose limits for populations. Instead, the

| reasonable to consider the ma:'nitude of radiation risks Commission wishes to emphasize that esch man-made
to the general public in the light of the public contribution to population exposure has to be justified
acceptance of other risks of everyday life. by its benefits, and that limits for individual members

. An examole of such risks is that of using public of the public refer te the total dose equivalent received
!

'

transport. From a review of available information fmm all sources (except as already noted). The limit
related to risks regularly accepted in everyday life, it fm krahn of a whole population is thus clearly

I
can be concluded that the level of acceptability for seen as the total reached by a summation of minimum
fatal risks to the general pubhc is an order of necessary contributions and not as a pennissible total'

I magnitude lower than for occupational risks. On this apparently available for apportionment. Thus the
] basis a risk in the range of 10" to 10-5 per year Commission's system of dose limitation is likely to
; would be likely to be acceptable to any individual ensure that the average dose equivelent to the popula-

member of the public. tion will not exceed 0.5 mSv per year.

The assumption of a total risk of the order of 10-a
Sy (Table 1) would imply the restriction of the Accidents and Emergenciesd

,

j lifetime dose to theindividual member of the public to Under conditions in which accidental exposures
) a value that would correspond to 1 mSv per year of occur, questions arise as to what remedial actions may

lifelong whole-body exposure. Because the application be available to limit the subsequent dose. In such cases
of an annual dose. equivalent limit of 5 mSv to the hai. aid or social cost involved in any remedial

i individual members of the public is likely to result in measure must be justified by the reduction of risk that
; average dose equivalents ofless than 0.5 mSv, provided will result. Because of the great variability of the

that the practices expodng the public are few and circumstances in which remedial action might be
! cause little exposure outside the critical graps, the considered, it is not possible for the ICRP to recom-

ICRP's recommended whole-body dose-equivalent limit mend " intervention levels" that would be appropriate;

; of 5 mSv (0.5 rem) in a year, as applied to critical for all occasions. The setting of such levels for
groups, has been found to provide this degree of safety, particular circumstances is considered to be the
and the Commission recommends its continued use responsibility of the national authorities.110 wever,
under the conditions specified inICRPrublication 26. with certain types of accident that are to some extent

In the calculation of the dose equivalent mcurred foreseeable, it may be possible to gauge, by an analysis

by members of the public from intake of radionuclides, of the costs of the accident and of remedia! action,
account must be taken of differences in organ size or levels below which it would not be appropriate to take
metabolic characteristics of children. Data on such action. The Commission's recommended limits are set
differences are in the report of the task group on at a level that is thought to be associated with a low
Reference Man (ICRPrubliation 23). degree of risk; thus, unless a limit were to be enceded

:
'

. _ _ , _ _ _ , - - - - -, , _ --_
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| by a considerable amount, the risk would still be depends on the realism of the model used in the
i sufficiently low as not to warrant such counter- derivation.

measures as would themselves involve significant risks Limits laid down by a competent authority or by

or undue cost. It is therefore clear that it is not the management of an institution are called authorized

obligatory to take remedial action if a dose equivalent limits. In general such limits should be below derived
limit has been or might be exceeded. limits, although, exceptionally, they may be equal to

|

I them. Where an authorized limit exists, it will always

I take precedence over a derived limit.
l GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF

OPERATIONAL RADIATION PROTECTION Reference Levels

Responsibilities for achieving appropriate radiation Reference levels can be established for any of the

protection fall on the employen, the statutory com. quantities determined in the course of radiation protec-

! petent authorities, the manufacturers and the users of tion programs, whether or not there are limits for these

products giving rise to radiation exposure, and in some quantities. A reference levelis not a limit and is used to

cases the exposed persons. The management of an determine a course of action when the value of a
institution must provide all the necessary facilities for quantity exceeds or is predicted to exceed the refer-

|
the safe conduct of the operations under its control. In ence level. The most common forms of reference levels

particular, it should designate persons with special are recording levels, investigation levels, and interven-
|

! duties for protection, such as members of radiation tion levels,

protection teams.
It is important to distinguish between distinct

types of protection standards, i.e., basic limits (dose-
equivalent limits and secondary limits), derived limits, APPLICATION TO
authorized limits, and reference levels. OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE

The main responsibility for the protection of
." " * *

.

workers rests with the normal chain of management in
The dose equiralent limits apply to the dose an institution possessing any radiation source that

equivalent, or, where appropriate, to the committed causes exposure of workers. It is necessary to identify
dose equivalent, in the organs or tissues of the body of technically competent persons to provide advice on all
an individual or, in the case of exposure of the relevant aspects of radiation protection, both inside
population, to the average of one of these quantities and outside the institution, and to provide such
over a group ofindividuals. technical services as are needed in applying appropriati

Secondary limits are given for external irradiation recommendations for radiation protection.

and for internal irradiation. In the case of extemal
irradiation of the whole body, the secondary limit Conditions of Work
applies to the maximum dose equivalent in the body at For the purposes of this article, occupational

,

depths below I cm. The secondary limits for internal exposure comprises all the dose equivalents and intakes
exposure are the annuallimits ofintake by inhalation incurred by a worker during periods of work (exclud-

.

me ca and natural pationb hg se ue
n p ctical radiation protection it is often neces- sea e and form of the problems of radiation protection

sary to provide limits which are associated with f w rkers vary over very wide ranges, and there are
quantities other than dose equivalent, committed dose practical advantages in mtroducing a system of classi-

,

equivalent, or intake, and which relate, for example, to f cati n f c nditions of work. Conditions of work can
environmental conditions. When these limits are related be divided into two classes:
to the basic limits by a defined model of the situation
and are intended to reflect the Sasic limits, they are 1. Working Condition A. This describes conditions

called derived limits. Derived limits can be set for such where the annual exposures might exceed three-tenths

quantities as dose-equivalent rate in a workplace, of the dose-equivalent limits.

contamination of air, contamination of surfaces, and 2. Working Condition B. This describes conditions

contamination of environmental materials. The ac- where it is most unlikely that the annual exposures will

curacy of the link between derived and basic limits exceed three-tenths of the dose-equivalent limits.

- _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _
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The value of three-tenths of the basic limits for tenths of the appropriate dose equivalent, secondary or
occupational exposure is thus a reference level used in derived limits), it is ofter, appropriate to use this figure
the organization of protection;it is not a limit. of three-tenths in setting investigation levels for indi.

; The main aim of the definition of Working Condi. vidual monitoring. Ilowever, for an investigation level
tion A is to ensure that workers who might otherwise to be useful, it should be set in relation to a single'

reach or exceed the dose-equivalent limits are subject measurement, not the accumulated dose equivalent or

to individual monitoring so that their exposua can be intake in a year. In addition, the investigation level
restricted if necessary. In Working Condition E tedi. should be based on the fraction of three tenths of the

'

vidual monitoring is not necessary, although it may limit corresponding to the fraction of a year to which

sometimes be car:ied out as a method of confirmation the individual monitoring measurement refers. The
that conditions are satisfactory, monitoring is associated with a single event, although

The practical application of this system of classi. not necessarily a unique one. and the choice of an

fication of working conditions is greatly sir.iplified by investigation level depends on the expectation of the

introducing a corresponding system of classification of number of occasions on which similar ev>nts will occur
;

| workplaces. The minimum requirement is to define during the year. In /CRP Publication 10 the ICRP
controlled areas where continued operation would give recommends that the investigation level should corre.

rise to Working Condition A and to which access is spond to one twentieth of the annual dose. equivalent

| limited, limits,if it is assumed that events requiring a program
'

It is sometimes convenient to specify a further class of spec.al monitoring may occur in relation to a single
of workplace. It is called a " supervised area" and has a individual about six times in a year.

,

! boundary chosen so as to make it most unlikely that Although investigation levels are suitable for initiat.

the annual dose equivalents outside the supervised area ing investigations into specific situations, it may be
will exceed one tenth of the limits. convenient to record dose equivalents at somewhat

There is no simple parallelism between the classifi. lower levels. The ICRP recommends that the recording

cation of areas and the classification of working ievels should be based on an annual dose equivalent or
conditions, because the classification of areas takes no intake of one tenth of the annual dose. equivalent limit
account of the time spent by workers in the area or intake limit.
during the course of the year and because conditions For the special case of monitoring of skin, two
are rarely uniform throughout an area. situations occur in routine practice. In one situation,

Individual workers are usually classified to simplify for external radiation, a dose equivalent is measured by

the arrangements for medical supenision and for one or two dosimeters, and the results are treated as

individual monitoring. In principle, this can be done in representative of the whole skin or of substantial areas

terms of the class of working conditions in which they of the skin. No problem of averaging then arises, and
j operate, but in practice it almost always must be d >ne the results are related directly to the relevant dose-

| in terms of the areas where they work, the type of equivalent limit. In the other situation the irradiation

| work done, and the time to be spent in the area,if this results from surface cont:mination on the skin. Surface

can be forecast with sufficient reliability. contamination is never uniform and occurs preferen-
tially on certain parts of the body, chiefly the hands.

Provisions for Restricting Exposure flowever, surface skin contamination does not persist
over many weeks and does not always occur again at

As far as is reasonably practicable, the arrange. exactly the same places. For routine purposes it is
ments for restricting occupational exposure should be

adequate to regard the contamination as being averaged
those applied to the r :e of radiation and to features 2over areas of about 100 cm . Routine monitoring for
of the workplace. In general, the use of personal skin contamination should therefore be interpreted on

. protective equipment should be supplementary t this basis and the limit applied to the average doseI these more fundamental provisions. The emphasis equivalent over 100 cm2

should thus be onintrinsic safetyin the workplace and In accidents or suspected accidents, more detailed
j only secondarily on protection that depends on the information should be sought on the distribution of

worker's own actions. absorbed dose, dose equivalent, or contamination. An

Since there is no ICRP recommendation on individ- estimate should be made of the average dose equivalent
2ual monitoring in Working Condition B (i.e., where it is over I cm in the region of the highest dose equivalent.

most unlikely that the exposure will exceed three- This dose equivalent should then be compared with the
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dose-equivalent limit. If the dose distribution is ex- sources used in industry, medicine, and research;(3)

tremely nonuniform, as is that from very small exposure resulting from the use in everyday life of
particles in contact with the skin, the local distribution widely distributed products containing sources of
of absorbed dose should be assessed and used to ionizing radiation; (4) exposure to natural sources of

predict possible local skin reactions. It is inappropriate, radiation and to practices in everyday life that cause an
however, to relate such localized absorbed doses to the increase in the level of dose resulting from the natural
absorbed doses corresponding to the dose-equivalent background of radiation; and (5) exposure due to the
limit. use of radiation sources in teaching.

Medical Surveillance Assessment of Exposures

The medical surveillance of workers exposed to Application of the system of dose limitation to any
radiation is based on the general principles of occupa- practice involving such exposures requires assessment

tional medicine. The aims are (1) to assess the health of of both the individual dose equivalents and. the
the worker, (2) to help in ensuring initial and con- collective dose equivalents. For the purpose of compar-
tinuing compatibility between the health of the ing individual dose equivalents with the appropriate
workers and the conditions of their work, and (3) to limits, the doses from the normal natural radiation
provide a baseline of information useful in the case of background are not included.
accidental exposure or' occupational disease. The dose equivalent to a specified organ or tissue in

Workers designated as operating in Work.ing Condi- a given population group will usually be determined on
tion A should be given a preoperational medical the basis of a representative ssmple. The spread of the
examination befse starting this kind of work. observed values will be an indication of the homogene-

Following a preoperational examination, considera- ity of the sample, and thus of the group, and will
tion should be given to the need for a continuing provide a statistical basis for judging whether the group
surveillance of the health of workers. has been suitably defined.

The ICRP co "ders that, with the present dose- It is often possible to identify population groups
equivalcat limits, no special administrative arrangement with characteristics causing them to be exposed at a
is appropriate for workers as far as radiation risks are higher level than the rest of the exposed population
concerned. In particular, no special arrangement is from a given practice. The exposure of these groups,
required with respect to workwg hours and length of known as critical groups, can then be used as a measure

vacation. of the upper limit of the individual doses resulting
from the proposed practice.

Intervention in Abnormal Situations In some cases it is also useful to assess the

Arrangements should be made for dealiig with dosc-equivalent commitment or the collective dose-

abnormal situations, not only with respect to their equivalent commitment.

detection and the assessment of dose or intake but also These assessments require the use of models of

with respect to the form ofintervention tht! may have various degrees of complexity, representing the move-

to be applied. The intervention levels and the ap. ment of radioactive materials through the environment

propriate actions for limiting exposure should be the from the source to man. These models have to take

subject of operating instructions. Provision should be into account the nature and the physical and chemical

made for special medical surveillance and,if necessary, forms of the radioactive materials, together with their

treatment following exposure substantially in excess of methods of release.The models then have to reflect the
characteristics of the environment and of man v^ichthe dose-equivalent limits.
influence the consequent exposure of individuals and
gr ups. To make such models detailed and realistic

APPLICATION TO OTHER EXPOSURES requires extremely complex studies involving a con.

The various contributions to other exposures may siderable effort, and it is reasonable in practice to

be grouped into broad categories to which the general adjust the magnitude of this effort to the importance

principles of protection may apply but which call for of the particular problem.*

different technical approaches. These categories are (1)
exposure due to the dispersion in the environment of *This topic is discussed in detail in a report being prepared

radioactive materials; (2) direct exposure to radiation by ICRP Committee 4.

|

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Preliminary Dose and Health Impact of the Accident
at the Three Mile Island Nuclear Station

i
i

( The Ad Hoc Population Dose Assessment Group

! Nucl. Safefy,20(5): 591-594 (September-October 1979)

[ Editor's Note: The Ad lloc Population Dose Assessment of other data helpful in assessing relatively minor
Group is composed of members of the Nuclear Itegulatory components of collective dose was also reviewed.
Commission. the Department of llealth, Edncation, and The collective dose to the total population within a

,

Welfare, and the Environrnental Protection Agency. This group 50-mile radius of the plant has been estimated to be
has examined the available data for the period following the 3300 r rson-rems. This is an average of four separate
accident and has concluded that the offsite collective dose
associated with the radioactive material represents minimal estimates that are 1600, 2800, 3300, and 5300
risks of additional health effects to the off site population,e.g.. person-rems. The range of the collective dose values is

,

I an inct.ase of I cancer death over the 325.000 which would due to different methods of extrapolating from the
otherwise be expected. Furthermore, the collective dose will gg gg
not be sagruficantly increased by extending the period past mate provided by DOE (2000 person-rems) also falls
April 7. The 100-page report of the Ad floc Group, daul
May 10,1979,is on sale by the Superintendent of Documents, within this range. The average dose to an indisidualin
U.S. Government Printing Office. Washington, D.C. 20402* this population is 1.5 mrems (using the 3300 person-
Stock Number 017 001 00408 1. Presented here is the sem- rems average value),
mary and discussion of fin <iings from that report.) g

to the accident that could occur over the remaining
|

|
An interagency team from the Nucicar Regulatory lifetime of the population within 50 miles is approxi-

Commission (NRC). the Department ofllealth. Educa- mately one, llad the accident not occurred, the'

tion, and Welfare, and the Emironmental Protection number of fatal cancers that would be normally

Agency has estimated the collective radiation dose expected in a population of this size overits remaining'

received by the approximately 2 million people resid- lifetime is estimated to be 325,000. The projected total

ing within 50 miles of the Three Mile Island Nuclear number of excess health effects, including all cases of

Station resulting from the accident of March 28,1979. cancer (fatal and nonfatal) and genetic ill health to all

The estimates are for the period from March 2b future generations,is approximately two.

through April 7,1979, during which releases occurred These health-effects estimates were derived from
that resulted in exposure to the off-site population. central risk estimates within the ranges presented in the

The principal dose estimate is based on ground-level 1972 report of the Adv.sory Committee on the
radiation measurements from thermoluminescent Biological Effects of lonizing Radiation (BEIR) of the

dosimeters located within 15 miles of the site. These National Andemy of Sciences. Preliminary informa.
estimates assume that the accumulated exposure tion on the recently updated version of this report

recorded by the dosimeters was from gamma radiation indicates that these estimates will not be significantly

| (i.e., penetrating radiation that contributes dose to the changed.

internal body organs). 'Ihe data were obtained from it should be noted that there exist a few members
I
'

dosimeters placed by Metropolitan Edison Company of the scientific community who believe the risk

before the accident (as part of their normal environ. factors may be as much as 2 to 10 times greater than

mental surveillance program), from dosimeters placed the estimates of the 1972 BEIR report. There alsois a

by Metropolitan Edison after the accident and covering minority of the scientific community who believe that

the period to April 6, and from dosimeters placed by the estimates in the 1972 BEIR report are 2 to 10

NRC from noon of March 31 through the afternoon of times larger than they should be for low doses of

April 7.1979. These measurement programs are con. gamma and beta radiation.

tinuing. The results for the period beyond April 7, The maximum dose that an individual located off

1979, have not been fully examined. An additional site in a populated area might receive is less than 100

dose estimate developed by the Department of Energy mrems. This estimate is based on the cumulative dose

(DOE) using aerial monitoring that commenced about (83 mrems') recorded by an off site dosimeter at 0.5

4 p.m. on March 28.1979,is also included. A variety mile east northeast of the site and assumes that the
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individual remained outdoors at that location for the Island site. It is obtained by multiplying the number of
entire period from March 28 through April 7. The people in a given area by the dose estimated for that
estimated dose applies only to individuals in the area and adding all these contributions.

immediate vicinity of the dosimeter site. The potential
risk of fatal cancer to an individual receiving a dose of Were the radiation measurements adequate

| 100 mrems is about 1 in 50,000. This should be to determinapopulation health effects?

compared to the normal risk to that individual of fatal The extensive environmenta'. monitoring and food
cancer from all causes of about I m 7. sampling were adequate to characterize the nature of

An individual was identified who had been on an
the radionuclides released and the conceatrations of

island (liill Island) 1.1 miles north. northwest of the radionuclides m those media. The measurements
| site during a part of the period of higher exposure. The

perf rmed by DOE (aerial survey) and Metropolitan
| best estimate of the dose to this individual for the Edison and NRC (ground. level dosimete 3) are suf-10-h period he was on Ilill Island (March 28 and

ficient to characterize the magnituue of t.: collective
| March 29)is 37 mrems. dose and therefore the long. term health effects. Ilow-
| A number of questions concerning this analysis are

ever, a single precise value for the collective doseposed and briefly answered below. More detailed
cannot be assigned because of the limited number ofdiscussions are included in the body of the report.
fixed ground-level dosimeters deployed during the

'"'
What radionuclides were in the environment?

| The principal radionuclides released to the environ- How conservative were the co//ective
| ment were the radioactive xenons and some 83'I. dose estimates 7
i Measurements made by DOE in the environmr..,

measurement of the contents of the waste gas tanks,of in projectinF the collective dose from the ther.

| the gases in the containment buildir.g, and the actual moluminescent dosimeter exposures, several simplify.

j gas released to the environment confirmed that the ing assumptions were made that ignored factors that
'

principal radionuclide released was Xe. Xenon.133 are known to redu,:e exposure. In each case, these833

is a noble gas (which is chemically nonreactive) and assumptions introduced significant overestimates of
does not persist in the environment after it disperses in actual doses to the population. This was done to ensure

the air. It has a short half. life of 5.3 days and produces that the estimates erred on the high side. The three
both gamma and beta radiation. The risk to people main factors that t'allinto this category are:

from 5 3 3 Xe is primarily from external exposure to the 1. No reduction was made to account for shielding
gamma radiation. which penetrates the body and by buildings when people remained indoors.

exposes the internal organs. 2. No reduction was made to account for the
! population known to have relocated from areas close

nhat were the highest radiation exposures to the nuclear power-plant site as recommended by the
measured outside rha p/ ant buildings? governor of Pennsylvania, or who otherwise left the

area.Some of the Metropolitan Edison dosimeters
located on or near the Three Mile Island Nuclear 3. No reduction was made to account for the fact

Station site during the first day of the accident that the actual dose absorbed by the internal body
i

! recorded net cumulative doses as high as 1020 mrems. rgans is less than the dose assumed using the net

| These recorded exposure readings do not apply directly dosimeter exposure.

I to individuals located off site, llouver, the on-site

! dosimeter readings were included in the procedure for What is the contribution of beta radiation to
i projecting doses to the off. site population.This proce- the totaldose?
| dure is described in the report.

Beta radiation contributes to radiation dose by
in and na W on. T & w al a plus

What is meant by cc'Ytive dose (person-rem)?
gamma radiation dose to the skm, from X,e is

The collective dose is a measure of the total estimated to be about 4 times the dose to the internal
radiation dose which was received by the entire body organs from gamma radiation. This additional
population within a 50-mile radius of the Three Mde skin dose could result in a small increase in the total
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| potential health effects (about 0.2 health effect) due to The current repc.t states an average value of 3300
'

skin cancer. The increase in total fatal cancers over that person rems (with a range of 1600 to 5300 person-
estimated for extemal exposure from gamma radiation rems) for the time period from afarch 28 through

1 alone would be about 0.01 fatal skin cancer. This April 7. Additional dosimeter data were available and
contribution would be considerably decreased by better methods were used to determine the collective
clothing. The dose to the lungs from inhalation of dose. Also, the on-site dosimeter measurements w all
'38

i Xe for both beta and gamma radiation increases the included in the analysis.
t dose to the lungs by 6% over that received by extemal
, exposure. The original estimate of maximum dose
! (80 mrems) to an individual presented on April 4
: What radionuc// des were foundin mi/k and food increased to 85 mrems in the April 15 preliminary

and what are their signi//cance? report as a consequence of adding the contribution

lodine.131 was detected in milk samples during the from April 2 to April 7. This es'imate has now been.

! period March 31 throudi Apnl 4. The maximum con. revised slightly to 83 mrems, which is presented as less

centration measured in milk (41 pCilliter in goat's than 100 mrems so as not to imply more precision than

, ,mik, 36 pCilliter in cow's milk) was 300 times lower this estimate warrants. New information on dosimeter

! than the level at which the Food and Drug Administra, readmgs on or very near the site was received after the

'.
tion (FDA) would recommend that cows be removed initial analysis. It was also learned that an individual

from contaminated pasture. Cesium 137 was also was present on one of the nearby islands (Ilill Island)

: detected in milk, but at concentrations expected from f r a total of 10 h during the period March 28 to

| residual fallout from previous atmospheric weapons March 29. The best estimate of the dose that may have

testing. No reactor-produced radioactivity has been been received by the individual is 37 mrems. The text
<

found in any of the 377 food samples couected includes a range of dose estimates for that individual.

; between March 29 and Apnl 30 by the FDA.
; Will these estimates of dose change again?

| Why have the estimates of radiation dose changed?

) The original Ad IIic Group estimate of collective The dose and health effects estimates contained in
dose (1800 person-rems) presented on April 4 at the this report are based on the dosimeter results for the

; hearings before the Senate Subcommittee on llealth period March 28 to April 7.1979. There still remain
I and Scientific Research covered the period from some questions concerning interpretation of the dosim-
i March 28 through April 2. The data used for this eter results. For example, the best values for subtract-
| estimate were obtained from preliminary results for ing background from the NRC dosimeters have not
j Metropolitan Edison off-site dosimeters for the period been determined. Recently available data from addi-

March 28 through March 31 and preliminary results for tional dosimeters exposed during the March 28 to<

) NRC dosimeters for April I and 2. On April 10 the April 7 period have been reviewed briefly but could
estimatr of 2500 person rems presented to the Senate not be included in the calculations in time for this

i Subcommittee on Nuclear Regulation by NRC Chair- report. The actual contribution to coUective dose from
man llendrie included the time period from March 28 the period after April 7, if any, has not been fully
throu#1 Aprd 7. The data base for this estimate assessed. Therefore the numerical dose values may bei

: included additional NRC dosimetry results for April 3 subject to some modification. |

J through 7. The Ad lloc Group's preliminary report of the Ad lloc Group feels that these factors
| April 15 stated a value of 3500 person rems for the represent only minor corrections to the present esti-
| time period from March 28 'hrough April 7. This value mates. In any case, none of the above refinements
'

resulted from better information on the dosimeter should cause an increase in any of the current estimates'

measurements and an improved procedure for analyo that would alter the basic conclusion regardmg the
ing the measurements. health impact due to the Three Mile Island accident.

.
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Effects of Low-Level Radiation: A Critical Review

V. E. Archer *

Nucl. Sa/ety,21(1): 68-82 (January-February 1980)

[ Editor's Note: la view of the continuing controversy concern- disease 8 it is impractical to use a sufficient number of
ing the biological effects of low-level radiation, the editors experimental animals for such testing. Ilowever, sufti-
asked Dr. Archer to summarize the literature in the field. If the cient numbers of people have been exposed at different
extensive data on mammals taken at high doses and dose ra'es

levels Of r:Idiation so that sensitive epidemiologicalare extrapolated linearly to done rates near background levels,
the effect1 are so sman as to make statisticany meaningful techniques might reveal effects.
experiments imposable. If, however, low doses are much more Most types ofinjury which might be caused by low
effective on a per rem basis, then low-dosa effects may be levels of ionizing radiation involve the genetic appara-
observable. Dr. Archer is of the opinion that he and other tus of celk' Such injury to somatic cells may result in
investigsturs have probably observed such effects. Although we

a variety of malignant diseases (leukemia, carcinoma,have reservations about the validity of that conclusion, we are
pleased to publish this comp nensive survey of the literature.] or sarcoma of any organ);to germ cells it may result in

harmful mutations (congenital malformations and in-
creased neonatal or fetal mortality). One characteristic

Abstract: Both negative and positive reports on the effects on of such injury to man is the long thne between the
m,m of lowdose and protracted radiation exposures are occurrence of the injury and its manifestation. Indtred

' reviewd. Such effects are observable only in large populations dominant mutations may be seen in the first generatton
by epidemiological techQues. Although not conclusive, there

| Is consUerable eviden ~ to support the hypothesis that (but they are rare); the more common recessive
background radiation ana cificial mdiation in comparable mutations may not be evident foi many generations;
doses probably have detectable 1[ects on man. G *sinly thiris induced cancers may not appear fot years or decades.*
the prudent mnclusion to re.ch. Dis r - ist nuclear in chronic exposures the lower the exposure rate, the
powr should be assessed on the basis of ris . nefft. De g yy gno y g, ,

'

same type of astessment shouU be appliet, to vrAnuclear
difficult problem for epidemiology. They may also

,

power sources.

| contribute a false sense of security vecause negative

| results are certain to be obtained when studies of
exp sed populations are made within 10 or 15 years

Public opposition to the siting of nuclear power plants after mitiation of exposure. Two approaches-
,

has become an important issue. Such opposition is
evaluation of chromosome aberrations and watching

! based in part on a fear that environmental release of infant mortality -have been pmposed as sensi-*'

radionuclides would lead to cancer and genetic damage
tive methods of circumventing the characteristically

! in the surrounding population. Is that fear justified? I ng latent periods. Their value for this purpose,
I Does it reflect a nebulous fear of a new and unfamiliar

however,has not yet been proven.hazard, or does it rebec; a lack of faith in public
is review does not melude results from high.

officials who state that such facilities are safe? It exposure studies, since they have been adequately
reviewed elsewhere.8'8 Those studies which sought to

is re e relate only o he effects oflow-level
bserve effects at low levels of exposure are reviewed

radiation which might be associated with the normal
below by ,,roups.

|
operation of nuclear facilities, not to the possibility of
sabotage, theft, or accidental release of radioactive'

material.
There is no question that ionizing radiation in *Dr. Victor E. Archer is an epidemiilogist with the

sufficient dosage can caun a variety of somatic and National Institute for Occupational Sar ty and llealth
genetic effects.i-s Many of these same effects are (NIOSil). For the past 22 years he has cond6 ;ted epidemiolog-

thought to also occur following low-level (below ical studies on uranium miners and other oc( apational groups,

current exposure standards and near background) lie received his M.D. degree from NortMrn University
,

. Medical Schoolin 1949. Prior to his employment at NIOSil,he
exposures.6-e Ti.e principal difference postulated is worked in other Public !!calth Service research activities,
that, at low levels, the frequency of the effect is so low including the National Institutes of Ilealth where he was
that it cannot easily be differentiated from normal Radiation Safety Officer for 4 years.

|
,
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STUDIES RELATED TO HANFORD It is likely that internal radiation, radiation re-
NUCLEAR FACILITIES ceived prior to llanford work, and unrwasured .dia-

A series of analyses have been done on the tion (such as neutrons) would be correlated with
mortality of employees of the llanford nuclear installa. measured external gamma radiation because of the

tion at Richland, Wash., or nearby residents.:4-2 s The types of skills and activities involved. Such extra
first suggested that there were excess deaths down. radiation would enhance the observed relation between

stream on the Columbia River '' Another, using exposure and certain canceis, and it would artificially
is decrease the doubling doses as calculated by Mancusosuperior methods, found that suggestion to be false

Milham,'' using the crude method of examining death et al.2 i,2 2 nere is no reason to think that exposure to

certificates in which llanford was recorded as the chemical carcinogens would be greatest among those

workplace, reported an excess of cancers of the with highes' radiation exposure. The failure to consider

pancreas, lung, bone, and colon. This finding de. the induction-latent period characteristic resulted in a

manded further study. Several studies followed, all of foss of sensitivity in some of the analyses.

which used proportional mortality methods.81~8 8
ney were based on deaths at the plant between 1949 Although the results of these different analyses did

not diff 4 greatly, the conclusions drav,n by theand 1971. De earliest study used 841 death certifi-
different investigators have been greatly at variance.cates, the number increasing to 3365 in the latest

study. TI'ese studies tended ra onfirm au excess of Ore group contends that the findings are due to chance
or to nonradiation factors (Refs. 17-20, 23, and 25);deaths due to cancer of reticu!oendot;.elial tissue and

the pancreas and hinted that the excess nught b the other that radiation is almost certainly respon-
sible.2 i ,2 2 The latter group has clearly used the moreassociated with increased radiation exposure, ne mor sa

sophisticated techniques of case <ontrol studies and life sensitive approach (the case <ontrol study of Gilb.rt

table analysis were then used in attempts to deternune lost sensitivity by matching on job cacgory, which is

the relation between radiation exposure and mortality associated with increased radiation exposure). Criti-
gg g g gresulting from cancer of those sites where an excess

Mancuso et al.8 ',2 s have some merit but do not
had been observed. All of these studies noted a

, gi 24.29,3o
statisticf, significant association between external
radiation and both cancer of the pancreas and multiple ne two strongest arguments against regarding the
myeloma. In addition, one of the case-control studies findings as radiation effects are that leukemia has been
reported an association between radiation exposure thought to be the premier manifestation of late
and neoplasms of the lung, pancreas retic ".oendothe. radiation injury and that the calculated doubling hse
lial systeta, and all cancers.2 i Froin uas data, doubling for cancers (0.8 to 6.1 rads) appeared unreasonable
doses varying from 0.8 to 6.1 rads were calculated for since the average exposure received by all people from
neoplasms of different sites. A life table analysis that background radiation is between 3 and 4 rads during
used a regression model calculated the doubling dose :is the first 30 years of life.88 This latter observation
between 15 end 30 rads.2* suggests that the minimum doubling dose for any

ne more sophisticated of these studies have tried cancer in adults would be 3 rads or greater. The
to control for, or evaluate, a number of complicating argument related to leukemia is probably not valid,
variables such as the age of the individuals or the age since mt'ltiple myeloma, rather than leukemia,was the
at, and time period of, exposure. Ilowever, few have principal type of malignant disease that increased
been able to adequately assess or control the healthy. among radiologists who started practice between 1940
worker effect,86 the influence of cigarette smoking, or and 1949 (Ref. 32). Their exposure was similar to that
other potential carcinogens in the workplace such as of the llanford workers-relatively small doses spread
solvents or inhaled radioactive materials, medical radia- over many years. Excess deaths from cancer of the
tion, radiation received before starting work at llan- pancreas could not have been predicted from the
ford, the fact that cumulative radiation exposure tends results of other studies, but they have been found to be
to increase with length of employment regardless of associated with radiation. If background radiation
cause of death, or the induction-latent period charac- causes a substantial fraction of cancer of many sites as
teristic of radiation-induced cancer. The comparison suggested recently,88 then doubling doses between 6
groups, however, can probably be considered sufficient and 30 rads, as indicated by the most recent report,24
control for some of these factors. would be reasonable.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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OTHER STUDIES RELATED TO They compared mortality in the two groups from 1941

|
NUCLEAR FACILIT|ES to 1969 and found that both groups had lower than

Several studies examined infant and neonatal mor.
expected mortality but that the uranium workers had a

i tality rates. Tompkins et al.'2 used quadrants of lower mortality than did the non. uranium workers. It is
not clear that those who work with uranium had the

I concentric bands about three nuclear plants to permit
consideration of prevailing wind direction. Neonatal higher radiation exposures, although there were more'

clerical workers in the non. uranium group. Patrick *'
mortality rates were determined in 5 year groilps. No

compared expected deaths with various specific age.association was found between operation of the facility

I and the mortality data. DeGroot ' sought a relation adjusted causes of deaths occurring in the city of Oak8

I between annual infant mortality by colinties and Ridge and the two counties in which the nuclear
facilities are located for the 1950 to 1969 period, using

| effluent releases from four nuclear reactors using
two approaches. The first compared mortality for the

I regression analysis. No association was found between
the mortality and the effluent relelises. Sternglass,ia 14 years prior to establishment of the facility with

mortality for the subsequent 29. year period. Several
by selecting data from certain years and locations, defects in this trend analysis were noted, but noclaimed to demons'. ate increased infant mortality in

significant differences in mortality trends were found
| counties or states near nuclear plants. Ihs conclusions,

between these three areas and the state of Tennessee.
I however, are uoubtful, since, in addition to his

In the second approach, age. adjusted mortality for all
I selectivity, he failed to take into account normal cancer and for selected sites for the period 1950 to
| statistical fluctuations, demographic variables, growth

rates of developing areas, or local trends in infant 1969 was compared to the expected rates for the two

ss counties. The sexes and two racial groupings were
mortality. Grahn examined cancer mortality in eight
counties surrounding a nuclear plant. He considered analyzed separately. With the exception of leukemia

socioeconoraic and demographic changes since 1950 and lung cancer among black females, there were no

and compared mortality for 10 years before and statistically significant differences between the ob-
served mortality rates and the expected mortality rates

9 years after the plant started operating. No associa. in these two counties for total cancer, for teukemia, ortions between cancer tnortality and the plant were
found. Tokuhata et al.8' compared death rates for for cancer of the lung, bone, or thyroid. The two

leukemia, other neoplasms, and fetal and infant mortal. significant findings were based on only two cases for,

'

each of the two cancer sites. It is not known whetherity rates in communities near a nuclear power plant
I with those tn more distant ones. They found no these four individuals worked at the nuclear plants.

associations between the mortality rates and the These four studies are best noted for the insensitive
nuclear plant. Because of the many factors influencing methods employed. Large groups of unexposed persons
fetal mortality, it is probably an insensitive indicator of or recently hired individuals were included with ex.
radiation effect in man. Malignant. disease mortality posed persons when comparisons were made. In some,
associations in those studies were not only done in an the healthy worker effect was ignored. In all but the
insensitive manner, but were probably premature be. study by Patrick, there was no attempt to look at
cause of the prolonged latent period for radiation. specific causes of death. In only one of them was

" c nsideration given to the latent period;i.e.,the deaths
ere 1 e been four reports on mortality at Oak f r the years when no excess cancers from radiation

! Ridge, Tenn.87-** Moshman and llolland" calculated c uld be expected were combined with the deaths for
age. standardized cancer. incidence rates that were gen. later years when some might be expected.
erally lower than expected, presumably because most
residents of Oak Ridge were immigrants who had been Voelz et aL*8 compared the expec2a rates for
selected because they were young, healthy, and had canew of selected sites with those observed for white

i specified skills (healthy. worker effect). Larson et al.88 males in Los Alamos County, most of whose residents
calculated expected deaths in three nuclear plants from are associated with the nuclear facility. There was a
1950 to 1965 and compared them to observed deaths. possible excess of malignant disease of the lymphatic
Again, observed deaths were considerably lower than and hematopoietic tissues and of the digestive tract.
the expected deaths. scott et al.8 ' compared the The radiation exposures of those individuals with
mortality of those who worked with uranium at Oak malignant disease were not known. This situation is
Ridge National l2boratory and those wno did rat. being studied further.

I

i
1
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Two studies attempi / to determine whether the background radiation was sought without success by
uranium mill tailings used as fill under dwellings in several authors.4 s-s s Mason and Mdlersa souJt, but
Grand Junction, Colo., were having an effect on failed to find, an associatien between the rates of all
mortality there. Mason et al.* 8 compared age-adjusted cancer (in addition to leukemia) and their estimate of
cancer mortality rates among whites for all cancer and background radiation based on altitude above sea level.
for leukemia and lung cancer for the 1951 to 1967 Frigerio and Stowe,s4 used a multiple-correlation
period and compared the findings to Colorado rates. technique with groups of malignancies and 40 vari-
No excesses > vere noted. in the second study, Curuiing- ables, including background radiation. They found no
ham ** used a cese-control method and investigated the association with radiation. Grahn and Kratchman '8

observation that leukemia in Mesa County, Colo. found no association between all neonatal deaths and
(Grand Junction is the courty seat of Mesa County) emironmental radiation. George et al.,s 7 Gopal-
had increased since the study by Mason et al. was Ayengar et al.,s s Freire.Maia and Krieger,s' and
made. lie confirmed that the leukernia rate had Gianferrari et al.'' found no association between
increased since 1970, but he found no excess of possible effects and radiation exposure among popula-
leukemia cases associated with houses built on uranium tions living in high-background areas of India, Brazil,
mill tailings. Najarian and Colton,'' in a preliminary and Italy, respectively.
study of death certificates of men who had worked et a Leukemia, total mortality, and total cancer rates
naval shipyard where nuclear submarir.es were seniced, were unfortunate choices for seeking such an associa-
reported an excess of leukemia. Ilowever, this study tion. Ieukemia was found to have a marked variability
has been criticized on the g:ounds ofincomple:e death and to have an inverse association with aplastic
data, internal inconsistency, and a failure to quantitate a ne mia.' ' Its rates are highest in the industrialized
radiation exposure.4 s This situation is being studied nations, suggesting that much leukemia may be due to

88further, using both case <ontrol and cohort a p. chemi~a agents. In addition, Archer found that
proaches.4 6 neither leukemia nor total cancer rates conformed

nearly as well to estimated background radiation
patterns as did cancer of some other sites. The many

STUDIES OF- THE EFFECTS OF variables used by Frigerio and Stowe,'' which could
BACKGROUND RADI ATION ON MAN not be properly evaluated for each variation in radia.

tion exposure, would seem to be an unusually insensi.
l2boratory studies of the effects of very lowlevels

tive method. Some of these studies used quantitative
of radiation have encountered a difficult problem: as estimates of background radiation for each of the
the exposure rate and the total dose are decreased,

states in the United States. These estimates were
larger and larger numbers of animals must be followed probably misleading because they minimized the role
for longer and longer periods in order to detect the

of high linear-energy-transfer (LET) radiation. They
small effects. Predictably, such experiments at or near failed ;o consider that low doses and protraction of
background radiation levels have been impractical. high LET radiation probably enhance carcinogenic
Ilowever, human populations that have been exposed potency substantially. This point is discussed below.
to differing levels of background radiation may be There are apparently too many other carcinogenic
found which satisfy both the criteria of size and of agents that contribute heavily to leukemia and total
long-term observation. Such populations have their cancer patterns to expect anything but negative results
defects in that they may have uncontrolled exposure to from the abow studies.
mutagens and carcinogens other than background The study of all neonatal deaths combined, as
radiatica and many have substantial mobility; but, Grahn and Kratchman ' and others'*~8''* * have done,s

nevertheless, they have a great potential for the is another very insensitive approach, since it is likely
exploration of radiation effects at very low levcis. A that background radiation is associated with only a
number of such studies have been done, with about limited number of neonatal deaths, which comprise
half yielding positive results. The negative ones willbe

only a small proportion of the total number o[considered first. neonatal deaths.62-e s The failure of Gopal-Ayengar
I ugher and Mead * 7 found no relation between the et al.,s e Freire-Maia and Krieger,s' and Gianferrari

frequency of bone sarcoma in the United States and et al.'' to find an association between any of their
their estimates of radiation exposure. An association birth-associated parameters and background radiation, |between leukemia mortality and different measures of when others were able to do so,62-6s s more likely I

|
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due to inadequate methodology than to an abnr.ce of breast, averaged from six adjacent counties. Mortality

[ effect. Probably their most serious problem was in from congenital abnormalities was similarly associ-

| assessing exposure. When the population is mobile, an sted.' 8 Since cosmic radiation increases with altitude
i estimate of cumulative lifetime exposure for p4rentsis above sea level, Archer compared the rates for cancer
I likely to be much more important than an estimate of of several sites in Colorado (the highest state)with the
| current exposure. Othee problems may have been average rate for 10 other states which have about the

inad=gua:e birth records, inadequate population size, same llGF but are at lower elevations. The rates for
and insensitive measuring parameters such ta sex ratio, cancer of conforming sites were significantly higher in
total congenital anomalies, or tual neonatal deaths. Colorado than in the other 10 states.88 Because

| Studies that reported positive associat;on between variations in the gamma compotient did not seem to be
background radiation and an observable effect are of large enough to accouni for the biological differences
varying quality and cover several differer;t effects. noted, Archer postulated that the high LET com-
Kxhupillai et al.** reported an elevated rate of ponent (neutrons, pions, and alpha particles) of back-

| Down's syndrome and relateo congenitalabncema'Jties ground radiation might be the most important factor in
among a population living on thorium sands. Rw.:inM inducing cancer and congenital anomalies. The reason-
et al.,8 8 Gopal Ayengar et al.," Kochupillai et al ,'' ing was (1)the efficiency of gamma radiation in
and Verma et al.'' reported increased chromume inducing effects such as mutations and cancer declinest

I aberrations in cultured lymphocytes among human with decreasing dose, whereas the efficiency of high
populations or in plants living on thoriu n sands. LET radiation do-s not decrease and may increase at
Pincet* * reported a correlation between human mor- low doses and dose rates 73-7s and (2)the high LET
tality due to tumors and natural radioachvity in food component changes more with geomagnetic latitude
and water. Gentry et al.'' reported an association than does the low LET component.'' Since the
between the incidence of congenital ma < formations and cosmic ray component is not the largest component of
geologic formations ranked by their estimated content background radiation and its variation with IIGF and
of radioactive material. Plewa et al.'' reported a latitude is not very great, Archer estimated that a
correlation between levels of background radiation and majority of the cancers of conforming sites would have
leukemia in Poland. Novak et al." found an associa- to be caused by background radiation for this effect to
tion between the incidence of malignant tumors and be apparent.8 8

area measutements of gamma radiation in a Yugo. Axelson and Edling" reported a preliminary case-
lavian province. Wesley * 2 noted a correlation between control study in which persons living in rural stone or

the incidence of fatal congenital malformations and brick houses with basements were found to have a
horizontal geomagnetic flux (liGF). higher rate of lung cancer than persons living in wood

Since the ilGF tends to divert charged particles house * without basements. The difference was attrib-
(primary cosmic radiation) away from the geomagnetic uted to the fact that lower levels of radon were found
equator toward the geomagnetic poles,where the llGF in the wood houses. Cigarette smoking was not fully
is weakest, it may be regarded as a surrogate measure investigated, but there was io reason to think that
of cosmic radiation. Elwood," in a multiple- smoking patterns weu associated with the type of
correlation study, noted strong correlations between dwelling. Ujeno'' found an association between mea.
both latitude and longitude and the rate of anen- sured background radiation and stomach cancer as we'd
cephaly in Canadian cities. Archer'' reanalyzed his as total cancer in Japan, but not with cancer of the
data, showing that the primary correlation was prob- lung, pancreas, large bowel, breast, or uterus. Ilowever,

! ably with IIGF and cosmic radiation. Archer'8 also he was unable to consider age differences, migration,
showed a correlation between the cancer rate for a standards of medical care, or urban-rural differences.
number of organs and ilGF. lie divided malignancy of The above studies that found an association be-
various cancer sites into conforming and nonconform- tween background radiation and a biological effect can
ing sites. Cancer of the kidney throughout the world be criticized for not having considered all relevant
was shown to have a strong association with IIGF.33 factors. Epidemiological studies rarely can. For in.
Since cosmic radiation had been carefully measured at stance, the reports on chromocome studies, congenital
several sites in the United States, Archer calculated anomalies, and cancer rates did not consider possible
total background radiation and showed a strong corte- differences in exposure to medical X rays or socioeco-
lation with the rates for cancer of the kidney and nomic differences between populations. Gentry used a
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rather poor index of background radiation; Plewa, known constants and that " incorrect statistical manip-
Gentry, and Novak used rather insensitive indicators of ulations" were used in connection with the complex
radiation injury. Fct the associations of congenital model. Their reanalysis, however, confirmed an associa-
anomalies and carmn deaths with IIGF found by tion of excess leukemia with diagnostic X-ray exposure
Wesley and Archer,it should be noted that there are a of adults.''8
number of other environmental factors that also vary (
in the north-south direction. Mean annual tempera- Four studies either ht.! equivcaal results or failed 4

to find to association between leukemia and diagnosticture, for instance, varies similarly and was shown by
X ray.''*~'" It is likely that the populations in theseg79 to have a similar correlation with breast cancer.
studies were too small or there was too small a dose toin view of the many uncontrolled variables, which are
reticuloendothelial tissue to exp.ct positive results.13ely to confuse things and result in negative rather

Increased rates of breast cancer have been re-than po:.itive findings, as well as the relatively small
differences in radiation exposure,it is surprising that so peatedly found among women following fluoroscopic

many of these studies had positive results. examinations.8 '''''' A dose response relation, which
is probably linear, has been shown.'"~"'' A number
of studies seeking an association between Down's

STUDIES OF THE EFFECTS OF syndrome (mongoli, m and diagnostic X ray of pa-
DI AGNOSTIC X RAY ON MAN tients were reviewed in 1970 by Wald et al.,''' who

Because of the relatively la,ge radiation doses c neluded that radiation might be an important cause

involved, it is not surprising that increased rates of of Down's syndrome, but that more studies were

malignant disease were found among patients who had needed. Their principal reservation was due to the fact

received therapeutic doses of X raysso,s' and among that an excess of Down's syndrome had not been

radiologists.8 2 Ilowever, radiation doses from ding, observed among the offspring of Japanese A-bomb
survivors. : a flowever, s nee then, three excellentnostic X-ray procedures are much lower, on the order

of 0.05 to 5 rads. The relation of these doses to studies, which considered known variables, have all
found the association: Cohen and Lilienfeld''8 foundbackground radiation may be seen by comparing them

to the estimate that the average p'rson would receive that mothers who had been X-rayed had 1.5 times thee

about 100 mrems from background radiation per year, usual risk of having a child with Down's. Alberman

or about 7 rems during his lifetime. et al.' 8 * matched 465 parents of children with Down's

Increased rates of cancer and leukemia were found with controls on age and time of birth. They found no

among children who received radiation in utero when excess of X-ray exposure among fathers,but there was

their mothers had diagnostic X rays for obstetrical a statistically significant excess of X. ray exposure

reasons.8 2 Stewart *'''' showed that there was not among mothers W children with Down's when the

only an increase in cancer rates, but also the cancer X rays were received more than 10 years before

rate was directly proportional to the number of X-ray conception. They concluded that recent radiation and

films that had been taken. These observations have radiation of fathers had little effect but that distant

been supported by a number of studies which found rnaternal radiation was quite important-that 2 rads
associations between leukemia and diagnostic X. ray would approximately double the risk of having a child

exposure of the fetuse s''* and among adults.u-a oo with Down's cyndrome. Uchida,i i s using a prospective

Some of them also reported a similar association for method, found eight cases of Down's among the

p r e conceptio n exposure of the mother's children of women who had abdoininal X rays vs. ona

ovaries. s ,p-" One reported a change in menstrual among controls-a statistically significant excess.

problems and pregnancy rates among females when Alberman et al. ''' using a case-control technique,
they had been exposed in utero to diagnostic compared the amount of chromosomal aberrations and
X ray.'" One reported the identification of a high- radiation received by 845 mothers who hed spontane.
risk subgroup." Bross et al.'" used these subgroups, ous abortions with matched mothers who had live
along with a statistical model, to calculate the risk births. The mothers who had aboruons received signifi-
from exposure to X ray at doses below 5 rads." "2 cantly more diagnostic radiation than the controls.
They concluded that previous estimates of risk from About one-fourth of the aborted fetuses had abnormal
diagnostic X ray were low by a factor of 10. This chromosomes. Mothers of the fetuses that had ab-
approach has been strongly criticized by Boice and normal chromosomes received significantly more radia-
Land'" on the grounds that estimates were treated as tion than the controls.

_ _ _ - - - -
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! Changes in the sex ratio of human offspring substantially below present permissible levels.'88-iss
; associated with parental radiation exposure has been Although the . study of chromosome aberration has

| reported a number of lit"s,' 7-12' but this ratio is replaced other blood studies for the detection of
,

considered to be a pcot indicator of radiation effect in low-level-exposure effects, counting binucleated
t 3 6-1 s a

| man because of the many variables (parentalage, birth lymphocytes and other parameters showed
order, etc.) known to affect it.''' Experimental data effects at quite ' w levels.8 8' Although ch omosorne|

j from animals have been used to predict genetic effects aberrations induced b/ radation in blood cells are not

| in man.' Generally, all radiatiori that reaches repro- harmful in tnemselves, they almost certainly reflect
similar injury in other bod cells. This type ofinjury to| ductive tissues is regarded as harmful, and induced /

| mutations are proportional to the dose.One exception nuclear proteins is thought to be the basic me6anism
I

is that low LET radi5tians have a decreased effective- for cancer induction. However, a definite relation
ness at low dose rates.8 This decreased effectiveness between chromosome aberrations in blood cells and
may be the result of DNA repair mechanisms,8 8' subsequent cancer has not been established.,

'

which seem to be partially effective against damage Increased rates of lung cancer have been reported
from low LET radiation but less effective against among underground miners exposed to radon daughter
damage from high LET radiation. Such repair mecha- levels little above those encountered in many
nisms, plus evidence from A bomb survivors and animal dwellings.8 * '-' * * An increased mortality rate from
experiments, have led some observers to conclude that childhood leukemia has been noted in Utah following
there is little or no genetic injury to man at or near the exposure to fallout from nuclear weapons.i4s Al-
usual environmental levels of radiation.i 2 2 though there is dispute as to the magnitude of

Jablon and Miller:2 3,i 2* in two reports compared radiation expostues, it appears to have bee:i below
the ause of mortality of 6560 army radiological 10 rads. Although etiology has not been firmly estab-
technologists with that for other kinds of medical lished, this observation appears to be consistent with
technologists. The radiological technologists during the findings from diagnostic X ray noted above.
training had practiced radiologic techniques on each A biological effect on cell cultures at the surpris-
other but averaged less than 3 years as such tech- ingly low dose of 0.3 to 2 mrads/h for 24 to 72 h was
nicians. No statistically significant differences for found in cultures of Chlorella. ** Theylost synchrony
individual sites of cancer or for deaths from other cf multiplication at these exposures while controls did
causes were noted when comparisons were made with not. A somewhat similar study noted increased prolif
the general population, but there was excess respira- eration of fbramecium attriboted to background radia-
tory cancer among those exposed to radiation when tion.8 * 7 Increased chromosomal nondisjunction was
the two groups were compared in the first report. In found in aged mice at doses of 5 rads.'** Two studies
the second report this difference had disappeared, but have reported findings in wild animals which suggested
there was a trend toward excess leukemia among the an effect from naturally occurdng radiation ex-
technologists exposed to radiation. Comparative ciga- posures.3 49,i so in a review, Grahn' 5 8 noted several
rette smoking information on the two groups was not animal studies in which low-level radiation appeared to
available. have been beneficial.

A general life-shortening effect was noted among
American roentgenologists, whic,h was only partly due DISCUSSION
to excess malignant diserse.t as,i2' This was attrib-
uted to occupational exposure to radiation which was 'lhere is a surprisingly large volume of data in the

poorly quantitated. Other studies have confirmed the literature on ef9 cts of low levels of ionizing radiation

excess malignant disease among medical radiation in man. However, quantitative effects at low levels are

I workers.3 2, 2 7-i s o generally obtained by downward extrapolation from
| atomic bomb survivors or other groups with relatively
'

high exposures.* Data from the atomic bomb survivors
in Japan have given us muci .aformation on radiation

OTHER REPORTS ON LOW-LEVEL effects, but the application of these data to the present
EFFECTS subject is limited for two reasons: (1) the dose rate was

Chromosome aberrations in cultured lymphocytes extremely high-at the opposite extreme from envi-
have been found in workers exposed to quite low levels ronmental radiation, and (2)the extreme stress on
of external radiation'' ' 8' and to internal radiation survivors of the blast undoubtedly resulted in many

|
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nonradiation deaths and abortions. Such premature human cancers might be the result of background
nonradiation deaths would almost certainly have an radiation.''' Archer, on the basis of observed correla-
influence on subsequent mortality, its effect could tions between cosmic radiation and cancer rates,
readily obscure the small radiation effects on the Icast suggested that between 30 and 50% of hma cancers
exposed groups and on children, who could be ex. might be due to background radiation." ile also noted
pected to undergo the greatest stress.ne effect of this that lung cancer among nonsmokers is about what
stress may explain why results of analyses of ci.ildhood would be expected as a result of normf exposure to
malignan-ies, Down's syndrome, and sex ratios in this radon daughters.''' There appears to be no incon-
group differ from other studies, as pointed out by sistency between theoretical extrapolation of radiation
Stewart.e 4,1 s ' effects to background levels and the natural occurrence

Much of the controversy over the effects of of cancer. O'her calculations, however, are in sub-
s

low-level radiation has centered about the question of st:.ntial disagreement; e.g., the BEIR report estimated

whetner linear extrapolation downward from high that about 1% of human cancers are caused by
exposures te zero dose and zero response is a reason. background radiation. Such calculations appear to have

able approach. Some contend that such procedures grossly underestimated the role of the high LET
substantially u nderestimate the risk at low component of background radiation as noted above.
levels.io2,i s s,i s* There is considerable animal data This underestimate, however, would have little influ-

indicating that at low doses of beta, gamma,or X rays ence on the calculation of population effects from the

(h w LET radiation) most effects per unit of radiation operation of nuclear power plants, since those effects
ar substantially reduced,' leading some observers to are predominantly from beta and gamma rays. Fallout

coaciude that linear extrapolation downward over. from some m clear explosions, however, would contain

estimates the risk at low levels. Ilowever, this effect substantist amounts of alpha emitters.

may be counteracted to some extent by a protraction Since there is good evidence that effects in large
effect. There is some evidence that when small doses human populations have been observed at average
are administered over long periods of time (as with exposures of less than 10 rads, there is every reason to
oc 2pational or background radiation) some effects enect that background radiation, which is of the same
(including cancer) may be increased per unit o e Jer of magnitude when considered for a lifetime, willr

LET radiation.i s s-i s s For alpha particles .. also produce observable effects, as suggested by a
trons (high L ET radiation), there is eviden<c .uat number of reports. Although the evidence is not
carcinogenicity per rad is substantially greater both at conclusive that background raliation has an effect on
low doses and with protracted exposure periods than it man,it is sufficiently strong that the prudent course is
is at high doses with short exposure.' 8 *''' Iudging to accept it as prebably true.
from this data, it appears that linear extrapolation of Although data are sparse on genetic effects at low
the cancer dose response curve to zero dose is a doses of radiation, the subject has been thoroughly
reasonable approximation for risk calculation for ex- 9 viewed,'" with the conclusion that the genetic risk
posure to low LET radiation, but not to high LET from a.,y given wholehody exposure would be abput
radiation. Risk calculation for exposure to alpha 20 to 40% of the cancer risk. There is no reason to
p.rticles and other high LET radiation is quire likely to think that th;t fraction would be greater forlow-level,
underestimate the risk w hen linear extrapolation down- protracted expovire.
ward from hio,h levels is used. Because of the many variables in human society

The above conclusions are consistent with data on which can affect the rates of malignant disease, birth
breast cancer in humans widch suggests that the linear defects, chromosome aberrations, Down's syndrome,
relation for X ray extend s to low fractionated etc., and the many pitfalls in data collection and
deses;i o 7.16 2 on human bone cancer, which demon. analysis, it is not surprising that many of the studies
strated enhanced carcinogenicity of alpha radiation noted above reported no observable effects. In this area
with protraction of dose;''' and on lung cancer of research it is probably much easier to obtain
among miners exposed to alpha radiation from radon negative than positive results because the interfering
daughters, where cancers per rad are increased at low factors (including inadequa'e population size) are more

doses and low dose rates.7' likely to obscure the association sought than to give
Using the linear extrapolation technique and other spurious associations. With some exceptions, the posi-

theoretical considerations, up to 50% of observed tive studies have been the more sophisticated ones-
.-_.
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those which considered more of the pertinent and accidents, radiation, etc., can be reduced to low levels,
possibly interfering variables, which used the more the most that can be asked of any industry is that it
sensitive techniques, and which focused on specific exert its best efforts to keep the risks minimal. The
effects rather than on broader ones such as total cancer public must realize that radiation is not something new
or neonatal mortality rates. and different that should be forbidden, but an old

Epidemiological methods appear to be the only antagonist that we long ago learned to live with-just
| way to approach the effects oflow. level radiation on as we have learned to live with bacteria and viruses.

man. Such methods can rarely be used to " prove" a Some of the studies noted above,especially those
cause-and<ffect relation because the epidemiologist of Marks et al.as and Sanders,20 serve to put the|

can never control all possible variables as can be done hazard from ionizing radiation in perspective. Regard.
in animal experiments. However, the large numbers of less of whether one agrees with their conclusions,it is

| subjects with which he can deal usually minimize the apparent that the effect of occupationally acquired

| effects of such variables. If they are varying randomly ionizing radiation on the llanford population has been
while the radiation exposure and effects are not, then very small. This is true even though more sensitive
all the uncontrolled variables do is decrease the analytical methods may demonstrate an effect from
sensitivity of the method. However, there is always the radiation in that population. It is important that we
possibility that some uncontrolled vanable will not maintain a reasonable perspective on radiation effects.

I vary randomly bot will vary with the parameter one is One way of doing this is to calculate the expected

| measuring. This could result in spurious positive radiation effects from occupational exposure and
; results. It is for this reason that little reliance "n be compare those effects with other commonly recog.

nizedt azards.'#8 78 Using this approach, Pochinhplaced on any single positive result.However,since the
number of ways in which the problem has been calculated that an exposure of 4mrems/ year (his
ipproached has increased and has yielded positive estimate of the average dose per person from I kW of
results, one's confidence in the reality of observable nuclear power) woul( resalt in about the same degree
effects in man from small exposures to ionizing of health risk to an indiridual as that incurred by
radiation must increase. smoking one cigarette every two years or driving 64 km

One must realize that all of the earth's animals in a private auto cach year.8 5 ' These comparisons may

evolved in a radiation environment. Some of the seem absurd, but they do serve to put radiation risks
background radiation effects may have been helpful from nuclear power in perspective. The risk of lung
(such as speeding up evolutionary changes),but most cancer from radioactive taterials (radium, etc.) re-
have probably been harmful. It is not likely that leased to the atmosphere from a coal. fired power plant

! harmful radiation effects have appeared only with the has been calculated to be 400 times greater than the

| onset of the atomic age. They are neither new nor risks incurred from using a plutonium breeder reactor
'

different. We have always lived with them,just as we of equivalent size.s ta The total health risks incurred
have always lived with injury from accidents and from coal. fired power plants was " lated to be

; infectious disease. Just as we have developed immuno- substantially greater than those incu.. . from equal
logic resistance against infectious disease, we have also amounts of electricity proouced tn means of nuclearr

developed resistance to radiation, as noted above. It is reactors or natural gas.8 73

unreasonable to ask that any industry eliminate all se estimates are based on linear extrapolation
j accidental injuries or to never allow anyone to develop de 2d and do not consider possible effects from
'

pneumonia. It is equally unreasonable to ask that all diwters that might occur ficm earthquakes, lightning,
radiation injury be eliminated. It has seemed reason- sabotage. nuclear accidents, theft of fissionable mate-
able to some people only because radiation injury has rial, nuclear war, or inadequate disposal of radioactive
been recognized recently;it appeared to them to be a waste. Such possibilities can be minimized by special
new and different plague visited on us by man's new precautions, but they cannot be climinated. One can
technology. Most health risks are accepted reluctantly, quarrel with the actual quantitative risk estimates
although a few (like those from alcohol, cigarettes, and obtained by these authors, and the numbers may be
fast cars) are accepted willingly. Certainly,if the risk to changed somewhat with additionalquantitative knowl-
workers in an industry is high and cannot be reduced edge on reactor emissions, on effects oflow levels of
to reasonable levels, the industry should be prohibited radiation, and on the effect of air pollutants from coal
unless its benefits are very great. But when risks from buming, but they are most likely correct within an
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order of magnitude if one ignores the possibility of a Annual Symposium on hndamental Cancer Research.
, pP. 346-379 Williams and Wilkins, Baltimore,
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Some Observational Bases for Estimating the
Oncogenic Effects of lonizing Radiation

J. R. Totter *

Nucl. Sa/ety, 21(1 ): 83-94 (January-February 1980)

Abstract:lArta extracted from several stuJics on human Selected for review here are a few of the better
a4bjects who received partial- or whole body exposures to known epidemiological studies which contain much of
ionizing radiation are presented. The use of these data to the available statistics on ladiation-induced cancer in
estimate the expected mortality from whole-body irradiation is humans. Included are some studies, such as those of
discussed. Ilse interintations of the resultsfrom retrospective
arse-control studies, as exemplified by the Oxford survey of Stewart and Kneale,' which purport to show ex-
childhood cancers, are critically reviewed. It is found that the tremely high sensitivity as well as some which appear
(hford data of 1972 do not support conrentional Jose- to indicate low sensitivity toward ionizing radiation.
resp nse uladons any benu than do random numbus whh For brevity, many important sources of information on
similar ranges and means. Also discussal is a method for
analysing the results of whole. body radiation studies, which some aspects of radiation-induced carcinogenesis in

relites the number of deaths from cancer to those from all humans are not reviewed.
otha causes excluding accidents There are many ways to present the results of

epidemiological studies. An attempt was made here to
Two kinds of scientific studies are useful in determin- provide a uniform format to facilitate comparisons.
ing the mechanisms and extent of cancer induction by Where possible, the observed and expected number of
ionizing radiation. One type of study depends on data cases are shown as well as the size of population and
derived from model experiments on animals exposed years at risk. If not given in the original sources,
under controlled conditions. The other consists of calculations were made to show all results in terms of
epidemiological studies conducted on groups of people excess mortality from cancer or incidence of cancer per
who were accidentally or incidentally exposed under 10' persons at risk per year per rad. There may be
uncontrolled conditions to a variety of radiations of objections to this procedure, and it should not be
different qualities, dose rates, and spatial distributions taken as an implicit endorsement of any hypothesis
and, in addition, on some who were subjected to concerning the real nature of a dose-response relation-

radiation for diagnostic or therapeutic purposes under ship. It does, however, provide a useful quick indica-
(usually) well-defined conditions. tion of the magnitude of the response in different

For brevity this review will be limited almost studies. There are differences in what are called latent

exclusively to the infermation derived from human periods, and there is a like'ihood of different response

studies. Important somatic effects of exposure to curves for different cancers, qualities of radiation, dose

ionizing radiation, besides cancer, have been thor- rates, and dose distributions. For these reasons and

oughly reviewed in various documents published by the
United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cuhural
Organization (UNESCO)''' and in reports of the ' John R. To)ct is a staff member of the Institute for
International Committee on Radiological Protection i:mergy Analysis at Oak Ridge Associated Universities, Oak
(ICRP)' and National Council on Radiation Protection Ridge, Tenn. lie received the Ph.D. degree in chemistry (with a

and Measurements (NCRP).* The effects on induction specialization in tacche'nistry) at the University of Iowa in

of developmental abnormalities have been discussed in 1938. After several years of teaching biochemistry at the
University of Arkansas Medical School, he joined the Biology

ICRP Publication 27 (Ref. ) and in the 1977 report to Division of Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) in 1952.
the United Nations General Assembly by the United During the years 1962-1967, he was in charge of the research
Nations Scientific Committee on the Sources and program of the Atomic Energy Commission's Division of
Effects of Atomic Radiation [UNSCEAR 1977 11iology and Medicine; from 1967 to 1972 he was Director of

(Ref.1)] . Data on human cataract induced by radiation that division and its successor, the Division of Biomedical and
l'avir nmental Research. in 1972 he rejoined ORNL aswere reviewed by Merriam and Focht.' All som tic
Associate Director for liiological and Environmental Sciences,

effects were most recently reviewed by a committee of returning to laboratory work after 2 yr. I'ollowing his retire-
the National Academy of Sciences (see the 13EIR ment from ORNL in 1978, he joiced the Institute for Energy
report'). Analysis ia his present position.
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others, complete reciprocity between persons at risk, Cancer Mortality in Atomic Bomb Survivors4

doses, and time at risk is not to be expected.
No epidemiological studies of any size on radia- The largest nearly instantaneous exposures to

tion induced carcinogenesis, even those started decades radiation occurred in August 1945 during World War 11

ago, have covered the entire life span of any group when atomic bombs were dropped on liitoshima and

containing pee ~.e of all ages. The estimation of the Nagasaki. A selected group of the survivors from both
hfetime risk of cancer from any dose of radiation cities has been studied continuously since 1950-at
therefore contains a considerable element of extrapola- first under the auspices of the National Academy of
tion into the future. 'Ihis, together with other diffi. Sciences of the United States alone [ Atomic Bomb
culties associated with statistical treatment of data, has Casualty Commission (ABCC)] and more recently as a

allowed sufficient scope for claims of aopulation joint effort with the Japanese Ministry of Health and
sensitivity to radiation to vary as much as two or three Welfare [The Radiation Effects Research Foundation

|
orders of magnitude. (RERF)]

Table 1 Bone Sarcomas in Female Dial Workers with Radium Intake *
<

Weighted Excess sarcomas

mean Number of Number of per 10'"

dose, dial bone Person-years person-years

i radst workers sarcomas at risk at risk per rad

28 396 7 2 169 0.4

15 099 18 11 449 1.6

; 6 347 26 10 818 1.9

2149 31 11 1162 2.5

j 1 751 32 4 1172 1.9

132 440 0 20 371 0.04

Total 1071 554 38 24 141 1.5

* Source: Ref. 8.

j t See Ref. 8 for the method of calculation.

SUMMARIES OF DATA AND DISCUSSION Very extensive reports have been produced t

!
ABCC and RERF. The latest complete report con, d s

Bone Cancer Induced by Radium data for the period 1950 to 1974, and a conden _d<

For historical reasons, data on induction of bone wrsion of this report appeared in 1978 (Beebe, Kato,'

cancers by radium are given first. The studies on and Landi2) Mvh of the data on observed and
radium dial painters is the longest study still in progress expected cancers is presented so as to appear indepen-

in the United States on persons who have suffered dent of the control group. The condensed values given

i exposure to internal or external irradiation. According here (in Tables 2 and 3) were recalculated to make the
to Rowland, Stehney, and Lucas,' about three fourths " expected" values conform exactly to the observed

q

j of the female population exposed to radium intake in rate for the zero-dose group as a " control." For

1 the United States before 1930 have been identified. example, from Table 6-10, page A50 of the 1979

i Table I is condensed from Table 7 of their paper and RERF report,12 the 1950 to 1974 observed value for

I gives data derived from 759 of the 1474 identified the zero-dose group at Nagasaki is 168, while the

subjects. The response appears somewhat erratic, and expected value is given as 197.5, a value that can be

; no simple dose-response relationship seems very con- obtained by assuming no radiogenic cancers and

vincing. prorating the observed cancers according to the size ofi

The radium-dial painters have been the subject of the groups. All the expected values for the 1950 to
;

several extensive epidemiological reports (Evans' and 1974 exposed groups were therefore multiplied by
,

|
Finkel, hhlter, and llasterlik'') and served as the basis 168/197.5 so that the expected values correspond to
for the development of a radiobiological theory (e.g., the observed value for the zero-dost group. Table 2

4

Marshall and Groer''). gives data from the summary tablesin the 1978 RERF
:

.
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Table 2 Cancer Mortality in Persons Exposed to Atomic Radiation (Nagasaki)*

Excess cancer
" I
p,,",oMean done, rads Cancer mortality , , , , ,< g ,9

! (male and female) Years y ray Neutron Observed . Expected per remt -

1950-1958 42
1959-1966

4 700 (924) 0 0
1967-1974 77

1950-1974 168
;

1950-1958 124 103.3

195 b 1966 105.0'
10 455 (2 273) 10.2 0

1967-1974 183 154.1

1950-1974 439 362.4 34.0

1950-1958 22 23.5

1959-1966 33 27.8
108.0 0.82 705 (507) 1967-1974 57 44.2

1950-1974 112 95.5 2.5

1950-1958 26 10.9

1959-1966 23 13.7
332.0 5.71 396 (273) 1967-1974 30 22.3

1950-1974 79 46.9 2.9
;

Total
14 556 (3 053) expowd 59.1 0.69 630 504.8 6.0

! l'raction of total deaths due to cancer: exposed group 0.194
zero-dose group 0.169

| ' Source: Ref.12. l'or a statistical treatment of the data, the original tables should be consulted.

; tThe weighted mean ages of the four groups were,respectively,27.25,28.09,27.13, and 25.92 in 1945.The values in
j parentheses are the deaths from all causes escluding accidents.
! tCalculated by adding five times the neutron drN to the 7-ray dose. Numbers in this column cannot be calculated

; directly from the other data it. 'he table. See Ref '.L

report for Nagasaki but is aggregated into 8-yr Numerous other studies on individual cancer sitest2

! instead of 4-yr periods as well as into three dose groups are available but for reasons discussed below will not
instead of seven. Doses are given separately for gamma be examined here.

radiation and neutrons or are combined, a quality
factor of 5 being used for neutrons. Table 3 gives Retrospective Case-Control Studies,

! similar data for Iliroshima.
Many of the epidemiological studies with results'

that have been interpreted as indicating great sensi-Cancer Induced by Therapeutic Radiation
tivity to radiation are of the retrospective case control

[ A fairly large group of patients suffering from type. This method usually consists of comparing the
| ankylosing spondylitis has been treated with ionizing relative exposures of tivo mutually exclusive popula-

radiation to the spine. The doses vary and are difficult tions, e.g., those who have died of cancer with those
to calculate. A summary of these data by Court-Brown who are living and do not have cancer. No method has'

and Doll' 3 is given in Table 4. Tables 5 and 6 show the yet been devised to prove that the comparison group
observed and expected tumors of the breast in female (the " controls") properly represent those members of
patients following radiation treatment for mastitis" the total population who eventually contract cancer.
(Table 5) and after fluoroscopy'5 (Tabie 6). Thyroid To do the exhaustive investigations that would be

7

tumors, which result in a mortality of only a few required to determine to what degree the comparison
;

| percent, are also increased by relatively low doses of group may be properly considered a control would
ionizing radiation. Some data on these are shown in probably make the case-control study as expensive and

- Table 7 (Refs.16-18), time-consuming as the equivalent prospective-type

i

-. - .
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Table 3 Cancer Mortality in Persons Exposed to Atomic Radiation (Hiroshima)*

Excess cancer

'" '' #"'"'*
No.of personst person ars t

(male and female) . Years yray Neutron Observed Expected per rem *

1950-1958 436

| 29 943 (713D-
~

0 0
1967-1974 563
a950-1974 1 526

1950-1958 320 360.7
i 1959-1966 480 4373
' 24 557 (5 776) 9.37 2.3

1967-1974 475 467.9
1950-1974 1 275 1 265.6 0.9

1950-1958 77 70.1

4 439 (1 152)
~

77.00 19.8
1967-1974 98 89.1

1950-1974 287 245.6 2.5

1950-1958 40 20.2

1 531 (394)
~

266.80 94.1
1967-1974 60 27.9

I 1950-1974 145 74.4 3.0

| Total
30 527 (7 322) exposed 32.1 9.5 1707 1 584.6 2.4

Fraction of total d. ths due to cancer: exposed group 0.219
zero-dose group 0.200

* Source: Ref.12. For a statistical treatment of the data, the odginal tables should be consulted.
tThe weighted mean ages of the four groups were,respectively,32.72,31.74,34.17, and 31.19 in 1945.The values

| in parentheses are the deaths from all causes excluding accidents.
* Calculated by adding 5 tirres the neutron dose to the 7-ray de e. See note in Table 2.i

|
|

|
7

[ Table 4 Observed and Expected Deaths in Persons study. The Oxford study of childhood cancer is a case

| Treated with a Single Course of Ionizing in point. The direct observational data available in
j Radiation for Ankylosing Spondylitis 1970 from this study are presented in Table 8. The

|
(Dose Not Specified)* bulk of the material presented in the numerous

research papers emanating from this study group
Obsand Expectedt before and since the 1970 publication (Stewart and

7

All causes 1759.000 1061.700 Kneale ) seems mostly directed toward justification of
,

| the assumption that the " control" group experience is
^Il"' plasms 3 000

256j00 indeed suitable (e.g., Bithell and Stewart'' and Kneale| 6l ke
and Stewarts o),Cancer of the colon 28.000 17.300

Cancers of heavily irradiated
sites 259.000 167.500 Radiation-Induced Cancer in Children

Cancers of lightly irradiatedi

sites 79.000 65.600 The Oxford study is the most extensive and
| exhaustive retrospective case-control type yet con-'

1362.000 804.800All other causes ducted for the purpose of determining radiation
Fraction of all deaths due to sensitivity. Therefore it will be used here as an

ne plasms 0.226 0.242 example, and the numerous other similar studies (many
8of which are reviewed by Archer ' in this issue of

| * Source: Ref.13. For a statistical treatment of the data,
the original source should be consulted. Nuclear Safety) will not be examined. The data of'

| tFrom national mortality rates for England and Wales. Ta!Ae 8 are from Stewart and Kneale.7 Note that the |

|

l

|
1

___
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Table 5 Breast Canars Developed in the Interval 10-34 Yr
Following Radiation Treatment for Mastitis*

Excess cancers
'"**"

Mean dona- Person-years per 10' person-years j
nads at risk Obessved Expected at risk per rad j

0 15 767 28 28.00
112 2620 7 4.78 7.6
193 2 971 12 5.22 11.8
294 1804 9 3.09 11.1
392 683 4 1.27 10.2
584 974 4 1.79 3.9

Total number of
irradiated
people ' 25 7 9 052 36 16.15 8.3

' Source: Ref.14. For a statistical treatment of the data, the original source should be
consulted.

Table 6 Ex.ess Breast Cancers in Women After Repeated
Fluoroscopies 1-44 Yr Following Initiation of Treatment *

Excess cancers perCm
Dose range, Dose mean, Person-years 10' person. years

rads rada at risk Observed Expected at risk per rad

0 19 025 15 14.1
1-9 .37 10 990 10 9.6 1.0

100-199 147 7 097 12 5.7 6.0
200-299 244 5 584 12 4.8 5.3
300-399 355 2 020 3 1.5 2.1
400+ 578 1735 4 1.1 2.9

Total 1+ (1-44 yr) 150 27426 41 23.3 4.3
Total 1+ (10-44 yr) 150 18 511 38 20.9 6.2

' Source: Ref.15. For a statistical treatment of the data, the original source should be consulted.

Table 7 'Ihyroid Tumor (Benign + Malignant) Incidence
Following Irradiation in the Young *

Dose to Excess tumors per"" "thyroid. Person-years 1 08 person-years Reference
rads at risk Observed Expected per rad number

155.00 69 401 76 3.59 6.7 16

399.00t 8 088 33 0.04 10.2 16
6.54 96 236 12 2.00 7.8 17

6.00 44 300 6 2.65 12.6 18

' Source: Refs.16-18. For a statistical treatment of the data, the original sources
should be consulted.

tSubgroup C, see Ref.16.

.

.
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Tabl+ 8 Recalculated Data from Stewart and Kneale (1970)*
~

Wcmen recewing Women receiving "" ' "'i
. prenatal no prenatal Total numbor

E Years Xsays X rays - 1 2 .3 4 >4t of women
!

Cases

1943-1949 212 1610 59 69 39 16.0 29.0 1822

1950-1954 437 2298 144- 125 70 47.0 51.0 273a

1955-1959 381 1772 167 108 54 29.0 23.0 2153

1 % 0-1965 111 828 68 26 7 5.0 - 5.0 939

! Total 1141 6508 438 328 170 97.0 108.0 7649

Controls

i 1943-1949 110 1712 54 31 14 8.0 3.0 1822

| 1950-1954 316 2419 110 112 45 23.0 26.0 2735

l 1955-1959 248 1905 116 77- 27 13.0 15.0 2153

[- 1%0-1%5 100 839 69 21 7 (3) 939

Total 774 6875 349 241 93 45.5 45.5 7649

* Source: Ref. 7.
tCases and controls with no record of number of films are distributed proportionately in groups having 1

to >4 films.
! $For population dose calculations, the average number of films in this column was assumed to be 5
j which is an underestimate.

|
!

cases and controls having an exposure from an undeter- dose and, second, in order of increasing extra cancers.
mined number of films are distributed in the groups (or The results are shown in Table 9 when the doses per
cells) having I to >4 films in proportion to the film in the four periods used by Stewart and Kneale'
numbers already there. The " extra" cases presumed to were applied to Table 8 and in Table 10 when the
be caused by prenatal irradiation were calculated for doses per film suggested in the 1972 UNSCEAR

2each cell pair (the case and the control constitute a report were used.
pair) by subtracting from the probability of a case Data in the lar column of Tables 9 and 10 show

6receiving prenatal irradiation the probability cf a that the number d extra cancers per 10 person-years
control being irradiated corrected for differences in the per rad dacreases when the data are aggregat'ed by
numbers of unirradiated cases and controls. The increasing population dose but increases when they are

population exposure was cal ulated from the dose per aggregated by increasing excess cancers. Since there is

film times the number of films times the probability of no apparent biological reason for such trends, a
the control being exposed to that number of films. statistical examination of the data in search of relevant

Stewart and Kneale assume that there is the trends seems called for. (A slightly different value of
induction of childhood cancers by radiation and that the mean response per rad per year,60.2, was obtained

the radiation sensitivity changed over the 20-yr period by the procedures used here compared with the 57.2 -

of the Oxford study. If there is such an effect, with standard error of the mean of 13.3 found by
however, it would not be expected to show changes Stewart and Kneale ')
before many generations as a result of selection toward This has been done in Table 1i by regressing either
or away from the sensitivity. The assumption adopted the excess cancer risk ECR = E/ Peg used by Stewart
here is that, if there are radiation-induced childhood and Kneale' or the excess cancers per case, E, against

cancers, their number is proportional to population the number of films as they did or against average
individual dose, D . The results show that, in anydose and the sensitivity to radiation does not change i

over the period of the study. On the basis of these case-control study of the same nature as the Oxford
suppositions, the data in Table 8 have been analyzed survey, the ttse of the relative risk or a similar measure

by aggregation of the calculated excess cancers into can be very misleading. This apuears to be the result,in |

four groups, firit, in order of increasing population this study, of the highest exposures being received by l

I
|

l
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Table 9 Calculated Excess Cancers from Prenatal Irradiation
Arranged in Groups of Increasing Population

Dose and of Increasing Excess Cancers *

Calculated excess

Total does, Average done, Calculated excess cancers per 10' person-years |

rads /10' person-years rada cancers /10' person-years per rad i

increasing population dose

3 435 0.937 3.73 108.7

9 149 0.84 8 6.07 66.3

14 181 0.389 9.42 66.4

21 098 0.738 9.59 45.4
,

Total 47 863 0.602 28.81 60.2

increasing excess cancers

7 135 0.314 1.15 16.1

12e37 0.800 4.46 34.5

a3 321 1.520 8.46 63.5

14 500 0.454 14.78 101.9

Total 47 863 0.602 28.85 60.3

'There are five pairs of conesponding values in each group. Data from Ref. 7.

Table 10 Calculated Excess Cancers from Prenatal Irradiation
with Data Arranged in Groups of Increasing Population

Dose and of Increasing Excess Cancers *<

Calculated excess
~

Total dose, Average dose, Calculated excess cancers per 108 person. years

rads /10' person-years rads cancers /10' person-years at risk per rad
(

Increasing population dose

5 674 0.726 2.61 46.0
18 537 0.624 9.32 50.1

36 529 ' 894 9.14 25.0

58 680 .584 7.80 13.3

Total 119 420 1.502 28.87 24.2

increasing excess cancers

15 078 0.665 1.15 7.6

30 377 1.882 4.46 14.7

37 369 4.276 8.46 22.6

36 597 1.148 14.78 40.4

Total 119 421 1.502 28.85 24.2

*There are five pairs of corresponding values in each group. Data from Ref. 7, with doses per X-ray
film from the 1972 UNSCEAR report, Ref. 2.

the smallest number of persons. Therefore data points be the farthest from t te origin rather than the nearest).I

with the greatest relative error are multiphed by the The effect is brought out in Table 11 in which it is seen

reciprocal of the lowest frequency which is itself that the only terjessions with small probabilities of
expected to have a large error. The resulting numbers occurring by ch.mce are those for which both Y and X -

in an ordinary regression analysis may carry ute contain the factor 1/Pcy, since N = Dj/(Djfen). The
greatest weight rather than the least weight (they may last four # ries show that the da response claimed

_ . _ _ __ _ _
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. Table 11 Relationsliips Between Extra Cases and Population
X-Ray Dosages in the Oxford Childhood Cancer Survey *

Yt Xt- ' Slope - Imeerupt rt pti

i

; CCR = E/Pey N. 0.632 -0.6700 0.465 <0.050
E' Di 0.280 0.0067 0.266 >0.200
E- -Dj/Df 0.0447 - 0.0085 0.130 >0.400

,

| -E N - 0.0020 0.0148 -0.2% >0.100
E(reversed)t/ Pep N 0.6860 -0.7140 0.6 t7 <0.010

_. "E"(random, normal)l/ Peg N 0.8050' -1.0780 0.642 <0.010
"D "//DjPcy) 0.0284 0.5040 0.789 <0.001**E"(random, normal)l/Pey f

"E"(random, uniform)g / Peg N 1.540 -2.2200 0.563 <0.01G

"E"(random, uniform)g / Pep "Dg"/(Dje y) 0.130 ~0.% 80 0.766 <0.001c

*The data from Table 1 of Stewart and Kneale' were used, but those falling in the column

| .- designated "no record" were distributed in the columns listing one to >five films in numbers .

l. proportional to those already there.
tAbbreviations used: N = number of films in exposure; p = probability of radiation

occurring by chance; r.= correlation coefficient; E = extra cases per case; ECR = excess cancer
ND = average dose perrid; PcN = probability of control being X-rayed with N film; Dj = PcN f

individual la the cohort population.
$1n this row the relationship of E to N was reversed; Le., the E for five films was matched

with N= 1; for four with N= 2; for three with N= 3; for two with N = 4; and for one with
N = 5.

51he observed E's and D 's were replaced by computer-generated and randomly selectedi
numbers from either a uniforrn or normal distribution, with mean and standard deviation
approximately the same as those of the observed values for E and D .f

by Stewart and Kneale' can be duplicated or improved 10. Nurnerous ad hoc explanations for the discrepancy
by substituting random numbers in place of the actual between the results of the two studies have been
numbers derived from Table 8. When the Oxford data advanced (Morgan,2s Rotblat,2* and Stewart 27,2s),

,

are used in the usual way to relate population dose to suggesting reasons that the Japanese data were un-
excess cancers, no significant correlation is obtained. In suitable.' They are usually not accompanied by rij
fact, only a maximum of 7% of the variance can be effort to examine the Oxford study to determine if the
accounted for by the radiation dose. interpretation of those data was faulty.

Rese considerations apply chiefly, but not ex- An alternative way of estimating any relationship
clusively, to the supposed dose-response calculations. between childhood cancer and radiatioa exposure is
The overall ratio of exposed cases to exposed " con- discussed in the following section.
trols" remains unexplained. Additional case-control
studies do not help because they are all subject to the gg
same uncertainty about applicability of the contros
experience. Neyman discussed this problem a number Arnong the studies that have led to results support-

22of years ago and showed the pitfalls that can occur ing the claims for extreme sensitivity to radiation,one
Prospective studies such as those of Oppenheim, of great current interest and controversy is the Hanford

23Griem, and Meier serve to place an upper limit on mortality study reported, among others, by Mancuso,
- the possible sensitivity to radiation in utero, which is Stewart, and Kneale;2' Stewart, Kneale, and Man-
not restrictive enough to be helpful. De largest cuso;88 Gilbert;8 ' Raioff;s Marks, Gilbert, and
prospective. type study was conducted by Jablon and Breitenstein;88 and Brodsky.'" The data from this.
Kato,2* who examined survivors of the atomic bomb- study are not summarized here because they are not
ings in Japan who were pregnant at the time. T!:y readily accessible in original form and the reviewer has
found no excess cancers among the children do were been unable to examine them in depth. However, some

. irradiated in utero. Ec total number :! person-rads in considerations relating to the atomic bomb survivors
- the Jablon and Kato study was 17 500, which can be developed below have a strong bearing on the Hanford
compared with the figures in column 1 of Tables 9 and studies as well as on the childhood cancer work.

i

!

l

I
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ESTIMATION OF THE LIFETIME RISK ever their shortcomings may be, namely, the Japanese
studies.

The material presented here in Tables I through 10 The summary of the 1979 BEIR report' gives a

is sufficient to acquaint the reader with the major lower value of 160 for the lifetime excess cancers per

problems confronting those who have undertaken the 10' persons per rad; the upper limit suggested is 820.

task of deducing the lifetime risk of cancer from the If we compare these values for the four concordant

sparse data available on human response to radiation values of 2.5,3.0,2.5, and 3.0 from Tables 2 and 3 for

and the overwhelming variety of interpretations al. excess cases per 10' person-years per rad, we see that

ready proposed. the lower fi{ure could be derived by multiplying the
average value, 2.73, by 58.6 yr and the upper figure byThe fim problem that arises is determining which multiplying by 300.4 yr. In practice, these values are

studies are most relevant to the task. lf we examine the determined by a complicated process involving pur-
breast cancer and thyroid data in Tables 5,6, and 7,we ported differential sensitivities, latent periods, and
note that the mortality or tncidence data for a single

plateau periods. It is instructive, however, to make the
cancer may equal or exceed the total cancers from the comparison in this way. The lower figure is reasonably
bomb survival data. This observation appears to be part consistent with what would be expected if the Japa-
of the basis for a belief expressed by some (see nese data are considered to be, and to remain, reb.uiy
Morgan,2 s Rotblat,2 6 and Stewart 21,2 s) that the

appl cable to radiation exposure received in other ways
bomb survivors are a select group highly resistant t and if we ignore the hint in the Nagasaki data at the
cancer as compared to " normals." Unfortunately for lowest dose level that the low figures at other dose
this view, the death rate for the sury;vors is not

levels are not representative of the entire dose re-
significantly different (except for cancer) from the sponse. This apparent discrepancy is examined below.
death rate for those not exposed to bomb trauma The BEIR upper limit was doubtless strongly affected
(Beebe, Kato, and Land''). This is really the only by consideration of data similar to those in Tables 5,6,
accessible test that provides any information con- and 7 and by the "model" that was used to estimate
cenning the possibility of selection involving relative the future course of the observed to-expected cancer
susceptibility, but it seems adequate for this purpose.i

ratios as the population ages after exposure.
Cancers as causer of death compete with all other The low- and zero-dose statistics from the Nagasaki;

| causes of death including other cancers. Radiation or survivors have been the source of some puzzlement and
any other carcinogenic agent when applied to a specific of not a few ad hoc hypotheses offered in explanation.
organ may accelerate the appearance of a cancer in that Perhaps the following analysis may indicate why

I

organ relative to its presumed usual time of occurrence. epidemiologists associated with the RERF-ABCC
In a population in which a specific organ or organs had studies have shown little concern over the apparent
been exposed to radiation, any radiation-accelerated differences between the two cities.
cancers would appear at an earlier age when there are Fram Table 2 we see that the va!ue of 34 excess

| Gwer competing causes of death.The mortality from a cancers per 10 person-years per rad is associated with6

j specific can er under these conditions could reach a a zero-dose group which has a low mortality rate when
'

rauch highar figure than would be expected if it compared with the Iliroshima zero-dose group. As
appeared at the usual (later) age or if the pcpulation previously noted, the mortality rate over a period of

! had received whole-body radiation so that all organs time may be the best w:y to characterize a population
were equally exposed and therefore presumably more sample-especially with respect to its susceptibility toj

| or less equally affected. natural causes of death. Thus the ratio of cancer
For this reason, the values for cancer incidence or mortality to all other inortality may provide useful

| mortality given by partial-body irradiation cannot be information when regressed against dose. This was
summed to provide an estimate for the etfeet of done in Fig. I with data from Tables 2 and 3 and
whole-body exposure, even if they were available for Ref.12. The least-squares line gives a slope of h00041

| every cancer site. Partial-body irradiation studies are and an intercept of 0.23. The line is drawn througit the
otherwise useful but are good only for loose guidance five of the eight points from Tables 2 and 3 that fall on
with respect to responses to whole body irradiation a straight line.
doses. Only the zero-dose groups and the low dose group

We are forced, then, to use the only extensive from liiroshima fail to conform to the Itne. Hewever,
*le-body exposure studies that are available, what. an additional correction seems to be indicated because
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the groups do not have the same mean age; they differ 1.0
i i ; i , , , i

by about 5 yr. As discussed elsewhere (Totter 88),the no - -

"spontapeous" cancer rate can be expressed as the
as -

'equivalent of a dose of ionizing radiation being 0 Nagssaki
continuously received, and the age can be expressed as _ a7 - A Hiroshim. -

| an accumulated dose. Extrapolation of the line of I "" ~ ~

! Fig. I to its origin at the x axis gives such an equivalent (
, dose corresponding to the mean age of the two { as - -

! population samples (about 58 yr in 1974). / a4 _ _

Any of several procedures can be applied to the

| data. In this case use was made of the ratio of cancer a3 - ~

deaths to deaths from all causes excluding accidents a2 -

| (this procedure seems somewhat preferable to using i i | | i i
! uncorrected total mortality as in Fig.1) less cancer -too o too 200 300 400 soo soo 700 soo

deaths after adjusting for mean age. The annual DOSE (rem)
radiation dose equivalent to I yr of age came out to be'

a minimum of 8 to 10 rads. He difference in ages was
corrected for by subtracting 24 rads (equivalent to Hg. 2 Regression cuive of the ratio of cancer mortality (M )N
2.5 yr) from all the Nagasaki points and by adding to mortality from all causes excludias accidents (M ) lessA

24 rads to all lliroshima groups, and the result is shown cancer m reality. Ihe d ses are crudely corrected for the
. . difference in weighted mean ages between the Nagasalti and
m Fig. 2. The final ratio for the zero-dose groups, Iliroshima subjects, as described in the text. Data are from

j which will be reached when all persons in the Beebe, Kato, and land (Ref.12).
' groups have died, is expected to be about 0.20

(Beebe, Kato, and land a). If this corresponds tot

| 74 x 9 rads = 666 rads lifetime dose equivalent, the
l o.s lifetime excess cancers per 10' person-rads would be' ' '
| about 300. A more revealing way of expressing this

result is that it implies a life shortening equal to 1/9 yr
per rad for the ~16% of the Japanese population wh63

3 as - - are expected to die of cancer, or a life shortening of

{ 6.5 d per rad of exposure when averaged over the
g entire population. These values should be taken as

maximum since no possible effect oflow dose rate hase

ya4 -- - been taken into account. All the calculations are based
on high doses of radiation acutely delivered.

A
I

j ja3 _ _ THE HUMAN DOSE-RESPONSE CURVE
; e

ygI

The procedure previously outlined uses linear
e O Nagasaki extrapolations of a ratio of Cancer mortality to

j y a Hiro5him* mortality from all causes excluding accidents andg
6

_

cancer. The linearity of this ratio, as so far observed,
does not imply a similar linearity in the human
dose-response relationship. In fact,it results from the

ai t i 1 age distribution of an aging cohort. With the advance in
o 2m 4m so em age, it must eventually deviate from linearity. The

DOSE (rem) implication of the approach used is that the human
re Ponse to an exposure at the beginning oflife wouldrig. I Regression curve of the ratio of cancer mortality to all

i other mortality against dose of ionizing radiation, using a simply be a shift of the curve relating spontaneous
relative biological effectiveness of 4.6 for the neutron dose. caricers to age in a direction giving the population an :

Data are from Beebe, Kato, and Land (Ref.12). apparent age older than its ac;ual one. The inMg al

l
!
1

_ . _ _
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response in a population consisting of all ages at for the acute radiation dose equivalent of spontaneous

exposure would be governed by its age distribution. cancers was found to be 8 to 10 rads per year.

For populations with similar age distributions, the
lifetime responses would quite possibly have a linear REFERENCES
relationship to dose.

If the response in the population is indeed a 1. United Nations, Scientific Committee on the Effects of
^* mic Radiation (UNSCEAR), Sources and Effects of

leftward shift of the spontaneous cancer incidence (or Ionm.ng Radiation: UNSCEAR 1977 Report to the Gen. ;

mortality), the procedure already outlined can be cral Assembly, with Annexes, United Nations, New York, )
followed to set upper limits on the sensitivity (appar- 1977.

ent, not real) of the population at any age. For 2. United Nations, Scientific Committee on the Effects of

example, there are about 78 childhood cancers per year Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR),IonisingRadiation: Levels

per 10' live births in the studies of Stewart and and Effects-A Report of the UNSCEAR td the General
Anembly, with Annexes, VolI: Levels and Vol11. Ef.Kneale.' At 9 rads per year owing to age, that means
fects, United Nations, New York,1972.69 x 10 rads of radiation equivalent dose, or a maxi- 3. International Commission on Radiological Protection,

mum of 8.7 childhood cancers per 10' person-years Itoblems Involved in Developing an Index of Nam,
per rad. This is about 15% of the 57.2 derived by Adopted by the /CRP in May 1977 (ICRP Publication 27;
$lewart and Kneale. The real value may be much Annals of the ICRP, Vol.1, No.4) Pergamon, New York,

I977-lower, because the slope of the increase during the first
10 yr of life is much lower than is indicated by this 4. E. Pochin, Why Be Quantitative About Radiation Risk

Estimates? (Lauriston S. Taylor Ixcture No. 2), National
c a on. Council on Radiation Protection and 5feasurements, Wash-
Similar calculations need to be made on the ington, D.C.,1978.

Maneuso, Stewart, and Kneale studies.2 7,2 s The maxi- 5. G. R. 31erriam, Jr., and E. F. Focht, A Clinical Study of

|
mum " sensitivity" should appear at 50 to 60 yr of age Radiation Cataracts and the Relationship to Dose, Am. I.

when the ratio of cancer mortality to all other Roentgenol. Radium 7her. Nucl. Med., 77(5): 759 785
(1957).mortality is highest. Note that the dose could be

6. National Research Council, Advisory Committee on th
! delivered at any age sufficiently early to allow for

Biological Effects of lonizing Radiation, The Effects oni
' growth of the cancer. Ibpulations of Exposure to Low Levels of Ionizing

in any case, the minimum value of 8 rads per year Radiation (BEIR Report), National Academy of Sciences,
age equivalent dose, if it proves to be generally Washington, D.C.,1972.

,

I applicable, reinforces our experience with the diffi. 7. A. AL Stewart and G. W. Kneale, R;.diation Dose Effects in
Relation to Obstetric X-Rays and Childhood Cancers,culty of actual epidemiological measurements of the
knut. L ll85-Il88 0une 6,1970).

effects of doses of the order of 10 rads to human 8. R. E Rowland, A. F. Stehney, and 11. F. Lucas, Jr.,
populations. Dose-Response Relationships for female Radium Dial

The method just outlined is,like all other methnds, Workers. Radiat. Res., 7o(2): 368-383 (November 19'8).
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large. W. S. S. Jee, and R. D. Lloyd (Eds.), University of Utah
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Biological Risks, An Editorial

Alvin M. Weinbe";

1

During the incident at Three Mile Island, Pennsylvania Governor Richard |
Thornburg ordered the evacuation of pregnant women. Few people realize '

that this precaution was based on the contention by A. Stewart and G.W.
Kneale (Lancer, June 6,1970, pp.1185-1188) that to double the natural
cancer rate in children requires but 2 rads of in utero radiation, some 100- to
400-fold less than is required to double the lifetime cancer risk. The Stewart
and Kneale finding is based on a retrospective study of 7649 English children
who died of cancer between 1945 and 1960. These children received more
prenatal X rays than did a matched group of children who did not die of
cancer. According to Stewart and Kneale, this proved that prenatal X rays
caused the cancers.

The Oxford childhood cancer study (A. Stewart, J.Webb, and D. Hewitt,
British Medical Journal,1958, pp.1495-1508), summarized by Stewart and
Kneale, has been controversial ever since it was published almost 20 years ago.
The most compelling evidence to the contrary is the experience at Nagasaki
and Hiroshima. Several hundred pregnant women received low-level radiation
dogs (between 1 and 250 rads to the fetus) in these cities. Were the Stewart
and Kneale finding correct, about five cancers should have shown up among
the children exposed in utero. In fact, only one cancer appeared-about what
one would expect from the unirradiated controls. Two attitudes toward this
discrepancy have appeared in the literature: (1) assume Stewart and Kneale are
correct and explain the atomic bomb data, or (2) assume the atomic bomb
data are correct and find the weaknesses in the Stewart and Kneale argument.

In contrast to the retrospective Stewart and Kneale study, the atom bomb
cases constitute a prorpective study-that is, irradiate randomly first and
determine the consequences. A priori, one would expect these f~mdings to be
more reliable than those of the retrospective study. It is therefore reassuring
that H. G. MacPherson and J. Totter at the Institute for Energy Analysis (IEA)
have found a basic methodological error in the Stewart and Kneale analysis.
For a retrospective radiation study to be sound, the probability that idiopathic
cancer cases received radiation must be proved to be the same as tN
probability that the control population received radiation. In fact, che
idiopathic cancer cases in the Stewart and Kneale study may have recdved
more radiation than did the controls. In addition, the entire effect claimed by
Stewart and Kneale seems to diminish with date of exposure, there being
essentially no effect among children exposed after 1960. These findings cast
serious doubt on the often-quoted contention that fetuses or young children
are much more sensitive to carcinogenic effects of radiation than are mature
individuals.

But the effects of low-levelinsult are intrinsically uncertain. In the face of
such uncertainty, H. Adler of IEA and Oak Ridge National Laboratory has
suggested that standards of exposure be set at a minimum level-that is, a
level below which damage, if any, can be ignored. The level Adler suggests for
ionizing radiation is the standard deviation of tne natural background. lie
presented these views at a meeting in Vienna of the International Atomic
Energy Agency. liis point of view is now receiving serious attention within the
National Council on Radiation Protection and has been used by B.Shleien of
the Food and Drug Administration to arrive at standards for exposures in case
of emergency.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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Comparative Risk Cost Benefit Study of Alternative
Gources of Electrical Energy

Adapted from WASH-1224, Chapter 1

Nuc/. Safety,17(2): 171-184 (March-April 1976)

; [ Editor's Note: He following article is excerpted from a in general, the production of a quantity of useful
j report on the same subject prepared by the U.S. Atomic energy, such as a kilowatt-hour of electricity, involves
| Energy Commission and issued as WASil 1224; it consists of several dimensions of cost:

the " Introduction and Summary" of that report, which the (a) the diversion of conventional labor, material, and
editors believe represents the most comprehensive assessment capital resources, all of which are normally reflected in the
of the risks, costs, and benefits of coal, oil, natural gas, and market price of energy;

| nuclear fuel cycles when used to produce electric power. Of (b) the consumption of a quantity of a nonrenewable
j the extensive references included in the original document, fuel resource, thus precluding its use in the future;
; only the more substantive are included herewith as a bibliog- (c) degradation of natural and man-made environments.

| raphy. Persons interested in reading the complete 243-page including disruption of natural material, energy, and biolog-
'

report and its SI-page appendix, entitled " Energy Expendi. ical balances, and damage to man-made structures and
tures Associated with Electric Power Praluction by Nuclear materials;

and Fossil Fueled Power Plants," may purchase them from the (d) impacts on human health and safety.
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, D. C. 2M02, for $3.20 and $1.20, Recently, popular attention has been drawn to the last

respectively,] two of these cost groupings, as evidenced by the staggering
proliferation of energy and environmental studies in the
past few years.

| Abstract: Dis study quantifies, normalises, and compiles Concern over environmental impacts of producing
'

conventional and societal costs associated with the production electrical energy has often focused on very narrow aspects
of electrical energy by currently available alternative systems of individual electrical energy production systems,* such as
based on coal, gas, nuclear fuels, and hydroenergy. Particular thermal eifects of discharge heat from power plants, mining
emphasis is placed on examining each energy system in its impacts, and air pollution. For this reason, the quantitative
entirety-both the power plant and its supporting fuel cycle. environmentalliterature on electrical energy production is,
However, the study is restricted to routine impacts, includinK to a large extent, fragmentary and redundant.

| routine accidents whose frequencies can be established from A more balanced and coherent view requires that costs
! historical data. From the available data, which are thoroughly and impacts throughout entire fuel cycles be identified,
| referenced herein, it is concluded that natural gas incur * ouantified, normalized, and compared on a consistent basis.

tninimal environmental. and hurrun-impact costs but remaining As part of a continuing analysis of the role of nuclear
! supplies are small; oil presents considerably greater environ. power in prosiding the Nation's energy requirements, the

mental and human impacts but substantially less than those Division of Reactor Research and Development of the
from coal, which is both the most serious environmental United States Atomic Energy Commission has undertaken
offender and the most abundant domesticfuelsource Nuclear such an assessment-the " Comparative Risk-Cost-Benefit
fuels, which are abundant natural resources, have somewhat Study of Alternative Sources of Electrical Energy."
less environmental and human impacts than gas. De conven.
tional fuel costs of coal and nuclear fuel cycles are comparable

Purpose and Scopeand considerably less expensive than gas or oil, but it appears
that the cost of abatement and health and safety measures will The purpose of this study is to provide a quantitative
significantly increase the cost of energy fro s coal over that basis for making comparisons of societal costs across and

from nuclearfuel. within alternate electrical energy production systems. He
,

! principal tasks in achieving this goal are to assign internal
| Reprinted below is Chap.1, entitled "Introhetion and and external e sts of the alternate systems to a common

g ,,g g g g unit of electrical energy produced (kilowatt-hours) and to
vss such costs, where possible, in consistent units
(dollars). Fuel cycle material balances provide the central

rmat f r assembling and normalizing data and provide the1.1 INTRODUCflON
quantitative link between an impact or cost anywhere m

| The role of energy in sustaining and advancing civilization is the system and a corresponding quantity of electrical
fundamental and pervasive. It is difficult to identify a single energy (benefit) produced.
artifact or activyv of modern society which does not
involve, either directly or indirectly, an expenditure of
energy beyond that associated with man's muscular exer- 'The terms " electrical ene.gy production system" and
tions. " fuel cycle" are used synonymausly in this report.

|
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Such information could provide a preliminary basis for o " Costs" include both "mten,al" and "esternal" costs.

numerous arici!!ary comparisons and cost -benefit trade- Internal costs are those costs already borne by electricity
of f s, including: (a) comparisons of total costs unternal plus consumers. Internal costs are already imbedded in the price
external) of producing electrical energy from al ernate of electrietty (mdis/kWhe) and include the conventionalt

fuels; (b) comparisons of esternal and internal costs for components--labor, materials, and costs of capital. Ex-
each process step within each fuel cycle, in order to ternal costs are the environmental and human impacts not
determine which steps are the most emironmentally of- accounted for in the priee of electncity.
fending, and in order to measure the cost-ef fectiveness of With the definitions of benefit, nsk, and cost estab-

abatement measures; (c)companson of esternal costs of inhed above, the study reduces to a comparison of total
alternatne methods for the same functional step m a given costs to produce electricity by alternative fuels.
fuel cycle; and (d) comparison of the total costs awociated e Much of the information assembled in this report is
with alternative energy strategies, or mis of fuels, to m et a based on : aggregate national data. In this sense, the
given energy demand projection over a period of time and awewment assumes a national homogeneous model, at the
f e) cohe ren t judgments regarding abatement measu res, espense of displaying regional variations in unit costs,
which, whde reducing an impact at one stage in an energy impacts, engmeeting and economic constraints, local utdity
system, may increase impacts at another. company practice, dte specific considerations, and the hke.

He followmg restrictions and awumptions serve to For example, in order to properly burden a quantity of
further define the scope of the study. electrical energy with coal mining impacts,it is necessary to

auume pneactkn frachons from surface and undergrounde ne study is confmed to electncal energy. A more
nuning techniques. Although the umt impacts of produc-comprehensive awessment would include all forms of
hon methods are dnaggregated and displayed separately inend-use ene rgy (" total energ)"). lienefits and costs of
the body of the report and in other supportmg materials,'substitutmg electrical energy for other fmms are not

addressed,ahhough the coefficients descloped in the course pmduction fractions representative of the current national

of this studi ran be usefulin such analpes. pattern (-50% underground, ~50% surface) are assumed
for eWw conmuchng sununary taNes. De same

e The study is restneted to e'ectrical energy pnduction
general appmach was taken in several other elements of the

and embraces entire fuel cycles and their reuduals. Ques-
'"# "" # "'

tions regardmg electrical energ e use ne not aJJressed. e lhe bases for normalization of costs and impacts are
although alternatne electrical encegy-use patterns may have

I e of ectneal generahng capacuy, or the annual
ugmticant ensironmental and econ >mie dif ferencet

operation of one llR)O41We unit at 75% capacity factor
* Attention is restricted to madern, commercial uze' (6.57 bdhon k%he).t All fuel ente parameters are normal-

base load power plants and their supporting fuel cycle ggg ;g g 7g g
facihties, and to those systems based on technologies u hose balances. The resulting evaluation is a static companson of
commercut applicatmn n prosen. lhe analysis includes g gg gg ,

only thow sy stems espes ted to make major contnbutions hk WM hm h h md Wm Mto base load power production in the near term, i.e., the g , g
nest ten or fifteen years. Systems conddered are those alternatnes must be regarded as changmg mises of energy
based on coal, residual fuel oil, natural gas, nuclear fiwton

,

(LM R ) [hght-water reactors fuels, and hydroenergy. Al' isolated sources. The development of statie impact coeffs-
though two ty pes of advanced nuclear fission reactors ~--the

- k entral task of this study,is a prerequoite of the
llIGR (high-temperatu re gas-cooled reactori and the mm hwN eg w@
LMI 14R lhqutd metal <ooled fast breeder reactorl -- are
espected to make significant contnbutions to base load
power by the end of thn century, these concepts are not 1.2 SUMM ARY ANI) CONCI USIONS
addrewed quantitatnely in this report. E lectricity genera-
tion usmg gast6cd coalis umilarly escluded. Summary

e ne study is restricted largety to quantification of the l'or purposes of makmg grou compansons, representa-
environmental and human impacts of the energy sptems tne costs and impacts of ahernative electneal energy
under normal operatmg conditions. Certain clawes of pmdus tion s> stems were awembled and normalized to 6.57
routme industrial accidents, for which rehable statutics are bdhon kilowatt hours (k%he), the annual energy produced
asadable, are treated, howeser. Large, h> pothetical acci- by one 100041We unit operating at 75% capacity factor,
dents at a nucle.ar power plant are escluded, unce other Systems considered were those based on coal, od, natural
concurrent US AI C studies are addressing thn topie. gas, and nuclear tinion fuels.$ Attention is testricted to

e "lienetit" in this study is defined as a quantity of
,

electrical energy, e g> one kilowatt hour. No attempt is ' And are availabte to the reader in substituting his own'

made to determine the absolute sotietal value of electricity. assu mp tions.

That is, the questmn addrewed n not ahether a unit of tSome impacts and costs are related to a umt of

t electrical energy should be prmluced, but instead how it electncal energy produced (kWhe), w hile others are related

( should he prodm ed. to power capacity (MWe).
| $ lhe hydroenergy system is discussed quahtatively m

e "Rhks" aie treated as " costs" in tbn study; thei Chapter 3. l.ittle quantitative information is developed,
product of the probabihty of an undesirable event (per unit since relatnely httle additional hydro capacity is expected
of electrical energy) times the consequences of the event. to be installed.

1

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.
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modern, commercial we, base load power plants and their or to a Fenerating capacity of 1000 M%e.' 1he format of )
supporting fuel cycle facihties, and to those systems based Table I warrants some explanation.1'irst, mucn of the data

on technologies whose commerdal application are prosen. represents sums over the individual fuel cycle process steps.

Although two advanced reactor types, the llTGR and the Chapters 3 and 5 give similar data for each process step,

l.Mi BR. are espected to make significant contributions to permitting the reader to make comparisons among process

baw load power pnxtuction by the end of the century, thu steps of individual fuel cycles or among similar process steps

study instudes a quantitative appraiul only of the current (e.g., mining) across competing fuelcycles.I'urther it is rec-

generation of power reactors- the L% Rs.1.mphnis of the ognized that the organization of a table such as Table 1 can

report is on quantifying elfects throughout the respective prejudice and distort a comparative assessment, e g., the
fuel cycles, from fuel extraction to power generation, as grouping of data under desaiptive headings, tN election
tonceptuahied in l'ig. l. %here powible, nonconventtonal of " typical" or " representative'' parameters, the omission

cost s were reduced to a common basis hame umt of of impacts not quartifiable, etc. In this regard, great care
electrical energy prodused) and to common units tdollars), was taken to present an objective set of impacts and costs,

thus rendermg them comparable and, perhaps, additive. assembled in a coherent, but uncontrived, matrit l'ntries in

lhe information aswmbled and normaliicd in this Table I are arranged to conform roughly to the fou r
report emerged from an extence hterature survey auned at conceptual groupmys of usts and impacts estabbshed in

quantifying numerous individualimpacts and costs in most the introduction: (a) conventional costs; (b) consumption

cees, the indnidual impacts and cmts dnpl.iyed m this of nonrenewable fuel resources; (ej entironmental degrada-

report are derircJ quantities. Indnidual items of data were tion; and (d) impacts on human health and safety.

rarely found in the desired format, that n, restricted to the lhe major categories of Table I are discussed briefly

particular impact or cost under consideration and normal. below.

iled to a umt of electrical energy produced or to a unit of
production capacity. I or each item addressed, considerable Power Plant and 1 nergy Sptem lif ficiencies

manipulation - duaggregation, m te r pr e t ation, as er a ging. Power plant net thermal efficiencies for the fossil plants
normalitation --w as neceuary to reduce the quantity t are essentially the same - 38 - 391 The L% Rs, P% R
con sisten t and me.mmgful informatmn. In seseral cases, (pressurized-water reactor | and b% R {boihng-water reac-
only sou rce te rms, eg, pollu t ant emission ra tes, are tor), have somewhat lower ret thermal efficiencies, ~324,
presented. Ideally, one would reduce all such quantines i owmg to their coolant temperature limitations.
ultimate impacts in consntent damage units to permit their
dhplay as added costs.

Table I summarizes compuarne data for the alternate 'some impacts and costs are related to a unit of
fuel cycles nonnalized to production of 6.57 bilhon k%he production, white others are related to system capacity.

Electrical
energy
(benefit)

t' including transportation

Recovery and
waste desposatUpgrading processes

including transportation

f T
f T

%'*, ",;',; -~ -~-+ ~ ~ -~

l

i I 1 1 I 1 1

I I 1 | | | 1

| | 1 1 I I f

$ 1rf if f 1r
$ 1r$ 'r y 'ty 1r

_

Fuet rsencess step

i

l

Internal cost |
1

9P
|

{
1

External cost
i

liig. I Schematic of a fuel cycle (energy production system). l~ rom WASil 1224.

1
I
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Table ! Compenson of Costs and Impacts of Alternate Electrical Energy Production Systems *

Basis: 1000.MWe Power Plant,75%CF,6.57 x 10' kWhe

Coal Oil Gas 'L%R

. . I
Power plant and energy system efficiencies

'

Electrical energy (billion kWhe/ year) 6.57 6.57 -6.57 6.57
Power plant heat rate (Btu /k%)e) 8,900 8,830 9,110 10,850 .

Power plant thermal efficiencies
(kWe/kwt, %) 38 39 38 32 -

' Energy system efficiency (kWhe
- consumer /k%ht inpu t, %) 35 35 34 28

' Consumption of nonrenewable fuel resources
Power plant fuel consumption

(annual) 2.3 M tons 10 M barrels 64 B cubic ft -130 M tons Ut
Fraction of resesves consumed

(annual) 0.000006 0.0001 0.0004 0.0002

Conventional costs (mills /kWhe)
Plant 7.8 7.2 6.4 1 I .7

O&M 0.8 0.6 0.6 0.8 -
Fuel 9.8 27.4 36.0 6.0

' Total 18.4 35.2 43.0 18.5

Selected abatement costs (mills /kWhe)* 4.7 2.0 0.6 0.6

Occupational health and safety
Occupational health (MDL/ year) 600 U U 480
Occupational safety

Fatalities (deaths / year) 1.1 0.17 0.08 0.1

Nonfatal injuries (number / year) 46.8 13.1 5.3 6.0 -7.0
Total mari days lost (MDLiyear) 9,250 1,725 780 900-1000

' Public health and safety
Public health

Routine pollutant release
(MDL/ year) U U U 180-210

1

Public safety
Transportation injuries

Fatahties (deaths / year) 0.55 U U 0.007
Nonfatal (injuries / year) 1.2 U U 0.08
Total man <tays lost (MDijyear) 3,500 U U 60

Environmental degradation
Land.

Land use, inventory (acres) 22,400 -1,600 -3.600 ~ l .000
Land use, consumption

(acres / year) 740 S S 12

Air
50, release,without abatement

(tons / year) 120,000 38,600 20 3,600

*The number of digits shown is not generally indicative of precision. In many caws.several digits are retained merely for
calculational purposes. U = unevaluated; 5 = small; M = million; B = billion; T = thousand.

t About 99% of this figure is not irretrievably consumed; rather,it is available in the form of enrichment plant tails for use
in breeder reactors.

t 1980 dollars.
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Table 1 (Continued)

Coal Oil Gas Lh R

Environmental degradation (continued)
Air (continued)

SO, release,with abatement
(tons / year) 24,000 21,000 0 720

NO release,without abatementx
(tons / year) 27,000 26,000 13,400 810

Particulate releases, without
abatement (tons / year) 270,000 26,000 $18 8,000

Particulate r s, with
abatement m ! year) 2,000 150 4 60

Trace metals relears
(tons / year) 0.5 lig 1,500 V U S

Radioactivity releases
(Ci/ year) 0.02 0.0005 S 250-500 T

Dermal disharge, power plant
stack (billion kWht/ year) 1.64 1.71 2.2 0

Water
Cooling water use (billion

gallycar) 263 263 263 424

Process water use (billion
gal / year) 1.46 1.75 1.42 0.095

Radioactivity releases
(Ci/ year) 0 0 0 500-1000

Other impacts (billion
gal / year) 16.8 7.9 0 S

Rermal discharge, power
plant (billion k%ht/ year) 9 9 9 14

Overall energy system efnciencies include corrections establish the reserve base available to the U. S. electricity

for process heat and electrical energy requirements of the production. Residual fuel oil (RFO) assumed to be available
supporting fuel cycle operations. For all systems, process from Africa and Venezuela is included in the RFO reserve
heat requirements for the supporting fuel cycle are negli- base.

gible compared to the heat input at the power plant. Fuel Coal is seen to be the most abundant fossil fuel
cycle electrical energy requirements are also negligible. resource, natural gas the least. Foreign deposits place the
except for the diffusion-enrichment plant requirements for RFO system on a psr with the LWR systems.
the L%R systems, which are of the order of 3 to S% of the fuel resource data are given for each of the mineral
power plant output. Transmission losses are assumed the fuels in Chapter 3 and reduced to equivalent quantities of
same for all systems. electrical enerfy in Chapter 5.

He fossil fuel cycles have similar systems effi-
ciencies ~35's. The L% Rs have lower system ernciencies, Conven tional Costs
~28%, due both to their lower power plant efGeiencies and

Conventional costs are those definable costs already
their enrichment plant power requirements.

Niore detailed analyses of the overall fuel cycle energy imbedded in the price of electricity to the consumer-the
costs for labor, materials, and use of money. They include

balances are given in Chapter 5 and in the Appendix.
the capital cost of power plant amortized over the life of
the P ant. plant operating and maintenance costs, and fuell

Consumption of Nonrenew able l'uel Resources costs. Fuel costs include es ts incurred throughout the fuel
ne avadability of fuel at acceptable cost is a major cycle, including capital costs of fuel cycle facilities. Rese

consideration in selecting a power plant type. For example, costs are ultimately transferred to the utility company and,
fuel shortage offsets the environmental benents of the together with utility company working capital changes
natural gas sistem. Annual fuel consumption of each associated with fuel, borne by the consumer.

1000 51We plant is expres' sed in Table I as a fraction of Representative conventional costs, corrected for escala-
reserves available for U. S. electric power production, at tion to the year 1980, are shown in Table 1. ne purposes (
current extraction costs and with current extraction tech- of including conventional costs in this report are to show

nology. Current altern ative-u se fractions were used to roughly the market competitiveness of the alternate energy
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systems and to provide reference points for comparison of and prorated quantities of coal cycle pollutants are,
nonconventional costs. %here possible, costs associated accordingly, assigned to the LWR fuel cyc!c.t it is
with abatement and restoration measures have be n sepa- interesting to note that on this basis, the LWR cycle
rated frors the conventional costs. " emissions" of SO, and particulates are greater than those

It shauld be recognized that convsntional costs are of the natural gas fuel cycle. Thermal releases to the

! quite sensitive to power plant location. Further, a number atrnusphere are about 15% of the total heat rejected by
| of factors cause such costs to vary with time-routine fossil power plants. Here are, of course, no atmospheric

,

j inflation, abundance of fuel resources, capacity / throughput thermal releases at nuclear power plants. Stinutt quantities j

|
effects, legal and regulatory actions, technological maturity, of radioactive materials are routinely released tra nuclear i

etc. facilities to the atmosphere. Dese emissions are of primary )
concern to pubhc health, and are discussed below, togethe:

Abatement Costs with fossil pollutants, under the heading "public Ilealth and
Safety'" IAbatement costs in Table I include 50, removal from

8 *I''''' ""' ### "* I I''#"#*' ##" *"I I'""
stack gases (coall, desulfuritation of residual fuel oil, ns operate at kwer Mermal eMnciesperamre Un a
natural-dratl evaporative cooling towers (all plantst near- and, therefore, reject more heat than modern fossil fuel
rero radwaste systems (LWRsk and surface-mined land

plants of the same generating capacity, Iur this reason and
reclamation. His is not, of courw, a complete list.

#8"'# * * #*I * "# E ""Abatement costs in the coal cycle are the greatest due
discharged into the atmosphere through the stack, LWRs

to the large cost projected for 50, removal. The desulfur- discharge about one hird more waste heat to cooling water
ization of residual fuel oil is the dominant abatement cost than do modern fossil-fueled plants.
in the od cycle. De near zero adwaste treatment s) stems Process water use in the LWR fuel cycle is essentially
add little to the LWR energy c i.

negligible compared to that in fossil fuel cycles, due both to
"' '' # I*##*" #""# ''*" #

Environmental Degradation volumes of fuel matenals $#small manes and
.

mvolved.
Iturden rates on the environmental receptorsLland. Chemical contamination of waterways is similarly small.

air, and w ater-are displayed in Table 1, with the intent of Chemical contamination in the fossil system includes acid

presenting crude measures of relative environmental im- mine drainage in coal fields, black water from coal cleaning

pacts of the alternate energy systems. In most cases, these plants, and oil spdis, ballast discharge, and refinery efflu-
burden rates me merely source terms, i c., emission rates ents in the od system,

normalized to a quantity of electnca? energy produced. As discussed in Chapter 4, damage functions for each

Ideally, these quantities would be reduced to incremental pollutant-receptor combination are not well established.
quantities of damage to ultimate receptors, such as natural Dus, any measure of damage costs, normalized to annual

flora and fauna, structural materials, crops, and the like, emission rate, must be regarded as a gross preliminary
Dollar costs could then be assigned to units of damage. estimate. Section 4.9 gives crude measures of the dollar

i Owing largely to the lack of damage-function information costs impowd by damage from coal, od, and natural gas

| for each pollutant-receptor combination, this procedure plant SO, and particulate emissions. Section 4.10 presents
could not be followed rigorous;- estimites of dollar costs associated with impacts (largely

Two aspects of land use are included in Table 1: land consumptive water use) of waste heat rejection by natural-

tied up or committed by the power plants and their d raft wet cooling towert Estimates of other dam ;e
supporting fuel cycle; and the land " consumed" ennually, costs-associated with mine land disruption, oil spills and

e.g., land disturbed by surface minmg, or land inundated by ballast diwharge, and biological oxygen demand of refinery

disposal of fuel cyde residuals. De coal fuel cycle has the effluents-are given in Section 4.11. All of these damage

greatest land impact, owing mainly to its mining operations costs are summarized in Table 2. Store detaded discussions

and waste disposal. Inventory land requirements for the are provided in the Appendit
nuclear fuel cycles are magnified by exclusion-area require-
ments but are still an order of magnitude less than that of Occupational ifcalth and Safety

the coal cycle.
. Table I displays occupational health effects for coal

Annual emissions of sulfur oxides, nitrofen oxides' and nuclear energy systems in units of man-days lost
particulates, radioactivity, heat, mercury, and vanadium to
the atmosphere are shown in Table 1. De coal energy f gg
system releases greater quantities, per unit energy pro- niosis GR), or,

duced, of 50,, NO , and particulates than do the other ,, black lung,,, a respiratory disease resulting from then

fosu.l systems. F.or purposes of comparison, electrical
energy required for the gaseous diffusion enrithment of,

L%R fuel is assumed to be provided by a coal-fired plant, tThis is, of course, a purely arbitrary assu mp tion,
although the cuisting diffusion capacity is powered by

| coal-fire power plants. Notwithstanding recent publicity to
' Effects on human health and safety are f*equently the con trary, coal is not uniquely required for the

| Included in the term "ensironmental effects.*'In this study, production of enriched nuclear fuel. Some electricity (a few
human health and safety are considered separately. The percen t of the equivalent electrical energy yield of the
next two sections deal, respectively, with occupational and nuclear fuel) is required, and any fuel which produces

public health and safety, electricity wilt do.

_ _ _ __ , _ _ _ _ _ ~ ,
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TaWe 2 Comps.ison of Conventional Costs and Some Eve:usted
:

Nonconventional Costs of Ahernate Energy Systems 8

)

; Basis: AnnualOperation of One 1000 MWe Power Plant and

; . Supporting Fuel Cycle (6.57 biluon kWhe), in 1980 Dollars

Coal Oil Gas LWR

Conventional costs ($10*/ year)
Capital plant 51 47 42 77
Fuel cycle . 64 . 180 237 39

j OAM 5.4 4.0 3.7 5.2

Rounded totals 120 231 283 121

Abstement costs ($10*/ year)

.
Cooling towers 3.6 5.9 7.1 2.4

Sulfur /SO, removal 25.9 4.9 NA NA'

j St:1p-mined land reclamation 0.1 NA NA S

j Near.rero radwaste NA NA NA 1.2 - 1.8
4

_

Rounded totals 30 11 7 3-4#

; Conventional and abatement ($10'/ year) 150 242 290 125

j Abatement component (%) 20 5 2 3

l
| Safety

.

($10* / year)

? Occupationalt 0.46 0.086 0.039 0.05

! Public$ 0. I '. U U 0.003

I Subtotal - 0.64 'A086 >0.039 0.053
1-

! liealth ($10*/ year)

j occupational 0.036 U U 0.0241 ;

i Public U U U 0.01 "

Subtotal >0.03 U U 0.034

Total human health and
accident costs ($10*/ year) >0.67 >0.086 >0.039 0.087

Environmental effects ($10*/ year)

i Water base 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.6

f Air base 0.8 0.6 0.1 S

1 Land base 0.2 S S S
1

j Subtotal 1.4 1.0 0.5 0.6

' Total human and environ-
'

) mental ef' ,.:ts ($10*/ year) 2.1 1.1 0.5 0.7
,

j Percent of conventional (%) 3 1 0.5 0.9
i a ..

1 'U = unevaluated;NA = not applicable;S = small.
tConventional injuries in routine industrial acciaents, including fatal and nonfatal injuries; I death = 6000 MDL =4

$ 300,000.
$Conventionalinjuries in accidents in transportatioe of fuels; I death = 6000 M DL = $300,000.
I Coal workers' pneumoconiosis (CWP).

j 1 Radiological health effects,includinglung cancers among uranium miners.
" Radiological health effects from routine emissions.

e

l

;

i
- - - . _. . . - - . .- - , , . .-. . _ . -- - - - - .
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accumulation of coal dust in the lungs of underground lhe establishment of doie-response relationships is at
j miners. An advanced stage of this disease is progressive present the weakest link in this procedure. The relation-

massive fibrosis (PMi'). Crude estimates of the frequency ships between health effects and pollutant concentrations!

(normalized to 6.57 bdlion k%he) of CWP cases are (or dose levels) are generaUy estabhshed by epidemiological
compared to estimated occupatienal health effects in .ie studies on statistical samples of the human population, or

| bght water reactor fuel cycles-long cancers among ura- laboratory studies on animals. Animal studies require that
' nium miners due to inhalation of radon gas, and cancers results be scaled in some manner in order to estimate

resulting from occupational esposures to radiation at the human effects.
scactor and reprocessmg plants (6000 MDL is assigned to Table 1 contains crude estimates of public health

,

cach mahgnaricy; 1000 MDL is assigned to each case of effects (in units of mandays lost) of the routine radioac-j
| simple C% P). tivity emissions from the nuclear fuel cycles. ( A total of

| It is estimated that on the order of one case of black 6000 MDL is assigned to each malignancy.) These figures
I lung can be attributed to the mining requirements asso- are based on a very conservative dose -response coefficient
I ciated with one 1000 MWe coal-fired plant per year.' ily of the order of ~0.0001 mahgnancy per rad and the

comparison, on the order of one mahgnancy would be emission rates in curies per ton of fuel procesud or per
espected in the light-water reactor fuel cycles, per 1000 M%he estimated in the present study. Section 4.4, the
MWe plant.during the life of the plant (~30 years). Appendis, and the footnotes of Section 3.5 desenbe these

Occupational health is addressed in more detad in calculations in more detail.
Sections 4.4,4.6,4.7 and in the Appendit Unfortunately, human health hazards from fossil fuel

Occupationalinjuries due to routine industrial accidents pollutants are not as well understood and quant 0ed as the
occur throughout the alternate fuel cycles. Table I gives health hazards from radiation. Theie are no dose-response
injury rates, normalized to the annual operation of a data comparaf . in quality to ther:peutie irradiation and
1000-MWe power plant. Injuries in the coal cycle eseced, atomic bomb coualty data and no linear dose-response
by far, those in the other fuct cycles. About one occupa- model, both of which are so useful in estimating thowever
tional fatality per year can be attributed to each conservatively) radiation effects. Numerous measures of
1000-MW(e) coal-fired plant. The dominant se se of health effect have been investigated but no preeminent
coal. cycle injuries is underground mining.t The injury rates measure has emerged which is analogous to malignant

| in the od, gas, and LWR fuel cyc!cs are roughly equiva- neoplasm in the case of radiation. Tosicologic studies on
! lent-an order of magnitude below that of coal. Mining in animals have demonstrated that massive doses of specific

the nuclear fuel cycles accounts for most of the injuries in chemicals sush as sulfur dioside may impair healt h.
these cyclet llecause of the high<nergy content of nuclear Likewise, chronie esposures of animals have demonstrated
fuels, nuclear fuel mining injury rates are much lower than health effect. Correlations between various measures of
those in coal mining- human respiratory impairment, including death, and lesels

" # ## " # *8 "" #8
Public ilealth and Safety episodes of esceptional'y hiah concentration of air pollu-

Public health effects of electricity production are tants. Ilowever, there is no imormation on the effect of
estremely difficult to assess. Pollutant emission rates at the individual esposure tu spec Ge pollutants during such

,

l power plant or at a fuel process step in the supporting fuel episodes, and no dose-response relationship can be formu-

cycle are first estimated. A thorough understanding of the lated. This same lack of esposure information plagues the

process in question and a careful description of the material attempt to estabhJs pollutan t-response correlations
flows involved in the process are normally sufficient to through study of chronic esposure. Several regrenion
yield a fairly accurate emission rate, normalised to a given formulas hase been developed which relate measures of

quantity of electrical energy produced. Transport of the mortality and morbidity to measures of general air polla.
tion levels, such as sulfur dioside concentrations andpollutant through various pathways to man.or to alternate

fates, must nest be analyzed. l' actors involved in this step concentrations of particulate matter. These formulas are of

are hscal meteorology, hydrology, pollutant reconcentra. no use for the prediction of health effect as a function of

tion mechamsms, pollutant loss mechanisms, biological pollution level because they have not been based on known

uptake mechanisms, population distnbution, and the hfe and controlle l populati ns, the esptwure measures relate to

| style, including diet, of the population llaman esposure concentrationi made at several geographical locations but

|
levels and rates must then be auessed to determine dose, are not a m(isure of personal esposure, and the full
l'inally, the health damage corresponding to this dose spectrum of a'r poitutants is not represented in the

I (using an appropriate dose-response function or coeffi. equationt Althocth a quantitatise comparison between

| (tent) must be evaluated, and, if warranted, a dollar cost radiation health effect and fonal air pollution health effect

| may be auigned to the incremental health damage, is an ewential part of the comparison of nuclear and fond
fuel cycles, no quantitative estimate of fowl air pollution

*" ' " " # #"#'8I
*[1 hist assumes 50% production in the power plant produwd, can be made at this time.i

' from underground mines. |lt| atsu assumes that future
While it is not feauble, at this time, to normalize pubhcLL S. coal mining health impacts, after implementation of

the 1969 Act, will be similar to British experience. health effects to a unit of energy produced, some perspec-

tOccupational injury figures of Table I assume 50 % tive can be gained by comparisons of natural background
production from underground mines, 50% from surface levels, man-made esposures, regulatory st andards, and
mines. broad ranges of pollutant concentrations kmwn to result in

- - _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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wrne health effect, l'igure 2 iuustrates the comparisons for eabout a factor of 2 over .iatural background

sulfar dioxide, nitrogen oxides, and whole-body irradiation. (10 Cl- R 20) or about a s. . tor of 1.01 over natural
lhe areas labeled "medicaUy perceivable effects" are background (10 CFR 50, Appenuts I)t for radiation.
adapted from a recent Unive.sity of California study.' (b) As expected, ranges of medically perceivable effects
Several tenta'ive contiusions may be drawn from Figure 2. are well above natural backgrou.id levels for au three

(a) Environmental Protection Agency standards for SO, pouutants.

and NO,, apphcable to fossi-fired power plants and other (c)With the neeption of 50,, the standards are well
man-made sources of these pouutants, are above natural below the rang * - nedically perceivable effects.
background levels of these pollutants. Current USAEC (d) Actual ave.ae annual radiation whole-body expo-
regulations (10 Cl R 20) for radiation exposure are about sures from nuclear power facilities in 1970 were several

| equivalent to das from natural background sources. orders of magnitude below the existing standards
| llowever, the new proposed "as low as practicable" (10 Cf-R 20) and natural background. Concentrations of

guidelines (10 Cl R 50, Apixndis I), applicable to light- fossil pollutants (together with background) were substan-
water reactors, would restrict individual doses to orders of tially above background levels in 1970.
magnitude below that from natural saurces. The discussion above was restricted to effects on public

% hen nun-made and natural sources are added, the health of routine pouutant releases from the energy system.
i totailevels pe;mitted by regulations or guidelines are: Of concern alm is public safety, more specificauy, the
| e about a f actor of 100 over natural background for hazards to the public from conventional accidents in
| SO,; transporting fuels.$ Of the various proass steps in the
I e about a factor of 4 over natural background for NO,;

and
j tProposed.
| $lty po:hetical,large scale-low probability accidents at

*D. llausknecht, Public //estrAs Risks of 7hermalPowr power plants and supporting facilities are not addressed in
Plantr. University of California, May 1972. this study.

1

( Whole-body radiat#on (radsl SO2 (PP'") "''h P8"'culates NO2 tppm) with particula'es
|

E- O E- Very severe tom
Med.cally d [ 0.17 Imeasured) u " ' "'

rceivable ' '*"#Chicago 1964

|
_ I -

-

:= Fed. air
| Qu alit y E increasing

standard #E j0.015 (rneasured) severityi ,
_/ urban SO2 1970 ,o

'O._,
. _ (21 cities, avg.) - -

,

i

Natural ,gi Ebac k ground - 0 006 (measured) = Medically
levels Milwaukee 1970 E , perceivable

E
, ,gs -

etfects begersDiagnostic i

X-rays -
g

|
l

i Natural background1 -
' [ level.

AEC standard 17'W' Fed. air
g quality Typacal urbana
- - standard # concentrations

1970

1970 exposure from,gs , , , ,
reactors and - - a
reprocessing plants

Note: Neither the units nor factors of 10 on the scales are the sarne.ga
-

I _._

f ig. 2 Comparison of pollutant standards, background levels, man made esposures, and health
effects. From WASil 1224.
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electncity production systems, fuel transportation is the and uncertainties of the information displayed in Table 2
dominant source of accident risk to the public since it isin warrant further discussion. hese qualifications do not,
the transportation of fuel that the public comes in closest howeser, invalidate the major conclusions and findings of
contact with the energy production system. Routme the study.

industrial accidents at power plants and fuel processing
facilities usuaUy affect only occupational personnel. Additive Costs

Table I compares public injury rates associated with trans- One of the tasks of the study was to reduce numerous
porting fuel required for 100041We coal-fired and LWR quant ties to a consistent basis (same unit of electrical
peer plants. energy produced) and to consistent units (dollars) in order

Radiological and chemical risks associated with trans- to render them comparable and additive. All costs internal
porting fuels, which are orders of magnitude below risks of and external, should be summed to obtain a total societal
conventional impact-injury,' have been excluded. cost.

Because of the large masses and volumes of fuel Adding any set of quantities to obtain a total requires
involsed, coal transportation imposes a much more severe that they not only be in consistent units,but also that they
public safety harard than transportation of nuclear fuels. be (a) exhaustive and (b) mutually exclusise. Put another
Public injury rates in coal transportation are, m fact, way, this means that one should include all of the costs,
comparable to occupational injury rates in coal mining. The and that one should avoid counting something twice.
transportation of coal for a 100041We plant results in a The categories and quantities of Table 2 are not
statistical pubhe death about every two years-this almost exhaustive. One notable omission is the public health effect
entirely due to accidents at railroad grade crossings. Thus, of airborne fossil pollutants, which, for reasons discussed in
about one. third of the total fatalities attributable to the more detail in the text, could not be quantified. For this
coal fuel cycle are pubhc fatalities, the other two-thirds reason, the health subtotal for the coal system may be low
being occupational fatalities largely in underground mining. by an order of magnitude.

A rnore detailed treatment of conventional injury rates Neither are the quantities of Table 2 mutually culu-
in fuel transportation is given in the Appendix. g p g

indeed contain components such asworkers' compensation
Nenconventional Costs in Perspective and insurance, tending to internalize occupational health

Although normahred to the same quantity of electrical and safety impacts. In many such cases an exact separation

energy prodxed or production capacity, the quantities in of costs could not be achieved.
Table I are in a variety of physical and nonphysical units.
Quantitles along a single row are, however, in consistent Uncertainties
units, so that comparisons can be made across competing
energy systems. Ideally, one wishes to reduce all such There are several degrees of uncertainty among the
quantities to the same dimension, e.g., dollars, in order to quantities presented in Table 2. Uncertainties increase,
make dinimilar categories of impact within each energy generally, as one moves from top to bottom and from left
9 stem comparable, and perhaps, additive, making possible to right in Table 2. In general, it was found that small
comparisons of total societal costs across competing energy quantities were attended by the greatest uncertainty. This is

systems. I or example, one might wish to compare the understandable, since small quantities are frequently
occupational radiological health impact in the LWR system masked by large ones; the hazards of dealing with small
to the conventional costs of producing electrical energy in differences between large numbers are well known among

this sy stem. scientists and engineers. Fortunately,in the context of this
Lfforts to anign dollar values to nonconventional costs report, small quantities are less important than large ones.

are highly prehminary, subjective, and generally imperfect. Conventional costs, the largest of the quantities pre-

llowever, in several specific cases, it is possible to make sented, are the most accurately known. A band of *15% is

gross assessments uwful in making order of-magnitude assigned to cover regional and local variances and uncertain-

compa riwns. ties in escalating labor, materials, and money costs to 1980.

Table 2 compares conventional costs of producing Abatement costs, because they can be tied to specific

electrical energy (by alternate energy systems] znd several equipment and procedures, are roughly as accurate as the
conventional costs displayed.

cateFories of environmental and human impacts which were
Rates of occupational injuries in the coal cycle areredused to dollar costs (for the same systemsl. This table

c nsidered quite accurate and representative. For example,
represents the highest degree of summation and condensa-

statistical fluctuations in fatalities per million miner-hourstion considered feasible, useful, and appropriate in this
appear very slight; the gradual reduction in mining injuries

study. The table aggregates numerous quantities derived fr m 1 t 1967 appears systematic, suggesting that such
and prewnted in a labyrinth of supportive materials in the

injuries may be regarded for practical purposes as deter.
main report and the appendices. Further condensation rmnistic and accepted. By contrast, injuries in uranium
(ould lead to misinterpretation and gradual vitiation mming, because they are fewer, appear highly random.
through succeeding generation of studies. The hmitations Accordingly, a broad confide..cc band of $50% is assigned

to nuclear system injuries. Similar comments apply to
public injuries in transporting coal and nuclear fuels.

*1'5Alf Nueteor het Transportation Study (to t>e Accidental injuries can be counted as discrete events

; iswcJ L and assigned to specific activities, e.g., mining, transporta-
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tion, etc. Ity contrast, health ef fects are amorphous, 2. Total nonconventional costs-induding health, in-
dif ficult to define, and often impowable to assess quanti. jury, and ensironmental impacts-arc snull compared to
tatnely with cuuent knowledge of dose-response char- (onventional energy costs (less than 3%).

acteristics. I or this reason, health d amage costs displayed in 3. In view of comiusions I and 2, ultinute fuel resource

Table 2 should be regarded only as orderof magnitude availabihty is apt to have greater innuence, in making
estimates based on the best available information. Radio- national choices among energy sprems, than envhonmental

logical health impacts of nuclear power production are considerations. Coal and nuclear fuels are the most
considered to be conservative, i e., oserestirruted, in that abundant domestic fuels for electricity generation. His
they are based on a hnear dose-response extrapobtion. assumes that greater nutlear fuel utilization is achieved

through the converdon of feitale nu lides to fissile nuclides,

Life Values as in the fast brceder reactor, A host of factors affecting
supply of residual f uel oil and natural gas make extensive,

llealth and injury costs were assessed at $50 per long-term bne load use of these fuels doubtful.
manday lost, leading to a life value of $300.000 if one 4. llealth and injury impacts are greater for occupa-
awumes 6000 man < lays lost per death. These are arbitrary t onal personnel than for the public.
ligures, asstned to permit rough comparisons, and carry 5. Specific judgments concermng the cost -effectiveness
with them no implied comment on the absolute value of of various abatement measures cannot be supported by the
human hfe. The 5300,000 per death figure is, however, in data asatlable. Although costs of abatement measures can
accord with sescral independent assessments. The reader be estinuted with some degree of accuracy, corresponding
may adopt his own values by scalmg the health and incremental costs of damage avoided are datficult even to
accident costs of Table 2. estimate by order of magnitude, owing to the lack of

damage function (Jose-response funchon)information.
Summary of Limitations 6. 't he oserall problem of ranking alternatives is a

To summarire, several limitations and shortcomings of timeslependent one, and alternatises must be regarded as

Table 2 were diwus3cd above: mises of energy sources through time rather than as
e the costs tabulated do not form a complete set, nor indialual imbted sources. It is probable that all sources

are they mutually culusive; for this reason, the table does will be wekome to meet the rising demand for electrical
not yield total social costs or producing electricity ; enern .1 or this reason, a quantitatise ranking or scoring

e in several estegories, only very crude estimates of among individual energy sy stems, based on static param-
nonconsentional costs could be made; in general it was eters, is unw arranted, llowever, some qualitative conclu-
found that small quantities are attended by the greatest sions, based on the quantitative a>sessment summarized in

uncertamty; and preceding tables are in order.
ethe unit co:ts of 350plDL and $300,000/ death. * The n.nural gar sysrcm enjoys low plant capital costs

assigned more or less arbitrarily to permit comparisons of and incurs minimal environmental and human impacts.
health impaument and injury costs with consentional costs, llowescr. remaining domestic reserves are small, imports at
are highly subjective, and may be readily challenged on acceptable costs are uncertain, and there is competition
emotional and moral grounds. None of these shortcomings, from alternate uss ..r this fuel, such as commercial and
however, insahdate the major conclusions and findmgs of rendential heatmg. Supply problems also face the residual
the study, resiewed in the next section. The salient point in furt oil (RI Of system. Domestic yicids of RFO are low
that even drastic changes in the very small quantities in (less th an 101) because of the incentive to masimize
question will not propel these quantities to dominarit production of more valuable refinery ends; thus, a pre-
impor ta nce. pondcr.mt share of Rl:0 camsumed in the U. S.is imported,

Choice of hfe value, if applied consistently, wdl not and foreign sources cannot be considered secure and
distort the relative impacts of the competing energy permanent Environmental and human impacts invohed in
systems. I u rther, w hatever value is assumed, within reason, the RFO system are large compared to those of the natural
the health and injury costs will remain small compared to gas system, but substantially less than those of the coal
the conventional costs of producing electricity. Similarly, sy st em. Ilecause of fuel supply related problems and
the large uncertainties in the environmental, health, and attendmg conventional costs, RI'O and natural gas are
injury figures do not alter the conclusion that thew costs expected to hase diminishing roles in fueling new gencr-
are small compared to conventional costs. The same general ating capacity after 1980.
argument could apply to overlaps and omissions in the e Coal, the most abundant of domestic fuel resources, is
table. the most severe environmental offender. lhis results largely

from the sheer quantities-masses and volumes- of mate-
ruls handled in the fuel cycle. Impacts of the coal energy fConclusions
system are more visib!c and, to some estent, more cauly ]

1. Costs associated with human health and injury measured than those of other systems. In almost esery j
effects, both occupational and public, of new pow er category addressed. nonconventional (or external) costs are j
st ations and their respective prorated supporting fuel greatest m the coal system. Quantified esternal costs of
cydes, are small compared to conventional energy costs producing electricity from coal are, hewever,less than 3%
tiess than 17 ). This conclusion escludes public health of conventional costs. Abatement costs, particularly SO,
effects of airborne fomi pollutants-SO,, NO , particu- retention systems if proved feauble, may add as much as
lates, trace metals-which could not be quantified. 20% to internal costs. Ilowever, the compelhng fact is that

|

|
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coal is an abundant domestic fuel, and its environmental J. E. Martin, E. D. Ilarvard, and D. T. Oak! t, Comparison of
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j Risk Benefit Evaluation foe Large Technological Systems

D. Okrent'

Nuct. Safety,20(2): 148-164 (March-April 1979)

!

!

Abstract: 7he related topics of risk-benelir analysis. risk Since 1971, activity in risk-benefit assessment has
;

analysis, and risk-acceptance criteria f#ow sefe is safe grown substantially. Works that provide a review of
enoughrt are of growing importance. An interdisdelinary much of the field include those by Lowrance ' Rowe,"
study on various orpects of these topics, including applico:'ons and Van llorn and Wilson.' A second conference,
to nuclear power. mis recently completed at the University o|

, Risk-Benefit Methodology and Application,,, wasCahfornia. Ins Angeles (UCLA), with the support of the
National Saena Foundation. In addetton to more than 30 &ld at Asilomar in 197S (Ref. 6);it was sponsored by
topical reports and various open-literature publications, a final the Engineering Foundation as part of a study *
report (UCLA.ENG 7777) to the study, titled "A Generalised undertaken at the Liniversity of Califamia, Los Angeles
Erahuation Approach to Risk-Benefit forlarge Technological WCW which is the subject of this article. And someSystems and its Application to Nuclear Ibwer." ws issued in .

early 1978. This article briefly summarises portions of tise final very thought Ul . insights into the regulation of poten-
report Jealing with general aspects of risk-benefit method. tially hazardous material are to be found in the
ohnty. sodcral knowledge and perception of rusk, and risk- proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences
acceptance cnteria. F%tum, How Safe is Safe? The Design of Policy Im

Drugs and Food Additives. '

The pioneering work of Starr' has provided consider. The following excerpts from the review by Van
able perspective and insight concerning risks in society Horn and Wilsons ndicate some of the major concerns
and has been one of the principal focal points for the that must be addressed.
developing field of risk-benefit evaluation. In 1971 Decision makers are faced to an ever increasing
the National Academy of Engineering (NAE) held a extent with evaluating uncertain risks and benefits
2 day colloquium," Perspectives on Benefit-Risk Deci- to human health and to the environment. Without
Jion Making," in order (1) to help make the issues of reliable knowledge of the implications and conse-
benefit-risk decision making explicit enough for quences of alternative projects or possible courses of
public discussion;(2) to ascertain the current status of action, their ability to make scund judgments is
benefit-risk decision making as a field of study and in diminished. Ilowever, estimating the magnitude,
terms of current practice;and (3) to ii 'itify promising probability, and distribution of risks and assessing

lines of inquiry that might lead to improvements in the costs and benefits of projects are fraught with
the difficulties of science, the uncertainties of

methodology and implementation. The proceedings of technological and economic forecasting, and the
the NAE colloquium constitute another of the basic pitfalls of public policy. Ilovi then can risks, costs,
references in the field, which is due,in large part, to and benefits be explicitly compared? Ilow should
the insight provided by the diversity of viewpoints and pertinent information be ordered and assimilated to
approaches presented by the participants. assist in achieving acceptable balances between

benefits and risks, both in the short term and in the
long run?

' David Okrent is Professor of I ngineering and Applied
Science at the University of California, Los Angeles. and is a The methodologies which are used in " risk-
long-tmte member of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's benefit analysis" attempt to make explicit the often
Advisory Comnuttee on Reactor Safeguards, which he served hidden trade-offs between lives lost and dollars
as chauman in 1966. I ollowing graduate studies in physics at spent, or between pollution and environmental
liarvard Unnersity, he spent about two decades at Argonne quality. No magic formulae have been evolved for
National Laboratory where for many years he had responsi- grappling with these seemingly incommensurable
bility for the program on fast reactor physics and safety, attributes. Nevertheless, the growing difficulties of
Dr.Okrent is a fellow of the American Physical Sodety and

( the American Nudear Society and a member of the National

| Academy of I ngineering. In 1970 he received the first Argonne *The UCLA project. titled "A Generali/ed I saluation
| Universities Awodation Distmguished Appointment Award. Ile Approach to Risk lienefit for Large leshnolognal Systems
| was a Guggenheim i ellow in 1961/1962 at Cambridge Uni- and its Appheation to Nudear Power." began in the summer ut
; versity and again in 1977/1978 at Technion-Israel institute 1973 and was supported by National Suence f oundanon
! of Technology, w here he held the Iwe Taylor Chatr. grants GI 39416 and 01 P75-20318.
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l regulation, standard setting, legislation, and techno- THE ROLE AND METHODS
| logical choice have necessitated improved methods - OF RISK-BENEFIT ANALYSIS

for answering risk-henefit questions. AND DECISION ANALYSIS *
From the 1975 conference (Ref. 6) and from a

survey of literature, it is evident that no coherent In this section we review some of the fundamental
| definition of risk-benefit analysis has emerged, con,:epts and language of risk-benefit analysis and

owing to the breadth of subjects under study. Most decision analysis and outline a possible philosophy and
reent effort has been in the area of risk assessment. point of view toward this emerging scientific discipline
less attention has been given to benefit assessment, and its appropriate role in society.
and even less attention has been devoted to how
decision makers should integrate this information

Risks vs. Hazardsinto the political process.

Dealing with uncertainty is the central dilemma We begin first by making Qe distinction between
of all policy choice. Uncertainty occurs in pre- the notions of " hazard" and " risk," as we shall.use
dicting the consequences of actions as well as in these terms. Ilazards, in car usage,are things that exist
valuing the particular outcomes of alternative externally; risks are derndent on what we do and,

' policies. Reducing uncertainty, defining its bounds what we know. 'hus, foc example, the ocean is a
and its effects on policy preferences, should be

hazard, and if we ettempt to cross in a rowboat, we
primary goals for risk-benefit analysts. g

Even if the risk-benefit analyst is able t
Afary , the risk is small, although the hazard remains the

quantify risks and benefits, how are wc to judge the
"*'acceptability of a risk? What criteria should apply to

our choice among alternatives?

Assessing risk and judging the acceptability of a Quantification of Risk
risk (i.e., determining safety) are independent pro-

It is often said that risk is probability im.cscesses. Much confusion has arisen in public policy
disputes over the failure to separate the distinguish. consequence, and we may use this definition ourselves

able questions: in specific applications. Ilowever, we may also wish to

1. What are the scientific and technological denote a more general definition, namely, that " risk is

bases for assessing the expected risks and Probability and consequence." Rus, suppose a given

! benefits? action could produce various degrees of undesirable
2. What are the relative probabilities and un- consequence, or " damage," with various likelihoods.

certainties of particular consequences? Damages might be the number oflives lost or dollars

3. Can the risk be reduced and what willit costa lost, for example. We might present the situation most
transparently in the form of an integral probability

4. Is the distribution of risks and benefits fair?
curve, as shown in Fig.1, in which the ordinate is the

I 5. Is this risk acceptable *
i probability that a damage oflevet x or greater will be

Moral, ethical, and political considerations may Produced. Applied to such a situation, the meaning of

j all properly take precedence in decisions in our probability times damage would be the expected value

i
democratic society. Nevertheless,in many situations of damage;i.e.,
where ethical or political arguments are not para-
mount, understanding risks and benefits may be I ( > x)dxcrucial. Fears that risk-benefit analyses will obfus- E(d) =J

x pdx
cate the issues seem to imply that decision makers

,

or opponents of particular alternatives are not his operation reduces the whole curve to a single

|
capable of pointing out the limitations of an number, which is a pronounced loss of information,
analysis. Surely, if decision makers are capable of since many vastly different curves with enormously
comprehenomg the complex scientific and techno- gg ggg g
logical decisions to be made, they are capable of value. In contrast, the point of view that risk is

.
recognizing the limitations of analytical methods. Probability and consequence would say that the riskis

! Ilotistie decision making is not precluded by using
risk-benefit analysis. Careful risk-benefit studies the whole curve, p(> x), in Fig.1. In fact we refer to'

subjected to open criticism are more likely to
rationalize and clarify the decision process than *This discussion of decuion analysis was p.epared by

Ihey are to hinder or obscure it. S. Kaplan.

|

.
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proposed action (or inaction). Experience, however,i

teaches us that in the course of this identification and
quantification, there comes about an increased aware-
ness that, by itself, can diminish risk. Actions that can

g reduce risk may also suggest themselves.

9 Actions that reduce risk, however, will usually

| require expenditures of time end resources that could*d

g be ir,ed elsewhere. Moreover, these actions may bring
op new risks and uncertainties of their own. In reallife
we usually do not get to avoid risks, we only get to
choose between them. Thus we must trade off risks,
costs, and benefits. To the extent that we can do this

,

explicitly and quantitatively, we may hope not only too
= '' v '' 0' D*""G ' * make better weietal decisions but also to reduce the

waste, delay, miscommunication, and bittemess fre-
g, , g, ,

quently attendant on such decisions. This is one of the
real promises of decision theory, which is a formal,

mathematical framework for optimizmg these trade.
* => o offs. Risk analysis may thus be viewed as part of

decision theory or as part of the input for a decision
analysis.

\ Decision Theory*

\ /'

\ The essence of deet 'heory consists of an
s idealized model of a decision ...uation, as diagramed in

\ Fig. 3.

\ In this diagram the point of decision is shown with
N various items of information, or indications, feeding%* _

into it and various possible decision options emanating
'

,

from it. Since the outcome of a particular decisionDAMAGE TYPE m

option is not known with certainty, the diagram shows
hg. 2 Rnk surface. a series of possible outcomes emanating from each

option, with each outcome having its own assigned
this curve as the " risk curve." If there is more than one probability.
hint of damage, we would refer similarly to a " risk A given outcome will, in generai. have many
surface," as shown in Fig. 2. llere, the vertical ordinate different impacts on people, property, the economy,
over any point (xi,yi) would be read as the proba. the environment, etc. These impacts are grouped into a
bility that the damage will be greater than xi and linear list, which is called "the impact vecter"in the

i y -i.e., that the number of dollars lost will be greater diagram. The use of the term " vector" here emphasizes
than xi and the number of lives lost will be greater the idea that the " impact" of any decision action is a
than yi, multidimensional, multiattribute quantity.

The risk surface thus tells a more complete story
The decision maker, observing these impact vec.

concerning the probability of small consequences and tors, will be able to say that this set ofimpacts is more
the probability of large consequences. For analytica! desirable than that set and so on. Thus there is in tl'e
purposes, the risk surface provides a more generalizeu mind of the decision maker a notion of preference. We
definition of the risk. may express this by saying that there exists in the mind

of the decision maker a " preference function" or a
The Purposes of Risk Analys.is " utility function" which maps the multidimensional

in the light of the preceding definitions, we might quantity, the impact sector, into a scalar quantity -
now say that the purpose of risk analysis is to identify i.e., a single number, called the " utility" of that vector.
all the harards and to quantify the nsks involved in any The " expected" utility of a decision option may then

,

1
l

|

|

|

|
1
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be defined as the sum of the possible outcomes of the judgments on the relative desirability of various sets of
utility of each outcome weighted by the probability of impacts. .

that outcome. He optimum decision, then, according Steps 6 and 7 may be thought of as the operation
to this model of the decision process,is to choose that of the model. Thus, once the structure of the modelis
option which has the maximum expected utility. established and the judgment inserted, the model

Rus, in terms of this model, the steps in a decision operates to convert, or map, a set ofinput probabi!ity
process are as follows: distributions into a choice of decision option:

1. Identify options.

g' , 2. Idantify possible outcomes of each option,
3. Determine the impact vector for each '"Put probabdines- g'),7 - Outy Mon '

,g

outcome. 9
11. ,4. Assign probabilities to each outcome. I

U i in
S. Establish a utility function.

111. < 6. Compute expected utilities. -

7. Decide. If two parties have tha same states of knowledge
(i.e., if their input probabilities are the same) and if

Steps I to 3 may be considered to constitute the they haw the same preferences (i.e., the same utility
structural or formal part of the decision analysis. liere ,

I""''I "")' '"' '# cording to the model, they must
we must decide how many options and consequences reach the same decision. Conversely,if they diugree on

.

to consider, how to characterize impacts, whether to * ** "' ' " " , " * * * * #* * b'Y ** '", '

use discrete or continuous uriables, etc.%is part of different probability functions or different utility
I the job is as much art as science. The same is true of

mict ns. us n w ta a serI k at th two
any mathematical modelins; effort. aspects of me rnatter.

Step 4 may be regarded as the input to the
problem. It represents our state of knowleJge as of the
moment.i

Step.5 may be thought of as the setting of the here has been much dispute about various aspects
| - . parameters in the model. Here we input our value of probability for a long time. An area of parti:ular

|.

!

. - . .. -- - - -- -- _ - . - , .-
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1
,

importance relates to the ability to use probabilistic |'

techniques when very great uncertainties exist. One
school of thought says that when there is insufficient
data there is nothing else we can do but use proba-
bility, llowever, there is the counter argument that the ;
procedure for using probabilistic techniques exists but yo
that there is no basis for assigning meaningful proba- i
bilities.

In the kinds of societal decisions we are concerned
with in this study (those relating to power plants, dam
failures, liquefied natural-gas tanks, earthquakes, etc.), -i -

we invariably have far less data than we would hke.
~

**-imo o

"- "5Eus we are always in the realm of probability theory,
and therefore it is worth pausing here to give a formal ,p %,,,i,,,,
definition of probability. One such definition is that
given by Professer E. T. Jaynes in a short course at
UCLA:

desirability (in arbitrary units) of vanous quantities of
Probability theory is an extension of logic, money.

which describes the inductive reasoning of an he concave downward shape of the curve shows.
idealized being who represents degrees of plausi- that initial increments of money are worth more for
bility by real numbers. The numerical value of any this decision maker than later increments. Such a
probability (/ /B) will in general depend not only on decision maker, or such a curve, is said to be " risk
A and B, but also on the entire I ackground of other

a m se.,, A concave upward curve would be o iskrpropositions that this being is taking into account.
A probability assigni: tent is " subjective"in the sense Prone,,, and so on.

that it descr.bes a state of knowledge rather than
Multivariate Utility Theoryany property of the "real" world, but is completely

" objective" in the sense that it is independent of th: The curve shown in Fig. 4 represents a " univariate"
personality of the user; two beings faced with the utility function. When the impact vector has more than
same total background of knowledge must assign one component, the utility function is said to be a
the same probabilities. ,,og gg g
Observe the importance in this definition of the trade-off preferences between the several components,

concept of the idealized reasoning being. This is the e.g., dollars and lives.
fundamental premise ef probability theory: that any he situation then becomes complex, and dispute
two rational beings.given the same total background of more readily arises. People occupying different geo-
information and experience, will arrive at the same graphical, socia'., and economic positions experien:e
state of confidence. Applied to the nonidealized beings the components of the impact vector differently. Also,
of everyday life, this premise translates thus: To the status aside, people simply have different preferences
extent that they are rational and to the extent that and values. Sometimes these differences can be ad.
they can, through sufficient communication, achieve a justed through transfer-payment. type mechanisms;
commonness of relevant background information, two sometimes they are simply irreconcilable. He best that
people will assign similar values of probability to a can be hoped for in utility theory :s that it can serve as
proposition at hand. Actual experience in this regard is a communications language and as a tool for clarifying
quite variable. attitudes and values. Moreover, the preferences and

evaluations of both individinals and groups will change
with time, mood, and circumstance. It is important,

Utility Theory therefore, that utility theory not be used in an
ne basic idea of utility theory is to assign a automatic, mechanical way. The best, then, that can be

numerical value to represcit another state of mind- hoped for from utility theory is that it can serve as an
this time a state of preferenc.. He idea is most aid to judgment, as a tool for clarifying attitudes and
concisely contained in the graph of s typical money- values, and for making them consistent, and as a
utility curve, Fig.4. This curve portrays the relative language for communication in these areas.

_ _ _ _ _ _
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A Special Case of Multivariate Utility: The
Risk-Benefit Formalism * -

Opten Ag
in the general case, the impact vectors in Fig. 3 s

may have many components covering effects on health, \
" * * *safety, emironment, the economy, esthetics, etc. In

, s
N"

this section we wish to consider a simplified case in s
which the vectors are boiled down to two components * N

and in this way to clarify the connections between the s, op'=a c

model of Fig.3 and the language of risk-benefit 's
*

analysis. Suppose therefore that only two components s
are present: benefit, y, measured in dollars, and 's

idamage, x, measured in fatalities. The decision diagram o

then looks like the diagram in Fig. S. ..oaunce
If option C is taken (i.e., do not implement the ,,,,,g3g,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

technology), then with probability 1.0 the impact
vector is [0,0] (i.e., no benefit and no damage).

If option A is taken, there are various possible '
outcomes with probabilities pf pf.. . ., etc. All the I

impact vectors have the same benefit, y,, but the 's
^

degree of damage varies along with its associated \

probability. This probability-damage relationship can \
be expressed in a risk curve, and the same can be done _ g

for option B (see Fig. 6). 5 \

Suppose that the risk curve is lower for option B, *
_,

as shown, and the benefit is also lower yg < ya. The s
decision can then be summarized: Is the reduced risk N

\
curve, B, worth the loss in benefit ya -yg, or is it s

\better to have the risk and no benefit, option C7 s
Other interesting situations occur; e.g., suppose N

that ya = yg, but the risk curves intersect,as shown in Na

- Fig. 7. ..oavacs
Now, the question is: Which risk is preferable? Will re. 7 inimectins rak cwm.

we trade off the small probability of a ir , aumber of

i fatalities, curve B, for a large or a small number ofv

' ,' fatalities as in curve A? To answer these questions,we
,,

; must put forth a utility function, u(xy).
'a Note that the two curves in Fig.7 could have thea*'
, same number of " expected" fatalities, yet the risk

: : situation is very different. Thus, reducing the risk curve
*^

,a for a single number, expected damage, involves a
A : 3 significant loss of information. There is a definitej

convenience in such a reduction,however, for now the; , , .

e' technology or activity in question can be represented
A as a point in xy space and plotted along with other, , y
i technologies and activities.v

'

SOCIETY'S UTILITY FUNCTION.

-o
*

,o_ an considering whether to implement a new techno-
ris. s ahk-benerio deciuon diagrant logical development, we have to ask if the societal

-
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benefit is worth the risk-which is a way of asking for purposes of public policy,the expected number oflost
society's utility function. Ilow does society perceive years of life is an appropriate index, provided that we!

the risks and benefits associated with a development? believe in the probabilities.

| Dis section reviews some methods and perspectives
The Value of Life| from past studies in this area, particularly those dealing

with the complex question of how society perceives Among the papers that contribute significan:ly to
the value of human life. the development of a basic approach to accounting for

the value of a human life in risk-benefit decision
The Revealed Preference Approach of Starr * ,8

making are those by Schelling,'' Zeckhauser,8' 8 2
He approach suggested by Starr is to ask: % hat Raitia, Schwartz, and Weinstein,'' Calabresi,'' and

| risks is society accepting in other technologies being Bergstrom.'' As Schelling,i s among others, points
! used now? In retum for what benefits? In this view, out, rather than the value of life, per se,it is usually
I what society is doing now and has done in the past the benefit of a small incremental decrease in risk

| reveal its de facto utility function. (corresponding to an increase in life expectancy) or the
Starr found that: cost of a small incremental increase in risk (with a

| (i) The indications are that the public is willing corresponding decrease in life expectancy) with which
to accept " voluntary" risks roughly 1000 we are generally dealing. And Zeckhauser'' empha-

! times greater than " involuntary" risks. sizes that procedures for valuing lives must be de-
(ii) The statistic.il risk of death from disease veloped which appropriately reflect not only considera-

| appears to be a psychological yardstick for tions of process but also such matters as anxiety,
' establish.ng the level of acceptability of income distribution, and possibilities for compensa.

other risks.
tion

|
(iii) The acceptability of risk appears to be

| crudely proportional to the third power of
I the benefits (reat or imagined). " numbers" derived in various value <?flife studies, of

| which linnerooth' has published one of the more
' Otway and Cohen,8 8 although not questioning tF- recent surveys of case studies. She divided these case

value of Starr's work in general, disagreed with several studies into several different categories, as follows.
of his quantified findings, on the basis of their 1. 7he human-capital approach. In a 1958 study
examination of the same data base ar.d using the same prepared for the Federal Aviation Administration
basic methodology. Imoking at mining wages, Otway (FAA), the discounted value of the average passenger's
and Cohen'' found that an essentially linear relation- expected income was considered appropriate.2' A
ship could be derived between risk and benefit, in value of $250,000, obtained by the discounted.
contrast to the third power relationship. Hey found earnings approach,2 2 was used in a 1962 general

| that for voluntary societal activities, the original risk aviation study, whereas Fromm obtained a higher28

data of Starr could be best fitted by a regression figure by allowing for the loss to the person's family,
'

equation indicating risk to be proportional to benefit employer, and the government. Rice and Cooper:4,2 s
to the 1.8th power. looking at involuntary societal have also used the so-called human-capital approach in
activities, and excluding natural hazards, they fitted similar studies for the Social Security Administration,
the original data with a sixth-power relationship. with the dollar values depending on the discount rate

Several groups, including Starr, Rudman, and chosen and on the person's age and earning capacity.
%hipple,'' Wilson,'' and Slesin and Ferreira,'' have in 1972 the White llouse Office of Science and
examined historical data on accidents ineht; five or Technology ' estimated the average cost of a traf.ic2

more deaths and concluded that, within the avadable death to be $140,000, whereas the National liighway
range of data (up to about 1000 fatalities), 'he Traffic Safety Administration obtained a cost of
frequency of an event of a given size falls off nearly a3 $200,000 (Ref. 27). He Department of Transporta-
fast as the cube of the magnitude of the event tion has since used the figure of $200,000 in making
(measured in fatalities). Slesin and Ferreira'' suggest cost-benet.t evaluations of potential improvements in
that this is, in effect, a renaled preference, which traffic safe.y.* * In a recent study Barrager, Judd, and
society expects man-made har.ards to meet,and that it North ' have used the value of $300,000 for the life2

represents a quantitative measure of risk aversion. of a v.ir:cc killed in an accident.
Ilowever, Raiffa, Schwartz, and Weinstein'' ex- 2. Implicit societal emluation. Morlat'' estimated

press a very different opinion, namely, that for the that,in France, $30,000 is spent per life saved in road
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accident prevention and 5800,000 to 51 million in evaluated critically in terms of the expected number
aviation accident prevention. of quality-adjusted present value life years foregone.

Sinclair, Marstrand, and Newick'' examined a
3. Insurance premiums and court <lecided compen-

series of case studies and obtained implicit life valua- sation. Insurance as a measure of value oflife in a sense
tions for Great Britain.on the basis of expenditures for deals with a different matter; i.e., it does not reduce
safety, from 510,000 for an agricultural worker's life the probability of death, but compensates the survi- |to 51 million for a nuclear power plant employee and

|vors.
520 million for a high rise-apartment dweller.

Sinclair, Marstrand, and Newick arrived at several Court cases vary rather widely in their dollar. . .

main conclusions from their study, includmg the awards for loss of life, and, although they may not be
inc nsistent with an enhanced human capital, they arefollowing:
not judged as definitive by economists.1 a o

(i) Risk levels and implicit life valuations differ 824. De risk approach. Thaler and Rosen attemptwidely from industry to industry.
.

(ii) It is possible to demonstrate numerical to impute a set of implicit marginal prices for various

changes in valuation as they arise from the levels of risk by observing the relationship between
imposition of social controls-for example, risky jobs and wage rates, obtaining a value oflife in
the large increase in valuation caused by the the neighborhood of $200,000.
legislative changes made after a disaster.

(iii) Life valuations appear to increase with the Flesults of a UCLA Study
technical sophistication of an industry or
with the recentness of its foundation. In addition to the very interesting work by

(iv) Where risk levels can be determined at a Bergstrom,'' the principal report emanating from the
national level, for social or technological UCLA risk-benefit study in the general area of
reasor s, valuations tend to be higher. historical perspectivc4 on risk is the work of Baldewicz

(v) Where risk levels are set nationally, rela- et al.3 3 In this report an empirical study of historical,

tively few individuals appear to be con' trends in the risks sustained by participating popula-
* ' **I' "" '* E #" E'#*' 8 **(vi) u h ri k leve r inc is n ly s t, even

where the level is officially determined. Presented. A new model for nsk assessment is mtro-
duced which avoids the problems associated with

Conclusion (i) of Sinclair, Marstrand, and assessing the value of human life in risk-benefit
Newick ' is similar to that of Morlat.'' Comparable decision making; essentially, the model treats risk in3

conclusions can be drawn about the same inconsistency terms of lossef-life expectancy. For example, in the
in implicit life evaluations in the United States,as well case of fatal insults sustained by a population at risk,
as about conclusion (vi) of Sinclair, Marstrand, and the rate of lossef-life expectancy is simply the lost
Newick, namely, that risk levels are inconshtently set, years of life expectancy (the sum of the differences
even where the levelis officially determined. between the sictims' ages and their expected " normal"

These two inconsistencies are bothersome to the life expectancy) divided by the total number of hours
risk-benefit analyst, particularly if they result from they have been exposed to the risk. For nonfatal
the compartmentalization of decision making and from insults (e.g., inju'y, illness, property damale), calcula-
either an absolute absence of knowledge of the facts or tional procedures are suggested, and typican results are
a failure to communicate them. given in the case of property damage. In addition, a

Raiffa, Schwartz, and Weinstein'* state: methodology is presented for dealing with deferre!
It is a reasonable governmental goal to " smooth risk, and illustrative calculations are reported for r ial

out" the distribution of life-saving investments by workers' pneumoconiosis.
equating, at the margin, their net costs per year of 'Ihe average lost years of life expectancy p r
life saved. Considerations of equity (that is, inter- fatality are found to range from a low of 24 (rati
personal incidence of costs and life-saving benefits) passengers) to a high of 43.6 (lightning victims) for 10
and issues of identifiability and attributability, raay risk systems studied and are found to be essentially
often dictate against decision making based solely
on the efficiency criterion. To the extent that these
factors-and others, s ich as political influence- From the historical trends in the rate oflossof-life
result in a suboptimal level of life and health for any expectancy for the risk systems studied,it is concluded'

given level of resource commitment,they should be that: (1) appreciable disparities exist in lossef-life
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expectancy for occupational hazards, despite nearly (3)the acceptability of its current level of risk, and
similar benefits for the populations at risk;(2) federal (4)its position in each of nine dimensions of risk.

legislation can have a significant impact on risk 1. Voluntariness of risk.
abatement, as has apparently been the case for coal 2. !mmediacy of effect.
mining; and (3) federal safety legislation efforts appear 3. Knowledge about risk (to the persons exposed).
to be most responsive to highly publicized disastrous 4. Knowledge about risk (to science).
accidents rather than to chronic, low. level hazards 5. Control over risk (by the persons at risk).
(both accidents and disease), which actually contribute 6. Newness of risk.
more significantly to loss-oflife expectancy. 7. Chronic vs. catastrophic risk.

De first conclusion is in conflict with the general 8. Common risk vs. dread risk.
findings of haler and Rosen.32 Nevertheless, the 9. Severity of consequences.
results of Baldewicz et al.88 are that coal miners have
about 10 times the risk of steel workers with no The participants wm members of the league of

increment in pay for that risk. Women Voters of Eugene, Ore., and their spouses, a

Apparently highly publicized disasters have led to group not representative of Eugene or of the United

mos pvernmental action than have large numbers of States. However, they represented a group of private

small accistents, which may actually have greater Persons who were generally active in public policy-
effects. Wt is less clear is that what this represents is making matters.

a consciour.ly chosen quantitative risk aversion of ne results of the study are of interest not only in
the correlations found but also in the differencessociety.
between " perceived risk" as indicated by the respon-

Results of a Psysometric Study dents and " actual risk" as represented by some body of
technological study, albeit uncertain.

Starr's approach of revealed preferences has the F schhoff et al.8* summarize their important find-
advantage of dealing with public behavior rather than ings as follow
with attitudes. However, according to Fischhoff

1. For many activities and technologies, currentet al.,'' it has a number of serious drawbacks: risk levels were viewed as unacceptably high.
First; it assumes that past behavior is a valid These differences between perceived and ac-
indicator of present preferences. Second,it does not ceptable risk indicated that the participants in
serve to distinguish what is "best" for society from our study were not satisfied with the way
what is " traditionally acceptable." What was ac- that market and other regulatory mechanisms
cepted in the market place may not have accurately have balanced risks and benefits. Given this<

reflected the public's safety preferences. Consider perspective, such people may also be un-
the automobile, for example. Unless the public willing to accept revealed preferences of the
really knew what was possible , from a design type uncovered by Starr as a guide for future
standpoint, and unless the automobile industry action. In particular, the high correlations
provided the public with a varied set of alternatives between perceived levels of existing risk and
from which to choose, past market behavior may needed risk adjustment indicated that our
not have indicated what "the reflective individual participants wanted she risks from different
would decide after thoughtful, intensive inquiry and activities to be considerably more equal than
good professional advice." A revealed preference they are now. They wanted the most risky
approach assumes that people not only have full item on our list of 30 to be only 10 times as
information, but also can use that information risky as the safest.
optimally, an assumption which seems quite doubt- 2. There appeared to be little systematic rela-
fut in the light of much researchss on fne psychol- tionship between the perceived and existing
ogy of decision making. risks and benefits of the 30 activities and

technologies considered here. Nor are risks
Fischhoff et al.8* employ the method of "ex- entered into voluntarily perceived as greater

pressed preferences," using que tionnaires to attempt than involuntary risks at fixed levels ofs

to measure the t .iblic's attitudes toward the riska and benefit. Such relationships appeared to
benefits assod.ced with arious activities. He partici- emerge in Starr's revealed risk-benefit space.
pants in their study 2 valuated each of 30 different 3. liowever, there was a consistent, although not
activities and tecimologes on the basis of (1)its overwhelming, relationship between perceived

perceived benefli to society, (2)its perceived risk, benefit and acceptable level of risk. Despite

_ _ ._.
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their desire for more equal risks from dif- approach is that it allows people to change planning
ferent activities, our respondents felt that guidelines at will, possibly resulting in social chaos,
society should accept somewhat higher levels 8Slovic, Fi ff, and Uchtenstein ' had previ-of risk with more beneficial activities. They

ou51 reported a simple experiment that illustrated,byYalso felt that society should tolerate higher
risk levels for voluntary, than for involuntary example, society's poor knowledge (or inaccurate
activities. Thus, they believed that Starr's Perception) of risks for which good actuarial informa-
hypothesized relationships should be ob- tion exists. Specifically, they chose 41 causes of death,
tained in a society in which risk levels are for which the average probability of death in the
adequately regulated. United States ranged from about 1 x 10-8 (botulism)

4. The nine characteristics hypothesized by vari- to 8.5 x 10-3 (heart disease). Eey constructed 106
ous authors to in0uence judgments of per- pairs of these events and asked a large sample of college
ceived and acceptable risk were highly inter- students to indicate, for each pair, the more likely
correlated. They could be effectively reduced cause of death and the ratio of greater to the lesset
to two dimensions. One dimension apparently
dis criminated between high- and low- ''9#"@
technology activities, with the high end being In that case Slovic, Fischhoff, and uchtenstein '8

characterized by new, involuntary, poorly found that for actuarially known facts the subjective
known activities, often with delayed conse- scale of the respondents often deviated markedly from
quences. The second dimension primarily the true scale, and they could consistently identify
reflected the certainty of death (often for which of the paired events was the more frequent cause
large numbers of people) given that adversity of death only when the true ratio of greater to lesser
occurs. Consideration of these two factors in frequency was .nore than 2.1.
addition to perceived benefit made acceptable

he very large difference between the judged ratiorisk judgments highly predictable. Conceiv-
Of emP ysema to botulism and the true ratio washably, policy makers might use such relation.

ships to predict public acceptance of the risk Particularly illuminating. If public policy is being made
levels associated with proposed technologies. in response to such public perception, even though

such public perception is grossly incorrect, what are
Given the contrasts between our study and the implications?

'Aarr's, the question arises, 'who is right?" We
Fischhoff et al.8* note that their respondentsbelieve that neither approach, m itself, as definitive.

"The particular relationships that Starr uncovered assign a unique position to nuclear power, namely,
were based upon numerous ad hoc assumptions and great risk compared to two ostensibly similar tech-
applied to only a small set of possible technologies. nologies: X rays and nonnuclear power. De relative
Our own study used but one of the psychophysical ratings for nuclear and nonnuclear electric power are
measurement proced ures possible, applied to a shown in Fig. 8.
rather special participant population. Answering the his comparisen again provides a basis for con-
question ''llow safe is safe enough?" is going to trasting the perceived risk with actual risk, albeit an
require a multimethod, multi-disciplinary approach, uncertain one. Many published studies (see Refs. 6 andm which the present work and Starr's are but tw

37) yield a significantly higher expected mortality ratecomponents.

Balancing the results of these various approaches fr m c al-burning electricity-generating plants than
also depends upon one's conceptualization of the from nuclear power plants. And, although Fig. b : hows
p olicy-making process. A definitive revealed- that the respondents perceive nonnuclear eleci+,
preference study would be an adequate guide to Power production as not subject to catastrophic
action only if one believed that rational decision effects, in fact, many hydroelectric dams pose a
making is best performed by experts formalizing potential hazard ranging from tens of thousands to a
past policies as prescriptions for future action. A quarter of a million fatalities,88 and the probability of
definitive expressed-preference study would be an gross sudden failure of a dam can be large compared to
adequate guide only if one believed that people's 10-' or even 10-* per year.'* 8'
present opinions should be society's final arbiter

llenca, perhaps the most important question raisedand that people act on their expressed preferences.
.

The obvious reservation that many people would by studies of the type reported in Ref. 34 is: llow,in a

have about the former approach is that it is highly democracy, are citizens to obtain more accurate
conservative, enshrining current economic and social information to serve as a partial basis for voting or
relationships; an obvious problem with the latter other exercise of their right to influence public policy? {

|

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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2] regard to the storage of large quantities of dangerous
! chemicals. De transportation of dangerous chemicals

,

f|3$ t |$,

j | 3 3 3 is only slightly better off with regard to the quantifica-*
;

3., 3 3 Rs 8 tion of risk.s 3 ra 3
*

| Other examples of unquantified hazards and risks
; - i - abound; they include research with and application of

emme recombinant acoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) techniques,
6 -o. _ m. _4 's P" - the so<alled " greenhouse effect" from the global

buildup of carbon dioxide, and the he=hb effects of
,, ,

b. .. q f- pollutants, including industrial and agricultural vastesy5 - c. cmc po.w

[ released into the environment. De recent generalti < i

$* - \ -

acceptance by the medical and public-health profes-
' sions that 60 to 90% of all cancer is emironmentally5

~*' ~

% \ produced, rather than hereditary,** adds a sense of

, _ \ _ urgency to efforts to better understand the effects of
chemicals in the emironment, whether they be emis-'

3
- - sions from the combustion of fuels, additives in our

food, or poUutants in our water.
0 Generally speaking, there exists almost no litera-7 , 3 gy 3 e.

1 5 Ej. $ ture dealing quantitatively with low-probability ac-
,.

i @ l li3
| j 6 j j] f g l *| 3

e

E cidents for which little or no data can be provided by
j actuarial statistics. In the practice of medicine itself,

only recently has an effort begun to accumulate
specific, detailed statistics that could, at least in{ Fig. 8 Relative ratings of nuclear and nonnudear electric power.
principle, provide a basis for detailed risk quantifica-!

tion and risk-benefit analysis with regard to possible
improvements.

Unfortunately many, if not most, hazards and risks it is reasonable to draw the conclusion that, in
,

are not well studied, let alone known, even by experts. most aspects of society, a process of learning by
llowever, the difference between actual risk and hazard experience still continues; that nuclear energy repre-
and risk as it is perceived by a well-educated group, sents a complete break with past practice in its major
such as the respondents in Ref.34, poses a major efforts to quantify low-probability events;and that,to
unresolved problem for societal decision making. a limited extent, other technologies and societal

situations are starting to undergo the quantitative
scrutiny given to nuclear energy.

I SOCIETAL KNOWLEDGE OF HAZARDS However, most societal decision making m.yolving
..

I

AND RISKS risk, whether by individuals, regulators, political repre-

Except for those limited things covered by actu. sentatives, or representatives of advocacy groups, is

arial statistics, society is remarkably deficient in its being made in the absence of knowledge by the
knowledge of the hazards and risks to which it is decision makers of the actual hazards and risks;and the

exposed. For example, there are thousands of large lack of knowledge is much more acute for society in

dams in the United States.many with large populations general.

residing in their inundation plain. But there is little To provide some insight into the magnitude of
information on the safety standards to which these several low-probability hazards, the degree to which a
dams were built. Also, there axists no report that deals risk estimate may be subject to uncertainty, or the
quantitatively with the risk from these dams collec. degree to which some hazards are even considered by

tively, and for only very few individual dams is the nominally responsible governmental bodies, the
information available on the maximum hazard or on UCLA study group undertook several specific studies
the estimated risk, as psit of the NSF grant, as well as under other

he same lack of quantitative information on auspices. Some of these studies are summarized as
safety standards, hazards, and risks is equally true with follows.

,

1
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Seismic Effects in the study, made by the UCLA study groups,se
f the probability of failure of 12 dams in California

f % hen seismic experts independently evaluate the due to a severe earthquake, failure probabilities were
likelihood of relatively severe earthquikes, whether it

est as ranging kom I in 100 to 1 in 10E pu
be for California, hlississippi, or hlassachusetts, a year. Estimates of fatalities based on the assumption of
difference of 10' in the estimated likelihood per year t tal and mstantaneous failure of dams filled to
can occur as a direct result of our imperfect knowledge

'*E*'O '*"E' * ' '

of earthquakes and their causes, and because historical * UCLA study is one of the few published
records are too brief to provide a definitive empirical

rep ris giving estimates of the maximum hazard and a
.

base.*' Such a large uncertainty in the likelihood of
crude failure probability for specific dams. One addi-

severe earthquakes poses safety questions for essen- tional piece of information comes from the federal
tially all our cities, for dams, for storage facilities for eadngs on Man 21,1977, conducted by the Water
hazardous chemicals, for nuclear power plants, etc.

Projects Review Comnuttee, U.S. Department of the
Except for nudear power plants, seismic design re- Interi r.11. Cedergren* testified at these hearings that
quirements are usually rather modest. Several cities "" en failure f the proposed Auburn dam in Cali-
including Ims Angeles, face the difficult problem of f rm.a e uld kill up to three quarters of a milhon
dealing with the existence oflarge numbers of heavily

pe ple. Ilence, dams clearly pose great hazards.
populated buildings that lack resistance to a strong

% hat remains unavailable are the quantitativeearthquake. A limited case study has been prepared on
how the city of los Angeles has been struggling with criteria for acceptable failure probabilities for dams

the problem of deciding what to do about old buildings that are inherent in the judgment made by responsible

that do not meet current seismic design standards and governmental authorities that a dam is " safe."

may pose a substantial risk.* 2
% hat is poorly recognized is that essentially every Hazardous Ctumicals

city in the United States has a similar seismic safety This subject might be divided into transportation
question; the major difference for e- % city lies in the and storage. A previous study on the risks from the rail
probability that a seismic event u a occur which transportation of chlorine ** provided an estimate of
would lead to a large-scale loss of life and property. the upper-limit hazard (75,000 fatalales at a proba-

bility of 0.0003 per year if evacuation is completely
Dann ineffective for a densely populated area) and an

Dam failures are not uncommon events. Thirty- estimate of the risk (about 13 mortalities per year). By

three dams failed in the United States between 1918 contrast the actual experience had been only one
and 1958; five of these were major disasters involving directly attributable fatality in 40 years in the United
the loss of 1680 lives. Assuming that the aserage States, which suggests that (1) evacuation is very'

number of dams over the 40-year time interval 'vas important, (2) the analysis may be unduly pessimistic

1000, these data suggest a failure rate approximately in other ways, and (3) the statistics are inadequate for
i

8 x 10-* per dam-year and a major disaster rate of lower probability events. In all likelihood a combina,
approximately 1.3 x 10-* per dam-year. Between tion of all three factors contributes to the discrepancy

1959 to 1965, nine major dams of the world failed in between analysis and experience. 'There undoubtedly

some manner. In 1962 there were about 7800 major are other situations in which the reverse is true,
dams Engineering News Rewrd,1967), indicating a namely, that what is nominally a low. probability
worldwide fadure rate of about 2 x 10-4 per dam-year high-consequence event (the equivalent of two airliners

for that period. These estimates are in accord with that colliding on the ground) has occurred.
of Gast,' who estimated a failute rate of 10-* per With regard to the storage of large quantities of
year bud on historical records and design flood hazardous chemicals close to towns or larger popula.
probability. In the first 9 months of 1976 there were tion centers, the direct way to approach the question
six dam failures, four of which are considered major would be to obtain specific information on locations
disasters, resulting in substantial property damage and where such chemicals are stored and on the safety

more than 700 deaths. The causes of dam failures can standards us d in building and maintaining the storage

generally be categorized as design, construction, or site facilities. Giun such information, fault-tree and other

inadequacies, or natural phenomena (primarily floods methodologies cotdd be used to estimate the proba-
or earthquakes) in excess of design criteria, bilities of relesse from man-made and natural causes,

l
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and the consequences of such releases on the public Safety that dams are " safe," but the state office does
health and safety could be evaluated, considering not define what level of risk is accepted when such a
meteorological factors and population distribution, as finding is made,
well as the potential for evacuation in case of an For a time the Atomic Energy Commission (and
accident. then the Nuclear Regulatory Commission) licensing

flowever, very few such evaluations have been staff adopted the quantitative objective that the
published in the United States.* Those that exist apply probability of a serious reactor accident should not
primarily to proposed or recently built liquefied- exceed one in a million per reactor. year. Ilowever,the
natural gas storage and receiving facilities. Commissioners themselves have since stated that they

A prehminary look at the regulation of hazards have not adopted a quantitative risk-acceptance crite-
from the storage of chemicals was made by the LCLA rion,

group * s This included a limited poll of activities and One of the few proposals for a quantitative
cognizance by the states;a survey of the specific safety determination of acceptable levels of societal risk was
requirements imposed by the cities of Los Angeles and given by Rowe* in 1975. Ilis proposed methodology
El Segundo, Calif., and a rough estimate of potential involves reveral sequential steps, as follows:
hazards and risks. 1. Balancing costs and benefits. The direct and

it was found that only a limited regulatory control indirect societal benefits of a proposed activity must be
is imposed by states and cities. No detailed hazard or balanced against the total direct and indirect societal
risk evaluations appeared to have been made, and cost of the activity. Rowe* assigns a numerical factor P
official knowledge of hazardous situations was less which depends on whether the balance is favorable or
than complete. In fact, there are large quantities of unfavorable.
potentially hazardous chemicals stored near population 2. Achtering "as low as practicable" risk levels.
centers. When the incremental cost per risk averted is equiva-

The probability of a chemical facility accident lent to similar costs for similar risks in society, the
causing a hundred or more fatalities in a nearby system's risk will be as low as practicable, according to
population center is not insignificant. Considering all Rowe." lie also gives an attemative definition, namely,
the chemical facilities located close to population "when the incremental cost per risk averted is such
centers, at least one hazardous event can be expected that a very large expenditure must be made for a
in the next several years. The policy implications are relatively small decrease in risk as compared to-
obvious: in the future siting of chemical facilities, the previous risk reduction steps."
proximity to population centers should be taken int 3. Reconccing identified risk inequities. When risks
consideration as well as the adequacy of safety design are not uniformly distributed among the beneficiaries
criteria. Furthermore, evaluations should be made of

of the activity, the risk is compared to societal risk
existing facilities to see if they meet an " acceptable experience for similar activities and a factor A isf
level of risk. assigned in terms of fatalities per year per individual.

4. Degree of systemic control. Rowe* defines levels

RISK ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA: of "c ntrollability" of risk, and as:igns a factor G.

HOW SAFE IS SAFE ENCUGH? Rowe then defines a risk acceptability factor,R ,asf

Although a very consider ile number of decisions R = A x Px Gf f
j are made every year involving an implicit acceptance of
'

some risk level or a reduction in some risk, very little The actual level of risk of type i must not exceed
quantification of the criteria being used exists or has R or at least must be in the same order of magnitude.f
been made publicly available. Assuming that nuclear reactors have a " favorable"

For example, in the State of California, the law cost-benefit balance and demonstrated controllability,
now requires a finding by the State Division of Dam Rowe found a rough equivalence between measured

and acceptable risks for 100 reactors but not for 1000
*The Ilealth and Safety Executive of Great Britain reactors (except for property damage); he permitted

published a detailed study in June 1977 entitled Gnwy-An insurance to make up this gap.
Innstigation of ibtential Ha:ards from Operations in the aRowe also used h.quefied natural gas (LNG) andOnwy IslanJ/7hurock Area. The risk estimates are relatively
high compared to those for a nuclear reactor. liqueried propane gas (LPG) as examples and found
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that LNG has acceptable " measured" risks, whereas In a report by Okrent and Whipple,** emanatmg
LPG does not. from the UCLA study, societal activities are catego-

levine** has made several comments on the Rowe rized as essential, beneficial, or peripheral. A decreasing

model, including the following: level of acceptable risk to the most exposed individual
1. Re model, as presented, is simplistic and ex. is proposed (say,2 x 10-* per year for essential,10-s

cludes many factors which are discussed in the report per year for beneficial, and 2 x 10-* per year for
itself and which would be required to achieve an peripheral activities). He risk would be assessed at a
overall, complete benefit-risk assessment, high confidence level (say, 90%), thereby providing aa

2.%e model is risk dominated and includes incentive to the search for better knowledge.
essentially no provisions for consideration of benefits. Each risk. producing major facility, technology,
in particular, levine** says that requiring permissible etc., would have to undergo assessment of risk both to
risk levels for new activities to be below those for the individual and to society. His applies to chronic
existing activities makes the implicit judgment that no and to accidental risks. The cost of all nondirectly
new activity can have benefits that outweigh those of attributable and insured risks would have to be
existing activities. internalized, probably via a tax paid to the federal

3. ne evaluation of data relating to accident govemment, which in turn would redistribute the
consequences does not appear to have a related benefit as national health insurance (to cover the
statistical basis and is incomplete, leading to fai lower statistical risks) or as reduced taxes to individuals.
risk factors than actually would apply with the It is proposed that some risk aversion to large
proposed criteria. (catastrophic) events be built into the assessment of a

tax, and hence the internalization of costs. llowever,a
Bowen*' has argued for a basic criterion of 10-s

risk aversion factor much lower than that proportional
events per plant per year for off. site hazard (loss of to th cuk or enn the square of the numkr m
life), with a requirement for increasingly high confi-

casualties is suggested.
,

dence levels (say,997c or 99.97c) for a potential major
disaster, rather than a much lower probability per year
at unknown confidence lesel(or best-estimate value) t CONCLUDING REMARKS
cover risk aversion to large events.*

lie arrives at 10-s per plant per year as reasonable It is impossible to summarize briefly so broad a
on the basis of a cost-benefit balance for the United topic as that encompassed by this project. Perhaps,the

Kingdom in which he loosely equates the increase in highlighting of some of the individual reports and a few

life expectancy with the growth of nationalincome. lie general remarks will suffice.*

also feels that at 10~* per year the benefit-risk natio %e work by Bergstrom appears to have provided
is marginal and that the money would not be well considerable insight into how one should think about

spent to reduce the risk from 10-s to 10-* per year. the "value of life," namely, in terms of the value to be

Bowen* 7 argues strongly agamst a risk criterion attributed to small changes in the probability of death.

proportional to the square (or some power significantly The study on historical perspectives by W. Baldewicz
i

larger than 1) of the number of casualties,both on the et al.3 3 specifically proposes the use of loss of life
bais of fairness to the sole individual who is exposed expectancy, rather than mortality, for evaluating risks

to larger risks and on the difficulty (or lack of and provides a formalism which permits the inclusion

measuring) of striving for very low probabilitics, such of associated factors such as pain or anguish. Fischoff

as 10 ' ' * per year. et al.3 * prov. le a psychometric study (How Safe Isb

lie applies the risk criterion of 10- s per plant per Safe Enough?) and some insight into the perception of

year equally for an individual, a family, or a com. risk. Okrent and Whipple** pose a trial quantitative

munity, not distinguishing between " individual" risk approach to risk-acceptance criteria and risk manage.

and " statistical" risk. nent.

Specific to his entire approach is the fact that any A group of papers on storage of chemicals, on the

individual is affected significantly by only a few plants. uncertainty in our knowledge of earthquakes, and on

*In a personal communication, llowen' has since indi- *In this summary we have completely neglected the
cated that a larger lesel of risk. more hke 10-* per plant per considerable contributions made to probabilistic methodology
year. may be more practical for the perwn livmg near a large and nuclear reactor safety as part of the NSF-funded UCLA
c hemwal facihty. study.
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seismic design criteria for Ins Angeles illustrate both of a Colloquium Conducted by the Committee on Public

the very considerable gaps in society's knowledge of Engineering Policy, National Academy of Engineering,
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A Cost Benefit Comparison of Nuclear and Nonnuclear Health
and Safety Protective Measuees and Regulations

E. P. O'Donnell* and J. J. Maurot

Nuc/. Sa/efy,20(5): 525-540 (September-October 1979)

[Fditor's Note: This articie mis prepared for Nuclear Safety st specification as to the precise measures required to
j the invitation of the editor. The article proposes a rationale for provide protection. In some cases very detailed pro.

the implementatioa of safety measures and regulations based tective regulations are developed and enforced by
on a cost-benefit comparison derived from just principles of
logic. Blowever, the real world of nuclear power plant licensing governmenial agencies, whereas in others the policy

.

makes littie use of the principle of balancing monetary costs of relies mainly on the self. interest of industry or the
safety features against the incrementalimprovements in safety. public to voluntarily reduce risk.
On the other hand, Ni PA requires that there be a balancing of From its inception the nuclear power industry has
environmental costs vs. societal benefits. Although the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954 requires a showing that the plant can be been subject to a comprehensive regulatory policy at
built without " undue risk" to the health and safety of the the highest governmental level, initially administered
public, the term " undue risk" was not defined in such a way as by the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC)and now by
to require balancing against cost. Even though the author faults the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Yet there
the Nudcar Regulatory Cummission for failing to apply are still concerns in some quarters that the existing
cost-benefit balancing, in reality his complaints are more . .

| appropriately directed toward the Congress that passed the nuclear regulatory policy is madequate and that more

j legislation.| stringent tequirements must be imposed, indeed, there

| are those who contend that no c.iount of regulation
can achieve the desired result. Alternatively, there is

Abstreet: This article compares the corts and beJrefits of y y gg
health and safety nseasures and regulations in the nuclear and
nonnuclear fleids. A mrt-benefit methodology for nuclea, industry, that existing nuclear regulatory policy has
safety concerns ir presented and applicJ to e.rtsting nuclear already far surpassed the objective of adequate pro-
pknt engineered safety features. Componsons in terms of tection and that additional requirements merely add to
investment corts to achiere reductions in mortahty rates are the cost of the @Ms without }'iel&q >%W
then made between nuclear plant safety features and the *protective measures and reguktions associbred with nonnuclear

| risks. particularly with coalfired power plants. These com.

| parisons reveal a marked inconsistency in the cost effectiveners *I dward P. O Donnell is Chiet Nurlear L wensing I nimeer

i of health and safety policy, in which nuclear regulatory policy with t basco Services. Inc. Ile is responuble for the darection as

| requires much greater investments to reduce the risk ofpublic A nudcar safety and licensing actisities m surport of I bauo
'

mortality than ir requiredin nonnuclear areas where reductions nuclear projuts. IIe is a graduatc of the U. S. Merehant Marme
in mortality mtes could be achieved at much lowr cost. A Academy and ruened the \l.S. degree m nuttear engmeering
specific example of regulatory disparity regarding gaseous from Columbia vniseruty in l968. lin msolvement in nustear
effluent limits for nuclear and fossdfuel power plants is safety at i basco spans 10 years and some l$ domestic and ts

presented. It is concluded that a consistent health and safety foreign studear plants, as well as the Tokamak I uuon Test

reeulatory policy bascJ on uniform nsk anJ cost-bene)ae Reactor proint. Mr. O'Donnell ako serves as manager ut
crtteria should be adopted and that future proposed Nuclear licensing actinties for the I bawo Standard Satety Analpa
Regulatory Commission regulatory requirements shoulJ be Report. Ele is a member ut several mdustry comnnttees on

! critkally emluatedfrom a cost-benefit riewpoint. reactor safety and licensing and has served as U. S. consultant

! to the Internanonal Atomw l.nerg) Agency Nuslear Safety
! Standards Program.

| Protective measures and regulatory policy in the Hohn J. Mauro is Supersising I ngmeer in sharge ut ibe
; United States regarding health and safety are developed Radiologwal Assessment Group at i basco Ser ices Inc. lin

| and implemented on a number of governmentallevels primary responsibdities inilude the evaluation or in piani and
i'F '"' ''d i"'"8 '' ' " P"'" ''' ' ' ""d'' ' ''' d " k' '"' h"'hi (federal, state, and local) and at each level by a variety

normal and accident conditions lle n aho responuble f or tne i

of agencies. In some instances the regulatory policy is development or ensironnenol radiologwat survoilanic j
focused on a particular type of hazard (e.g., radiation programs and emergency plant Dr. Mauro som,J l bawo m
exposure), in others on an individual industry (e.g., 19U .aer receising his doctorat degree m hulth phpu from

the Institute of I nsironmental Med A me at New Yorkautomotive safety) or on a particular segment of the
U"I*"'' # U b " # '"'*d 'h ' " i d'F '" '" '""I"" """population or human activity (e.g., occupational or NYU and a II.S. in biology f rom Lonir Island I:mserut), in

consumer product safety). The policy is carried out i93 p,. Mauro was certiried by the Anwstean Hoard os lleahh
with varying degrees of government involvement and phy sics.
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It is obvious that those holding these diverse impact has been attributed to new regulatory require-

opinions are basing their judgments on widely varying ments, an important element of which has been the

perceptions of (1) the residual risk associated with cost of licensing delays. These capital cost increases

nuclear power, (2) the Icel at which such risk would have contributed significantly to changes in the relative

become acceptable, o. (3) the acceptable cost of cost of producing power at the bus bar for nuclear and

achieving further reductions in risk. These perceptions coal-fired power plants.

are rarely expressed explicitly or in quantifiable values. As shown in Fig. 2. in 1969 nuclear enjoyed a 26%
but ncnetheless they play an important role in shaping advantage over coal (7.9 vs.10.7 mills /kWh), whereas i

regulatory policy. in 1978 this gap narrowed considerably. This is due

To provide some bass for judging the validity of primarily to increases in the fixed charges, which are in

these perceptions, it is instructive to review specific turn mair.ly influenced by the changes in capital cost

NRC licensing requirements against quantitative risk which, as noted, have been largely attnbuted to

and cost-benefit criteria and to compare these results increased regulatory requirements.

with similar values for protective measures associated it must be noted that these cost estimates are based
with nonnuclear risks. Of particular interest are com- on composite or average indices of equipment, labor,
parable regulations applicable to coal. fired power and fuel costs covering various areas of the United
plants since coal is presently the primary alternative States and are therefore representative of a plant
source of electric energy. This report summarizes located in a hypothetical "Middletown, USA." Specific

several recent studies by the authors which address this estimates of these factors for different areas of the

subject 8-3 country can and have produced' * different con.

clusions regarding the relative cost of nuclear and

EFFECT OF REGULATORY POLICY
c al. fired plants for speciiic utility service areas.
Nonetheless the results indicate that the future direc-

ON POWER PLANT COSTS tion of regulatory policy can have a criticalinfluence
New regulatory requirements have produced a on future decisions to choose nuclear or coal and could

dramatic impact in recent years on the cost of new result in reversal of decisions that would otherwise
power plants, both nuclear and fossil fueled. Since indicate the choice of one over the other based on
1969 the capital cost of a new nuclear plant has regional economic factors. The relative cost-benefit
increased from $160/kW to 5913/kW, while the com- effectiveness of regulatory policy regarding these
parable cost of a coal. fired plant has gone from
$122/kW to $639/kW (Ref.4). Figure I shows the
ele nents of this increase. Although inflation con-
tributes to a significant portion, the predominant |mso,anij sa s EZ.
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energy sources is therefore of more than academic feature would have an effect in reducing
interest. probability and/or consequences).

In the following discussions this approach is used to
evaluate the cost effectiveness of various engineered

COST-BENEFIT METHODOLOGY FOR s fety features (ESFs).

NUCLEAR PLANT SAFETY FEATURES Cost-Benefit Analysis of Existing
A quantitative cost-benefit methodology has been Engineered Safety Features-

]
used with respect to assessment of the radiological The design of current nuclear plant ESFs has been
impact of normal plant operation on the environment arrived at in a deterministic manner; that is, a set of
and is, in fact, required by NRC regulations.' The rules and criteria has been established that specifies;
methodology involves calculating the benefit of a certain worst case assumptions that must be used in;

! particular des.gn feature m terms of its ability t determining ESF requirements. These rules are con-
reduce annual population radiation exposures due t tained in the NRC's General Design Criteria,' siting
normal plant operation.This benefit (a man rem / year)

regulations,' and in various regulatory guides.They are
.

is then balanced against the annualized incremental"

based, in large part, on a qualitative assessment of what
J cost of the design feature ($/ year) o obtain the

15 imPortant to safety and on the concept of" defense
cost-benefit ratio ($/ man rem) of the feature. Should in depth." As a result, all plants are now required to

| this ratio compare favorably with (i.e., be less than) the
have an emergency core-cooling system (ECCS), acurrent acceptance criterion of $1000/ man-rem, the4

e ntainment (including containment heat remova!j feature should be incorporated in the plant design. A
systems and fission product removal system), an on-sitej similar approach can be used to evaluate the cost
5 ur" f emer8encY electric Power, and various other

,

effectiveness of safety features.; engineered safety features.
j Since such environmental impact assessments are

I concerned with normal operation, there is no need to In applying cost-benefit methodology to such

j consider probabilistic uncertainties. Ilowever, when ESFs, the logical process to be followed would be to

| dealing with nuclear safety concerns involving start with a hypothetical nuclear plant that does not

I accidents of low probability, the expected annual contain these safety features, consisting primarily of

j frequency of the events must be included. A gen- design features and equipment necessary for normal

i ershzed expression for the cost-benefit ratio, which Peration and equipment protection. A risk assessment

| takes into consideration both probability and con- w uld then be performed, taking into account the

sequences of events,is as follows. various accident sequences and their consequences in'

the absence of ESFs.Thee,in step sequence,each ESF
,

would be added, the risk assessment re-performed with"

g
!' Cost / benefit ratio = the feature added, and its cost-benefit ratio calculated,, ,,

{ (P R ] Q [P|Rj] until the established acceptance criterion is satisfied.it

! Since the Reactor Safety Study'" (WASil 1400)
where C= annualized cost of safety feature, S/ year represents a risk assessment of a typical nuclear plant,

,

P, = probability of ith accident sequence of it can be applied to such an evaluation by modifying
3

interest without safety feature installed, the calcuiated probabilities and consequences ofi

| year ' relevant sequences to reflect the absence of various-

R = radiologicalconsequences of ith accident ESFs. In this way, equivalent event sequences thatj f
j sequence of intercst without safety feature retlect the expected event probabilities and con-

installed, man rem sequences without the ESF can be determined for each
, P|= probability of ith accioent sequence of event. For example, in a plant without an ECCS or

| interest with safety feature installed, year-i containment, it may be assumed that any loss of-
Rj = radiological consequences of Ith accident coolant accident (LOCA) could result in core melting

sequence of ' interest with safety feature and rapid atmospheric dispersion of the resulting
,'

installed man. rem fission products. Although the event of interest is
*

n = number of accident sequences of interest simply any LOCA, the consequences of the event
(i.e., those upon which the proposed safety would be the same as for those WASil-1400 event

,

i

I

:

1
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sequences in which the ECCS and containment also ESFs Evaluated
fail. Ilowever, since the ECCS and containment are
nonexistent, their failure probability is unity, and the A cost-benefit evaluation using the foregoing
probability of such severe consequences occurring is methodology was made for the following key ESFs for
the same as the probability of the initiating LOCA, a typical pressurized-water reactor (PWR) plant as
reflecting an increased risk. An example of the described in WASil.1400:
application of this approach is given in Table 1. 1. Emergency core. cooling system (ECCS)

Table i Example of ESF Cost-Benefit Analysis

Accident Itadiological
ESF event Probabdaty, Equivalent WASH-1400 Release consequences, Risk,
case sequence * year'' consequence sequence * category man-seen maarress/ year

it Rg P,Rg

No 1 Si s A Ix10-* AB-a I 8.0 x 10' 8.0 x 108
5, 3 x 10-* S,B-o I 8.0 x 10' 2.4 x 10'
S, 1x10-8 SB-e ! 8.0 x 10' 8.0 x 10*
TMLB 3 x 10-* TMLB - o I 8.0 x 10' 2.4 x IO*

EP,R, = I.4 x 10'

Pi R} fjRj
EfCS only A 1 x 10 -* A-p 8 4.0 x 10* 4.0 x 10'

S, 3 x10-* S, - 6 8 4.0 x 10* 1.2 x 105
S, Ix10-' S, - A 8 4.0 x 10* 4.0 x 10'
AB 1x10-' AB - e 1 8.0 x 10' 8.0 x 10*
AD 2 x 10-* A DC - o 1 8.0 x 10' l.6 x!0'2

'

AH Ia10-* AH -o 3 4.4 x 10' 4.4 x 10'
S, B 2 x 10-' S, B - a 1 8.0 x 10' l.6 x10'
SD 3 x 10-* 5, DC - a 1 8.0 x 10' 2.4 x 108
S, H 3 x 10-* S,11 - e 3 4.4 x 10' l.3 x10'
S, B . 8 x 10-' S, B - o I 8.0 x10' 6.4 x 10'

,'

.
SD 9 x 10-* S, DC - o 1 8.0 x 10' 7.2 x 108

1 S, H 6x10-* S,H-a 3 4.4 x 10' 2.6 x 10'
TMLB 3 x10-* TMLB - a I 8.0x10' 2.4 x 10*

IPjRj = 2.5 x 10*

C r i a . ' ' year
ECC$ cost-benefit ratio = % - - = $14/ man-rem

EP,R . a M r3, ? - 2.5 x 10*i
,

* Key to PWR accident sequeu , symbos. ut e Aport
'

WASH-1400, Table 5-2):

A, latermediate to large LOCA Q. failure of the primary system safety relief valves to
B, Fadure of electric power to ESrs. reclose after opening.

B', FsGure to recover either orHite or off-site electric power R. Massive rupture of the reactor vessel
within about I to 3 h fo8owing an initiating transient S,, A small LOCA with an equivalent diameter of about 2 to

"
which is a toss of off-site a c power. 6 in.

C, Fature of the containment spray injection system. S., A small LTA with an equivalent diameter of about '/, to
D, FaGure of the emergency core <ooling injection system. 2 in.
T. Fadure of the containment spray recirculation system. T Transient event.
G, raGure of the containment heat --moval system. V, Low 9retsure injection system (LPIS) check valve faGure.
H,fa5ure of the emergency core <: ling recirculation o, Containment rupture due to a reactor vessel steam

'

sy stem. explosion.
K. radure of the reactor potection system. d, Containment faiure resulting from inadequate isolation
1,FaGure of the secordary system steam relief valves and of containment openings and penehtions.

the aus5iary feedwater system. y, Containment failure due to hydrogen buming.
M. Failure of the secondary system steam relief valves and a. Containment failure due to overpressure.

the power conversion system. e, Containment vessel mel:-thras:th.
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2. Containment (including associated heat and Category I release was obtained from Fig. VI 1318 in-
fission product removal systems) WASH 1400 (Ref.10). Total doses for other relem

3. Emergency on-site alternating-current (a c) categories were obtained on the basis of the fractional
power system [ diesel-generator (DG) sets] quantities of the various nuclides included in each

release caug y and tM relah condutbns to
These key ESFs were applied individually and in all

y a su e ramo @al con-possible combinations and sequences to a base case
''9"'"#'' ') I "*# ' **** #***8 7'

1
:nvolving a PWR devoid of these safety features.

Report WASil.1400 was based on a PWR plant that

; went into operation in 1972 and, of course, included Table 2 Population Doses
these basic ESFs. Since that time NRC regulations have Resulting from Variousi required the incorporation of additional ESFs, which

Accident Release Categories
4 are not reflected in the WASil.1400 risk analysis. One

,

such addition is the hydrogen recombiner system, the
, Release whole-body dose,

need for which is based on deterministic assumptions. ,% , , , , , , , ,
'

For the contribution of a hydrogen recombiner system
to the reduction of accidet risk to be assessed, a 1 8.0 x 10'

2 7.2 x 10'cost-benefit evaluation was performed for such a
3 "4 x 10'system applied to the complement of ESFs analyzed in

WASil-1400 for a typical PWR. In this analysis it was 4 7.6 x 10*
x 10*

! assumed that the hydrogen recombiner system would | , 9,
be capable of eliminating entirely the risk of those

7 1.0 x 10*accident sequences in which the containment failed
8 4.0 x 10*

i due to hydrogen related overpressure (i.e., all P,6 0). 49
Since no ESF is capt tf reducing the probability of

; any decident sequence to zero, the actual benefit will
be less. This procedure, therefore, provides a lower;

limit on the cost-benefit ratio for the hydrogen Cost Values'

i recombiner system.
Annual costs for each ESF were based on estimates

f r typical PWR plants in 1978 dollars with 8% interest
Probability and Consequence Values

over 40 years. In each case the costs include only the;
'

The probabilities (P,) of the various accident incremental cost of providing the ESF function with
,

sequences ofinterest were obtained from WASil-1400, respect to equipment or structures that would be
,

using median estimates for accident sequence proba- (xpected to be provided for normal plant operation.'

: bilities. The fractions of core fission products released The additional cost of a full-pressure. retaining con-
: for each accident were classified, in the manner tainment structure and associated systems over the cost
! of WASil 1400, into nine release categories ranging of a conventional-type power plant structure housing

from Category 1, corresponding to a core melt con- the reactor coolant system was estimated for contain-
,

! dition with rapid, direct atmospheric dispersion (i.e., ment. For the ECCS, it was assumed that a residual
without effective ECCS or containment) to Category 9, heat removal system would be provided for normal

j corresponding to no core melt with effective contain. plant shutdown. Thus the ECCS costs are those
; ment 0 e., ECCS and containment function as associated with the additional equipment (nigh-
; designed). pressure safety injection system and accumulators)
j The radiological consequences (R ) of each required to perform the ECCS function. Emergencyf

| accident sequence ofinterest were calculated in terms diesel. generator system costs were based on replacing a

i of total integrated whole-body dose to an exposed small diesel generator used for plant equipment pro-

! population (man-rem), assuming a uniform population tection with two redundant full <apacity diesel gen-
i density of 400 persons per square mile surrounding the crators capable of supplying ESF loads and housed in a

site. This value is consistent with NRC guidelines'' on separate seismic Category I budding. Hydrogen
site suitability with respect to population density and recombiner system costs are based on actual costs for a

is typical, on a cumulative population basis, of many typical PWR plant. (ESF cost values are sumniarized in

j existing nuclear plant sites. The population dose for a Table 5.)

i

, - ,_
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ESF Cost-Benefit Ratios case is the difference between the residual risk for that
case and the residual risk for the corresponding case

Table 3 gives the summation of(Pg R,) values for w thout that ESP. It is this benefit value which must
all accidents ofinterest for the base case (no ESF)and be compared to the annualized cost (C) of the ESF to
for the ECCS, containment, and DG sets applied detennine its cost-benefit ratio. Table 4 presents the
individually and in combination. This summation

. benefits and cost-benefit ratios for the ECCS, con-
represents the residual risk in man-rem / year for each tainment, and DG sets applied in various sequences,
case. The risk reduction for an ESF in any particular

An exann.ation of the data given in Table 4 : hows
that the cost-benefit ratio for any particular ESF is
highly dependent o: the sequence in which it is applied

Table 3 Nuclear Plant Accident Risks in the risk assessment. When considered first, the
for Various ESFs and Combination of ESFs cost-benefit ratio for each of the three ESFs is well

!below $1000/ man-rem, indicating that, individually,
Residual Risk the cost of these features would be well justified in the

'i'k' '*d"'''** absence of any other ESFs. Ilowever, using the
Instaged ESFs man-rem / year Anetoe traditional cost-benefit methodology of adding im.

Itase (no ESrs) 1.4 x 10' provements in order of increasing cost-benefit ratio,
DGs only 1.1 x 10' I.2 ESF Sequence 3 would be chosen, which could lead to
ECCS only 2.5 x 10* 5.4 the faulty conclusion that the containment is not

! Containment only 1.9 x10* 7.2 justified since its cost-benefit ratio is $2083. While
*" "" " me ogy is suitable for determining optimum
DG [8 x 0' 7

I Containment + DGs 840 160 allocation of a fixed sum of money which is available
I I CCS + containment + DGs 360 378 for irmestment in safety, it does not necessarily

| gunantes satisfaction of a criterion which specifies
!
i '
I

Table 4 Cost-Benefit Ratios for ESFs Applied in Various Sequences

i

j Sequence of ESF spplication

j ESF sequence 1 2 3

I I DG ECCS Containment

Risk reduction, a man rem / year 2.4 x 10' l .1 x 10' l.4 x 10'
Cost-benefit ratio, $/ man-rem 83 14 2083

2 DG Containment ECCS

I Risk reduction, a man-rem / year 2.4 x 10* 1.1 x 10' 4.8 x 10'
( Cost-benefit ratio, $/ man-rem 83 27 3125

3 ECCS DG Containment

Risk reduction, a man-rem / year 1.1 x 10' 2.4 x 10* 1.4 x 10'
Cost-benefit ratio,5/ man-rem 14 85 2083

4 ECCS Containment IXi

Risk reduction a man-rem / year 1.1x10' 6.8 x 10' l.8 x 104
Cost-benetit ratio. 5/ man-rem 14 441 til

5 Containment DG ECCS

Risk reduction, a man-rem / year 1.2x10' I.8 x 10* a.8 x 108
Cost-benetit ratio,5/ man-rem 25 til 3125

6 Containment ECCS DG

Risk reduction, a man-rem / year 1.2 x 10' 4.0 x 10' l .8 x 10*
Cost-benefit ratio. 5/ man-rem 25 3750 111

!
I

|
-_ . . - . . .. .- _
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i
,

that any and all safety improvements should be made site is dominated by the probability of those accidents

|
which cost less than $1000/ man. rem. In this case, ESF which could result in core melting and rapid release of

| Sequence 4 results in the optimum cost-benefit resulting fission products to the atmosphere (i.e.,
j utilization of the three ESFs considered, with cost- WASi!.1400 release categories I to 5). Such accidents

| benellt ratios of $14, $441,and $111 per man-rem for could result in early fatality (death within a year) of
the ECCS, containment, and DG sets, respectively. any individual directly exposed to the accident plume'

The addition of the hydrogen recombiner system within a few miles of the site.Other accidents involving
to the ECCS, containment, and the DG sets resulted in release categories 6-9 involve delayed release of much'

a minimal additional reduction in risk (less than 0.13 smaller inventories of fission products to the
man. rem / year) because, according to WASil.1400, the atmosphere. Evacuation procedures and lower ex.
probability of post.LOCA containment failure due to posure dose rates would result in much lower risks,
hydrogen explosions or combustion even without even though the probability of such accidents may be
recombiners is extremely low. This estimated benefit much higher.
value is so small that, even though the cost of the The maximum fatality risk to an individual was
recombiner system is relatively small compared with calculated assuming that the individual is always '
the other ESFs, the cost-benefit ratio is quite high. located near the site and that, in the event of a serious
The benefits, costs and cost-benefit ratios of hydr' ogen accident, there is a 50% probability that the plume will
recombiners compared with the other ESFs are shown traverse this location (i.e., the individual is downwind
in Table 5 for the most cost-beneficial sequence of of the plant). It is further assumed that in such an
addition. event exposures will result in early fatality. These

assumptions are clearly conservative since they do not

Table 5 Summary of Cost-Benefit Analysis account for time spent away from the site, narrowness

for Engineered Safety Features of the plume, and the mitigating effect of intensive
medical treatment, all of which would serve to reduce

Engineered Cost-benefit individual risk.
aafety Risk reduction. Cost, ratio, Figure 3 shows the maximum risk to an individual
feature man-rem / year $! year $/ man-rem from nuclear plant accidents with respect to the

cumul tive cost of adding ESFs to reduce that risk.
LCCS 1.1 x 10' t.5 x 10* 14 Also sh wn are the average background risks for an
Containment 6.8 x 10' 3.0 x 10' 441
Emergency individual from nonnuclear accidents (falls, fires, etc.)

power system 1.8 x 10* 2.0 x 4 0' 111 and from disease. As indicated, even with no ESFi
ilydrogen installed, ;he maximum risk to an individual is only

' I****" " " " " ' " ' ' ' " " "
: sem <0.13 4.0 x 10* >3 x 10$ than 10% of all nonnuclear risk. Adding an ECCS. a

containment, and DG sets reduces the nuclear risk to
less than 0.1% of the total nonnuclear risk. Con.
servatively assuming that all persons within 3 miles of

Consideration of the Risk to individuals
the plant would be exposed to this maximum risk and

The cost-benefit analysis thus far has been based again assuming a density of 400 persons per square
on the risk to populations.. Since the effects of mde, the installation of these ESFs would reileet an
radiation doses resulting from accidents generally annual expenditure of over $500 per person to achieve
decline with . distance from a plant, the risk to a reduction in nuclear risk from 10% toless than 0.1%
individuals is clearly nonuniform over the entire of the_ total background nonnuclear risk.
population. An individual located immediately This figure would seem to compare favorably with
adjacent to the site boundary may therefore under. the amount individuals themselves are willing to
standably question the validity of cost-benefit criteria voluntarily pay for nonnuclear risk reduction. For
that rely on benefit measurements based solely on the example,it is unlikely that many individuals would be
risk to populations, willing to support such a cost-benefit ratio themselves

| An assessment of the maximum risk to an if it were demonstrated to them (as it probably
individual near a nuclear plant site was made to see could be) that annual physical examinations costing
whether or not such concerns are warranted. The $500 could reduce by 10% the risk of death due to

2
nuclear accident risk to an individual located near the disease. Indeed, an opinion sttrvey showed that |

|

I e

.
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individuals are willing to spend, on the average, only addition there may be other monetary costs or
$56 to achieve a reduction in personal risk of five times benefits, such as risk of property damage or plant
greater than this. The question of individual risk and outage, which have not been included here.
individual cost-benefit criteria, therefore, should not The methodology does provide insight into the
be an overriding issue with respect to risk and relative cost effectiveness of existing ESFs and the
cost-benefit criteria applied on a population basis. manner in which they contribute to reducing accident

risk. The results show that the major contributors to
Discussion risk are the small LOCAs and transient events involving

The foregoing analysis demonstrates the usefulness loss of electric power. As might be expected, the DGs

of quantitative cost-t enefit analysis as applied to by themselves provide a small fractional risk reduction
factor (see Table 3). The ECCS or containment eachESFs and nuclear safety concerns. Ilowever, the results

should not be taken as a definitive cost-benefit reduces risk by a factor of 5 to 7. With diesel
generators installed, the effectiveness of the ECCS oranalysis on an absolute scale. There are large un-
the containment is increased by at least an order ofcertainties in the probabilities and consequences

presented in WASil 1400. Further, the idealizd nature magnitude and, with all three, the overall risk is

of the assumed population distribution could rcr'': in reduced by almost a factor of 400. This interdepen-

significant .ariations from actual site conditions. In dence supports the defense-in depth concept wherein
the effectiveness of each ESF is amplified greatly in
combination with other ESFs.

It would also appear that the regulatory policy

a . _ _ _ _ _ - _ T 2'_" "_""*'1*' 'i*_ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ regarding the need for ECCS, contair. ment, and
in emergency power systems is supported on a quan----__-----g ,---------___

titative cost-benefit basis at least with respect to the
$1000/ man rem criterion. Ilowever, the cost-benefit
evaluation for hydrogen recombiners shows that they
are orders of magnitude less cost effective relative to*

the three other basic safety features evaluated. More-
f_g _

over, even Considering large uncertainties in the WASil-
, - - _ _ _ _N_onnu_ct_ur_ac_ci_ den _t n.d_ _ _ _ _ _ _,

_ -

; with respect to a $1000/ man-rem acceptance criterion,

I which is generally recognized to be a conservatively
high value.>

t- uanimum nuciar
ito-* - accident rid for This conclusion may seem unwarranted in view of

'"d *d"*'

3 the apparently prominent role played by hydrogen
g recombiners in the recent Three Mile Island accident.

8 llowever, a number of factors would seem to indicate

E that the actual risk of serious population exposures due
E to hydrogen-related containment failure in that eventesp, a

10'' F would not have been great even if recombiners had noto EccS
been installed prior to the accider:t.a containmen,

From preliminary data on the event,it appears thatA oc wt,

the hydrogen level in the containment quickly rose to
about 2.5% within about 4 days after the onset of the
event and remained at about thatlevel even though the. . . . .ig_.

o 2 3 4 5 t, 7 recombiners were not brought into operation amtil an
ESF CUMULATIVE COST (sto / year) additional 2 days had elapsed. This indicates that theres

probably would have been considerable r'.uitional time
Fig. 3 Masimum risk to an individual from nuclear plant available before hydrogen levels wou'.J have reached
accidens with respect in the cumulative cost of adding even the lower flammability limit of 4% It then would
engineered safety features (ESFs) to reduce that risk. Also have permitted consideration of such altemative
sho vn are the average background risks for an individual from actions as bringing a portable recombiner unit fromnonnuclear accidents (falls, fires, etc.) mad from disease.
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be used. A commonly used index relates investmentoffsite for emergency operation or reliance on con-
costs t expected reduction m health effects m terms

,

trolled purging to limit hydrogen levels in the absence f the reduced excess mortality rates achieved. This
of permanently installed recombiners. Ultimately,

, should not be taken as a precise or complete measureevacuation of the surrounding population, already g ;
partially achieved, could have been (and presumably and safety benefits (i.e., reduction in illnesses or
would have been) extended out to several miles or injuries) or additional cost impets or benefits (e.g.,

| more if recombiners had not been available and g g ;
containment hydrogen levels approached dangerous g

| levels. While certainly not a pubhc relations coup, this provide a useful measure for making order of-
would have drastically reduced population exposures in

magnitude comparisons of cost effectiveness since it
the event of additional releases of contamed fission

relates costs and benefits in consistent units for both
products due to controlled purging or even hydrogen-

nuclear and nonnuclear risks.related containment failure. Furthermore, it is not at
all clear whether the containment would have failed
catastrophically in the event of hydrogen burning or Proposed EPA Regulations

for SO Removall explosion. 2

Of course, given a set of preexisting events m- There is considerable uncertainty in estimating the
volving release of fission products and hydrogen to the health effects associated with coal-tired power plants,
containment, such as occurred at Three Mile Island, flowever, it is generally agreed that increased sulfur
hydrogen recombiners could most probably be shown dioxide (SO ) emissions are highly correlated with2to be cost effective on a amdirmnal basis. This may observed increases in morbidity and mortality. If a
support the concept of sharing a portable recombiner inear relationship is assumed for SO -related2among a number of plants with provisions for its mortality,8 3 these effects could be reduced linearly by
mstallation and operation in any unit. Ilowever,it does reducing the amount of SO2 discharged to the
not necessarily follow that the m, clusion of redundant -;,
recombiners as permanently mstalled engineered safety burning low-sulfur coal or by removing the SO2
features in all plants is cost-effective as a pre- ggg ,, g
determined design decision, particularly when con- g
sidered relative to alternative engineered safety

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has
feat ures. The very same post-Three Mile Island proposed regulations'd that would limit the per-
knowledge which appears to support the wisdom of esW nMm M Mm We b hhaving recombiners installed also clearly demonstrates em ss ons from fossil-fuel plants and would, in
the greater relative importance of the emergency particular, require full scrubbing (at least 85% rernoval)
feedwater system, ECCS, and the containment and of sulfur dioxide regardless of the sulfur content of the
indicates that other design measures (such as positive fuel. Within the power industry there are serious
indication of pressurizer relief valve position, whi
could have averted the accident) may have been, ghquestions as to the technical feasibility of meeting

in
these proposed regulations, and a " sliding scale" for

retrospect, far mere cost. effective. SO removal, ranging from 40 to 85% depending on2

the sulfur content of the coal, has been suggested as an
COMPARISON WITH COAL-FIRED alternative.
POWER PLANTS AND OTHER Because of the large uncertainty m regard to the

.

NONNUCLEAR RISKS health effects of SO and uncertainties in the in-2

For an even broader perspective to be achieved on stallation and operating cost of SO2 removal equip-
the effectiveness of the guidelin , under which the ment, it is difficult to assign a single cost-benefit value

| nuclear power industry is regulated,it is meaningful to for scrubbers. Ilamilton and Mannet s have estimated a
range of values for SO -related mortality for situations! compare the risk and cost-benefit values for nuclear 2

regulatory policies with those for the protective involving the use of high- and low-sulfur coal with and

measures associated with nonnuclear risks, particularly without scrubbers. The Hamilton and Manne (Ref.15)
SO -mortality estimates provide a basis for com-with regulations for coal. fired power plants. 2

For such comparisons to be made, a common Parison with the nuclear plant cost-benefit ratios since

standard of measuring cost-benefit effectiveness must they are based on an equivalent unit size [1000
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; MW(e)] and population distribution (400 persons per nuclear plant design features, EPA-proposed coal-plant
'

square mile), design features, and other nonnuclear health and safety
These values, adjusted for 85% removal, were used protective measures. For the nuclear plant radwaste

in conjunction with high and low estimates of the costs systems and engineered safety features, these values are
| of scrubbers to provide maximum a'nd minimum based on a linear dose-mortality relationship of

cost-benefit ratios. 1.0 x 10-* excess deaths per man rem exposure.86
using the $1000/ man rem criterion for radwaste

Nuclear and Nonneclear Cost-Benefit Ratios Systems and the $/ man-rem cost-benefit ratios
.

developed previcusly for the ESFs.The range of values
Table 6 presents a comparison of cost-benefit for SO2 scrub' ers was established as described above.o

values in terms ofinvestment costs necessary to achieve Cost-benefit ratios for other protective measures were
a reduction in mortality risk for NRC mandated obtained from Refs.12,17,and 18 through 22.

Table 6 shows that, in general, nuclear plant
regulatory policy results in a considerably higher

Table 6 Cost-Benefit Ratios for Various investment to achieve reductions in public mortality
Health and Safety Protective Measures risk than for other activities. With the exception of the

ECCS, all other nuclear plant design . features have
Cost-benefit ratio, cost-benefit ratios of $1 million or more per life
5I malion| life saved saved, with the hydrogen recombiners having a ratio in

Nuclear power-plant design features excess of $ billion per life saved.
Radwaste ettluent treatment systems 10 With respect to coal-fired plants, it would appear
LCCS 0.1 that requirements for full scrubbing where low-sulfur
containment 4 coal is used could yield cost-benefit values comparable

t as a nuc ear Nant des 5 featurna ogen recombiners >3000
However, even with the use nf scrubbers and low-sulfur

Coatfired power plant design features coal, the residual mortality risk for 1 coal plant remains
11 utfur e I with SO, scrubbers,

g, , j significantly higher than for a nuck.,r plant (0.4 to 7
Low-sulfur coal with 50, scrubbers, vs. 0.04 excess deaths per year), though well below

85% removal 0.7-10 that associated with other commonly accepted risks.

Occupational health and safety Of greater significance, Table 6 demonstrates a
OSIIA* coke fume regulations 4.5 complete lack of consistency in health and safety
OSil A benzene regulations 300 policy on any aniform cost-benefit basis among

Environmental protection agencies or even within agencies. With respect to
LPAt vinyl chloride regulations 4 occupational hazards, it has been estimated that the
Proposed LPA drinking water Occupational Safety and llealth Administration's

regulations 2.5 (OSIIA) near.zero limit on benzene in the work place
fire protection will prevent two cancer deaths every 6 years at a cost

Proposed CPSCt upholstered furniture of $300 million each. These regulations have been
challenged and struck down in court because OS!!A

S Le de t rs 0.05 008
has not shown that the benefits of its requirements

Aut m tive and highway safety justify the cost. Ilowever, OSilA has maintained th.a it

to saIeIy p ents,1966- t970 0 is not required to make cost-benefit judgments. and

| Air bags 0.32 has taken the case before the Supreme Court which
'

Seat L:lts 0.08 should rule on this important matter soon. By contrast,

! Sledical and health programs OSilA's regulations for limiting coke fumes in the steel
! Kidney dialysis treatment units 0.2 industry have been estimated at $4.5 million per
I Slot le cardiac emergency treatment worker life saved.: 2

u nits 0.03 The EPA regulations for controlling vinyl chloride
Cancer screening programs 0.0 t -0.08

emissions have been estimated to cost at least $4
'OSil A, Occupational Safety and IIcalth Administration. million per life saved,'' and drinking water regulations

7
tLPA, Environmental Protection Agency. proposed by EPA imply r. cost of $2.5 million'' per

|
$CPSC. Consumer Product Safety Commission. reduced fatality in the exposed population.

!

'
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In the area ' of consumer product safety, the - All these cost-benefit ratios imply a monetary 1

Nat~onal Bureau of Standards .has proposed a com- value for a statistical life * Although this is a highly,

prehensive ' analytical approach to determining cost subjective and controversial matter, there have been
- effectiveness of regulations.2o A preliminary applica- .e " mates made on the basis of implied and explicit
tion of this methodology ' to' standards being con- vawes which society has associated with the actual or2

'sidered by the Consumer Product Safety Commission potential los of human life. Table 7 lists some of these
(CPSC) to ' reduce the fire hazards of upholstered values.

furniture shows that several hundred lives could be
saved each year at a cost of about $500,000 per Table 7 Costs Placed on a Statistical Life
reduced fatality. Ilowever,it appears that the standards
may not be adopted owing to the perceived infla- '

Cost, dollars
tionary and economic impact on the furniture p., iit,
industry.

A value of $140,000 par life has been used Average loss ofincome due to death
(6000 lost working days at $50/ day)* 300.000explicitly in decision making garding hin,hway safety

programs,' 7 and many highway improvements (such as Jury awards in loss-of-life lawsuitt 50,000-500,000

guardrail installation, better surfaces for skid
.

Hazardous duty pay for pilots, taking
resistance, and improved warning signals) that could nto account the probability of deatht 135,000-980,000
save many lives could be made at costs between
$20,000 and $100,000 per life saved. Doll 2' value of property loss in cases

where people near an accident primarily
In automotive safety, improvements made between remembered the property loss rather

1966 and 1970 have been esin ated to have reduced than the loss of lifet 200,000

traffic fatalities by 28,200 during this period at a cost
of $130,000 per life saved. Among these, seat belts 9['f[2j''

*

save 5,000 lives per year at a cost of $80,000 per life.
installation of airbags in new cars, a safety measure
that has been delayed because of concern for the cost The cost-benefit ratios for nuclear plartt-design
(about $200 per car), could save additional lives at a features compare favor,bly with the statistical life
cost of about 1320,000 per life. values given in Table 7 i.e., the amount being spent to

One of the best life-saving bargains available reduce mortality ri: K is well in excess of the amount
appears to be the smoke detector, it has been that has been associated with the statistical value of
estimated that placing smoke detectors in all residences human life. hiany of the cost-benefit values for
in the United States could result in several thousand nonnuclear risks are well below these values, indicating
fewer deaths annually at a cost of between $50,000 that the public should be willing to support greater
and $80,000 per life saved.''' flowever, no com- nvestments in protective measures to reduce these
prehensive regulatory policy yet exists to require their risks further. This suggests that the regulatory emphasis -
use. on further reducing nuclear plant risks may not be

in the area of medical treatmeat, it has been ded in view of the availability of more cost-
estimated that kidney dialysis treatment units and .ttective means of reducing risks that are not being
mobile emergency cardiac units save lives at an fully pursued. Indeed, it would appear that the $4
investment cort of $200,000 and $30,000 per life, million annual cost involved in equipping 100 nuclear
respectively.22 The federal government has established plants with hydrogen recombiners could more effec.
a program for subsidizing the cost of dialysis treat. tively be invested in emergency cardiac treatment units
ment, which undoubtedly has saved numerous lives, or cancer screening programs. which at the cost-benefit
but has left the determination of need and funding for values cited for them, could result in several hundred
emergency cardiac units largely up to local political additionallives saved per year.

jurisdictions, with predictably uneven results in degree
of protection provided. Various cancer screening
programs, which are largely voluntary, have been *It is important to distinguish between a statistical for
demonstrated to prevent cancer deaths at costs be. unid ntiried. theoretically calculated) loss of life and an actual

tween $10,000 and $80,000 per life saved.2 7 or identified) loss of tire.
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COMPARISON OF GASEOUS EFFLUENT performance standards, the existing primary and

STANDARDS FOR NUCLEAR AND secondary national ambient air quality standards, and

FOSSIL FUEL POWER PLANTS the prevention of significant deterioration (PSD) limits
for Classes I,11, and til as described in Section 163 of

The analysis presented above indicates a marked the Clean Air Act as amended in August 1977, the
inconsistency between the cost-benefit effectiveness Class 11 concentration limits are considered the most
of public health and safety pohey regarding nuclear appropriate for comparison to the nuclear effluent
and nonnuclear risks. A specific example of this guidelines. This section of the act sets a limit on the
disparity can be seen in a direct comparison of maximum allowable merease in concentrations c i i

regulatory standards for gaseous effluents from nuclear sulfur dioxide and particulate matter over the existing
and fossil. fuel power plants. Lave and Freeburg'' baseline concentration.
addressed this subject in 1973;however, the regulatory
limits have since been drastically changed as a result of Comparison of Risks to individuals
Appendix I to Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations,
Part 50 (10 CFR 50) and the 1977 amendment to the The gaseous effluent regulations cited establish
Clean Air Act. The regulations considered appropriate radionuclide and air pollutio.. limits to which an
for performing a comparison oflimitations imposed on individual may be exposed. Since these peak average

gaseous effluents from nuclear fossil. fuel power plants annual concentrations would only occur at specific

are Appendix 1 to 10 CFR 50, Section 11 for nuclear " maximum" locations off site, the number of people

plants and Section 163(b)(2) of the Clean Air Act (as exposed to these limited concentrations would be
amended) for foss 1. fuel plants. limited. The general population would be exposed to

! levels well below these limits.

! Gaseous Effluents Limitations Table 8 presents the maximum risks associated

for Nuclear Power Plants with exposure to the regulatory limits for. gaseous
ef isents fmm nuclear and fossil. fuel plant >. These

Appendix I to 10 CFR 50. Section 11 requires that results reveal that the potential adverse health imph.
the design of. a nuclear power facility must provide dhdeMhpmde6
assurance that (1) the calculated annual total quantity nuclear plants are about 400. fold less than those for
of all radioactive material above background to be

c al. fired power plants. When we consider that adverse
released to the atmosphere from each light. water.

human health effects associated with ambient SO2cooled nuclear power reactor will not result in an
c neentrations which are close to the PSD Class 11estimated annual dose of 5 mrems to the whole body
regulatory limits 2 s have been observed, but no adverse

of any individual in an unrestricted area, and (2) the
effects have been observed from radiological exposurescalculated annual total quantity of all radioactive which are well above the Appendix I regulatory

( iodine and radioactive material in particulate form to
limits,2b ' the disparity in actual risks may be much

! be released to the atmosphere in effluents from each
greater than indicated.

light water. cooled nuclear power reactor will not result To put these risks into perspective, the public
in an estimated annual dose or dose commitmert to thinks an individual risk is high if it is greater than
any individual in an unrestricted area from all path. 10 - * / year and low if it is less than 10~*/ year
ways of exposure in excess of 15 mrems to any organ. (Ref. 28). Clearly, by this criterion the nuclear risks;

!~ Tl ese regulations establish the design basis of the (5.8 x 10- a per year) should be acceptable and the
- building ventilation and gaseous radwaste systems of
! fossil-fuel risks (2.4 x 10-* per year) should be

nuclear power facilities.
border

|
.

Comparing these risks with the risks to individuals
l Gaseous Effluent L. imitations .

fo" reveals that (1) the maximum calculated
* * * " *

for Fossil. Fuel Power Plants accidents
.

With the issuance of the August 1977 amendment individual risk from exposure to nuclear plant effluents
to the Clean Air Act and the anticipated regulatory at their regulatory limits is comparable to the actual
moditieations associ.ted therewith, it is difficult to risk of being struck by lightning (8 x 10-7 year ')-

seleet a gaseous effluent limitation for fossil.fael plants and (2) the calculated individual risk from exposures to

| that can .be appmpriately compared to the nuclear the gaseous effluent from a coal plant operating at the

plant hmits. Ilowever, considering the new source PSD Class 11 regulatory limits is comparable to the risk'

i

i
______ _ _. ._ . . , . _ _ .
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Tabie 8 Individual Mortality Risks Associated with
' Gaseous Effluent Standards for Nuclear and Fossil. Fuel Plants

NUCLEAR PLANT STANDARDS

10CFR 50 App.I Risk * Mortality
Risk regulatory limit, wfficient, risk

contributor rem / year deaths / rem per year

whole-body dose 0.005 1.0 x 10-* 5.0 x 10-'
Thyroid dose 0.015 5.0 x 10-* 7.5 x 10-*

Totalindividual risk per year = 5.8 x 10-'

FOSSIL FUEL PLANT STANDARDS

PSD Class 11 Riskt Mortality
Risk regulatory limit, coefficient, risk

contributor uspm' deaths /(yeardug/m") per year,

Sulfur dioxide 20 3.9 x 10-' 7.8 x 10-'
Particulates 19 8.5 x 10~' l.6 x 10-*

Totalindividual risk per year = 2.4 x 10-*

'I' rom Ref.16. ti' rom Ref.13.

of death by a motor vehicle accident (2.8 x 10-* average individual within 50 miles of the plant would
. year- 8 ). receive an exposure of less than 0.1 mrem / year to the
'

On the basis of the preceding comparisons of whole body and the thyroid gland. At a comparable
individual risk of death, it seems the regulations. coal-plant site, the average individual would be exposed

3limiting gaseous effluent emission from fossil-fuel to less than 0.1 pg/m of sos and particulates. This is
plants are less restrictive than the regulations that set based on an assumed 100-fold difference between the

radiological limits for nuclear plants by at least two Peak annual and average annual concentration within a

orders of magnitude. 50-mile radius of the plant.

At each step in the Toregoing analysis there are Accordingly, the nuclear regulatory limits are also

numerous assumptions that could be modified to give at least 100-fold more restrictive than fossil. fuel
different results. Ilo ever, each assumption was effluent limits when assessed in terms of health impact

selected so that the measure of risk for each pollutant on the population in general. It could be argued that

has the same degree of inherent conservatism. the difference is even greater since sos is transformed

Accordingly, the values of 5.8 x 10-'/ year for to sulfates during transport and the concentration of

radiological risks and 2.4 x 10-*/ year for fossil fuel sulfates relative to sos increases as a function of
risks should be viewed as an index of risk rather than distance from the source of release. Since sulfates are

an accurm expression of absolute risk. believed to be more toxic than sos (EPA.
450/2 75-007 (Ref. 25)], the risk as a function of
distance from the point of release may not decline as

Comparison of the Risks to Populations rapidly as it does for radiological effluents. In addition,
the population density in the vicinity of a fossil. fuel

if a power plant is discharging gaseous effluents at P ant is usually greater than that in the vicinity of al
its regulatory limits, the average member of a popula. nuclear Power plant, causing relatively greater
tion in the vicinity of the plant would be ex;msed to

cumulative impacts on the population.
concentrations of airborne pollutants, both radiological
and nonradiological, which are well below the , g
regulatory limits. This is a result of atmospheric
dispersion,-in-transit depletion, and, for radioactive The apparent two orders-of magnitude disparity
efiluents, radiological decay. Assuming that a nuclear between the health efrects of efiluent limits for nuclear
power plant is operating at its regulatory limit, the and fossil fuel power plants has cost implications. For
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i example, the present generation of nuclear power be resolved by a unified regulatory philosophy founded

plants is provided with extensive effluent processing on uniform cost-benefit and risk standards. This
capabilities to meet the stringent requirements of approach would ensure that the cest savings of a safe
Appendix ! to 10 CFR 50. For the individual dose technology could be passed on to the public or applied |

limits of Appendix ! to be met, many gaseous. waste in a more cost-effective manner to reduce other I

processing systems are required to provide holdup and hazards rather than spent on design augmentation that

filtration of radioactive efnuents. When the costs of is not cost effective.
these additions are amortized over the life of the plant For example, it is conceivable that a broad set of

| and operating and maintenance costs are included, the regulatory limits could be established which (1) define

| total annual cost for the additions required to meet an upper level of risk to which no individual should be

Appendix I is approximately 50.5 million per plant. exposed and, atter meeting this individual riskl

Since none of these additions to the radwaste system criterion, (2) detine cost-benefit criteria for additional
would be required if the effluent guidelines were reductions in the cumulative allowable risk to the

| 100. fold less restrictive (i.e., comparable to the fossil- exposed population. The font would protect the
fuel plant limits),it is clear that the disparity between individual, and the latter yuld ensure that

|
the gaseous efnuent limits for fossil fuel and nuclear incremental investments in health and safety pro-

| power plants has adverse economic implications for tection are made in a manner which provides sptimum
nuclear plants. Alternatively, if fossil. fuel plants were benefit to society.'

required to effect an additional 100-fold reduction in it is recognized that this type of regulatory
ef0uent releases to attain a health impact comparable structure would require much more Jefinitive data on
to that of nuclear plants, it would in all probability the nature and levels of many hazarcs than presently
render construction of such plants economically and exist and would involve complex analyses and col-
technically tafeasible. lective agreement on many basic societal value

The preceding discussion is not intended to imply judgments. Furthermore, additional work is rcquired to
l that the power industry is not spending large sums of develop mach more comprehensive methodology for
! money to meet the existing regulations for fossil. fuel balancing costs and benetits, including consideration of

plants. In fact, the costs of meeting the new Clean Air nonquantifiable parameters. Therefore, although it is
Act guidelines for a coal plant is wellin excess of10.5 desirable, such a development is unlikely within the

near fot"re. Ilowever, the policies of individualmillion per year. The point is that the industry would
be spending about $0.5 million per year less for each regulatory agencies can be effectively viewed even now ,

nuclear plant if the NRC's ef0uent guidelines for in this broad perspective.

nuclear plan ' were comparable to those ft e fossil-fuel The analysis indicates that NRC policy regarding
,

plants in terrns of ill health. changes to plant designs to achieve improvements in'

safety should be critically evaluated on a relative
'' "*U* * * *" '"*"'' * *ddI*I " I I"*"S*'

! CONCLUSION
; ments m safety provide maximum benefit m terms of

| The foregoing analyses indicate a marked lack of reduced risk. With regard to comparisons between the

i unifomiity in the level of public health and safety use of nuclear fuel or coal for the production of
protection on a comparative risk or cost-benefit basis, electricity, nuclear appears to cause lower adverse

r

This raises the fundame.aal questions of whether such health impacts than does coal, althouth both compare
disparities as these should be allowed to continue and, favorably with other accepted risks. It would be highly
if not, how they may be resolved. ironic, therefore,if the purnit of greater protection of

The fact that these inconsistencies exist is the the public health and safe y through increased regu.
iesult of (I) having the public health and safety lation of nuclear plants were to result in the choice of
protection administered by a host of agencies, each coal over nuclear as a result of higher nuclear plant
independently focusing on specific industries or costs.

hazards, and (2) a philosophy whereby regulations are This effect of such a regulatory policy would be a
set as far below the hazardous level as the market can net decrease in public health and safety protection.
bear. Regulating a particular industry in this manner Thus the NRC has an obligation to ensure that
can have the effect of subsidizing an otherwise non- additional costs imposed in the name of public health
competitive alternative at the cost of the health and and safety are justitied on a cost-benefit basis and
well being of the general public. These disparities could result in maximum net benefit to society.
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Control of Spo.v8?ng on Nuclear Safety

E. Siddall*

Nuct. Safery,21(4): 451-460 (July-August 1980)

Abstract: Nuclear asfety is reviewedin relation to safety in the This strange state of affairs is mainly traceable to
wmur.ity as a whole. A method is proposal which points to widespread emotional concem about nuclear tisk cou-

:ptimum expenditure on nuclear safety m.asures as pled with a remarkable failure to develop the study ofs-

opp used to the present open-ended situation. At this optimum g
Y E

polns the cost of saving extnr lives in the nuclearfieldis equal disci line. The controlling element wluch has been
to the cost of asring extra lives in other activities in the P

community. De method requires ~that the present level of absent is .ay authoritative attempt to relate the
arfety be estimated and this is done by relatin a;.: work of standard of safety which has been achiestd to a
Resmussen, Farmer and Beattie, and the retmst German s*udy 7,ggog ,g ,y,nggg,gggggg7g,
to the actual record of accidents. T*.e analysis indicates t. a This article, which addresses this problem, is

I present expenditures on reactor sclety are far in excess of the modifled and condensed from Refs.2 and 3. Many
optimum. An even more striking conclusion is reached when
the possible effect of the wealth generated by the nua.rr numerical and othet changes have been made in the

industry on the general safety of the community is considered- light of subsequent comment, discussion, and addi-
De application of the theme to the Pickering Nuclear tionalinformation, but the underlying disparity which
Generating Station is developed.

difference to the conclusions.
In the OECD (Organization f,a Economic Cooperation To facilitate the subsequent discussien,the follow-
and Development) nuclear countries, with a population ing definitions of key terms will be used:
of nearly 650 million, the nuclear industry i: a major Pre tature cleath: Death from any cause before age
potential source of the low. cost energy needed t 65; delayed deaths and deaths is future generations are
improve or even maintain our way of life. It has always included.
already generated a product worth about *$60 bilhon Safety: The saving oflife; the reduction of risk; the
(1979 U.S. dollars) since 1944. ln that samc area and prevention or avoidance of premature or statistical
period, roughly 35 million people have died prema- death.
turely; roughly 56 000 have died in disasters con- CSX: The cost of preventing or avoiding an extra $
sidered worthy of listing in a popular book of premature death; the cost of saving an extra statistical

'

reference;' roughly I death among members of the hfe.
publ. can be attributed to nuclear accidents. Despite Ratchetting: The proliferation of reactor safety
this r ', the pressure on the industry,ostens.bly for requirements and practices since 1968.
reason- pubhc safety, has now become a senous *J: Constant-value dollars; 1979 U. S. dollars
impedlunt to development and a major source of unless otherwise stated.
added cost.

THE COST OF SAVING LIVES (CSX)* At the time this article was written, Ernest Siddall was an
Associate Power Speciahst with Canatom Ltd., a Canadian A number of authors have drawn attention, di-
consulting engineering firm in the nuclear field. He has recer.tly rectly or indirectly, to the great disparity between the
rejoined At imic Energy of Canada Ltd. He received the B.Sc.
degree (engineering) from London University in 1939. After magnitude of vanous risks in our societies and the
service in the Royal Signals of the British Army, he had apparent concem, or lack of it, about such risks;
experience in the British telephone industry and in the Refs.4 and 5 discuss this subject very fully. A few
instrumentation aspects of h:gh explosive research before authors have anal zed what has been spent to save aY
moving to Canada in 1951. Whdo he was with Atomic Energy life in various fields of human activity and have
of Canada Ltd. in the 1950s. he introduced the two-out-of.
three principle and its consequent features as part of the considered economic optimization of safety spending

instrumentation of 1.. NRU reactor and later made the first in various aspects; Ref.6 is an early and thoughtful
proposals for consit V.ng reactor safety in statistical terms. He example and Ref.7 is recent and ' authoritative. It
ook pan in the de ... of the Douglas Point,Pickering A,and g

Bruce A .. actors and supervised the evolution of control by recently (Refs.2,3,8, and 9) that this latter line of
digital computet in these projects: From 1970 to 1976, he
dire il the technical follow-up of the Douglas Point Station. enquiry leads directly te a principle which is valid in

|

|
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;

humanitarian as well as econemn terms and which Another important point is that the CSX associated
forms a basis for the management of spending on with a particular element of safety spending depends
safety. This principle is as follows. The components of not only on the nature of the equipment or technology
any safety activity should be carried out in order of involved but also on the magnitude of the risk against

,

diminishing cost effectiveness; the activity should be which it is intended to guard;if this risk is very small,
terminated when a further amount of money spent on few statistical lives can be saved, and the CSX must
it will not save as many lives as it would have done if necessarily be high, no matter how technically effec.
spent in some other way. tive the safety measure appears to be.,

'
It will be noticed that this principle is "mechanis-

tic" in nature and does not involve value judgment, at
least in its application in a particular society at a THE COTT OF SAVifJG t.!VES IN
particular. time. THE NUCLEAR FIELD,

The implications of applying this principle in a Estimating the CSX of a particular item or category
society as a whole are developed in Ref.3. For th'$ of safety expenditure requires,in principle, the deter-
article,it is sufficient to say that,in our present OECD mination of the reduction of mortality which that

; societies, it appears that large numbers of statistical expenditure would bring about. This is an unfamiliar
lives could be saved at a cost (CSX) less than and difficult task, but it is essential if rational control
*$300 000 per life (Refs. 3, 7, and 10). It follows that s to be exercised. The steps which follow enable some;

spending on any nuclear safety measure should be bounds to be set on the CSX associated with the
considered for elimination if the CSX associated with proliferation of overall nuclear safety requirements and
that spending exceeds this figure. costs from about 1968 to the present.

Planning and control of safety activities must The first large reactors started tip in the United.

' necessarily relate to the future and therefore to States in 1944, and in the OECD nuclear countries a
estimates of future risk; observations and study of past total of about 2000 reactor years have accumulated
failures, accidents, and mortality are the means to that with large reactors [say, greater than 10 MW(t)]. (See

'

j end. An important censequence of the approach now Table 1.) During that time, approximately one statisti-
j being considered is that the overall safety of a society

i is likely to be degraded if risks are either under-

| estimated or overestimated;in thelatter case, planning Table 1 The Experience of Nuclear Reactor
1 v. auld be based on a risk assumed to be higher than it Operation-Mid.1979 (Includes All OECD Nuclear

} actually proves to be.This means that money (or oth:r Countries)
i resources) would be diverted to safety a'ti-ities in
I those fields considered to pow high risks ather than Reactors Reactortean
I being spent on some other safety activity which would .Ldy'' reactors-in service 1968 or earlier,
| save more lives. An estimate of a risk cannot therefore or not subject to a public regutatory process

be " conservative." Only the correct estimate leads to Ptutonium producers (guess) 3504

optimum :afety. Various experimental and test reactors

Another consequence of this theme is that,if the > 10 Mw(t) (guess) 200

highest degree of public safety is to be achieved for a f" *,I','','fc,*,y prod"
i $

g y p, d ers* 8
given total cost, all sources of money or other German electricity producers' 40

( resources available for the improvement of safety hpanese electricity producers * 10
4 should be pooled. It is the breach of this principle canadian electricity producers * 26

i which mostly accounts for the almost incredible U. S. electricity producers E
I 1285differences that exist at present between the CSX in

'Subt tal ~1300
{ different safety activities. Safety activities in industries

associated with large production of revenue, such as "I ste" reactors

I nuclear power and air transport, are greatly over- Outside United States (estimated from Ref.11) 35 1

United States estirnated from Ref.1, p. 92)supported. Other safety activities in the society, such
. as medical research, are undersupported, regardless of

8" ''II their effectiveness, simply because they are not associ-
o

ated with a large cash flow which can be unohtrusively

1 tapped. * Estimated from Ref. I1.
.

r
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cal public fatality has,in effect, occurred as a result of more than the late ones. ".e early groupincludes some

a reactor accident (see Table 2). This can be asserted of quite primitive type. Many are quite smali, but for
with confidence even though some of the extacrience this very broad brush study, it seems reasont,ble to

was with military reactors;it would have beg impos- assume that they all posed a similar risk of reinsing

sible to keep any serious accident secret far m than fission products as a result of reactor accidents, the

a short time. The accideue St Wezale and SL.1 bear various factors tending to counter each other. The

this out directly; the accident at NRX was also group also includes well-developed examples such as

promptly publicized despite a considerable element of Dresden 1, San Onofre 1, Douglas Point, and the

military secrecy about its operation at that time. Magnox reactors. The new group had an average date
'

For the purpose of this study, the experience is of entering service of mid-1974.

divided into approximately 1300 reactor-years with In considering the risk to the public from nuclear

"early" reactors, which entered service in 1968 on 'ccidents, it is necessary to consider a " spectrum" of

earlier :n which are not subject to a public regulatory possible accidents resulting from the combination by

ageroy, and 700 reactor-years with " late" reactors, chance of a great variety of possible failures and
which started up in 1969 or later (Table 1). Both possibic adverse circumstances. 'lhe more severe acci-

groups are varied in type and size, the early ones much dents are more retively guarded against in the tech-

Table 2 Reactor Accidents in OECD Countries,1942-1979'T

News
Public rnedium

Date Reactor Group Country mortality * sensation g Remarks

1952 NRX Early Canada O Moderate Mainly one fuel channel,
but reactor core damaged

1957 Windscale Early Great Britain 0.1 Great Military reactor; core badly
damaged

1958 NRU Early Canada O Small One fuel channel; reactor core
not damaged

1961 SL-1 Early United States O Moderate Military reactor;three staff
members killed

1966 Enrico Early United States O Moderate Two fuel channels; core

Fermi not damaged

1969 Lucens Early Switzerland 0 Small Core damaged

1975 Brown's Late United States 0 Moderate Two reactorsinvolved;both

Ferry remained intact and undamaged

1979 Three Mile Late United States 0.7 \ery great Reactor core damaged; 3300
Island ] man-rems population exposure

*There have been a few other cases of trouble with single fuel channels and numerous cases oflocal fuel
sheath failure; also a number of leaks and spills, mostly inside containment buildings.The EBR-1 and Yugoslav
accidents are omitted as being " laboratory-type" accidents. Their inclusion would not alter the public mortality

total.
tThis table shows those reactor accidents of importance in the OECD countries from 1942 onward. From

the safety viewpoint, they constitute a virtually perfect record. The degree of " news medium sensation," entirely
a subjective judgment on the author's part,isimportant with respect to safety because of the extent to which it
distorts the judgment of decision makers in ways which are shown in this paper to be adverse to real safety. By
contrast, Ref. I lists 280 disasters in the OECD countries from 1943 onward. In 33 of these, the death toll was
300 or mort, the oven 11 total being about $6 000

As shown earlier in this section, the record summarized in this table, giving a gross figure of r, bout I public
fatality in 2000 reactor-years or 5 x 10 * fatality per reactor-year, is in fact consistent with an estimate of
O.08 fatality per reactor-year when considered it, relation to a spectrum of possible accidents in a population'

density of 150 per square mile. It is interesting to compare both of these figures with the target of 0.17 fatality
per reactor-year suggested by the author in 1957 (Ref.12) for a very safe industry.

* Typically delayed 10 to 100 years. In the first three cases the estimates are very crude. Greater precision'

! seems pointless; the first four cases did not have " containment" and were not typicalin several other respects.

! I Author's impression,

l

|

|
t
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nology tha, the less severe accidents and usually 10'* i i i i
require more adverse factors to combine to produce -

them; they therefore tend to be less probable (i.e., to
~~~ ' - - - soo r ctor. x 20 ve r.---- -#occur less frequently in a hypothetically infinite period

of operation) than the less severe accidents.

This spectrum of possible accidents has been .

studied with varying degrees of generality and scale of k ,,. _ _,

i

effort by Rasmussen,'8 Farmer and Beattie,'' and in j
- the recent German report (Birkhofer).ss nese studies E o-o _ -3

are logically complete and coherent, and the first two 1
have been exposed to scrutiny and discussion for a g
number of years. All these studies contain some _s ,a _ _3

element of normalization to the observed record of ,t a
failures and abnormal conditions and to that extent 2
can be expected to be realistic and to agree broadly 3to-a _ , % % g,,, -

with each other. $ e cornposite y
The risk to the public is estimated as follows. The o nimus n

publisht curves of probability vs. severity for the to-* - a sirnover

three sm hes are adjusted along the severity axis to 0 F*r**' *ad 8**''i' y
correct e aghly for the different effective population
densities. His is done in T ble 3 and Fig.1. He total 1o-'' -

d|
-

! public mortality cannot necessarily be d uced from j ' '

: these curves. For the Rasmussen study, it can be
calculated from Tables 5-7 and 5-8 to be approxi- SEVERITY taver.ge fstalities in d.cade category)

mately 0.02 fatality per reactor-year (early and delayed
} cancer and genetic damage). It has not been possible to 4I AdW aCChat 8Pectra.

deduce a corresponding figure from the Birkhofer,

report, s but it can be calculated from Fig.10 of the4

i report that, after adjustment for the North American ne ratchetting may, at one extreme, have resulted

population pattem, the corresponding figure is about a in all the late reactors being perfectly safe, the whole

factor of 8 higher. A total of 0.08 latality per nsk then arising from the early reactors. In that case,

reactor. year is used as the basis for Table 4. This dnce the upomms am 1300 and M mactor-years,

tabulation specifies severity categories,and the calcula- respectively, for the eady andlate types, the mortality

tion of mortality as shown is therefore rigorous. for the early reactors would be

Table 4 and the composite curve shown in Fig.1
are suggested as a working hypothesis for the rational 0.08 x per reactonyear,

.

1300management of all aspects of safety in the nuclear
; industry. This hypothesis is presented in much greater

detail than is warranted by the 'aasic information, but Dus the added cost of *$9 million per reactor. year'

'

it can easily be simplified if necessary. The probable would have saved 0.124 life per reactor year, giving a
CSX oferrors are no doubt large, but no reason, including the ;-

critique of the Rasmussen report by Iewis et al..'' can 9 x 105
= *$73 mEon' be found for raising or lowering the curve. This 0.124

hypothesis fits the best information to date and can be
compared with actual experience in the future. More plausibly, it is suggested that the ratchetting

4

As noted in the following section, the total cost of might have reduced the risk by a factor of 2 from the
; ratchetting from 1968 to 1978 is taken as *$30 million early to the late designs. In that case, the figures are:

per reactor-year in the United States and *$8 million 0.096 (early) and 0.048 (late). The saving of life is,
'

per reactor-year in Canada. Since the late reactors came 0.048 per reactor. year, giving a CSX of
; into service at various times over this period, a

composite North American figure of *$9 million per *$9 million
= *H88 Mureactor-year is taken. 0.048

- _ --- - - _
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Table 3 Accident Spectra

Total

Popula' tion Mjusted Mortality mortality

density,* Severity, severity,* Probability, contribution,g front study,

people per SFt per SFt per events SFt per SFt per

Study square mile event event per year reactor-year reactor-year

Rasmussen' 8 300 90 5 x 10-' O.004 5

(United States) 8 850 1 x 10-' O.008 9

23 020 1 x 10-' O.002 2

43 200 1 x 10-' O.000 4

73 800 1 x 10-' O.000 1

Farmer and 300 3 1.5 4 x 10-8 0.000 06

Beattie' * 30 I? I x 10-8 0.000 15

(Great Britain) 300 150 1.5 x 10-' O.000 23
3 000 1 500 1 x 10-' O.000 15

0.000 59

Birkhofer' ' 650 2 700 623 4 x 10-8 0.024 9 - 0.16

(Federal Reput, tic 3 900 900 4 x 10-* 0.003 6 (after
of Germany) 54 000 12 461 4 x 10-' O.005 0 adjustment

65 000 15 000 4 x 10-' O.000 6 for popula-

72 000 16 615 4 x 10-' O.000 1 tion den-

83 000 19 154 4 x 10-'' sity)*
94 000 21 692 4 x 10-' '

' Roughly estimated for area mainly at risk.
tSF = statistical fatalities; considered to be incurred at the time of the accident but mostly (cancer and

genetic dsmage) delayed 10 to 150 years.
$ Adjusted to a population density of 300 per square mile.
ICalculated to show the relative importance of accidents of various severities; not vigorous for

Rasmussen and Birkhofer because severity interval not defined.

Table 4 Global Accident Spectrum-Preliminary Working
Hypothesis (Population Density: 150 per Square Mile)

Accident category y,

Severity range, Mean severity, Probability, contribution,t

SF* per event SF* per event eveats per year SF* per reactortear

0.3-3 1 5 x 10-* 0.0005

3-30 10 3 x 10-* 0.0330

30-300 100 1.5 x 10-* 0.0150

300-1 000 600 5 x 10-' O.0300

1 000-3 000 2 000 1 x 10-8 0.0200

3 000-10 000 6 000 1.3 x 10-* 0.0078

10 000-30 000 20 000 7 x 10-* 0.0014

30 000-100 000 60 000 1-10-' O.0000

0.0717

*SF = statistical fatalities,
tThe use of defined categories makes these calculations, and the

summation, mathematically correct. The numbers are chosen so that the
mettality r4rees broadly in magnitude and distribution with the Rasmussen

ss studies.and bl+riofer
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THE COST OF RATCHETTING come to *$30 million par reactor. year in the United
States and *$8 million per reactor.yearin Canada.;

In the case of the United States,which represents a ->

I. major part of the OECD nuclear industry in allsenses,.

i Bennett and Kettler" deduce a totalincrease in cost THE RELATION BETWEEN SAFETY AND
resulting from statutory and regulatory changes be. MATERIAL STANDARD OF LIVING
tween 1969 and 1978 of $591 (1978) per kilowatt. The fact that almost every category of mortality
his becomes roughly *$638 per kilowatt, or *$638 tends to diminish as the average material standard of
million for a nominal 100-MW(e) reactor. At a nominal living increases among the different countries of the
10% per year service of capital, this is roughly *$64 world is well known (Ref.19 is a recent illustration).
million per reactor. year. He abundant availability of electrical energy at a low

Sagan postulates that the total cost to the nation Price is an obvious component and contributor to aia

of compliance with government regulatory agencies high material standard ofliving. The immense nucleari

{ tends to be 40 times the budget of the agency. The fission resources (2 a s U, 22 8 U, and thorium) are likely

Nuclear ' Regulatory Commission' (NRC) -budget was to constitute a considerable fraction of the world's
$206 million in 1976. Taking the 1979 budget to be usable low-cost sources of energy. The way in which

8% per year more, the total cost of compliance the safety of the community is affected by the nuclear

becomes *$10.4 billion per year. D'viding this over, industry through its effect on standard of living is
say,150 reactors operating or under :.onstruction gives therefore likely to be important.

an average of $69.3 million per reactor. year. Table 5 shows how a number of indicators of
safety and factors which might reasonably be expectedIn the case of Canada, the Pickering Nuclear
to affect safety vary with average income and elec-

Generating Station proddes an example of particular
tricity production in three selected population groups.relevance to this article. The four A units came into
It is based mostly on Refs.1,20, and 21.production about 1972 and cost $345 per kilowatt

(electrical). At an assumed general inflation rate of 8% Gmup P is a composite of four very poor countries
(Afghanistan, Ethiopia, N. Yemen, and S. Yemen) forper year, this becomes *$592 per kilowatt (electrical).
which most of the desired information could beThe four B units are scheduled to come into produc-

btained. Great Britain is chosen because the informa-tion about 1982 and are estimated to cost $1138 per
kilowatt (electrical). With the same inflation rate, this tion is available to show subdivisions into six subgroups

becomes *$903 per kilowatt (electrical). The rate of (Refs.20 and 21). Group R is a composite of three

increase is thus *$311 per kilosatt (electrical) per c untries (Canada, Sweden, and Switzerland), which

year. Taking the annual cost to be 10% of the capital are among the richest in the world. The use of
c mP site groups reduces the influence of local geo-6cost and a reactor size of 550 MW(e),this gives *$15 5

million per reactor-year for the 10-year period from graphical factors and brings the total populations into a

Pickering A to Pickering B. reasonably narrow range. Most of the information
applies to 1970 through 1972 or 1973,but population

The reasons why nuclear power plants have in- figures i.pply to 1976; these were the latest figures
creased in cost in the last decade at a rate far greater readily available at the time of this writing.
than can be accounted for by general inflation- Table 5 is discussed in some detail in Ref.2 and
despite the gain in experience in every phase of the will not be further justified here. Ilowever, the shift of
activity-are no doubt many and varied. Ilowever,in large populations to the right side of Table 5 represents

| every country there has been a rapid escalation of the avoidance of premature deaths in very large
| every aspect of regulatory intervention, and the as- numbers. The cost of saving an extra life (CSX) by
j sociated procedures have become more detailed, more deliberate action to produce this "right shift" in a

inflexible, and more time-consuming, even in cases community can therefore be ansidered. Taking all the
| where no change of principle was thought to be OECD countries as one unit, for example, they have
i involved. These changes have worked in diametric broadly progressed from the state of group P to their

opposition to almost all the factors which lead to present state close to that of gr,up R over the last 300
efficiency and low cost in all phases of the industry. years or so. The unit was not owed any money overall

Even if the estimates for the United States are too at the beginning of this period and owes little or
high by a factor of 2 and if only 50% of the Pickering nothing at the end. Rus the entim cost of the shift
increase is attributable to ratchetting, the figures still must have been eamed within the unit. The net cost,

... .
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Table 5 Variation ofIndicators of Safety and Factors Affecting Safety Vs. Average Income and Electricity
<

IProduction in Ihree Population Groups *

Great Britain (social group)

P 5 4 3N ' Average 3M 2 1 R

Population in 1976, millions 57.4 55.9 37.6

income per head in 1973,1973 U. S.
dollars per year 91 3 664 6 549

Cost ofliving in principal city,
% of New York 90 83 103

Corrected income per head (item 2 +
item 3), dollars per year 101 4 438 6 358

Subgroup sicome in 1970-1972, pounds
per week 22.1 22.5 24.1 24.7 27.1 34.0 44.1

Electrical energy per head, kWh/yr 19 4 955 lu 972

llospital beds per 100 000 of population 33 943 971

Physicians per 100 300 of population 3.7 132 166

Teachers per 1000 pupils 3.3 42 48

Expectation oflife at birth in 1973, years 39.9 70.8 13.2

Expectation oflife at age 15 plus
15 (1970-1972), yearst 68.5 70.t 71.0 70.6 70.7 72.0 72.2

Adult male premature death rate for
all causes, per 100 000 per year * 863 692 590 597 630 469 474

Adult male premature death rate for
circul..ory disease, pe. n00 000 per year * 338 310 278 295 241 243

Adult male premature death rate for
cancer, per 100 000 per year * 227 190 147 180 123 126

Adult male premature death rate for
respiratory disease, per 100 000 per yeart g 123 75 47 62 27 28

Childhood death rate, per 100 000 per year 73.3 53.4 43.0 45.9 43.8 37.3 36.9 (1973)
Infant mortality per 1000 live birthst 128 31.0 19.5 14.5 17.5 17.0 13.5 12.0 13.4

* Notes: M = skilled manual workers; N = skilled nonmanual workers; P = a composite of four very poor countries
(Afghanistan, Ethiopia, N. Yemen, and S. Yemen); R = a composite of three rich countries (Canada, Sweden, and Switzerland).
Because of the particular forms of presentation in Ref. 21,it was not possible to derive age-corrected death rates for women.The i

gradient appears to be in the same direction as men but less in magnitude.

tTable 8A. Ref. 21.
* Calculated from Table 4.7 of Ref. 21. Age corrected by an approximate method.
$ Table 7.8, Ref. 21. Average of rates for six age and sex groups.
1 Sec. 7.2.1, Ref.21. Average of male and female. Also Ref.1.

looking at the unit from the outside, was zero. The other respects,it would obviously be wrc.ngif the risks

situation is complicated by the fact that cause and were so concentrated on an individual or a small group

effect are separated by time delays and by complex as to greatly increase their individual risk. This factor

political and economic factors; nevertheless, the saving was considend in the basic Canadian regulations, but

of enormous numbers of lives at a cost which is the limit was then ses so low that it amounts to a
apparently around zero implies a CSX of zero. This requirement that no one should be appreciablyinjured

indicates the possibility that the greatest effect an even in a major disaster. This arbitrary factor often
industry might have on the safety of a society might be becomes the limiting factor in siting and reactor design

through advancing the general material standard of and would threaten to negate the approach developed

living. in this article.
It does not appear to be possible to find a

mechanistic basis for a limit, but consideration of the
INDIVIDUAL RISK nature of individual risk helps to put the matter in

Even if the effects of an activity on the overall perspective. The " background" risk of premature death

safety of the community are correctly managed in is about 2.6 x 10-3 per year (Canada,1973, Ref.20).

-
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Table 6 Premature Mortality Among De risk pattern is shown in Table 7. From the
Groups of Various Sizes During neir Time calculations in the section on The Cost of Saving Lives

Living or Working near a Reactor in the Nuclear Field, it is assumed that the basic
accident mortality is 0.096 and 0.048 per reactor. year

Average premature for the early and late units, respectively. He mortali.
Eze of group deaths in 10 years Standard deviation ties shown from nuclear acddents assume that all the

deaths occur within the 24-mile radius. In fact, the
mortality would be spread over a large area. This

0 9
treatment allows roughly for the risks from other more

100 2.6 1.6

300 7.8 2.8 distant reactors if the whole population were made up
1000 26 5.1 of similar communities. De mortality from routine
3000 78 8.8 operation is roughly derived from estimates of the

actual and expected total man-rem exposure per year.
|

I All the other mortality figures are derived from
Ref. 20, being 20% of he 1973 figures for Ontario.

; The mortality which this represents is by its nature
random in time and in respect to whom it affects and It will be seen the .f the four B (late) units were

is, of course, quantized into integers whatever the replaced by four more units built to A (early)
group size. Assuming that people living or working near standards, the public accident mortality would increase

! a reactor do so for an average of 10 years of their from 0.58 per year to 0.77 per year, an increase of

! lifetime per person, Table 6 shows the background 0.19 per year. At the CSX of *$300 000 in this

| premature mortality among groups of various sizes community, it would cost *S57000 per year to
during their time near the reactor.The actual numbers augment some other lifesaving activity to exactly

would form Poisson distributions, tending toward nullify this increase. Ilowever, at the estimated Cana.

Gaussian distributions for the higher numbers. The dian ratchetting cost of *$8 million per reactor-year

standard deviations of these distributions, equal to the
square roots of their averages, are shown.

It is now proposed that the a&u inferred risk to Table 7 De Safety of a Canadian Nuclear .

any group resulting from their proximity to the reactor Community: Approximate Average AnnualMortality

should be permitted to equal one stand:rd deviation of in a Population of 1600 000 People Within a 24-Mile

| the average background mortality in that group. The Radius of the Pickering Nuclear Generating Station

added individual risk would then be insignificant
Premature Other

i statistically for any group size. mortality moitality
(age less (age 65

"' '""'
THE SAFETY OF A CANADIAN
" NUCLEAR COMMUNITY" Heart disease, strokes, arterial

disease, etc. 1401 4747
As a contribution to perspective and to illustrate Cancer (includes 0.04 total from

the practical implication of the theme of this article,it radioactive releases) 1015 1397
,

| is convenient to study the real safety of a community Respiratory disease 207 573

whose electricity is supplied entirely from a nuclear congenital anomalies (includes 0.04
*station located in the community. In effect, such a

g,he d ase and illness 7 68
community already exists around the Pickering Nuclear Road velucle accidents 266 32
Generating Station in Ontario, Canada. This station Pedestrians k dled 53 15

actually consists of four units (A) already in cperation suicide 175 22
Falls 39 91which may be roughly considered as "early" units and

'*

four units (B) under construction which are " late" c,idental poisoning 40
units. The complete station will represent about 20% collision with train 13 i

of Ontario's electrical generation capacity, and the other accidents 259 9

community to be considered is therefore chosen to be 4383 7586
20% of Ontario's population. This is enclosed by a

standard deviati n r annu 1 rigures 66 87
circle of 24-mile radius around the station.
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(see the section on The Cost of Ratchetting), the cost that the ratchetting was wrong, both on humanitarian
saving would be *$32 million per year. and on economic grounds, when viewed in the true

The Bruce site in Ontario,140 miles northwest of perspective of the whole society.
Toronto,is much further from theload center and has in the longer term, there is the further possibility
a much lower population density near the site. This that the production of wealth resulting from the
means that the mortality at the Bruce site would be nuclear industry may be a major factor in increasing
less than that shown for Pickering. Ilowever, the extra the safety of our societies; thus the removal of
transmission costs which would haw been involved if obstacles to the expansion of the industry may emerge

i the 4000 MW of generating capacity needed for the as an important safety measure.
'

Pickering community had been located at Bruce would Most of the raw and derived data used in this
have been about *$30 million per year. Even if the article can and should be improved;it will nevertheless
Pickering mortality with eight A units were entirely be noted that the conclusions are more than usually
eliminated by relocation at Bruce, only 0.77 + 0.04 + insensitive to the accuracy of the data.
0.04 = 0.85 lives per year would be saved. At the CSX If the theme of this article survives discussion.. nd
of *$300 000,it would cost only *$255 000 per year criticism, it will be apparent that the present conce its
to save this number oflives in some other way. and practices relating to nuclear safety should rece ve

fundamental reassessment.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CSX
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Significance of Contributions of Atomic Energy
to Public Health Hazards

C. flogers McCullough

Nucl. Safety,6(1): 31-36 (Fall 1964)
.

Those of us engaged in the development and could assume an air of injured virtue, since
use of atomic energy have a duty to keep the there has been a very situdied and elaborate ef-
public informed about the advantages to be fort to make sure that there was adequate, yes,
gained, the penalties to be paid, and the risks even more than adequate, protection. I can say
to be taken. This responsibility has been rec- with conviction that there has been much more
ognized from the very beginning of the develop- effort spent on safety in the atomic energy field
ment of atomic energy. It is perhaps fair to say than on safety in any other field This has been
that more effort has been expended on inform- so from the very beginning of the exploration
ing the public about atomic energy than on any of atomic energy. I am afraid, however, that
other new field. The task is a particularlydlift- these persons raising this safety questionwould
cult one, partly because of the way atomic en- not be impressed by any such attitude. I also
ertry was first introduced, but mainly because become indignant at the half-truths, distortions,
of tae radical new concepts involved which are and actual falsehoods which frequently creep
difficult to comprehend and accept by the lay- into the statements and testimony of these pro-
man and the technical man as well. As a result, testers. In response to this the on); pn etical
there has been criticism of the atomic energy course I see is to continue with a r .udP 2, de-
industry for not making information available liberate, and vigorous effort tot eq" dr thepub-
and, from some sources, for minimizing the lic with the truth and to wt -.. +veOgation

*

hazardous aspects of the atomic energy appil- and inquiry. Another part af this y ' it rises
cations. Such criticism is unfair and wrong, as from the difficulty the people have ' really
could be easily demonstrated by piling up the u nde ratanding atomic energy concepts, and
immense amount of material that has been therefore the dangers and risks, in theirproper
written and published in this attempt. perspective. This is the issue which I am at-

At present there appears to be a rising tide tempting to develop, suggesting, I hope, ways in
of criticism of the use of atomic enen for which the public's understanding can be im-
the generation of power, particulas.y when it proved so that the advantages and riskaof atomic
would be close to concentrations of population. energy can be ur.derstood in their proper con-
There is no evidence that this protest repre- text within the complex pattern of life as it is
sents a majority opinion. In fact, the evidence lived today,
seems to be that it is a very small minority,

but certainly a noisy one. The motivation of the Healtli Effects of Radiation
protesters is mixed and various aspects a-?

M h h a-emphasized, depending on the interests affected sion that too much radiation is harmful. Asand the power plant location. In all these pro-
will be brought out later, it is not the onlytests, however, there is, as part of the reason,

M bWWMthe charge that the nuclear power plant poses
Because of the very large amount of efforttoo gr. eat a safety threat. It is with this aspect
spent on understanding the effects of radiation,of the protests that I would like to deal briefly.

As one of the participants in the effort to as a means of avoiding damage to people, we
make sure that the application of atomic energy know more about the effects of radiation than
to peaceful purposes, especially the building of any other substance. We know that certain ra-
reactors an.d ti eir use for the production of diation damage is repairable, a certain amount
electrical energy, will not threaten the health is not and shows up as delayed effects, and
and safety of the employees and the public, I there is a genetic effect. The Federal Radiation
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Council (FRC) accepts the philosophy that there Table 1-2 toss or AVEnAcE Lire-SPAN (MINUs)
| ts a linear relation between dose and damage, AND GAIN OF AVERACE Lire-SPAN (PLUs)88

even down to vt ry low doses.88 Accordingly, As A HEsULT Or VARioUs FACTORS

the benefit must be balanced against thebiologi.
Lou or saincal' risk, and doses should be kept as low as of everese

practical. 188***P***

As tho result af care.*ul study and discussion F**''

on the part of the well-qualified scientists on
,, ,

the International Commission on Radiation Pro- c ,,,,, ,,, city 4.,iting +s.0
tection (ICRP) Lnd the National Committee ou Married status ve. alasie. widowed. or + s.0

Radiation Prott etion (NCRP), radiation protec. divorced persons

tion guides ha /e been set a.as and are imple- 8"*""*"
a cuareun per day

t

k - 7.0
mented by the egulations of the Atomic Energy 2 packs of cigarettee per day - 10.0
Commission.28 The limits set by these regula- over.csshi by 251 -38

tions imply thit below these limits there is a remale vs. mate sex + 3.0

minimal or negligible amount of harm. It is \*,*,d'"[**'[*"*8'8' *
,, ,,,

worth examinbg some of the specific numbers tieart murmur - 11.0
relating to dcse and effect. Whole-body gamma Heart murmur p:ue strep infection - 13.0

exposures will be used as a convenient com- N*turet backsround radiation
calculated me etnins h to n=W Wparison. It is estimated that the average life background radiation,7 rem in 70

span is shortened by seven to four days for years
each rem of whole-body radiation exposure." Man-made radiation
On this basis, natural background accounts for Radiation worker, 30 years' continuous - 2.9

life shortening of 49 to 28 days. If a large num- *"P",*] " " '"*'"P''*'" I*
, , ,,

ber of persons were exposed continuously to individual, general population. To yeare* - 0.7
whole-body radiation at the maximum allowable continuous exposure to maximum per-

doses ' for the general population, the average missible done of o.5 rem / year2

pers ,n n immediate vietnity or nuclear - 0.0007calculated life shortening for a 70-yeartifetime power station, cellmate of actuel
would be 245 days (0.7 year) to 140 days (0.4 condition

| year). The best estimates that can be made of
radiation levels in the vicinity of actually op- gives these values together with those for ra-<

| e rating large atomic power plants result in diation exposures mentioned above. Note that
average doses of 0.0005 rem" per year orless. all other factors listed give greater negative
Again, pt rforming the arithmetic, this calcu- effects than those for radiation workers, except
lates to an average life shortening in 70 ye"s being a men instead of a woman. No cases exist

|
of less than 0.25 day. Persons farther away where either radiation workers or persons in
receive doses that rapidly diminish with dis- the environment are exposed to anything like
tance. These are estinteded doses, since there maximum permissible doses continuously. Ac-
is no practical way of measuring doses as low tual exposures are small enough to give calcu-
as this, it should be emphasized that life ex- lated life shortening of a small fraction of a
pectancy itself has meaning in terms of a popu- day. Obviously, any such quantity as one thou-
lation. The numbers cannot be applied as pre- sandth of a year is the result of an exercise in
dicting a change oflife expectancy forindividuals arithmetic with no real meaning. The effects of
or even small groups of people. other factors are only crudelyknown. Compart-

sons are valid only in the range of more than

Health Ellects of Other Factors '' * *IY'*'8*
It would be in'.,* resting to compare the effects

If one believes that figures such as I have of air pollution, eut unfortunately the data are
given above have any real significance even for not expressed in terms of life shortening. How--
targe numbers of people, then it is worthwhile ever, records do show that in london, in 1962,
to examine the other factors that influence the 340 people died as a result of smog which per-

(. health and longevity of populations. Table 1-2 sisted only a few days and, in 1952, a " pea
,

i

_ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .- - . , , , . _ , _ , _ . _ _
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soup" fog for five days resulted in 4000 more thorough and painstaking. It is far above any
than usual deaths during the week starting the other review system for industrial plants. Dr
first day of the fog.'' In the United States, example, not only is it demanded that a pres-;

studies of urban areas with populations from sure vessel and piping system be supplied which
10.000 to 3,000,000 show excellent correlation are in accord with the accepted standards, tut

j between mortality rates and the amount of there must be emergency shutdown and eme -
benzene-soluble organics in suspended parti- gency cooling systems of high reliability ri-
cles. The variation of the pollution and the nally (at least in most cases), there must se,

| mortality rate per 100,000 due to respiratory- another containment of high integrity surround-
system cancers is about a factor of 2, being ing at least the primary system.
greater for the larger populations.re It is like. Although not sufficient for statistical pur-

wise disturbing to find that from 1950 to 1959 poses, there is a considerable accumulatedhis-
| the death rate per 100,000 for males due to tory of nuclear reactor operation with an out-
| pulmonary emphysema increased from 1.5 to standing safety record. Ilanford reactors have

8.0, or over five times.ra On the basis of this been ope rating since 1944; naval reactors
( evidence, it would appear more useful to the started in 1954, and there are now more than
'

world to find ways to reduce the damage from 35 nuclear-powered ships; Shippingport has op-
air pollution, disease, and other harmful fac- erated for over six years; Dresden for over

tors than to attempt to cut radiation doses be- four years; and Yankee for over three years,
low levels now being experienced from atomic There are many other smaller reactors. In no
energy plants. case has a reactor accident in the United States

released significant amounts of radiation to the
Mutagenic Agents punc. ma is no Mence M an damag 6

the public from any nuclear accident in the
As a result of this extensive research in the United States. In all AEC nuclear installations,

| field, radiation has been found to be a mutating 226 fatal injuries to employees from all causes
I agent. It is generally agreed, however, that of occurred from 1943 to 1961. Of these, only six
| the naturally occurring mutations, a relativelY were due to radiation."It is useful to compare
| small fraction, perhaps 5 to 10%, is due to ra- the accidental death rate in AEC installations
| diation. The other causative factors are not de- with all industries. Over a period of 17 years,

fined, but higher temperatures and some chemi- 1943 to 19b9, inclusive, the accidental death
cal compounds are known to be mutagenic. I rate in all U. S. incustries was 26.9 per 100,000
have been unable to find ar.y data on the muta- workers, whereas in AEC installatio:1s it was

j genic effects of air pollutants, but it seems one-half of this, or 13.4, from all causes, and
j quite probable that some of these may have 0.19 from radiation.3' Table I-3 compares

significant mutagenic effects. (A list of some the death rates in the United States from all
kncwn chemical mutageas was included in the causes.38 From this table, if one uses death

i

first article of this series.") rate as & fardstick, the emphasis on the cure
of disease is of far more importance than re-Accident Statistics ducing tha accident rate. It is interesting to

One of the big worries about nuclear plants, note that :he respiratory-disease death rate
including nuclear power plant:,, is the possi. totals 4(.C, very comparable to the rate for
bility of accident. This worry has been given accidents from all causes. The rate for all in-

|
attention from the beginning and has been the dustry of :16.9 is one that has been reached be-

~ malor effort on the part of the Advisory Com. cause of a consistent safety effort. The value of
mittee on Reactor Safeguards. Since the very 13.4 for the atomic energy industry shows the
word " accident" prevents forecast and there is greater emphasis that has been placed onsafety
insufficient statistical data, the probability and in this i.1dustry. The rate of fatal injuries due
consequences of an accident are solely a mat;er to radta. ion is vamshingly small, representing
of judgment. The system of review that has only three cases in 17 years. Including the
been set up for nuclear reactors is unusuGy three unfortunate deaths m 1961 raises the rate
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1860, excepting military action, shows the sin-
Table 1-3 DEATH RATES IN THE UNITED ,7

STATES-1961 PER 100.000 (sinking of the Titanic, 1912).83 Railroad wrecks
#11causes 930.3 in the United States have resulted in as many
IJseases of the cardlovascular system 607.s as 101 deaths in the worst case.33 In the United

States there have been fires that killed 119
Influen and umonta (escept pneumonta of the 2s a

(Winecoff Hotel,1946), 168 (Ringling Circus,o y ho,,,

Asthma 2.7 1944), and 491 (Cocoanut Grove, 1942);33 there
33Bronchltla 2.4 have been explosions that killed 10 (chemical

er bronchopulmonte dieesse 9.7 plant,1960),13 (dynamite truck, 1959), 22 (rail
All categories 60.7 tank cars, 1959),17 (gas pipeline, 1957), 561
Motor vehicle 20.5 (ship and pier, Texas City,1947), and 8 mine
An ethn 30.2 disasters, mostly coal mines, over the past 16

* years resulting in a total of 352 deaths, with
Ac nta a c installatione* 119 in one disaster alone.33 These unpleasantAll causes 13.4

From radiation 0.19 numbers are given to show that in the world in
which we live we do experience disasters. We

+ Average ls43 o nss9. tncluelve, have not yet learned how to eliminate them.
However, I can state that in all cases of the di-
sasters quoted above there has not been any-

to only about 0.4. In making comparisons, read. thing approaching the rigorous specifications
ar.d starching review which is given nuclearI ers should note that the accident data for in,

dustries relates to workers and not the general reactor plants.

public. So far as radiation is concerned, there
f are no fatalities other than workers. This discussion would be more complete if it

A study was made in 1957 of the possible included data on injuries from various kinds of

consequences of a hypothetical nuclear acci- accidents, including radiation, which did not

result in deaths. This more complicated anddent.32 In this report three cases were consid-
ered. Case I assumed all the engineered safe- lengthy subject is not covered here. It isworthy

i a considerable amount of discussion so thatguards failed except the final containment. In
the public may have a clear understanding ofthis case there were no lethalexposures. Cases
the character of radiation injury as compared11 and 111 assumed failure of all the engineered
to the other kinds with which it is more famil-safeguards including the containment and a
iar. Briefly, there have been several casesI variety of conditions relating to the dispersal
where persons have been exposed to doses of

of the fission products. The calculated lethal
radiation of 100 to about 400 rem and have sub-exposures ranged from 2 to a maximum of 3400
se@enny ne mrma e en and conumedpeople. Since this report was written, there has
to work and live a normal life. This can be

been considerable progress in the design of,

compared to the situation of persons who re-j nuc! car power plants and understanding of dis-
' cover after an accident involving fire, explo-persion conditions. The designs being proposed

today are superior to those considered in this sion, a fall, or poisoning.

report, and it is highly desirable that a study
be made to update this report in lightof present

| conditions and knowledge.
Conclus,onsi

It is worthwhile to look at the record of di-
sasters that have occurred over the years to The effects of radiation are well understood,
give perspective. In 1961, 24,700 people were better than the effects of many materials.

killed in automobiles and taxis.33 This is really There is a considerable and increasing taistory

a disaster but in a different context than is of successful and phenomenally safe operation
being considered here. A study of the more of nuclear installatio%. ihe amounts of radia-
serious marine disasters, worldwide, since tion to which worku e v1 the public may be
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exposed will result in effects which can be ex- clides in Air andin Water for Occupational Espo-
pected to be much less than those from ordi. sure, Neal. Bar. Stenderds (U. SJ Hand 6ook No.

nary hazards of life, including the rapidly grow- 69. U. 8. Government Printing Office, Washlag.
ton, Jus,e 5,1969,Ing air pollution. There have been no disasters

in the nuclear industry, and in my opinion di- 24. Code of Federal Regulaisons. Title 10, Part 20,
sasters are most unlikely-I can almost say standards for Protection Assinet hdiation,'

impossible. June 1,1962
Those of us in the atomic industry arebiased. 26. Testimony of H. B. Jones, The Nature of Radio-

For my part I believe that atomic energy has active Fallout and Its Effects on Man, p.1122,
*

tremendous possibilities for the benefit of the Part 2. Neerdags Beforeihe SpecRISu6 committee
world in the future, in the case of nuclear power on Radiation of she Joint Committee on Atomic
plants, we have the possibility of the generation Energy, Congress of the UmstedStaics, U.S. Gov-

of electric power withouf air pollution at loca. ernment Printing Office, Washington,1957,

tions and in such sizes as the public requires.
26. G. White, The Difference Between Pinheads and

We have tried and are trying to build these Planets, General Electric Company.
plants so that they are economic and safe, safer 27. Testimony of H. B. Jones. The Nature of hdio-
than any other kind of plant. The record shows active Fallout and Its Effects on Man, p.1107.

! that we have succeeded so far. Let us increase Table 1. Part 2. Ncarnags Beforr #4e Spectet Sm6-
our efforts to help the public understand the commgttee os Radiation of the Joint Commits,e
advantages of nuclear power. Let us try to help os Atomic Escrgy, Congress of ?Ac l'alled States,
channel protest effort toward the alleviation of U. S. Government Printing Office. Washington,
the dangers that are more serious than radia- 1957,

tion. The facts are available. The people can
28. Air Pollution Control. Nearsags Before e Special

read and study for themselves. They should
Subcommittee os Air and Water Pollaison of thelook to the benefits that nuclear powercanbring Committeeos Pu6lic Works, United Steles Sessie.

in improving the urban and suburban environ- M!4 Congress, Firsi Session, Septem6er 9-11,
ment rather than being misled into be.9ving 1963, pp. 416-418, U. S. Government Printing
that fossil-fuel plants and theirincreas' u tullu- Office, Washington,1963,

tion of the atmosphere are a satisfacto. ;olu-
29. Itadiation in Pet spective, Nact. Sq/ety, 5(3): 226-tion to our growing power needs. 228 (Spring 1964).
30. II. B. Smets, Heview of Nuclear Incidente, in,

i Progress in Nuclear Energy, Series X, Vol. 3,

Relererices p. 93, Pergamon Press. Oxford, England,1962.

: 21. Federal Ndiation Council, Background Matcrials 31. Data complied from The World Almanac 1963
! for the Dcuelopment of Radialms Proicction Stan- p. 304, New York World-Telegram New York,
! dards. Report No. J. U. S. Government Printing and Hef. 65.

Office, Washington, May 13,1960
32. Theoretical Possibilities and Consequences of;

22. Recommendaidons of the laternational Commis- Major Accidents in large Nuclear Power Plante,
sion on Radiological Protection (AdoptedSeptem. USAEC hport WASH-740, March 1957.
6cr 9,195#, Pergamon Press, New York,1959.

23. Maximum Permissible Body Durdens an<1 Mont- 33. The World Almanac 196J, pp.154-160, New York
< mum Permiselble Concentrations of hdionu- worm-Teleeram. New York.
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Radiation m Perspective-The Role of Nuclear Energy
in the Control of Air Pollution

B. R. Fish

Nucl. Sa/ety,10(2): 119-130 (March-April 1969)

Atatsx : Auacar enerry ran play a critically intportant role in examine the i npressive achievement records of the
omsonns rue srowns assault on the purity ofour atmosparre various review boards and control agencies within the
he supplannna fossafael energy for most of the pour olants U.S. Atomic Energy Commission and cor. der adop-
to In' Inndt late in the century. Den then due sam: tight g

Panstrol that es currently exercised over the nuclear industry
must nune into ining for other endustries that are actual actual and potential polluters.
anJAv porcnnal polluters of the atmosphcre. Sever.d air. Basic to our utilization of energy are our require-
pedlune nt 4 rosters of the past emphasur the pottnnat for ments for the intake of food, water, and air, in order
future disasters. to survive, some animals must take in food praciically

continuously. Others must live in the water to maintain
Man is a consumer of energy and of space-time. 'ihe a constant liquid intake. Of these he components,-
mere fact of his occupation of spLe and time is a however, the only item of continuous obligatory
problem of mercasing concern to the population consumption for man, even when asleep,is air.
dynamicists and to the other social scientists. At the
same time the so-called " population explosion" creates
problems for the technologists who are concerned with Amount of Air Required
providmg the energy necessary to sustain each man
during his existence. First, it (nay be instructive to review briefly some

With our pre:ent knowledge, there is little we can measurements made by Silverman and his associates'

do to remedy the problems of man's occupation of on the intake of air by average, healthy, adult males

space time except to prevent them, as is being while exercising at known work rates. Table I repre-

attempted through various birth-control efforts or, sents a selection of work rates taken from a much
faihng that, eventually through the brutality of war. larger table of data in Ref.1. Column headings have

ilowever, unee man's use of energy can be accom. been modified to translate the original work rates in'

phshed in a variety of modes, it continues to be our kilograms per meter per minute to approximate easily

fiwst hope to fmd new ways or to change the old ones recognized levels of effort.

so as continually to better our position as consumers. Such measurements form the basis of the air-intake
Nuclear energy offers a basis for hope in this regant values assumed by the International Commission on

through its promise as an essentially clean souice of Radiological Protection (ICRP) Committee II on In-
pow er. A review of the reported experiences of ternal Radiation and are used in the compu:ation of
operating meclear facilities in the linited States, al- maximum permissible concentrations of radionuclides
though boef and incomplete, indicates that the routine in the air.8* Thus the ICRP calculations are based on
operation of nuclear electric plants does not lead to
tipulicant release of pollution to the atmosphere. .tt work: 10' em in a workins hours = 20.8 liters / min

8

ik cause of its potential for the release of vast amounts Away from work: 10' em in 16 rest hours = 10.4 Eters' min8

of radauctivity to the environment, however, the
nuclear energy industry has grown to the threshold of With very little juggling of numbers, it is seen that a
matunty with a unique burden of strict review and normal, healthy adult male easily can take in an average
controt at every step. Nevertheless, this feature which of nearly 54 lb of air per day (asst' ming complete rest 2
has appared to be a handicap may well b:come the days in 7). This represents about a1 order of magnitude
industry's greatest asset at a time when effective greater intake of air by weight than the combined
control of atmosphenc pollution is rapidly becoming intake of food and water.

an absolute imperative. li is suggested that aillevels of One further comparison may serve to empnasize
government interested in pollution control should the relative position of air in the hierarchy of intake
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Table 1 Mean Respiratory Air Flow Measurements: Healthy Young Men *

Work raie, kg/(m)(mind)

~0 >0 208 622 1660
(sest, Gight work, (averap (heavy work, (masimum

watching 1Y) slow walk) work) slow run) effort)

Itespirations per minute 14.6 19.6 21.2 23.0 47.6
Minute volume, liters 10.3 14.2 20.8 37.3 113.8
Tidal volume, ml/ breath 705 725 981 1620 2390

* Adapted from Silverman et al'

requirements. Consider the expected survival time of (T-B), and the pulmonary region (P). Estimates of
man if completely deprived of all intake. Man can live particle deposition given in Table 2 are based on a gross
on the order of 5 weeks without intake of food and interpolation of -tata given in the Task Group report'
perhaps 5 days without water, but,if his air intake is and should be coasidered of qualitative significance
restricted for 5 min, he is in serious trouble, only. Although the tabulated values refer to the mass

fraction deposited and the mass median size, the words
cimnt (particle number), area (surface), or radioactivity

Deposition of Pollutants may be substituted for mass in the table.
in the Respiratory Sysicm

'we might look upim the lung as a processing plant, Table 2 Estimates of Particle Depmition and
small by indctly standards, but specialized and per- Clearance in the Respiratory System
forming an indispensable service. The lung processes ._

just under 10 tons of raw air per year for a total of Mass mistian
,,, ,, g _ g

about (09 tons per lifetime (women average perhaps actmly namic

80% of these amounts). As in any well designed system diameter, y N .- P T-It P l- s haled *I

required to process raw materials of variable quality,
0.01 0 01 0.18 0.70 0.05

there are features of the respiratory system which serve
0.1 0.02 0.08 0.55 0.35

; to prevent or reduce the intake and setention of many 1 0.25 0.05 0.25 0.45
| cf the noxious substances that might be admised with to 0.85 0.05 0.09 0.01

the air we breathe. An excellent inin> duction to the 100 0.95 0 0 0.05~

subject of inhalation of part!culate acrosols is given in a n ma nt e Minutes Minuici pays to
book by llatch and Gross.s rate to hours yens

In 19M, ICRP Committee il created a special Task -

Gnmp on lung dynamics (P. E. Morrow, Chairman) to ' ' "' '"d '' P" 'i* ' '" '"" '" D' '" h'''d ' '' '' ''"''Y '
review the so<alled ICRP-lung model' and to suggest
changes where appropriate. The Task Group report * It should not be supposed that the lung model for
includes much detail on the estimation of particle particle inhalation is a closed question. There are
deposition and clearance in the respiratory tract. One numerous features of the lung model that requise
of the significant features of the report is that, within clarification. Nevertheless, there is a serviceable model

fairly narrow limits, it is only necessary to know the that yields predictions not grossly ai variar.c with
mass methan anodynamic diameter * (MMAD) of a experimental data. Unfortunately, there is no com-.

particle sire distribution in order to estimate the parable model that may be used to predict the site of
fraction of the inhaled mass deposited in the three deposition for partially soluble or reactive gases and
major divisions of the respiratory system-the nasal- v;pors in the hmgs.

pharyngeal region (N-P), the tracheobronchial region
Effects of Air Pollutica on People_

'A: derined in the Task Group reporI: " Diameter of a unit
denii:y sphere widt the same settlindvelmity as the particle in The undesirable direct effects of air pollution on
quescon." man may be classified accordmg to the mode or site of

_ _ ,_ _
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attack on the sensitive tissue of prinury concern.'t hus repor t" of the ICRp Committee 11 Task Group on

specific pollutants may attack the surface of the body, Lung Dynamics (or taking rougidy the numbers given
i e g., auolein or sulfuric acid mist in the eyes or in Table 2). we can see that essentially all particles )

large particb fallout from nuclear weapons tests falling having an aerodynamie diameter exceeding luy w 11 be.

onto unproved skin. depositet in the nasal-- pharyngeal oc the trachco-
ikspirable pohutants, mdudmg all gases and va- bronchial regions. From these regions undissolved

; pois, as well as particles of lew than 3(X)- to 4(x)y partic!cs are cleared rather quickly to the esophagus

; aerodynamic dianater, may affect various regions of and thus directly to the Gl tract. It should be kept in

| the body. In the fnst place,Im a vety soluble particle rnind that a single 100p-diameter particle contains the

. or vapor, whose ef fect is not local, it nutters little at same mass as a million I-y particles of the same

| what site it is delmired, the important factor is the density; hence an inhaled, soluble systemic poison may

total quantity abwrbed into the blo nhircam. ' Ibis is enter the body in larger quantities through the GI tract<

true of systemic poisom, such as arsme or carinin than through the lungs. Furthermore,if the action of
monoxide, and metiah slut concentrate in a specific the strong acids in the stomah is such as to increase

,

organ, as ' "I in the thy roid. On the other hand, hical the solubdity or the toxicity of an inhaled pollutant,

untants, as repiesented by sulfur dioxide, or short the significance of the GI tract as an entry portal may

halfined radnnmcIntes such as radon and its radmac- become equal to or greater than that of the lungs.

tive daugh ters. nuy Ic expected to produce the
greatest damage at the intake site where the tissue
smtairn the peatest ex posure (= concentration x Air Polhation Disasters
tune). Obviomly, the sipuficance of hical exposure Usually one thinks of a dnaster as something that k

cannot be independent of insue sensitivity and of the occurs suddenly, perhaps explosively, such as an
importance v i the insue to the well being of the eartNuAe, a tornaan, or a fire. 'Ihe classic air-
in&vidual. 'this snay h. dhistrated qual.tatively by Hunon disasters are of an entirely afferent char.
ref nmg to sulfur aoude, which is moderately so*uble acter l!xcept for such sudden releases as that which
in lung fluids. Inhalation of a few parts per milhon of mn d in para Rica, Mesico, in H50, the quantities
SO3 can produce hical niitation in the nose and throat of 6 p liutants released to the atmosphere during the;

treause of the cortmive action on tissues exposed to most significant episodes were not unusual.' Thus no
the sulfurie acid fooned at the sorption site. Contmued breakdown in equipment or normal operating proce-4

I exposm e to somewhat elevated concentrations or de ma pn M M mmh h d Mg
shott term expoore to seiy high incis can result in the g ,g g g
entemnin of the damned repon t..aher into the lungs

quantities;it was only necessary to wait untd weather<

'. and pmsibly alter the cabber of the airways through a conditu m prevented the adequate aspersion and
bronchocolatrichve leaction. II the high concentration

alution of the nosious ef_fluents.
4 of SO; is canied lar enough into the lung to involve

the funCtirelJI gave%ChJnge tinues of the pulmonary w,nc ano, n,rgnon, f 930 (mos,fes jnun n.j 7; on
region, the otherwtse itrilant reactiori may become a M ontia) . Det . 1,1930, the narrow valley of tlw Meuw IUver irt

fatal reaction as the body hacs vitally needed respi- M P"'" C5twneitted an unusual and wklespreast wrather i

ratory tinues, in the widely reported' r,ir pollu' ion "'"d'h"" d"' l'"I''#d th' ''*di"d'' " dw wre k. In um
nvet valley,15 mdes hmg with hills ainut 3n0 f t high on either

(lisnters of the Meme Valley in Helgium (1930), of u&. a thermal inverwn tunrued emitted polluunts to the
; thmora, pa. (194 % and of 1.ondon (1952), there are hmiga ir volume omtamed in o e valley. Ilwre were nuny

mdiatioen llut llie polhalion levels did not vastly maustrws tri the vattey, trwiuding toke twens blast furnars,'

E'" f*1""c5- ' 'i"# 58nche , and sulfune acidlescced previomly expcoenced levels; however, there ''"I '"dl5-
plants On the durd day rnany people Inanie H wm

are wgge lions of a possible synergism between parti- respiratory. tract comp!.unts, and. before the week was over. 60
des, pomb|y log droplets and SO , whereby a portion lud shed in addatum, there were deadu in (*attle, Order2

of the gas, which nornully would become an irritant in persons with previously known dawases of the heart and lungs

i the nose, throat, or tracheobronchid regmn, may ! ;ve had the greatest mortahty.however, diness alfes ted peruun of

been delacled to the utal pulmonary tissues via all ares and was best desntwd as an irritation of all espowd
"*'" '*"'' # I Y ''I Y " " ' " '''I" "I* Ywrplum on p:ubcles penetrating through the airways. six L l' hest ram, a iugh, shotincu of bicadi, and eye and n.asal

lt is punible to nndergo exposure to the gastro. irotatum were the immt comnuin emptoms l'atahtses oc-
intestisul (Gl) tract by inhalahon. lleferring to the turred am both December 4 and themtwr 5. attluiugh= -

., - . , - - .-- , -
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frequenty of symptoms detreased stnkingly on Discmber 5. respiratory-system disease was common. I' rom examinations
Autopsy examinahans showd only congestion and irritation ma& for fluorides,it was felt that fluorine was probably not
of the traheal mucou and large bronthi llowever, there was involved. Retrospective examinataan of mortahty indicated
smne bis k partkulate matter in the lungs, mostly within the that a similar event might have octurred in April 1945.
phJroc y tes. Autopsy examinations from the 1948 fatahties were non-

Ihe themLal substances responuble for the dlness and spccafic, but there was abund. int evidence of respiratory tract

j fatahnes have been dnputed. In the original report on the initatim. I nvironmental measurements had not been made
epimde, it was estamated bince no measurements had been during the episode, tml it was infeired that sulfur dioxide had
made during the event) that the sulfur dioxide content of the ranged between 0.5 and 2.0 ppm. Particulate matter was
.tmakphere was from 9 6 to 38.4 ppnt Assuming complete undoubtedly present.11 c talls for medical assistance in
osidahon of the sutrur dnide, even though unhkely, sulfuric Donora cea ed rather abruptly on Satu. day evening despite the

3atid mist sontentrations of 38 to 152 mg/m might theorete fat that the fog remained quite dense.1 bis suggests that some
cally have resulted. It is generally thought that a combinataon thange in the physical nature of the fog droplets may have
of wveral pollutants may have been amniated with this, as occuned; for exLmple, the particles may have increased

mth other community diusters. Certainly, strong suffkiently in siic so that they were deposited in the upperu t il as
erniini attaches to sulfur thoside, but it is more likJy that airway instead of penetrating deeply into the lung.
tbn sulu.unc, wlwn dnsolved or otherwhe combined with
water droplet , and ir- the presence of other pollutants. 1,ondore, England 1952 (modsfied from Rrf. 7/. I' rom
ouJues so sulfurw atio mist usth a parbtle sue suftstiently Dec. 5 through Dec. 9,1952, most of the liritish Isles were
small to Fnctr ate decply into the lungs. covered by a fog and a temperature inversion. One of the areas

most wvercly affected was Iondon, which is located in the !Ihnn. Pa . /W3 g,wMied from lief 7).1he impact of broad valley of the lhames. During this penod an unusuallythe Ibmra thuster has been cluquently desenbed by
Houc,he " "ihe fog slowd mer Donora on the mornmg of lage number of deaths occurred, and many more persons were

ill. The illnesses were usually sudden in onset and tended to
f undas, ot tobcr 260. Ihe mther was raw, (Ioudy, and occur on the third and foutth days of the episode." Shostness
dead cahn and it stayed that way as the fog piled up all that of breath, cyanosis, some fevct, and rales were obwrved. Most
day and die ncst.11y Thursday,it had stiffened adhesively into of h cioudy dl were in the older age groups. Admissions
a vnotionless slot of smoke. 'Ihat afterr.oon it was just pombic

to hospitals for the treatment of respiratory diseasesincreased
to we Atow the street, and cuept for the statLs, the mdis had markedly, but so did adminions for heart diwase. An increase
vamshe d the air bepn to h.ne a sakemng smell, almmt a

n mortality among all ages was observed. llowever, the scry
tute, it was the bittersweel reck of sulfur dioside. I veryone old, those in the wventh and eighth decades, had the highest
who was out that day remarked on it but no one was much 1

imement The most frequent causes to which deaths werc {amicined t he smct! of sulfur dmside, a se ratthy gas pven off ascrded weie thronic bronchitis, bronchopneumonia, and
by burnme coal and meltmg ore, is a normal concomitant of heart diseaw. Of peticular interest was the fact that mortality
any durat.le log in Isonora. This time it merely seemed more

remained clevated for several weeks after the weather had
pt rwirating than usu.d " Durmg om period, temperature improved. The total exceu was between 3500 and 4000
uncruon and fom weather alfccted a wide area. Ibnora is deaths. M:asurements were vadable for the amaunt ofbuted on the inude of a horseshoc4haped valley of the unpended smoke and sulfur dioside. The highest values
Wompbela River about 30 mdes from pittsburgh. lhe city rcported were 4.46 mg/m of smoke and 1.34 ppm of sulfur3

tonhins a luge stect s, ult, a sulfuric acid plant, and a lage zinc dmide. Autopy cumination did not revealany characteristic
producuon plant, anomg other industrics. 'the hills on eithc' nmde of dea h other than widence of respiratory-tratt
ude of the valit y are sleep. Inmg to several hundred Icet. At irritation. Scarth of the past records of mctcorology and
the Ome tirre were almut 14 timuund pcopic hving in the mortably indicated that periods of excessive mortality had
valley. A nwutub.in health survey of the populanon was made occurre? previously. Three hundred escess deaths occurred in
withm a few months of the crasmk/ lhe invest 3pation was the winter of l94N; detectable intreases in mortality awniated
diretted at the localth cila h that occurred ammg propic and with fog were found in December 1873. January 1880,
anunals, the nature of the sontaminants, and the meteor * libruny 1882, Decemtwr |H91, and December 1892. A
leal tonditum interviews were obtamed with perums who subscquent crimde otturred'' in 1959. None of the other
were di and from phyutlans m the u>mmunity. Rocntgen* crimdes. however, w as quite as wvere as thc one in 1952.
pams and Ihanl tests were taken, and teeth, bonc, and urme
umples were studsed to determine whether nuorides might Poid Rica. Mexico.19.50 (modified from Ref /), Another
have in:en imolved Ihese studscs indnated that 4M of the type of community dimter resulting from the sudden dis-
populatum was made dl during the epimde. Curioudy, a large sharge of a tosic gas from a single source occurred in the smatt
numirr ul the perums who were not dl were unaware of the town of IWa Rica, Mesico. a llcre a new plant for the
estent of dl health. Cough was the mmt prornment symptom, recovery of su' fur from natural gas put a portion of its.

but all of the respiratory trat and the eyes, no e, and throat equipment into operation on the night of Nov. 21,1950. One
were imlated. Many e omplainni of thest constric taan, of the steps in the process was the removal of hydrogen sulfide
he.edat he, vominng, and nauwA there was a relation observed from natural gas. In orden to do this, the hydrogen sulfide was
between the frequerny and severity of illncu and the age of coewentrated in a system in which :t was intended to be
alw population. Mmt of thme who trtame ill did so on the burned. During the night of November 23 and 24, the flow of
wumd day of the epivale; of the 20 deaths, most occurre<l on gas into and through the plant was increawd. The weather wat
the third day. Among the fatahues, preesistang cardiac or foggy, with weak winds and a low inversion layct, and.

L

|
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between 4:45 a.m. and 5:10 a.m. of November 24, hydrogen so , , , , , , ,

o'sulfide was relcawd inadvertently and spread into the adjacent
PofENMc EMSSioNSportion of the town. Most of the nearby residents were cither

in bed or had just arisen; many were afflicted promptly with [
^

,g 5 ,

respiratory and central nervous system symptoms. Thrce
hundred and twenty were hospitaliicd, and 22 died. The "a 60
characteristie manner in which the hydrogen sulfide affected U 1

these individuals was to produce loss of sense of smcIl and gSo _ _ (
severe respiratory-tratt irritation. Most of the deaths occurred 3,,,
in pctsons who had such central nervous system attak 6 POTENT |AL EussaoNS CASE 8 _.

/,/ms*gF AssuwNG VARiouSsymptoms as unco.aciousness and vertigo. A numbcr of the iWR $ N ES
affected individuals also had pulmonary edema. persons of all b
ages were affected, and preexisting disease did not seem to m 3o -

_ /gA ,'*have much influence on which persons were affhtted. f _
,/,) 3

*/1965 EWSSioNS *%
_
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CASE 2

Future Air-Pollution Disasters ,o

The title of this section may appear to be gloomy
, , , , , , ,

indeed. ~1o some extent it does presume that the 0 ,30 fy ,Ao mo i9ro oso isso 200o ro,o

reckless dumping of gaseous and particulate wastes to yg ,,
our atmosphere will continue to be dominated by a
philosophy better suited to the frontier days than to l ig. 1. potential SO2 emisuons in the United States. IFrom
our increasingly urbani/cd world. Until quite recently, Ref.15J
and still very much in evidence, the prevailing attitude
toward water pollution, for example, has been for the
user to treat it at the point of use ifit necds treatment.
'Ihe air-pollution equivalent is the suggestion that we universal uw of highly effectne SO2 gas cleaning methods
should build domed citics and clean the air at the city for power plants nor the rapid application of available
intakes.8 '''' This clearly presumes two tlungs: (1) the methods of fuci &sulforvanon.

priority of man JS a pollutCT over mJn as a breather 1. qcg nning m 1970,1-percent control li.e., reduc-
"I"' "' "# * '

with respect to their rights to use the atmosphese;(2) 1 percent cath >ca; and 5 pertent control yearly to new
it assumes that we are wilhng to gise up the vegetative power pLnts, stating in 1975. ta a mnimum of 80 percent
,

coser of the space between domed cities. control for new pLnts put on stream in 1990. After the
A more optimistic approach to predicting the imtial year, control of thew new pLnts mcreases 1-percent

futune emissions of SO was made by Rohrtnan, pc' Yed- 8hc 53'"e as esistmg pLntt 't his awumes same
2 increased uw of fu<l &sunuruanon, wtanon onuch we

Steigetwald, and I udwig.'' Figme I was Iaken from
lower sulfur content. missdLneous uws of fuel additnes.

thest paper and rcpresents their best estimates of SO2 improsed deurn of plants and esentually perfection of
control and emission per year in the United States. In proenws to renuwe SO2 from power-plant stas ks
preparing this figure the authors assumed "that no new [cWuenty.
fossil fuel power plants will be built after IW5, and 2. one-persent control of ali non-power-pLnt emisuons

in . ntKa ng i pertent cash year.thJt in the yCJr 2O(X) approsimJtCly half of all
electricity will be generated by nuclear power." Thus Caw 2
going all nudcar IJte in this century will not of itsc|[ 'lho sontrol auumptions for Caw 2 are very wscre and

probably reprewnt the maumum that can be achievedpicsent a threefold increase in SO2 emissions. Clearly
the alternalise to poing nuclear, without severely ' " " #" '" # "" "'""'"

program of rewarth and pilot pLnt efforts on power-plant
restlicting the fossil-fuel-plant effluents, would be an gas 61 caning methah. fuc! demifurvation, and forced
increase over present levels of about -an order of application of control rnethods as they become avadable.

mJgnitude, l. Seventy five pertent control of SO2 cmission from
"'"P"*''P'"''P"''"' "P''*""" i" 3 975 * I"'ludmgIThe authors described the awumptions used in
repLiements or espanum of esistmg pLnts. This 75

obtaining the prediction curves labeled Case I and Case percent sontroi m 1975 is mtreawd 1-percent each year
2 as follows: alter 1975 to a maumum of 90 perant in 1990. Since

there is a mimmum of 5 years Lg time between initial
caw I deugn of power pLnts and the tune the unit is put on

t he sontrol awumptmns for Caw I are sesere but stream, the imtution of control by 1975 requires 6 hat
reahstic. Ihey do not swume early development and proven designs must be available in 1970. Achieving this

|
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goal will at*tuire estensive development in the next 5 years, other potentially hazardous operations that are cur-
sinte mmt of the methods for control of SO2 in power rently subject to the loosest review, if any at all, by
plants are only in the benth-test sta; .nd effective coal

W blic ofGciadesulfuruath n methods are not now avadable for 75
percent removal. The intreaw or average renoval efficiency Apart from potential accidents, the centralby I-percent pc year to 90 percent masimum is in keeping
with cspeticd improvements in technology, problem of this section is the role of nuclear energy in

,

2. Two-pcrtent control of S02 from all coal and od air pol!ution. A synopsis of the views of the AEC was
combustion beginning in 1970, increeing by 2 percent per given by Chairman Glenn T,Seaborg'' to the National
year to a masimum of 50 percent control in 1994 Conference on Air Pollution:
(estludmg new power plants after 1975, whith are (overed
in the preccdmg paragraph). Thh assumption requires With reference to the primary focus of this
intreced uw of avaibble techniques for fuel desulfurua- mnferertc - air pollution - nudcar power plants offer
tion, wiettion of fuels with lower sulfur content, and decided advantages over fossil fucted plants. The main
miscil.incous whcmes for control of SO , such as use of advantage stems from their control of waste. In a nudear2

fuel additives. reattor the spht atoras, "fhsion products" as they are
3. One percent control for all noncombustion sourt'es in called, remain essentially utlun the fuel daddmg until such

1965, increeing by I. percent cath > car to 35 percent in time as the reactor n refueled. Then the used fuel cicments
the year 2000. are removed, stored under water for a coobng off period,

after which they are safely shipped to a reprocessmg plant
where unused fuct and valuable radsuisotopes are extratted
for future use.1he remaining wete products are thenTht' |{olt% of Nuclear E.tiergy
,,fely anposed of in storage tanks at underground bunal

- stet De curemch nunute amount d raha@@First the role of nutlear energy as a source of air
produced ausdiary to the operations can be held ancpollution should be considered. This requires that a released in such tiny amounts, and under such favorable

clear datinction be made between potential releases of atmospheric conditiora, that it pows no health hazard
pollution under accident conditions, such as at Poza whatsoever. Or it can be padared for safe dhrosalin other
Rica, Me x ico, and the continuous real release of ways. In fatt, a nudear plant can be bude without any stack

pollutants to the atmosphere. at all, and such a plant is undcr construction today in the
Rochester, N. Y., area.O, th respect to accidents, most of us wdl agree

with Spun '4'' comment in his presentation to the Similar comments were made by Grob ' in his
National Conference on Air Pollution " . on the basii paper given at the 1967 Annual Meeting of the Air
of safety all fuels ~ and this includes nuclear power- Pollution Control Association:' represent potential hatards." lie also expressed the
opinion that " , nuclear poutr continues to make it should be noted, however, that continuous release is

progress and wdl substitute for an increasing share of not required in nudear pbnt operanon. The radioactive
noble gases produced during reactor operations may bethe new power generation plants to be budL Un- stored and released during favorat;le metewological periods.

doubtedly its rate of substitution is being moderated Radioactivity releced to the atmosphere by nuclear
by the cost burden of responuble conservatism in power plant operations is no greater than radioactivity
desipi Jnd construchon to JWure safety and surely it released to the environment by conventional power plant

must continue to be, for a hog time, part of Al'.C and peerations, lloth of these sources of radioactivity are
mugnificant compared to natural radioactivity, naturalin this case, national puhey, to promote by every
radiation tields, and man's non nuclear and non-power

prJctical means abwlute auurance of the safety of our generation activities. Distharges um our Company's
nuticar power installJtiont" Although many of us wdl (Consolidated I'dison Company of New York) nuclear
agree with contmuing and strengthening this re. plant, Indian point Unit No.1 have been less than 0.01%

sponsible conservatnm in desipi and construction, a f what the plant's license peimits. The limits imposed by

growing number of people are bepnning to wonder tf a the license are such that they prevent achieving the legal,

Inns set fod in 10CIR20 by orders of magnitude. The
I comparable quahty might not be desirable in the legal limits of 1001 R20 themselves have safety factors,
'

design, site selection, corntruction, and operation of which amount to orders of magnitude,

other types of facihties. This might prevent, or at least
reduce, the occurrence of mcidents such as the In his recent book on the technology of nuclear
hydrogen sulfide release (and the 22 deaths) at Poia power facdities Wills" includes a tabulation of typical

4 Rica, gas pipeline exphnions, tank <ar accidents re- radioactive wastes and disposal methods (his Table 29).
le ning poisonous gases and vapors, pier explosions Table 3 includes the airborne wastes mentioned by
(eg, the Texas City disaster of 1947), and numerous Wills.

._ ._.
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Table 3 Typical Airborne Radioactive Wastes Related to Nuclear Power *

Type of waste l'orm of Typical Typeof

radioactivity Source of waste w aste isotopes radiation Disposal methods

222
Natural ac tivity Mirdng of uranium ores Gases, Rn a Ventilate mine

dusts

l'uct fabrication plants Dusts 23*U a,7 Ventdate, filter, and

*U diverse to air

I ission-produc t l'uelirradiation and Gases '''l $,7 React with chenucals to
bind in solid, e.g.,activity processing
silver iodide

esKr $,7 Disperse te sir

".c tiva tion-produc t Reactor materials ure Cases ''N S,7 Iloid f~ Acay (very

activity avoidably istadiated shott life); then dis-

during operation perse to air

* Modified from Table 29, Ref.19.

Wills also commcnted on the relative amounts of Be most thorough comparison of the environ-

radioactivity released from nuclear energy plants and mental pollution levels from nuclear and e .<entional

from coal-burning plants, although he did not cite the power plants was given recently by Terrill, if arward,
source of his numbers nor did he identify the specific and Leggett.2o They point out the inhcrent difficulties

radionuclides which are, in fact, dispersed from a in making such a comparison. One basic problem is the

coal-fited plant: lack of accepted standards for permissible concentra-
tions of nonradioactive pollutants in the environment

|
Gaseous Wastes-lhe gaseous c111uent from a nudcar n contrast to the well-established standards for radio-

| plant, which my ouur from dissociation of the coolant,is gg gg
removed to holdup tants to permit decay of short lived

original paper, but only two will be treated here. First,isotopes. 'the remaining gaws are monitored and dduted
with air and discharged through a tall stack when meteo- the authors' discussion of the release of radioactivity

rological conditions are suitable for dispenion high into the from fossil-fueled plants and from nuclear energy
| atmosphere. This discharge is controlled in compliance with facilitics:

AlC regulations (activity hmited to 10 pc/cm of air),
which are based on the annual radiation exposure that Due to the presence of trace quantities of two naturaily

23s
might be received by persons living at the plant exclusion- occurring radicactive materials in coal (1.1 ppm of U

#8#
,

area boundary. and 2.0 ppm of Th), the released fly ash would contain
22s 2

i Actually, a pressurited-water-modcrated nuclear plant 10.8 mci of Ra and 17.2 mci of z6Ra per year, which

with a 150 MWe rating wdlin a ycar's operation doperse 2 are daughter products of *3*lh and 2 nU. Thus, the
mc of noble gaws (Kr and 1 [srcj) into the atmosphere, question is raised. Do fossil fuel plants discharge signWcant
whereas a coal burning plant of equal capacity will disperse quantities of radioactivity and how do they compare with
20,000 mc of mised nuthdes into the atmosphere with releases of radioactivity from nuclear plants?

other pollutants. On the basis of the Alf's regulations cover g esposure
II' states thatRadic tion levels imide and outside the plant exclusion to airborne radioactive materials, Eisenbud

area are constantly monitored to ensure that proper this total of 28 mci per year of mixed radium isotopes is
approximately equivalent to 10* Ci of ''Kr or 10 Cl ofenvironmental conditions are maintained. Recently, a

spokesman of the Al'C's Division of Comphance sum- 8 3'l. Krypton-85 and 8 3'l were shown for comparison,
matized experience in the United States in years 1960 since they represent two of the principal gaseous radio-
through 1963 as followr "There has been no detectabr i nudides of concern in reactor stad effluents. Associated
increase in the amount of radioxtivity, which could be with the particulate emission from od fired plants will be

attnbuted to the existcrice of the nudcar installation. in the approximately 0.5 mci of radium per ycu (I#'Ra and
es

emironment of any reactor plant. lhas sontiusion is based 22sRat, whkh is roughly equivalent to 200 Ci of g, o,

on the tc ults of pre- and pmt operation environmental 200 mci of ' 3 ' t.

surveys, whkh indude sampling of the air, soil, water. A recent joint >tudy|22 | ornatural gas from north-

vegetation, aquatic hfe, and milk in the titinity of the wotern New Mesko and southwestern Colorado by the

rextor site." U. S. Pubhc itcalth Seniec and the il Paso Natural Gas

i
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222 22sCinnpany nhows that Hn, a daughter of Ra,is reached when the claddmg is breached in the fuel.i

prewns en natural ps at sontentrations ranging from Ol reprocening operation. Accordmg to Mawson ' the2

| pCs/hter to 158 M pri/htcr Ihere n .a 1.atL of data
..p evohed from fuel-reprocessing plants are usuallyj nmretning concentration of Rn in the statL cfiluent of

natural ps power planb. but it tan be auumed mammat ggg g
i

-

} due to the 3.H day half hfe of Rn and the trandt an<!/or and organic solvents, as well as with Gnion products,222

l storage tunes from wcil to plant whnh are involved. ~Ihere but the themical contaminants can be removed by
wdl be simie at t vity from the longer hved daughter conven tional scrubbing systems " Obviously, the
ponluits of radon, but sintc thew are partkulates and

chemical com[nnition of the airborne ellluents from atherefore subjet t to inany removal funn about which there
fudreputessing f. dity depends upon the particalar15 a 1.ad of data, it is d:Ificult to deternune the amount of ac

2activity emitted. process employed n Perhaps the only general com-
Operating data is presently latking for large nuticar ment warranted is that, in the absence of established

power plants in the range of 500 to 1,100 MWe, because standards for nonradioactive air pollutants, reactor
they are still in the construttion or planning stage,
However, pubinhed data are JVadJble frorn ScVCral smaUct fuel-reproccuing plants are not hkely to institute
plants, l'or esample, the Shippmgport Atormc Power 5@ni an@ shMer contud San n the prance of
station, located in Shippingent, Ptnnsylvania, and op similar, nonradmavise, chemical procewing facdities.
crated for the AI C by Duquesne f irht Co., has tren Nevertheless, fuel reprocessors operate under the con-
operating unce 1957. This is a 100 MWe preuuriecd wale' trol of their liceming provisions for the hmitation of
scat tor, and has gen r ed a total of ncarty 2,400,000 MW h

radioactivily release, and, in treating effluent gases toas of May 1966. I During the five year period,
1961-1965, this plant's annual average relcaws were O 217 remove minute quanutjes of. rJdmaCliYe malenali, they

.

C4 of hquid radioactsve w,nte feutuding tritiuni),4.5 Ciof mmt remove many of the nonradmactive cornponents
tritsuin in the hquid waste, and 0 57 Ci of noble gnes as well. An order of magnitude comparison might bel3(pronanty 83%er *I thew actual rencaws have been a

gained by considering the relative "aceptable" levelssmati frat non of deugn dntharge quantities and all releases
have been wc!! within the tumts speufied for the plant by d % M dMs '''l. M a IM M M EIw

SO , as assumed by lernll, llatward, and leggett30the Al C and the hquid wnte dntharge permit hsued by 2

the state of Penngrvania (see lable 4), I pg of SO2 would be dnpersed in eachs

Another prenunted water plant, the Yankre Nutlear hter of air, whereas | pg of '''l would have to bePower Stanon, near Itowe, Mnsnhuwlts, hn teen ce
cratmg unte 1960 and its prewns power level is 185 MWe, dyrsed in proximately 0.1 cu t sle of air to equal
As of 5 ay 1, 1966, at ha generated over 5,500/100 madumm penndk concenuahon m. an b &,

MWhj a ) l>uring the salendar year of 1965, this plant general population.3 J lhus it would seem difficult
retened 0 067 O of hyvnl waste teutuuve of intium- indeed to remove the micrograms of radioactivity
pubbshed triraum data not available at tune of thn itingl without, at the same time, signiOcantly reducing theand I 66 O of gawous wate tolhe envuonment All pounds of vapors and acid mists
relenes were unhin imuts estabinhed by the Al C regula-
tions auontained in 10C1 R20. mtunMeh, e foregoing references do not tell

the complete story m that they all pertain only to
prenurized-water textors (PWR'st the hoihng-water

the authors chose plausible values for the per- reactors OtWR's) also represent a major type of power
mmible concentrations of SO and NO from the reactor which must be conudered. In two recent2

hierature and cempared the various types of plants on reviews, one by filomeke ,md llarnngton" and one by
the knis of the amount of air per year required to (;oldman,'" the itWR's have been shown to release a
ddule the emitted pollutants to stated standard con-

wry much larger fractmo of the radouchvity produced
centrations. Table 4 appeared as Table V in the article

m the Assion pnicew than n released m the operahon
cited in Ref. 20. of the PWirs. Releaw rates that may be compared with

in all these comparimm nudear energy comes out those gnen m Iatde 4 cm be demed f rom data
well ahead of fonil. fueled planh in terms of its sumnunted by Goldman.'" Thus the Dresden itWR
minhnal duett contribution to noxious airborne pollu- (Commonwe,dth 1 dnon Company) released about 4.3
tion. Iturthermore, to whatever estent carbon dmxide x Itf pc/Mw(c)hr ( noble pd duong the period
(00 ) nuy be detrimental in mnnection with the heat ph,3.. P4i7, aseragmg almut 2 M of the lumt imposed3,

! balece of the atmosphere, as hn been suggested,3 * in the hcense; the liig Rotk Pomt itWR (Consumers
nua lcar power again hn Ibc advantage in that it does Power Company) relcawd 23 x x 10' pc/ hie)-year

, not result in 00, production. llowner, normal opera- (> W noble gas) from May P46 tinough April 19M,
| tion presuppmes that the fission products remain averaging I.7% of the bcense knut; ad the ilumboldt

enentially within the fuel claddmg lhe entical point is llay llWR (pmcc Gag 1:lecirte Company) released

1

... . .. . -
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| Table 4 Dilution Air Required To Meet Concentration Standards for Various Power-Plant Pollutants *
!

. Yearly volurne of

Type of Concentration thwharge quantities air required for

[~ plant Critical pnelutant 1 Aposure vettor standadst per M*(e)-year dilution in'/Mw(e)
*

Coal SO: Air-SO -lungs 0.3 ppm 3% X IO lb 1.77 X 10' 8S

3

Air-lungs

I'l{2eashRa Air-lungs 1.0 X 10' 8 17.2 pc 1.72 X 10"
3

I uc/cm
Ra Air-lungs 3.0 X 10 10.8 pc 3.6 X 10'1322s

3pc/cm

Oil 502 Air-lungs 03 ppm 116 X 10'lb 6.75 X 10''
NO Air-lungs 2 ppm 41 X 10' Ib 5.77 X 10'

Air-0 -smor. Unknown3

initants of
lungs and eyes

Ily ash
226Ra Air-lungs 1.0 X 10' 3 0.15 ue 1.5 X 10' '

ucicm'
Ra Air-lungs 30X10'8 0.35 uc 1.2 X 10'22s

| ue/cm'
Gas S02 Air -lui.gs 0.3 ppm 0 027 X 10 lb I.5 X 10'8

NO2 Air-lungs 2 ppm 26 6 X 10'lb 3.22 X 10'
particulates- Air-lungs Unkncwn linknown

radon daughters
3

Nu(Icar Radioactive noble l>ternal 1 X 10' 5.7 X 10 uc 5.7 X 10*
3

g'ases '' Kr + uc/cm (Shippingport 5-
"Xe year avera

| 9.5 X 10' ue 9 5 X 10" ge)

(Yankee 1%5)
'3'l Atr-lungs-thyroid I X 10 * No deacctable No detectable

8
uc/cm levels reported levels reported

in available in avadable
literature literature

Air - grass - mdk - 1.6 X 10' 3
3thyroid uc/cm

* Iable V of Rcf. 20.
tin the cat of radioactive matcoah. they are based on Al C regulatory concentration standards (10(TR20), and m the case

of themic.d pollutants from combustion of fowd fuel, they are bawd on recommended permimble concentrations in the avad-
able literature.

| 22.5 x 10' pc/Mw(e)-year (noble and activaton gases) electiieity in a enalfired plant.1he average discharge
from 1:chruary 1963 through I chruary 1968, which, rate of raaoactive nobic gases from the three BWR's
however, averaged about 23% of the linut (the lhim. ascuned by Goldman ' was 10'' pe/Mw year winch8

boldt llay hmit is a factor of 20 lower than the hmit would require dilution by 10'' m of air per mega-i

for Big Roek Point). wait, a faetor of 35 less.

To bring the values gisen in Table 4 further up to lhe high release rates from :he llWR's occurred
date, one would have to mo&fy the hmit a sumed for during periods of operation with defective stainics>

2 2 suggest steel < tad fuel elements in the cores.3' l'or exa;uple.SO . More recent air.quahty criteria for SO
0.015 ppm instead of 0.3 as estimated by Ternll.3' the release rate per megawatt for the llumimidi Bay
Applying this factor of 20 to the yearly aiution reactor was a factor of 340 less during the IM-month
volume indicated for SO in Table 4, we see that on period li bruary 1%3 through August 1%4 than ite2

the order of 3.5 x 10' 3 m' of air are needed to & lute was from 1:ebiuary 1%5 theough I ebruary 1%8. 'Ihc
the due gas produced in generating each megawatt of replaecment of defective elements my be expreted to

. .- . . ,. .
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rednee the average release rate by at least an order of rology, air cleaning technology, acrosol phyucs. inhala-
magnitude, in any case, present experience indicates tion physiology, proccu dynamics, ecohegy, and
flut continuous release of gaseous wastes from either numerous other imimrlant areas have been supported
the PWWs or the Itwirs presents a lower order of by the AIT since its mception. it is impmsible tolook
huard than that orcoal-Gred plants. far in the literature of these fields without encounter-

ing tuany important coninbutions initiated by the
nuc! car program. In relurn, support of research in these

Niiclear Energy To Control Air Pollution '''' h" "'d# i' P""'ble to provide the competent
experts, hardware, and sound technological base which

in adthtion to its role as an essentially clean source have enabled the nuclear industry to apply its "re.
of power, nuclear energy has contributed heavdy to sponsible conservatism in design and construction."
society through the way it has Gred the imagination of
creative technologists in many fields. 't he Geld of
air pollution control is not lacking m this respect. hmq M NelWe'Ibe mawive technological cilms of the national
laboratory approach has impressed nuny scientists and Nuclear energy hn a critically important role in
enginceis with its records of accomplishment. A combating the Erowing awault on our almosphere.
numhes of comments were recorded in the hiweekly Still even with nuclear energy completely supplanting
new sletici / maromncural Tec/moloxy and Fonsum- fouil fueh for new plants built late in this century,
irs " for A pr . 13, 1 % 7: much nuwe must be done. What then can the nuclear

energy industry do to aid our fight for clean air? The
or utne 1)ubos tuoikefeller Cn ) sud that what tin'

n.unoy needs n a "umolhasen arriwd to biolory." lic amwer is imphcit in the very advantages claimed by
furitwr s.nd an pollution suuld te onntuered if the toontry gg gy g gag g ggy g
dcsottd the ef fort to it that n has rnen to probing the mJssive pollution c%ists in thC b% ion produCls
atont Henn Jcuer of. W. Kellord speaking at the Airhl: produced by a nuclear reactor; in the absence of
workhop in NYC, surrested that protew engincenng effective control to restrict the emission of radio-tonscr.n le gnen scspormbahty for running the polluuon

activity, the nuclear program could have become atontrol H& p prograin tust .n the Al C gJVC rc%ponsiDdity
f or running in f.nihues to a nember of tunterns (UC(,

,

ita roni, now, stununto, Gt '. e tc. L R. N. Hit kics word is control Loentially every phase of design, site
(Celanese) speaknig at Rke Un., sctinided Mr. Jeswr's idea selection, construction, and operation of a nuclear
and funhcr surgested the citabhsinnent of an 1:SC (I n- power plant is under the strict survedlance and control

j suonmentat Licnte Cornnt ) on the um&l of the Al C, to
of responsible and technically competent reviewhandle the denlopment of new waste management teth-
boards lhe same light conttol is overdue for otheri niquet
actual and potential polluters and must surely come

Use of nudear energy to produce substitute fuels into being, hopefully soon.
wn dncmsed recently by Green." lie mentiom the What then are the technological problems for
powible me of nuclear power to produce cheap continued control of nuclear air pollution and for
anunoma for use a a fuel for internal combustmn mounting a successful attack on nonradmactive pollu-
enymes, and he pomis out the pmsibdity of usm8 tmn? There are at Icast two major stumbhng blocks,
nuclear energy as a clean source of proten heat to First, providing the technically qualiGed people to man
clovert coal and shale into gn to supplement our the review boards for the nuclear pmgram alone is
dwindhng supphes of natural gas. difficult at present and may eventually become the

'the use of chemonuclear reactors for the produc- major bottleneck to the orderly advance of nuclear
tion of o/me to be used in odor control has been energy. Without question, if responsible review is to
pmpowd by Steinherg.'' O/one could he produced become a factor in the fight agaims conventional air
for $47,tx) per ton in a single-purpme, M)0 ton / day pollution, the avadahdity of technically competent
plant costmg $3M nullion Such systems aho could ha/ards analysts is a basic prerequisite in this Ocid.
produce e/one for water treatment. 1hus those persons on local, state, and federal levels

licyond whatever secondary spinoff that may have who are serious in their desire to combat air pollution
come from nuclear energy programs, there hwe been had better begin now the structure of the necewary
estensisc contobutiom in fields bnic to air polluhon review boards by supporting graduate education in
control Fundamental and prachcal work in meten envnonmental ha/ards analysis. On the other hand,
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technically competent reviewers would wield an empty 10. Great liritian Ministry of Ilulth Mortahty and Morbidity

control if air-t; leaning and fuel-treatment methods are During the t ondon l og of December 1952 Reports on
Pubhc licahh and Mcdkal Subietts No. 95, lict Majesty's

not available to impleinent the control requirernents. Stationery Olike, lamdon,1954.
Dus a continuing pressure must be maintained on the 11. A. l.. Martin and W,11. liradley, Mortality, l'og and
problems of gaseous waste dnposal from conventional Atmospheric Pollution: An investigation During the Winter.

| power and other processing operations. 1958 59, Mon. /tull. Min. //< alt /t,19: 56-72(1960).

! In view of our mounting needs for energy,it is not 12.1., C. McCabe and G. D. Clayton, Air Pollution by

in the best interest of our society to proscribe the use Hydrogen Sulfide in Po/a Riu, Mesito J.M.A. Arch. /nd.
// rg. (/ccuriatumal Mrd., 6: 199(1952).

! of any important source of energy, such as the fossil 13. R. Iluckminster f uller, Why Not Hoofs Over Our Citics,
fuels. Nevertheless, without the apid institution of nilNR (Ilin OV. rP. M-I I (Jan-1 cb.1968).

f responsible control, we may well face a curtailment in 14. Artnt's Conception of a Domed Commuruty, Ind Res.,

| the use of energy as our society reaclas and fails to p.15 (l eb. 5,1968); and M.11. Stuart (General llectric
E" C#"I'' "' ^ ''"'* $' " i#'I ' P* **"*' """ '"" "

penetrate the coming air barrier to our continued cation, July 1968.
existence. It is the clear duty of both government and 3 3, g . A, Rohrman, II. J. Steigerwald, and 1.11. I?adwig, Power

private enterprise to look closely at the record of the Plant and Other Sulfur Dioside I. mission. 1940-2000,

nuclear energy program and to adopt those features of ASMI. Paper No. 65-PWR.15, presented at the ASMI:-
II l l; National Power ( onference, Albany, N, Y., Sept.

I control which hase wollsed 50 effectively. Two ques.
9- * 9 $'tions semain-will we do it, and is there time?

j 16. Philip Sporn, Dntuuion of papers on Development of
National lblkies with Respett to Natural Gas, Coal and
Od, and Nutlean and Other New Sourt es of Power,

RCICIClictS presented in Panel it on lleat and Power Generahon,
' " " ' ' "" "'# "" A " """ "' ' "d""' UCC'

l. L . Silverman et al., Air l low Measurements on iluman 12-14,1966.
r Reu. tance at ,

I. a rg I opment of National Ibiky withSub etts with and Without Respiratory s
| l

Sescral Work Rates. A.M.A. Arch. Ind. firg. Occupational Respect to N. .lcar and Other New Sources of Power,
Mrd, 3(5). 461-478 (May 1951). l' aper 15-4, presented m Panel 11 on lleat and Power

2. International Commission on Radiological Protection, Re- Gnerahon, National Confereme on Air Pollution, ',7 ash-
port of Conamittcc 11 on Pctmissib/c Ihne for Internal indon. Dec. 12-14,1966.
Radwrion (1959), ICRP Publication 2. Pergamon Press,
New York,1959. 18. J. J. Grob, Jr., Nudear Powcr and its Relation to Air

3. International Commission on Radiological Piotection. Pollution, Paper 67-65, Session XV, Power 1, prescreed at
Recommen1ations of the International Commission on the 60th Annual Meetmg of the Air lbilution Control
Radudogical Protr< rmn. ICRP Publication 6. Pergar"t.n Ami. hon, Clevdand, Ohio, June 1967.
Preu. Ncw York,1964 19. J. G. Wdis, NmImr row riant rcchimlogy. John Wdcy &
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Radiation in Perspective: Some Comparisons of the Environmental
Risks from Nuclear- and Fossil-Fueled Pcwer Plants

Andrew P. Hull

Nucl. Safety,12(3): 185-199 (May-June 1971) j

\

Abstract: Fossil and nuclear. fueled steam plants seem the environmental radiation risk associated with the
operation of nuclear power reactors should be smallpractical means for meeting immediate power needs. The

use of nuclear-fueled plants is being rettrictedlin several compared with that from conventional fossil deled
Instances because reactor related hatards have been IP 'n'''exaggerated. Ninety power reactors. In the United States and
abroad, have generated 2.3 X 10' * k Wh over 630 reactoryears
without serious incidents. Comparison of routine discharges of ggggyp3ggyg
ha:ardous agents from different types of steam power plants
shows that nuclear fueled plants produce the lowest The polete '21 risks of nuclear powet plants can be
concentrations of such agents relative to protectacn standards. considered sensibly only in the context of the alternatei

i Radioactn e rcleases associated with the Brookhaven Graptsite choices. Three underlying assumptions are basic to this
| Research Reactor are comparable to the upper amounts

anticipated from 1000~tlW(e) reactors, and the rneasured discussion.
Brookhaven etternal radiation levels, deposition. and aquatic 1. Electricity is a basic necessity to a technological
concentrations suggest that the rodsation levelin the vicinity of civilitation. A teview of recent electrical power
lars power reactors should be unsignificant. The calculated risk statistics and a projection of future requirements to the.

l~10"/ year) of fatJ injury fr 3 the anticipated maximum year 2000 are presented in Table 1, which was adaptede.sposures of a few millirems per year above nuturtl
backgrotmd is small compared with that of other accepted from i'f o'mation ots the environmental effects of
hatards of evcryday tirtug. , rode mg power and recently pubbshed for use cf the

Join. Committee on Atomic Energy.' opparcotty the
The safety of nuclear power reactors and the routine

nation's generating capacity will have to be doubled
release of radioactivity from these plants has become

about every decade to meet the anticipated demed,
a matter of widespread public conc 2rn. Much of this

and, even with the anticipated introduction of nuclear
concern stems from conjecture and specuution that is

i due in part to the technical nature of the data and the
power, a substantial increase in conventional
fossil fueled generating capacity will also be required to

|
nontechnical nature of the public.

meet the total projected needs for electric power.
!

Ilroe' shaven National Laboratory (!!NL) was
2. All human interventions related to theestablished on Long Island 20 years ago, and the

air cooled llrookhaven Graphite Research Reactor extraction and consumption of energy have the

(IIGRR) was operated as one of its major research potential for both cost and benefit. Some concrete,

facihties from 1951 to 1968. The establisimient of
instances are suggested in Table 2 with regard to the|

'

llNL preceded the adoption of untform national pre ent attematives Gr electric-power generation.
3.For most a.eas of the United States, fossil. or

radiation protection st...dards by the AEC, and at that
nuclear fueled power plant: offer the only practicable

time less was known aboui environmental radioactivity
than is the case today. Conservative practices were
adopted with regard to release of reactor air and liquid

! from the llGRR to the environment, and the releases Table 1 Use and Projected Demand for Electric,

Power in the United States *
! turned out to be similar to those anticipated from the

-

large nuclear power plants new under construction at
many locations in the United Stites. 1950 1968 1980 2000

As part of its mission te obtain scientific
mformation, ItNL has maintaind a more extensive U. S. po utanon, minions 152 202 235 320

than that which I tectrkity genesatingcmironmental monito ing progran
would be required in the vicinity oi a nuclear power capacity, to' Mw'

reactor to establish compliance with radiation Total 85 290 600 1352

c nvenn nat (hydro- 85 287 450 411
protection standards. The experience to date with ctetInc. fouil)
nuclear reactors, in addition to the data developed at Nuclear 0 3 150 941

llrookhasen, led to the conclusion that nuclear reactors
powess a . high degree of safety and that the *uased on data from ter.1.
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- Table 2 Ridts and Benefits from the Generation and
Distribution of Electricity

Type of plant Risks Benefits

11 droelectric Alteration of strcam flow; destruction Energy; employment;3

of habitats and scenery, such as by flood control;
reservoirs and long transmission hnes recreation

Gakfired Destruction of scenery, such as by pipe- Energy; employment;
hnes and plant stacks; air pollution by products
with many substances; a!!ctation of
localecology by thermalwaste

Od fired Destruction ref scenery, such as by pipe- Energy; employment;
- lines, storage tanks, plant stacks, and by-products

,

ash-disposal areas; water pollu tions
air pollution with many substances;
alteration oflocal ecology by thermal
waste

Coal-firco Destruction of scenery, such as by strip Energy; employment;
minmg, transport and storage facilities, by products
plants, stacks, and ash-disposal areas;
stream pollution (from mining refuse);
air pollution with enany substances;
alteration oflocal ecology by thermal
waste

Nuclear Destruction of scenery, such as by mining . Energy; employment;
and processing facihiics, plants, and by-products (i.e.,
stacks; minimal routine air and water isotopes useful in
pollution with radioactive ash;pos- medicine, industry,
sible leakage during the long term con- research, e tc.)
finement of high-level radioactive
wastes from fuel-reprocessing fatihtics;
possible accidental release of signifi-
carat quantities of radioactivity due to
a reactor malfunction; alteration of
local ecology by thermal waste

means of meeting the near future electric-ene'gy in part, "From the start the utinost care has been
demand. Various . othet methods for produong exe rcised to control the re! case of ainneial
electricity, such as the magnetic-hydrodynamic topping radioactivity into the emironment, indeed far more
cycle, the fuel cell, and the fusion reactor, are under care has been taken with, and far more ngid legnianon
development. Ilowever, none is sufficiently advanced and standards are applied to nuclear energy than to any
to be applied "off the shelf" in meeting immediate other potential source of e n virtm m e n t al
needs for powcr.

_ contamination. Far from being a major coninbutor io
It follows from these assumptions that the real the. pollution of the emironment, nuclear energy can

issue before the public is which technology, fossil or be a factor which will dimim>h pollution ifit is owd as'
..

nuclear, will yield the greatest overall benefit to risk a substitute for other sources of electiie power such as
ratio. In con trast to most technnlogical innovations coal and oil."2
(including th,it of the use of fossil fuels), this sort of -
consideration has been uppermost from the outset in
the developnwns and employnwnt of nuclear power MAL. FUNCTIONS AND CATASTROPHES
reactors. In his annual report for 1969 to the United Although a balanced assessnwnt ut the adverse

~

- Nations, Dr.Sigvard Eklund, Director General at the effects of power plant efiluents on the enuromnent
International Atomic Energy Agency (I AEA), stated. 'should be devoted pnmanly .to those seleased dunng _

-)
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routine operations, some considerations of the proba- that is, about 1 : 300,000,0''O. Starr commented that

bility of catastrophic accidents seem appropriate in the no one has suggested, on the basis of this probabihty,

present context. Even with conventional technologies, that we should abanden either spectator sports or

the dramatic nature of catastrophes is such that they airhne service. In reafdrming the applicability of the

are often given far more attention than routine Brookhaven study, when the extension of Price-
mishaps, even though it may be shown that the latter Anderson was under consideration in 196.', AEC

are, in the aggregate, far more costly per capita. This is. Chairman Seaborg indicated that, although the conse-

for example, evident in the relative amounts of quences of a major accident could be greater, the
attention given and resources devoted respectively to hkelihood of a major accident was still more remote
air and to highway safety, than originally suggested.'

,

W:th regard to catastrophes, the pr4blic safety first Perhaps because we are accustomed to them, we
approach of the atomic industry has included an are sometimes forgetful of the catastrophes and near-
assessment of the potential consequences of cata- catastrophes that are at least in part attributable to the
strophic events in what is known as a " safety analysis." uses pf fossil fuels, such as mine explosions,' doods
In this analysis it must be convincingly established related to strip mining,' eil leakage from tanker
that, for the most serious plausible simultaneous wrecks,'' and urban air-pollution incidents' ' in which
occurrence of malfunctions and failures, the so. called excess mortality over normal rates has been docu-
DBA (design basis accident), the release of radioactiv- mented.
ity would be sufficiently limited so that no person in The favorable safety record of nuclear reactors is a
the environs would be seriously affected r ow or in the result of the conscious provision of several successive
future. Some unwarranted apprehension about the layers of protectmn in their design and operation.
inherent safety of reactors has been created by a These include:
favored device of some reactor critics;they quote from I . Ca reful training and practices. Operators are
the consequences portions of the safety analyses, out trained for licensing as though the entire safety of the
of context, with little or no indication of the exceeding reactor depended solely on their actions.
improbabihty of the postulated events.

: .
2. Electrome safety monitors. 1.hese auto ~ tic.

To inject a consideration of probability into this backup devices continuously sense the conditu...ofthe
presentation, note that over 300 civilian and military re ctor and associated equipment. They icact much
r.uclear reactors are now operating or have been hwn a

a tunn n opuator couM to su} kahnfaun
operated in the United States.2 A few have been that any sign & ant inreactm in the ennt
functioning for as long as two decades, and a total of exce s pract operanng hmh
well over 2000 reactor. years of experience has been 3Jdf4miting behavior. The arrangement of the
accumulated. A malfunction leading to the release of a

fuel and the inherent characteristics 01 a nuclear
significant, let alone a catastrophic, amount of radio- readm are such that enou una#naW adents wouM
activity to the environment nas yet to occur in this tend to be self-hintingif the many control devices eser
nation in connection with reactor operation. Perhaps

failed to operate.
more pertinent, it was recently indicated at an IAEA C Fru>ldadding. The fissienable material is
symposium on t uclear power reactor components that " canner to minimite the possible escape of Ossion
the 90 power reactors now in operation througimut the

Products f rom the fuel
wo 11 have generated 250 billion kWh of electricity lhe entire nuclear
and hav accumulated 650 years of experience, all Ud",ramsystem endosure.

" *'''' "'''*d*' " ' " "E '*""# " '"
without sericus incidents.* located inside a pressure vessel to minimite release of

A study of the possibilities and consequences of fission products that might escape from the fuel,
some bypothetical, but highly improbable, catastrophic 6. Building containment and engineered safety fea-
reactor accidents was made at BNL almost 15 years mrcs. These are provided to further minimize the

,

ago, when the Price- Anderson Act (AEC indemnity release of tission products to the emironment if they
$

legislatio< i was first proposed. This report , generally should escape from the primary system that is within
referred to as WASil.740, has frequently been cited in the containment building.
the continuing debate about reactor safety. Starr* has
since calculated that the probabihty of the incident the It seems appmpriate in concluding this considera-

authors envisioned is about comparable to that of a jet tion of catastrophes to suggest that the public welfare

tramport crashing into an occupied sports stad um, would be much enhanced if the degree of attention to

_
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safety and the employment of many backup devices gested by Lane,8 2 will probably be less costly tn.n
i comparable to those now routinely provided for that for the comparable control of the several conven-
| nuclear reactors were applied to other large-scale tional pollutants em.tted from fossil-fueled plants,
j technologies with a view to promoting the same kind particularly for advanced types of reactors.
| of conservative design and review prior to their What this means is suggested by the comparison of

application or extension. the respective fuel requirements and of the principal
types and amounts of atmospheric pollutants released

! from various 1000-MW(e) plants using coal, oil, gas, or

ROUTINE EFFLUENT RELEASES auclear fuel, as shown in Table 3. The data for
j fossil. fueled plants are calculated from those published
| When the situation with regard to the effluents by Terrill, liarward, and Leggett' 8 and, for nuclear
'

produced by the routine operation of power facilities is niants, from those reported for 1969 by the Division of
| examined, it appears that in principle the hazardous Compliance of the AEC.'d The data for radioactise
| agents from both fossil- and nuclear. fueled plants are noble gases are from Ref.15 As originally suggested
'

controllable at almost any level which those respon* by Eisenbud and Petrow, on the basis of the much
sible deem advisable or which the public insists upon. greater health significance of radium nuclides, the
flowever, the closer to zero this levelis set, the greater amounts of radioactivity released from conventiona
is the economic cost ultimately passed on to th* plants are biologically comparable to those released
consumer. In practice, effluent control seems largely from nuclear plants.'' It is apparent from Table 3 that
governed by the state of the available technology and to meet projected power needs with fossil-fueled plants
the economic cost of its application. From both would require releasing millions of pounds of obnox.
standpo nts, nuclear plants appear to have an advan- ious agents, including some radioactivity, to the ensi.i

tage; that is, the technology for the control of ronmen t for years to come during the operational
radioactive enussion is more developed and, as sug- lifedme of these plants.

Table 3 Effluents from 1004MW(e) Electrie-Power Stations
_

Type of I-uel
_

Coat Oil Gas hudear

Annual f uel consumption 2.3 x 10* tons 460 a 10' barrels hkoua10*11 2500 lb'3

Annual releaw of pollutants.t
milliims of pounds

Wides of sulfur 30ti i16 0 03 0
Oudes of n trogen 46 4 tl 27 0
Carbon monouJe 1.15 0.02 0
it; Jros atbors 0 46 t .4 7 0

| Al& h y des 0.12 0 26 0 07 0
' i ly ash t97.5'1 reinoved > 9.9 1.6 1.0 0

i Annual relea e or nushdes, Ca
{ 16?R> car 3''Ra n.0172 0.00015 0

22n5.7 year Ra 0 0108 0.00015 0
1014 year ''Kr + 5.3-day '"Xe 0 0 0
Radioactive nobic gaws!

P% R R 600
h% R t 1.11 = 10"

iH
I O O O

P% R 1 0
1t% R 9 0 M5

* I rom a ruct rewrve of approsamately 27,500 tons.
t I rom Ref. t)
t I or a P% R mith greater than I month , gas' holdup these gases wou!J be 10.8-year ''Kr and 5.3 da)

133Xe lhe ty pwal 30 mm holdup and diffuuon mature trom a B% R is sompowd pnmardy of 1,3-hr ''Kr.
2 M-hr ** Kr. 9.2 hr '" Xe, and 17-min ''' Xe (f rom Ref.15)

gCalsulated f rom aserage of relcaws dunng 1969 as seported in Rer.14. yearly totals estimated for thow
plants with leu than 9 months of full-power asailabdity.
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|
' The clean air advantages of nuclear plants are Table 3 comparison remains valid insofar as the dose is

clearly shown in Table 4, which is also partly from closely related to the ambient radioactive gas concen-

Ref.13 and partly from Ref.14. Table 4 shows the tration at and beyond most plant-site boundaries.One

volume of air required to dilute the yearly amount of way of interpreting the generally smaller dilution
released air effluents to suggested conventional- volume of nuclear reactor plants is to say that, on the

pol'utant concentration standards or to established average, they release lower aurage concentrations of

radiation protection standards. deleterious agents relative to accepted protection

it should be noted that a plant stack release limit standards than do fossil-fueled plants.

i
for radioactive noble gases is based on ground-level Tb air pollutants from fossil fueled plants are

dose and not the concentration per se. Ilowever, the perhaps reason for greater concern when seen in the

i

Table 4 Volume of Air Required To Meet Concentration Standards
for Yearly Emission from a 1000-MW(e) Plant

Ddution volume
required to

Type
of Discharge meet standard,i

'

plant Pollutant Standard' quantity * 10' m3

Coalt Sulfur dioxide 0.1 ppMt 306x10*lb 531,00n

0 025 ppMi 2,t 20,000

I ly ash (97.5% removal)
8

22*Ra 0.1 pCi/m 0.0172 Ci 172

Ra 0.3 pCi/m 0.0108 Ci 36322s
|

Oilt Sulfur dioxide 0.1 ppMt i16x10'lb 202,000

0.025 ppMi 810,000

Nitrogen dioside 2 ppm 48 x 10' lb 5,770

|
| ly ash (97.5% removall

3
336Ra 0.1 pCi/m 0.0015 Ci 1.5

3
Ra 0.3 pCi m 0.0035 Ci 1.222e l

Gast Sulfur dioxide 0.1 ppMt 0.03 x 10' lb 45
1800.025 ppMi

| Nitrogen dioude 2 ppm 27 x 10* lb 3,220

3
Nudeart 8'Kr+'"Xe 300,000 pct /m PWR,600 Ci 2.0

3
Short lived 330,000 pct /m BWR,1,110,000 Ci 3.360

noble gases +

* * Kr + ' 3 3Xe
3

'''l 100 pCi/m for PWR,0 0

inhalation BWR,0.85 Ci 8.5

30.2 pCi/m for PW R, 0 0

air, grass, B% R,0.85 Ci 4,250

and mdk

'l ppm = 1 part per mdison = 1/l,000,000,
I pC = 2.2 radioactive events per mmute.
1 Ci = 2,200,000,000,000 radioactive events per minute.

tCakulations bawd on Ref.13.
31 br esposure.
$ Long term average esposure.
1Cakulated from average of releases during 1969 as reported m Ref.14, wearly totals est mated for

thew plants with less than 9 months of full-power availabdity.

. _ _ _ _ _
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context of the total emission from all conventional from BWRs during 1969 were ilumboldt Bay Power
air pollution sources.as tabulated below:8 8 Plant, 490,000 Ci (7,150 Ci/MW); Big Rock Point

Nuclear Plant, 200,000 Ci (2,850 Ci/MW); Oyster
Total ~125 x 10' tons Creek Nuclear Power Plant,7000 Cl(130 Ci/MW');12
source or postutant

l Carbon monoxide 65 x 10' tons Crosse Boiling Water Reactor,480 Ci(9.6 Ci/MW);and
sulfur oxides 23 x 10* tons Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station,55 Ci(4.6 Ci/MW').'

Ilydrocarbons 15 x 10', tons Ihe release rates from BWRs with a brief history are
" ' much less than those from older plants such as

i stYulat 1.2 0' ns
llumboldt Bay and Big Rock Point. The releases fromElectricity generation 12.5% of total. including most

' of the sulfur oxide emission the latter were indicated by Blomeke and llatrington"
to have been abnormally high owing to the presence of

A National Research Council committee on pollution defective stainless steel-clad fuel elements in their
,

| has calculated that the total cost attributable to these cores. During 1969 the average gaseous radioactive
air pollutants is $13,000,000,000, or $65 per capita.'' release from pressurized-water reactors (PWRs) wasl

Starr has calculated that these air pollutants result in 175 Ci(0.6 Ci/MW).
|

about 20,000 deaths per year.' The increases in ambient gamma radiation when
As shown in Tables 3 and 4, the principal air the BGRR was operated at 20 MW are shown in Fig.1.

effluents from nuclear reactors, in particular the
beiling-water (BWR) type, are the fission-product . Estimated from release data for a partial year of opera-
noble gases, xenon and krypton. Although they are not tion.

| retained in the body, the short lived nuclides of these

i gases are of concern insolar as they may contribute to
a noncumulative increase in the external radiation
background in the local vicinity while a reactor 2 | | I l | C

emitting them is in operation. The increases in back.
~ Z

500ground attributable to these gases in the vicinity of 7 7
,

power reactors have been in general too small to be
_

_

| measurable. Although the increases in external radia-
-

tion levels in the vicinity of BNL during the years in 200 q
which the air-cooled Brookhaven Graphite Research s.,
Reactor (BGRR) was in operation were well within
radiation standards, they were large enough t<, have 5 ,oo -*N

_.__
~

gN
been measurable and are therefore useful as a basis < Z \ \

~

from which to estimate the upper limits that may be ! 50 [ [
anticipated from operation of the large nuclear power i _

|
reactors now coming on line. Since the air used to cool

i the BGRR was briefly subjected to the neutron flux in { 20
-

g
-

z
g

the reactor, some of its constituent elements were a Noownwind
activated, with the principal product being '' Ar ! ,o _ N _

N {(which has a half-life of 110 min). Its yearly emission } .

rate ' was about 4,350,000 Ci. This rate was - g -8

5
comparable to the release of about twice as many [ [
curies of fission-product noble gases since the latter
have a lower effective radioactive energy (about one. Average

2 - -

j half that of * ' Ar).
To date the radioactive gaseous releases from

I I I I I
power reactors have been much smaller than those i

o 1 2 3 4 5 6
from the BGRR. In 1969 the largest reported release
was 800,000 Ci (4,000 Ci/MW) from the Dresden DISTANCE FROM STACK tmiles)

Nuclear Power Station.'' This was comparable on an
energy basis to about one tenth of the annual release Fig.1 tb nwind and average samma radiation in the vicinity
rate of '' At from the BGRR. Other reprted releases of the BGRR when operated at 20 MW.
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At the distance to the BNL perimeter, about I mile, of long-lived rwclides would be anticipated in the
the average level was 0.055 rem / year. This was equal to vicinity of power reactors.
about 50% of the measured natural background and was Principally in connection with releases from fuel-,

"

one tenth of the applicable AEC radiation protection reprocessing facilities, concern has been expressed
,

I
standard for individuals in the general population. At a about the worldwide buildup of asKr (which has a 1

distance of 2 miles the increase averaged 0.018 halflife of 10.4 years) and of tritium (which has a
rem / year; at 3 miles,0.007 rem / year. halflife of 12.3 years). Projections m.de by Cowser, '

28 '

If the average 1969 release rate of noble gases from 11 egley, and Jacobs of the worldwide accumulations

BWRs is accepted as typical, an estimated yearly f these nuclides through the year 2000 and of the

release of 1,110,000 Ci of fission gases would be accompanymg increases in dose rates are shown in

contained in the air effluent from a 1004MW(e)llwli. Table 5. The data for ''Kr were derived from its'

if we assume that conditions of stack height, prevailing radiation protection standard and were based on a
I

winds, and terrain are similar to those which prevailed calculated external dose of 500 mrems/ year to the skin

at the well-ventilated BGRR site, increases in back- f an individual submerged in a semiinfinite cloud of

ground about one seventh of those observed at BNL this gas. Dunster recently pointed out that this
would be anticipated in the vicinity of this plant, standard is overly conservative since the accompanying

genetic dose for a given concentration of asKr wouldThe 2.5 Ci/ year of '8 8 1 released from the stack 22
during operation of the BGRR may be compared with be only 1% of the external skin dose

an estimated 0.85 Ci/ year from a 1000-MW(e) p: ant. Conventional power plants apparently have not5

The latter was calculated from the average of reported contributed materially to the pollution of many of the

releases for 1969 adjusted for power level.'' The rivers and lakes in the United States. There is no reason.

! average ground level concentration of iodine I mile to suppose that nuclear plants will differ in this regard.

| from the llGRR stack was about 0.005 pCi/m', or The amounts of activity release that may be antici.
1 1/20,000 of the applicable radiation protection stan. pated from a 1000-MW(e) PWR and from a BWR of

dard. Comparable or lower concentrations may be similar capacity are shown in Table 6.These values are

anticipated in the vicinity of power reactors. At no based on the average of the arwunts of radioactive-

time has '8 81 or any of the particulate radionuclides mixed fission and corrosion products and of tritium
i released from the BGRR stack in somewhat smaller reported to have been released to liquid wastes from

! concentrations been present in detectable concen- power reactors during 1969 (Ref.14). In general, the
am unts f tritium released from PWRs exceed those

i trations in vegetation or milk collected from nearby
dairy farms (between 3 and 5 miles from the stack). released from BWRs.The amounts of water required to

,

There has also been no measurable long-term increase dilute this released radioactivity to radiation protection
j in external background radiation levels over those standards appear to be small, when compared with the
| measured prior to the startup at the HGRR, which flow of a major river (such as the liudson,2.92 x 10'8
'

suggests that the accumulated deposition of long hved gallyea ; or to the volume of the large bodies of water
i stack effluent nuclides has been neghgible. As also (such as Long Island Sound,16 x 10'' gal inventory

) indicated by a recent U. S. Public llealth Service survey and 5.5 x 10' 2 gal yearly inflow) that are suitable for
j around the Dresden plant,2o no measurable deposition power-reactor siting. *ihe calculations for Long Island

i

i

] Table 5 Calculated '' Kr and Tritium Production and Dose Rates *

'

Sea tevel
Accumulated teody-surrace Accumulated Body tinue

' ' K r, dose rate, tririum, done rate,
i Year 10' Ci mrem / year 10' Ci mrem! year

2 1970 13 0.008 0.32 0.000008
1980 210 0. t 3 6.3 0.000 t 5
1990 1100 0.65 32 0.00071
2000 3150 1.8 % 0.0021

,

'
'I' rom Ref. 21.

I
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Table 6 Calculated Radioactivity in Liquid Effluents
from 1000 MW(e) Power Reactoes

Type of activity

Mixed fission
and corrosion

products Tritium
,

PWR
3Amount of activity in eifluent, Ci 26.5 7.7 x 10

! Volume of water required to dilute to'

radiation standard,* gal 70 x 10' 675 x 10'
BWR

Amount of activity in effluent,C1 27.5 50
Volume of water required to dilute to

radiation standard,' gal - 72.5 x 10' 4.5 x 10'
j' Long Island Sound natural background
! radioactivity, Ci

Inventory 600t 3 x 10* *
Yearly inflow 105t I x 10**

* Applicable radiation protection standard = 1 x 10-7 uCi/ml; does not;

reqssire analysis for individual nuchdes.
[ tCalculated from measured gross beta concentrations, which are
j assumed to reflect those of **K but not those of tritium.
1 $ Calculated, based on one seventieth of tritium concentration of 500

- pCi/ liter, as reported by Wrenn.2a

!

|

Sound suggest that the released amounts may also be tor ,

small compared with the amounts cinaturallong-lived I I I I Z
activity already present in many rivers, lakes, and bays - -

| receiving reactor effluents. The amount of tritium E ~ ~,

h ] [f released, in the order of 10 Ci/ year from a2

| 1000 MW(e)' BWR, and 10' Ci/ year from a g G mss beta

100GMW(e) PWR, should be viewed in the context ut g -
1960-196?, pCi/ liter

-z

a reported cosmic-ray production of 4,000,000 to g2 - -a48,000,000 Ci/ year
:s

lhe low level radioactive liquid-waste experience at $
"

BNL is not directly relevant to that of a power reactor $ ,g, _ _

situated on a large body of water, since the Laboratory @ 3
-

J-}\
~

is located on the headwaterr of the Peconic River, the j |_ _
,

| flow of which is small by comparison with the volume b -

of water required for cooling by a power reactor. 5 - \ -'"

llowever, the release and nearby downstream concen. g - \3H 1967-1969, nci/ titer
-

have been comparable to those from power reactors. y
_ \ _tratiotis of the BNLliquid effluents as shown in Fig. 2, o

~ \
At the point of release the effluent has been found s $2 -

\
-

to contain about 50% '87Cs,10%''Sr,and about 10% 4 \

''Co. There has been, if anything, a greater oppottun- \
\ity for reconcentration of these nuclides in thelocally to --

limited aquatic environment than would usually be the o 5 to 15 20

case. As shown in Fig. 3, in the routine downstream DISTANCE DOWNSTREAM FROM OUTFAlt. (kml

surveillance on the Peconic, small amounts of some of Fis. 2 Averase gross beta and H concentrations in Peconic3

the longer lived radionuclides, such as ''Co and ' 3 'Cs, River monthly samples.

- - - -. . _ _ _
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Fig. 3 *tadioactivity in Peconic River vegetation in 1%9..

known to be present in the BNL effluent, have also from the sound would receive a dose increment of 0.07

been found in plants. Similar concentrations have been mrem / year,

founds s in fish, turtles, and other biota obtained
within a few miles below the site boundary. Calcula-4

tions based on the most generous assumptions about RISK ESTIMATES .

dietary habits suggest that even the most avid angler or
:

j watercress fancier could not have ingested more than Some quantitative estimates of these and other

25% of the allowable daily intake of these nuclides rists in terms of the probability of fatal injury or effect'

derived from their radiation protection standards. More per year to an exposed individual are shown in Table 7.'

reasonable assumptions suggest that the amounts of The value for 1 mrem / year of radiation was inferred

nuclides actually consumed have been less than 1% of from data published by the International Commissior.

those allowable. on Radiological Protection (ICRP) that are based on
;

The operating experiences at six power reactors the conservative assumption that ef4 cts observed at

with regard to both gaseous. and liquid-waste dis. high dose (in the order of 100 rem., se linear with'

charges were reviewed in 1968 by Blomeke and decreasing dose and dme nte.as,a' The other esti-

Ilarrington.'' Their study indicated that power-reactor mates are based on Starr's calculations from observed

liquid effluents are generally being controlled at a small mortality data.is,aa The risk from the highest radia-

percentage of release limits, which are based on the tion levels of a few millirems per year to an individual,

radiation protection standard in the receiving body of living adjacent to the boundary of a nuclear reactor site

water. The BNL experience suggests that the accumula. seems trivial in comparison with the many other risks

tion of radioactivity in the aquatic environ;.ents of seldom taken into consideration by the populace.

power reactors would be radiologically insignificant. Design options are now available that could reduce*

The nuclide of greatest interest, in terms of the the amounts of radioactivity per megawatt of capacity

anticipated discharge quantities, appears to be tritium, in the effluents of future 15WRs and PWRs by one or
two orders of magnitude below those now prevailing

Calculations by way of example can show that,if ten-
and used for the comparisons made herein, in view of1004MW(e) PWRs each discharged 3000 Ci/ys .. ..

tritium to Long Island Sound, a person obtaining his the already minimal risk connected with the routine
entire food supply from aquatic animals and plants release of effluents from plants of current design

.

1

_ _ , _ _ - - ,~r. . , ,n , , _ _ . . _ _ _c . . , , -
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Tabic 7 Annual Probability of Fatallnjury essentially none of its heat goes up a stack, this means

from Radiation and Othee Causes that a nuclear plant may reject up to 60% more to its
steam condenser cooling water than a modern fossil-
fueled station. Ilowever, the next generation of nuclear

probawiey
9t fatalinjury or Power reactors promises to reach an efficiency of 40%
errect per yne or better,

f "Posure Refs. If there is minimal mixing of the heated-discharge
P ume, most of the heat released in condenser coolinglRadiation at I miem/ yeas' 1 x 10' 26,27

Naturai disasters 2 x 10 * :s water is lost to the atmosphere by evaporation within a~

Fossil-fueled power plants 4x10* 28 relatively small zone near each plant. In a recent review
Liectricity 2 x 10]

328 of thermal effects, Jasace ' indicated that impact areas
(within which the temperature change is measurable,-a

ir p tiont 0
about 0.75*F minimum increase) of from 2500 acresSmokinst 5 x 10* 28

Automobiles t a 10 21 (~4 square miles) to 3500 acres (~5.5 square miles)1
1

Au diseases t x 10 28 should be considered for a nuclear plant. By way of
example, the total surf ace area of1.ong Island Sound is

* Estimated from ICRP data, which are based on the
939 89uare miles. If their local thermal efft cts can beconservative assumption that effects observed at higher levets
kept within acceptable limits, there should I 4 room for(100 rems) are Imear with decreasing dose and dose rate.

t Hawd on entire population exposed 100% of the tune. a number of power plants on the Sound and oticr
$ Based on smoking at a continuous rate. similarly large bodies of water before alternates for the

waste Iv at release, such as holding reservoirs or
evaporation cooling towers, have to be considered.

operated with current practices, significant expendi-
tures or reductions in power plant reliability to reduce S M ARY
these releases seem difficult to justify. The clamor
from political quarters for more restrictive limits on From the evidence to date, the hazard potential of

reactor effluents seems especially ironic when the nuclear plants has been greatly overexaggerated by
attendant risks are compared with those f om firearms adversaries of such ,lant*. He risks that do exist have

,

and when the difficulties of passage of gun-control been guarded against to a degree that is unparallelled.

legislation are considered. With regaid to routine effluents, nuclear plants pio-
stuce less air pollution, relative to applicable standards,

1 than do their fossil fueled cousins. The concentrations
THERMAL EFFECTS of radioactivity m the hqu d effluents from nuclear

Although it has come to public attention in reactor plants are controllable at levels well below

connection with the releases of steam-condenser cool- radiation protection standards and pose little threat to

ing water from nuclear power stations, the so-called the environment. Contemporary nuclear plants are

thernul pollution is neither new nor unique to nuclear somewhat less thermally efficient than modern fossil-
fueled lants (although more efficient than the averagefacilities. It has to do more with the growth in numbers P

and slie of steam turbine generating plants because fossa-fueled plant), but the immediate waste heat
most suitable hydroelectric sites have already been problem would seem to be manageable without causing

used. Unfortunately, owing to the inherent nature of serious environmental problems in large bodies of
the steam cycle, neither fossil nor nuclear fueled steam water. The next generation of nuclear plants, now

plants use anywhere near all the heat energy released being designed and tested, promises to be at least as

by C.cir fuel to produce electricity, and the unuttilied efficient as the best fossil fueled plants. The AEC and

i heat is discharged to the environment. Tle aveinge others responsible for the utilization of nuclear plants
thermal efficiency is shout 33% for fossil fueled have been proceeding in a manner that has the public

plants,3' and the ceiling for thermal efficiency is about safety and welfare as prime considerations. To date,
40% for a modern fostil fueled plant. The current despite many recent a! legations, there is little hard

.

light water-moderated reactor plants are reported to esidence on which to question the judgments of such

operate at about 32% thermal efficiency.38 Since parties.

,

- , , ~ ~ _ , _ , . _,
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| Public Health Risks of Thermal Power Plants

Chauncey Starr and M. A. Greenfield
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;

|

Ameereess ne results of a study comparing nuclear powr COMPARISON SUMMARY >

| pients Mth oifftred plants are reviewd and assessed in terms
of publicheelsh risks. The study ws undertaken as a beste With both oil fired and nuclear plants in a typical
contribution to the state of California'slangrange P eantag on urban setting, public risks of continuous operation atl
isow best to meet the powr needs ofits groMng population. regulatory limits are in the range of those dut to othet
Besed on an 8-month evaluation ofoilfired and nuclear plants activities of nun which have general societal accep-

|
6e urbon settings, the authors conclude that the public health tance. For 100041W(e) plants, the risks are in the

' risk pom either type of pinnt is roughly comparabic to the ,, low', part of this socially acceptable range for thehesseds to which the public is exposed by unamtrollable
natural eFents--lig%tning, laseet De snede bites, etc. 8uth oI!* fired plant (60 deaths per year in a population of 10

| deeths occur et en annual rete of approximately one per million) and in the " negligible" part of the range for
srauson of population. A comparison of the risk factors in the nuclear plant (1 death per year in a population of
routine operation of dufferent types of powv plants showd 10 nullion).
that public health risks from nuclear plants averaged less than
one tenth of the risAs from oil-fired plants- In both cases the integrated accident risk (averaged

over time and all episodic events)is about c hundred-
thousandth of the continuous exposure for either the

This uticle summarizes the results of a comprehensive nuclear plant or the oil fired plant. For the analyzed

study' comparing nuclear and oil-fired power plants accidents with equal estinuted probability of occur-

|
that took a broad view of pollutants and their effects rence, the impact on public health from the oil-fired
on health. Topics considered in the study incloded plant is substantially worse than that from the nuclear

pollutant pathways, risks from steady-state effluents, plant. For example, the one event in a million years for

,
transient releases, resistance to carthquakes, transporta. the oil-fired plant would lead to approximately 700
tion of nuclear fuels, and acceptable levels of public respiratory deaths in a population center (such 3s 1;os'

risk-how safe is safe enough? The work was done for Angeles County) of 10 million people, and the one
2 that event in a million years for the nuclear plant woul1the state of California based en a 1965 policy

" seeks to ensure that the location and operation of result in approxinutely one death in the sanv popula.

thermal power plants will enhance the public benefits tion.

and protect against or minimize adserse effects on the in the worst hypothetical nuclear accident, whict

public, on the ecology of the land and its wildlife, and has an estinuted probability of occurring once in 100

on the ecology of state waters and their aquatic life." million years, we can assign a maximum consequence

it is also the policy of the state of California to of about 5000 cancer deaths per 10 million population

encourage the use of nuclear energy because such use (about one third of the normal annual cancer death
has the potential of providing direct economic benefit rate). Since nmst of the fatalities resulting from such

to the public, of helping to conserve limited fossd fuel radiation exposure would be spread over very many
lresources, and of promoting str cleanliness. years, the effect of such a nucleart ant accident on

'Ihe Californie State itesources Agency sponsored public health is unhkely to have much general visi-

this study by faculty members of the University of bility. It wuld only be possible to measure the full

California to provide a factual basis for comparing the impact by nuintaining lifetime statistics of the exposed
population.

public health risks from fossil fuels and nuclear fuels.
"Ihe analysis was restricted to oil-ti.ed and nuclear For the oil fired plant, sufficient data are not
power plants and their associated activities in an urban available to estinute the worst hypothetical case. It is
environment. Gas and coal were not considered, since generally known that respiratory ailments can be
they are not competitive economic modes for future increased by the synergistic interaction of various

power expansion in California. " insults" to the system. An extraordinary and rare

.
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hypothetical combination of a variety of airborne quality requirements of the state and that the tech.
pollutants, respiratory epidemics (such as influenia), nology of pollution control for such plants is not
and chronic irritants (including asthmogenic allergens) sutticiently developed to assure meeting the needs of
might substantially increase regional fatalities. Since all the state in the time scale required. Furthermore,it is

,

j these impacts are focused on the respiratory system,it assumed that California cannot continue to import
; is quite possible that the oil fired plant maximum substantial energy by locating coal fired power stations
j hypothetical accident could cause as nuny fatalities as out of the state. Natural gas is already in short sui,jly,
l the maximum hypothetical nuclear plant accident- Accordingly it is necessary to focus attention on

with a probability of occurrence equally low.Omitted oil fired plants and on nuclear reactors, particularly
from this estimate is the synergistic effect of pollutants pressurized and b6iling water reactors, high-tempera-
from the oil fired plant other than sulfur dioxide- ture gas-cooled reactors,and fast breeders,

wch as nitrogen oxide, heavy metals (lead, mercury,
cadmium, nickel), radioactive elements, carbon monox. THE EFFECT OF POLLUTANTS
ide, and carcinogenic compounds. Nitrogen oxide, in ON HEALTH-A PERSPECTIVE
particular, nuy be a serious hatard, but so far little is
known about its quantitative health effects. Insuf- Information on steady-state releases to the atmo-
ficient data on respiratory effects are available to sphere and to bodies of water is plentiful and is well
evaluate the full impact of all the multiple synergistic established for both fossil fueled and nuclear power
combinations that might possibly occur. plants. Ilowever, estimation of the frequency and

i nugnitude of transient or accidental releases is less
| firm. In either case the correlation of levels of

SCOPE OF THE STUDY pollutants and public-health risks is primarily based on
epidemiological studies, which characteristically repre-

The total public healt! risks from electric power sent snull samples of the population with nuny
should include public injuries and deaths that might variables that are not as easily controlled as in a
arise from the corutructior and pperation of power laboratory study. Experiments on animals in controlled
plants; from the use of electricity; from mining, siw ons are numerous, but extrapolations to hununs

- transportation, and processing of fuel; from disposal of do not generally rest on a proven model. Ilence the
waste products;and from accidents associated with any correlation of public health risks with pollutant levels

| of these activities. Ilowever, this study assumes that is on a much less firm basis than the correlation of
the denunds for electricity in California will be met;

pollutant emissions with plant size or type.
thus it is not an evaluation of the public risks and The central difficulty in comparing the health
benefits from electricity nor of the consequences of

effects of power plants using different fuels arises from
meeting the demand for it. Also, this study does not

the problem of comparing pollutants with totallyconsider other areas of social cost, such as thernul
different effects on humans. For example, the somatic

(scharges, esthetics, utilization of resources, and recre-
risks due to sulfur dioxide or radioactive iodine depend

"'
not only on the relative quantities involved but also on

1he public-health factors considered include both the nature and severity of their effects on humans.
the risk to an individual (or snull groups ofindividuals) Considering an oil fired plant alone, the types of
and the risk to the total population. The total (or palutants released nuy change significantly with dif-
average) risk must be socially acceptable, with consid-

ferent fuel supplies.
eration being given to both large and snull-group Despite the lack of precision in our knowledge,
# * F** * some perspective on the relative effects of important
, The technology considered in this article is that pollutants is possible. There are data aad known lethal
which can be expected to be avadable in the near levels that can be used as bench nurks for radiation,
future (next 15 to 20 years) at reasonable costs. sulfur dioxide, and nitrogen dioxide. Because of the
Therefore it must either be available now or be uncertain data for large populations, the transition
operating on a snull scale now with rea>onable from medically perceivable effects to disability and
capabihty of expansion to meet near term needs. lethality can usefully be indicated as three approxinute

At the outset, it must be stated that today's ranges: natural background, medically perceivable, and
coal fired electric power plants cannot meet the air- lethal. Ranges of medically perceivable effects are
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about 10 times lower than lethal levels for radiation DNA is in a germ cell, the mutation becomes part of
and sulfur dioxide and about 100 tines lower for our load of mutations; it may result in an increased
nitrogen dioxide. " Medically perceivable," as used frequency of-occurrence in children with such major
here, means in vivo clinical measurements on man,in afflictions as cystic fibiosis, sickle-cell anemia, hemo-
contrast to studies on other forms oflife. For all three philia, phenylketonuria, or one of the innumerable,

pollutants the natural background levels are about 100 minor genetic disabilities that are "the differential
tinws lower than the ranges of medically perceivable cause of the death or failure to reproduce of between
effects, one fifth and two thirds of the persons who escape

here are regulatory limits governing radiation, being killed before reproduction or being prevented
sulfur dioxide, and nitrogen oxide, each of which from reproducing, by other, purely extrinsic causes."*
applies to an average level to which large populations % hen the DNA is in the devebping fetus, the mutation

might be exposed on a continuing basis. Ilowever, may result in fetal wastage c. in one or another of the
these are not all implemented in the same way. The congenital birth defects thst afflict some 6 to 8% of
lindt for average radiation dose to larFe populations is the newborn. The percentage of congenital anomalies
based on continuous monitoring of reactor-site- varies widely according to the criteria used and ranges
boundary effluents. For fossil. fuel pollutants, criteria from 1 to 14% as reported in a variety of studies.''
are focused on off site ambient levels, which are when the DNA is in a somatic cell of a child or an
usually the result of contributions from power plants adult, the mutation may transform the normal cell w a
and other sources, for axample, fuel combustion for malignant cell and thus induce a potentially lethal
such other purposes as industrial plants and transporta- cancer.
tion. At the molecular level, mutations can result from

Noting that the AEC limit * on reactor-emission the reaction of a single molecule with a molecule of
levels is the only regulation that is below natural DNA. Therefore single ionizations can produce muta-
background, it is enhghtening to calculate the percent tions or activate latent viruses in individualliving cells.
of background permitted by the various regulations. With respect to the cellular effects of pollutants,a
The values are 1,10,000, and 400% for radiation. general statement that can be made about the magni-
sulfur Woxide, and mtrogen dioxide, respectively. tude of the hazards sssociated with environmental
Interestingly, much greater excursions above back- agents is that the hazards increase with the level of the
ground levels are allowed for pollutants that are less agent and the duration of exposure of the population,
well understood than radiation with respect to their A more specific statement must be based on detail (d
medical implications. This statement is especially true data about the action of each agent.
for sulfur dioxide and nitrogen dioxid: when informa- One of the principal modes of action of ionizing
tion on their possible carcinogenic (cancer-causing) or radiations on living cells is through the produ; tion of
genetic (altering mutation rate) effects is compared free radicah in the water within the cell. These free
with such infornution on radiation. This suggests that radicals, chemical species with an odd number of
federal regulations are not consistently or solely electrons, are highly reactive and attack DNA at many
determined by the available medical data or public- sites. Ilowever, radiations are not unique in their
health critena. As noted previously,it is relatively easy ability to initiate free radicals within cells; ozone, for
to compare pollut:nt levels on a simple stack-efiluent example, when dissolved in water, decomposes to form
basis, for example, but it is more difficult to correlate free radicals. The normal amount of ozone at sea level,
the vnious ef;1uents with nsks to public health. 0.02 ppm, if entirely converted to free radicals in the
(Appendises I and VI of Ref. I review this is le in bcdy, would produce about 4000 times more free
detail.) radicals than are produced by the natural-background

The cellular effects of pollutants (stable chemicals radiation levels of about 0.' rad / year.#" Ozone
as well as radioactive) must also be investigated, and a contents of 0.02 to 0.2 ppm are not uncommon in the
brief review of the problem will suffice toindicate the los Angeles basin, and the "a!crt level" of ozone in
ramifications, smog in Los Angeles is 0.50 ppm. Oxygen is also

Chemical attack on deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), converted in the body to free radicals by normal
the genetic material of living cells, can produce metabolic processes. Thus the action of radiation is not

mutationswhanges in the structure of DNA which qualitatively different from that of other environ-
are inherited by succeeding cell generations. % hen the mental agents, and the risk of increasing radiation

1

1
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levels by the operation of nuclear power stations must RISKS FROM STEADY-STATE EFFLUENTS
be weighed against the qualitatively similar risk of

For a given basis with a fixed volume of air, theincreasing ozone and other pollutants in the atmo-
question of relative public-health risk attributed to

sphere by the operation of fossil fue' power plants.
various types of power plants can be posed as follows: )
liow rnany plants of a given type can be operated !
without reaching a pollutant concentration level having !

POLLUTANT PATHWAYS Public health significance? Quantitative anshrs to this
question can be arrived at in terms of the critical

Although little can be said in this brief article pollutants S0 , NO , and radioactive gases.2 2

about the pathways of pollutants to the public, some Meteorological stagnation of several days' duration
of the highlights of the risk-evaluation process can be is not an uncommon event in several areas of the state.
indicated. Iloth nuclear and fossil f<.eled plants release it is a historical fact that air-quality standards are
pollutants to the atmosphere as well as to liquid exceeded regularly in some areas and that these
effluents. Minimization of these releases is common occurrences coincide with meteorological stagnation.
practice, but to expect zero release is unrealistic, even increased mortality data for these occurrences are
in the future. Thus it is imperative to determine the impossible to glean from the public-health data unless
transport characteristics associated with site meteorol- the meteorological conditions are extremely adverse
ogy, hydrology, and food chains so that the quantities and of long duration, resulting in substantial mortality
of pilutants reaching the population can be estab- and morbidity, such as the New York, Donora, or
lished. London episodes. Nevertheless, lesser occurrences

Meteorological transport is the most important should not be assumed to have no impact.
pathway for both particulate ad gaseous pollutants According to the assumptions used for the study,
from power plants to the population. Such transport los Angeles County can tolerate under current prac-
leads directly to exposure through inhalation and less tices 10 oil. fired plants (SO ), 23 plants fired by2
directly by ground deposition. Accumulation of de- natural gas (NO ), or 160,000 nuclear plants (radio-2
tailed meteorological information for a prospective site active gases). IIere, each power plant operates at full
is a necessary first step. nis information includes wind capacity for I day, and no washout or other depletion
speed and direction, vertical temperature variation mechanisms are operative to clean the air during that
(mixing layer thickness), stability class (Pasquill), and day. It is notable that 160,000 nuclear power plants of
their variations with time. Such data acquisitions are 1000MW(e) each could op: rate for i day without
already available for the San Onofre, Rancho Seco, and exceeding an average concentration .n the air basin
llumboldt Bay nuclear plant sites in California. volume corresponding to legislated limits.

fhe hydrology of the area must be examined from
both the standpoint of direct reception of pollutants

TRANSIENT RELEASES
contained in liquid efiluents and also as another link in
the chains beginning with meteorology and leading to If the public-health risk of any technological
man. The relative importsace of hydrologic transport is system is to be determined, the frequency and conse-
strongly dependent on the chemical nature of pol- quences of accidents must be considered. For a
lutants and their radioactive or chemical half-lives. well<stablished system, such as a fossil. fueled power

Possible entry of pollutants into food chains or plant, the frequency and magnitude of public risk
webs can be examined by surveys of the local accidents can be estimated from historical records,
biogeography and of remote biosystems which could llowever, since the history of nuclear power plants is
be reached via atmospheric or hydrologic transpat. short, and there are relatively few such plants, more
Pollutants of greatest concern are heavy metals and information is needed to estimate the frequency and
long-lived radioisotopes because other species will not magnitude of their releases.
enter food chains or will not maintain their toxicity at he probabilistic approach to quantifying risk has
the end of food chains, which generally are slow trans- not been the historical approach to power plant
port paths. This leads to a simplification because rela- safety--either fossil fueled or nuclear. Bree basic
tively few pollutant species need to be followed very approaches to safety analysis can, however, be iden-
far. (Appendix 11 cf Ref. I contains a detailed analysis tified. He most common is the empirical (or induc-
of this subject.) tive) study of actual performance history to estimate
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the level of risk of various events, he second is the available, no evaluation was attempted during this
judgmental (or intuitive) review by experienced profes- study, hey are potentially critical elements in the
sionals te determine if adequate design precautions dynarnic response of nuclear reactor systems and
have been taken, he third, a deductive process,is the require detailed dynamic analysis. Plant designers and
estimation of system risk as derived from the reliability constructors must be prepared to apply new method:

I of individual components and their interaction. Only of dynamic analysis and to increase the efforts given to
the first (empirical) and the third (deductive) ap- experimental verification of power plant seismic design
proaches provide quantitative results. In the absence of and construction.
a substantial operating history, nuclear plants have
typically been studied by the second (or judgmental) TRANSPORTATION OF NUCLEAR FUELS
approach. !!owever, the third (deductive) method was
used to make a meaningful comparison between A conservative projection was made for the year

oil-fired and nuclear plants. (Appendix ill of Ref. I 2000 (Appendix V, Ref.1) by choosing the greatest

discusses this approach in greater detail, with specific average transportation distance from among the three

calculations for a typical fast breeder nuclear reactor.) Postulated reprocessing plants in the study, and as-
suming that every accident that leads to a radioactive
* * * ' * "**" * ** * '"

SEISMIC SAFETY OF POWER PLANTS accident (all fission gases in the srtipping container
The methodology used in assessing the seismic plenum are released). He number of serious injuries in

safety of power plants (Appendix IV, Ref.1) provides the state was found to be less than one in 1000 years
a basi. for determining when typical power plant for the projected fuellopstics requirements. His
designs may be expected to safely withstand the conclu4n was based on an average population density
vibratory ground motiun to be upected within the pnd would change in proportion to the actual popula-

,
state of California. He problems of fault slippage tion density on any chosen route. Two generalizations

i occurring beneath a plant and of tsunamis (seismic sea may be aerived from this result:

waves) are not considered here, although they are 1. Transportation of spent nuclear fuel does not
! important considerations in the siting of power plants. measurably add to the public-health risks of the power

Typical nuclear power plants were considered in this plant,

evaluation, but the methods could t>e applied to any 2. Siting of nuclear power plants does not depend
type of power plant. This methodology is intended to on the location of reprocessing plants,because the two

provide a general basis for preliminary site evaluations. can be decoupled with little or no charge in the total
For nuclear power plants,such a study Aould precede, risk.

but cannot replace, the detailed review procedures
adopted by the U. S. Atomic Energy Comnnsion.

ACCEPTABLE LEVELS OF PUBLIC RISK:Results of the seismic analyses indicate that, with
HOW SAFE IS SAFE 7reasonable care and attention to detail, satisfactory

*

reactor-containnent structures can be designe1 and Risk, as used in this study, means the quantitative
built to withstand the carthquake ground motion to be probability of injury (that is, the chance of some
expected at nmst California sites. specified personal damage occurring in a specified time

he study also indicates that, in nuclear plants, interval). Public risk is the averrging ofindividual risks,

internal equipment comprising the primary coolant over a large population. De injuries involved may vary
h>op (particularly large-diameter interconnecting piping from minor annoyances and discomfort (not enough to
under typical design pressures of 1000 to 2000 psi and prevent normal activities), to disabilities that cause
temperatures of 600*F)is considerably more sensithe reduction in normal productivity (morbidity rate), and
to seismic h>ading than are containment structures. to loss of life (mortality rate). Because of the dramati-
Rese systems will require careful analysis, design,and cally visible nature of death, public risk is usually
testing for satisfactory performance. For fossil-fueled conceived of in terms of fatalities or mortality rate.
plants, intemal equipment, piping, and fuel-storage flowever, the importance to the public welfare of the.

tanks are also expected to be critical elements, less visibt: morbidity rate (disabilities) may be much
Since detailed analytical models of reactor pressure greater in terms of humardstic, economic, and soual

vessels, cores, and control rods are not generally values. For example, the annual number of deaths in
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the United States due to automobile accidentsis often (that is, within a factor of 10) are usually all that can

| quoted with alarm, but one rarely hears of the be expected in such areas of public risk.

disabling injuries, hundreds of times as many, which I

A study of the gublic acceptance of mortality risk j
n, y have an equal or greater socialimportance. arising from involtntary exposure to sociotect..ical

'

Since mortality data are most readily available,the
systems,such as mctor vehicle transportation, indicates

quantitative power plant compari;ons presented in the
that our society has accr ted a range of risk exposuresestudy dealt with the public risk cf fatalities, recog-
as a normal aspect of our life. 2 Figure I show the

nizing that this is only indicative of the total risk and
relation between the per capita benefits of a system

| that the social cost should include a multiplier to
and the acceptable risk as expressed in deaths per

| account for associated disabilities. Similarly, a usually
eXPosm year Oe., tin = or exposm in units of a

I neglected but impo; tant factor from low-level expo.
year). The highest level of acceptable risks which naysures is the time required for physiologic impairment
be regarded as a reference level is determined by deto develop. If the time for the effects of exposure to
normal U.S. death rate from disease (about one deathdevelop is long, then only the younger members of the

population nuy have their later life affected (as with per year per 100 people).The lowest level for reference
is set by the risk of death from natural events-

j smoking). These factors of degree of morbidity, age,

| and duration of exposure, changing social value as a lightning, flood, earthquakes, insect and snake bites,
etc. (one death per year per million people).function of age, and other similar public-health param-

eters should theoretically be included in any complete In between these two bounds, the public is
study. Unfortunately, basic physiologic and technical apparently willing to accept " involuntary" exposures

data in the air pollution field are generally so uncertain (i.e., risks imposed by societal systems and not easily

quantitatively that such a refined analysis is only modified by the individual)in relation to the benefits

occasionally justified. Order-of magnitude answers derived from the operations of such systems. The

,
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position of electric power plants is well within the appendixes may be ordered by check made payable to the

acceptable risk range. Regents, University of California, and addressed to the
Engineering Reports G oup, School of Engineering and
Applied Science, 7526 Boelter llall, Los Angeles, Calif.
90024, for the following cost:

PRINCIPAL CONCLUSIONS "j' o'p'y'"
(mcluding

if currently avadable technology is used to protect item u. s. post...)
the public health and safety, the following can be suic Report s 2.2 s

concluded frc:n the stud - ^"* "d' " I 8''"8' "" d "'d I'" " 335
Y' Appendix 11 Pollutant Pathways $4.80

The public-health risk from routine operations of App *ndia ill Probabilistic Sarety 57.7s
Analysis of a Hypothetical

dectricity-generating plants using nuclear fuel or on, is tono uwetiquia u,,i

in the range of the very low hazards to which the Fast Breeder Reactor
Appendix IV Seisrnic Safety of $4.00public is exposed by uncontrollable events of nature, powe, piant,

such as being struck by lightning or bitten by a Appendix V Transportation of 54.50
Nuclear Fuel

venomous animal or insect (about one death per year Appendix VI Approximate Mortality Rism 52.00
in a million population). from so, and

Particulates
Routine operation of a nuclear plant presents a

significantly smaller public-health risk than the routine 2. N. B. Livermore, Jr., State of California Policy on Therma!
Operation of an oil-fired plant, typically by a factor of Power Plants, The Resource, Age.=y, State of California,
10 to 100, adopted June 30,1965 (Rev. afar. 12,1969).

The public-health risks due to accidental reles,ses 3. Standards for Protection Agailst Radiation, Code of
from either a nuclear or an oil. fired plant are both of rederai Regulations, Title 10, Part 20, U. S. Atomic
the same magnitude and are about 100,000 times Energy Commission (Rev. Jan.1,1971).

smaller than the risk from routine operation of the 4.11. J. Muller, Our Load of Mutations, Amer. J. Hum.

|
plants. Gener., 2: 111-176 (1950).

The maximum hypothetical accidents associated
5. W. P. Kennedy, Epidemiologica Aspects of the Problem of

with either plant type are not likely to be sufficiently Congenital Malformations, Birth Defecir, 3(2): (December
large to have a significant public-health impact when 1967).
compared with the normal incidence of disease. 6. E. E. Ilartman and R. L. J. Kennedy, J. Pediat., 38

Both oil-fired-plant and nuclear. plant structures 306-309 (1951),l

should be designed to meet the earthquake forces 7. R. McIntoch, K.1. Merritt, and M. R. Richards,Pediatrict,

expected at a particular site, and a basis for such a 14:505 522 (1954).
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274:861 868 (1966).
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! fuel can be made small enough so that the location of 64: 357-371 (1964).

| the associated fuel reprocessing installations is a separa- 10. W. A. Pryor, Free Radical Pathology, Chem. Eng. News,
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Health Effects of Electricity Generation
from Cool, Oil, and Nuclear Fuel

! L B.1. ave and L C. Freeburg

Nuc/. Se/ety,14 5): 409-428(September-October 1973)t

[ Editor's Note: This is another in the continuing series of
attention given to light water reactors (LWRs) and

Nuclear Safety articles on nuclear power and radiation in steam plants fueled by coal and to a lesser extent by
perspecsive. Our complex ladustrial society is fraught with oil. Since experience with other types of reactors is
hasesde at owry turn-automobile, polluted air, insecticides, much more limited, they will not be considered here.
electricity, gissa, chendcols, and irh* s: radiation-to men- Natural gas is excluded from the analysis end oil is onlytion a few. One of the purposes of this series is to portray the
inipact of radiation in our socloty in its true perspective. partially treated because they are not likely to be

In this very interesting article on the health hasards important sources of fuelin the future. Ilydroelectric
associated with electricity generation using various fuels, the sites are largely used up and thus are of little future
authore studied the pablic. health risks from uranium, low- incremertal consequence. A major topic not analyzed
malfur oil, and cost power plants.The mnclusions they reached

in this anticle is the optimal growth rate of the demand
sogaroing the risks assoctated with each fuel were based on
nailtiple ressession analysis in much the same way as other for electricity.
investigators have associated lung cancer with cigarette smok- Coal nuncts expertence accidents as well as

|
! Ing. However, the editors would like to caution the readers pneumoeoniosis (black hing) and othet chronic respi-that, although regression analysis is a useful tool that is
! frequently used in instances involving many interrelated ratory diseases. Accidents also occur in transporting<

parameters, causation is not proved by such merelations. coal from the mine to the generating plant, and, at the
Rather, the correlations are suggestive of a possible cause- plant, additional accidents, such as boiler explosions or
effect relation that nasst be proven by other means. the release of noxious fumes, can harm workers.

Other facts that the reader should bear in mind are:(1) tLa Finally, the normal effluents of the burning-heat,relative.ly lindted operst3ng experience with nuclear reactors
has been so pod that no esperience has been accumutated sos, NO,, CO, particulates, and some radioactive
regarding the consequences of low-probability accidents (al- substances-pose a threat to surrounding residents.n.a
though this relation is being evaluated by the Rasmussen Uranium mir.ers are also threatened by accidents
Study, AEC Press Release R-252, June 25,1973); and (2)
offhsent releases in both nuctedr- and fossilfueled plants are and by disability resulting from Chalation of dust and

being cleaned up as a result of recent environmentallegislation, radioactive particles. Although much smaller volumes
and experience with the improving effluent cleanup technology of material are tiansported, there are still potential
is limited. hazards from transportation accidents. Persons engaged

Despite these quahfications, the editors believe that this in the milling and fuel-preparation processes are subject
article brings together such spificant information that is
needed for such a study, and, given the resavations and to nc,rmal industrial accidents and to the risk of
assump tions noted, the conclusions are justifiri.) radiation exposure (especially from breathing radioac.

tive dust). Nuclear reactors contain large quantities of
radioactive substances, a very small proportion of

Abstract: Occupational- and public. hee!sh effects ofgenerating which is released to the envitonment during routine
electricity from coal. uranium, and oil are compared, with
particular attention given to accident and chroniciisease rates operation of the power plant. The effluent normally
for fuel estraction and airborne emissions from power and consists of heat, noble gases, tritium, and other
reprocessing plants. It is concluded that uranium offers less of g gg g g 99 9 y gg g
a health ha:ard as a fuel than cal. The analysss ss based on background radiation. There is also a small, but finite,
current operating practice; hovxver. advances in technology

be expected to reduce both the occupational. and potential for accidental release of more substantial
can
public. health risA s from these fuels. amounts of radioactivity from the power plant.

Finally, reprocessing the fuel releases radioactive sub.
stances and thus produces additional .diation hazards.

The threat of black lung and other respiratory diseases
to coal miners. the health effects of air pollution, and Oil extraction carries the risk of drilling and

the radioactive releases of nuclear reactors have re. pumping accidents. The transportation of oil has a

ceived national publicity in recent years. Each is, to a small accident rate. The refining operation is suscep.

considerable extent, a consequence of electricity gen- tible to explosion and fire, as well as to the normal
cration. This article focuses on the he:,lth effects of release of air pollutants; for example, petroleum

generating electricity from three fueh, with particular refm' eries are responsible for a significant amount of
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CO,S0 ,and hydrocarbons.8 Finally, there are genera- uranium is not as clear-cut; however, occupational-2

tion accidents and normal effluents similar to those health risks appear to be higher for uranium because of
'

associated with coal, although the quantity of emis- radiation exposure to employees and miner silicosis.
sions is lower per inegawatt hour of electricity. The framework for the comparison is set out system-,

Morgan,* Starr,s and Sowby' approached the prob. atically, but, since not all the relevant factors could be

lem of evaluating risks from generating electricity by estimated with confidence, the analysis must be con-
calculating the probabilities of various accidents or sidered preliminary,

other adver e consequences and companing these with The comparison is based on existing plants, but,
other activities that people pursue. Some of these since technology is adsancing rapidly, this comparison
calculations are informative but are subject to great is not likely to be valid 10 or even 5 years hence."

'

reservations since there is no good way of estin.ating flowever, the qualitative conclusions are likely to hold
such low probability events as major nuclear generator in the future and to be better predictors than the
disasteis. This is especially true when an attempt is forecasts of untried technologies.
made to incorporate events that are believed to have
probabilities of 10'8 to 10~' per reactor per year. OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH EFFECTS

The primary approach of this article is (1) to OF EXTRACTION PROCESSES;

compare the documented occupational-health effects
of " extracting" fuel in the forms of coal, uranium, and There are certain inherent dangers,in terms of both'

petroleum, with respect to both accidents and chronic accidents and chronic diseases,in extracting fuels from

diseases (in terms of disability days per million the earth-that is, n. mining coal; in mining and
megawatt hours of electricity generated), and (2) to milling uranium; and in drilling for, producing, and
compare the calculated public health effects of the refining petroleum. The extent of the risk is shown by4

normal operation of power plants fueled with coal, the following statistics.

uranium, and oil (both in terms of the dilution volumes
| required for emissions to meet public-health standards Accident Rates

and in terms of estimated dose-response relations for
chemid and radioactive emissions). In general, the Table I presents comparative data from 1965 to

health effects of spent foel transport, radioactive-waste 1969 on injuries and rates of injury for coal , uranium ,

storage, and other radioactive releases associated with and oil-extraction processes.'* " Column 5 presents the

the nuclear cycle are treated only qualitatively; in- disabilities per million megawatt hours of electricity

sufficient data for quantitative analysis ha<e been Produced in 1969; this calculation involves assump-
tions explained below.

accumulated in the short history of many of these
In 1969, 237 x 10' man-hours were spent miningoperations.

cg,g,iG At an average severity rate of 8441 disability
The total analysis results in the conclusion that days per million nun-hours,about 2,005,000 disability

; electricity pation from uranium offers less of a days could be expected from accidents. The average
public-health hazard than that from coal or oil. accident rates for 1965 to 1969 were used instead of
Although the occupational-health effects of oil are less the actual 1969 (xperience in order to smooth the
than those of coal, the comparison between oil and fluctuations that might occur from year to year.Since

Table I Cornparative Data on Accidents Occurring in Various
Entraction Processes from 1965 to 1%9

i -

k ,

A_mden's per year Injunes per days per days per I'
h ass Istal Nonratal 10' man hours 10' man-hours 10* M%h.1969

'
coe' . imns 246 10.253 43.5 8441 1545
Uium mmns 8 272 39 g 8702

157Usamum mdimg y, 59 17.0 gog;
od drdimg aw'

II?6{proJus twn $104* 10 2.

Wi od termans 1060* 5.5 793 J

'In61udes tioth rat 4 and nontaid antoents

,

. -- . - - _ -
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about $4.3% of the coal mined in 1969 was used for The contrast between coal and the other two fuels

electricity generation,''some 1,089,000 disability days is striking. In terms of estimated disability days per

would be estimated to result from the amount of coal million megawatt hours, coal had 1545: oil,135; and

mined to generate electricity. This coal generated some - uranium,157, in terms of nining and associated acci-

705 x10' MWh;" thus approximately 1545 disability dents, electricity generated by coal carries almost 10

days per million nwgawatt hours of electricity gen. times the health cost of electricity generated by

ersted by coal would be estimated to result from uranium,

coal-mining accidents. Ilowever, a note of caution must be entered.The
uranium industry is small enough that the current

in 1969,7.80 x 10' man hours went into uranium estimates may ' not approximate the experience if
mining;'' thus about 67,900 disability days would be nuchar power generation is expanded substantially
expected from accidents. Uranium mi!!ing absorbed Many of the values used in the calculation are estimates
3.59 x 10' rmn-hours and would be estimated to rather than actual rates.
generate 3911 disability days. In 1969, i1,870 short
tons of U 0s were produced domestically," of which3 Chronic Diseasesabout 4700 tons were sold for electricity production.ss
flowever, not all of this amount was consumed during A large body ofliterature is focused on establishing
the year. New reactors were activated, and there was an association between coal mining and respiratory
presumably some buying for inventory. The U 0s disease.is-2a Although occasional contrary evidence is3

requirements per electrical megawatt have been pub- reported, there is no doubt that such an association
lished for a number of LWRs'' and can be used to exists, llowever, the incidence of chronic respiratory
estimate the consumption of uranium in electricity disease is difficult to estimate since primary reliance

production. For these reactors, an average of 0.633 has been placed on pneumoconiosis (black lung) as
short ton of U 0, is required to provide fuel for the diagnosed by X-try evidence." This evidence is not3

initial core and 0.166 ton for the annual reload per highly correlated with respiratory disability.mia.2s
electrical megawatt. Thus the annual fuel requirement Little of the literature reports an increase in disease
would be 0.182 ton /MW(e) when averaged over the life prevalence or severity of symptoms by years of mining.
of a plant (assuning a plant life of 30 years).t During The dose--response relation is difficult to estimate for
1969'the total electricity generated by nuclear plants a number of reasons, such as the selection process,

"

was 14 x 10' MWh." Thus, assuming utilization at which causes the more sensitive individuals and those
80X> of capacity, an estimated 364 tons of U 0. were developing symptoms to stop mining. Thus a simple3

required to generate electricity in 1969, about 3.06% tabulation by years underground should lead to an
of the uranium mined in that year. An estimated 2200 underestimate of the adverse effects of coal dust.
disability days would be expected to result from Lainhart ' reported a linear increase in th: prevalence2

uranium nining and milling for electiicity production, of pneumoconiosis among working miners with 15 or
approximately 157 disability days per million mega' more years of underground experience. lie estimated
watt. hours of electricity. the followirs formula for the percentage of workers

in 1969, some 307 x 10' man-hours were spent in with definite pneudioconiosis: y = -12.12 + 0.95
drilling, producing, and refining petroleum." At 1969 years. Similarly, the incidences of severe dyspnea
levels of employment, 285,000 disability days would (shortness of breath) and persistent cough were found
be expected to result from accidents in these activities. to increase with years underground.
Since 7.71% of petroleum produced domestically and
6 03% of petroleum retined domestically in 1969 were tunction fall more rapidly with years underground than

.

used to generate electricity," approximately 19,000 one w uld expect from aging alone, lie found a close
disability days would be expected from drilling, association between reduction m ventilatory function
producing, and retming petro'eum t: generate elec- , g g;g,
tricity. Since this petroleum generated some 144 x 10 g
MWh of cicetricity, 135 disability days per mdlion

tory function.
megawatt hours would result from these operations.

The simple regression shown above can be used to
illustrate the chronic disease and presumably the

tTtw amounts of U,0, cited are net amounts and allow
for it e en overy of uranium from reproccuing spent fuel. disability cost of coal mining. According to that

|
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regression, the cost of an additional year of under- miner year is estimated to increase the incidence of

| ground nining to workers with 13 or more years of lung cancer by 3.1 x 10-5 case per year.
l experience is a 0.95% increase of these workers with A miner. year produces enough uranium to generate

6
definite pneunuconiosis. Since each worker mines 105,000 htWh of electricity; thus the cost of 10 h1Wh

enough coal to generate 9900 MWh of electricity per of electricity is 3.0 x 10" case of lung cancer per year.

year, the disability cost of this electricity for all This health cost is only with respect to lung cancer and

working niners(strictly in terms of pneumoconiosis)is does not include other chronic disability, such as
one additional nun in 145 with definite pneumoco. silicosis.t This figure for lung cancer can be compared

niosis, with the health cost of coal mining in terms of
Pneumoconiosis. One million megawatt hours of elec-This estinute is not worthy of great confidence,
tricity generated by coal was estimated to cost 0.7

since it neither controls all the relevant variables nor
takes account of other disabilities, such as increased definite case of pneumoconiosis; uranium mining leads

4
bronchitis and emphysenu, or other ventilatory to only 3.0 + 10 case per year of lung cancer per
symptoms, such as increased dyspnea. Ilowever, the million megawatt-hours.

estinute at least illustrates how the calculation should Another way of comparing coal and, uramum
be carried out when better estinutes of these factors miners is to examine the total death rates (excluding

2o
are available. violent death) for each. Enterline presentei data on

death rates for coal miners and operatives vs. all male
It is interesting to contrast this chronic disability!

w rkers, by age, for 1950. Coal miners and operatives
I rate with the previous estinute of accident disability;
| for ex. ample, nsning enough coal to produce 10'h!Wh

had excess nortality ranging from 23% for 20 to
24. year olds to 122% for 60. to 64. year olds. The

! electricity is estinuted to increase chronic disability7c
entire group yielded an excess nurtality rate of 67%.

by 0.7 additional defmite case of pneumoconiosis and
I .ndin et al." presented data on uranium nsners

I to increase accideat disability by 1545 days. Thus, if
'

pneunuconio' sis resulted in total disability, it could be over the period 1950 to 1967. Expected death rates
.

were calculated for these miners from age-sex-race-
,

|
much nnre important than the accident rate. Acet. g g; 7 g gg

|
dents cost approxinutely 6 nun. years of disability per the nines were located. Excluding violent deaths,
iaillion megawatt-hours, whereas 0.7 case of pneumo- uranium nsners had 39'7o excess mortality; among
coniosis may cost up to 20 years of disability, assuming uranium millers, however, total mortality war no
that pneunuconiosis is totally disabling. greater than expected.'" Although there was a signifi-

Uranium miners should also be expected to lave cant excess in deaths from nutignant diseases of the
abnornut rates of chronic disability because of oc- lymphatic and henutopoietic tissues other than leu.
cupational exposure to dust and to radon and its kemia, the numbers were snull.,

| daughters. One aspect of the dust is similar to that for The crude comparison is that coal miners had 677o
( any lurd rock mining: the dust produces silicosis in excess nortality, and uranium nsners had 39'7o. Little
j miners' lungs. A second aspect is more peculiar to confidence can be placed in this comparison since no
! uranium nir.ing: the mines are radioactive and there- allowance is nude for income level; and ottar factors
i fore expose niners to whole-body radiation. In addi- affecting nurtality. Ilowever, it seems likely that the

tion, the dust particles are snull and radioactive and qualitative concluston is correct; that is, even aside
thus give an especially high dose to the lungs." h1any
studies have shown an association between uranium *The working level (WL) is 1.3 x 108 MeV of potential

mining and ventilatory dysfunction and between ura. alpha energy from radon daughters per titer of air. A WLM is I

! nium mining and lung cancer.3F37 m nth of mining exposure at this level.

t nvestigattuns during the late 1950s ar.d early 1960s
| Archer and Lundin" estimated a dose-response i

showed that silicosis among uranium miners was only about
! curve for lung cancer from all available data (Europeati

~ " ''" "8 * * '
. and U.S. miners 1 and concluded that a linear relation miners.s . .s f

I''**''"' "' P"*""* ")ly a reDection ofIlowever. this was pnmani

fils the data as well as a quadratic form (at least below differences in length of mining experience between the twoI

5000 WLht*) and that 1000 WLh1 will increase the groups, the coal miners on the aserage having much longer

lung cancer rate by 26 cases per year per 10,000 mining experience. For workers with more than 20 years of
esperience. the rate among uranium miners was higher than

miners. Since the median exposure level of U. S. nsners that among coal miners. He rates for miners with the longest
m excess of 1.0 WL,3'is shghtly
.

I miner-year is work experience may somewnat renect higher dust concentra-
approxinutely 12 WLhl, or 1.2% of 1000 WLht. Thus I tions allowed in the mines during carher years.

I
,
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from violent death, coal mining is more injurious to the tics for 1965 to 1970. Data on numbers of employees

| health than is uramum mining, in these areas are available*" for 1963 to 1970.
| A uranium miner produces enough uranium during flowever, manpower and accident rates for operation

a year to generate 10.6 times as much electricity as a and maintenance of fossil-fuel-burning plants are not as

coal miner produces in a year. This means that, in well documented. Chronic-disease rates for employees

terms of electricity produced, the excess death rate of in these activities are also not well documented.' The

| coal mining is roughly 18 times that of uranium few studies that have examined mortality of public-
mining. This factor would be reduced somewhat by the utility employees or uranium processors have not
inclusion of other steps in the uranium fuel cycle. found rates higher than expected,given the experience 1

of other types of workers.5*58 j
|

A qualification is reeded. .iere since the comparison!

Added caneer mortality risks from some of these
is essentially between deep mining of coal and deep
mining of uranium. Only about half of either' fuel is activities can be estimated from data on occupational

expo 5ure to employees of AEC licensees.82 The totalmined undergound.** Strip mining already supplies
almost half of the coal and involves much lower

dose from extemal radiation reported for a sample of

accident rates and chronic disability rates. Insofar as empi yees iny !ved in activities relating to reactors,
fucI Processing, waste disposal, and packaging andstrip mining becomes unre important in the future,

accident and disabihty rates will shift in favor of coal. transporting was about 2600 man rems in 1969, many
times the total exposure to the pubhe from theAutomation of deep mining would also have a strong
radioactive stack releases of nuclear power plants.52.53effect on these rates. Ilowever, the much stricter
An additional 1050 man rems can be inferred forcontrol measures instituted to reduce radiation expo.

sure of uranium miners should lower the incidence of licensees not included in the sample.(Internal radiation

lung cancer annng that group m future years.ao doses were also received by these employees but were
not evaluated in Ref. 52 because of the difficulty of
determining them.) According to dose-response esti-

OTHER OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH mates f r radiati n-induced cancer which are outlined
EFFECTS later in this article, the cost of this radiation exposure

Although some data are available on transportation would be expected to be about 0.02 to 0.05 death per

accident ra t es,"d' '' they aie not completely dif. million megawatt-hours of electricity produced in
ferentiated by commodity. Data on the number of fuel 1969. However, most of this dose was received by

shipments can be found in Refs.40,44, and 46.Since employees involved in fuel processing. Since the
the number of coal shipments p electrical megawatt amounts of fuel prepared in 1969 exceeded the
is many times the number of uranium shipments,"A* ** amounts consumed in generating electricity, and the

more accidents and therefore more accident disability amount of power plant fuel reprocessed was less than

must result from coal transportation,even allowing for that consumed, it is difficult to determine the actual

a shorter average transport distance for coal. The only mortality risk per million megawatt-hours of elec-
contradiction would occur if transportation accidents tricity. Another problem is that some employees in

|
involved breaking the vessel that holds the nuclear fuel these activities are not included (such as enrichment-

! (particularly sper:t fuel) and thus releasing significant plant employeesh Nevertheless, the available data are

| radioactivity. No significant radiation exposure has sufficient to indicate that the occupational health costs

l occur ed as a result of transportation accidents, and from radiation exposure to employees related to
nuclear power production are outweighed by theextraordinary care is taken to build transportation

vessels that are unkkely to be breached. Urobst'' has occupational-health costs to coal miners from accidents

estimated that a truck driver involved in a transporta. and chronic-disease mortality.

tion accident while transporting spent reactor fuel is
thousands of times less likely to be injured from

PUBLIC-HEALTH EFFECTS OF NORMALradiation exposure than he is from nonradiological
OPERATION OF POWER PLANTS

crash ef fects.

Statistics on accidental injury and disability rates The normal operation of electric power plants,
for individual segments of the private atomic energy both nuclear and fossil fueled, results in the release of

industry, sach as reactor operation and maintenance, heat, radioactivity, and chemicals. Radioactive and
have been published *' by the Bureau of Labor Statis. chemical effluents have public-health implications,
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which wdl be compared. Thermal releases may have Petrow.'' The amounts of radioactive material released
various ecologica! effects, but they have no direct by oil burning generators are almost undetectable.
human-health effect and thus are not treated here. When coal-burning generators are compared with nu-

clear generators, problems arise because the radioactive

Iladioactive and Chemical Elfluents release takes such different forms.Some of the radium
and thorium isotopes released from coal combustion

Combustion of fossil fuels produces major quanti- are extremely long lived and chemically active. The
ties of air pollution.'***'54 '' The generation of elec- radionuclides in the ash which are water soluble are
tricity from huming coal produces a major proportion assumed to pose a threat to bone,and those which are
of the SO , NO,, and suspended particulates in cities insoluble are considered to present a threat to the2

where coal is the principal fuel. In addition, trace lungs. For nuclear plants the whole-body exposure
! amounts of heavy metals and carcinogenic hydrocar- from noble gases released from the stack is considered

hons, such as benzo (a) pyrene, are released.'*** Trace inost significant. These isotopes are relatively short
amounts of radioactivity in the form of thorium, I ved compared with 22*Ra in coal ash.
uranium, and ra hum have also been found in the ash For coal. fired and nuclear power plants, Martin et
released fmm coal combustion, the amount emitted aL* calculated the dose that a new 100041W(e) plant
being inversely proportional to the efficiency of the would give to individuals in the vicinity of the plants
ash <ollection mechanism. under specified meteorological conditions. To take

> Most nuclear reactors currently being built are of account of the different forms of radioactive ef0uent,
either the boiling-water type (llWR) or the pres- they calculated the dose as a fraction of the maximum
surized-water type (PWR). Most currently operatin8 permissible dose recommended by the Intemational
llWRs release much more gaseous radioactivity, gen * Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP),with a

j erally in the form of noble gases, whereas PWRs release correction for the effect of different stack heights on
more liquid radioactive waste, principally tritium. A distribution of radioactivity. Their results, based on

|
unall amount of radioiodme is also released in gaseous 1968 and 1969 data, indicated that a coal-burning
einuent particularly by current ilWRs.* plant would apparently pose about 410 times the

i The most recently designed IlWRs are expected to threat of a PWR, whereas a llWR would pose about
release much lower quantities of gaseous efiluent, 180 times the threat of a coal-burning p! ant in terms of

becau movisions has been made for much longer radioactive releases through the stack.

hohtu, these ef0uents before release to allow most Terrill, liarward, and Leggett * compared power5

of the r.dioactivity to decay, as is currently practiced plants in terms of the volume of air that would be

| at operating PWRs. In addition, application of the required to dilute their stack effluents each year in

| recently proposed stricter discharge limits can be order to meet conventionally accepted concentration

expected to reduce the quantities of radioactive ef. standards, llull*' updated these dilution factors,

| tluents discharged from the LWRs having the highest making use of radioactive emissions from a much larger

| release levels.** Simdarly, coal gasification and air. sample of plants and imposing a more stringent
pollution abatement measures will lead to much lower standard on the concentration of chemical pollutants.'

seleases of air pollutants fmm plants burning fossil On the basis of 1969 releases, these factors corrobo-

f uels. rated the conclusion reached by Martin et al that the

A number of studies have attempted to compare radioactivity released from coal-buming plants was

the radioactive and chemical pollutants released per more significant than that from PWRs but less signifi-

| unit of electricity generated from fossil fueled and cant than that from BWRs. Since that time, however,

nuclear power plants.** 5ASW6" llowever, the com. Ilull has further updated these factors to reDect 1967

parison is complicated by the different types of to 1971 nuclear power-plant releases and note recent ;

seactms, variations in composition of the fuels, the standards for air-pollutant concentrations.72 included ;
his study were S0 , NO , CO, hydrocarbons, jin! efficiency of the ash-collection equipment for fossil. 2 2

fueled plants, differing waste-treatment systems, and Particulates, and various radionuclides; however, only
SO , particulates, and the radionuclides will receiveadjustments for biological activity and the half-lives of 2

the iwtopes ecleased.
Martin,llJrWard, and Oakley" presented a careful *nese studies, based on quantities being emitted from the

comparison of radioactive stack releases from power stack rather than on doses provided. do not allow for
plants, extending carher work by Eisenbud and differential residence times of pollutants in the atmosphere.
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attention in this article. The updated dilution factors lutants.*' To mset' _this difficulty, we will attempt to

i for these pollutants are presented in Table 2, except evaluate the relative hazards to individuals oflong icnn

that the discharge quantities for:!.WRs have been exposure to these pollutants at the specified concentra-

recalculated to reflect only 1971 releases. According to tion standards by using mortality risks derived from
these more recent calculations, sos from coal fired such epidemiological studies. The relative mortality

plants is the residual requiring the most dilution.t The risks of airborne effluents from fossil-fueled and
sos from oil fired plants requires less than half as . nuclear power plants will then be estimated. Although

much dilution; that from gas. fired plants, substantially. morbidity (illr'ess) risks would be expected as well,
less. Particulates from coal-fired plants and radionu. they are more difficult to quantify and therefore will -
clides from a BWR lacking extended stack-gas holdup not be included in the analysis.

also require a significant amount of dilution. Ilowever,
Health Ef fects of Radioactivity

the 1971 radioactive releases from both PWRs and
The amounts of radioactive material released from. BWRs would appear to be more significant biologically

than those from coal-fired plants (unlike previous Power plants are typically Sery small relative to

comparisons) but less important than the release of background and medical radiation. Although large
doses of radiation have been found to increase the risk

sos .
f death from leukemia and other cancers as well as the

The above comparison is based on concentration nsk of genetic damage,little work has been done which
.

standards that are not necessarily equally stringent for
gives evidence for effects of such low.leveldosage.75~77

chemical air pollutants and radionuclides. Relative to ~

A number of investigators have attempted to
concentrations at which effects on human health have quandfy the rdadon between radiation dose and
been inferred from epidemiological studies, the con- cancer n the basis of data on Japanese survivors of the
centration standards for radionuclides appear to be

tm mb, on noncancer patients treated medically
more conservative than those for chemical air pol- with radiation, and on occupationally exposed groups.

Assuming a linear dose-response relation, the National
Academy of Sciences (NAS) Committee on the Biolog-

tThe value for sulfur dioxide emissions from coal combus_ 7
tion, based on coal with a 3.5% sulfur content, overstates the ical Effects of loniting Radiation has estimated 8 that
level of emissions that is cLrrently tolerated in major cities. an additional 100 mrems of radiation above back.

Table 2 Volume of Air Required To Meet Concentration Standards for
Yearly Emission from a 100MlW(e) Plant

Ddutaan

Type or Discharge volume.
plant Pollutant standard * quantity t 0* m'

- coal So, (3.5% 5) 80 og!m' 3 06 = 10' lb t.77 =10*
Particulates (97.5% 75 p*/m' 9.9 = 10* lb 6 0 = 10*

remosal.15% asb
Partwulates t''* F a) 2 pO/m' O 0172 0 N6

Particulates(*" (an Ip(Ym' 0 0108 0 10 8

od so,tI6%'" A0 mg/m' l.16 m10'lb 6 58 = 10'
Partnulates 60 DY5 ash) 73ug!m' l.6 a10"Ib 9700

! Partwulates (*" Ra p 2 p(Tm' l.5m10' O 0075

i- Particulates (*' Ra) I pO/m' 3.5 = 10 * O O 35

| . Gas so, 80 mg/m' 3 m 10* Ib i70
Partwulates 75 mg/m' I O = 10* lb 6050

|~
!

Nuclear
!

P% R ' ' Er and * " Xe 3 = 10' pOim' I 6 = 10' O $5

BwR short hved radioactive 3 a 10' rOfm' I 33 = 10' O 4 4 = 10*
noble gases -

P% R ' ' ' l (mh ala tion) 100 pri/m' O.15 0 - 1.5

H% R '''I tinhalatsoiil 100 pO|m* 6.60 66

P% R s s 'l ungestion) 0.14 pO!m't 0.15 O t''
BWR * * ' l (mgestion) 0.14 pO!m' t 6.60 s 10*.

* E nvironmental Protection Agency National Primary Ambient Air Quahty
i standards.'' and AIC Standards ror Protection Against Radiation ''j

( t A reduction ractor or 700 is apphed to the snhalation standard ror '"I to allow ror

[
reconcentration via the ingestion (air-grass-milk) route.

't
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ground per year per person over many years would Health Effects of Air Pollution *
ultimately produce between 2000 'and 9000 extra
deaths from cancer per year in the United States, the A substantial body ofliterature oflaboratory and
most hkely estimate being 3500. The risk to occupa. epidemiological studies of acute exposure to air pollu-
tionally exposed groups from a given radiation dcse is_

health and increases the mortality rate.'"*However,it
tion has established the fact that air pollution causes ill

lower than the risk to the public because of a different
age distribution; the mortahty estimates for an occupa- is difficult to estimate the dose-respc re curve from

. tional' dose of 5 rems per year range from 380 to 930 this literature. A wide range of dose-response relations
excess cancer deaths per million per year. A dose of are consistent with laboratory evidence and epi-
1 rem to bone from 22*Ra is estimated to produce 0.11 demiological evidence from special groups. More

.to -0.16 case of -bone cancer per million irradiated precise estimates are needed to determine the public.
- adults per year. The risk to bone from "Sr is health effects of pollutant emissions from electricity
considered to be lower. The estimate from I rem to the generation.
stomach is 0.32 to 0.64 death per million per year, and
for I rem to the remainder of the gastrointestmal tract. Lave and Seskin .sni have explored this relationas

. 0.22 to 0.44 death per million per year. No estimate statistically, beginning with an examination of the

was made by the NAS Committee for the risk to skin, association between the total mortality rate and air

because there is insuiicient evidence for skin-cancer pollution in 117 U.S. cities in 1960. The basic
induction by low dose levels. For the lung, a 1. rem regression, taken from Ref.83, is shown in the
mean dose to bronchial issues is estimated to produce following equation:

I case of bronchial cancer per million per year. For a
AIR = 19.607 + 0.041 mean Pg + 0.071 min Sidosage to the thyroid, Otway and Erdmann" have f

estimated a mortality risk per rem of one person per ( 2.53) (3.t s)
million exposed for all ages. Calculations of radiation
effects in this article will be based on these estimates, + 0.001 P/Af| + 0.041%NW + 0.687%> 65 + efi f
except that no threshold will be assumed. (1.67) (s.s i) (i s.94)

The 10 CFR 20 concentration standards used in
where AfRg = total mortality rate (per 10,000 people)

the Martm et al. and llull studies have been set by the
in cit y.. .

AEC at levels that would limit dosage to exposed
"'*"O"* metic n}ean of suspended particulate

.

individuals from any one radionuclide to 500 mrems/ . .

rea ngs in city Iyear in the case of exposure to the whcle body; for
many radionuclides the stan'dards reilect limits on "" '"*** * * Y* *' '** " E "Y'

doses to particular organs, with doses higher than 500
mrems/ year permitted in some cases."" Thus con. P/Af,2 = population density m. city i

.

%NW * Proportion of the population which istfinuous exposure over many years to whole-body
"" " ' " 'Yradiation from noble gases at the concentration limit

% > 65 = proportion of the population 65 andfwould ultimately entail an average mortality risk to
lder m cityi(x 10)individuals of 90 x 1(T* per year (according to the

ej err r term f r variati n in the mortality
NAS mortality estimate). The concentration standard

rate n t explained by the equationfor '"I limits the dose to the thyroid from inhalation
of the radionuclide. Ilowever, a stricter limit by a
factor of' 700 is applied to '''l when allowing for in this ad hoc regression,82.7% of the total variation

reconcentration sia the air-grass-milk route. At the in the mortality rate across the 117 cities is explained. ,

latter concentration of '''l in the air, there is a The relation is a linear equation that predicts the
potential dose to the thyroid of 5000 mrems/ year to
infants from milk and a lower dose to older indivi.
duals;'''82 the _ average mortality risk to individuals
from this concentration would be less than 0.5 x 10-* 'Only health effects will be discussed here. Air pollutants
per year. have many other deleterious effects, as discussed in Ref. 83.
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mortality rate in a city on the bases of(l) air pollution mortahty rates for particular diseases or demographic

in the city (particulate levels, and SO levels as groups would help to clarify t!.e nature of the
reflected in sulfate data), (2) the population density, association and suggest whether it is plausible, given

v) the proportion of nonwhites in the ponulation, and our knowledge of physiology and pathology. Finally,
(4) the proportion of the population 65 years of age or laboratory evidence from animal or human experi- '

older." Values are given for the estimated coef- ments can be used to judge the plausibility of the
ficients of the variables; the numbers in parentheses are estimated relation.
the i statistics for a test that the explanatory variable To this end, Lave and Seskin have elaborated the-

has no effect (the estiniated coefficient is not signifi- basic relation shown in the above equation in a number
cantly different from zero). With the exception of of ways. The equation was replicated with 1961 and
population density, all coefficients are extremely sig- 1969 data; specific mortality rates for 14 diseases were
nificant. Another way of viewing the estimates is to ask est mated for 1960 (e.g., lung-cancer mortahty), and
how much the mortality rate varies with a 10'70 increase the resulting equations were replicated for 1961.
in one of the variables used in the analysis; these Twenty <ight age-sex-race specific mortality rates were
values, shown as " sensitivity coefficients," are given in also investigated for 1960 and 1961 (e.g., the mortahty
the following table, rate for nonwhite females during the first month of

hfe). Day to-day variations in the number of people
dying in 5 cities were investigated, as well as year-to.

"' 'dj ;, year variations in 26 cities over a period of 7 years. The
form of the function was checked by estimating

Independent total mortality
variatde rate, % multiplicative, quadratic, and piecewise linear forms in

addition to the simple linear form. Finally, a series of
man P 0.53 tests was performed which should indicate whether the

f["[ relation was spurious or a true causal one. The sample
was split in various ways to see if the regression fit the

'.
%NW 0.57
% > 65 6732 lary.,est cities a; well as the smallest ones; the error term

was investigated to see if it had any systematic pattern;
other social phenomena known to be related to

, .
urbanization but not caused by air pollution (such as

These results show that the mortality rate .is sigmfi- crime, venereal disease, and suicide) were investigated
cantly related to air pollution and that a 10% increase and found not to be correlated with air pollution after
m air pollutmn Qaiticulates plus sulfates)is associated controlling for other factors; a number of additional
with an increase in the mortality rate of 0.90% explanatory variables hypothesized to affect the
(0.53 + 0.37). A possible m. teraction between sulfates nioitality rate were added to the regressioas..

and particulates was investigated but was not found to
be significant for these data. Neither the equation nor the subsequent wor k

Correlation does not prove causation, nor is a proves that air pollution causes ill health. Ilowever, it

multiple regression of this sort tmre than an indication sheds a Freat deal of light on the nate e of the

I of an empirical association between air pollution and association and contains estimates of the magnitude of
the association in each case. The statistical analysis istotal mortality (with statistical control for the other

relevant factors of population density, nonwhite com. aimed not so much at proving causality as at estimating
the nature of the relation ifit is causal.Since causality

position of the population, and the proportion of the
can be interred from the laboratory and epidemiologi-

population 65 and older). Empirical associations occur
frequently and are more often indicative of a particular cal studies of acute exposures and since the regression

sample or of a spurious association than of true coefficients for particulates and sulfates have been'

causation Altbough the results of such a statistical reasonably consistent,it is r.at imprudent to interpret

investigation should be viewed with suspicion, a variety them as estimates of the dose-response relation, even

of tests can be performed to evaluate particular though they cannot be taken as proofin themselves of

hypotheses about the reason for an observed associa. causality.

tion. For example, a replieztion with different data The estimates of the effect of air pollution which
would rule out the association's being dne to the will be used are those from the 1969 replication,using

data substituted forpeculiarities of a particular sample; explorations with data for 89 cities, with 502
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sulfates. The regression coefficients will be used to would also play a role. For gaseous effluent from a
estimate the mortality risk of exposure to air pollu- BWit with a 30-min holdup, the estimated risk per year

tants at the primary concentration standards of the at the same dilution would ultimately be about
Environmental Protectmn Agency (EPA) used in llull's 2.25 x IU (2.24 x IU' from noble gases and less6

study. According to these coefficients, an additional than 0.013 x IU* from "'i, via the air-grass-milk
microgram per cubic meter of mean particulate concen- route) and from a PWR, less than 0.0031 x IU'
tration is associated with an increased mortality of (0.0')28 x IU' from noble gases and less than
0.085 per 10,000 per year, and an additional micro- 0.0003 x IU' from "'l).Thus,within the limits of the
gram per cubic meter of mean SO2 concentration is assumptions made, the emissions from the coal burning

associated with an increased mortality of 0.039 per power plant are estimated to present a mortality risk
10,000 per year.* Thus the exposure for many years to approximately 150 times the risk from airbome efflu-
mean concentrations of these pollutants at the EPA ents of a BWR and approximately 110,000 times the
primary standards implies an increased average mor- risk from the airborne effluents of a PWR. For
tality risk to individuals of 638 x IU' per year for emissions of a plant burning 1.5% sulfur coal, the
particulates and 312 x IU* per year for S0 . The corresponding figures are estimated to be 69 and

2

primary standards for SO and particulates thus appear 50,000 times, respectively (assuming the same ash
2

to carry many times the mortality risk of the AEC content), and, for emissions of the same plant remov-
via stack-gas scrubbing methods,standards for radionuclides. ing 75% of the SO2

the estimates arc 24 and 18,000 times, respectively.

Relative Mortality Risks At the same dilution the emissions from a plant

from Airborne Power-Plant Effluents barning 1.6% sulfur oil with 0.05% ash would ulti-
mately Present an estimated mortality risk to exposed

An abstract comparison will F.. made between the * "* avnag ng a ut IWx W Im year
airborne emissions of a 100041W(e) coalburning :md 3.5 x 10~6 from particu-(116 x IU from SO2power plant and a 100041W(e) LWR based on the lates), about 53 times the risk from BWR stack

| mortality risks estimated above. The method used by effluents and about 39,000 times the risk from PWR
Terrill et al. and llull will be followed in that an stack effluents. I or 0.2% sulfur oil the corresponding
arbitrary dilution volume will be assumcd for the gures would be 8.0 and 5800 times, respectively, and
emission of both plants.1.77 x 10'5 m'of air per year,

fr % sulfur il with 75% of the SO removed, the2

from a 100EMW(e)the dilution at which the S02 estimates would be 3.2 and 2300 times, respectively.
I plant burning 3.5% sulfur coal is assumed to meet the The dilution-factor method of comparing power-

primay standard. The dilution volume chosen is not
plant emissions can provide only a first approximation

important to the conclusions since both chemical air f their relative health effects since other factors
pollution and radiation dose-response relations are affecting poHutant c nuntrati n or dispersion such as
assumed to be knear over the range under considera-

different residence times in the atmosphere or different
tion, only relative risks are being estimated, and both

stack heights, are completely ignored. Another prob.
plants are assumed to be occupying the same site.

lem f ec wmParison is the crudeness of theThe average mortality risk per year for individuals
dose-response estimates for both radiation and air

continuously exposed to gaseous efiluent at the speci-
| p lluti n. For the above reasons,not much confidence
i fied dilution from a plant buming 3.5% sulfur coal

can be placed in the difference between the calculated
I with 15% ash would ultimately be expected to be

m rt lity effects of emissions from fossil-fueled plants
334 x IG' (312 x 106 from SO and 22 x 16' from2 an m st cunent BWRs. Howan, the difference
particulates). The inclusion of other pollutants in this between the estimates for fossil. fueled plants and ;estimate, such as benzo (a) pyrene, would be expected

PWRs is strong enough to justify a conclusion that the
i

to add an increment to this risk, and synergistic effects airborne emissions of PWRs (and BWRs, if they are
|

Provided with longer holdup facilities) are substantially'The measure of ambient SO,, which was most signifi.
cantly associated with mortality in 1969, was the minimum less dangerous to human health. I

I

biweekly reading. Ilowever, since the mean concentration was ideally, a comparison of health effects of gen-
more of interest in the above calculation, the relation was crating power from different fuels would consider not
reestunated usiag the mean 50, reading. The regression only the quantities of pollutants emitted per year but
coefficient for mean SO, was not statistically sigmficant, but also their dispersion patterns, half-lives, and ambient

,

its magnitud. was reasonable relative to the coefficient for
Concentrations in the environment. Meteorology andminimum SO, concentration.
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terrain would be important factors to take into A maximum value for mortality from noble-gas
- account. Population distribution at various distances effluents of nuclear power plants can be obtained by
from a site would have to be known to estimate using Gamertsfelder's calculations, referred to above,

aerage doses received by the public. Adjusted a; cording to 1971 release rates, the average

Such a procedure requires extensive data collection dose per year received by the population within 50 i

regarding actual sites. Numerous studies have measured miles of a 1000-MW(e) plant at a typical site would wt |
concentrations of air pollutants at various distances be expected to e .ceed 0.36 mrem per person for a l

from fossil fuel-buming plants." With respect to nu. BWR or 0.020 far a PWR, with an estimated risk of

clear power plants, Gamertsfelder has estimated a 0.065 or 0.0036 extra death from cancer per million

maximum value for the average annual radiation doses exposed persons per year for a BWR and PWR,
received from 1969 noble-gas effluents by members of respectively. For an average population of 2,500,000
the public within varidus distances of 13 plants.52 within 50 miles of the LWRs,0.16 extra death or less

These calculations were based on the percent of noble from cancer would be expected per year from noble
gases seleased relative to the amount permitted that gases from a typical 100041W(e) BWR and 0.009 extra

year for each plant, the latter being the quantity that, death or less in the case of c PWR.*

under adverse meteorological conditions, would have The maximum dose to individuals from 33'i, via the

been expected to deliver a dose of no more than 500 air-grass-milk route, can be estimated in the same
mrems/ year to individuals located at the plant bound- way.t In 1971 the estimated maximum dose (to the
ary. Population distributions and wind speed were thyroid) from '3'l discharged by a nuclear power plant

taken into account. Although comparison of the result- averaged about 0.6 and 2 times the maximum dose (to

of these separate studies for fossil-fueled and nuclear the whole body) from noble gases from a BWR and
power plants would be desirable,it would be difficult PWR, respectively.t if the average doses from ''81and

to carry out because of differences in meteorology and noble gases are assumed to be in the same ratio as their

other factors at the individual sites and will not be maximum doses, the '''l doses would be expected to

attempted here, add less than 1% to the mortality from LWRs.

Ilowever, these comparisons .are precisely what
should be done in an ei.vironmental impact statement Liquid Effluents from Nuclear Power Plants

new power-g:nerating facility. That is, the . u. releases Imm nucle r plants were omitted
for a
effluents of power plants of alternative designs and

* * * ""* * ""'' #"Dfuels should be more carefully evaluated to estimate
evalualmg aver ge exposure si this route. The radionu-the doses of noxious materials which would be
clide released in greatest quantities in liquid discharges,experienced by the public. These doses must be
particularly from PWRs, is tritium, which is consideredevaluated for their public health effects using dose-
to be one of the least hazardous topes because of

respcase relations such as those discussed above.

*' * ' (': . Enenmental* '"''EY "*
An attempt in this direction has been made by surveillance studies in the vicimty of Dresden 1,

Bergstr6m,% who compared anticipated emissions from
power plants of alternative designs being considered for
sites in Sweden. Expected population exposures to *Ihese calculations are based on very conservative meteor-

from g al anunTti n5- t te te UC anumptions would reduce
radiation from a nuclear power plant and to SO2 the mortality estimates.t The proposed restriction of maxi-
a plant burning 1% sulfur oil were i:ompared for a mum dosage from LWR efnuents to 5 mreins/ year would alw
range of sites by means of dose-response curves he serve to reduce the mortahty estimates,''

estimated for both types of exposure. According to his f Maximum doses actually expected to be recened by
individuals have been estimated for a number of radionuclidescalculations, the health effects of the nuclear power
from Dresden I by Blanchard et al." using more teahstic

E ant would be smaller than those from the oil firedl assumptions regarding radioactive dispersal. Pathways con-
station by a factor of 10* or more. Since the sidered were externa; radiation exposure, inhalatien, and
dose-response curves he estimated were derised from consumption of milk, leary vegetables beef, nsh, and drinking
acute rather than long term effects and since popula- water.

tion exposure to SO2 was calculated indirectly,on the t Although radiation from noble gases has been detected in
the air in the vicinity of Dresden I nuclear power stationbasis of dispersion characteristics of tritium, these sorresponding to a dose rate of 5 to 15 mrems/ year, the

estimates need to be further refined. Ilowever, they contentrations in milk of '"I from either Dresden I or
serve to indicate the type of comparison that needs to Yankee nuclear power stations have been too low to be
be made. d:tectable.* * ** t "

_. . . _ __
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Yankee, and Indian Point I nuclear power sta. reactor accident.'** 3*' Care is taken in designing
tions 445,i 2 have not been able to detect any signifi. nuclear power plants to build in redundancies and
cant radiation exposure to the public from aquatic other features to lower the probability and potential

samples which can be attributed to these power effects of such accidents. The safety record for nuclear

plants. Ilowever, experience at tf tse plants is not power plants has been excellent thus far;however,it is

necessarily representative of the s tuation at other still too early to assume that the safety of all of these

plants. systems has been proven nd that a serious accidentis

The radioactive releases from nucteer power plants precluded One safety area in which reliability has not
constitute only a minute fraction of the total radioac. yet been conclusively demonstrated is the emergency

tive material produmt within the plants. Most of this core-cooling system in the event of a loss-of-coolant

radioactivity is produced within the fuel elements, and accident.*'** * Ilowever, the possibility of serious
nearly all the radioactivity is retained there until Ge accidents is not unique to nuclear plants, there being

fuel is reprocessed; most of the remainder is concen. the potential for boiler- or storage-tank explosions at

trated and processed as waste for disposal elsewhere. fossil fuel burning plants, with consequent release of
Ilowever, both tritium and the noble gases are very air pollatants to the environment.

difficult to control by conventional waste-treatment Morgan and Struxness** have estimated the proba-

methods. Although the gur.ntities currently being b!!ity of a reactor accident that would release 1% or
released are not censidered dangerous over the short more of the total fission inventory to the environment
run, tritium and "'Kr can be expected to accumulate to be between 10~* and 10-8 or less per year per
u,a time and present more of a problem in the reactor; at this level of probmbility, less than one such

future.$ accident on the average might be expected to occur
among 200 reactors per 50 years. Starr, Greenfield, and
llaushnecht** have estimated the total mortality risk

PUBLIC-HEALTH EFFECTS OF OTHER from ieactor accidents at 6 x 1(r5 cancer death per
RADIOACTIVE AND CHEMICAL 10 x 10s population per year per 1000 MW(e) reactor.
RELEASES ASSOCIATED WITH THE Tiu.s risk compares favorably with their corresponding

. .

URANIUM CYCLE estimate for accidents at oil fired plants of 2 x lo-*

The above comparisons conectned effluents from respiratory death per 1000-MW(e) plant per year for

normal operation of power plants only. In addition, the same population. Since only mortality from leu,

further analysis must be concerned with the potential kemia or thyroid carcinoma was considered in the case
f reactor accidents, their estimate may be low.hazard to the public from reactor accidents and the

possibility of environmental contamination from Nevertheless, the order of magnitude of this estimate is

stored waste. The radioactiv: and chemical releases >ery small compared with the mortality risk from
routine efiluents.f rom uranium mining and milling, fuel preparation

j processes, and spent fuel reprocessing must also be Major radioactive releases might also occur in the

| considered in estimating the total health effects of event of certain externally caused disasters, such as
earthquakes or aircraft accidents. Although nuclear'

atomic power.
power plants are designed to withstand most of these
events, it is conceivable that such an accident might

Accidental Releases from Power Plants
| exceed the intensity anticipated in the design and cause

A potentially serious, but statistically unlikely, the reactor containment structure to be breached.*"
source of radiation exposure to the public is a mejor More work needs to be dor.e on estimating population

risk from suet accidents.
Il:stimates of masimum doses from theliquid eftluents of Accidental releases may also occur in connection

these plants range from 0.03 mrem / year to the whole body
from indun Point 1 (from fish),'" to less than 0.3 mrem / year with other stages of the uranium cycle, such as fuel
to the whole taly from Yankee (from thh),* 8 to 0.4 transport and reprocessing. Risks to the public should
mrem / year to the thyroid, 0.02 mrem /> car to bone, 0.003 be estimated for these accidents as well,
mrem /) car to the gastrointest' ' rat t, and 0.01 mrem / year to

the whole body, from Dres 1 (from thh and drinking 'Various opinions on the adequacy of the emergency
wa ter). core-cooling system and of interim criteria set for reactors by

g A number of systems are under development which may the AFC to compensate for possible deficiencies in this system
virtually eliminate either liquid or gaseous radioactive release were expressect at the rule-making hearingf' of the Atomic
to the environment from nuclear power plants.'" Safety and Licensing floard (R5t-$0-1) during 1972
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Storage of Radioactive Wastes released in greatest quantity have been n5Kr and
tritium, llowever, in terms of population dose, the

in addition to population risks discussed above, "Sr, *Cs, '"Cs, and "'I . leased are also worth
there are also risks from the storage of radioactive a t ten tion."* "'

'

wastes. Gamma radiation from stored wastes has been I" 8'"#' ** * *** "" """"**""5'

measured *' in the vicinity of Yankee nuclear power * from nuclear power plants. Although the"
station, with an estimated exposure rate of about 3 activity of.'Kr rehased per year has been comparable
mR/ year at the nearest town and essentially zero at to or lower than the activity of noble gas.:s released by
2 km. Storage of a proportionally higher amount of a typ cal BWR, the ''Kr is much longer lived. In
wastes by a 100041W(e) plant in a similar geographic addition, the quantity of tritium released has been
location might be expected to entail about 0.001 about twice the average amount released by individual
additional death per yeai to local residents (on the PWRs. The "Sr and *Cs have been released at rates
basis of the NAS estimate for mortality risk and hund eds or thousands of times the rites at an
assummg a local population of a few hundred). Tiu.s individual BWR or PWR.* The amounts of radionu.
risk would, of course, be higher for a more populated

s [ und in envimmnental sanps near me w.c
location and a flatter terrain,

P"''''""8 "" ##" *"" "8" *"I '" "
Low- anti intermediate-level radioactive waste 3 are I " "'I "''' ** " I "' "" '# "" '' * sta

donsNn particular, such radionuclides as ["*r, ,'n;s,periodically transported to commercial burial grounds. S t
These facilities are located in sparsely inhabited areas Ru have Mn dewed in sneann and in Omanti
and are carefully monitored to prevent release of

"[I has been detectedradioactivity to surrounding areas. No m;gration of desh of local deer md Igl a

in milk from local cows.
radioactivity from the burial sites has thus far been Martin"' has calculated population doses from the
detected; consequently no significant radiation expo. m st significant radionuclides for 1971, updating an
sure to the public is expected.e e dier study by SUeien.u: For the population within

he storage of high-level liquid wastes produced at .50 miles of the plan t, a suborrsion dose of 46
reproccssing plants presents a potentially greater prob- m n rems was dehvered from 8'Kr in the air. From a
lem. Large vohimes of these wastes are generated, submeision dose of this magnitude, a dose of 0.64
containing most of the fission products fmm the manum e n be infened to the ,shole body, 28.5
spent fuel elements. Sime these wastes are very high in manwnu to dw sMn at a 4 pu, d C vu, and 1.1
activity and have long halflives, their accidental m nenu to um !ung For other radionuchdes,
dispersal would create serious public health problems. atun esuma population doses of 20.8 man-rems to
To date, such wastes have been stored temporarily in w whok hth (10 froni'll in drinking water and 4.8
tanks on the sites where they were generated. llowever,

I"* 5 "'iti Cs in fish and deer), OE man-rem to
this method of storage is unsatisfactory in the long run one Un>m ,'Sr in fish and dect),0.1 manum to the
because the tanks must be given continual survedlance

gaumintesdnal had Qnn o in deer). and 30
and replaced when they fail.ni manunu to dw th Omm *l in milk)."'The extent of this storage problem has been

P"''""" d"**' "I ' hi* *'8"I'"d* """Id '"' II ""
diminished by the deulopment of solidification tech- estimated mortality risk of 0.041 death (between
niques, which reduce the volume, mobility, and solu- 0.0001 and 0.0002 acath fmm "Kr and 0.0038 death
bihty of these wastes considerably.ni.nz Among the

from other radionuchdes).
pmposals for the ultimate disposal of solidified waste, Bu uw du wladuly I ng half 4fe of ''Kr, a
hurial in bedded salt formations is being given the most radiation dose would also be delivered to the popula.
consideration. Ilowever, since this method has not yet don beyond ua 50 mile radius. Martin estimated a
heen proved satisfactory, construction of an interim submersion dose of 300 man rems to the world wide
near-surface storage facility is planned by the federal populadon fm du mu par foHowing Om M releaw
gowmment." It is safe to say that the waste. disposal
problem has not yet been completely solved.

'Recently installed equipment has reduced the amount of
Effluents from Fuel Reprocessin9 the)- two radionuchdes released.' ' ' d ' ' In addition, other

reprxessing plants under construction have been designed in
Considerable quantities of lo.v. level radioactive such a way that there wdl be no routine diwharge of liquid

effluents are released from the single presently operat- emuents to the environment. (t ritium will conti% to be
ing commercial reprocessing plant. The rad;onuclides released through the stack.p "
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and 16.1 times that amount as the long-term popula- conservation of about 30,000 metric tons of uranium
tion dose,"' from which a whole body dose of 68 ore, or about 60 metric tons of U 0a.'the mining and3

man-sems,' a skin dose of 3000 man-rems, and a lung milling of that amount of U 0a would have been3

dose of 116 man rems can be inferred." expected to cost about 0.05 death from accidents and
about 7h x 1(f* case per year oflung cancer.Thus the' In .1971, 68.8 metric tons of fuel were re-

processed,'" about t wice the amount of fuel dis- additional cancer mortality risk incurred from re-
charged per year from a 1000 MW(c) LWit.* If all the processing effluents is probably outweighed by reduced

fuel reprocewed had come from power plants, the enortality from uranium mining and milling.

long term population doses from reprocessing pu
annual operation of a IOO-MW(e) power plant would Effluents from Other Processes
be M man rems ;o the whole body,1520 to the skin,

Itadiation exposure to the public from the currentand 59 to the lungs. Ilowever, much of the fuel
effluents of uranium mines and mills and plants

reprocessed comes from Alf reactors and aas a lower
involved in feed-materials production, isotopic en-

burnup per menic ton than does spent fuel from power
udunent, and fuel fabrication is not considered signifi-

plants. Conecting for the higher humup of fuel from,

cant cmnpared with doses from power.pfant or re-
power plants,30,000 mwd per metiie ton of uranium

pmcMneplant emuentsP For example,it has been(vs. a burnup of II,500 mwd / metric ton for fuel
esumated that tW total population dose from current

reprocessed in 1971),'" these doses would be 90,t
uranium-mill ellloents per annual fuel requirement4000, and 150 man renn, respectively.t Such doses
pnx!uced for a 1000-MW(e) power plant is no morewouhl entad an estimated mortality nsk of about 0.02

23e h.than M manem, pnmanf fmm airborne rdeath. From radmnuclides other than '"Kr, the cor.
ne uents haWng potendal Ma,nh signmcance are

respondmg risk (calculated in the same way) would be

11uon[de from feed materials production, isotopic en-E** f" "9"I*" *** '"* "*""" " ' ' " '
about 0.005 death. 'thus the total mortality risk from
reprocessing ef fluents per annual operation of a nchment, and l.uel fabrication; nitrates and ammonia.

1000 MW(c) power plant would be estimated at close from fuel fabrication; and hexavalent chromium from
to 0.03 death, whith, although low, would be about

botopie enrichment.
ihsce times the mortality estir:mted for a 1000-MW(e)
pWit from star k etlinents and woidd add a signihcant
increment to the ikk from nucle.o power plants N SUMMAllY AND CONCLUSIONS

Smte substantial amounts of reusable uranium are
recovered from the repmtessing of spent fuel, this A comparison of the heahh effects of generating

process in <tfect serves as a substitute for the mining electricity from alternative fuels requires that the
and nulhng of uranium ore. According to the Alf," systems ef fccis of the fuel cycles be considered. For
the recovery of fir.ile matenal hem an annual luel example, the cycle for coal consists m exploration,
n qnnement of a 1000 MW(el I. Wit is equivalent to the mining, t ranspor tation, power generation, and ash

removal; for nuclear fuel the pmcesses for exploration,
mining, milling, fuel preparation, transportation, power

t t his est nnte of tongtenn whole ti.xty dose to the generation, and disposal of radioactive wastes are
worldwide population t 3 x 10') is not far from the AIC induded (as well as a subeycle in which reprocessing ofr

ntuna:e or 120 man renn for the eventual :mnual whole body t fuel substitutes for the mining and milling of
esposure to the entire populatnm of the northern hemisphere
(4 x 10'l lrom ''Ki per IOOo MW(c) t.WR.e a s fresh ore). .i.he entire cycles must be compared for

therr health effects rather than sim;1y the power-(Proporthmahty tietween burnup and tission product in_
ventory of the fuel has teen awumed in these calculations. generation phase,
liitteiemn in composition between fuds from Air iractors Some tentative condusions emerge from a compari-
and commmial seat ton have been ignmed. son of the main components of the cycles for coal and

g ihis i timate don tot imiude raibation doses which win uranium. Occupational-health effects from accidents
i le resetved m tater yean from intium or fron' the ciceedmgly
1 fong hsed ' "l. In a.ldition, most trent tuel in m power plants and chronie diseases are substantially greater for coal

has been cooled for mush tonger than the required 150 days mining than for usanium mining and milling per
befoie reprocessing ''' abgher releves of radionuth tes, such megawatt of power generated. Although complete data
as ''' t, can be expet ted if a shoiter t oohng period n used in are not available on accident and disability rates for
the future unicss compensating waste treatment measures are g
taken I ortunately nnue sinngent precauhons are being
taken to redm e relcect of fl.c twnotodmes.e i e coal and uranium are unhkely to be important when

'

4
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' ' compared with the estimated dif ferences from mining population dose from these effluents is considered to

i and milling, be much smaller than the dose from airborne releases.

-Comparing the effluents from power generation is - it is unlikely that they would have much effect on the
more difficult. Both nuclear and coal burning power ' cor arison.
plants discharge radioactivity into the environment in 1he conclusion can thus be drawn that uranium
amounts that have little effect on background-radiatic . offers lower risks than coal as a fuel, in both the'

levels; the small proportion of radium and thorism in extrxtion phase and the generation phase.

coal which is released into the air'seems to be less When coal and oil are compared as fuels,it is clear
,_

2 significant than the noble gases and mi from a BWR or that the latter offers lower risks in both the extraction

| PWR. When liquid effluents and effluents from re. phase and the generation phase. Ilowever, a compari-

! processing plants and other phases in the uranium cycle son of low-sulfur oil and uranium is less clear cut. The
are added to the comparison, it becomes still clearer differences in the public-health risks from power plant

.that the total radioactive release from the uranium emissions favor the PWR; however, the lack of com-
3
~

cycle is more significant than that from the coal cyn. _ plete data for many phases in the fuel cycles makes it

. Iloweser, coal fired generators are a major source of difficult to compare the occupational-health risks from

chemical air pollutants, which have been shown to be these fuels. Nevertheless, the occupational-heahh risk
-

harmful to health, per megawatt hour appears to be higher for uranium
i Thus a comparison of the total health effects of because of miner silicosis and radiation exposure to

| generating electricity from the two fuels depends on employees in the nuclear power industry. We hue not

; weighing the adverse effects of air pollution from coal attempted to determine which of the two fuels has the
i combustion and excess accident and chronic-disease more serious overall health effects, because of the

disability from coal mining against the excess radioac- limitations imposed by the available data and the many
;

tivity released from the atomic power industry. To asmmptions, some of them arbitrary, made in compar.<

i accomplish this, one would need dose-response curves ing power plant emissions.
for both the radioactive and chemical effluents. Esti- The relative health risks of airborne power-plant

,

j mates of both dose-response curves have been pub- eftluents need to be compared for actual sites, control-
hshed, although there is still considerable debate on the ling for such factors as stack height, meteorology,i

effect of low-level long term exposure to either air terrain, population distribution, and atmospheric half-

| pollution or radiation, lives of tlw pollutants emitted. Improved. measures
In the work reported here, airborne releases were need to be obtained for the population doses received<

compared in terms of the dilution volume of air that by w Sus pathways from liquid effluents. Alore
would be required to meet recommended concentra- com, u data are needed on radiation exposure to

j tion standards and in terms of relative mortality risks employees in the nuclear power industry. Also neces.
to individuals exposed to these effluents at a specified sary are better dose-response curves for both radio-I

i ddution, as estimated from the dose-response curves. activity and chemical pollutants. Much more work
in the most conservative comparison considered, a needs to be done to explore the toxic, mutagenic, andi

I pWR appears to of fer 18,000 times less health risk than teratogenic properties of radionuclides in low concen-

i a coal burning power plant, and a BWR with a 30-min trations. This work is not likely to be susceptible to
holdup of stack gases appears to offer 24 times less laboratory experimentation. Rather, careful epi-t

health risk. Including effluents from other processesin demiological work is needed to measure the age-sex-
1

|' the uranium cycle does not change the nature of the race and disease specific death rates for various groups

.
comparison even when aimospheric buildup of ''Kr as well as their exposure to various radionuclides and

from spent fuel reprocessing is considered. In view of other environmental insults.I

unceitainties in the dose-response curves and dif. The above comparisons have been based on current'

ferences in atmospheric residence times, which were data and operating practice. Changes in such areas as
onntted from the comparison, the factor of 24 mining techniques, mine safety regulations, reactor
between coal burning plants and existing BWRs must design, and effluent control methods can be expected

be siewed as suggestise rather than conclusive. to alter both occupational- and public-health risks from i
a

1.iquid seleases from LWRs were not fully evalu- electricity generation in the future.
ated because there are uncertainties regarding the size * * - *

!- of the populations exposed by the various pathways This study was supported by a grant from Re-

and the aserage ' doses received. Ilowever, since the sources for the Future, Inc. An earlier version of this

I
I

I.
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The AEC Study on the Estimation of Risks to the Public
from Potential Accidents in Nuclear Power Plants

Norman C. Rasmussen*

NucL Sa/7ty,15(4): 375-384 (July-August 1974)

[ Editor's Noter This article is based on testimony given by measurable consequence. Because nuclear power
Dr. Rasmussen before the U.S. Congress Joint Committee on plants have experienced no ucidents with immediately
Atomic Energy llearings on Nuclear Reactor Safety. Sept. 25, nicasurable damage to the public, we must make
1973.1he reactor safety study, which has become famitiarly cifimates of (i) ihe probability of occurrence orks:own as the **Rasmussen Study " is the first attempt by the
U. S. Atomic Energy Commissiim to make systematic quantita. accidents and (2) the consequences of the accidents.
live risk assessments of various potential reactor accidents. The study has a staff of about 50 very competent
Earlier independent approaches to the assessment of low- persons, covering such technical disciplines as reactor
probability /high-consequence types of events are discussed in
Sec.6.4 of the USAEC Report WASil 1250, The Safety of safety, fauMree analysi3, data collection, and reh.-
Nucirar Power Reactors and Related Facilities, July 1973. ability analysis. In addition, it has contracts for

The final report from the study, whkh is expected in the assistance on various portions of the work with several
summer of 1974, will provide information useful for better AEC laboratories, private companies, and universities.
allocation of future safety research effort and will furnish an The study began in September 1972, md a final report
independent check on the effectiseness of reactor safety bhmmMMYpractices. The report should at:.o provide another way of I

communicating with the public on reactor risks and provide a It was possible for the AEC to undertake this study
structure to help tsing more logic and less emotion into the at this time because, during the decade of the sixties,
.u-$ns. T his article will assist in " setting the stage" for this techniques were developed tlat make predictions of
very important report for Nuclear Safety readers since it probabilities possible. These tecimiques were developed
describes (Se approach being taken in the various study tasks

g g g g
and identifies the types of data that the study will provide.]

weapons systems and also by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) for the spaceAbstract: The U. S. Atomic Energy Commission initiarcJ a

reactor asfety study in September 1972 to estimate the program. They are useful in forecasting system reli.
protwbikty of occurreme of various potential accidents in ability where experience is not available, using data
light-water nuclear pmwr plants and of their consequenceL that do exist on components, human factors, and
the study ir derided into seren major tasAs. including such subsystem reliability. In previous studies like the 1957
topics as the identsficarron of acddent sequences. the assign- WASil 740 report' and its 1965 revision,a the authors
ment of probabilities, fission product transport in each were only able to make intuitive and unsubstantiated
accident sequence, fission product distribution m the environ-
ment, health effects and property damage. nonnuclear risks. probability est.imates, although they were able to make

and interpretation and communication of the meaning of some quantitattve estimates of the consequences of
im sprobabihty events to mmtechnical readers. A final report is accidents. Apparentiy the lack of tools to permit the
expected in the summer of 1974 quantitative assessment of probabilities of various

types of accidents in part led to " upper-limit'' esti-
The principal objec'ive of the U. S. Atomic Energy mates of consequences as opposed to the consideration
Commission (AEy reactor safety study is to deter- of a more realistic specirum of accidents. This uppct-
mine, within the limits of present day knowledge, an limit approach was also taken to ensure adequate
estimate of the risks to the public from potential indemnification for the public in case of a major
accidents in today's nuclear power plants. In most accident.
areas of society, risks are determined as a matter of in regard to risk assessment, there are some who
expciience, i.e., the events that have occurred and their believe that events oflow probability are amenable to

treatment by actuarial statistics, which is, of course,
' Norman C. Rasmunen is professor of nuticar engineering fundamentally incorrect. Actuarial statistics, as used by

at Mawa husetts institute of Technology AllT)and is director insura' ice companies, represent the accumulation of
of the MIT summer course on nuclear power-reactor safety. lie
fut aho scrted as a consultant to the U. S. Atomic l ncrgy past data to be used as the basis for predicting the
Commission, where he was director of the current reactor likelihood of future events and for deriving costs that
safety study dncuwed in this article. might be associated with such events. Such methods
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are r.ot useful for, and in fact are not used by insurance the methodology of the study is proved worthy of
companies in, assessing costs associated with such further application, the techniques developed by the
low-probability events as reactor accidents that have study will be applied to the llTGRs and LMFBRs once
never occurred. Thus there exists no insurance assess. sufficient engineering information becomes ava!'.able.
ment of the probabilities or consequences of reactor One of the major guidelims of the study was that
accidents. The insurance companies have accepted the the approach be as realistic as possible.Thus, whe'never
fact that the consequences can be very large, and the approximations or decisions are made, "best engi.
amount of liability insurance they make available is neering judgment" is used. Uncertainties are treated by
thus limited to the maximum loss that they feel the developing realistic probability values of all possible
insurance pool can sustain. This liability limit has been outcomes rather than choosing the worst-possible
successively increased over the years from 560 million values. This approach will lead to a prediction of the
to 595 million. If the safety record for nuclear power most hkely consequence and the probability of smaller
plants remains as good as it is, it is almost certain that or larger consequences and thus should provide a more

|
the amount of commercially available insurance will complete, accurate view of nuclear accident risks than
continue to increase. previous studies that computed only " worst-case"

i In the course of carrying out this work, it is values.
expected that several secondary objectives can also be
met. The study should provide information useful to
better allocation of future safety research effort and ORGANIZATION OF STUDY
should also provide an independent check on the
effectiveness of current reactor-safety practices. The study is divided into the seven major tasks

shown in Fig. I and described below.

GENERAL APPROACH Task 1. Identification of Accident Sequences

The study is currently limited to an analysis of To undertake an assessment of accident risks, we
hght water power reactors of both the pressurized and must identify the various ways in which accidents
boiling-water types for two reasons: (1) essentially all might occur that could affect the public.This approach
U.S. commercial nuclear power stations are of these has been an integral part of the AEC's safety philoso-
types, and (2) the methodology used to determine phy, and over the years a well-developed set of.

probabilities requires detailed engineering plans of the equipment failures or accident-initiating events has
plants. Such plans are not yet availa*oie for commercial been defined. This study will consider these accident
high temperature gas-cooled reactors (IITGRs) or for initiators and will search for additional initiating
liquid-metal-cooled fast breeder reactors (LMFBRs). If events.

"'
IDE NTIFIC A11oN t lSSION .P RODUCT " ^L H

OF ACCIDENT -

RL A ED
- IN THE -

EFFECT OVERALLOF SOURSOURCE "
SEQUE NCES

- '

E NVIRONME NT
' AND T

PROPERTY
1 CONTAINMENT 4 DAMAGE 7

I l 3 5 jg

AS$1GNME NT ANAlvSl$OF PROBABILITY OF OTHER |
VALUES RISKS

2 6

Fig. I Basic neven tasksin reactor safety study.
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l

Another part of the AEC's approach to safety calls sequences that then require detailed probability analy.-

for the installation of engineered safety features sis can be reduced by neglecting those sequences in

! designed to actuate when certain initiating events occur each consequence category which have very small

so that the public will not be exposed to excessive probabilities compared with others in the same greup.

radiation. Thus the study must examine the set of in this way the principal contributors to cach category

initiating events coupled with the success or failure of can be identified. The first obvious consequence
each of the appbcable engineered safety features. This grouping is between accidents which lead to melting of

; combination of an initiating event and the response of the fuel and those in which fuel melting does not
the various engineered safety features can be shown occur. Accidents in which the fuel does not melt
graphically on a diagram called an event tree. Each produce minimal health effects and property damage,
event tree contains a series of accident sequences that whereas much larger consequences can occur when fuel

are determined by the initiating event ud the opera- melts. Therefore most of the effort in this study is
bility states of the various engineered ufety features being devoted to the analysis of accidents having the
(see Fig. 2). potential for core melting.

Since there are a large number of accident se-

|
quences that must be analyzed, it is necessary to Task 2. Assignment of Probability Values
reduce these to a manageable number for analysis.ThisI

reduction is done in two stages: first, the sequences are After identifying the accident sequences, we must
classified into a small number of general categories in assign the probability of occurrence of each engi.
which the magnitudes of the consequences for each neered-safety system failure in the particular sequence.

sequence are comparable. Second, the number of Since no commercial reactor has ever experienced these

Pipe Electric ECCS F mion- Containment
tweak power product integrity

removal

|
1-Pg

Very small release P,i

Availableg,p

|

Available

5
1-P Small release P, X Pg

3

I 'IS 1-PAvailable 5
Small release P, X P,

l

Availablei p
' 4

,

1-P Fails7
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Available
-

Medium release P, X P4 X P,
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1-P,
large release P, X P3
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P,
Very large release P, X P3 X P,

P F ails

Very large release P, X P2
F ails

|
Fig. 2 Simphfied event tree for a LOCA in a typical nuclear power plans.
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failures, no empirical data on which to base estimates injuries, (3) such long term health effects as latent
of system failure rates exist. Thusit is necessary to use cancers and geneti,: effects, and (4) property damage.
techniques that generate system failure rates from The calculations will include the expected values as
failures of components and subsystems. Fault tree well as the probabilities associated with larger and
methodologies, developed by the Department of De- smaller values.
fense and NASA to identify system design Daws, are j

being extended to derive probability estimates for both Task 6. Analysis of Other Risks |

the failure of individual nuclear safety systems and the I or a judgment of the significance of risks from
accident sequences of interest. The failure rates of nuclear power plants,it seems important to place those

'

components and subsystems are determined iron. r sks in perspective by also examining existing non-
industrial experience with products similar to those nuclear risks. It is usefulin making risk comparisons to
either in nuclear service or in related use in other consider two kinds of risks: (1) high probability risks
"" **'

that happen often enough so that their frequencies can
Ily use of an appropriate analytical model that be measured, and (2) low-probability risks that have

includes hardware failures as well as failures com not occurred but whose frequencies and consequences
operating, test, and maintenance procedures, it is

can be estimated.
possible to predict an expected value for the proba- liigh-probabihty risks include, for instance, the
bility of the accident. Although this might seem to be

environmental and occupational health effects due to
highly theoretical, experience has shown : hat, when

E#"#'*""" # 'N #"" ' ' '"''** E"'the method is carefully used, it predicts failure rates
and nuclear fuels.There are various sources ofinforma-that are in surprisingly good agreement with the tmn avada% to quan% nuny, but not at M h

limited available data on observed failure rates. elements invohed in such risks. For instance, a recent

"E" E" ""# "" " ""#"I"'
Task 3. Fission Product Source Released

ua y con ns nw h useful infmmadon in
from Containment

these areas.
This task estimates the quantities of various radio- In regard to occupational health, Table I shows,

active fissan products that will be evolved from the for a 100041W(e) power plant, the selative occupa-
fuel for each accident sequence. It also incorporates a tional heahh risks from the various types of fuels used.
mathematical model for predicting the fraction of each This table indicates that nuckar power plants have
radmactive isotope that wil be deposited on internal significantly less occupational risk than the other types
smfaces, be washed out by sprays, or be trapped on of plants and, in particular, hase less than about 57c of
filters. The final result of this model is a prediction of the occupational risk of coal fired plants. Furthermore,
the quantity of radioactivity that will escape if the the plants may be compared on an acres-disturbed
containment is violated, basis, considering the fuel cycle from the fuel source

Task 4. Fission-Product Distribution
'

in tte Environment

To determine health effects or property damage
Tame I &cupadonal Heahh Daniage fmrequires that we first determine how the Assion a 1000-Mw(c) Power plant *

products that escape from the containment become
distriouted in the environment. This is nuinly a nays tos peanu

pmblem of predicting how the radioactivity will be Fuel per year per year

transnorted tader different types of weather condi-
tions.

Oil 2600 0.25
Natural ps 1990 0.20

Task 5. Heatth Ef fects and Property Damage N utlear 270 0.15

are estrapolared tron [aThis task calculates the effects on public health and .lhese numbers
the dJmJge to property th3t Can be expected as a result recent report by the Counal on I.mironinental
of the radioactive release. Four different consequences cuality. Energy and tire Ennmnnrent: nurne

of the accident will be calculated: (1) fatalities, (2) ^"?
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case the acres disturbed are about 7400,1300,3500, in his mind. This may be one of the reasons that
and 800 for plants fired by coal, oil, natural gas, and lotteries have become so popular in many states. It is
nuclear fuels, respectively. It should be reemphasized recognized that to communicate an understanding of
that these are approximate extrapolations of figures low probabilities is very difficult and thusevery effort
presented in the CEQ report and are applicable to will be made to minimize possible misinterpretatwn of8

current plant designs. Such comparisons could change the results.

in the future as technological changes are made; for
instance, the use of liquefied coal, when feasible, could PROBABILITY DETERMINATION
cause a significant change in the occupational health
ef fects associarmt with coal usage. Also, introducuon As pointed out in the previous section, the assign-

of the breeder reactor would cause signincant reduc. ment of probabihties to reactor accidents first requires

tions in these risks because much less fuel will be deco.nposing potential accidents into component

mined, processed, and transported. safety-svstem failures, each of which can have a
It would also be useful to compare the health probability assigned to it.Two different methodologies

effects due to the release of elfluents from the various are used: event trees and fault trees,

types of power plant fuels. it is interesting to note that
the CEQ report does not have such a heahh compari- Event Trees

son but only list: the quantities of efnuents released. The event hee starts with an event that initiates a
The reason for this is, of course, that, although these is possible accident, sach as a large pipe break, and
a defined rela,.on between radioactive releases and

develops the possible consequences of this event by
health effects, sufficient information does not exist to

considering the response of engineered safety systems
! establish such a relation for fossil-fue' efnuents. g , gg g

The foregoing discussion illustrate s that, even when
risks are known to be occuning, their measurement or " * "' : .. gum simws a s mewhat oversimphfied event

tree f or a loss-of-coolant accident (LOC A) in a pres-
quantitative assessment may not always be possible. surized water reactor. The m. . iating event, in this caseit

1.he low-probabihty events tlut luve never occurred a rupture m the pnnury coohng system, is assigned a
.

include many kinds of technological risks, such as
. probability of occurrence P . Next we ask whether orinuclear power-plant accidents, airplane crashes in high not electric p wer is vailable. A probability P2 is.

population densities, and dam failu es affecting heavily gned for the failure of electric power sufhetent toa
populated downstream valleys. Large scale core melt. operate the emergency safety systems. This is showndowns have not occurred in commercial nuclear power

n tb ewnt tge as a fork with two branches: the
plants, nor have the other types of risks occurred. Yet upper for "available, and the lower for " fails." Since

.

l it is possible to estimate the probability and conse-
' electrie power either is or is not available, the

quences of such nonnuclear risks. The general proba. probability of having electric power is just 1 -P . If2bilities of auplane crashes and dam failures are fairly n p wer s avaHa n ne f s ty features win
well known. With this knowledge the probabilities that

. . operate; therefore the core will melt, and the result will
these kinds of. events will happen in locations that

be a very large release of radioactivity.The probability
would involse 1.uge populations un be calculated and 97 g

- the consequenees estimated. If electr c po 't is available, the next event of interest
it is important in discussing nuclear risks to put .

rmnt
them in perspective with other risks to which society is enmgen q c m hng systemis w e

(ECCS) will operate. Failure of this system is assigned a
exposed. For this reason the reactor safety study will probability P and success a probability 1 -P .3 3investigate some existm.g nsks m. nonnuclear as well as

.

As may be seen from Fig. 2, this procedure is.

;
! followed until all plant systems that could affect the

,

course f events of this accident have been considered.
Task 7. Overall Risk Assessment Clearly, if a method exists by which the failure

! The piincipal purpose of this task will be to convey probabilities of each system on the event tree can be
an accurate impression of the risk of low probability determined, the overall probability for each sequence
events to nontechnical feaders. The average person, can be calculated. An analysis of the effect of the
when told that an event is of very low probability, such failures that occur allows us to predict the types of
as one in a milhon, wil; usually innate the probability consequences expected. Note that the top line in
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Fig. 2, which has only the pipe break as a single failure, 7 Fault Trees
. represents the normally analyzed design-basis accident
l . for reactors. Thus, with a0 f.he engineered safety Fault trees provide a method for determining the-

Probabilities needed for the event trees.The logic used! systems working as designed, only a very small release
!of radioactivity occurs as compared with the bottom I ''"" I''''

-

trees start with an
* " " ' ' ' ' ' " " ' I ' ' ' N' I '

line, which involves additional failures and produces a event; trees, in that the fault
-

l>'

undesired event and identify the ways it may have been|' very large release *
| .

.
caused. Figure 4 shows the first few steps in a fault tree

| - After a complete analysis of the event tree, it is whose top event represents failure of electric power to
' possible to generate a histogram of the type shown in engineered safety features (ESFs). The first step in the

' Fig.3. This curve, which presents accident frequency s gic recognizes that loss of either d-c or a-c powero
vs. consequences, demonstrates the overall risks to the could cause the failure because a-c power provides the

| public and allows computation of expected,or proba. energy needed and d c power energizes the control
bility weighted, consequences. circuits needed to turn on the a-c power. These two

'
The study is developing a series of event trees that events are coupled by an "or" gate, which tells the -

are judged to contain the dominant accident sequences analyst that the probability of the top event is the sum
' for each initiating event. Each tree will yield informa. of the probabilities of each event. The figure .next
tion of the type presented in Fig.3.So long as these develops the as power failure. Since off-site power
events are independent, the results can be combined from either the utility network or the station dieselsis
into a final curve like Fig. 3, representing the combined available, both must be lost before a-c power is lost.
results of all the major initiating events. These two events are therefore coupled by ar. "and"
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1OSS OF POWER TO ESFs

rS

I

LOSS OF LOSS OF A-C POWER
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|
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Fig. 4 Simplified fault uee on electric powers.
|
|

|

| gate, which tells the analyst that the probability of failure rates used in the study are based on the analysis

i losing a-c power is the product of the probabilities of of large data banks that have to be accumulated by
losing off site and on-site a-c power. reliability analysts.Once the failure rates of the various

With a detailed knowledge of the system, a components and their errors have been assi ned, aF

fault tree analyv can continue developing the tree until computer is used to calculate the probability of'

all ways of losing power are identified as a series of occurrence of the top event on the tree and its enor.
This value is then used in the branch of the event treeequipment failures or human error + The failure rates

of components can then be assigned by reliability which was used to define the top event in the fault
experts familiar with the applicable component failure tree.

rates in commercial service similar to that in nuclear To be useful for risk analysis, a fault tree must be
plants. In the same way the probability of human constructed in sufGcient detail to identify all the
errors can be assigned by experts in human factors. different causes of failure that contribute significantly

Clearly, the exact failure rates due to human error to system failure. This is a tedious and time-consuming

and equipment failure are not knowu. Thus each process for a facility as large as a reactor.The accuracy

| assigned probability also has an assigned error that of the fault tree does depend in part on the skillof the

represents how precisely this value is known. In some analyst. Despite this drawback, experience has shown

cases these errors may be a factor of 10 or larger.The that faun trees do provide a logical approach to

.

|
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analyzing system failures and do yield consistently Two of the most common criticisms of the
good results when used by skilled technicians who quantitative methodologies we are using are (1) that
understand the system being analyzed _ the reliability data required are not known with

The study has bun fortunate in acquiring about 15 suffident precision and (2) that they do not account
people skilled in these techniques. For the most part, for the effects of human interaction and operating
ti ese people are on loan from Boeing Company, procedures on system availability. We have found that,
Aernjet Nuclear Company, Sandia Laboratories, and although some parts of the data required are in fact not
l2wrence Livermore l2boratory. When this study well known, the effect on the uncertainty of the
st rted, there were 10 fault tree analysts available overall results is nevertheless small enough to make the

within the AEC staff. One of the problems that would results useful for the purposes of this study. In
have to be overcome before this technique could have addition, we have found that the methodology is
widespread use in the nuc! car industry is the shortage sufficiently flexible to allow the effects of human
of trained analysts, errors and operating procedures to be meaningfully

computed. In fact, in some systems these two factors
are large contributors to system unreliability.

CURRENT STATUS AND CONCLUSIONS
The methodology being used will predict the most

The project has been in progress for over a year, probable consequences of a given accident as well as
and with one exception (task 7) all the tasks arc well the probabilities that smaller or larger consequences
under way. There are a number of event trees being may result. Therefore a much better understanding of
constructed for both pressurized-water and boiling- the spectrum of possible consequences will be pro-
water reactors. Those concerned with the LOCA are vided. It seems that the understanding most people
nearing completion, aad variaus versions of all the have of serious nuclear accidents has been greatly
system fault trees that are needed to quan ify the distorted by the " worst-case" analysis used in previousr

probabilities involved in the LOCA have been drawn. studies. In particular, these worst case analyses have
About half of these are in the process of quantitative ignored a number of factors that would significantly
analysis. Two probabilistic atnjospheric-dispersion reduce the consequerces in any real case. Specifically
models are under development, one a faaly simple tl.ose analyses nave assumed that a higher fraction of
model adequate for short-distance calculations and the the radioactivity is released from the fuel than experi-
other more involved for long-distance calculations. ments indicate and have ignored some natural processes
Calculations are now being performed to define health by which radioactive material would be ieposited
effects due to various levels of doses from various inside containment. They have also ignored the very
isotopes. Work on the definition of risks due to dam important factor that, in an accident where large
failures, toxic chemicals, and airplane crashes is about quantitie s i f radioactivity are released,ine self heating
70% completed. of the raiioactivity itself causes the gases that are

The final task, a quantGative overall risk assess- emitted to rise, thereby reducing tl.e dose. Further,in
ment, requires the results of the urher tasks and many of the previous worst case estimates, no cr:dit is
remains to be done. The analytical work should be taken for the shielding effects of buildings. Such
completed early in 1974; however, preparing a draft, analyses tud to consider physically impossible cases
circulating it for comment, and then integrating the and have probably overestimated the most likely
comments into the final report will take several outcome of severe accidents by factors of 10 or more.
months. The final reprt on the project should be Finally, many people have great hopes that thL
available in the summer of 1974. study will solve some of the major obstacles we

As a result of the work done so far, some general currently face in the matter of public acceptance of
conclusions have been reached, nuclear power. Although we share this hope, we believe

We are convince.1 that the above described ap- it is probably somewhat optimistic. No matter what
proach is capable of providing useful estimates of the results we obtain, some people may be comforted and
risk to the public from raactor accidents. Although some may be alarmed. One very difficult problem will
then risk estimates will include uncertainties in the be that of being able to effectively communicate the
magnitude of probabilities and consequences, to date probabilistic ideas needed to fully understand the
we have found no case where the uncertainties are large study. Ilowever, the study should provide another way
enough to destroy the usefulness of the values ob- of communicating with the public on reactor risks and

tained. should provide a structure to help bring more logic and

_
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less emotion into the discussions. A short study like REFERENCES<

this can be viewed only as a first step to a totally 1. Theoretical Possibilities and Conr.uences of Major Acc6-
;~ complete analysis of the problem. By the same token, dents in t. arse Nuclear Pour Plants, USAEC Report
i we are sure that the work we will complete by the WASH-740, March 1957.

2. AEC Releases Final Draft of Reactor Safety Report andsummer of 1974 will cover enough ground to be of<

. . . . Working Parers on 1965 Acddent Study. AEC Press Releansi

, significant use. Once it is complete, many people will R 252, June 25,1973.
] find ways to improve it, and the AEC will find that 3. Councit on Environmental Ouality, Enersp end thc Environ.

continuing work along these lines will be useful. ment:Elecaicrower, August 1973.
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1

1 An Assessment of Accident Risks in U.S. Commercial
Nuclear Power Plants

Adapted from the draft Summary Report of WASH 1400

I

SafetyStudywassponsoreg b. The likelihood of reactor accidents jThe Reactor
by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission is much smaller than that of many j
to estimate the public risks that could non-nuclear accidents having similar
be involved in potential accidents in consequences. All non-nuclear acci-
comercial nuclear power plants of the dents examined in this study, in-

,

type now in use. It was performed under cluding fires, explosions, to::ic
j the independent direction of Professor chemical releases, dam failures,

Norman C. Rasmussen of the Massachusetts airplane crashes, earthquakes, hur-
Institute of Technology. The riska had ricanes and tornadoes, are much nore
to be estimated, rather than measured, likely to occur and can have conse-
because although there are about 50 such quences comparable to, or larger

plants now operating, there have been no than, those of nuclear accidents.
nuclear accidents to date resulting in
significant releases of radioactivity in Figures 1-1, 1-2, and 1-3 compare the

i U.S. comercial nucleat power plants. nuclear reactor accident risks predicted,

Many of the methods used to develop
these estimates are based on thcae that

'"were developed by the Department of i
|Defense and the National Aeronautics and I

||Space Administration in the last 10 s
_C

3years and are coming into increasing use t. __g_____
, k+ ._ _. | Iin recent years. ' l% +* .

! i | |
1

7 - -
l- ---7 - 3-

| The objective af the study was * mke a 1/10 -
Irealistic estimata of these aks and, g
I

| -\ -od' %
to provide perspective, to cwpare them C |,

with non-nuclear risks to which our ' I
utm - - --

*FOCiety and its individuals are already
exposed. This infonnation may be of

, \ I
g1

5 Is |%- |help in determining the future reliance t 1 4
tIiom- - d-- %--

, h
by society on nucleu power as a source j ,

| \of electricity. e i
1|

| | 'si 1 |~The results from this study suggest that
"' #~~ ~ ~ ~ T '~ T ~ ~ _lthe risks to the public from potential

accidents in nuclear power plants are | 's |
,

I"

- ,1mE; ,,3---{--
,

'

| comparatively small. This is based on
U'# M ---- g| the following considerations: g g,

| 1 p , m.aing |

|
a. The possible consequences of poten- |

'
| |

tial reactor accidents are predicted vigog_ _ _ _l. . _. _ _ _ _ _4. __ y _ _ _ .
1

| to be no larger, and in many cases | 1 | |

| much smaller, than those of non- 1 | | 1

| nuclear accidents. The consequences | I I I

| ', ', '
I are predicted to be smaller than U10.000.000

people have been led to believe by to 100 1000 10.000 im.ooo 1.000.000

; previous studies which deliberately Fmen.s

| maximized estimates of these conse- FiO JRE 1-1 Frequency of Fatalities due to Man-quences. Caused Events

ama i ree4 a. a... w .

I ""****"""***a"** * * " ' * * ' " * ' " * " -
*",*"*"*"****"d**',*,*,',','*,","7",,,"**"*"""j,","'",,",

The work, originally sponsored by the
U.S. Atomic Energy Conunission, waa com- , , , , ,

pleted under the sponsorship of the in. soci. .e m .aa s ea woe.wn.

| U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Conunission, w ae-d eae w e e .mma m w o.u iv e r*

which came into being on January 19, *',",',,*'Z;"*'**,3 ,,, 7 7f* * ",'*"[",'", ,

1975. .a u.a.,.
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Noges I f or netwat and men caused occwswuse the wMetowity en pob 2 Apposemete unterteentes for nuc6eer events me estwnsted to be

et=My et lesgree recorded conesquensa magndude as setwneted so 'er*eented by factors of 14 ered 2 en conesquence mayidodre esad
in resneenied tpv factort of 1/20 sid 6 1mener mayidudes home by factors of 14 and S en probst> Men
h uncwteeney-

3.p,,,,,,,,,4,,,,,,,,4,,,,,,,,,,gg,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,g
2 Appresarete uncertesnees for nucteer esents are omsnoted to se etwidy of Iorgest recorded consequence * eyutado is essvneted to to

repenensed by fortors of 1/4 and 4 en consequenas magnetudes represensed Dy factors of 1/20 and S .mioner magnetudes home 'see
and Imr factore of I/5 and 5 on poteenwet uncertaint y

for the 100 plants expected to be oper- cause comparable large dollar value
ating by about 1980 with risks from accidents than othwr sourcess Prop-
other man-caused and natural events to erty damage is associated with three
which society is generally already
exposed. The following information is
contained in the figures:

3
The fatalities shown in Figs. 1-1 and

a. Figures 1-1 and 1-2 show "e likeli- 1-2 for the 100 nucle.- plants are
hood and number of fatalities from those that would be pred.cted to occur
both nuclear and a variety of non- within a short period of time after the
nuclear accidents. These figures potential reactor accident. This was
indicate that non-nuclear events are done to provide a consistent comparison
about 10,000 times more likely to to the non-nuclear events which also
prcduce large numbers of fatalities cause fatalities in 'the same timethan nuclear plantsel frames As in potential nuclear acci-

dents, there also exist possibilities
for injuries and longer term health

b. Figure 1-3 shows the likelihood and effects from non-nuclear accidentse
dollar value of property damage as- Data dr predeletions of this type are
sociated with nuclear and non-nucle- not available for non-nuclear events
ar accidents. Nuclear plants are and so comparisons cannot easily be
about 1000 times less likely to mades

!

.

i
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effects: cidents would be about 10 times as large
as the fatalities shown in Figs. 1-1 and
1-2: for comparison there are 8 million

|'the cost of relocating peaple injuries caused annually by other acci-
..

away from contaminated areas, denta. The number of cases of genetic <

effects and long-term cancer fatalities

7. the decontamination of land to is predicted to be . smaller than the
avoid overexposing people to normal incidence rate of these diseases.
radioactivity. Even for a large accident, the small in-

creases in these diseases would be dif-
3. the cost of ensuring that people ficult to detect from the normal inci-

are not exposed to potential donce rate.
sources of radioactivity in food
and water supplies. Thyroid illnesses that might result from

a large accident are mainly the forma-
In addition to the overall risk informa- tion of nodules on the thyroid glands
tion in Figs. 1-1 through 1-3, it is these can be treated by medical proce-
useful to consider the risk to individu- dures and rarely lead to serious conse-
als of being fatally injured by various quences. For most accidents, the number
types of accidents. The bulk of the in- of nodules caused would be small com-
formation shown in Table 1-1 is taken pared to their normal incidence rate.
from the 1973 Statistical Abstracts of The number that might be produced in
the U.S. and applies to the year 1969, very unlikely accidents would be about

the latest year for which these data equal to their normal occurrence in the
exposed population. These would bewere tabulated when this study was

per fo rmed. The predicted nuclear observed during a period of 10 to 40
accident risks are very small compared years following the accident.
to other possible causes of fatal
injuries. While the studi' has presented the esti-

mated risks from nuclear power plant
In addition to fatalities and property accidents and compared them with other
damage, a number of other health ef fects risks hat exist in our society, it has
could be caused by nuclear accidents, made no judgment on the acceptability of
The*,e include injuries and long-term nuclear risks. The jucgment as to what
her.lth ef fects such as cancers, genetic level of risk is acceptable should be
effects, and thyroid gland illness. The made by a broader segment of society

ac- than that involved in this study.early illness expected in potential

TABIE l-1 AVERAGE RISK OF FATALITY BY VARIOUS CAUSES

Individual Chance
Accident Type Total Number per Year

Motor Vehicle 55,791 1 in 4,000

| Falls 17,827 1 in 10,000

( Fires and Ilot Substances 7,451 1 in 25,000

| Drowning 6,181 1 in 30,000

Firearms 2,309 1 in 100,000

Air Travel 1,778 1 in 100,00G

Falling Objects 1,271 1 in 160,000

Electrocution 1,148 1 in 160,000

Lightning 160 1 in 2,000,000

Tornadoes 91 1 in 2,500,000

Iturricanes 93 1 in 2,500,000

All Accidents 111,992 1 in 1,600

Nuclear Reactor Accidents
1 in 5,000,000,000(100 plants) -

-
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RadiologicalImpact of Airborne Effluents
of Coal-fired and Nuclear Power Plants

J. P. McBride, R. E. Moore, J. P. Witherspoon,' and R. E. Blanco*

Nr,c/. Sa/ety, 19(4): 497-501 (July-August 1978)

(filitor's Note: He following article was adapkd by the and the Code of federalRegulations. Ti le 10, Part 20.
Nuclear Safety Staff from a report of the same title by the The studies showed that releases of radioactive materi-
indicated authors,whi h was published in August 1977 by Oak als from coal fired plants and nuclear plants were well
Ridge National Laboratory as Report ORNt<5315.The seport

withm. the limits specified m. these regulations. Ilow-
.

and its summary here provide siyilficant data for the continu-
ing comparativ" analyses of the costs, risks, and benefits of ever, where estimates were made of the radiological
various energy syssems.1 impact of stack effluents of the coal plants, the studies

were limited to an assessment of the radiological dose
Abstract: The radiological impact of naturally occurring through the inhalation pathway and did not include
mdionuclides in airborne effluents of a model m.J-pred steam the ingestion pathway,''' Ingestion is the important
plant fl000MW(eff is evaluated, assuming a release to the

pathway when considering radioactive materials such as
atmosphere of 1% of the ash in the coal burned, and compared
with the impact of radioactl>e materials in the airborn, radium and thorium. Recently, aew regulations have
efpuents of model light mrter reactors fl000 MW/eff. The been issued which contain numerical design guides for
principal exposure pathway for radioactive materials released limiting the release of radioactive materials from
from both types of plants is ingestion of contaminated light-water-reactor (LWR) nuclear power plants to
foodstuffs. For nuclear plants, immersion in the airborne

values which are "as low as is reasonably achievable"effuents is also a signi$ cant factor m the Jose commitment.
Assuming that the coal burned contains Ippm uranium and (ALARA).* These values are about 100 times lower
2 ppm thorium together with their decay products and using than the radiological guides in Qe previous regulations.
the same impact analysis methods used in evaluating nuclear Therefore we undettook to reevaluate airborne releases
f'cilities, the narximum individualdose commitments from the of radioactive materials from coal fired plants. to
mal plant for the whole body and most organs (except the estimate the potential radiological impact (doses to
thyroid) are shown to be greater than those fmm a individuals and populations) of these releases, and to
pressurized-water reactor and, with the exception of the bone
and kidney Joses, less than thosefrom a boiling water reactor. Compare them with the airbome releases and radiologi-

,

Mth the exception of the bone Jose, the maximum individual cal impacts from nuclear plants that cont'orm to the
Jose commitments from the coal plant are less than the new regulations. The method used was (1) to estimate
numerical design guideline limits listed in 10 CFR 30, Appen' the annual amounts of airborne radioactive materials
disI, for light. water reactors. Pbpulation dare commitments

teleased from a model advanced 100041W(e) coal fired| rom the coal plant are higher than those from either nuclear
piant, except for the thyroid Jose from the boiling water plant (the source term),(2) to calculate the radiologi-

| reactor, cal doses received via all exposure pathways, and (3) to

| compare the estimated doses with the design objective
guidelines specified in the Code of fcdcra/ Regidatirms

Studies have been made in the past few years of the f LWR power stations (10 CFR 50. Appendix il and
amounts of naturally occurring radioactive substances with the estimated radiological doses from the anborne
emitteu m the abbome efiluents of coal fired power

effluents of a model 1000-MW(e) pressurized-water
plants' s as well as the radioactivity in the releas s
from nuclear power plants.''' The potential radiologi- reactor (PW,R) and a model |004MW(e) boiling water

re ctor (BWR). Vanables considered for the coal firedcal impact of these substances has generally been
plant were the amounts of radioactive materials inevaluated in terms of the radiation protection guides

set forth by 9e lideral Radiation Council, the v ri us types of coal and coal ashes, efficiency of

International Conunission on Radiological Protection, fly ash collection, stack height, and modes by which
radioactive matenals and radiation are transferred to
man (i.e., ingestion, inhalation, direct radiation. etc.).

* John P. McBride is a staff r, ember in the Chemicsl
The maximum individual dose commitments andTe&nology Division of Oak Rkige National Laboratory

the population dose commitments are calculated con-(ORNL). Robert L. Moore and John P. Witherspoon are staff
members in the llcalth and Safety Research Division of ORNL. sidering the estimated releases of radioactive materials
Raymond E. Blanco is the Manager of the ORNL Waste from the model 1000-MW(e) coal-fired and nuclear
Management Research and Development l'rogram. power plants. The source term for the coal plant is

a
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given in Table I and assumes a concentration of I ppm for abatement of particulate emissions.The use of coal

uranium and 2 ppm thorium in the coal and a release containing higher uranium and thorium concentrations

of 1% of the fly ash. and higher ash releases could result in dose commit-

| rnents between one and two orders of magnitude
higher than those calculated.

Table 1 Estimated Annual Airborne Radioactive Airbome releases (source term) ate given in Table 2
Malertals Released from a Model 1000-MW(e) Coal. fr a m del 1000-MW(e) PWR and a model

Fired Power Plant (Source Term)* 1004MW(e) BWR with recirculating U tube-type steam .

I Releases. Releases, generators as given in the FinalGeneric Environmental !

\
laolope Cityur looaope Cityra' Statement on tire Use of Recycle Plutonium in Mixed

# " #
; us u chain "'Th Chain

#

f u 8 x 10-' "'n 5 x 10-'ese
plant contain equipment and features typical of cur-

| ss*n 8 x 10-8 ' * Ra 5 x 10-s
i s ""Pa 8 x 10-8 "' Ac 5 x10-s rent operating plants; however, the plants are models,

'*U 8 x 10-8 ' " Th 5 x 10-8 and the source terms are not directly applicable to a
! 8 "n 8x 10-8 8 8 * Ra 5 x 10-8 particular operating reactor.

8 8 ' Ra 8 x 10-s n : Pb 5 x 10-8
8 " Po 8 x 10-' " 8 Bi 5 x 10-8
" * Pb 8 x 10-' 8 " T1 1.8 x 10-'

, ' " Bi 8 x 10-8 Table 2 Estimated Annual Airborne Releases (Source
! ' " Po 8 x 10-8 Radon Releases Terms) from a Model 1000 MW(e) BWR and a Model

"' " 0.4 1000-MW(e) PWR*
8 x I -,

8 " Po 8 x 10-8 BWR, PWR,|

l Ra&nuclide Ci/ycar Ci/ year
:: U Chain

'"U 3.5 x 10-* " Ar 25 25

! 8"3 3.5 x 10-* e omg, 9 g

| 8 " Pa 3.5 x 10-* umKr 150 16
'

8 " Ac 3.5 x 10-* " Kr 290 470
' " Th 3.5 x 10-* "Kr 200 3
8 " Ra 3.5 x 10-*r " Kr 240 23

| :" Rn 3.5 x 10-. ' Xe 18 82
" ' Pb 3.5 x 10-* '" Xe t 120
' " Bi 3.5 m 10-.
' " T1 3.5 x 10-* ' " Xe 3,200 12,000

i n mXe 740 t
* Assumptions: (1) the coal contains 1 ppm uranium ' " Xe 1,100 86

and 2 ppm thorium; (2) ash t ' ease is 1%; (3) 8"Rn is s ' ' Xe 1,4n0 t
produced from a"Th in the combustion gases at the rate

'"l 0.3 0.025
i of 1.38 x 10-' Ci sec-8 g of thorium;(4) the annual8

'"I 1.1 0.023
! release of natural uranium is 2.32 x 10* g and of ''Th is

''C 9.5 8
| 4.64 x 10' g; and (5) 15 ses is required for the gases to

'll 43 I.100travel from the combustion chamber to the top of the
stack.

' Source terms for the nuclear plants are from Ref. 9.

t Annual selease <1 Ci.

The assumed release to the atmosphere of 1% of
the total ash in the coal bumed approximates the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regulations Both the model coal plant and the nuclear power

for the release of particult tes to the atmosphers. The plants were assumed to be located in the Midwest, with

percentage of ash released by other coal plants meteorology characteristic of St. Louis, Mo.'' The

throughout the United States is,in general, higher than surrounding population was assumed to be 3.5 militon
1% and in some cases more than an order of magnitude people out to 88.5 km from the facility, the average
higher. Thus the calculated source term represents the population distribution around three midwestern popu-
radioactive release when advanced technology is used lation centers.'' The population density in persons per
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square kilometer assumed for a radial distance of 8 km Table 4 Population Dose Commitmenes from the
from the facilities'' was 37; from 8 to 40 km,it was Airborne Releases of Model 1000 MW(e) Power
49;and from 40 to 88.5 km,170. Plants (man-rems / year; 88.5-km radius)*

~
As shown in Table 3, the maximum individual dose

commitments calculated for the model coal plant were C''' 'i"d '*" 'tP

' ' * * '#' "'greater than those for the PWR, except for thyroid
dose, but were less than those for the BWR, except for Orpn 50 im 2M 300 BWRt PWRt

the bone dose. In general, however, whole body and all
whole body 23 21 19 18 13 13

organ doses for both the coal and nuclear plants were Bone 249 225 192 180 21 20
within the same order of magnitude. Lungs 34 29 23 21 8 9

Whole body and organ population dose commit. D yroid 23 21 19 18 37 12

ments within a radius of 88.5 km, as given in Table 4 Kidneys 55 50 43 41 8 9
uranged in all cases from 50% higher to several times
3 peen 9 8

higher for the coal plant than for the nuclear plants,
'

except for thyroid dose from the BWR, which was 50 *ne population dose commitments are for a midwestern
to 100% higher than the thyroid dose from the coal site. The ingestion components of the dose commitment are

plant. based on the assumption that all food is grown an.1 consumed
at the reference locations.

t A plume rise due to buoyancy of hot stack emissions was
assumed. De dose commitments are for an ash release of 14
and for coal containing i ppm uranium and 2 ppm thorium.

Table 3 Maximum Individual Dose Commit- $$ource terms for the nuclear plants are from Ref. 9. The
ments from the Airborne Releases of Model release height was assumed to be 20 m with no plume rise.

1004MW(e) Power Plants (mrems/ year)*

10 CFR 50,
Coal-fired Appendis |

Organ plantt BWRt PWRt guides
The major pathway of exposure for the radioactiv-

whole body 1.9 4.6 1.8 5 ity in the emissions from both the coal plant and the
Ilone 18.2 5.9 2.7 15 5 nuclear plants was ingestion of contaminated food-
Lungs 1.9 4.0 1.2 155 stuffs. For the nuclear plants the pathway via immer-

I
Kd si n in the airborne effluents was also significant.
Uver 2.4 3.7 1.3 15 g Computer codes developed at Oak Ridge National
Spleen 2.7 3.7 1.1 15 g laboratory were used to assess the doses.8 2~8'

The present survey is limited to a comparison of
'The masimum individual dose commitments are for a the radiological impacts of the airborne efiluents from

midwestern site and are estimated at the plant boundary at
500 m from the release points. The doce commitments are coal fired and nuclear power plants. A comparison of

g g8g E g g g9g gless at greater distances. The ingestion component of the
dose commitment is based on the assumption that all food coal fired and nuclear power plants was not made,
is grown and consumed at the reference locations. The results of this analysis should not be construed

tThe dose commitments are essentially the same for all to represent a complete comparison of the radiological
stack heights from 50 to 300 m, including the plume rises
resulting from buoyancy of hot stack cmissions. A 1% a4 mpact of a nuclear energy economy vs. a, coal
release was assumed. The coal was assumed to contain economy. A complete comparison would include the

.

I ppm uranium and 2 ppm thorium. Some coats may have entire nuclear fuel cycle Tor a nuclear power economy ;
higher uranium and thorium concentrations. l'or the (i.e., mining and milling operations, enrichment facili- I

concentration ranges of coals, see Table 1 in Report ties, fuel fabrication and refabrication plants, fuel
rept cessing, nd waste management) and an analysisur e terms for the nuclear plants are from Ref. 9.

De release height was assumed to be 20 m with no plume of the impact of other phases of the coal fuel cycle,
rise, such as mining and waste management.

(Design guides for doses from iodine and particulates. The release of naturally occurriiig radioactivity
1 Assumes dairy cow on pasture at site boundary for from coal fired power plants is in addition to the

entire year. The th> roid dose estimated in GL$s!O (Ref. 9.
. release of other toxie inaterials.' The results of ourp. tv C Il5) 'or the same source term was

11.7 mrems/ year. study show tinat a complete analysis comparini: the
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envitonmental effects of coal. burning powet plants vs. mental Radiation Laboratory, Environmental Protection

nuclear powet plants should include the radiological Agency, NTIS,1970.
8. Code of Fedeml Regulations. Title 10, Part 50, Appendix 1impacts from both types of plants.

Rev., Jan.1,1976, pp. 293-296.
9. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, final Generic Environ.
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1

Risks Associated with Nuclear Power

National Academy of Sciences *

- Nucl. Sa/ety,20(6): 664-670 (November-December 1979)

y
I

[ ' |Eetor's Note: The soport home which this artices is adapted treated, using as sources many items in the primary
had its origin in 1975 in a sequest by Phair Handler,Feesident technical literature and attempting to find the primary
of am Nedonal Academy of Sciences, to its Comunittee on 4,ources for asssrtions that have been made in books<

Schnee and rubine Foaiey (Cosrur), to soview sw draft of the
and articles written for nonspecialist readers. Issue.Jteerser sqrety samfy' (WASH-1400, also - known as se

n-- Report). no CoerUF weleonwd 61s charge and have been identified in which-after the y have been
,

Mad es undersehe a navey of an aw types of risks reduced to purely factual terms-there is now es-'

' ""' wie Em necteer power psopen thw a critical sentially no disagreement in the technical community.
seriew of he Eteratuse. At du seau tinu du National On issues where significant disagreement, or simply

'

mesensch rou-a was cegenising a r-ateos on Nucteer and
lack of knowledge, persists, the reviewers have usually

Altesnaeve Enery Systems (CONAES) for a beoed study
esquested by the EnerEr Reeseech and L , --t Admiinis- tried not to pass judgment but have tried toidentify

j tration (ERDA), now the Department of Energy (DOE). It was the extent of the support for each of the views
; speed that the Meeratuse soview psoposed by CO5FUP would discussed and to point out a few of what seem to us to
i provide information that could contributs sipiificandy to the be relevant common sense cons!derations.

00NAES study. A-- " ';, the COSPUP study was orp-
,

$ ported lesipsy by fbade made available by ERDA and DOE for [ Readers who are especially concerned with the assess-
j ho CONAES offert; additional support was psovided by the ment of relative credibility among divergent judgments

National Academy of Sciences. This article consists prima Myi
by experts may find it useful to review the discussion

I of the " Introduction" (Secdon I) sad "Overas a--t"
1 (section VIII) of the " Summary and Synthesis Chapter"8 of of biases in Section III.2 of Chapter 1 (Ref.3) and

he COWUP literature soview. The "Sumunary and Synthesis assessment of controversies in Section V.3 of Chapter i
Onepter" was aussesed in AprH 1979-before completion of (Ref. 3).]

j the ihN soport-because of the intensity of cunent interest in It cannot be stressed too strongly that the informa.
Sie abject.]

tion surveyed in this report provides only one of

The report from which this article is adapted is a several equally important inputs for the making of
critical review of the literature pertaining to the risks Policy decisions on nuclear electric power. Decisions of

;

associated with nuclear electric power. The review was this sort are not simply yes or no; they are decisions
j; sponsored by the Committee on Science and Public between alternatives, and such decisions cannot be

j Policy of the National Academy of Sciences.While the made without assembling,for each of the alternatives,

full report consisting of over 25 chapters has not yet the best available estimates of such things as benefits,1

been published, this article presents highlights from the costs, risks, amt time scales. This report provides

" Summary and Synthesis Chapter"* which was re- i.iformation only on risks and only for one of the ways

leased separately. The essential aspects of the scope of pratucing electric power. While there is occasional

and limitations of this work include the following: mention of benefits, etc., of nuclear power and
occasional mention of risks associated with other'

-Since a really comprehensive review of the many
scores of thousands of technical documentsin the areas methods of producing electricity, such comments are

covered could not be attempted in a report of this size, few and far between and are introduced only to
4

{ attention has been focused primarily, but not ex. Provids an orienting perspective.

I clusively, on the review literatd,i.e., on surveys and This report deals with a very wide variety of risk
evaluations of available knowledge in the field. issues that have been classified into four more or less

~

j -Even this survey of review literature is far from orthogonal modes:

j exhaustive; however, the reviewers have striven to take
1. Possible harmful effects of concern are:

j into account all significant points of view in the issues -Early deaths and injuries (occupational and
public).

| ' Prepared by the Committee on Literature Survey of Risks
Associated with Nuclear Power, W. Conyers Hening. Chairman. -Delayed deaths and illnesses (occupational and
for the Committee on Sdence and Public Poticy of the Public) in the present generation or its im-i

j National Academy of Sciences. mediate descendants.

l
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3

; -Deaths and illnesses produced in more distant left and those associated with accident or malice on the
future generations. right.

;- -Damage to property or means of production. Most of the material presented m this summary is -
| -Damage to the environment (e.g., ecosystems, organized into sections according to the " kinds of
j climate). immediate causes" listed above. This organization cuts

-Damage to social or politicalinstitutions. across that used for the remaining chapters of the6

2.Several kireds of immediste causes might be tePort,8 most of which have dealt with specific stages
<

; sosponsible for such effects: in the fuel cycle. He central discussion of risks is

: -Routine releases of radioactivity or exposure of presented in a sectica surveying some of the basic

workers associated with normal operation of the scientific facts required in assessing the various kinds of -

! various facilities making up the nuclear fuel risks.

cycle (see below); occasional accidental release The variety of sequential and attemative tech-*

.

of radioactivity from such facilities. n logies illustrated in Fig. I and the variety cf risk

| -Gradual, although perhaps unanticipated, escape issues that may be associated with each technology-

| of radioactivity to the environment over long have dictated that not only the report as a whole but

i periods of time (e.g., from waste-disposal sites). also ~ the " Summary and Synthesis Chapter" from -

| -Intentional employment of materiais or facilities which tlis article is taken must be fairly long.
of a nuclear power program for the dispersalof Presented below, with minor editorial changes, is the

,

! radioactivity or construction of nuclear concluding section of the " Summary and Synthesis
Chapter "j weapons.

This overall assessment of the risks associated withl 3.These immediate causes can be associated with
! any of a variety of facilities orprocesses in the nuclear "". clear Pow concentrates on rids d raMicalongin, augrnenting em only with som concems

,

! fuel cycle. A wide variety of these need to be
: considered not only because there are many sequential 8'I'I"8. hom the weapons potential of nuclear fuels.

e nsks associated with nuclear power via various
k steps in the prodtetion of nuclear fuel,its utilization,

types of nonradiological injury to humans are much
[j and its ultimate disposal but also because in each of

less imPortant than the radiological r'sks and also much '

these steps there rire a number of alternative tech-'

smaller than the nonradiological risk associated with'

nologies that may be used (see below).
I m st attematm incans of producing electricity (coal,

4. Two types of ultimate causes may contribute to ,

| s lar, etc.). Risks of ecological damage due to discharge
any of the immediate causes liste.1 aSove: defects in

f waste heat, dthough sometimes appreciable,are not
i equipment, or more generally in technology, and unusual to nuAar power and can be reasonably well

diortcomings of the people using it or regulating its
.

anticipated. He radiological risks to nonhuman life on

Figure I alustrates some of the details of the land and in water have been ignored in this report,
since thm seem normally to be less serious than thenuclear fuel cycle. De column of boxes and arrows
c tresPonding nsk to humans.

i summarizes the principal steps in the nuclear fuel
To assemile the knowledge of radiological risks toI cycles now used, or prominently discussed for future

humans mto a useful overall picture, we shoulduse, for the production of electricity in the United
consider, for each possible source of exposure, theStates. Dese steps extend from the initial mining ofi

foll wing characteristics:
| uranium (or thorium) at the top to the ultimate

di,posal of wastes at the bottom. The technologies -De statistical expectation for the population
involved at each stage have been described briefly in dose equivalent in person-rems that will be delivered by
Otapter 2 (Ref.3). Transportation operatiors are this source per unit of electrical energy generated.(By

,

1 usually required at the places indicated by the arrows. this is meant the sum of the dose equivalents received

! At many stages in a nuclear power program, choices by all exposed individuals.)
; may be made between alternsve technologies; some -The distribution of this dose equivalent in time, '

of the more important of these choices are n.Med in the particularly as regards present versus future genera-
I next to the last column. De principal immediate tions.

] causes of risk associateri with each stage of the fuel -ne likelihood of catastrophes that will have an
; cycle are identified at the right ar.d left of the economic or psychological shock effect not measurable
i boxes-those associated with routine operation on the by the person rem dose just described.

!'

S.

|
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Principal Available
Routine Nonroutme Technologies (U. S. present Chapter

Occurrences Occurrences practice underlined) (in Ref. 3)

e redon in mines
e surface and

URANIUM OR Open-pit or underyound,,, ,
THORIUM mmesby tailings 16,17

, ,,, MINING, MILLING Th as well as M mining
Cover tailings?g;,;

e exposure of
mill worke's

U03 s

Alternatives:
3O****"' ""e theft of U-233

8'ENRICHMENT (if fuel highly priched)4

High or g enrichment
-

e theft of U-235 in transit
ENRICHED (if fuel highly enriched)

2
!

E''' 'U'' N'b#

3," fuels contamm, g Th
e theft of Pu, U-235

(U, Put O , 20,25FABRICATION * fire, sabotage z
or

FRESH * th'" 3" "*"'I'

ELEMENTS e fire, accident, 26
9 sabotap

e routine Alternative reactor types:
radiation e accident, sabotage Light-water, heavy-water, 11
release ELECTRICITY (including spent-fuel gas-cooled,

e occupational GENERATION storage ar14) liquid-metal fast
'

12-15exposure breeder, etc.

/ - SPENT,

ELEMENTS
e accident, sabotage Store spent fuel, reprocess

f in transit it, or discard it?
*

, ;

storage)

e routine e fire, accident, Rep cess or no_1?_

REPROCESSING W to variws kWsradiation sabotap, theft of 21
release U-235, U-233 Pu

Av d s ating Pu?,.

LOW- AND INTER - Dilute and disperse vs.
MEDIATE-LEVEL e leakage

concentrate and contain
WASTE DISPOSAL

~
|
'

CONCEN- e accident, sabotage
23,25TRATED in transit

WASTES

Choice of type of disposal
HIGH-LEVEL e accident, sabotage site

22WASTE * geological change Utilization of actinides and
MANAGEMENT some fission p oducts

Hs,1 Principal risks and relevant aneinstives in the nucieer fuel cycle.
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-ne reliability with which these quantities background radiation on a very long time scale. This
(statistical expectation of population dose and proba- latter fact causes some people to consider discussion of
bilities of catastrophes) can be estimated for a given the long-term risk pointless, but many would disagree,
assumed technology. In other words, how much spread arguing that person-rem totals are an important con-
is there between the estimates of highly qualified sideration however slowly they may be accumulated.

i
'

persons or groups, and how sensitive are these esti- -Of the remaining sources of risk, the one whose
mates to factors as yet inadequately known? range of uncertainty extends to th. iargest values is

-ne extent to which these estimates can be reactor accidents. De statistical expectation of popula-
modified by plausible modifications in the technology tion dose from these may be significantly smallsr or
used or by such human factors as regulations, pro- larger than that from other quantifiable sources.
cedures, and training. Although it is natural to focus Several lines of research that are in progress or can
attention on opportunities for improvement, possi- soon be undertaken offer hope both for reducing the
bilities for regressior, should also be borne in mind. consequences of accidents (e.g., by prevention of

-Serious gaps that may exist in our present overpressure rupture of the containment building)and
knowledge of how to quantify the risk, or of possi- for reducing tha uncertainty in our estimates of the
bilities for mitigating it, especially when these gaps proMoilities of serious accidents (e.g., reliability of
might be filled by appropriate research. core-cooling systems, likelihood of steam explosions).

-It is acknowledged that nuclear power programs
Table I summarizes the characteristics just men-

are neither the cheapest nor the most satisfactory
tioned for each of the major sources of risk identified. s urce f matenal for sveapons, and nations that have

,

Ra central columns give the statistical expectation of
thus far made exploshe devices have not donc so using

the population-dose equivalent per gigawatt year of
Powr reactors. Nevertheless, the asks from a possible

electricity generated [GW(e) year] for each source of
Posite, comlation of such programs with the pro-

risk; for cases involving accidental occurrences, this
liferation of nuclear waapons or with terrorism are ve y

means that the population dose delivered when an
disputable and cannot be quantified by technological

accident occurs is multiplied by the probability, per
analysis al ne. S me mf amed evaluations have con-GW(e) year, that such an accident will occur. He sidered such nsks to be small, but others-mcluding

conversion of these figures, in person. rems per the Rours report, the Fox report, and the Ford-
GW(e) year, to ultimate cancer fatalities, genetic abnor-

Mitre study.-have emphasized the possibility,which
malities, etc., is somewhat uncertain; the figure cur-

cann t be excluded on purely technological grounds,
sently most widely used is that, on the average, there

that these nsks may sigmficantly exceed all others m
will be about one eventual excess cancer death per

IN "" * *'I"*I'YC5000 person. rems of whole-body dose. Inspection of ]
the table suggests the following overall conclusions: -In none of the cases so far studied in the

-Of the risks whose magnitudes can be rea, literature have alarrr.ingly high values been estimated

sonably accurately estimated, the most serious one is for the time-integrated population dose that people in

the exposure of future generations to "C from the future might receive if buried wastes were to be

reactors and reprocessing plants. Prospects for reducing leached by groundwater into the surface environment.

this considerably are good, since it is possible to collect hus, although many authorities have called attention

and sequester carbon at reprocessing plants and store it to gaps in our knowledge about some of the factors

as waste. Release from reactors is several times smaller. that bear on the probability and time scale of such
everMual leaching, it is not necessary to strive for-Of the risks about whose magnitude there is4

abs lute assurance against escape. One can pursue thegreat uncertainty, but which can in principle be
much more attainable goal of finding disposal sites forquantified, the one that may possibly-a though
which the product of probability of escape times thepossibly not-deliver the largest population-dose
e nsequences if escape occurs can be made reasonablyexpectation is the exposure of populations in the
small a the scale of normal-operation consequences.extremely remote future (time scale of the order of

as210 000 years) to Rn emitted from abandoned piMs his last conclusion is supported by a number of
of ore tailings. This risk ir very uncertain in magnitude, studies, and there seem to be no detailed analyses
would be vastly de:reased in a breeder econctny, and disagreeing with u. liowever, the relatively recent
would be manifested as an extremely minute change in literature placing quantitative limi's on consequences

A
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Table 1 Summary of Risks Associated with Low-Level Radiation Exposures Attn %utaole to the Production of Nuclear Electric Power

Expectation of population dose,in person-
rems per GW(e) year of electricity produced,

with present technology

Section of Present Future Degree of uncertainty Opportunities for
Source of risk Raf.2 pneration pnerations for a given technology modification Remarks

Occupational !!! ~16008 Probably only a fraction Probably modest,but data on Mostly from reactor

exposure of the va'ue given variation with types of re- operation; some from
actors and their ages are mining
scanty

8 cPublic exposure lit, V.2 1100 h 17006 Probably only a fraction Larger if escape of xenon ^ Futureteneration does
of the value given for the or * * C (footnote d) is dominated by * * C (half-from normal ~ ~

efnuents 1350 6 6000b case of no reprocessing; allowed to increase . life 5570 years)8

a little more uncertain . Future-generation doses

,

with reprocessing severalfold; smaller if * * C
is captu ed in reprocessing'1

Public exposure V.1 Very small Estimates for per- Very uncertain, as result May be greatly reducrd by incrementaldose rate

from tailings petually uncovered dependent on future covering; surely greatly at all times a minute

piles piles range from population distribution, reduced by reburial, re- fraction of background;
1.5 x 10' to 2 x 10*; weather, and geology, duced by a factor of ~50 may be compensated at

| actual values may be especially with covering in a breeder economy very long times by re- y
much less by transport of dust moval of uransmf u

Reactor IV.2,3,4,5 Reactor Safety Much less than Conceded to be quite un- Might be appreciably reduced

Study estimates "present generation" certain, with most for lightmater reactors;saccidents
~120; absence of qualified judgmcati Frobably substantially less -

hmajor accidents favoring values between for at leas'some of the
7

to date gives in- a fraction of the Reccror other reactor types
equality <10*-108 Safety Study value and

100 times it

Other IV.1,6 Very small, Much less than Allliterature is in Reprocessing plant accidents Accidents in reprocessing

accidents according to "present generation" reasonable agree rent. - can oGur only if there is and perhaps in trars-

most studies except for a few workers reprocessing;transporta- portation,althougn rare -
who speculate on the tion accidents can be de- have the greatest pos-

possibility of higher creased by " nuclear parks" sibilities to deliver
releases for some trans- sizable population doses
portation accidents'

leakage from V.3 Sma111 Few attempts at Although active acceptance Although many of the pro- Most important desideratum

waste quantitative esti- of .he ecnclusions to posed modes of disposal is to minimize chance

repositories mation have been the left is limited, there would yicia low dose ex- of escape to the environ-

made;these have seem to be no specific pectations,very careful . ment in the first few
usually indicated dose and probability site selection might make hundred years

small dose expecta- analyses disagreeing with . the expectations far lower
tions even ifleakage t' 'm; some unresolved still
occursl issues concerning likelihood

of leakage

_-- __ .-
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Prohferation VII.1 larger if nuclear warfare results; sman other- Very diverse judgments International centers;% co- Suggestions associating

of nuclear wise exist as to wnether and precipitation of uranium nuclear power with
~

weapons in what manner a nuclear and plutonium or isotopic proliferation most often
among electric-power program denaturing of fissile do so via enrichment
nations will affect weapons pro- uranium' or reprocessing facihties

liferation or power reactors using
highly enriched fuel

Terrorism Vll.2,3 Small entess successful terrorist acts become Diverse judgments on Can be reduced by avoiding Most plausible paths
quite frequent or succeed in dispersing much motivations and capabili- use of highly enriched seem to be bomb con-
more radioactivity than would be possible ties of terrorists and of fuel, by measures similar struction or capture
from a bomb or a spent-fuel shipment their preferences between to those on the line above, and dispersalof spent-

nuclear and nonnuclear and in general by tightened fuct shipments
means;no serious anti- security
poptlation attempts to
date

8 Figures given are whole-body doses, Le., doses delivered at about the same level to ad organs of the body. Particular organs sometimes receive rather larger doses;thus the
overall probability of cancer induction may be larger, by a modest fraction, than it would be if only the whole-body dose were received.

FIhe upper figure is for the case of no fuel reprocessing; the lower for the case in which all fuel is reprocessed and plutonium as well as uranium is recycled.
' Figure tabulated assumes that short-lived xenon isotopes are held up in boiling-water reactors until most of their activity has decayed;past emissions from boiling-water

reactors without such holdup have delivered population doses greater by something like 400 or 500 person-rems /GW(c) year. (See Section 111.2 of Chapter 12.)*
dSome foreign reacto s seem to produce considerably more * C than do U. S. reactors, possibly because of the presence of nitrogen. (See Section 111.5 of Chapter 12.)'8 w
'As detailed in Chapter 21 and Section V.3 of Chapter 22 (Ref. 3),it is likely that future eprocessing plants will sequester ' * C and store it as waste rat! er than discharging $

it to the environment. No such retention is likely for t'ie rather smaller amounts of ''C released from light-water reactors, but some other reactor types may release less of this
isotope. (See Chapter 14, Section !!.2, and Chapter 15.)"

I me scale for the population dose from tailings is ~10' years; that for the decrease in natt.ral 8 ' 8 Rn due to consumption cf uranium is ~10* -10' years.Ti
EReactor Safety Study.'
h" Major accidents" defined as those releasing significant radioactivity to the environment.
'Although it seems agreed that transportation accidents in which spent-fuel casks are ruptured will be very rare, the severity of such happenings depends gr atly on whether

one adopts the most favored assumption of release of 10~* of the '"Cs inventory or postulates that as much as 10-* ofit can be released.
/These conclusions assum . aste to be placed somewhere where its probability of escape in the next few hundred years will be extremely small;the feasibility of this is not

seriously disputed. A'' . this time, some authorities believe that the future-generation population dose will be small [ compared, say, with the figures 10'-10*
person-rems |Qi.s> year in the earlier rows of this column) whatever the rate of escape; others, while unwilling to reject the possibility of a large population dose in case of
escape, feel that the probability of escape in the next 10'-10' years, although not accurately predictable, can be made so small that its product with tN dosejust mentioned
will be small.

" Centers at which all enrichment and reprocessing cperations isolating high concentrations of fissile uranium or plutonium .and all reactors using highly enriched fuel are
maintained under international control.

# estriction, under international surveillance, to technologies in which plutonium at no stage appears in pure form, and where fissile isotor s of uranium occur only withR

aufficient dilution by nonfissile isotopes to make the fuel unusable for bomb construction.

-_____ _
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l' of escape hat not yet been sufficiently widely reviewed - hwr Ments, NRC Report WASH.1400 (NUREG.75/014),

i and 2ssunilated to justify saying that there is at present . NTIS,1975.
1 Nation:I Academy of Sciences, Committee on Literature'

a consensus, even in the ncientific comfrunity, about it.
Survey of Risks Associated with Nuclear Power, Risks

6all, it is noteworthy that, in a number of broad
Associated with Nuclear hwer: A C>itkal Review of the

studies of nuclear power which have been so organized f,ft,e,tur,, ~ Summary and Synthesis Chapter," Advance
I and condveted as to be able to secure the cooperation Copy, no document number released yet by the National

of many highly qualified experts representing the fuu ~ Academy of Sciences, April 1979.

spectrum of opinions, waste management has not been - 1 h " Chapters" cited at various points in the text of this
article refer to the final report-to be published--on the

considered . a major obstacle.e-s One such study,4 National Academy of Sciences study " Risks Associated with
although generally optimistic, is a little more doubtful. Nuclear Power." Reference 2 above is the only chapter of

in .onclusion,it is extremely important to bearin this report to be published to date.

mind the qualifications noted at the beginning of this 4. Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution (Chairman,

summary: the nuclear power risks to which the present Sir Brian Flowers) Nuclear hwer and the Environment,
Sixth Report of the Royal Commission on Environmental

seport is devoted pertain to only one square in the Pollution, British Report Cmnd-6618, Her Majesty's Sta-
matrix of kinds of information needed for decision tionuy office, London, September 1976 (also known as the
making on energy programs. Even for electrical energy, Flowers Report after the chairman).

one must decide among a number of attemative 5. R. W. Fox, G. G. KeE:her, and C. B. Ker , Ranger Urendum

technologies or sources for producing it, and for each EnvironmentalInquiry, First Report, Australia Goverrenent
Publication Service, Canberra, Australia, October 1976 (m'so

of these one must estimate its benefits, costs, time known as the Fox Report).
scale, and risks; one must also bear in mind the costs 6. Nuclear Energy Poucy Study Group, Nuclear hwer Issues
and risks of not producingit.This review has discussed and 0oices, sponsored by the Ford Foundation and

only the risks of a single one of the attemativ., administered by Mitre Corp., Ballinger, Cambridge, Mass.,
. , 7.

7. Massachusetts Commission on Nuclear Safety, Report of the
; Messachusetts Commission on Nuclear Safety, Dep=stment

of Health, Boston,1. ass.,1975.
8. American Physical Society, Study Group on Nuclear Fuel

REFERENCES Cycles and Waste Management, Report to the American
Physical Society by the Study Group on Nuclear Fuel Cycles

[ 1. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Reactor Safety Study: An and Waste Management, Rev. Mod. Mays, 50(1, Pt. 2)'
Assessment of Accident Risksin U.5 CommercialNuclear (January 1978).
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Nuclear Powerin Perspective: The Plight of the Benign Giant
1

D. N. Hess !

Nucl. Sa/ely. 12(4): 283-290 (July-August 1971)

Ahntract: Premised on the assumption that the public press is This attack and rash of denunciations came, not
both a molder of opinion and a reflector of public interest and much more than 2 years ago, with considerable
critique nearly 800 items in the Janly and periodical presst unexpectedness. One may aptly wonder at this precipi-
pertaining to the nuclear industry and conving a period of tate concern over the atomic giant, but a probable

| about Iyear were examined for their philosophical and
| psychologicalimpact on the reader. Accordingly this survey is explanation may hu recent origins. Emotions today

a retrospective assessment in order of pdority of the principal ggg gppgrgnt|Y most stirrtd over the Concept of
wntroversial issues confronting the nuclear community. The pollution of the environment. This may be the root of
hope is that from this wvk, nuclear advocates and allied

much of the confusion and distrust of the atom and itsinterests may find a firmer sense of direction and significant
areas where specialattention can be mostprofitably devoted to pts.aises oi a viable future This may have been the
a[[ord the public the reassurances it needs (O[ eel at ease in the wellspring from which all the other quarrels with thej

Presencr of the energy giant. industry derived. Many sensitive persons are genuinely

Today our country faces an imminent electric-power concerned with the fate of our planet. Their concern

crisis, and nuclear energy stands ready to accept the for it and what their offspring will inherit has, no
challenge. The projected needs for electricity within doubt, caused them to feel revulsion for the destruc-

the next few decades are enormous, and, at this tion that man has inflicted upon it, and they feel a

| moment in time, nuclear power has the opportunity to compelling desire to thwart any further indignities that

i fulfill its destiny by being the source of this power for would jeopardize conditions on earth even more than

which it is so eminently suited and capable. they are jeopardized today.

Until the late 1960s, nuclear power reactors had Such concerned people are certainly deserving of

been installed and operated with relatively few plaudits admiration and attention. Some people have self-
|
! or complaints. Considering the successes this energy serving interests, many have economic interests, and

giant had achieved without encountering any major some are completely disinterested. None can be dis-

disquieting reactions from the public, the nuclear counted, but it is to the truly concerned individual that.

industry had little reason to anticipate any opposition. so much is owed in the form of tangible reassurances.

! Thus it was that electric utility companies blit'hely Thus it is necessary to learn what problems to them are
most worrisome. Even the severest cutics of nuclearcontemplated utilizing tius new technology to meet the

energy requirements it foresaw and announced the power submit that the world is facing crisis and find

construction of numerous large nuclear power stations some good in nuclear power, with reservations. it is the

around the country. Suddenly, outcries and rebuffs side effects of nuclear power and the urgent immediacy

beset the industry, and its optimism was replaced by of its implementation that apparently are the contro-

'

bewilderment ar.d chagrin. On the one hand, the versial ipects. On the other hand, the nuclear com-
i

utilities offer unlimited nuclear power to the people as munity concedes that the criticism leveled at it is a

the panacea for their future problems conceming healthy thing since it points up the areas where
well-being, comfort, and economic growth. On the corrective actions might be applied or scientific prin-

ci les invoked to correct any al;eged deficiencies.Then
| other, voices were raised against the nuclear commu- P

nity which accused it of hidden motives and an through a declaration of sound assurances, the real or|

assortment of hypothetical ills. The numerous ques. conjectured feat can be allayed or set to rest.

tions posed asked how the installation and utilization
of this vast resource will affect our institutions, our

EVALUATICN OF THE NEWS MEDI Asociety, our health, our environment, and our very
destiny and ultimate human existence. These questions What follows is an attempt to provide to the
have such profound, all-encompassing implications that nuclear community and nuclear proponents a weather-
the nuclear community has been sorely tried to vane that will indisate the directions of public accep-
respond. In being challenged on so many fronts,it is tance and apprehension on nuclear matters. The
faced with the quandary of what iss es are most in indicator chosen was the published news.Tolearn and
need of attention and rebuttal. assess just how well or how badly nuclear power has

!
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fared with the public, a meaningful concept of the idiosyncrasies:

status of the industry shc,uld be attainable by evalu-
I. Nuclides and wastesating the situation as seen by the journalist. Thus the
2. Nuclear safety and reactor accidentsfrequency with whii a given nuclear topic was
3. Insurance an ubsidy

reported in the press was considered to be indicative of
the relative importance of each topic to the public(or, 4. Safeguards

at least, what newsmen believe to be important). 5. Thermal pollution

Furthermore, the ratio of adverse articles to the total 6. Siting
7. Environmentpro-and con articles was taken as a measure of the
8. AEC regulationmagnitude (seriousness) of concern over the issues by
9. Antitrust and rnonopoly"opmionated" people. In other words, this approach

10. legalistics, law, and legislation
takes m. io account not simply the numericalpopularity i 1. Esthetics
of a subjcet a the strict sense of the word but at: 12. General
articles that tend to lead the reader to some definite
conclusions or convictions on these nuclear-associated
topics. These were the two sets of data derived as a
basis for recognition of priorities. THE SURVEY METHOD

Seven hundred and sixty-two articles in news- In order to set up more or less wellestablished
papers, popular periodicals, and semiteshnical maga- criteria on which to base the survey so that in the
nnes pubbshed within the past year were surveyed. course of evaluation there wou!J be little likelihood of
Ihe articles varied broadly in scope, and the review deviating from the norm, a system of ground rules was
encompassed sources such as the followir.g: news established and the category subjects were defined.
accounts of speeches by nuclear proponents (AFC
Commissioners, utthties' spokesmen, academicians, leg- Ground Rules
islators, and laymen) and of its opponents (conserva-
tionists, protest organizations, etc.); general discussions 1. An article could be assigned to one or more

of their contentions; editorials; letters to the editor; categories. At extremes, a lengthy review article on

and reviews of a particular reactor, or reactors, or the therma: pollution would be weighted only once,
whereas a simple news release reporting on somenuclear industry in general. As an integral put of this

exan.ination, general-interest articles were also in. organization protesting the placing of power reactors

cluded, e.g., discussions of power brownouts,econom. along the shores of a body of water and asserting their

ics of nuclear power plants, uses of iv c in potential for thermally and radioactively polluting the

industry, warm-water irripu n, and the implications water would bc listed under three af the categories.

of thermal and radioactive effluents. No articles de. 2.Each article was evaluated and assigned an A

voted to " Plowshare" and its adverse or beneficial (against). N (neutral), or F (for) rating according to

characteristics were considered, even though nuclear how the article treated the growing use of nuclear

opponents frequently use this project to dramatize the energy for the generation of electricity or her

dangers of nuclide release to the environment. Sim. Leneficial uses. Generalized descriptions of thew as-

ilarly, atticles concened with weapons testing (Alaska signments are given below;

and Nevada) or weapons production (Rocky Flats) A. An article reporting the remarks of a nuclear-
projects were climinated, in spite of their popularity industry critic or one emphasizing some adverse

with the critics as demonstrations of the " reckless aspect (s) of nuclear power reactors.

abuses" associated with the atomic energy program. On N. An article presenting both sides of some contro-
the other hand, articles devoted to the pros and cons of versial issue associated with the technology.The

nuchde waste disposal (e.g., Snake River aquifer) were opposing theses of academicians on the effects

considered valid, since waste management is an inevi- of thermal effluents from e!ectric-power plants
table ramification of nuclear power. on the fishes in a body of water are an example.

assigned to a series of 12 F. An article setting forth the position of anThe articles were
categones, sebeted to reflect the many. faceted aspects industry proponent or one giving impetus to the

of this complex arena, ranging from the real, techno- promises, prospects,and benefits of the technol-

logical implications to the hypothetical, philosophical ogy and its innovations.

_--___ _ _ _ _ _ _ - __ _
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3. Articles in' periodical literature were to be provides for partial federal risk assumption Subsidy
reviewed. Articles in Newsweck, Fortune, Look, Popu- would be exemplified by the setting up of a state-
lar Science, Business Week, Natural #istory, National supported agency to encourage the progressive develep-

4 Parks Naprzine, Scientific American, and news items in ment of nuclear technology through tax incentives and
Construction Digest, Power News, IndustrialResearch, the selling, distrik . ion, and control of nuclear fuel
Electrical World, Product Engineering, Scientist and elements or the fuel itself.
Citizen, and Chemical and Engineering News are 4. Safeguards. The subjects in the safeguards cate.
examples of the scope of sources in this area. Such gory include such topics as the potential for diverting
articles are representativ J in-depth appraisals, as fissile substances into the manufacture of weapons4

contrasted to news items, u.. articles in these media (i.e., nuclear blackmail), the maintenance of correct
are quite infrequent compared with newspaper items inventory accounts, and the possible actions of orga..

and hence comprised probably only about 5% of the nized crime (i.e., hijacking) due to the high value of the
total bulk of the data. Newspaper articles comprised fissile materials.
the remaining 957 of the source material. Obviously S. Thermal follution. Articles devoted to the con-
they were the most abundantly available. Moreover, sequences of utilizing cooling towers in association
they were considered to be the most significant with a nuclear power plant (e.g., their effect on the
criterion of public opinion and reaction to a nuclear. weather in the locale) or the use of the thermal

I oriented society. effluent to prevent frost damage or to provide warm-
4. Numerous nuclear oriented publications, tech. water irrigation were included in the thernw/ pol /ution'

i nical and otherwise, are supported, subsidized, or category. Another article described the predicted short-
| simply partial to the nuclear industry. Accordingly, ened lifetime of one of the Great Lakes if all the power

none of these were included in the survey-nor were scactors planned for it were installed.;

any official AEC press releases. 6. Siting. An article describing the opposition to
man made islands on Long Island Sound for nuclear-

1 . power-plant siting was surveyed. Another survey item
i ""

was a news account of a poll taken by a utility in
j Most of the subject titles are self-expianatory. Thus which it asked the public whether they objected to
j the obvious will not be covered in the following having a power plant situated on some stream and,if

definitions. Rather, examples are cited that are indica- so, would they be willing to relinquish the use of their
j tive of the more anomalous situations. air conditioners.
i I.Nuclides and Wastes. A mayor volunteers to 7. Enrironment. In instances where a concern for

provide an area in or near his community for the the enrironment was (xpressed, there was no alterna-
i establishment of a nuclear waste burial ground. The tive but to set up a category covering this broad scope,

issue here is not siting (see below); rather the mayor Moreover, sometimes the effecu of nuclide releases and
and his citirenry are showing their disdain for those thermal pollution were questioned in the context of
people who express fear over the presence of nuclides, their total effect on an ecosystem (e.g., contamination

2. Nuclear Safety and Reactor Accidents. When and eutrophication of an estuary). Such an article was
>

"

the statisticallikelihood of an actual nucks accident is categonied under thctmal pollution and nucli*s and
given and compared with the chances of other catas- wastes, as well as enrironment,
trophes, even though stated to be one in one billion per 8. AEC Regzdation. The regulation category per-
reactor, the critics claim tha; one such accident can tains especially to the arguments over the dual role-,

happen at any time and that the consequences could be promotion and regulation-of the AEC in its nuclear
incalculable. Other exa nples might be the possibility activities. Articles desenbing the efforts of some of the
of an accident during radioactive-waste transportation; individual states to regulate (nuchdes, for example).

the locating of a power reactor next to a strategic within their borders-and the stance of then counter-
missile base;and the concern over what precautions are claimants-are included undes this at gory and also.

in effect to prevent disaster from sabotage, civd under the legalistics, law, and /cgislation category
disobedience, maniacal action, or falling aircraft. below.

3. Insurance and Subsidy. Insurance is b:st illus- 9. Antitrust and Monop<dy. T he newest sontsuver-
trated by the contention of nuclear opponents that sial issues are probably antitrust and monopoly. Ante
nuclear power would be economically infeasible for the trust is best illustrated by the petitions and lawsuits
utilities if it were not for the Price-Anderson Act that instituted by small investor-owned utshties t'iat daim

.

5
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discrimination in being denied participation in the With these def,nitions of ground rules and cate-

corporate public utility setup of a large nuclear power gories, it is now no doubt apparent that the decisions

plant. Monopoly pertains especially to the conern of were relatively arbitrary and individualistic. Neverthe-

Congress that energy resource consortiums may be less, it is the author's feeling that, in spite of
acquirmg extenuve holdmgs on the natural fuel re- shortcomings and unintentional prejudices, what foi-

| sources of the country and,through the buying into or lows provides some insitat into the major areas of
building of their own processing, enrichment, and concern acociated with nuclear energy.'

f:.brication facihties, may thereby acquire cartel hke
economic power over the country's energy production
' ' ' " " ' ' ' ' ' SURVEY RESULTS

|
I0. Legalistics, Law, and Legislation. Articles deal.

| ing with questions such as the following would fall Each article was read ant given one or more

under this legal category. If the Illinois Sanitary Water appropriate category assignments. Then I endeavored

Board grants a pernut to a utdity to discharge thermal to envision the reader's probable reaction to the topic

waste into Lake Michigan in conformance with the being reported and assigned an A. N, or F under the
|

|
state's standards, and the Department of Interior sets appropriate category (ies). It was this latter judgment

| more stringent standards, who has the prerogative? If that most often presented problems isecause of its

the Florida Air and Water Pollution Control Depart. inherent subjectivity. Category assignn. cats, except in

| ment rejects the siting of a power reactor on an island the general category, were not so difficult because the

| because it threatens the extinction of several aquatic articles were most frequently unambiguous.

species, the AEC issues a provisional construction One Approach 4hc " Popularity Poll. " The re-
permit for the reactor, and the legalities are being sults rere totaled and are presented in Table I, where

fought out on the basis of the new Environmental the categories are arranged in order of mast ent ies.
Protection Act, what are the legal precedents and how The order indicates the subjects written about most

j and where wdl the matter be settled? freqyntly and what the news media consider the
! II. Esthetics. Examples of esthetic considerations public is most interested in or concerned with. Of

would be opposition to locating a nuclear power plant course, the general category has the most entries; but
(see siring) in the neighborhood of a historical struc-
ture or a national monument; or the objectionable
nature of the power generating facilities as they may

Table i Articles Desoted to Subject Categories
affect a scenic site (e g., Big Sur or the coast of Maine).

Associated with Nuclear Technology and an
Articles contrasting the architecture of a nuclear power

Evaluation of the Expressed Attitude
plant with that of a fossil fueled plant and its asso.

or Inferred Impact on Public Opinionciated facilities would be pertinent to this category.
12.Gencral. In this catchall category are lumped baluabn

broad generalised statements and descriptions of power
C88'8ary Against Neutral l'or Total

reactors, uses of isotops, discussions of nuclear tech-
nology, etc. Frequently, the articles are abstract in Nutlides and wastes 142 98 71 311

their treatment and are devoted to the philosophical Thennal pollution 95 68 66 229
|
|

implications of a nuclear economy. The complex 1.nviroi ment 66 72 68 206

| diversity of material categoriied hereunder is exempli- Siting H2 63 38 183

N "' '''' '* f' ' Y "" dficd by articles devoted to topics such as the impact of "" $ '
a nuelcar estallation (a fuel fabrication plant or power g ,' '.,'y',
plant) on the economy of a geographical area, the and legniation 63 27 7 97

estimate or exira cosis in miiis per kiiowait-hour io ihe ai c regatation 32 9 8 49

consumer for environmental. protection measures, the Insurance and subsidy 24 4 2 30

I A'h'''es 6 6 10 22
increase in cost of merchandising bonds that caused a

" ""'" P $

utihty to defer plans to build a nuclear power plant, ("g"", "'r'd
the extrapolated reasoning that people resorted to subt tal 5 297 1266
when they voted to reject a power reactor, and the gg

-

contentions of critics that the utilities use threats of c, rand Total e76 ~492' 425' f6s
brownouts as a form of" blackmail."
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this is seperated from the rest of the table, because it is ment of the data might be interpreted as showing how
obviously not amenable to consideration in the same many adverse articles were written for every one that,

'

light as thc other topics. Based on thegrand totalof all was complimentary. These are called " derogatory
category assignments (1693) and the total of all the disposition ratios."
articles (762), an average of slightly more than two Table 2 shows that in some instances the statistics
topics (2.2, to be exact) was discussed per article. are extremely poor in that some of the controversial
From the subrotal data it is readdy apparent that topics have not been written about to any great extent.
articles devoted to the subject categories are predom- Thus, in order not to attach too much significance to
inantly critical; the opposite is true when nuclear these por data, another column shows the extent of
energy is reported in general, with favorable articles this tu. certainty. The data are plotted in Fig. I, along
being donunant. Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that a with the uncertainties. At the bottom again is the
comparison of ncurralarticles in the subject categories general material, which must be discussed in a separate
and in the general category shows reasonable agree- context as before.
ment: 30% (386/1266) vs. 25% (106/427).

A Second Approach-Poll of the " Opinionated."
A s(cond approach is to consider the data from the AN ASSESSMENT OF THE QUANDARY
stedpoint of individuals with formalized opinions or A " Popularity Poll" of t/tc Categories (Table 1).
those writers who take a definitive stand on a category.

What subjects are written about most frequently? The
Thus, if the number of articles explessing adverse

number of these should be indicative of those topics of
opinions of these nuclear. technology associated cate-

most interest and concern to people. From the nun'ber
gories are divided by the total of articles,both for and

of t mes (311) the subject of nuclides and avstesagainst, the values obtained should give a relative
appeared, it is inferred that people want most to be

indication as to what concerns these writers most. Data
informed on how their health, longevity, and progenyof this type are given in Table 2.
will be affected by the radioactive matet. Is from a

The numbers resulting from the manipulation were nuclear. power oriented economy. It follows that the
termed " relative antipathy quotients." Another treat- people's predilectic for no change in their immediate

r

!
Table 2 An Assessment of Relative Antipathy Toward Controversial

Problems Associated with Nuclear Technology

Relative antipathy quotients

Biased articles Uncertainty * 15) ']*4,p g
Category Against For Total (%) E A Against : For

Safeguards 5 0 5 100 48 100 52
Antitruit an a monopoly 13 1 14 93 66--100 34 13 : 1
Insurance and subs 4dy 24 2 26 92 75-99 24 12: I
trgatistics, law, and

| legidation 63 7 70 90 80-96 16 9: 1
AFC rtgulat on 32 8 40 80 64-91 27 4.I
Siting 82 38 120 68 58-76 18 2.2 : 1
Nuclear safety and reactor

accidents 55 26 8! 68 56-78 22 2. t : 1
i Nudides and wastes 142 71 213 67 61-73 12 2.1 : I
| Thermal pollution 95 66 161 59 50-67 17 1.4 : 1

Environment 66 68 134 49 41-59 18 1.1 : 1
Esthetics 6 10 16 38 15-65 50 0.6 : I
General 93 228 321 29 25-36 II 0.4 : I

*Vrom A. flata. Statistical Tables and Formulas,1%o-Sided 95 Confidence f.imas for the Pru>babolay e of a
Binomial Distriburton p. 66, John Wdey & Sons, Inc., New York; courtesy of l'orest L. Mdler, Statniks Department.
Mathematics Di isson. Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tenn.
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F4. I Relative antipathy quotients from TaNe 2 and the 95% uncertainty timits associated with the data,

environs (thermal pollution and environment cate. " acts of God" are the most speculative qualms.

gories) is the next most important issue, as is bome out Legalistics, law, and legislation (sixth place) pertain

by the order in the table. almost exclusi.ely to the prerogatives of the states in
regulating nuclear reactors and all their associated

That siting assumes only fourth order of signif-
ramifications. The controversial dual role of theicance might be attributed to " intellectual maturity"
Atomic Energy Commission in regulation and promo-

on the part of the press and the public. In other words, ti n falls next in line (seventh) to the states' rights
as a result of having become more conversant and

issue. That one more or less complements the other is a
articulate on atomic matters,more precise terminology

happy coincidence and can be regarded as corrobora-
is being invoked with words such as ecology, mutation, ti n f their respective priorities. 'Ihe subject of the
nuclides, biological concentration, and thermal effect.

g vernment provid.ag an insurance subsidy (eighth) isin this light it would no longer be expected that
not especially conspicuous in the news. Perhaps the

complaints would be on the general basis of siting,
pc pie expect Congress or the states to settle this

except where the term connotes its exact meaning. it is
aspect in the courts; or, since subsidies are prov: Nd to

sonwwhat surprising to observe that nuclearsafetyand
s many vested interests,it may be that thP.-sta icenwetor accidents are not higher than fifth on the list.
is not thought to be particularly unusual.

This too may be the result of maturity. it appears that
the public is sufficiently informed on nuclear power it should be noted that the critical articles far
reactors so not be fearful of a disaster occurring during outweigh the favorable, by 583 to 297; however, this

routine operation. In fact, it is my impression that will be disc ssed in detail in the context of Table 2.

possible actions of psychopaths or the accidental Since the last three subject categories (esthetics,

breaching of the reactor contamment structure through antitrust and inonopoly, and safeguards) fall so low in
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the list, any attempt to associate their location with it is interesting to note that in both lists of data,
respect to the uppermost categories, with regard to the nuclear safety and reactor accidents category
priorities, would have little significance. follows (or is practically equal to) siting. Although this

arrangement is retained in Table 2, both supersede the
Finally,it may be seen from the number of articles topmost issues in Table I; i.e., nuclides and wustes,

in the general category that the press is not lax or thermal pollution, and enrironment, which are in the
remiss in giving publicity to nuclear technology. same order in Table 2 as in Ta'>le I,but they are lower

i" I'i 'i'Y 'roll of t/tc Opinionated (Table 2). The data given
. There also appears '.o be a high order of concern
m Table 2 snd plotted m. I ig. I are the bases for the

. about antitrust and monopoly, insurance and subsidy,
" Poll of the Upinionated.,, In some respects it is g g.C &>n Even when the " uncertainty" in
unfortunate that more adverse arti les were not found

the numbe . is taken into account (and the lowest
for some of the categories, since the statistics leave M hM k, ,,

much to be desired. Nevertheless,in conjunction with
seen that 'nese three catenies hold the seeds of morethe numbers m Table I, some inferences can be made,
controver,y than the categories relating to the environ-

Although five articles written on the matter of safe- ,s health and welfare,
guards indicated a need for dire concern (Table 2,

Fimily, there are the categories with poor statisti-
100%), the topic was broached only eight times in the

cal quality. Considering this, not piuch can be said
.

course of 1693 entries (Table 1). So the most that can definitively, except that, of the few articles devoted to
be raid concerning this is that, at least for the rooment,

safeguards, all pointed up deficiencies in the present
it is not a very topical subject, but when it is brought

surveillance and control of fissile materials. With regard
up, most of the authors fmd it an area where much>

t esthetics, thne is no particular controversy; only
i needs to be dor.e. From Table 2 and Fig.1, the

38% f the articles was devoted to criticism, and this
evidence indicates a marked difference in priorities

value is not far from the arcrage of the " uncertainty,"
from Table 1. Some of the data are relatively tenuous,

"' *'I Y
| but at least two cate:;ories are statistically well repre-

sented and hence have real significance. These are The Lessons Learned
legalistics, law, and legislation, and siting. Concerning

So where does this leave the nuclear giant? Whatthe former it is inferred that, among writers with a
t)ias,90% (80 to 96%) favor the position taken by the have we learned to help in this enigmatic dilemma? It

states. Is it because most of the reporters are home- can alnmu be pre <1icted that when a site for some

town boys who are writing what their audience wants PC aer reactor is announced writers will focus on it.
S me will tout the benefits to be derived from theto read, or do they really want their state governments

to take over the AEC's responsibilities? At least in facility, and others will deplore it and debate D.

looking at Table 2 under AEC regulation, the percent- hatards of living in the proximity thereof in tb <,entI

! age drops to 80 and could be as low as 64, meaning f a nuclear calamity, since this is the most s ..sational

that certain of the AEC regulatory prcregatives are not aspect to attract pubhc attention. Once th: public is'

seen in quite so bad a light as Table i vould indicate. apprised of the situation, they will initiate questions

Furthermore, the AEC regulation ca. gory also often c neerning those subject areas that involve their

inchided arguments against AEC regulatory activities. wellbeing, with nuclear effluents, thermal pollution,
and the effect of the reactor on their environs being

in contrast to the situation in Table I, where it considered, in this order. Accordingly it behooves the
placed fourth, siting and the environmeat are upper- nuclear industry or utility to approach the public with
most in people's minds (items 6 to 11, Table 2). To these factors in mind. Ilowever, as the number of
explain the new prominence attached to siting under reactors grows, the subjects in the statistically poor
this approach,it is essentiai to note that the articles are categorie e":t seem to be of low priority may assume
devoted to the debates over locating specific reactors at increasing significance.To date they have been largely
specific sites, such as Chesapeake day, Lake Cuyuga, confined to Congress and the courts, and the press has
take Michigan,or Eugene,Oreg., for example. In other duty reported on the proceedings. Thus, although the
words, these critiques comprise the bulk of the articles pubhc may become accustomed to and feel more
assigned to this category and accordingly resulted in comfortable in the presence of the nuclear giant, the
this new significance being attached to the subject of questions regardmg these more " nebulous" political,
siting. socioeconomic considerations will persist.
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! At the present time the disputes over specific some direction to the question of priorities. A good
'

teactors are being publicised, with the remarks of the public-relations job before the fact on the priority
opposition being dominnt. liut much has already been issues indicated would seem to be a significant answer[

done to provide the general public with representation to the nuclear community's tribulations.
and the opportunity to participate in planning and in this article much attention has been directed to |
decision. making debberations prior to application to the criticisms leveled at the industry. A look at the j
the AEC for fa cility licensing. For instance, even number vi articles under the general category, hew-
before the Natio ial Environmental Policy Act of 1969 cver, shows matters in a c uite favorable perspective. Of

i

and the AEC's 4tatement' of general licer' sing policy 427 articles, 228 were favorably disposed toward
reflecting its obhgations under the Act, some utilities nuclear power, and when those for and against are
were inviting the public to participate in the dehbera- compared, the ratio is 2.5 : 1. It appears that the trend
tions and decisions on site selection.2 The AEC has is more and more in the direction ofinneasing desire

3conducted a number of public meetings to encourage by the electric-utility companies to get onto the
this philosophy of affording the public opportunity to nuclear bandwagon. Furthermore, the press implies
speak out and to promote public understanding of the that people are getting nervous over power outages.
whole gamut of technical considerations and sociolog- Public action-reaction is a very evanescent thing.
ical implications. The Commission is, in addition, Ilecause of the changing kaleidoscope of public opin-
considering changes * in its procedural process to make ion, the data submitted here can only be considered to
knowledge of impending actions, by either it or an be indicative of current mood. If the utility industry
applicant, more quickly available and thus smooth the fails to fulfill its commitments for any one or a number
way for early public expression. In fact, the Commis- of reasons, a subsequent poll might r veal an entirely
sion acknowledges, and is encourage 1, that certain different complexion and climate for acceptance in
public-representing bodies have been proposed to give genecal, the prospect for a nuclear power economy
the people an even stronger voice in governmental appears to be very good. Moreover, the news media
agency ac:ivities, since such a body could be instru- have been, on the whole, reasonably objectiv:,consid-
mentalin axpediting a consensus of accord on nuclear ering the coverage and tenor of neutral and general

,
matters. articles. Nevertheless, the unfortunate fact remains that

' The nuclear industry gives appearance of having the against articles, although perhaps not in the
learned i:s lessons well. Many utilities appear to have majority, get and retain the public's attention. Much
found a quite reasonable, proper route. They are added effort must therefore be expended, by the
conductiag intelligent advertising campaigns and are utility industry and others, to promote and develop
establish.ng rapport with the universities and commu. full public understanding of these complex and sei si.
nity civic organizations. They are presenting the pubhc tive issues.
v6th brief, simple, basic scientific facts that bring the
prob! matical subjects into perspective.

! Of course, it would be too much to expect the
pathway to to,al acceptance to be without obstacle.
S(une misunderstandings are going to persist in the
nunds of certain individuals. Nevertheless, as ever- REFERENCES

| mounting numbers of persons become better informed
| through surmountmg the scientific language barrier, it

can be anticipated that this majority will become more 1. Federal Register. 35(235): 18469-18474 tDec. 4,1970).
, tractable and amenable to nuclear technology than one 2. Jenness Keene, Solving Reactor Siting in Cahfornia, Nuc/c-
'

that is forced to accept predestined plants under onics. 24(12): 53-68 (December 1966).
threats of brownouts or blackouts. 3. I!oward C. Isrown, Jr., AEC Goes Publie- A Case Ilistory,

NucL Safery, II(5): 365-369 (Sept.-Oct.1970).
| 4. James T. Ramey, The Role of the Public in the Development
! CONCLUSION and Regulation of Nuclear Power, Speech at Conference on

Nuclear Power and the Environment at the University of
| I do not purport to have any new, striking panacea wisconsin, Apn14, 1970, ALC News Release S 12-70,

to of fer the indust ry. I do, however, hope to have given Apr. 8.1970, Washington.
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Public Opposition to Nucleer Power: An Industry Oveeview j
|

H.G. Stater |
Nuc/. Safely, 12(5): 448-456 (September-October 1971)

Abstract: The rrcent history of public and press attitudes adverse public reaction. Nearl'y all the scant opposition
toward nuclear power and its effect on the environment can be in the AEC's public hearings appeared on legal or

| traced in the results of polis, panel meetings, debates, etc. economic gounds, rather than on health or enviton-
| Although opposition is not the rule. the quick response by the y( gy , y

nuclear industry to the environmenlahsts' positions has helpedI

| to improve public relations. Since nuclear technology is showed 60% favoring nuclear power, and the voters m.

| Involved on these complex problems, its leaden must do all Eugene, Oreg., approved a nuclear ower plant for its
they can to inform the public and to respond with candor to municipal utility by a 4 to-I majority,
important questions so that mutual trust and understanding The first indication of change in this peaceful

" # "# ' ' "'#"#'
in hIl i$)lsucc situation came rather unexpectedly in early 1969 fromd

an article, entitled "The Nukes are in llot Water,"in a
national sports magazine.' That article shocked much

The American public is demonstrating an m. tense of the nuclear industry, for it was the first story in a
concern for its environment. It is unlikely to accept

mass- irculation medium that attacked nuclear power
any unnecessary infringements and increasmgly be-

, on environtnental grounds. The article proved to be
lieves that it should have a major voice in deternunmg

only a preview of things to come. Before the end of the
what infringements are in fact necessary. Moreover, year, two other mass-circulation weekly magazines,
there is increasing distrust of the authcrity of govern-i several of our most prominent newspapers, and many

| ment, business, and even scientists. As this distrust
other publications carried articles sharply critical of the'

grows,it diminishes the ability of science and industry environmental effects of nuclear power. Two r.tw
to meet the growing needs of our mternational books rounded up every possible criticism,8 * includ-
cconmny.

,
ing many long discredited ones, and although neither!

| The new.found national awareness of our deteno- was written by a person technically qualified to
! rating envi onment and the emphasis on participating examine the subject, both are still considered standard

in major industrial and technological decisions are by reference sources by some conservation groups and
no means directed principally at nuclear energy. members of the press.
Virtually every large scale industrial activity is being Throughout,1969, the public's changing attitude
questioned and criticized by some members of the was evident in a number of other developments.,

j public and press. In many instances, such as the U.S. Several bills were introduced in Congress cdling for a
| Earth Day activities of Apr. 22,1970 and 1971 moratorium on nuclear power plants. A couple of
I nuclear power plants have received much less critici"n planned nuclear stations in the East were postponed

than fossd. fueled power plants and other industrial after being opposed by well-organized local conserva-
activities. Accordingly, it is quite difficult to estimate tionists, primarily on thermal grounds.'** In response

l the actual magr.itude and effects of public opposition to these events, the attitudes of the AEC and the
to nuclear power. Recognizing the absence of compre* nuclear industry about public opposition began evolv-
le ive data, I will briefly trace the recert history of ing. A mihstone in understaneling the public's view of
public and press attitudes toward nuclear power as seen nuclear power was made possible in late 1969 by an

j from industry's point of view. AEC decision to hold a public meeting in Burlington,
l if we were to retreat to early 1969, about 18 Vt., to discuss nuclear power with local residents? As

months in time, we wotid find little indication of any it turned out, the meeting evolved into a debate
public opposition to nue .ar power. Aside from the between the AEC and nationallaboratory scientists on,

! carly and quite specialized controversies surrounding one side and several professors and scientists described

Consolidatec Edison's poposed Ravenswood plant,' as " conservationists" on the other. The panel brought
Detroit Edison's Enrico Fermi experimental breeder,2 together prominent critics of nuclear power from the
and Pacific Gas & Electric's Bodega Bay plant,8 there Midwest, East, South, and Scathwest, and the audience

was little public or press concern about the rapidly included several hundred local residents. The debate
expanding nuclear power industry. In 1963, utilities and the questions from the audience were, for much of
ordered 17 nuclear po ver stations with virtually no the industry and the AEC, the first direct exposure to

,

,e- .. - ,
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the criticisms of nucht power and to the misinforma. has reported'' to the Governor that "nudear energy
tioa and fear that surround the subject. This meeting possesses a tremendous advantage over fossil. fueled
and a later one sponsored by the University of plants with respect to the effect on the environment." I

hiinnesota'33 indicated, by the relatively small audi. hiost polls on the subject also indicate that the i

ence turnouts, that, although worry about nuclear public is by no means as opposed to nuclear power as |

power was not widespread in either community, some critics would have us beliese. A Lou liarris poll' 2

concern among many residents was quite deep. We in i hhington State in hlay 1970 showed 70% "not
realized more than ever that opponents of nuclear opp' ed" to nuclear power and 6% "strongly op-
power included not only professional rabble-rousers posed";only 22% were "not opposed" to fossil-fueled
and special-interest groups but also a number of plants and 38% "strongly opposed." A national survey

I concerned and educated citizens who had not heard all conducted for a private nu lear firm in late 1969

|
the facts about nuclear power or, having heard it, produced similar results. When asked what their reae.

| nevertheless had serious questions about its safety and tion would be toward a nudear power plant and a
environmental impact. coal fired plant in their area, about 659 favo:cd

i hiany other recent developnents have reflected this nuclear. powered plants and 20% oppowd such plants;

i distrust of nuclear power or added fuel to it. Two 22% were "for" coal fe!ed plants and 68% were
lawrence Radiation 1,aboratory scientists began telling "against." A nationwide poll'' conducted for the
politicians and the press that federal radiation guide. Edison Electric Institute in 1909 showed that 50% of

| hnes should be made 10 tines more restrictive.'' The the U. S population, not including Alaska,llawaii, and

I htmnesota Pollution Control Administration decided areas served by public authorities, favored nuclear
that the AEC's guidelines were too permissise and plants in their areas, and 27% opposed them.

attempted to impose much more stringent require. Such scattered fmdings indicate that the opposition

ments with respect to radionuclide releases from to nuclear power plants-often consicaed virtually a
7

| reactors within the state of hlmnesota. Also, politicians national characteristic---may not be nearly so wide.

| from Long Island to Alaska adopted the perils of spread as some publicity makes it scem. Ilowever, this

.

nuclear energy as a frequent subject of discussion fact alone is no cause for complacency. As we have

| throughout the recent election year. seen retwatedly in recent years, it does not take a
These surface indicitions of public apposition to majority of the public in opposition to an actinty to

nuclear power bring to mind a natural question: Are significantly affect it, nor does it take a majority of the
they isolated developnents that represent only a s:nall mast informed technical community. A vocal minority,

minority of the public, or are they the surface combined with the powers of the press and politicians,
indications of a great iceberg of resistance that har not can have a major effect on nuclear power or any sinular

yet come to light? Are the " nukes" really in hot water? activity.
We must not ask merely whether a majority of the

Public oppcses nuclear power but, rather, how seri.
OPPOSITION NOT THE ftULE ously its deselopment is being affected by that

We cannot scientifically determine what percentage opposition, no matter what its size.

!
of the public holds what degree of opposition to
nuclear power, but we do know of enough cases of EFFECTS OF PUBLIC OPPOSITION

; disinterested parties fuoring it to realize that opposi.

| tion is by no means the rule. First, we need only to From a developmental point of siew, there has
'

consider the large number of nuclear plants now been no serious effect from public opprsition to
operating, under construction, or bemg planned which nuclear power. The technology of nuclear power has

have not received any significe 7.iblic resistance. been put into use by industry at an unprecedented

Numerous plants are new operating or under construc. pace, piimanly because, as AEC Chairman Glenn
tion that have avoided any serious public criticism. Seaborg has pointed out, its development came along

Similarly, we should consider tha Los Angeles area, at the perfect time fnim the point of view of
Bich has outlawed fossil fueled generating plants environment and fossil.fuci conservation. It is easy to

| because of air pollution problems. We can point to the forget how quickly nudear power has progressed from

hlassachusetts Audubon Society, one of the oldest an AEC research and developnwnt effort into a huge

conservation organizations, wt ich has encouraged the industry. As recently as '. . ars ago, only eight nuclear

use of nudar power becaust of its environmental pow- ieactors had been built in the United States, aad

advantages. Further, the California Resources Agency those eight included such prototypes as Shippingport
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and Dresden.Today,however, there are more than 100 on the industry, and there have been many. It may be
nuclear reactors in operation, under construction, or that the activities of conservationists, the press, profes-
on order and these reactors represent a total capital sors, and other groups have not threatened the further
investment of some $15 billion. This phenom nal development of nuclear power, but they have certainly,
growth in the nuclear power industry seems proof as the survey asked, "affecte:l" it. Ilogetton himself
enough that nothing has seriously affected its develop- pointed out that public intervention has increased
ment. governmental regulation of nuclear pow r plants and

A provocative survey of the nation's nuclear that public opinion reflects the weakened credibility of
utilities made in February 1970 bore out thisinterpre- the nuclear power industry and the AEC.
tation. John F. Ilogetton, Executive Vice President of The cffects on the nuclear community from public
The S.ht. Stoller Corporation, examined 70 r.uclear opposition can be seen in many other ways. The
power projects with respect to public resistance for the public's overall concern for maintaining an environ.
Atomic Industrial Forum's Topical Conference on ment as pure as possible-of which the concern over
Nuclear Public Information, llogerton'* concluded nuclear power i, just a relatively small part-has
that public opposition had noi retarded the growth of contributed to expanded programs m research and
nuclear power and had generally not been a major development, enviromnental activities, and public af-
factor in the " slippage" of nuclear power plants. The fa rs on the part of utilitics, manufacturers, the AEC,
utilities he surveyed listed labor problems, licensing and other organizations in the nuclear community. For
delays, and late deliveries of pressure vessels as more example, the AEC has established a new Office of
significant conitibutors to the slippage of plant sched. Environmental Affairs that is concerned not only with
ules than public opposition. Ilogetton did note that in the environmental effects of the AEC's own facilities
two or three cases public resistance played an im- but also with expandmg environmental research activi-
portant role in postpomog or canceling planned ties, pass ng the results on to industry, and informing
projects and that this "could easily become a major the public about the environmental effects of nuclear
factor in the future " pg,,, i e The Congressional Joint Committee on

Although the nuelcar power industiy may not have
Atomic Energy conducted an unprecedentedly thor-

been slowed significantly by pubbe pressures. the
ough .et of hearings that has become the most valuable

pressures have been real and increasing, and, to the s ngle source of information on the subject.'' hfany
informatw men in the mdustry, they have loomed

utilities have added environmental speciahsts to co-
quite lart,e. A recent survey of nuclear informaimn g ; g
specialists conducted by the Atomic Industrial Forum's

Northern States Power and Northeast Utilities, have
Public Affairs and Information Program indicated that

begun new procedures for widening the public's partict-
. ..

the nuclear informa, ion community does indeed be-
pation in their major de:isions. Westinghouse Electricheve that public opposition has had significant effect

on the nuclear power industry.i s When asked, "To C IPoration has created an Environmental Systems
Department, mitiated environmental research programswhat extent do you beheve public opposition and
with Consolidated Edison and Commonwealth Edison,

adverse public information are affecting the nuclear
and conducted a month long School for Enviroamentalindustry?", 277 answered "very seriously"; 44% said
hianagement at Colorado State Umversity. The Atomic"serkusly", 28% said " moderately", and only 1%

repNd "hardly at all." The nuclear information spe- (ndustrial Forum has established a new Committee on
nvimnmental Law and Technology chaired bycialists were also asked whether the effect of public

Dr. hierri' Eisenbud, and has expanded it: Pubhcopposition to nuclear power would become more or
Mas and Infmmadon Ngram to m kinkma-less serious in the next couple of years, and 66%
tion needs of the nuclear community, the media, andreplied "more" and 17% said "the same "

E " * " " " " ** ** ** *The results of these two surveys seem at first
' # ' Y '" "'''Y *E " " *"~contr .dictory. The one says there has been no effect

*#"
on the nuclear power industry from public opposition
and the other that there has been a serious one, but the

two are reconcilable. John llogeiton's survey con-
A N ATIONAL PROBLEMcentrated on delays or cancellations of power plants

caused ! j public opposition; the responses to the Even if public opposition and press attention in the
Atomic Industrial Forum poll took a broader view- past 2 years have not significantly retarded the devel-
that c; . ,gmilcant effects the controversy has had epment of the nuclear industry, they have nevertheless
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affected it in many other ways, some of which can be ' poll' 8 strongly supported this interpretation. When
viewed as beneficial. A similar paradox is that public asked, " flow should the nuclear industry react to
and press criticism of nuclear power is a national environmental activities?", 98% replied " offer assis-
problem that does not exist in most areas of the tance"; 27% said " offer financial support"; 3% an-
country. This seenJng contra liction can be casily swered " respond only if properly requested";and only
explained. The principal criticism of nuclear activities 1% said, " hope they will overlook nuclear power."
has come from national magazines and television The nuclear community's involvement in environ- i
networks, national conservationists, and national mental aspects could also be seen in the Earth Day |

special interest groups. In most local areas the opposi- activities of Apr. 22,1970. Ilundreds of representatives |
tion has not been against nuclear power in general, but of Bovernment, industry, and laboratories involved |2

'rather against particula: plants on particular sites, be w th the development of nuclear energy appeared at
they nuclear, fossil fueled, or hydroelectric. Nuclear Earth Day meetings throughout the country,and some
opposition is thus a problem that affects the entire firms directly participated in the planning and funding<

nuclear community, although it may not be evident on of these events. These items convince me that a large
i most locallevels. part of the nuclear industry recognizes our world's very

There are two important lessons to be drawn from real environmental problems and is eager to help solve
this observation. For one, we can anticipate that in the them. As Sherman Knapp,'8 President of the Atomic
next few years more and more of the national criticism industrial Forum, has said:
will be reflected on locallevels. Every critical article in,

the national media can be expected to sway a certain We who are responsible for providing the nation's
,

number of its audience, who may then become active *'"I*i'Y .are as sh cked nd saddened by our nation's'

, befouled air and water and land as are conservationists. We
against nuclear plants in local communities. The other are eager for our grandenildren to have open space to play4

lesson is that the organizations best equipped to meet in and clean water to drink. And while most conserva-
this opposition are nationally based groups, such as the tionists can only debate and lament the problems, we are in

AEC, the Atomic Industrial Forum, and the American a unique position of being able to help the situation by
making the environment our number one consideration asNuclear Society. Members of the nuclear industry must
** P *"* D"i3d' "nd Perate our plants.I

not be lulled into false confidence' by a lack of local ,

opposition; every article in a national magazine can Concerned though it is about the quality of our.

'

affect a community as severely as an editorial in the environment, the nuclear community,like much of the
i local newspaper. Accordingly, the industry should nation's industry, has had coisiderable difficulty in
; suppoit and work with its national organizations, placing the problems and proposed solutions of the
j especially during this time of national sterest in the environmental crisis in a broader perspective. As
! environment. Dr.Seaborg has pointed t ;t, many ardent " environ-

j mentalists" do not seem to realize that the interrela-
ti ns inv Ivirs an industrial society are as complex as

THE ENVIRONWiNT AND INDUSTRY'

those comprising nature's ecology. They seem to think
,

De " overview" of the public opposition to nuclear that industry could simply rn off a faucet marked
j power couM not be complete, of course, without " technology" and that all our environmental problems

j mention of the over-all environmental movement of would end. There is more to man's environment and
the past year. The scope and passion of the public more to the " quality of life" than trees and air and
c meern have been not only national but to a con- open space, as vital as they may be. There are, for
6:erable extent worldwide and have by no means example, labor saving technologies, without which
concentrated on nuclear power. Ilere I will discuss modern man, like the U.S. frontiersman of 100 years
triefly what this movement mesns for the nuclear ago, would have neither the time nor the means to
industry. enjoy his surroundings. Our natural environment must

Of course, I am qualified to discuss this only from be considered in relation to our man-made one, of
a personal point of view based on limited observations. which electric energy is a vital part. As Dr.Seaborg"
'In general, these observations have led me to the belief has said, "The environment of a city whose life's
that most responsible industry, including the nuclear energy has been cut-whose transportation and com-
community, has welcomed the novement and en- munications are dead,in wbch medical and police help
couraged serious efforts to improve our environment. cannot be had, ard where food spoils and people stifle
ne respondents to the Atomic In6ustrial Forum or shiver while imprisoned in stalled subways or
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i

darkened skyscrapers-all this also represents a and the Federal Radiation Council reQw all known
dangerous environment which we must anticipate and data about radiation effects. Whatever radiation
work hard to avoid." standards are ultimately set, I am confident that

' The fact that environmental pollution is to some commercial nuclear power plants can operate well
extent inevitable should not lead us to complacency within them. This seems to be an issue that a strong
about the subject; rather, it should spur us to try more effort to obtain public understanding could heln bringi

vigorously to reach the most passiointe conserva- to an end as a major point of contention, because
tionists with the unhappy facts about these complexi- . much of the strong feeling has no connection with the
ties. Unless more of them begin understanding such real world of nuclear power plants. The effects on the
fundamentals .s the fact that all energy conversion, population of the Federal Radiation Council guidelines
including that of our own bodies, unavoidably creates a of 170 mrems a year, whatever they could theoretically
certain amount of pollution, industry is in danger of be, can hardly be associated with the localized effect of

j being cast in the role of the villain of society. Already a nuclear power plant, which adds radiation of less
we can see some professional conservationhts polariz- than 5 mR/ year (equivalent to a dose of 5 mrems/ year)
ing the country to the point that everyone who at its site boundary. When the public and the press
dispassionately discusses such compexities is forced understand this vital distinction, an issue that now
into an antienvironment camp, seems crucial could pass from sight.

ISSUES AND THE FU1URE
The issue of thermal effects is undoubtedly the one

| The environment will no doubt remain a major
which will be with the nuclear mdustry the longest and

! issue of controversy and action in the United States for is the most diffict'lt to explam. Much of the pubhe,
some years to come, and ha this respect the nuclear

s sm just became awam of &
industry is in a favored position. Nuclear power is the

,

Potential problems associated with waste heat m. the
least harmful method of generating electricity now

Past few years, and, for many of the same reasons, the
practical, and its growth will help slow the degradation

AEC and industry did not fully foresee them. From aof the environment. isowever, even if mo e of the>

public-understanding point of view, this issue is comph-
! public and the press begin recognizing the environ-
' cate h a facts that not only are the answers

mental advantages of nuclear power, the controversy
C mP ex and techm, cal but also are, in many cases,l

around this technology is not likely to disappear soon
unknown. We simply do not know the effects of every

or even diminish. The expenditures of the nuclear temperature on every type of water body or the
industry are too great and the facilities too prominent emannwntal eUects d emy type of cooling tower
to allow it to leave the public eye. Therefore it migh,

and pond. That we do know, however, mdicates that
be useful to speculate about the principal issues of

# Pm% am h no wans a men as sonw hurcontroversy that the nuclear power ipJustry is now ..

unP y with words like " fish fry" and "beiling, l'"
facing and how these issues might evolve in the near ' " ' , , * * * ** Y #"**"* * * * " '
future. I realize that <ome of the issues are technical '"' " ""*# # "' " * ##" "
ones that I am not qualified to discuss in detail, but I observable adv'rse effects.
would like to look at them brieliy from a public- p g gg ,gg g
acceptance point of view. h hhWgMmM

thumal discharges into perspective. In the press, in
Radiation Standards

| much conservatiomst literature, and ever. in maten_al

| The issue that now seems the most contioversialis from some govemment agencies, the words ' thermal
the effects of low-level radiation, in conjunction with pollution" are invariably linked with the phrase "nu-

| the adequacy of federal radiation guidelines. This topic clear power," as if waste heat were unique to nuclear
is indeed creating a great amount of heat among the plants. Nuclear plants are generally less efficient (about
press and many members of the peblic, but it is also an 32%) than fossil-fueled plants (about 40% for the best
issue that could conceivably all but disappear in the ones). Ilowever, the liquid-metal fast breeder reactor
near future as such eminent bodies as the International and the high temperature gas-cooled reactor are fully as
Commission on Radiological Protection, the National efficient as fossil-fueled plants, and yet in the press it is
Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements, always just the " nukes" that are in " hot water."

-_ ._
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There are a number of other issues which are not trial Forum. has said,

now prominent but which may become so in the near once assurances that carried an official seal were all
future as more and more of the nation's large nuclear that was needed in a more trusting time. But that day is
power plants go on line. The reprocessing, transporta- over. People are less ready to believe what politicians tell

tion, and ultimate storage of radioactive wastes from them. Dat 1sn't new. But they don't believe scientists
either, and they have some good examples topoint to. ..Sothese plants will probably undergo increasing press, * en we Wave nuclear Power's fine report card in the

public, and political scrutiny es the activities e those public's face, can we reasonably expect it to be believed?
parts of the fuel cycle expand, and the nuclear industry
and the AEC must be prepared to discuss these subjects If we are to be believed, we must carefully guard

in a concise and per'uasive manner to meet the against any action or statement that might further

expected criticism and nasinformation, erode public confidence and "credibiUty."'

NATIONAL GROWTH RATEGovernment Indemnity

One issue of controversy that seems to rival theA nuraber of other charges frequently made against
the nuclear community are essentially political rather nuclear community's credibility as most crucial in the

than technical. Perhaps the most frequent is that I ng run is the increasingly frequent call for a
concerning the federal indemnity of the United States sl wdown in our nation's overall growth rate. The

for large accidents involving nuclear material as natural limits of space, land, water, energy, and other'

resources are being interpreted by more and rnorei o.2 *legislated in the Price-Anderson Act of 1957.
Persons as meaning that the country, and the world,One of the ironies of U.S.riucleac development is that
cannot expand its population and standard of livingthis law, enacted to guarantee public protection, has
indefinitely. President Nixon's State of the Union

become a major point of contention for critics of the
address phrased it this way:

nuclear industry. We must leam to educate the public
to the fact that far from being a subsidy to the In the next 10 years, we'll increase our wealth by 5%.

industry, this law basically assures the public's financial The profound question is: Does this mean we'll be 5%
richer in a real sense. 5% better off, 5% happier?protection in the unlikely event of a large accident,

Many critics do not seem to understand the basic fact And, more directly related to the nucler power field,
that not a dollar of government money has been Philip Sporn,22 former President of the American
expended because of Price-Anderson and that,in fact. Flectric Power Company, in a review of the nuclear
the Treasury Department has collected more than $1 indastry for the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy,
million in fees that utilities pay the governnwnt. When asked:
this law expires in 1976, we can expect a renewed g,; g
outburst of criticism of it, and we must learn to production? Ilas a cheap and plentiful electric energy
present our case, whatever it may be, logically and supily become a luxury our environment can no longer

'

concisely. Although this is essentially a political ques- tok:ste?

tion and there is a wide range of opinions,even within .These are questions that all responsible leaders of
the nuclear community, we need to emphasize that it is government and industry must seriously consider. Why
not the nuclear industry that is being protected by this indeed must the United States continue its phenomenal
law so much as the public. growth?

The major part of the answer, of course, is that
despite all the social movements to the contrary, our
population is continuing to grow at a rate that alarms

Another broad issue that has always been a major many experts. Worldwide, this is one of man's most
factor in the criticism of the nuclear community is the pressing problems, with our population of 3 billion
public's general distrust of "the establishment" and its persons expected to double within 35 years. Because of
" credibility." 'Ihe word of any official institution is its natural resources and lower birth rate, the United
viewed with distrust by many persons today, and not States, however, is not facing a problem of such
totally without reason. As Louis 11. Roddis, Jr..'' maritude. Nevertheless, during a week, the U.S.
President of Consolidated Edison and past President of population increases by about 42,0N, and by 1980 we
the American Nuclear Society and the Atomic Indus. will have added some 25 mi!! ion rr.are persons than we
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have today. As Sherman Knapp has said, "These At the same time, the industry's public affairs and
25 million in the next 10 years represent not only that community participation programs must feed back the
many houses and automobdes and schools and jobs, Public's concerns, fears, reactions, and suggestions.
but that much more pollution-no matter how we They must seek not only to inform the public but also
produce the goods and services and electricity that to become two.way conduits that will also inform the
they require - nuclear community. Only threagh this mutual under.

Even thc.igh many members of the nuclear in. standing can we begin bridging the technological gap.

,
dustry recognize the problems connected with endless

! growth, there is little that they can do unilaterally to RESTORATION OF TRUST
solve them. Electricity is the most democratic of all As American industry, government, and other
products. A single watt cannot be sold until a customer

" establishments" move toward this more open philos.
pushes a button to turn on a light or a television,or a

ophy of deating with the public, the change will not be
factory. If utilities are to fulfill their responsiblity t nearly so great for most segments of the nuclear
the public, they must provide the power whenever that

community as for .>ther major activities.The AEC andneitch is turned on-no matter how quickly the the nuclear industry have always operated m a
population is growir,g or how rapidly the standard of

uniquely open fashion, despite the cries of " secrecy"
living is increasing. Otherwise, no matter how pure

occasionally heard from some critics. Since ti.e begin.
they may have maintained the environment, they will

ning of the private nuclear industry in the United
| have failed. So even as we deplore and work to end the

States, every major project has undergone several open
perilous population growth, inefficient uses of energy'

reviews by AEC staff and independent committees, at
| and indiscriminate mdustrialization, we must educate

least one public hearing in the vicinity of the propos dmembers of the public to the fact that,if the nation s
l .

P ant, general ofishbowl,, licensing and regulationelectricity demand is lessened, it must be they who
Procedures almost unheard of m any smular mdustry,

turn off the switches.
and pubhc announcements at every step of the
regulatory process. The industry and the ag,.mcy can be
proud of their openness and willing involvement in

THE TECHNOLOGY GAP debates. What other major federal agency has ever
The problems of population growth and expandmg consented to discuss controversial issues with its most

! standard of living are just two of many complexities severe critics at public meetings as the AEC has done in

that the nuclear community and other advanced Vermont, Minnesota, and other locations, and what
technologies must better communicate to the non. other industry leaders have participated in debates and

technical public. The gap in perspective and un.ler. discussions with leading opponents as we have in
standing between industry and technicians on the one Atomic Industrial Forum conferences, govemraental
hand and the public on the other widens with each new Public hearings, and other public meetings?

scientific or technological discovery, and if both sides At times, of course, this oper. ness seems to be
do not soon begin building bridges, it may become self. defeating. It often means that the critics are given
unspannable. The public cannot be expected to put its mo e press and public attention than they could
trust in an inoustry as long as it does not understand receive without the nuclear community's recognition
the complex technology involved, nor even tne com. of their charges, llowever, I am convinced that in the
plex social and political framework within which it long run this very philosophy will be one of the major
must operate. The nuclear community must increase its factors in the resolution of the nuclear controversy.We
efforts to inform the public not only about reactors all realize that we are dealing with a unique
and radiation but also, and perhaps even more impor. technology-conceived in secrecy, bom in warfare,
tantly, about the broader perspective that to a great and developed in fear. It is only natural that the
extent guides the industry, including such f actors as public's attitude toward nuclear application is more
energy demand, comparative enviromnental effects of suspicious and reluctant and less logical and objective
all types of electricity generation, rising costs, in. th a its attitude about technologies without this dark
creased regulation by governmer.t agencies, and critical history. Whether nuclear plants can operate safely
shortage of economically available fossil fuel. Such could be completely irrelevant if public fear, justified
fundamental factors as these must be app -lated by or nct, caused the public to reject them.
the public before it can begin to understa. industry Public opposition to nuclear power in the United
decisions and contribute to them meaningfuh.. States may not have significantly slowed the develop.
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ment of the industry, but, as we have seen, it has and Space, llouse Resolution 459, prepared by the
affected it in a number of ways, and there is a chance California Resources Agency, Feb. 15,1970.

12. The Public's View of Environmental Problems in the Statethat its effects could soon become much more serious of Washington, Study 1990, by Lou _s liarris andi
as some 95 large nuclear power plants now planned and Associates, 1970; Polling Survey Report sponsored by
under construction complete their hearings and licens~ Pacific Northwest Bell,
ing procedures. It is a technology that represent' not so 13. A survey of public attitudes about the investor-owneds

much an environmental problem as a sclution, and, as electric-power industry, conducted by central Survey, Inc.,

such, nuclear power must be supported vigorously by for the electric companies public-information program,
1969.the governments and industries of all nations. Ilowever,

because of its histery and unfavorable assoc:ations, we, 14. John F. Ilogerton, Diagnosing the Utility Communications
Problem, presented at the Atomic Industrial Forumas representatives of this nuclear technology, must go
Topical Meeting on Nuclear Public Information, Fet>

farther than most industries in emphasizing safety, ruary 8-11,1970, Los Angeles, Calif.
candor, and public participation in decisions. We must 15. Survey of attitudes in the nuclear public-information
show that we are interested in listening to all responsi- community conducted by the Atomic Industrial Forum,

ble critics and seriously considering their objections. I 475 Pad Avenue, South, New Yod, N. Y., from their
rnaihng hst.am convinced that this method of operating may seem

16, AT Annwnces New MGce of EnWronrnental Again,
to further complicate our 3'obs in the short term but AEC Press Release N 101, June 16,1970.
will, in the long term, lead to the public's confidence 17. Environmental E//cets of Producing Electric Power,
and trust. Hearings Before the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy,

91st Congress, Part 1,1969, and Part 2 Vols. I and 2,
1970, Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Government

nUng fGee, Washington,1970.
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Critical Mass: Politics, Technology, and the Public Interest

Lois M. Bronfman* and T. J. Mattingly, Jr.t

Nucl. Sa/ety, 17(5): 539-549 (September-October 1976)

| Editor's Note: At the request of the editor, the authors Critical Mass '74, convened by consumer activist
present a summary and appraisal of Critical Mass '75-the Ralph Nader and held Nov. 15-17, 1974, in Wash-
meeting of nuclear opponents convened by Ralph Nadet.nis ington, D.C., brought opponents of nuclear power
article differs from most in Nuclear Safety in that, rather than
dealing with technicalissues,it attemp's to provide insight into technology together for the first time to discuss ways
the nuclear opposition as coalesced by Nader. As the artide to better fight the development of nuclear power in the
suggests, most opponents are not interested in resolving the United States and abroad. As observed in Nuclear
basic technic:t issues-having already adopted the position News, Critical Mass '74 ".. . signaled with unmistak-
that nuclear pawer is unsafe-and are concerned primasily able clarity that the ' strategic retreat' of the interve-
with how to stop nuclear power. Toward this end, the nuclear .4; g
opponents focus on a number of issues, both primary and
" instrumental," that are used in various strategies in their Critical Mass '75 (held Nov.17 and 18,1975, in
opposition to nudear power. De public, as well as the r.uclear Washington, D.C.), two trends could be clearly dio
community, would do well to understand these issues-real or cerned.s The debate over nuclear power had passed
imagined, technical or otherwise-as well as the strategies in from technic d to social issues, and interventions, once
which they are used in the attack against nuclear power.]

the prime tool used to fight nuclear power-plant
Abstract: Critical Mass '74 and 73, national conferences of c nstruction and operation, had become just one
opponents of rtuclear power convened by consumcr activist technique in a broadly based campaign of political and
Ralpis Nader, were he!J in Washington, D. C.. in mud November citizen action.
I974 and 1973. Sessions of these conferences were devoted to Consider Nader's opening comments at Critical
making the case against nuclear power development in the y3 g, ,y$; u p ggggg7 pg,,7 g, g7,ug g ,ggy,gg gngy
United States and abroad as wellas to delineating strategies for g
citi:en action against the a:uclear alternature. The amferences
poir. red out the broadening of opf>onents' concerns from political rather than technical."' The problem nuclear
merely technical issues to a wide spectrum of social, cconontic, power opponents face, he stated, is to " . . . translate
political. and moral issues. Due authors, social scientists at t'se scientific information into the political process . . ."
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, discriss the implicatl3ns of and make it a salient politicalissue. Edwin Koupal,3r.,
this broadening debate for energy policy . who spearheaded the California initiative movement

before his death in April 1976, directed the movement
INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW toward effective political action when he stated that

". .there will be no more picketing or boy-" Nuclear energy [has grown] from a dormant to an
-ctive social issue, from an issue involved in isolated c tting . . that,s over . . . We're going to where it

local controversies to an issue of fundamentalnational c unts . . . the baliot box."* Thus the battle lines are

importance."-Ralph Nader' drawn. The issue will be addressed in a variety of
political forums and on a variety of concerns.

j "They [ Critical Mass) are organized, they are This article describes the personalities, issues, and

resourceful, and perhaps most important, they believe strategies that have arisen from the Critical Mass
; they are winning."-Weekly Energy Report conferences based on the experiences of the authors ata

"The most serious question now facing nuclear Critical Mass '74 and '75 and their reading of the4

energy is its acceptance by the public."-Alvin M. antinuclear literature. Our specific concern is to suggest
s how these issues affect the nuclear power policyWeinbug

debate. We made no systematic survey of proponents'
* Lok Marsin luonfman holds the Ph. D. in pohtical science views, however, and therefore do not claim to judge

from the University of Oregon (1973), and for the past 2 years the validity of either the pronuclear or antinuclear
she has been a consultant to the Socialimpact Analysis Group, stance. Ilowever, we do feel that our perceptions andEnergy Division. Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

tThomas J. Mattingly, Jr., received the B.S. degree in ' Remarks of Edwin Koupal, Jr., Nov. 17,1975. These
political science from the University of Tennessee (1970). lle is remarks were typical of Koupal's flamboyant speaking style.
a Research Associate in the Social Impact Analysis Group, llis job was to sell the initiative process, and he did it quite
Energy Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory. well.
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. reactior.s to these arguments are reasonable measures this out.The tirst morning was devoted to a wide-ranging
- of public responses, discussion of the negative implications of a continuing

reliance on nuclear technology. Addressing this issue
were: llelen Caldicott, M.D., Children's Medical Cen-

THE PAFITICIPANTS
ter, Boston; David Dinsmore Comey, Business and

The 1000 or so persons who attended Critical Mass Professional People in Public Interest; Dr. Ilannes
'75 came from nearly every state in the United States Alfvens, Physicist, Nobel Laureate, past-President of
(and from some foreign countries) and represented a Pugwash Conference on Science and World Affairs;

,

broad spectrum of political, social, and environmental Judith Johnsrud, Environmental Coalition on Nuclear
,

groups. The participants ranged from teenagers to the Power, Pennsylvania; Dr. llenry Kendall, Union of,

elderly, with most in their mid twenties.There were as Concerned Scientists; and Russell Ayres, student,
many people. in backpacks as in business suits and a liarvard Law School. With their varied backgrounds,

,_

; few radicals-young and old-mixed in. When they these speakers broadened the discussion from one of
arrived for the conference, they found the meeting hall pure technology to one concerned with the social
set up as if for a political convention with placards impacts of energy generation. Caldicott developed the
designating where representatives from each state were health issue; Comey touched on economics; Alfvcns
to sitiindeed the conference was in part a political discussed the plutonium problem; Johnsrud warned of'

convention as well as a pep rally, the problems of energy parks; Kendall reviewed the
,

j No systematic attempt was made to survey the history of the technology, citing its unresolved prob-
attendees, but our observation is that many have likely lems; and Ayres touched on the civil liberties implica-
been involved in other movements-Civil Rights' tions of the " plutonium society.",
Vietnani, the environment-and are familiar with The next morning was devoted to a " Citizens4

{ citizen-action techniques. Many participants spoke of Forum," a device by which persons active in the
! their active involvement in this still. young antinuclear antinuclear movement could present statements of

movement. concern to a panel of Congressmen and lobby for their
i The thrust of the discussions was twofold: (1) the positions. The makeup of this Citizens Forum is shown
j participants felt that they had to stop nuclear power in Table 1. The Citizens Forum was an attempt by the

nme and (2) they felt that, with the proper allocation movement to say to the Congress that nuclear power is
; of funds and a conscrvation program, alternative a salient political issue. Koupal contended that the

sources of energy can be viable. This latter point is people were ahead of Congress on the nuclear issue and
d

intriguing because we expected more cynicism toward po nted to several hundred thousand signatures on;
science. There was an overtone of cynicism toward initiative petitions to bear out his contention.

d

" big" science and " big" technology, but the belief was As before, the concems expressed by the witnesses
prevalent that fusion, solar, wind, and geothermal covered more than technological issues, citing the
energy sources could be successfully developed.' upcoming initiatives in the west (Oregon, Washington,

The varied backgrounds of the participants sug- and Califomia), a recently enacted Vermont statute
,

gested that Critical Mass is being structured from the nvolving the state legislature in the siting process, the
grassmots level. Many of the participants spent long mplications of nuclear sales abroad, the ability of
hours on buses or trains to attend the conference and social institutions to handle the waste storage prob-
were not supported financially by any group. They lems, and the imbalance in research and development
were enthusiastic and felt that they were winning the priorities.>

bat tle.
,

' Proponents did attend Critical Mass '74 and '75, and,

THE SPEAKERS Ralph 1. app and William Doub accepted invitations to make
presentati ns at Critical Mass '74. The presentations they

Momin8s at the conference were devoted to a mass made-as well 3 the audience's questions and reactions-well
auctublJge featuring not only Ralph Nader but other illustrated the lack of dialogue that exists between supporters
speakers who developed the case against nuclear power. and opponents.
II should be noted here that this was entirely the t he presence of nuclear supporters at Critical Mass causedT

opponents' show.* With & exception of the 10 or one workshop leader to curtail his remarks on antinuclear"

more industry representatives in the audience,i the 51''',egy. When a show of hands at this workshop showed five
- or srs supporters in the audience, the workshop leader stated

patticipants .and speakers developed not only the he would not cover all strategies because he did not want the
reasons to oppose the nuclear opCon but how to carry industry to know everything the antis were doing.,

1

J-
'

, . - - , - _ - -._
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Table I Citizens Forum Participants Economics of Nuclear Power-Marty Rogol, Public Interest
i Research Group.

Hearing Panel . Over.ight and Monitoring of1 ederal and State Agencies-Dan

Senator Mike Gravel' (D.. Ala.ka) - I'ord, Union of Concerned Scientists.
.. Rep. llamilton t hh' (R.. New York) Labor and the Nuclear Industry-Sidney Wolfe, Public Citi-
Rep.1 dward Beard * (D., Rhode Island) zen.
Rep. Berkley liedell(D., Iowa) U. S. Nuclear Trade and Weapons Proliferation-Jacob Scherr,'
Senator Dick Clark (D., Iowa) : National Resource Defense Council.
Rep. Wdliam Green (D., pennsylvania) Safe Energy Initiatives-Joyce Koupal, People's Lobby.
Rep. Thorr larkin(D fowa) Energy Issues and State Legislation-Scott Skinner, former
Rep. Martta .cys (D., Kanw)

Director, Vermont, Public interest Reseamh Group.
Rep. Joseph Moakley (D., Massahusetts) Utility Rates and Nuclear Power-Rich Morgan et al., Envi-Rep.Toby Morrett* (D Connesticut)

ronmental Action l2oundation.
'" ^' "" "#'EI ' " " ' ' " * " "'R . a es %e ve (D Or go )

R ep. Tun 18411' t D., Ilknoh) mental Coalition on Nuclear Power.'
.

""** It was as though Critical Mass was acting explicitly
'

t dwin Koupal, western tiloc organiic' on the exhortations in a recent issue of StrironmentalScon mnner, runner Director or vermont pubhe interest
Research Group <f crion: Critical Mass must ". . . identify the individuals

Dr. John tasalt,ilarvard Biological Laboratory who already support a moratorium because nothing is
Dr.Georsc Kistakowsky science Adsiser to rormer so easily dismissed as a group which can't prove for

Dr. o t c Co ntil University whom it speaks. . . |ltj must enlarge its constituency,
i e,orn o.Galbt., I nvironment Center or sweden fast, while the country is still getting only a few [ sic]

Dr.Carlos Bell, University or North Carolina percent ofits energy from nuclear power."8
; Dan l'ord. Union or Concerned Scientists

'Asterhks distinguish those who attually attendedi

from among those scheduled to participate. STRATEGIES
; Opponents are now looking to the- state and
'

One significant colloquy took place between national political arenas as a focus for their actions.*

Koupal and Congressman Beard (D., Rhode Island). This strategy of pohueization is neither new nor
Koupal stated several times that he felt sorry for those radical. The initiative procedure, for example, is
states which did not have direct democracy, i.e., the Permitted by the laws of several states, and many of,

'

initiative, and that initiative procedures were necessary the citizen stre'egies discussed have proven successful
because legislative bodies are out of touch with their in other social and environmental conflicts. Such

! constituencies. Beard responded by saying things were strategies developed from a deep-seated frustration
'

changing, most notably through the new members of with the segulatory process but do not totally abandon
the Congress, and that Koupal would do well not to working within this process. The key factor is that the
write off the Congress as a viable force in energy regulatory process is now one of many arenas in which
policy, opponents are operating.,

] Opponents have characteri/cd the intervention
! E*''** ** * *"Y '" *#"* *I",

They see the hearing
r victories but sull seeWORKSHOPSt

the plants ultimately licensed.
: The workshops focused on techniques of citizen process as utilities and agencies of government working

action. As the list below shows, there were a number of " hand-in-glove" and argue that what passes for a
forums in which citizens could become actively in. national energy policy * . has been made laigely by
volved. One of the dominant functions of the work. private economie decisions by the nuclear industry."'",

shops was to encourage persons of differing perspec. Opponents have thus chosen to focus the issue in ways
tives to discuss their problems and successes and to and on subjects not pennitted by the regulatory
determine ways they could be more effecCve. process.

| The workshops covered the following issues: Such strategies fall into two basic categories:
' What Are the Alternatives to Nuclear Power?-John Abbotts, dministrative and legislative. Administratise strategies

i- Publie lnterest Research Group.- include (1) intervention in regulatory hearings. (2)
National Energy ' Legislation and Citizen Participation in lawsuits, (3) intervention in utility rate heatings, (4) .

: Government-James Cubie, Public Citizen.
Ormation of utility consumer pioups,(5) challenging .|

I

i=

I

. __ _ _ _ - ._
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utility advertising under the fairness doctrine, and (6) Table 2 issues Raised at Critical Mass '75

action in stockholders' meetings. legislative strategies
7 " '"*'Y '"" "

involve state and congressional legislative lobbying and

the use of the initiative ballot.8 0 Reactor safety
storage of wasta

The most publicized strategy to develop is use of
the initiative-a technique by which citizens can [',*,"[ ',',*[ "[ ""''"' " * *"'*',

determine the issues to be considered and qualify issues Fuel-repre.essing plants

to be voted on.This technique has been .videly used in Energy parks
ll Pote ial fon nuclear weaponCalifornia, where the first nuclear moratorium vote

F' lif"*'i "was scheduled for June 1976. It is the intent of the
. Western bloc to bring the nuclear power issue to the safeI o$ nuclear energy and
ballot and focus national attention on the process as impact on public health and

I well as the outcome. The proposed initiative petition safety

for the state of Oregon state the following as a j
g,,, ,, ,

condition of nuclear plant licensing: " Imposes condi- ,

Responsibility for making decisions on nuclear power i
tions on approval of sites and construction of nuclear Technical solutions creating greater social problems

i

power plants, not previously finally approved by (e.g., nuclear technology and impact on cml
.

May 12,1975, including: removal of all federally liberties)
imposed liability limits; all safety systems tested and Deception of the public by decision makers

found effective in operation in substantially similar Role of government research bod:es
^C'ountability for nuclear power safety

systems; waste disposal found to be permanently " " ' ' " "
| without chance of radioactivity escape. Each house of [*d"*' UPports

f ie ne g
the legislature must by h vote find conditions met, 1, abor intensity of nuclear energy

after extensive hearing proceedings. Governor must Industry credibility
Rising fuel rates and power of utilitiesannually publish evacuation plans."* _;

' In concert with this initiative drive, a national uvel f U. S. energy consumption

petition drive for solar energy is being conducted by h*7,,f,[,'"p"[d p jj" pes*d "

g
the Task Force Against Nuclear Pollution, Inc. Peti- siting in rural areas
tions are collected nationally but are tabulated by 1:ederal preemption

congressional district to provide both a national and The Ka en sittwood incident

|
local focus to the issue and a convenient gauge of

| support.t
! There is also a substantial media focus. Organizers 75. This list includes a variety of social, political,

are conscious of the need to create publicity and have ec n m c, an mr c merns an is endence d th. .

i

| used radio and television public service time by eif rts now being made by activists to broaden the
providing local stations with 30- and 60-see spots to nucle r debate and thus expand their base of support.,

! counter utility advertising. Several of these spots have We have broken the iscues into two general categories:
been hard hitting and memorable comments on the primary and instrumental. Primary issues involve all
antinuclear issues and citizens' strategies.$ questions related to n, clear power safety; they are

primary because the movement would not exist with-

ISSUES out them. Instrumental issues are tnose which oppo.
nents view frequently as secondary to the safety issues

Strategies are only relevant within the context of but which are means to mobilize pubhc support against
the issues that concern movement activists. Table 2 nuclear power. From the perspective of the general
lists many of the major issues addressed at C it, cal Mass public, these issues are probably no less important than

the safety questions;indeed that is their utility to the
*The initiative in Oregon is intended as amendments to

movement,
ORS 453.305 to 453.575,

t ihew are tabulated each month in Critical Afass, the
monthly organ of the antinuclear movement (16 per year. P.O. Primary issues
llos 19379. Wa4ington, D. C.). The basic issue for all activists is the safety of

tinformation may be obtained from the Public Media
Center. san I ranciwo. Cahf. nuclear technology. All believe that nuclear power, as
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the technology is presently developed, is unsafe and Do opponents consider energy parks a solution to
potentially threatens the survival of our species; many some of these safety questions? As they perceive the
assume that there is no way that nuclear power can be issue, if a single nuclear power plant is inherently
made safe. The issue is a moral, not a technical, one in unsafe, then 10 or 40 plants at a single site only
their opinion, and their political goal is to limit or compound the safety problems for an area. Judith
climinate nuclear power as an energy source. As Jolmsrud reflected the feeling of movement activists
Gofman stated: "I would suggest that continued when she wamed politicians that "the road to elective
operation of existing plants and the licensing of any office does not lead through energy parks." Er.ergy
new ones represent reckless extremism coupled with parks are both a substantive safety issue and a symbolic
an abdication of man's moral obligations to this and issue for opponents. Advocates of nuclear power see
future generations. I know of no valid evidence to energy parks as a means of minimizing risks through
suggest that nuclear fission power can be made colocation and climination of a vulnerable transporta-
acceptable or that we shall ever need nuclear fission as tion link. Ilowever, since energy parks will contain
an energy source. And the essence et the problem at most if not all of the facilities necessary to complete

'

the nuclear fuel cycle, opponents view them as ahand is moral, not technical.": a

Opponents' concem over nuclear safety has many convenient target and a representative symbol toward
facets. In the past they have focused primarily on which to mobilize their emotions as well as their
reactor safety and p.aticularly on questions of radio. efforts.
active emissions ani probable accidents. Emissions of Opponents discuss safety issues in the international
radioactive materials into the environment are unsafe, context and from the perspective of the conduct of
they' argue, because "all releases [of such materials) U. S. foreign policy. They criticize efforts to supply
into the environment result in some risk toindividuals foreign countries with nuclear experts and equipment
exposed or to their progeny."'8 Furthermore, they since such action leads to the proliferation of nuclear
stress that the probability of a major nuclear accident weapons. As evidence, they cite India's development of
is greater than proponents admit. They buttress their a nuclear weapon using materials available at a small
position with two judgments: (1) safety systems for reactor.
reactors have not been tested adequately prior to Finally, the inadequacy of existing plans forlicensing," and (2) the record of accidents for

evacuation in communities with rea: tors in the case ofcurrently operating plants is ample evidence of the nuclear accident, the potential for human error in the
f alhbility of the technology presently in use,

development and operation of nuclear power facilities,
But opponents' concern with safety has moved

and the fear of individual acts of terrorism raised forbeyond specific questions of reactor safety to those
the participants more unsettling safety issues to be

related to all aspects of the fuel cycle. They view the resolved.
transportation of nuclear fuel through the countryside,
the cities, and the airspace as fraught with danger for
peopic and the environment because of the possibility

Instrumentai lssuesof accidents resulting from madequate equipment,
human error, poor planning, and/or terrorism. The instrumental issues nrovide more questions of

They opnose the platonium fuel cycle being social, economic, political, or moral significacce to add
advocated by many proponents for future nuclear to those raised by the safety issues. The instrumental
power development. They feel that breeder reactors issues broaden the debate, moving it even farther away
and fuel recycling plants are dangerous since major from the technical safety issues, and provide more
technical questions for each have not been solved to opportunities for opponents to challenge nuclear
allow for their safe operation. Equally important, power in a variety of pohtical arenas. They are
opponents know that if the plants were made to instrum:ntal in that activists frequently perceive them
operate successfully, they would manufacture and as a means by which to acquire additional active
process an almost limitless supply of plutonium, a support when issues of nuclear safety fail. In the final
long-lived source of radioactive contamination. Oppo. analysis these instrumental issues are secondary to the
nents also believe and publicite the fact that there are safety issues.

as yet no tested solutior,s to the problem of providing Opponents believe that the decision on the safety
adequate waste storage and disposal of the quality and of nuclear power is a value decision that can only be
magnitude required.a s made by each individual.'' As such. no group 4
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scientists, govemment regulators, or business execu sensitive to this latter criticism since, on our return to

tives can provide an adequate answer for all members Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), many per-
of the society. Scientists can only explain what the sons assumed that we would have viewed the partici-

probable risks and ben fits might be and carmot tell pants as kooks or wild-eyed radicals. We think that

the public how to weigh them relative to each other; the effects of any deceptions and admissions by

regulators frequently serve the constituency they are to government and industry serve to make every issue that ,

regulate and cannot be trusted; and businessmen serve the opponents raise more credible.] |

|
their own economic interests. With this view, the need While desiring the right to participate in the

|
to develop a strategy to mobilize the public to decision-making process, opponents want to see indus-

! participate in the energy policy-making process should try held more accountable for its actions by eliminat-

become obvious and legitimate, given a commitment to ing government support to the industry. They are

,

democratic procedures, eve i to proponents of nuclear against any form of subsidy to nuclear industry and
specifically argue for the repeal of the Price-Anderson

| power,

| One way to mobilize the public is to raise the issue Act. They claim that a number of provisions of this act

i of individual interest and decision making rights and function to make the public accountable for industry's

I responsibilities.Thus opponents demand that questions safety and economic errors.2 8 For example, the limit

| related to nuclear power development be taken out of of $560 million liability for a nuclear accident means,

|
the hands of businessmen and technical experts and Opponents say, that most people injured would not

receive compensation. They likewise argue that the fee
i given to the people.
| The belief that the public must participate in the of 5430 per year for each 1000 kW for thermal-energy

policy-making process with respect to nuclear power is capacity as the annual indemnity charpe results in a
!

further supported by the opponents' view that the substantial subsidy to the industry by N public since'

experts may not be able to solve the technical in the private ;nsurance market the indemnity fee

problems inherent in nuclear power development would be much higher. The crux of their arguments,

l without creating greater and more severe social, eco. and the one which seems to be most persuasive,is that,

nomic, and political problems." One such problem if industry were held accountable, the realities of the

outlined is the substitution of more controls on civil marketplace would exert pressure on the industry to

liberties to ensure safety against theft, sabotage, and take those actions necessary to avoid getting into
blackmail via nuclear fuel and power equipment. situations that might result in crippling costs. Oppo-

Russell Ayres, of the liarvard Law School, has a nents are secure in the belief that industry could not

thought provoking account of the potential civil liber- survive a situation of full accountability.

ties problems posed by nuclear terrorism. Tracing the The economic difficulties that the nuclear industry

history of civil liberties in times of crisis, Ayres is facing have not been overlooked by the activists
contends that general repression and further denial of either. Opponents note with relish that nuclear power,

( individuals' rights is a probable consequence of nuclear contrary to predictions of its advocates, is not the

| power develo,nment." cheap energy source its advocates once hoped for.
! Deception of the public by decision makers on Citing information from an article published in Busi-

nuclear energy policy is another campaign issue of ness h'eck 22 Critical Mass speaker Comey emphasized

opponents; they advocate candor and honesty by all these major points which were aimed at challenging the

public officials and representatives of utilit;c and the economic viability of the industry: (1) nuclear power is
scientific community on all issues related to nuclear unreliable, since the presently operating plants have

power. The belief of opponents that the public has not not functioned at predicted capacities and have been

ne told the truth on most matters related to nuclear plagued by numerous shutdowns resulting in enormous

| energy development is, we think, universally held. additional costs;22 (2) the continued development of

Opponents cite examples where they claim the public the industry will require the expenditure of enormous'

has been deceived (at least temporarily) and informa- capital since capital costs are continuing to rise;(3)
tion withheld, notably the lhowns Ferry incident." industry appears to be more reluctant to undertake

They note the admission by the farmer U.S. Atomic such costs without further federal guarantees;* and(4)

Energy Commission (AEC) that,in the past, the agency
had not worked for the public interest.20 Morcover, .The nuclear industry is not unique in getting government
opponents change that governmental research bodies sodsiaie , and we do not know if the nuclear industry has

have taken a pronuclear stance. (We are particularly reaived proportionately more rnoney than other ind- 'tries.
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uranium is piedicted to be in short supply, with tions of the research laboratory to private enterprise or
resulting sharp price increases. of commercializing an elite and demanding technology

Although these issues are intrinsically important in without sacrificing quality control. J

evaluating the costs of nuclear energy, their fu.'ction in a broader philosophical perspective, the concern
for the group is again primarily instru ental. Thev ve over the rise in utility rates is viewed by some as part
used to persuade people who are not responsive to of the greater problem of the growing power of utilities
safety issues that nuclear power is an unworthy and indeed of corporate enterprise. A number of
alternatwe. We think the new support derived from documents available at Critical Mass '75 elaborated on
these economic issues is potentially greater than that this issue by attacking the fuel-adjustment clause and
from the safety issues. Opponents argue that utihty the irregular tax collection policies of the utilities.The
rates for many consumers are rising because of nuclear overall thrust of the argument is to call for consumer
power development. Indeed, the conference devoted action to challenge corporate control of the conomic
one workshop session to discussing the linkage between marketplace, thus moving the nuclear power debate to
rising costs and rising utility rates. We think this encompass more basic questions of social organization.
argument is persuasive in this time of inflation. Similarly, referentes to the ideas of Schumacher''

The dollars and cents perspective has yet another suggest the movement's link to counterculture phi-
focus. Opponents argue that energy ilternatives other losephies that question the present technological
than nuclear power are more labor intensive.t We organization of society and its level of energy con-
conclude that the emergence of this issue is a result of sumption. These philosophical issues function to
the support given the nuclear power industry by several provide a network of interlocking interests that unite
unions which view the construction of nuclear power antinuclear power activists with other major interest
plants as an obvious benefit to workers. Opponents groups.
give little attention, however, to the impact of con- Activists also take a stand on a numbe of specific
servation policies on the structure of the U.S. labor strategic issues related to the implementation of the
market. nuclear power policy. These include (1) voting for a

While presenting the issue of industry's economic nuclear power moratorium, (2) defeating efforts to
viability, the activists also challenge the credibility of speed up the beensing process, (3) challenging the
industry to handle the technology. They point, for policy of siting in rural areas (rural siting is seen as tacit
example, to the number of shutdowns of reactors proof that nuclear power is unsafe),(4) challenging the
which have occurred; the Browns Ferry fire; the country's need for enrichment facilities,(5) repealing
cracking of piping systems in boiling-water reactors; the federal right of preemption (to enable states to
the activities and reactions of the Kerr-McGee Corpora. adopt more stringent environmental standards),24 and
tion in the Karen Silkwood incident:$ and attempts by (6) transporting plutonium through urban areas.
Westinghouse Electric Corporation to renegotiate fuel

These then are the strategies and issues of thecontracts. With these issues, the antinuclear power
antinuclear power movement as we perceived them at

movement addresses a fundamental problem inherent
Critical Mass '75. We thiak that the diversity andto the development of the nuclear energy alternative:
sophistication of many of the issues indicate that the

that of transferring the knowledge, skills, and pre au-
movement has the potential to attract a great number
of supporters and that its strategies are designed to

tNader states: "One obsious impact of this capital outlay
involve these supporters in active participation.[Ior nuclearj is the low of jobs. The project independence

Report indicated that a nutlear economy would require four
milhon man 9 ears of labor while solar energy would create a
labor demand for some eight million man-years Smcc our SOME OBSERVATIONS
econom> cannot support the development of tmth energy
resources a subshntial investment in nuclear will, in the Given the above-mentmned strategies and issues,
long-run | sic] reduce mer all isic| joh availabdity." what can we learn about the contribution of this

1 Karen Silkwood. an employee of KeiralWee, died in an movement to the nuclear power debate? First, the
automobde wretk. Reports in the pren indicate that she had safety issues identified by the nuclear power opponents
been esposed to plutonium and that, at the time of her death,

are the same issues that have been and are of continualwas ( :her WJy to dhcun plant safety violations With reporter 1
from the New York Dmes.1he Silkwood case was one of the concern (with the possible exception of ,' normal
dominant symbolic inues against nuslear power at Critical emissions") to nuclear physicists, engineers, govem-
Mau. SdLwood has become the mmement's martyr. ment regulators, and the industry. Yet the current
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strategy 'of the oppanents to broaden the debate by " Faustian bargain" and to ask ifit wants to make such
I- introducing a spectmm of social, economic, political, a bargain."

and moral issues leaves little room for meaningful The primary justification for the strategy, which
debate on proposed attemative solutions to the safety dounplays the debate over how best toimplement the
questions: solutions would only facilitate the develop- program, is that the goals of the activist are different
ment of the technology. The position of most oppo- from toe goals of other citizens or of scientists. Most
nents is clear; there already exists sufficient informa- activists are not concemed with when or how to have
tion to enlarge their suspicions and for many to state nuclear power but how to stop it. In this framework

|
unequivocally that the social risks of nuclear power are the activist has little choice but to launch a frontal

| greater than any perceived benefits ? be derived from attack aimed at delaying, hindering,or rolling back the

i the continuation of the technology. program and to challenge the fundamental utility of
Ilow, we may ask, can they come to this conclu- the n'iclear attemative in a national energy policy and

|
| sion without engaging in a dialogue over technical the credibility ofits proponents.

issues, and how can they appeal to the public for We do not intend the foregoing text to imply that
support? We think there are three reasons. First, the opponents' strategies do not foster debate on any
opponents define the central problem with nuclear technical questions er that all opponents fail to;

power as a moral, not a technical, issue, and argue: understand technical issues. Much of the literature|

Why should one jneration burden future generations available at Critical Mass '75 discussed substantivei

with umesolved technical problems? Second, the level rather than cosmetic issues while referencing numerous
'

of debate offered by many proponents frequently does technical scurces. In our opinion, the conferees were
not require a sophisticated understanding of technical not just listening to " inner voices." Such critics as
issues. Recogni/mg that there are technical problems llarry Commoner have a definite interest in the role of
yet to be solved, proponents argue that they have faith technology in American society and are at the same
that "Our human intellect is capable of dealing with time quite capable of discussing finer technical points

|
this new somce of energy."2 s To this, opponents of each energy alternative Moreover, opponents can27

| respond that they do not have faith, and they respond quickly on those few occasions when propo-
recommend that the pubhc not have faith either. nents debate technical issues in public and challenge

! Third, opponents are not looking for answers to their basic assumptions. The Rasmussen report, for
further the technology but are looking for ways to stoP example, has clicited detailed technical responses from
it altogether. a number of specialists on a wide variety of grounds.2 s

Would more discussion by scientists of these if there is a major weakness wnh the debate
technical issues renew their confidence and sustain offered by opponents, it is that the movement, i.e.,

,

public support? We are doubtful. A cursory review of most of its active members, dees not appear to havej

| the technical literature suggests that scienca has not given much attention to the variety of complex
l provided ready solutions to some of the more impor- technical and moral problems that might result from

tant problems of the fuel cycle (e.g., waste disposal) toing alternative sources of energy or from a massive
and that many general solutions presented in the public conservation effort. To criticize activists on this level,

,

! debate so far. such as Weinberg's call tor a " priesthood however,is somewhat unfair because neither politicians
of technicians" and a " stable society," are unsatisfac- nor scientists ha"e adequately aired these issues in the

tory in that they probably are unattainable.26 More- public arena.
mer, there has not been sustained public discussion in addition to shifting the debate from technical to
from the nuclear estabhshment of these problems,nor social issues, the movement has also increased the

does the scientific community speak with unanimity number of issues and by so doing has made it more

on the question of nuclear power safety. difficult for proponents of nuclear power to dismiss
in the last few > cars, the public has witnessed the the movement's contentions. Providing answers to one

assumption of an .mtinuclear position by a growing question does not necessarily satisfy the need fer
minority of the scientific community; the resignation information on other issues. Opponents' reactions to

of several persons in the nuclear industry over safety the Rasmussen report are a prime example of this
2sissues; and internal criticism over reactor safety sys. problem. Nader writes:

tems, buildmg entithment t'acihties, and energy parks. I rom the fanfare wah which the report was released,it
With these events in mind, the public has considerable is esident tlut the Alf and the nuclear industry hoped the
reason to agree that the choice of nuclear energy is a report would lay to rest att concerns about reactor safety.

!
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But these hopes were not realised.The severe weaknesses o' detailing some of these arguments publicly so that all
the report have contnbuted to greater skepticism over might better weigh nationalinterest considerations.
suclear power, llowever, the most important point, and the one

|
At the utset, it should be emphasized that the report,

which underlies most of the o onents' criticism of thewthe Reactor Screry Stue only presumed to cover nuclear
reactors thems Ives. The port did not cover the transpor- process of nuclear energy development, is that safety

.

tation of radicade materials by truck, rail and barge;the considerations have been secondary to other goals over
disposal of radioactive wastes; the fuel reprocessing plants; the years. As a .onsequence, opponents see their tasks
or uranium mining processes and wastes. as those of (1) demonstrating that the current tech-

nology that evolvel from this process is unsafe and (2)
Nader's remarks pinpom. t a fundamental prob!em

undermining the cremt@ty of those who say it is safe.
|

with the perspective of proponents toward the anti. This view explains why they are dogged in their
j nuclear power movement; they tend to think that

determination to publicize all reactor malfunctions, to
j reactor safety is the only issue, but it is not. There are

expose errors in judgment and design, and to attack
many issues, nearly all of whia are deserving of some

personalities and interests strongly identified with the
| thoughtful consideiation and rmch. Until such a g g;;,

time as proponents begin to provide answers and t
There is no doubt that the basic issues of safety .

demonstrate a willingness to discuss these other ques-
have not received the kind of attention opponents (and

tions in a variety of public forums, we believe that the
would like." Whether or not thisantmuelear power movemeat will continue to grow.

situation was a consequence of willful decisions by
j In attacking nuclear power, the opponents have policymakers is yet another question. Recounting the

also highlighted the hazards of the process of a development of the lighbwater reactor and its emer-
'

federally subsidized transfer of a sophisticated tech- gence as a dominant type for central station power in
nology from the laboratory into the private sector. In the United States, Weinberg stated'* that eventually
so doing, they have pointed out severalinteresting and the technology developed a momentum ofits own:
troublesome problems. One is the support of private
economic interests given by the government at public I menti n this history to draw a moral: in big reactor

engineering developments, fundamenul wantap-at
cost. The opponents' attack on the Pa.ce-Anderson least as perce ved a priod-do not necewne determine
provisions, we think, make this point all too cleariy. the ultimate course of events. Developments acquire a force
They ask: Is this support necessary? The need to of their own which can preempt the direction of a
subsidize solely because private ent rprise should not technology. Newer technologies based on fundamental

l have to bear the costs of failure is the weakest of all principles can be bypassed by the momen um of the older
! . system.

arguments since opponents can invoke free-enterpnse
ideals as follows: the basis of the free-enterprise system This momentum is what cpponents now hope io
is the assumption that independence means the right to check. If Weinberg's analysis is correct, the task is to
fail or succeed on one's own. Government support of change the actions of people who may not really know
the nuclear industry is justified it'we assume that there how or why we have arrived at our current situation. In
is an oveniding national interest that must be met. this light, the analogy sometimes drawn at Critical Mass

| Ilowever, from the perspective of those actively op- '75 between the country's dilemma in Vietnam and our
| posed to nuclear power, there is no national interest present situation with nuchar power does make some

that would outweigh the health hazards that might sense.

| result from the development of nuclear power. Cer- Finally, there is esideme to suggest that the
tainly, from the perspective of the general public, the oppcsition is making some hea.1way in its efforts to;

'

answer that the national interest would be served by alter the course of nuclear power development. The
having energy independence from the Arab world is challenges have, at the least, aroused the attention of
somewhat convincing. Other arguments that deal with some decision makers, and in many instances decision
the potential for human misery and social upheaval as a makers have been forced to respond in some such
consequence of not having sufficient energy are, we tangible manner as monitoring the activities of the
think, more convincing- activists (e.g., sending representatives ofindustry to the

Although we at ORNL sometimes hear these Critical Mass conference), discussing the issues in a
argunnts in private discussion, we unfortunately find public forum, or giving higher priority to programs
little information in public forums. Surely the advo. designed to meet criticisms of opponents. In our
cates of nucleat power will do us all a favor by opinion, their most important accomplishment has
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been to bring to the attention of decision makers the Where It's Going, Iveckly Energy Report, p. 6, Nov.17,

need to consider the adverse affects that a technology 1975. "As many others have thought. I telieved that
despite the frustrations of the past-such as Calvert Cliffs,

may have on its people and their institutions. Con- entergency core coohng, and the inmdMIc hopelennen of
sideration of this one question could lead to a more the licensing process-that the greater imperatives of the
thoughtful approach to the cotamitment of our na* country's need for power would triumph." tEmphasis
timal resources. One very useful result could be added.) It should be noted that opponents generally see a

agreement between opponents and proponents that speedup in licensing procedures as a way of circumventing
citizen input, especi ny that of opponents.l

grt.ater consideration be given to developing mecha. 10. Skip l.aitner, A Citi: ens' Gaide to Nuclear Power, p. 39,
nisms by which a coherent, safe, worka, ole, nat.ional Center for Responuve Law, Washington, D. C.1975.
energy policy is defined and imp emented. I1. The initiative was on the California ballot as Propositionl

15, scheduled for a vote June 8,1976. One of the more
intriguing reac tions to this initiative came from the
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Education and Public Acceptanca of Nuclear Power Plants

G. Delcoigne*

Nucl. Sa/efy, 20(6): 655-662 (November-December 1979)

[ Editor's Note: The following article was adapted from a talk mental Action" calls for a new alliance in these words:
by Mr. Delcoigne which was presented at the European Nuclear " Failure to assemble broad coa'litions today will make
Society /American Nuclear Society (ENS /ANS) International it much more difficult to organize tomorrow for jobs
Topical Meeting on Nuclear Power Reactor Safety held in g g g ,

Brussels, Belgium, Oct. 16-19,1978.Those famshar with the
topic will find nothing new in this article, but the discussion of cated weapoaay, behavior modification, complex in-

this topic from the European perspective provides ample dustrial chemistry, and future solutions proposed by

,
evidence of the commonality of the problem on both sides of scieni'sts and govemments laboring in the service of
the Atlantic. Furthermore, the article is well documented not business and industry."2
only with textual citations but also by the incluJion of a
bibliography. The evolution of the so called nuclear debate
from the late 1960s to the pont time,is reviewed, anu the SCIENTIFIC DEBATE?
current manifestations of thi antu.uclear movement in mahy
countries are described. Despite the emergence of pronuclear But, although it deals with highly technological
groups and discussions in mar.y countries, the author concludes
that public education is the crux of the problem, and he No,it is not, because the role of scientists in this publicdiscusses the role of the Inte. stional Atomic Energy Agency

(IAEA)in the nuclear debNe.] debate has Changed from the primary role, which is the
use of the scientist's expert status to give authoritative
evaluations on technical and scientific aspects of a

The current environmental debate entered the inter- question, to a secondary one, which is employing the
national area in the late 1960s when the pecple of

scientist's spe-ialized knowledge for social considera-
highly industrialized countries wer6 increasingly being li "S-
confronted with the undesirable impacts of technology

This is particularly eviderst in the nuclear contro-
and economic activn3 polluted air and water, de-

versy where scientists are presented as experts in
graded t'rban and rural conditions, noise and conges- an ther field of knowledge than * heir own and where
tion. Nuclear power soon became a prime target for statements such as the following are usually made: "We
frustrated emotions, and the sxalled nuclear contro-

are not all experts in the field of nuclear energy, but
versy started. we do n t recognize that we must therefore retaain

A second phase of the movement covers the cady silent on an issue of great social and economic
seventies to 1976 when the peak was reached. This was imPortance."' The French ocean explorer Cousteau
an anti-nucac.r. reactor period, and a notable change C818 n People to stop land-based nuclear stations in
took place in the membership of antiauclear groups. the United States; Commoner (a biologist) testifies
'Ihis was the time when lawyers and full. time publicists before the U.S. Congress on nuclear economics;
arrived on the scene. The nuclear licensing process, as

I"*" ("" **P'.rt on radiation effects) and Kendall (asuch, and court actions by the opposition have been high-energy physicist) j,udge the engineering facts of
.

described by a Boston attomey as "a full-employment Rasmussen; and Watson (a geneticist) stands as a
bill for lawyers."' witness of nuclear accidents.

Today, in a third phase, it is no longer only Nobel Prize winners are enrolled for or agair.st
scientists or lawyers or even technically trained people
who are taking part in the nuclear debate-the new '*I'*'. Power: usually Dr. Ilannes Alfven, Nobel Prize

Winner m P ysics,is quoted as saying,"No acts of Godh
critics are a collusion of political activists and people can be permitted -which leaves the public with the
who descrik themselves as "etdightened people who

false impressi n that reactor designers have not reck.
care." Nude 2r power plants are no longer the only "ed with " acts of God." On the other side,10 Noixl
target. In self criticism the movement named" Environ- Pn.ze winners m the United States "can see no

reasonable alternative to an increased use of nuclear*Georges Dekolgne is llead of the Public Information
Section of the international Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna. Power to satisfy our energy needs."d Scientists who
Aust ria. sign appeals are certainly able to make a competent
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professional judgment in their particular scientific antinuclear movements began publishing scare stories
field, but their statements regarding the problems of a about what would happen if ounces of plutonium
different specialization, on the other hand, can only escaped during a noncredible nuclear reactor accident,
represent a personal opinion, which cannot be pro- the nuclear scientists themselves were worrying about
moted to the rank of a scientific expert opinion. atmospiieric weapon tests, which d imped 6 tons of

is the nuclear debate, then, a technical one pititonium into the atmosphere, half of which is still
between experts? The answer is: very rarely, because settling to earth as fine dust today
very few arguments of the opposition have followed
the pattem of the net energy theory, for instance,

TODAY'S ANTINUCLEAR MOVEMENTwhich had its own moment of glory G.e., or:e of
constant repetition by the media 4 years ago). This Today, nuclear oppo ition groups no longer fight
controversy has meanwhile been settled-on a techni- only for the protection of human life and nature but
cal basis, in 1974, an Englishman, P. Chapman,s show an inclination toward religious or, on the other
published an article in which he calculated that, extreme, more activist (terroiist) aims. There are names
making certain assumptions, during an exceptionally such as "New Directions," "New World Liberation
rapid expansion of nuclea: energy, more energy would Front," "Another Mother for Peace," and "Mobiliza-
be used in the construction of nuclear power stations tion for Survival" in the United States. This last group,
and for their fuel cycle than would be gained.The net called "mobe" for short, has four aims, which are
energy balance of nuclear power stations was there- characteristic of other groups also: (1) zero nucle:.r
upon studied by various groups.''' The results of these weapor.s, (2) ban nuclear power, (3) stop the arms
studies agreed that today's light. water reactors would race, and (4) fund human needs.
generate within the first 2 to 3 months of their

With rome delay, the course of events in the United
operation as much energy as had been invested in States has been followed mutatis mutandis in most
them. In a later article * published at the end of 1975,

industrialized countries with nuclear power programs.
Chapman acknowledged the correctness of the results Yet-over time and geographic loca; ion-one can
of these studies, and this put an end to the contro. notice certain changes in the ranks of the antinuclear
versy. This case-which follows the usual scientific critics.
approach of publications reviewed by peers and admis- In Austria an appeal is made by " Mothers Against
sion of error-is an exception to the mie in the Nuclear Energy," and opposition against the Lemoniz

~

,

; nuclear controversy. nuclear power plant in Spain is mounting among
Since then, several of the older arguments against Basque fol'owers ot' the more violent Euzkadi Ta,

' nuclear power have been partly shelved-thermal Azkatasuna (ETA).
pollution, emergency core-cooling systems, and reactor in the Federal Republic of Germany, the Bundes.
safety. It is perhaps curious how the emphasis in the verband Biirgerinitiativen Umweltschutz (BBU)
debate has changed. At one point nuclear power was claimed to be the fourth largest political party in 1977.
clearly the main bone of contention. Indeed, one spoke The small BBU executive board of only about 50
then of "the nuclear debate." Now, however, the persons-most of them occupyingleading positions in
accent has switched to the broad er.ergy mix, and the several associations which they themselves help to set
main nuclear issues facus on breeders, waste disposal, up and app earing in different roles whenever there is an
proliferation, and the future energy needs of society. opportunit -approved the following action program:

: If it is not a scientific or a technical controversy,it -Disn.ot the transport of uranium.
is certainly today a major sociophilosophical contr - -Ilold notest rallies.
versy between industry and the public, aggravated by a -Refuse the payn ent of electric bills.
lack of understanding due par ly to the specialized -Publish a list of companies with stakes in
terminology used and to the pre ent public distrust of nuclear power.
some of the institutions the experts represent. The
attack is on the industrial society, exemplified by the This program may have been too aggressive for the
central generation of electricity, and nuclear power is passive follower, fbr the BBU soon experienced splits
the prime target. This was not the case in the early in its ranks, the chairman resigned, and in 1978 various
L.xt!cs, when the antinuclear movement started in the of the public interest groups were absorbed in more
United Status. Long before the leaders of today's political" Green Lists."
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Delaying tactics, which started in the United Meanwhile, the Protestant Church in the Federal

States, has become one of the most favored instru. Republic of Germany is questioning the exorbitant

! ments used by the opposition in countries belonging to costs of nuclear power," and the Catholic Church in

the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Devel. Austria established an " ethical commission" for ques.

| opment (OECD). In his latest book, Raiph Nader' tions on nuclear power, maintaining that the decision;

recommends legal delays as "the most expeditious to start a reactor has ethical and moral ;mplications,

route to limiting nuclear power." Delays, some of them although Cardinal K6nig stated that technical questions

merely obstructionist, have stretched completion time should be left to the experts.

of a nuclear plant to 10 to 12 years. In the United
! States the present regulatory machinery requires more ,

than 40 local, state, and federal permits from as many RATIONALE FOR DISSENT
as 50 regulatory agencies for a smgle nuclear plant.

The result of this opposition has bean that govem. A recent risk. assessment study in Austria showed
,

ments in some countries, although elected in demo- that differences in attitudes of people who are for er I

cratic ways, have been hampered by these small groups against nuclear power are mainly due to their diffeant

in their attempts to introduce major technological beliefs about the environmental impact of nuclear
ss

; innovations in the society. Amory Lovins in his article, power and its benefits." llowever, another survey
'

" Energy Strategy: The Road Not Taken," wrote: on French attitudes showed that people acquire beliefs

"Even if nuclear power were clean, safe, economic, about the costs and benefits of nuclear energy which

assured of arrnle fuel, and socially benign per se, it accord with their established attitudes either fo or

| would still be unattractive because of the political against nuclear power.

| implications of he kind of energy economy it would The fear of ch9nge is inherent in human beings and

lock us into."'' in established social structures: the impac* a Brunel-

Just how widely these new ideas are shared is not lescni's cupola was discussed for over 50 years by the

exactly known. but those who espouse them are very Florentines, and what was said about trains in the

adamant and vociferous, have excglient access to the 1840s or about electricity at the tum of the century is

news media, and exercise political influence in at least very similar to today's horror stories about nuclear
two or three western countries. Certainly one of the energy.

underlying reasons for the reaction against nuclear it is imprtant to put this spreading fear of
power lies in the conscious or unconscious association technological risk in historical perspective. Seventy.five

in most people's minds between the peaceful uses of years ago, the major insecticide-which was sprayed

nuclear energy and the atomic bomb.8 8 The psycho. on everything from apples to grapes-was not DDT,

logical " Angst," the fear of any new technology, and but lead rsenate, or " Paris Green." Women canned

the overdramatization of future environmental havoc food with such preservatives as formaldehyde in high

seem to be growing parallel to the increasing pace of concentrations. Red food coloring was lead chro-

. technological development. mate-a horror of today's biochemist. The average life

These antinuclear philosophies have also become expectancy was 40 to 45 years at the tum of the

| clothed in the good reputations of the organizations century, and more than 13% of all in ants died beforer

! which have adopted them, the best example being the their first birthday."

! involvement of various churches. It started in the Crosso modo-this is today the standard ofliving

United States with the resolution of the Nanonal of the majority of people in the world and particulr5

Council of Churches opposing the so-called plutonium in developing countries. But in the West where life

economy. Yet, the Lutheran Council of the United expectancy is now over 70 and infant mortality less

States, early in 1976, declared that in any decision than 1%, the extensive research on "the possibility"

rejecting nuclear power, one would need to consider that saccharin was carcinogenic led to it being banned

the morality < m ng a limited supply of fossil fuels to 3 years ago in the United States. Additional research

produce elect uty; and the World Councif of by industry has now proved that the possibility was

Churches" demands that if there is no viable alterna. not proved in the case of human consumption.''

tive to nuclear energy today the social implications of it is therefore important for the public to under-

that fact must be examiacd. In 1979 the World Council stand what is meant by risk at a time when all scientific

of Churches will hold a worldwide conference on the advances come under suspicion and when risk assess-

theme," Faith, Science, and th: Future." ment is still a very new discipline. In this regard the
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distinction between real and perceived risk is quite accept in the past. In mdny cases the dangers are
new'' and of key importance for our very rudi- hypothetical but are taken too seriously. There are
mentary understanding of what can be considered an many programs of " risk avoidance"20 which seem to
acceptable risk from technology, have been carried beyond any useful benefit-cost ratio

For today's critics, one can see two main explana- to the p sint where they have become counterpro-
tions: the delayed consequences and the association of ductive. Thus malpractice suits in the United States-
nuclear energy with nuclear weapons.'' The conse- which are supposed to protect and reimburse
quences of a slowdown or halt in the planning and patients-are now actually causing so-called defensive
construction of nuclear power stations are not imme- medicine to be practiced: the quality of medical care
diately fd but wi'l show up 6 to 10 yea.:later. People falls while its costs rise.
underestimate or are unaware of the importance of a This general criticism against big industry is not
secum energy supply for the whole economy, and part confined to the nuclear industry. A similar assault has
of the reason lies in the difference in the tin e frame in been in progress for some years against the food
which scientists or engineers, as opposed to politicians, industry m the United States, although, prima facie,
must operate. I am convinced, for instance, that tnose the abundance of food in American life is something to
who advocate the banning of artificial fertilizers, one be marveled at.2: One must point out that little
of the greatest environmental pollutants, would never hardship is involved when, "as residents of the Geneva
get much support, because the consequences of such a area," you declare that you would hke to see " man
ban would be felt within a year's time and their liting in harmony with aature" and therefore ask the
resportsibility for such a decision would still be fresh in French Govemment te take time for ieflection before
the public mind. continuing the constn.ction of a fast breeder reactor at

2aThe second explanation is the old association Creys.Malville
between peaceful uses of nuclear mergy and nuclear To give a rather typical example of the thinking of
weapons. Yet, there has so far been no case where a certain afiluent groups: in the United States environ-
country went about developiag a nuclear explosive by mentalists have stopped a loan to Indonesia for the
constructing a nuclear power plant. It should be noted, purchase of 24 dredges to reclaim 8.9 x 10' m (2.22

and made more generally known, that in the 10-year million acres) of tidal wetlands and mangrove forests
period from 1945 to 1954 three countries developed on the coasts of Sumatra and Borneo. The purpose of
nuclear explosives, Letween 1955 and 1964 another the proposed reclamation was to provide more land for.
two countries did so,and betwe n 1965 and 1974 only growing rice and other crops for human beings. The
one country developed nuclear explosives. In this time suit, however, was based on the danger of siltation,
span, nuclear capacity in the world grew from 5 MW in destruction of fisheries, and loss of wildlife.
1955 to 54,000 MW in 1974 in 19 countries. From this The developing countries are still primarily con-
alone, one could conclude that there is no relation cemed with how to gain access to modern technologies
between the expansion of miclear power and the on the best terms and how to use technology to further
development of nuclear explosives. their economic development and self reliance because,

for them, poverty is the worst pollution.
s me Emups M om sodety considn fuenTHE INDUSTRIALIZATION ARGUMENT

techmcal development unnecessary, very little thought
To put the phenomenon of this " debate" into is given to the means that must be provided to

proper perspective, one should take a look at today's maintain the present standard of living in the de-
world. These trends result overall from the effects of veloped countnes, not to mention what is needed to
affluence, safety, and well-being, for they are evident raise the standard oflivingin the developing countries.
only in the highly industrialized countries with market Very little thought is given to the question of how to
economies. secure food and water for a population that will

Perhaps some new projects today are too big or too probably reach 6000 million by the year 2000
dangerous. Innovators and entrepreneurs are asked not (Ref.19).
only to bear all risks but also to bear the burden of The Pakistani delegate to the IAEA made the
proof-as if only they benefited from their efforts and following statement at the 22nd General Conference of
not society also. Partly as a result of this increased the IAEA in September 1978: "The developing coun- |

swareness, people now seem to be trying to decrease tries of the world, representing over two. thirds of
many kinds of risks that society had been willing to mankind, are facing a critical di:emma. On the one

|
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hand, there has been an inevitable increase in the price decisions, (3) greater public participation in public
of oil and . further escalation in prices becomes decisions, (4) increasing support by govemment offi-
unavoidable. The industrialized countries, inste# of cials and regional organizations, (5) favorable public
adopting a firm policy of conservation, are increwing polls, and (6) educational programs. Each of these is
their consumption and preempting the available limited discussed in more detail below.
reserves of reasonable-cost oil. It is an irony that at the One encouraging trend has been the formation of
same time, due to their domestic political considera- pubFc interest groups that take an active interest in the
tions, they are slowing down their nuclear power r,olution of energv problems (e.g., the European Energy
programs, which could have brought some relief in Association, A Power for Good in the United King-
reducing oil consumption. Under the circumstances, dom, and Nuclear Enerf,y Women in the United
when the enngy-deficient developing countries turn States).
toward nuclear power, thi.y face the insurmountable Aaother trend is the reaction of the judiciary
hurdles created by a deliberate and calculated , alicy of system in response to the continuous harassment by
denial of nuclear technology, which is desperately antinuclear groups with respect to decisions taken in
needed for their further development."as accordance with existing constitutional rules and regu-

Countries with centrally planned economies also lations. This judicial reaction differs with the issaes and
continued to regard nuclear energy as a necessary and the laws of each country.
benevolent force. The economic plan for 1976-1980 1. In the United States, the Supreme Court stated
in the USSR foresees a rate ofintroduction of nuclear in April 1978 that "the fundamental policy questions
power stations exceeding the rate of development of appropriately resolved in Congress and in state legisla-
electric. power generation as a whole. By 1980 the total tures are not subject to reexamination in the Federal
capacity of nuchu power stations in operation will be Courts under the guise of judicial review of agency
about 21 min W, and capacity will be doubled by action," and in June 1978 it upheld the constitution-
1985. It is envisaged that by 1990 the installed nuclear ality of the Price-Anderson Act.
capacity in the Soviet Union will reach 90 to 100 2.In Japan, a district court in Matsuyama ruled
mi!! ion kW. One of the major points of t! e Council for that safety standards at the plant were sufficient and in
Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEAP program was conformity with Japan's reactor regulatory law.2 7
the proposed acceler.:ted development of nuclear 3. In the Federal Republic of Germany, a court in
power generation in CMEA countries.24 In Romaaia, lhmburg recently ruled against withholding portions
for instance, the nuclear power program is be,ng of the payment of electric bills, which 350 nuclear
accelerated so as to provide 20% of the installed opponer..s had done, arguing on the basic right to
electricity by 1990 (Ref. 25). freedom of conscience. The court cited the fact that no

it is significant that doubts about nuclear energy one can withhold part of his taxes if he disapproves of
generally timited to sections of the affluent the nation's defense budget. Even more recently, theare

countries. With one or two exceptions, they are not administrative court of Oldenburg stated that the limits
shared by the governments, regional organizations, or for the release of radioactive effluents into the River
trade unions of the developed countries nor by the Weser have been so strictly determined that the fears of

developing or socialist countries. Perhaps developing the plaintiffs of contamination of the groundwater are

countries and workers' organizations have a firmer without any foundation.

sense of the true implications of zero growth. Be that There has also been a greater effort toward public
as it may, no government on this earth has yet declared participation in decision making. The most famous
zero growth a political-economic aim.'' example comes from the United Kingdom. The Wind-

scale inquiry and Justice Parker's ruling proved that if
both parties to an argument could be brought together

NEW TRENDS IN OECD COUNTRIES under an impartial authority, it would be possibb at

Despite the problems discussed above, new trends least for the differences to be identified. The impar-

noticeable in the OECD countries include (1) forma. tiality of the Tribunal was recognized by the Counsel

tion of the pronuclear groups, (2) favorable judicial for the Friends of the Ear *h,2 s but this view did not
survive the publication of Justice Parker's report;i.e.,4
months later the Friends of the Earth, in their

* Also knowus COMECON, assessment of what they call "the Parker inquiry,"
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accused the Inspector of "a marked asymmetry of in OECD countries governmental reaction has
judgmen t," of being " insufferably pvronizing and manifested itself in large-scale efforts in the dissemina-
inexcusably slipshod," and of"obscurmti.m."2' tion of infonnation. Ilowever, the results have often

li. another instance of public participation,in Naw been disappointing. Officia. government-sponsored in-
Zealand, where energy planning for the nineties is formation c4mpa.gns have been carried out and have
necessary, the government has issued a publication been counterproductive in Sweden and Austria and
titled Coals and Guiddines, which should serve as a also, to some extent, in the Federal Republic of
useful background to a continuing and informed public Germany and in Switzerland. On all these occasions,
debate on energy tratters. The criticism that some opponents used the camr aign to proclaim their own
aspec. ; of the publiution may arouse will be construc- credos. It also became apparent that the " neutral
tive and helpful in improving and refining the energy citizen" for whose benefit the campaigns were con-
strategy that the govemment is now in the process of ducted is usually not interested enough to attend the
developing. %e government welcomes considered debates. The only dependable participants are the
written responses to Coals and Guidelines and will "concemed citizens"(i.e., those who took the trouble
assist in the promotion and coordination of the public to label themselves as such), and they are usually the
ducussion on its contents. He New Zealand govem. opponents-those who have the money and the leisure
ment specified, however, that "its presentation for and have been given the opportunity.
public debate does not 'nean that the Government will,
or should, refrain from making decisiuns while, for 12
months or so, the process of public debate and EDUCATION: THE CRUX OF THE
esponse-gathering and analysis takes place. Some PROBLEM
decisions will certai,ay be required, and murt be taken, ne real crux of the problem is education, or rather
in that time. Nor does it mean that the Gov rnment the lack thereof. The vast majority of people with
wdl not be fully responsible for the decisions made whom one comes in contact are largely ignorant about
after the responses are received, or that it should or nuclear energy, and education is a long. term process.

|
must need any particular response. Few schools have environmen tal or energy education in

Most encouraging of the new trends are the dieir curricula, and probably few teachers are prepared
instances where govemment officials and regional

| to teach such courses. A recent national m.quiry in
. . .

organizations have repeatedly supported nuclear Canada, based on 2100 individuals over 18 years of
energy; age, showed that only 56% was, aware that nuclear

-At the European Economic Community (EEC) energy can be used to produce electricity.38 Another

.

public hearings ' in November 1977 and January study,2 * which was mane in the United States, found

| 1978, it was noted that " development of nuclear that support for nuclear power increased with the

| energy appears to be an inescapable necessity to education level. On the average, there was 13% more

| maintain moderate growth." support for nuclear power among those with the
| -The European Parliament in Strasbourg ap. highest educational attainment,

proved the breeder policy for Europe,a2 and the Education is primarily the responsibility of govem-

Co one;l of Europe organized a colh>quy on " Energy ment. A small start has been made in the United States

and the Environment" in November 1977 to improve where high school and college teachers were invited last

the quality ofinformation available to parliamentarians summer to participate in a nationwide program of 63

in Europe and in preparation for the det> ate in the energy-education workshops sponsored by the Depart.

Parliamentary Assembly in 1978 ment of Energy. A similar program exists in Karlsruhe.

-De economic summit at llonn in July 197g 11 wever, all educational efforts are not run along the

concluded that "the further development of nuclear same lines. In the l'nited Kingdom, the Open Uni-

energy is indepensable and the slippage in the execu. versity has a course tideo " Control of Technology,"

tion of nuclear programs must be reversed." which includes nuclear power. The textbook in the
course is Nuclear Power by Walter Patterson of Friends

The majority of polls and referenda on nuclear of the Earth. The other reference books are the Sixth
power appear to confirm this trend-in general with a Report of the Royal Commission on Environmental
2 to I ratio in favor of nuclear energy. Strangely Pollution, 77:e Fissile Society by Walter Patterson,
enough, polls taken near commercial nuclear power Nuclear Prospects by Michael Flood and Robin Grove.
stations show more or less the same ratio. White, Fuel's Paradise by Peter Chapman, and Soft
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Energy faths by Amcry Lovins. The Penguin list of explain to the next the possibaities of the technical
publications on nuclear energy does not include even wodd which it has created and its children willi.(e in.

one written by an expert on nurt:ar energy. Where is the school program that infomis our children

Education on a worldwide basis and in an impartial about the technological innovations of the 20th cen-

way is needed about energy questions in g-neral. The tury and the benefits they can derive from them in

same effort that has been made on an international everyday life: the advances in industry, agriculture and

basis in order to arouse consciousness of environmental pest control, communications, space research and its

problems should be undertaken for energy matters. feedback applications, medical analyses and surgery,

The Tbilisi Declaration made under the auspices of computers, laser applications, war technology, natural

UNESCO in 1977 made clear that environmental resou rces, and energy sources including nuclear energy?

education was to be considered a comprehensive Whether public acceptance of nuclear power plants is

hielong education, reveahng the enduring continuity achievea th;ough debate or education or both, "the
which links the acts of today to the consequences of energy issue will be with us for a long time, because it

tomorrow. This will strengthen the programs of envi. has become social and political as well as technical."3'

ronmental education of the United Nations Environ. As Marie Curie said well over 50 years ago,"Nothing in

mental Program (UNEP). life is to be feared;it is to be understood."

A recently published World llealth Organization
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THE FUTURE OF NUCLEAR ENERGY'

~ Alvin M.Weinberg
institute for Energy Analysis

Oak Ridge Associated Universities
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830

In many ways nuclear energy is a fantastic success: a completely
new source of energy now producing, or soon scheduled to produce, about
20 exajoules per year or almost 10 percent of all the energy maa now
produces. This energy vill come from 4 525 large reactors in.36 countries.
These reactors, if replaced by oil-fired power plants, would require
about 10 x 106 barrels of' oil per day -- i.e. , about one-seventh of all
the oil produced in the world. Were the output of these plants used for

6electric resistive heating, in principle 2.5 x 10 barrels of oil per
6day could be diaplaced if in electric vehicles, perhaps 7 x 10

barrels.

Despite this extraordinary accomplishment, the first nuclear era
suams to be coming to an end in many countries. Will there be a second
nuclear era - that is, will nuclear energy occupy a secure niche as a
large and permanent source of energy? Or will it simply be an ephemeral
bridge to a fission-free future based on the sun, on geothermal energy,
on fusion, and on fossil fuels -- at least as long as the latter last, or
until they are proscribed because of their effect' on the climate?

It is impossible to generalize: in Austria, the first nuclear era
has already ended or, more accurately, was not even allowed to start; in
Sweden a majority voted to end it in 25 years; in the United States,
some states have proscribed nuclear energy, and President Carter refers
to it as an energy source of last resort. By contrast, in France,
Japan, and the Soviet Union, nuclear energy continues to grow rapidly,
and plans are going forward for the second nuclear era, based on breeders
or other high-gain reactors.

The most plausible fucures probably require nuclear energy. A
world of 8 x 109 people is almost surely going to demand much more
energy than we use today, assuming the energy can be found. R. Rotty of
the Institute for Energy Analysis (IEA) and W. Haefele, et al. of the
International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA), visualize
a world that uses 3-4 times as much energy in 2030 as we use now. Were -

most of this to come from coal, the world would have to mine 25 x 109 or
more cons of coal cach year. This I deem to be incredible. I would

, imagine the dangers of nuclear energy would pale by comparison.

__

* Presented as the Closing Plenary Address, ANS-ENS Topical Meeting on
Thermal Reactor Safety, Knoxville, Tennessee, April 11, 1980.
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Yet a nuclear future of this magnitude is also formidable. Even if
but one-half of this energy were produced by nuclear reactors, we would
be speaking of a world of 7500 large reactors. Is this credible? In |

;

short, is a very large second nuclear era possible, even if the world <

'
allows the first era - based on reactors of current type and limited by
the amount of relatively cheap uranium -- to evolve into tha second -4

era, based on reactors that, in principle, can be supplied with fuel
indefinitely.

That scenarios are uncertain goes without saying. At the recent,

Munster. conference, Amory Lovins argued that improved efficiency in endt

9use could assure the amenities we now enjoy in a world of 8 x 10.

j people using no more energy than is used now. This amounts to reducing
the expenditure of energy per capita from 2 kW-years per year per person

; to I kW per pr I shall not be here in 2050, when this happy situa-
L tion is expe. take place, so I shall never know whether Lovins

,

will be prove. 1ght. Given the uncertainties, to proscribe the second3

1 nuclear era now'on the grounds that the world can live in relative peace
i with an expenditure of 1 kW per person is mindlessly irresponsible. Nor
1 can we count on the other options: each is beset with difficulties that

all of us are familiar with. Nevertheless, no one can prove that nuclear
fission is here to stay: our responsibility as nuclear technologists is

: to perfect the fission system so that it remains an available, politically
! acceptable option. Ultimately the future of nuclear energy is a political

and economic question to whose resolstion we nuclear technologists can,

; only contribute, not decide.
1

II,

2 I deal but briefly with the first nuclear era, during which nuclear
} energy is based on already developed reactors. Since a Pressurized

Water Reactor, over its lifetime, requires about 6,000 tons of uranium,4

i we had always understood that the first nuclear era was self-limiting,
i How self-limiting depends on how much uranium can be retrieved at an

6i acceptable price - 10 x 10 tons would support 1,000 reactors for 50

| years, for example. Thus we aircady may have in place 30-50 percent of
all the reactors that will constitute the first era. What the ultimatei

usable price of uranium in current reactors might be is set by the price
of energy from competitive sources. If the competition is, say, solar
power towers, I suspect the upper limit for the price of uranium is far

,

j greater than we now imagine (though the world, paying so much for
primary energy, would thereby be a far po_rer place). If the competing
source is the breeder, the upper limit might be, say, $180 per pound.-

! (This is based on the breeder eventually costing $500 per kW more than
j- the non-breeder.)

f What can be done in the short run to ensure that the first nuclear
} cra run its originally contemplated course is limited because the

reactors and the institutions required to manage the nuclear enterprise
'

; are already in place. Two exceptions to this should be noted. First is
vaste disposal: a vigorous, clear demonstration of actual disposal of

;

&
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high level wastes vould probably be as inportant as any single action to

| incline the public toward support of nucicar energy. Second, Three Mile
| Island may have proved, as Dr. Stratton explained at this meeting, that
I in accidents that develop slowly, the China Syndrome may be a myth: a

i melt-through with large release of radioactivity may be physically
i impossible. After all, it was the belief of the entire nuclear community,

since 1960, that failure of ECCS would usually induce failure of the
containment. If this is wrong, we must re-examine many basic assumptions.
Moreover, I call your attention to calculations by S. Zivi that suggest
the physissi impossibility of the violent steam explosion blowing the
top off a Pressurized Water Reactor vessel. These consideracions,

131coupled with the observation that the I source term may be grossly
overestimated, represent the best of the good ews from Three Mile
Island. Nevertheless, even in the short run int ortant fixes, though
incremental, can and are being made.

Three Mile Island focused the public's attention on what many of us
within the nuclear enterprise had realized was the real problem - the
Class IX accident. That the enterprise has reacted vigorously -- with
the Institute of Nuclear igwer Operati'ons (INPO), the Nuclear Safety
Analysis Center (NSAC), and insurance pools; and that a variety of
technical improvements will be instituted can only be applauded. The
aim must be to avoid another Class IX accident during the rest of the
first nuclear era - not only because the public will hardly accept such
an accident, but because, as the current moratorium on nuclear energy
suggests, the financial strain on the af fected institution is siuply too
great. No utility president is likely to order a nuclear plant if
he believes he is betting his utility on an event (such as Three Mile

2Island) wLose a priori probability might be as high as 10 per year.

Although reaction to Three Mila Island hac not been unif orm through-
out the t rld, none can deny that its impact was profoundly felt every-
where. The U.S. utilities have recognized this in setting up IN20. Ha
the international nuelcar enterprise reacted with equal vigor? Can we
be assured that ccantries with littin technological tradition can main-
tain and operate reactors safely? The industrialized countries have the
strongest incentive to ensure that Class IX accidents are avoided any-
where in the world. The same considerations that led to establishment
of INPO in the United States are relevant worldwide. Indeed, I would
consider the extension of INPO, or something equivaleat to INPO. world-
vide as an extremely important step in ensuring that the first nuclear

era is not aborred. I believe this retter is being taken sericusly both
by- the International Atomic Energy Agency and by the Nuclear Regulatory

(I recall, d' ring a visit to P2kistan in 1969, discussingCommission. u
uith Francis Perrin the capacity of underdeveloped countrDs to manage
nuclear systcma. We vere encouraged by the successful operation of

|

national airlines in most of these countries; a handful of expert '

pilots and mechanics are sufficient to gerate safely. Houever, as
Three Mile Island has shoun, once a Class IX accident occurs, the
demands on the technological community become very great - much greater
than can be met by the resources of all but the most sophisticated

r
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countries. Perhaps emergency response teams, combining international
experto ao veil ao experts from a nation'a nuclear energy laboratory,
ought to be catablished to prepare for auch contingencica.)

III

Are the measures now being taken to assure the continuation of the
first nuclear era sufficient to ensure the second nuclear era: the era
we visualized as involving perhaps 10 times as many reactors as we now
have, many of these being breeders? Again, no one can tell; never-
theless, the argument used by the Swedish aeronautical engineer, Bo
Lundberg, in 1963 with regard to the future of air transport, must be
heeded. Lundberg pointed out that as the number of passenger-miles
flown increased, the probability of accident per passenger-mile would
have to decrease correspondingly. Otherwise the accident rate would ,

increase -- in his estinate, to several major ciashes per day by 2010.
Though the probability of a passenger successfully completing a flight
remained as good in 2010 as in 1963, in Lundberg's view the public would
lose confidence in air travel, and commercial sir travel would collapse.
He proposed that in the fifty-year period from 1960 to 2010, the fatality
rate per passenger-mile would have to diminish from 11/109 passenger-
miles to about .3/109 passenger-miles - a factor of about 40.

Commercial air travel has actually become much safer per passenger-
mile so much so that although the passenger-miles have increased about
as he predicted, the absolute accident rate has fallen. Over the last
20 years in the United States, though the number of active commercial
transports has increased 19 percent, the total accidents have decreased
71 percent. By contrast, there has been much less improvement in general
aviation: the number of fatal accidents in general aviation has doubled
as have the number of airplanes. Yet the public tends to view accidents
in small planes very differently than it does ace?. dents in commercial

t transport. The 1270 paople killed in 1979 in the United States in many
small plano crashes would not be tolerated if they were killed in 10 or
15 large crashes each year.

The experience in air transport should teach us two things: first,
that accidents do tend to diminish as experience is gained; but second,
that as far as the public's perception is concerned, risk is not simply
the product of probability x consequence -- i.e., the first sament of the
probability distribution of severity of accidents. Somehow, the public
accepts many small airplane crashes, but reacts much more violently to a
few very large crashes, although the total casualties are the same in
the two instances. I would guess that this reaction is at least in part
attributable to television: each of us can identify with, and be scared
out of our wits by, a large accident that we see in detail on the TV
screen. That the accident is a priori extremely improbable is less
evident since what we see is an actual instance of the improbable
occurring. In short, the public, I would suggest, understands conse-
quences; it does not understand probabilities.

_. .
.
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The a priori mean probability of Three Mile Island, according to
Rasmussen, is about 4 x 10-" per reactor year, with a tenfold spread on
either side of this mean. If the first nuclear era amounted to 30,000
reactor years, and the mean a priori probability remains 4 x 10-4 per
year, there would be, on average, 10 Three Mile Islands over the next

' 30-50 years, with the range lying between 100 and 1. This I would judge
to be intolerable - not merely because the public would lose confidence
in nuclear energy long before the tenth Three Mile Island, but because
utility executives, whether private or public, would have lost confidence
in nuclear energy. To survive the fi st. era, I would suggest that we
must reduce the a priori probability of Class TX accidents by a factor
of the order of 10 to 100, so that at most there would be very few -- say
one or two Three hile Islands, within this period.

IV

1 shall not try to cribe the many possibit measures that can be
undertaken to reduce the probability of Class IX accidents, or to mitigate
their consequences, Many of these have been discussed at length at this
meeting. They include a variety of technical and institutional fixes,
mostly incremental. (For example, I have already implied that more
careful analysis might rule out containment failures that are now
conceded to be physically possible.) The possibility that has not been
discussed is the development of reactor systems that are intrinsically
less sensitive to meltdowns than are the present types. We are convening
a small group of old-timers in the nucitar tusiness (that is, the now
rather elderly group of people who were responsible for setting the
enterprise along its present course) to discuss whether the current
moratorium in the U.S. might be used to advantage to establish criteria
that reactors for the second ruelcar era aught to meet. |

One conjectare that I would put forward is that siting policy
itself may have an influence on accident probability. If one concedes,
as was assamed in the Rasmussen report when it admonished its readers

not to multiply accident probability at time I by total reactor-years at
time T + t, that the accident frequency per reactor per year diminishes
as the total number of reactor years increases (according to the so-
called cunulative learning curve discussed at length by P. C. Roberrs of

.

the United Kingdom), then it seems plausible to me that such learning I

occurs faster on a large site than it does on a small site, and that,
therefore, the accident rate per reactor ought to be smaller on the
larger site. To take aa exar.ple, elements of the Three Mile Island
sequence occurred at Davis-Besse, Oconee, and Rancho Seco before it
occurred at Three Mile Island, had all four reactors, Davis-Besse,
Oconee, kaacho Seco, and Three Mile Island, been co-located, I cannot
imagine Three Mile Island occurring. The word would have got around
about the ambigui.ty in determining water level after a small LOCA. To
be sure, INP0's and NEAC's main jobs are to ensure that the word gets
around -- i. e. , that accident frequency diminishes fast enough as cumula-
tive reactor years increase to more than balance the increase in number

- _ _ _ - _ _ _
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|

of reactors. I suggesc that consolidation of siting would hasten the
process, and thus ease INP0's and NSAC's task.

| The trend toward consolidating siting is unmistakable: of the 525
| reactors, 170, representing one-half the world's nuclear power outside
| the United States, are now on sites with 4 or more reactors. If this
} trend continues, then eculd we not c'ontemplate a world of 5,000 reactors
I confined, saf, to no more than 500 or 1,000 sites? Now if the cumula-

tive learning curve for a multi-reactor diminishes so fast that the

probability of accident per site is rather independent of the size of
the site, we would be confronting a world in which the overall accident
rate is not so different from what we now axperience. I am able to
contemplate such a second ruclear era with much more equanimity than I
can one in which many thousands of reactors are scattered among very
large numbers of organizations and sites, and in which the learning rate
is correspondingly slower.

I realize that what I have said is conjecture. I put it fcrth for
consideration; I should think that the influence of number of reactors

per site on accident rate could be estimated from an analysis of LER's
that are already available. This I should think would be useful datum
to collect.

,

-

V

Much of Western society seems today to be afflicted by an environ-
mental hypochondria that undernines and debilitates every massive
technology. Is it possibic that this hypochondria vill pass, and that
the public reaction to nuclear energy will eventually be commensurate
with its true risks?

I see two possibilities. The first is that we will eventually be
heeded in our insistence that nuclear risks must be judged in comparison
to other risks. To take an example,1:anry Hurwitz of General Electric
has estimated that if the government's goal for conserving energy by
better insulation of houses is achieved, then we can expect 20,000
additional lung cancers per year because of the increased exposure to
radon in the tighter houses. This estimate is based on a strictly
linear dose-response, with no threshold. The expected number of
casualties during the next 20 years from inculating homes is therefore
much larger than the casualties caused by the very worst Class IX acci-
dent that might occur in 20 years. Tightening houses to save energy is
more dangerous than is a Class IX accident!

One cannot ignore Hurwitz's calculation: if the public reacted in
a way that we here would deem rational, its fears about nuclear energy
would surely be allayed by this argument. But the difficulty is the one

.

I have already alluded to: a single incident that might harm many I

people is far more threatening than are many small incidents that in
aggregate affect even more people. Nevertheless, I am optimistic enough

_ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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to hope that people will eventually place risks of nuclear energy in
perspective.

The other possibility is that the estimates of the amount of cancer
caused by low levels of radiation could prove to be greatly exaggerated.
The largs number of cancers supposedly caused by the worst Class IX
accident occur mostly among a very large number of people exposed to
less than 1,000 mr per year of radiation - i.c., 3 mr per day. If low
level radiation could be shown to be much less harmful than is suggested

3by the usual linear hypothesis (with a sicpe of I cancer per 5 x 10
rads), then the spectre of a reactor accident conceivably causing
hundreds of thousands of casualties would be extirpated.

Three recent findir4s bear on this all-important issue. First, in
the April 4, 1980 issue of Science, Raabe, Book, and Parks have shown
that at least for bone tumors caused by radium, there is, in fact, a
practical threshald - i.e. , the latent period for appearance of the
tumor exceeds the life span if the dose is lower than 39 millirem per
e s;* . This evidence is consistent with the findings at Nagasaki where
low aET radiation below about 50 rads showed no increase in leukemia
(even though .ie exposure was instantaneous); it is not consistent with
Hiroshima data where there was a higher irradiation by high LET radiation
and linearity perists below 50 rads. Ic is significant that the third

BEIR report of the National Academy of Sciences no longer accepts linearity
below 10 rads -- yet most of the 45,000 estimated number of cancers from
the worst Claes IX accident are attributable to lifetime doses less than
10 rads.

A second possible mir, conception is the alleged sensitivity of the
fetus to prenatal radiation. One of the more dramatic events at Three
Mile Island was Governor Thornburgh's order to evacuate pregnant women.
The scientific basis for this action lies in the claim by Stewart and
Kneale that the doubling dose for childhood cancer is less than 2 rads
to the pregnant mother. This claim has been in the literature for about
20 years; it has been a source of dispute ever since it was made.
During the past year Drs. J. Totter and H. G. MacPherson of the Institute
for Energy Analysis have found a methodological flaw in the Stewart-
Kneale analysis: namely, that the controls did not in fact match the
cancer cases in many essential respects. In particular, the requirement
that the probability that a control received X-rays equal the probability
that a non-radiogenic cancer received X-rays was not fulfilled; as a
consequence, the findings of Stewart-Kneale were rendered invalid.
There is, according to MacPherson and Totter, no evidence that extremely
low levels of prenatal radiation increases the p obability of childhood
cancer.

Finally, I call to your att.ntion the recent article in the Proceedings
of the National Academy of Sciences by John Tatter on the origin of
spontaneous cancer. Totter first shows that mortality from cancer, when
corrected for competing risks, seems to be independent of a country's
state of industrialization, and therefore of its level of man-made

i
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pollution. Thus, he argues, one must seek the primary carcinogens not
among man-made agents, but rather among all-pervasive " normal" components
of the environment. The culprit suggested by Totter is oxygen. His
main argument rests on the known fact that one intermediate in the,

| metabolism of oxygen is the superoxide radical, 02 ; and this radical is
| essentially the same as the radicals produced by radiation, which of
| course is known to be a carcinogen. Indeed, the rcdiomimetic dose

continually imposed on each of us because of the flood of 02 radical
might be between 500 and 2,000 rads per lifetime - i.e., between 7 and
30 rads per year; it is this flood of radiomimetic radicals that, in
Totter's view, is an underlying, perhaps the most important, cause of
cancer. If one accepts Totter's view, then the lifetime dose of 7 rads
of background radiation, even on the linear hypothesis, would account
for about one-third to 1 percent of cancer.

It is too early to say how Totter's revolutionary theory on the
origin of cancer will be received by the scientific community. Thus far
it has been promoted by the President of the National Academy of Sciences,
Dr. Philip Handler who, along w".ch Professor Fridovitch of Duke Uni-

versity, discovered the enzyme super-oxide dismutase that protects us
from this enormous natural flood of radiomimetic radicals. Neverthe-
less, the evidence pointing to oxygen as the culprit is tantalizing:
oxygen is known to be a mutagen; it has been shown to cause tumors in
fruit flies; and it gives a positive Ames test, the assay that is often
used to screen carcinogens.

I cannot say where these considerations will lead. I would suggest
that they may very well result in our realizing that in fact low-level
radiation is far_ less damaging than even the linear hypothesis suggests,
and that therefore most of the fects concerning the lingering effects of
Class IX accidents or, for that matter, of conceivable contamination
from leaks from waste depositories, are unfounded. If these specula-
tions prove correct, then I should think the Western world will come to
its senses with respect to nuclear energy.

I close by drawing from William Clark's perceptive paper on " Witches,
Floods, and Wonder Drugs." He likens the current environmental hysteria
to the fear of witches that swept over much of Western Europe and America
in the 16th and 17th centuries. The symptoms were much like those we
now see every night on TV: vagua discomforts, cattle dying, babies
deformed because of industrial miasmas. Perhaps most striking was the
hysterical fear exhibited by 400 Middletowners when the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission proposed to vent 60,000 curies of 85 Kr from Three Mile Island:
the maximum beta skin dose per person would have been 11 mr, the whole
body gamma dose 0.2 mr (compared to Totter's estimate of radiomimetric
02 dose of between 7,000 and 30,000 mr per year). Witch hunting
flourished for two centuries, especially since it was in the interests
of the witch hunting profession to find and burn more and more witches.
It was not until 1610 that the chief inquisitor, Alonzo Salazar y Frias, (
became suspicious that the alleged connection between witchery and human
ills may have been exaggerated. He ordered an investigation and discovered
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| that although more than 500,000 bona fide witches had been burned at the
l stake in the past century, nothing else seemed to have changed: people

got sick and died, vars and pestilence abounded, crops would sometimes
fail. Though he did not proscribe witch hunting, he forbade the use of
torture to extract confessions: the result was that witch burning, and

then witch hunting, fell precipitously.

I do not wish to leave the impression that a Class IX accident is

as innocuous as witches have turned out to be: we know that the LD50 is
400 rems of radiation and that in the worst conceivabic accident some
acute deaths would occur. But we also know that most of the presumptive

casualties and the fear of Class IX accidents comes from lou level
' exposure. I would therefore insist that the future of nuclear energy,

.
whether there will L' a second nuclear era, will depend upon the public's
overcoming its unreasoning dread of our modern witch - exposure to low
level radiation. It took the Inquisition more than a century to overcome
its fear of witches. I would hope we will lay to rest this modern witch
soon enough to ensure that the first nuclear era run its course, and the
second nuclear era be allowed to co-exist with the solar era or fusion
era.

|

- __ _
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